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SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES
OF LONDON.

SESSION 18991900.

Thursday, November 23rd, 1899.

VISCOUNT DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : Prehistoric Scotland and its place in European Civilisation.

By Robert Munro, M.A., M.D. Svo. Edinburgh and London, 1899.

From the Author : Hawkshead : its History, Archceology, Industries, Folklore

Dialect, &c. By H. S. Cowper, F.S.A. 8vo. London, 1899.

From the Author : On the Use and Value of Colour in Architecture. By
H. C. Corlette. 4to. London, 1899.

From the Author : Tarnworth Castle : its Foundation, its History, and its

Lords. By Rev. Henry Norris. Svo. Tamworth, 1899.

From the Ipswich Historical Society. Mass., U.S.A. : A Sketch of the Life of

John Winthrop the Younger, Founder of Ipswich, Massachusetts, in 1633.

By T. F. Waters. 4to. Ipswich, Mass., 1899.

From the Author : An Illustrated Historical and Descriptive Account of Hooe

Church, Sussex. By J. J. Newport. 2nd Edition. 8vo. Bexhill. n.d.

From the Author : The holed-stone Cross at Moone. By Miss Margaret
Stokes. Svo. n.p. 1899.

From the Author : A Plea for the Preservation of Manorial Court Kolls. By
W. E. Foster, F.S.A. Svo. London, 1899.

From the Author :

1. The Roman Altar and other Relics found at Wilderspool, 1895-6. By
Thomas May. Svo. Liverpool, 1S97.

2. The Roman Fortifications recently discovered at Wilderspool. By
Thomas May. Svo. Liverpool, 1899.

VOL. XVIII. A
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From the Royal Institute of British Architects : Catalogue and Supplement of

Printed Books and Manuscripts in the Library of the R.I.B.A. 4to.

London, 1889-99.

From the Trustees of the Public Library, Museums, and National Gallery of

Victoria : Letters from Victorian Pioneers, Edited by T. F. Bride. Svo.

Melbourne, 1899.

From the Author : Geschichte der Bildenden Kiinste in der Schweiz. Von
Dr. J. II. Rahn, Hon. F.S.A. 3 vols. Svo. Zurich, 1873-76.

From the Compiler : Monumental Inscriptions in the Church and Churchyard,

Pluckley, Kent. Compiled by Rev. Francis Haslewood, F.S.A. Privately

Printed. Svo. Ipswich, 1899.

From the Author : The Capture of the Merchant Ship
"
St. Paul" in Cuckmere

Bay, Sussex. By R. Garraway Rice, F.S.A. 8vo. Lewes, 1899.

From the Author : The First Bishop of Bath and Wells. By J. A. C. Vincent.

Svo. Exeter, 1899.

From the Author : Reservation of the Holy Eucharist in the Scottish Church.

By F. C. Eeles. 4to. Aberdeen, Oxford, and London, 1899.

From the Author : The Medals and Gorgets of the Irish Volunteers and
Militia. By Robert Day, F.S.A. Svo. n.p. n.d.

From the Corporation of the City of London : Bronze Medal in commemoration
of the GOth year of the Reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, 1897.

From H. Yates Thompson, Esq., B.A., F.S.A. : Thirty-two Miniatures from
the Book of Hours of Joan II., Queen of Navarre (Roxburghc Club).
Two parts. 4to. London, 1899.

A special vote of thanks was accorded to H. Yates

Thompson, Esq., F.S.A., for his gift to the Library.

The SECRETARY announced that owing to the many appli-
cations for copies of the special book-plate engraved for the

Franks Bequest, the Council had caused a limited number to

be printed, to be sold to Fellows and collectors, at a price of

21s. for large paper and 10s. 6d. for small paper copies.

This being an evening appointed for the election of Fellows

no papers were read.

F. G. HILTON PRICE, Esq., Director, exhibited a large
number of Romano-British antiquities found in the City of

London.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for this exhibition.

The Ballot opened at 8.45 p.m. and closed at 9.30 p.m.,
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when the following were declared duly elected Fellows of the

Society :

Robert Steele, Esq.
Thomas Butler Cato, Esq.
Robert Bell Turton, Esq., M.A.

Henry Edward Montgomery Baylis, Esq., M.R.C.S.

Rev. Francis John Eld, M.A.
William Bemrose, Esq.
Charles Francis Bell, Esq.
Rev. Henry Norris.

Herbert Robert Henry Southam, Esq.

Thursday, November 30th, 1899.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Shropshire Archaeological and Natural History Society : Calendar of

the Muniments and Records of the Borough of Shrewsbury. 8vo. Shrews-

bury, 1896.

From the Compiler : -Stories from Old-Fashioned Children's Books. Brought
together by Andrew W. Tuer, F.S.A. Svo. London, 1899.

From the Editor : Original Documents relating to the Hostages of John, King
of France, and the Treaty of Bretigny in 13GO. Edited, with Historical

Notices, by Sir G. F. Duckett. Bart. Svo. London, 1890.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows of the

Society :

Robert Steele, Esq.
Herbert Robert Henry Southam, Esq.

TALFOURD ELY, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., exhibited two folding

reading-desks, one of late seventeenth or early eighteenth

century date, the other somewhat later, on which he com-
municated the following note :

"Of the two reading desks now exhibited the smaller

belonged formerly to Henry Crabb Robinson, for 38 years a
Fellow of our Society, who died in 1867, at the age of 91, and

bequeathed it to me with the rest of his furniture. Of its

earlier history I unfortunately know nothing.
A 2
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Though very different in appearance, it will be observed

that the two desks have some features in common, for each is

cut out of a single piece of oak.

The larger desk has been broken and mended with iron,

and a portion of one side is lost.

In the centre are the letters J. C., the initials of my great-

great-great-grandfather, Joseph Conder,
*

of Leeds, in York-

shire/ who died in 1724, aged 70 years, as we are told by the

inscription on the family vault at Southchurch, near

Southend.
For this desk, therefore, may be claimed an antiquity of

some two centuries."

Mr. Read pointed out the similarity of construction between
these desks and the wooden reading stands commonly used by
the Arabs in Egypt and elsewhere.

ALFRED HIGGINS, Esq., F.S.A., read a paper descriptive of

an illuminated and emblazoned copy of the Statutes from
Edward III. to Henry VI., illustrating the genealogy of the

family of Fitzwilliam of Mablethorpe, co. Lincoln, and on the

question of the identity of Sir Thomas Fitzwilliam, knight,
Recorder of London, and Speaker of the House of Commons.
In addition to the manuscript in question, two other

English illuminated MSS. of the thirteenth century were also

exhibited.

Mr. Higgins's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

HAROLD BRAKSPEAR, Esq., read a paper on Lacock Abbey,
Wilts, with special reference to recent excavations on the site

of the abbey church.

Mr. Brakspear's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions
and communications.

Thursday, December 7th, 1899.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : Buried Oxford unearthed
; being some Account of the

Excavations undertaken hy the Oxford Architectural and Historical Society
By F. H. Penny, M.A. 8vo. Oxford, 1899.
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From His Excellency the Governor oi
: Malta :

1. Ancient Pottery from the Ancient Pagan Tombs and Christian Cemeteries
of the Islands of Malta. Folio. Malta, 1899.

2. The Crypt of St. Agatha in Hal-Bajada District, Malta. Folio. Malta
1899.

From Edward Peacock, Esq.. F.S.A. : A Photograph of the south door of

Northorpe Church, near Kirton-in-Lindsey, Lincolnshire.

Notice was given of a Ballot for the election of Fellows on

Thursday, llth January, 1900, and a list of candidates to be
balloted for was read.

F. G. HILTON PRICE, Esq., Director, exhibited an ink-pot

ROMAN INK-POT OF BLUE-GLAZED EARTHENWARE
FOUND IN THE FAYUM. (i LINEAR.)

of blue glazed earthenware of early Roman or Ptolemaic

date, lately found in the Fayum, Egypt.

C. J. JACKSON, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a silver parcel-gilt

English chalice and paten of the sixteenth century.

The chalice is 5J inches high, and has a hemispherical bowl

3J inches in diameter, gilt within and for J inch round the

lip. The stem is hexagonal, with a gilt knot of the usual
cast work with traceried openings and angels' heads on the

points. At the junction of the stem with the bowl, knot, and
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foot are moulded bands, also gilt. The spread of the foot is

at first hexagonal, but lower down becomes circular, and rests

upon a sexfoil base, 3f inches in diameter, with vertical

moulded edge ;
the junction of spread and base is managed in

a curiously unskilful way. The usual Crucifixion is engraved

upon one of the lobes of the foot, and gilded, and upon the

base just beneath it is struck the only mark, that of the

maker, apparently a saltire raguly.

MEDIEVAL ENGLISH CHALICE IN THE POSSESSION OP
ME. C. J. JACKSON, F.S.A. ( LINEAR.)

The paten is 4| inches in diameter, and has two depressions,
the first circular, the second sexfoil with gilt leafwork in the

spandrils. In the centre, within a circle is engraved the

Vernicle, which is gilt. The rim is flat and plain, and there

are no hall-marks.

Neither chalice nor paten has any history; they were bought
from a silversmith in Bond Street, London.
The chalice belongs to Type G, and the paten to Type D

of the classification drawn up by Messrs. Hope and Fallow.*
The date of both vessels is probably c. 1520, but the
bowl of the chalice, which seems to be original, is of an
older type.

*
Archaeological Journal, xliii. 137-161, 364-402
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G. F. BEAUMONT, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Essex,
communicated the following note on a Roman stone coffin

found at Braintree :

"On the 24th October, 1899, I inspected a stone coffin

recently discovered at Braintree, on property belonging to

Mr. R. W. Davies. The situation of the deposit is about 20

yards east of Albert Road, and about 90 yards south of

the high road leading from Braintree to Coggeshall, at the

back of a house in course of erection in a field known as

Roach Pond Field. The coffin is of oolitic limestone, and
was found at a depth of 3 feet from the surface. When
discovered, the labourers, imagining they had come upon the

top of a disused well, shattered the lid into many pieces.
The body of the coffin was apparently constructed in five

parts, the two ends being hewn out of a solid block, and the

central division composed of three slabs. Its dimensions

are, internally, 6 feet 5 inches long, 19 inches wide, and
14 inches deep, and the masonry is 4 inches thick. The lid,

which was grooved to fit on to the sides, is 7 feet long and
29 inches wide. It is coped, being 4J inches thick at the

sides, rising to 6| inches in the centre.

There were no signs that the lid had been fastened to the

lower part of the coffin by clamps ;
nor was I able to detect

any traces of lime, so that in this instance the coffin does not

appear to have been filled with that material, as was the

case with some burials at York, London, Colchester, and
elsewhere. The coffin, however, was full of clay, deposited

apparently by infiltration. The skeleton has been pro-
nounced, on a cursory inspection by a medical man, to be
that of a female, but before an authoritative opinion can be

expressed, the bones must be subjected to a more critical

examination.
In addition to the skeleton, the coffin contained, near the

right elbow of the skeleton, some small amber beads and three
red glass, or, as Mr. Davies has since been informed, ruby,*
beads

;
a green glass, or perhaps plasma bead, T

7
^ inch long, f

inch wide, \ inch thick
;
an iron nail; fragments of a small glass

vessel \\ inch in diameter at the top ;
the bottom of the same

or another glass vessel
;
a small jet ornament f inch long,

tapering to a point ;
and also what may have been a button or

a fibula made of slate, coated with copper. No coins were dis-

covered, nor were there any traces of weapons.
Mr. Davies has, since my visit, informed me that charred

remains and fragments of Roman tile were found, outside the

coffin, on the left side midway between the head and feet.

* This is unlikely ; they may be garnet.
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The coffin contains, I am informed, no inscription.

From the position of the body, which lay due east and

west, the head being at the west end, it is reasonable to

suppose that the interment was that of a Roman or Romano-

British Christian."

Sir JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., Vice-President, Local Secretary
for Hertfordshire, communicated the following report on the

opening of a barrow in Easneye Wood :

"A barrow in Easneye Wood, near Ware, belonging to

Mr. T. Fowell Buxton, was opened by him and his son,

Mr. John Henry Buxton, on the 19th July, 1899, and I was

requested to undertake the superintendence of the work of

exploration.
The barrow, which is situate about a quarter of a mile or

rather less to the north-east of Easneye House, is in the

midst of a wood, and is not laid down on the Ordnance Map
on the scale of 6 inches to the mile. It is about 60 feet in

diameter at the base, and its summit is about 10 feet above
the level of the neighbouring ground. I was at first in hopes
that on examination it would prove to be of Roman date, and

analogous in character with the Youngsbury barrow, about

3 miles to the north, opened in 1889, of which I have given an
account in the Archaeologia* These hopes were doomed to

be disappointed.
A trench about 3 feet wide was cut in the barrow from the

south to the centre, and was carried down to about 2 feet

below the original surface of the ground. The barrow was

composed of a sandy loam with pebbles, such as is found
in the immediate neighbourhood, and is probably of glacial

age. As the centre was approached traces of burning
became evident, inasmuch as numerous small fragments of

charcoal were found, and eventually beneath a slab of

partially charred wood a considerable deposit of burnt bones
was discovered, which lay about 18" inches below the original
surface of the ground. Not a solitary piece of pottery, not a

fragment of bronze, nor a single worked flint was found, such
as might possibly have assisted in determining the date at

which these burnt bones were deposited. The only extraneous

object found was the jaw bone of a young pig.
All therefore that can be said of the barrow is, that, like

many others in which nothing more than a deposit of calcined
bones has been discovered, it is probably of pre-Roman date.

The most characteristic of the burnt bones have been sub-

* Vol. Hi. 287.
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mitted to J. G. Garson, Esq., M.D., the well-known anatomist,
who reports as follows with regard to the human remains:
'

I find that the whole body has been burnt, as there are

portions of almost every part of the skeleton recognisable

among the remnants not reduced to ashes. The greater part
of the upper jaw is present ;

also the middle and angle of the

lower jaw, and several teeth. Several parts of the brain-case,
a portion of the orbit, parts of the vertebrae, ribs, bones of

the upper and lower extremities, finger and toe bones, and

pelvis are readily recognisable among the fragments. The
cremated body appears to me to have been that of an adult,
but I am unable to determine of which sex.'

The bones and ashes were, after examination, placed in an
earthenware jar, with an inscription on a copper plate stating
when and by whom the barrow was opened, and what was
found in it. The jar with its contents was then placed in the

centre of the mound where the bones were discovered, and the

earth was replaced in the excavation."

F. HAVERFIELD, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., read the following note,
as Local Secretary, on a Greek inscription from Oxford-
shire :

" The inscribed metal fragment, of which I append a full-

sized illustration, was found in 1892 by some labourers who
were digging the foundations of a new cowshed on the land
and near the residence of Mr. G. H. Dawkins, of Wilcote, near

Charlbury, in North Oxfordshire. The fragment measures

4^ inches in extreme length and breadth; its weight is

17f ounces, its material copper ;
its interest is its inscription

a mere fragment, but Greek, and indeed metrical Greek. The
one distinguishable word is TrroXe/xot?, or TrroXe/JLOLai, and
the use of the poetical form in place of the usual TroXe^ot?
shows that the word was here used in verse. If we care to

guess, we may imagine that the plate once contained a poetical
record of somebody's warlike achievements, an epigram, may
be, set up over a grave, or at some spot which it was desired

to mark.
The site of the discovery is almost exactly on the line of

the Roman road known as Akeman Street, and I am told that
Roman coins have been found close by. The well-known

Northleigh Villa is just a mile and a half to the east. A mile
to the north, across the Evenlode, there was a Roman building
of some sort at Fawler, as Mr. Manning informs me. With
this abundance of Roman remains round Wilcote, we may, I
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think, accept the fragment as Romano-British, and reject the

notion, which not unnaturally arises, that it has been lost by
some modern collector.

I am indebted to Mr. Niall D. Campbell for a sight of the

object, for the opportunity of having it photographed, and for

information respecting its discovery."

Mr. Haverfield also submitted the following account of

some Romano-British remains in the Upper Thames Valley :

"The object of the following paragraphs is to describe

briefly some Late-Celtic and Roman remains which have lately
come to light in the upper valley of the Thames, near

Wallingford, Dorchester, Oxford, and Eynsham. The facts

which I shall enumerate are imperfect; but they possess
some value when combined. They tend to show that in Late-

Celtic and Roman times the upper valley of the Thames was

occupied by a peasant population, more probably pastoral
than agricultural, not highly civilised, and not wholly unlike

the population of the Romano-British villages discovered by
General Pitt-Rivers in Dorset.

The principal remains which I have to describe, and the

only ones which result from excavations, are those found at

Northfield Farm, in the parish of Long Wittenham, on the

Berkshire bank of the Thames. A mile south-east, across the

river, is Dorchester, with its Roman '

station,' and pre-Roman
Dyke Hills

;
half a mile north, also across the river, is the

reputed site of a Roman villa at Burcot
;
two miles to the

south is the pre-Roman camp on Sinodun
;
and two miles

south-west, on the other side of Long Wittenham village,
some interments were discovered in 1861, and reported to this

Society by the late Mr. J. Y. Akerman as Romano-British.
The discoveries of Northfield Farm commenced in the hot
summer of 1893, and were due to the long drought of that

year, though the features which presented themselves were
the exact opposite of those which are usual in such cases. It

was observed by the then tenant of the farm, Mr. Henry J.

Hewett, that in certain fields immediately east, north, and
west of his house the crops, barley and sanfoin, grew taller

and richer along certain lines and on certain patches. The
fields in question are Mead Furlong, Padboro, Fox Furlong,
and in particular two known as Scabbs and Garbage, names
which are doubtless due to the irregularity of crops growing on
them. All these fields, though within 300 or 400 yards of
the Thames, are very susceptible to drought, owing to the

gravel sub-soil. Struck by the curious growth, Mr. Hewett
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commenced excavations, and continued them at convenient

periods in the next three or four years. Mr. J. L. Myres,
Mr. P. Manning, and myself were able to visit the digging
from time to time, though we could not give continuous

presence, and Mr. Hewett has very kindly given me much
information. The patches and lines of more luxuriant growth
were surveyed partly for him by Messrs. Bush, and partly for

me by Messrs. Castle and Field, of Oxford. (See accompany-
ing plans.) The sum of the results was as follows.

The lines and patches where the crops grew richer and
taller correspond to pits and trenches sunk in the gravel and
filled with clay or with other soil which retains moisture

longer than gravel does
;
hence in time of drought the superior

richness of the crops above. Both pits and trenches contain

Late-Celtic and Romano-British objects and very little else.

The pits are partly wells, seven or eight feet deep, partly
rubbish holes, partly burials

; one, so large and irregular that

it can hardly be called a pit, was found to contain over a
hundred bushels of lime. The trenches, 2 to 5 feet deep
and 2 to 3 feet wide at the top, and V shaped below, seem

principally to represent the foundations of wattle and dab or

mud walls once surrounding various enclosures. These en-

closures vary widely in shape and size. Some are circular,

with diameters that range from 24 to 145 feet. Others are

rudely rectangular or rhomboidal, and these are in general at

least as large as the larger circles
;
in some cases, indeed, we

may have in them the lines of roads or field-walls. In several

cases the circular and rectangular areas intersect, as if different

in date. All the walls appear to have been mud or wattle

and daub; no traces of flint or brick or stone walls were

noticed, nor even the footing courses which are almost in-

variable in more modern mud walls, such for instance as may
yet be seen in Wittenham and Dorchester. The finds included

human and animal bones, and among the latter the inevitable

bos longifrons, two antlers of a red deer, a portion of the jaw
of a pike, and bits of dogs, pigs, sheep, oxen, and horses, as

identified by Mr. Charles Robertson of the Oxford University
Museum. The pottery is Late-Celtic of some little merit and
local Romano-British, with a few pieces of Samian, including
the bottom of a large bowl, stamped inside AVITVS F. A few
stone slates and broken tiles, a piece of wall lining with rude
coloured marks, some pieces of wattle and daub, a few rude
bone pins, part of a leather cuirass (?), and many pot-boilers
were also secured. No coins were found, though Mr. Hewett
showed me six picked up a quarter of a mile south of his

house : Allectus, Constantino II., and four illegible, probably
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fourth century. Nor, to conclude, were any objects found

which suggested wealth, culture, trade, an artistic sense, or

anything but a very rude and plain civilisation.

Two groups of objects may here be noted, found with those

just noticed, but perhaps no proper part of them. Besides

flint flakes and implements found on the surface, several

were dug up from some depth, as a good arrow-head from

the bottom of a well. These need not, however, have been

used in Celtic or in Roman times
; they may have then fallen

in from the surface. Several fragments were also found

of a hard black ware, like an imitation of basalt Wedgwood.
This has been found elsewhere among Roman remains, always
in small pieces, as for instance by Mr. C. Roeder at Manchester,
and (as I am told) at Silchester, and it is often styled Roman.
At Mr. Hewett's request, I showed pieces of it to our secretary,
Mr. C. H. Read, and to other Fellows, and received the answer
that its Roman origin was not conceivably possible.

I proceed to describe some of the enclosures in detail, so far

as my material allows. And first those in the field which
a rough but intelligible wit has nicknamed '

Scabbs.' This

field is thickly covered with enclosures which intersect and
cross in a very puzzling manner. Nine circles can be dis-

tinguished ;
the diameters of the two smallest are 24 and

38 feet, of the four largest 73, 98, 109, and 145 feet. The
smallest was dug out completely by Mr. Hewett. On the floor

of it were an ichthyosaurus bone and a flint saw, neither

probably to be reckoned Romano-British objects ;
underneath

the floor was a female skeleton and a flint knife. The next
smallest was not excavated at all but traced by the crops
above

;
it was thought to intersect with another circle of

nearly the same size. The largest circle, the only other one of

which I have details, seems to have had in the centre a pit or

trench running across it; this was full of black vegetable
mould on which gravel had been thrown. Three wells were
found In this field. One (No. vii. on the plan) was steyned at

the bottom with a hollow oak log and had rude steps, but
contained no small objects. Another (No. vi.) was steyned
with stone

;
at the bottom was an arrowhead and bones,

described to me as human, and above, a leather object which
resembles a damaged cuirass, and some bits of Romano-British

pottery and some pieces of wattle and daub work. A third

well (No. v.) was steyned with wicker-work. The rest of the

field is occupied by more or less rectangular enclosures,
floored with a gravel layer some 6 or 8 inches thick. What
was taken to be a road, 12 to 14 feet wide, runs across some
of these enclosures, and Mr. Hewett thought to detect marks
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of wheels on its gravel metalling. Wall plaster and stone roof-

slates were found in some plenty in this field.

I turn to Fox Furlong on the south side of Scabbs. Here

only one circle was noted, intersecting two rectangles ;
it is

104 feet in diameter, and has not been dug out. There are

also two apse-shaped trenches, one of which contains a pit
with ashes, and above them a rude layer of local stone. The

rectangular enclosures are more interesting. The largest is

100 by 175 feet; under its west side is a hole containing the

deposit of lime to which I have already referred, a hole 10 feet

long by 6 feet wide, with the mud line of the wall running
across it and the lime on each side. Within the enclosure is

a well, which yielded broken pottery, and is steyned with
wood. In a corner is a pit (whether under the wall of

the enclosure or not I do not know), which contained two
burial urns and part of a third, with charred bones, 3J feet

below the surface. The entrance to this enclosure was

apparently near the middle of the east side. Another
smaller enclosure measures 90 by 118 feet, and has an
entrance at the north-west corner. Just outside that in a

rubbish pit were found human and animal bones, flint

flakes, and pot-boilers, all in confusion. Inside was Well No. I.,

8 feet deep, steyned with wood at the bottom and local stone

above, and with what Mr. Hewett considered steps leading
down to it. Out of it, and all of them at the bottom, came five

nearly perfect Late-Celtic urns, the largest full of sand, and

higher up a Samian fragment with a potter's mark, already
noted, and fragments of other Romano-British pottery. This
well is close to the outside of the circular enclosure just
mentioned which intersects the rectangle, and the steps seem
to lead down to the well from that and not from the

rectangle. This circle also cuts another semi-rectangular
enclosure which also has a steyned well (No. II.) in it.

My material is insufficient for me to describe with any
profit the circles and rectangular enclosures noted or excavated
in the other fields. Their sizes and shapes are visible from
the accompanying plans, and the objects found in them, so far

as I am aware, do not differ from those already described. I

pass on to the question what these remains mean. In the
first notices of them, which appeared in the papers, as for

instance in the Times of August 12, 1893, there was talk of a
Roman station of some importance, a large basilica, and so

forth. I need not stay to refute this idea. Nor can I agree
with a theory which a distinguished Oxford scholar pro-

pounded to the Oxford Architectural Society in 1895, that
the place was a depot for trade at the intersection of the
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Thames and the roads leading to Dorchester and Sinoduii.

I see no proof of such a depot in the objects found, and I

demur to the modern habit of explaining everything as the

results of commerce and of trade routes. It seems to me far

more likely that we have here a village, or something like a

village, the inhabitants of which were engaged in pastoral
and possibly in agricultural pursuits. The circular enclosures,

the Late-Celtic urns, the burials may denote that the village
existed before the Roman Conquest or at any rate before

Roman civilisation spread over Oxfordshire. The rectangular
enclosures may be, with the Samian and Romano-British

pottery and other such things, the introduction of the second

or the third century of our era. I should therefore compare
the '

village
'

of Northfield Farm with the more civilised and
elaborate villages explored by General Pitt-Rivers, and I

should follow General Pitt-Rivers in comparing those with the

Late-Celtic or Roman village at Standlake, four miles south-

west of Eynsham, close to the union of the Thames and
the Windrush. A minute comparison is impossible, for the
Dorset villages have been excavated with an unrivalled skill

and completeness, while Northfield and Standlake are both
but partially known. But we seem to have similar phenomena
on each of these sites.

This theory can, I think, be proved by the fact, not yet
generally noted, that the same marks in the crops, the same
lines and patches, rectangles and circles, can be detected in

dry summers in other low-lying places in the Upper Thames
Valley. The list of sites which I have collected is the result

of sporadic inquiry and personal search, but it is enough, I

think, to show that the phenomena of Northfield Farm are
the phenomena not of a single site at some junction of roads
but of a large area of country. It is to be noticed, however,
that all or almost all the sites in question are in the lowerparts of

the valley. The hills and higher ground yield few or no traces.

These sites are as follows :

Benson, a mile and a half north of Wallingford : marks at
Gould's Grove, seen by Mr. Hewett.

Warborough, two miles further on and a mile from
Dorchester, in the fields between Warborough and Overy and
close to the parish boundary: two circles, one 100 feet in

diameter, enclosing a third smaller circle, also a rectangle and
some lines, first noticed by the Rev. J. E. Field in the dry
summer of 1887.

Dorchester, Bishop's Court: noticed by Mr. Hewett.
Dorchester, to the north of the town, on each side of the

high road, where it joins the Roman road from Alchester :

chiefly rectangles and lines, noticed by myself.
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Dorchester, to the south of the town, in the triangle of land

between the Dyke Hills, the Thame and the Thames : circles

(one 65 feet in diameter) and straight lines making rectangles,
noticed by myself. The Dyke Hills themselves are probably
pre-Roman earthworks.

K Long Wittenham, in the fields south; and south-east of the

part of the village where is the parish church: here Mr.

Hewett shewed me lines and rectangles. One of the latter,

which I measured, was 185 feet on its longest side. Pottery
and evidences of mud foundations like those of Northfield

have also been noted by Mr. Hewett and shown me in the

garden and paddock of Willington Farm, a little west of the

church. These sites are about a mile and a quarter south-

west from Northfield.

Appleford, two or three miles west of Northfield Farm :

south of the church, noticed by myself.
Culham, on the opposite bank of the Thames, at Fullamoor

Farm, near Culham Railway Station : rectangles, circles, and
lines in the fields immediately east of the farmhouse and also

across the high road to the north of it, noticed by myself.

Radley, on the north of Abingdon, on the north side of the

road from Radley to Abingdon, about half a mile south of

Peachcroft Farm : mainly lines and rectangles, seen by myself.
I do not know if this is the place referred to by Mr. Akerman
in our Proceedings for 1863,* when he records the discovery
of skeletons, a "British urn," and trenches like those at

Standlake. Obviously, however, his site is an instance, and I

think from his account that it is nearer Abingdon than that
which I observed.

Radley, on the east side of the Great Western Railway,
near the 59th mile-post out of Paddington : circles, noticed by
myself.

Eynsham, on the road from Eynsham towards Stanton

Harcourt, near Foxley Farm : noticed by myself.
Kelmscott, on the road from it towards Witney : not very

distinct, but probably sufficient, noticed by myself.
I do not contend that these represent actual villages. That

is too grand a word, and though I have used it in this paper
for want of something better, I do not think it a good word.
I suspect that as time and discovery progress, we may find

that the village is rather an English than a Roman or Celtic

idea, and that its associations are misleading. But that some-

thing like small villages, or it may be hamlets or rude home-
steads, existed at the spots named, seems to me at least to be

highly probable.
I will add one hint for future explorers who may convert

* 2nd S. ii. 248.
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these probabilities into certainty. Barley fields should be

watched most carefully, for, owing to the nature of its roots,

barley shows the underlying trenches, squares, and circles far

more clearly than wheat or roots. In a barley field the crops
above the trenches will sometimes tower more than a foot

higher than the adjacent crop, while in a wheatfield, under-

similar circumstances, hardly anything will be discernible."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

Thursday, December 14th, 1899.

VISCOUNT DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gift was announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donor :

From the Author : Aids to the Poor in a Rural Parish. By T. N. Brushfield,

M.D.,F.S.A. 8vo. n.p. 1899.

The Rev. FRANCIS JOHN ELD, M.A., was admitted Fellow.

Notice was again given of a Ballot for the election of

Fellows on Thursday, llth January, 1900, and a list of

candidates to be balloted for was read.

Captain HUTTON, F.S.A., exhibited two leather cudgel hilts

(see illustration on opposite page), on which he read the

following note :

"These cudgel hilts I attribute to about the time of

James I.
'

Cudgels with hilts
'

are referred to by Joseph
Swetnam, who published his work The Schoole of the Noble
and Worthy Science of Defence in 1617. The material and
the stitching point to this period, as does also the form, which
has been clearly modelled after the ' Schiavona

'

broadsword.
These hilts were found in an old house near Horsham, but

I could get no further particulars from the man I bought
them of."

The Rev. J. T. FOWLER, D.C.L., F.S.A., read a paper on the

grave of St. Cuthbert, with notes on the bones by Dr. Selby
Plummer.

Dr. Fowler's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.
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VISCOUNT DILLON, President, read a paper on a MS. Col-
lection of Ordinances of Chivalry, etc. belonging to Lord
Hastings, which was also exhibited.

The President's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

TWO LEATHER CUDGEL-HILTS, AND HILT OF A SCHIAVONA BROADSWORD.

Thursday, January llth, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :sa

From the Author : Eepton and its Neighbourhood : a Descriptive Guide of the

Archaeology, &c. of the District. By Rev. F. C. Hipkins, M.A., F.S.A.
2nd edition. 8vo. Repton, 1899.

From Sir John Evans, K.C.B., V.P.S.A. :

1. The Lake Village of Glastonbury. Fourth Report of the Committee.
1899.

2. Mittelalterliche Bronzeschalen. Von F. Grempler. 4to. n.p. 1896.

VOL. XVIII. B
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This being an evening appointed for the election of Fellows
no papers were read.

W. ROME, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited (1) a bronze sword of

Hungarian type; (2) two Greek helmets; (3) a Japanese
helmet and sword

; (4) a bronze statuette of Kronos
;
and

(5) part of the foot of a statue in black basalt.

W. G. THORPE, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited (1) two "Judaea Capta"
medals, A.D. 71

; (2) a lepton of Herod Agrippa ;
and (3) a

doubly engraved sard bearing on one side the device of Agri-

gentum, 700 B.C., and on the other that of Alexandria of the

.third century ;
all from the Reichardt collection.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions.

The Ballot opened at 8.45 p.m. and closed at 9.30 p.m.,
when the following were declared duly elected Fellows of

the Society :

Falconer Madan Esq., M.A.*
Arthur Denman, Esq., M.A.
John Brinton, Esq.
William Hamilton Hall, Esq.

George Hubbard, Esq.

George James Turner, Esq.

Thursday, January 18th, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the India Office : Customary Law of the Main Tribes in the Peshawar
District. Vol. XVII. 8vo. Lahore, 1899.

From the Trustees of the British Museum : Handbook of the Coins of Great
Britain and Ireland in the British Museum. By H. A. Grueber, F.S.A.
Svo. London, 1899.

From the Author : How Surgery became a Profession in London. By D'Arcy
. Power, M.A., F.S.A. Svo. London, 1899.

From the Author : Wycombe Inventories. By W. H. St. John Hope, M.A.
Svo. Ayksbury, 1S99.

Proposed by the Council honoris causa.

r
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Special votes of thanks were accorded to the editors of The

Athenceum, The Builder, and Notes and Queries, and to the

Society of Arts, for the gift of their publications during the

past year.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Falconer Madan, Esq., M.A.
Arthur Denman, Esq., M.A.
William Hamilton Hall, Esq.

Belgrave Ninnis, Esq.

J. W. WILLIS-BUND, Esq., M.A., LL.B., F.S.A., exhibited a

number of documents belonging to the parish of Feckenham,
on which he read the following notes :

" Feckenham is a Worcestershire parish on the Warwick-
shire border. It gave its name to a large forest which divided

Worcestershire into two unequal parts, running through it

from east to west. The forest was really a continuation of

the Forest of Arden.
A dispute arose between the vicar of the parish and the

parish council as to certain documents relating to a charity, and
under the Local Government Act, 1894, it was referred to the

county council. I went by direction of the county council in

the spring of the year to try and settle it. The details of the

dispute are of no interest. Having the opportunity, I

insisted on seeing what documents the parish possessed. I

was told there were none of any importance, none worth

troubling about. I considered mj^self the best judge of this,

and went to see for myself what the parish chest contained.

The chest is the trunk of an oak tree hollowed out, the

sides, ends, and bottom being the solid tree trunk. Its

contents were surprising ; they consisted of a number of

documents going back to the reign of Edward IV. relating
to the lands in the parish and forest. I thought at first

that they included some of the rolls of the Forest Court,
but I do not think that is so, the rolls are only those of the

Manor Court, of which the Throckmortons were the lords.

The vicar and churchwardens were good enough to allow the

documents to be taken to Worcester, and a calendar of them is

being made.
I have selected almost at random four of the documents to

show here to-night, not as being the oldest or most important,
but merely as specimens, and to serve as an object lesson on
the subject of parish documents. Taken by themselves they
are not worth showing, and I feel I should apologize to the

B2
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Society for troubling it with them
;
but having regard to

the fact that as the law now stands these documents are in

danger of being handed over to the custody of the parish
council, that is of its clerk, that they would be placed in some

cupboard out of the way, liable to fire, damp, mice, and

possibly to the acquisitive habits of collectors, it does seem to

me that the time has come for all parochial documents to be
taken proper care of, that they should be made accessible

for those who desire to consult them, and should be properly
indexed. I must confess that in my opinion they should all

be taken from their present custody and put in a fire-proof
room in the county town, for I feel sure that local custody
only means neglect and loss. It is as specimens of what may
be lost, and cannot be replaced, what are now, if not in danger,
not in safety, that I venture to submit these documents to

you.
The first is a grant under the great seal, dated 2nd Decem-

ber, 1586, 28th Elizabeth, of certain lands at Feckenham

reciting an entry in Doomsday that certain lands belonged to

the church of St. Mary, Worcester, grants the lands to John
Clarke and Thomas Hughes.
The next is a grant of 18th November, 1619

;
under the great

seal of James I., to all the tenants of the manor of Feckenham

holding in ancient demesne for all rights and privileges of

toll, pannage, murage, and stallage, and all other rights they
had as tenants of ancient demesne under the Crown of

England.
The third is the sequestration of the profits of the living in

1662, the living being void by reason of Henry Jackson the

incumbent having refused before the 24th August, 1662, to

sign the Liturgy of the Church of England as established by
the authority of Parliament.

The fourth is the constable's account, dated the 16th October,

1682, of the receipts and disbursements of the money received

towards the maintenance of the foot militia. This last

contains some curious entries :

October y
e 16th

, 1682.

The account of Henry Smith, one of y
e Constables for y

e

parish of Feckenham for y
e

yeare last past as followeth :

RECEIPTS.

s. d.

Imps. Received for One single Leavy to-

wards ye Maintenance of y
e foot

Militias . . . . 01 13 11 ob. qr.
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The Disbursemts

upon y
e same account are as followeth :

s. d.

Imps. Paid for a Warrant to bring in y
e

Trayn'd souldiers . . . 00 01 00
Item. Paid ye Muster Masters pay . . 00 07 06
Item. Pd for Bandileers for Will 111 Sheward

and Thomas ^Voods . . . 00 03 00
Item. Pd for Colours for fourteene souldiers 01 15 00
Item. Pd five souldiers pay for their

Trayneing . . . . 00 15 00
Item. My owne pay for goeing along

with the souldiers . . . 00 03 00
Item. Spent on y

e souldiers . . . 00 03 06
Item. Pd

to John Wheeler for mending
John Boulton's and Willm

Shewards musketts . . . 00 03 10
Item. Pd for mending Richard Yates

muskett 00 00 06
Item. Pd to Thomas Chellingworth for

mending other armes for y
e

souldiers 00 06 00
Item. Pd for powder . . . . 00 13 00

s. d.

Sum is . 04 12 04
s d

Recct 01 13 llob.qr.
Disbursed . . . 04 12 04
Out of Purse . . . 02 18 04ob.qr."

R. GAKKAWAY RICE, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for

Sussex, submitted the following Report :

" In presenting this my first report as Local Secretary for

Sussex, it will be necessary for me to mention matters re-

lating to certain Romano-British remains, extending over a

period of upwards of a twelvemonth prior to the 9th of

February last, the date of my appointment. In the one case,

that of the Romano-British Camp and Cemetery at Hardham,
where it is very probable that excavations intermittently in

progress will result in further interesting finds, and in the

other, viz. that of the Bignor Pavements, there is a chance,
a remote one, perhaps, that the nation may at some future
time acquire those unrivalled specimens of the mosaic workers'

art, and that they will find a fitting resting place in the
British Museum.
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I propose to deal with the subject matters of this report in

archaeological sequence, and not in the order in which the

various items treated upon have come under my notice.

Naturally the first division is prehistoric.

CISSBURY CAMP, NEAR WORTHING.

I think that the attention of the Society should be called to

the state of this, the premier earthwork of the county.
I became well acquainted with it as long ago as 1877, when

assisting in some excavations that Mr. J. Park Harrison

was then making there, and I have since visited it at irre-

gular intervals. When walking round the camp on 12th

November last I was surprised to find that considerable

damage had been done to the ramparts, especially on the

north-east, or Findon side, by rabbits. The ramparts are

made of loose chalk, which has consolidated at the surface,

and is further bound together with a skin of down turf. In

many places this crust has been undermined by the rodents
;

the burrows have subsequently fallen in and small landslips
of the loose chalk have taken place. It seems evident that if

the honeycombing of the ramparts with the consequent

slipping down of the loose material should continue at its

present rate, at no very distant period the earthwork will

present a far less regular appearance than it does now.

EARLY CREMATION AT PULBOROUGH.

On an elevated plateau, from which one of the best pano-
ramic views in West Sussex is obtained, situated about a
mile and a half north of Pulborough village, and forming
part of the estate of Dr. John Harley, of 9, Stratford Place,

W., some interesting remains have been recently found. Dr.

Harley, in informing me on the 27th November, 1899, of the

discovery, wrote that ' In making excavations for my house
on the bank above Beeding Farm, I have cut across an old

cremation and burial.' He was also good enough to send
me on the 29th of the same month a small photograph of the

site, showing the locality of the find, and added,
' To me the

curious feature of the burial is that the pit was lined at the
bottom with partially burnt clay.' I think it probable that
this interment belongs to the Romano-British period, for the
site is within half a mile of an estate known as '

Borough,'
where Roman remains have been found. Cartwright, in his

account of Pulborough, observes that '

Upon a hill commanding
a view of the Weald . . . broken tiles and fragments of
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painted stucco are frequently dug up at a place called
"
Borough," and foundations forming two sides of a square

150 by 196 feet have lately appeared/ etc. Upon calling
Dr. Harley's attention to Cartwright's statement, he wrote
on the 30th January, 1900, that 'On my own land I

frequently find portions of Roman bricks and pottery.'
About half a mile away, at Broomer's Hill, four Roman
pigs of lead were discovered just under the surface, in the

spring of 1824. Dr. Harley has sent a full description of

his discovery to Mr. H. Michell Whitley, Hon. Secretary
of the Sussex Archaeological Society, which doubtless will

appear in volume xliii. of the Society's Collections, and he has

promised that he will not fail to let me know if anything else

should be found.

ROMANO-BRITISH CAMP AND CEMETERY AT HARDHAM.

The late Dr. Peter J. Martin, of Pulborough, in his account

of the Stane Street Causeway, published in 1859, in volume
xi. of the Sussex Archaeological Collections, figures a group
of

'

Sepulchral Vessels found at Hardham in 1859.' A
short time before the Romano-British camp and cemetery at

that place had been cut through for the railway from Pul-

borough to Petworth, and in 1863 a ballast hole was being
worked to the north of the railway, partly within and

partly outside the camp, when some interesting interments

of the Romano-British period, in graves steyned with oak

boards, were discovered. Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, who at

the time happened to be engaged in the locality on the Geo-

logical Survey, investigated the graves as far as the continuous
work of the navvies would permit, and he published an account
of the same the following year in volume xvi. of Sussex

Archaeological Collections, accompanied by a plan of the site

and illustrations of several of the objects found. In con-

cluding his paper he expressed an opinion that ' there are few

places in Sussex more worthy of a thorough examination
than the area covered by the cemetery and camp,' and that he
felt sure that a more careful examination than he was able to

give would bring to light most important remains.

In 1897 I contemplated making some excavations at Hard-

hain, and communicated in the spring of 1898 with Sir Walter
G. Barttelot, bart., the owner of the site, who readily gave me
permission to excavate, but with the not unreasonable condi-

tion that he should retain possession of any objects dis-

covered, though willing to lend the same for exhibition.

The soil for a considerable area has been removed for the
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purpose of ballast, but the pit had not been worked for many
years, and the excavated portion was at the time practically
the same as shown on the above-mentioned plan. The soil

below the top layer of dark earth (which contains a quantity
of fragments of Roman pottery) is a clean building sand of

good quality, alternating with a little gxavel. On 30th May,
1898, in company with Mr. W. Paley Baildon, F.S.A., I drove

six headings for a distance of from 4 to 6 feet into the sand

showing on the face of the north side of the ballast hole, and
as near as we could determine to where Professor Boyd
Dawkins excavated three graves numbered 3, 4, and 5 on his

plan; but as we did not meet with any disturbed soil, it

seemed better, after some further examination, to relinquish
the excavations, especially in view of the fact that Sir Walter

Barttelot had recently reopened the ballast hole as a sand

pit, just to the north- of grave No. 2 on plan, and had

determined, not only to work it, but to erect a large
brick and tile works about 100 yards away, on the east

bank of the canal (where there is a good bed of clay),
with a siding from the railway. The necessary excavations

for the kilns had then been commenced, since which two
kilns and other buildings have been erected, the siding
from the railway made, and a large quantity of clay dug
on the east bank of the canal, also a considerable amount
of ballast removed from the sand pit. I paid several visits

during the progress of the excavations, and I was able to note

the finding, during the year 1898, of the following articles :

From the sandpit within the camp: A pot found near

the site of grave No. 2 on plan ; according to the fore-

man it was in the middle of some disturbed soil, which
had a depth of 4 feet 6 inches from the surface, and dipped
into the sand. I subsequently examined the site, which
was about 22 yards south of the northern rampart. It had
the appearance of having been a grave; a large lump of

chalk, stained a brown colour, was found at the bottom of the

disturbed soil. On 12th October, 1898, the foreman reported
to me that some remains of oak boards had been found, in the

form of a wooden grave, but that he did not find any object
in the soil near them

;
the remains had then been removed.

The workmen, when digging about 2 feet from the surface,
found about three-quarters of a pot of dark ware, which
had measured about 6 inches by 6, also nearly the whole of

the lower stone of a quern, 15 inches in diameter. Numerous
small pieces of pottery were found with them, and the fore-

man, who was present at the time, said that the spot
' seemed

to be a rubbish place.' On the llth November, 1898, a vessel
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of dark ware, with a handle, was found
;

it was perfect with

the exception of a crack, and on the 16th fragments of a large

pot of dark ware, which must have been about 12 inches over,

were found, also nearly half of a saucer-shaped vessel of good
Samian ware, about 7 inches over.

From excavations for siding from railway : Two pots were
found about 30 feet north-west from the footpath over the

railway ; they were about a foot from the surface. The work-
men broke one into small pieces ;

the other, which was almost

perfect, is said to have contained bones.

From excavations for foundations of kilns : Numerous

fragments of pottery, including Samian ware.

From excavations for making sunk floor of brick drying-
slied, between the kilns and the canal : About 18 inches of

the soil was removed
;

it contained, like that from the trenches

for the foundations of the kilns, numerous small pieces of

pottery, including Samian ware. A piece of sandstone, about
18 inches square and 8 inches in thickness, was dug up ;

it

showed signs of wear, as if it had been used for a step ;
on it

are some little grooves, perhaps the result of sharpening some

pointed instrument upon it.

From rubbish pit on east bank of canal : Some turf

having been removed from the lower part of the east bank of

the canal cutting, near the lock at the mouth of the tunnel,
some dark soil was exposed, containing fragments of pottery.
I excavated it and found that it was a rubbish pit about
5 feet over and about 18 inches in depth ;

the dark colour

seemed to be due to the presence of charcoal, of which there

were traces. The pit yielded about half a bushel of pieces of

coarse pottery, but nothing else. The position of the pit in

the lower part of an eighteenth-century cutting was curious,
but I think that may be accounted for by the slipping down
of the bank, the pit and the contents going with it, for an old

inhabitant informed me that about 50 years ago the banks at

this place frequently gave way, and that occasionally, when
the canal was in use for navigation, a bargeload of clay had
to be taken away.
Some more ballast was removed from the sandpit in the

early part of 1899, but the digging has been suspended since
;

it will be, however, again proceeded with as soon as a sale can

be found for the sand.

Sir Walter Barttelot has removed most of the articles

found to Stopham House, where he has several pots and other

vessels found at various times on his estate, including a nice

little Roman earthenware lamp.
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BIGNOR PAVEMENTS.

The well-known pavements at the Roman villa at Bignor
were discovered in the year 1811, on copyhold land belong-

ing to Mr. George Tupper ; they were carefully excavated

by Mr. Samuel Lysons, F.S.A., and a full account of the dis-

coveries from his pen is contained in Archaeologia, vol. xviii.

The pavements were subsequently protected by rubble

walls built round them, and covered with thatched roofs.

The site is now the property of Mr. Richard Tupper, grandson
of the possessor when the pavements were found, and who
farms the adjoining land. They are shown to the public on

payment of one shilling each person.
Mr. Tupper wrote to me, as a local Fellow of the Society,

on the 22nd August, 1898, informing me that he wished to

sell the pavements. This gave me the opportunity of seeing
whether they could be secured for the British Museum, for I

had for some time felt convinced that, although every possible
care seemed to be taken of the pavements by the present
owner, that their deterioration must be merely a matter of

time. Sentimental reasons might be urged for keeping the

pavements in sitw, but in order to insure their preservation I

feel certain that no better plan could be adopted than their

careful removal to the National Collection, where they would
be under the care of our Secretary, Mr. Charles H. Read.
On the 25th August, 1898, I informed our President,

Viscount Dillon, as a Trustee of the British Museum, of

Mr. Tupper's desire to sell the pavements, and he was good
enough to see Mr. Read on the matter. At Mr. Read's request I

obtained from Mr. Tupper on the 1st October definite terms,
viz. that he wanted "

for all the Roman pavements, archi-

tectural details, and other Roman work," the sum of 1,500,
and that no deduction should be made for any compensation,
in the event of such being due to the lord of the manor, on
account of the land on which the pavements are laid being
copyhold ; further, that if it were desired to let the pave-
ments, etc. remain in situ, then, in addition to the sum named,
he would sell the necessary land at 50 per acre.

It is needless to say that the price was one that Mr. Read
could not advise his board to consider. For the second time
I pointed out to Mr. Tupper that the cost of taking up, re-

setting, and conveyance to London would be very great, with
the result that on the 17th October he wrote me that he
would 'take 1,000 on the same condition as before,' and
added, 'that is the lowest I can take.' I gathered from a
conversation I had with Mr. Read, with reference to the
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amended offer, that the sum named was still much in excess

of that at which he could advise a purchase. It only remains

to add that the pavements are still in situ, and were on the

16th October, 1899, when I last saw them, apparently in

much the same condition as in the previous year. Some of

the tesserae occasionally rise
;
Mr. Tupper thinks it is the result

of frost, whilst some think that it is in consequence of the

roots of neighbouring trees having got under the pavements.

Certainly small green shoots occasionally appear, which are

promptly destroyed with hot water. Mice have done some

damage, but they are kept under by poison. Whether Mr.

Read will be able eventually to secure those examples of

Roman art for the nation I am unable to say, but I can

assure the Society that the best care possible, under the cir-

cumstances, is taken of them by the present proprietor, who,
I am sure, will be pleased to show his treasures to such
Fellows of the Society who will favour him with a call after

March, the pavements being covered up with straw during
the winter months as an additional protection against frost.

It may be perhaps worth recording that I acquired recently
from a labourer a small Roman silver coin, a denarius of

Domitian, which was found at Bignor whilst ferreting.

ROMAN URNS FOUND AT HASSOCKS.

I am informed by the Rev. Canon Cooper, of Cuckfield,
that in November, 1899, some workmen, whilst engaged in

digging sand in a pit close to Hassocks Station, on the

London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway, the property of

Mr. W. H. Campion, found four good Roman urns of a dark
brown colour.

FIND OF ROMAN COINS AT EASTBOURNE.

Mr. H. Michell Whitley, Hon. Secretary of the Sussex

Archaeological Society, reported to his Committee, on the
21st June, 1899, the finding of about two thousand Roman coins
at Bullockdean, Eastbourne, and on the 12th September follow-

ing he announced that he had examined about six hundred of
this find of Roman coins, half of which had been presented to the
museum of the Society by His Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
and the other half to the Caldicot Museum, Eastbourne. The
coins, which are much corroded, embrace a similar period to
the previous find in the same district, viz. circa A.D. 250 to
275. Mr. Haverfield has kindly offered to catalogue the
whole series for the next volume of the Sussex Archaological
Collections. In connection with this find it may be men-
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tioned that Mr. Anderson picked up several tesserce at

Bullockdean, which suggests that some Roman building may
have stood there.

ANGLO-SAXON ANTIQUITIES FOUND AT PORTSLADE.

Tn July, 1898, some Anglo-Saxon graves were discovered

at Portslade. Three skeletons, all buried towards the east,

were unearthed
;
these were reinterred in Portslade church-

yard, and an account of the discovery was printed in the

Portslade Parish Magazine by the rector, the Rev. C. A.
Marona. The objects found were purchased by Mr. Andrew
Oliver, of 5, Queen's Gardens, W., who was good enough to

IRON AXE-HEAD FOUND AT LEWES. (<j linear.)

let me have them on behalf of the Sussex Archaeological

Society at cost price.
The following is a list of the objects, which were all of iron,

and very much oxidised : umbo of a shield
;

two spear-
heads

;
a small knife

;
another small knife, imperfect, upper
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part gone; two pieces of oxidised iron, evi-

dently each had been a portion of the socket

part of a spearhead, and doubtless belonged
to the two above mentioned

;
three small

pieces of oxidised iron, probably part of a
knife or dagger.
A further find occurred subsequently, con-

sisting of two iron spearheads and a knife.

These passed into the hands of Mr. J. Ellman
Brown, of Shoreham, who presented them to

the Sussex Archaeological Society on 21st

June, 1899.

FIND OF ANGLO-SAXON ANTIQUITIES AT

LEWES.

Whilst excavating on the site of the house

lately taken down, adjoining the County Hall,

Lewes, on the east side, the workmen found,
in December, 1899, two interesting articles,
viz. a fine iron axe 8 inches in length with
a cutting edge of 3| inches, and a sword
blade 25 inches in length inclusive of the

tang, which measures about 3J inches
;
the

blade has an average width of 1| inch.* (See
accompanying illustrations.) These articles

were secured by Mr. J. H. A. Jenner, of Lewes,
Hon. Curator of the Museum of the Sussex

Archaeological Society, to which he has pre-
sented them.

LEADEN CISTS IN SOUTHOVER CHURCH,

LEWES.

The two leaden cists, preserved in the

chapel at Southover church, Lewes, which
formerly contained the remains of William
de Warrenne and Gundrada his wife, dis-

covered at Lewes Priory in 1845, were the

subject of some remarks during the first half
of 1899 in the Daily Telegraph and Daily
Graphic newspapers, the writer intimating
that any one so desiring could obtain the

* These objects are both of Frankish type, the axe being
IRON SWOKD-BLADE

the francisca. Cf. Cochet, La Normandie Souterraine FOUND AT LEWES.
C. H.-K. (i linear.)
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key of the church, and, if thought proper, carry off what he

might fancy. The then subsisting arrangements for viewing
these interesting relics had been in force for many years.

However, it was deemed advisable by the committee of the

Sussex Archaeological Society that some steps should be taken
in the matter, in consequence of which the rector was good
enough to meet the hon. secretary and some members of the

committee on 21st June, 1899, when it was resolved that the

best plan would be for light iron grates to be placed in front

of the two arched recesses in which the cists are deposited.
Mr. J. Lewis Andre, F.S.A., a member of the committee, con-

sented to make a design for the grates, which would be

submitted to the rector and committee for approval, the cost

of making and fitting the same to be paid for by the Society.

FIND OF MEDLEVAL ENCAUSTIC TILES AT LEWES PRIORY.

It was reported at a committee meeting of the Sussex Archaeo-

logical Society, on 22nd February, 1899, that about eighty
encaustic tiles had been found during the levelling by the

proprietor, Mr. F. G. Courthope, of some ground near the

ruins of Lewes Priory, and on the south side of the railway.
In company with other members of the committee I inspected
the find. About two dozen of the tiles were in a good state of

preservation ;
the design on one represented a man in armour

on horseback, and holding a spear. On the site of the exca-

vations were some fragments of glazed mediaeval pottery and
a small piece of stone nicely sculptured. Mr. J. Lewis Andre,

F.S.A., obtained a small Nuremburg counter, in good preser-

vation, from one of the workmen, which he presented to the

Society's museum.

DISCOVERY OF WALL PAINTINGS. ETC. AT FORD CHURCH.

Ford church, near Ford Junction, on the London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway, is now undergoing repair, a word I

prefer to restoration, and a vestry and heating chamber
are being added on the north side of the nave, under
Mr. Philip M. Johnston, architect, of London. I visited

the church whilst the work was in progress, viz. on 24th

September, 1899, but being Sunday I was unable to view
the interior except from openings. The existing north door

will be reopened to give access to the new vestry. There
are two little round-headed windows in the north wall of

the nave, one of which had only just been discovered. Mr.

Johnston considers that these may well be classed as Saxon
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work. The alterations now in progress include the opening of

the ancient roofs of fourteenth-century work now hidden by
plaster, and the formation of a new dry area round the walls.

Mr. Johnston, in an article printed in the West Sussex Gazette

for August 31st, 1899, states that '

internally .the whitewash
is being carefully removed, and as was expected some interest-

ing ancient paintings are thus exposed to view. These include

a Doom or " Last Judgment
"

over the chancel arch, and a

kneeling figure of a female saint in one of the window splays.'
A late twelfth-century piscina has been found in the north
wall of the nave.

With reference to the wall-paintings, Mr. Johnston remarks
that '

it is hoped that all or most of these long-hidden relics

of mediaeval art may be preserved, and their permanency
secured by the careful application of size and clear varnish/
and he has also inspected the interesting but gradually vanish-

ing wall paintings in Hardham church with that object. The

process may be an admirable one, although I understand that

it is a matter on which experts differ, therefore I would

suggest that it would be of great service to ecclesiologists and
others if the Society of Antiquaries would obtain the opinions
of experts, by means of a committee or otherwise, and issue a

f
short report giving detailed suggestions as to the best means
of preserving these perishable mediaeval pictures which are

from time to time uncovered.

VAULTED GOTHIC BUILDING IN SOUTH STREET, CHICHESTER.

It may interest students of Gothic architecture to know
that the vaulted building in South Street, Chichester, adjoin-

ing the office of the West Sussex Gazette, for some years past
used as a warehouse in conjunction with Messrs. Snowden's

ironmongery and hardware stores, was given up by that firm
in the autumn of 1899, and unless it has been re-let a good
opportunity occurs for a thorough examination of the interior

of the building. A good woodcut, showing the vaulting, with
a detailed description of the interior, is given in Daily's
Chichester Guide, published in 1836, when this 'ancient

crypt/ as it is called, was used for a wine vault.

PEWTER BASIN FOR THE FONT IN WILLINGDON CHURCH.

The following note, now that old pewter is attracting
attention, has more than a local interest. In abstracting
the will of 'Alexander Cunningham, of the parish of Ash-

burnham, in the county of Sussex, clerk/ dated 6th October
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1697, proved in P.C.C. on 20th December following (Pyne,
fo. 274), I met with the annexed interesting bequest:
' Item I give fifteen shillings for buying a handsome Pewter
Basen for the Parish Church of Willingdon in Sussex, which
that Parish may use in the ministracon of holy Baptism with
this Inscription : A : C : Paedo baptist. And in case that the

said Parish be provided with such a Basen before the execu-

tion of this my last will, then the said fifteen shillings shall

be distributed to the Poore in the place where by God's

providence I shall be buryed.' The basin was duly purchased,
for on communicating with the vicar, the Rev. O. L. Tudor,
he wrote me on the 14th March, 1899, that ' The pewter basin

you mention is still in the church font, bearing the inscription

given. It is not a particularly handsome one, and has a ring
at either side to lift it out and to put it back, after the water
has been emptied down the hole in the font.' Mr. Tudor

promised to place a copy of the bequest which I sent him

amongst the church records.

PULBOROUGH BRIDGE.

About the year 1775, a substantial stone bridge took

the place of the old wooden one over the river Arun at

Pulborough. Like the church, it is built of local stone,

which in consequence of being very soft when quarried

honeycombs a good deal, but it hardens considerably on

long exposure, thus giving buildings constructed of it a
more ancient appearance than their age warrants. Perhaps
there was no more favourite subject for artists in West Sussex
than this bridge. I regret to have to record that during the

past year (1899) the entire bridge has been made good with

cement, and the coping of the parapet wall, using the words
of early nineteenth-century

'

restorers,' has been '

handsomely
encased

'

in the same material, ruled out to imitate stones,
thus destroying not only its picturesqueness but also the

entire character of the structure.

In conclusion, it is to be hoped that the fourteenth-century
bridge in the adjoining parish of Stopham will not be treated

in a like manner."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.
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Thursday, January 25th, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Veiy Rev. the Dean of Durham, D.D., F.S.A. : A Catalogue of

Sculptured and Inscribed Stoues in the Cathedral Library, Durham. 8vo.

Durham, 1899.

From the Author : Lincoln's Inn Chapel. By W. Faley Baildon, F.S.A. 4to.

London, 1899.

From R. S. Ferguson, Esq., M.A., LL.M., F.S.A. :

1. Some Records of a Cistercian Abbey, Holm Cultram, Cumberland. 8vo.

London, 1899.

2. Notes on the Early Sculptured Crosses, Shrines, and Monuments in the

present Diocese of Carlisle. 8vo. Kendal, 1899.

From the Author : The Freedoms of Cork, Bandon, etc. By Robert Day,
F.S.A. 8vo. n.p. n.d.

From W. H. Richardson, Esq., M. A., F.S.A.: Pen and Picture Glimpses of

Leighton Buzzard and Neighbourhood. 8vo. Leighton Buzzard, n.d.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Hubert John Greenwood, Esq.
John Crawford Hodgson, Esq.

Lieut.-Col. FISHWICK, F.S.A., Local Secretary for Lan-
cashire, communicated the following note on a discovery of

sepulchral urns in Bleasdale :

"I have again the pleasure to report the discovery of

sepulchral urns in this county, and in a district where

nothing of the kind has heretofore been unearthed.
Bleasdale was formerly a royal forest, and even at the

present time is sparsely inhabited, and consists chiefly of

marsh and wild moorland.

On the east of Bleasdale is a range of hills known as

Parlick Fells and Fairsnape Fells, which reach an altitude of

1,675 feet above the sea level
; they slope down in an easterly

direction to about 600 feet, where there is a large tract of

land almost level, one portion of which is Admarsh Flats,
where the urns were found. The only indication of the
burial place was a circle faintly defined in the grass, and only

VOL. xviii. C
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being a few inches above the surrounding ground. This
circle was about 24 yards in diameter. At a depth of 4 feet

from the surface were found a series of tree logs, which
formed a kind of inner circle

;
there were 5 rows of these

logs, placed flat on the ground, close to each other
;
the

timber was in a state of pulp, which contracted and stiffened

on exposure to the atmosphere. In the very centre of the

circle, and only at a depth of about 2 feet, there came to light
2 cinerary urns, in a very good state of preservation ; they
are of a type which has several times been discovered in

Lancashire and Yorkshire, but not in this neighbourhood.
The larger of the urns contained a so-called 'incense cup/
which was in an inverted position, and placed so that the

bottom of it was level with the rim of the urn. All the

three vessels contained charcoal and small fragments of burnt
bones

; they were imbedded in clay, and when dug out were

quite soft and pliable. The largest urn is 8J inches high, and
the smaller one is 8 inches high. Both of them are richly
ornamented with the usual diagonal herring-bone lines.

Through the kindness of Mr. S. Jackson, of Garstang, who
discovered these remains, I am able to present to the Society
a photograph of the three vessels.

I ma admay add that at Inskip, in the parish of St. Michaels-on-

Wyne (about 10 miles from Bleasdale), in 1889, a sepulchral
urn was dug up, but it was so damaged in the process that no
accurate details have been preserved."

GEORGE PAYNE, Esq., F.S.A., submitted the following first

portion of a Report as Local Secretary for Kent :

"THE ROMAN ROAD FROM CHATHAM TO ROCHESTER.

I am indebted to my friend Lieut.-Colonel C. W. Sherrard,
Sub-District C. R. E. at Chatham, for enabling me to gain
access to a plan of the district between Chatham Hill and
Rochester Bridge that was taken between 1696 and 1718,
which the authorities at the School of Military Engineering

kindly allowed to be copied for me. This plan is of consider-

able importance, as it shows several roads, on Chatham Lines

and elsewhere, which no longer exist. The High Street of

Chatham originally occupied the site of a thoroughfare now
called

' The Brook,' and the old parish church of St. Mary,
which is of Norman foundation, stood at the north-west end of

the street and was completely cut off' from the town when the

houses were demolished to make way for the erection of forts

and other military establishments in the last century. The
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present High Street was formed when the Manor of Chatham,
which occupied a portion of its site, was sold and cut up for

building purposes soon after the year 1621. In Roman times

the low-lying land from the Military Road, to Chatham intra,

and along St. Margaret's Banks to the base of Star Hill,

Rochester, was very much lower than now, hence liable to

be submerged at high water before the river walls were

thrown up. In the memory of those now living the tide has

occasionally reasserted itself and flowed right up to St.

Margaret's Banks (in other words the banks of the river).

During the recent disastrous floods we saw the tide within a

few yards of the highway. Taking all that has been said

into consideration, the road by which the Romans reached

Rochester from Chatham Hill must be looked for at a higher
level, along the slope of the hill to the south of the existing

way. The plan shows two such roads branching from one

road, at the Chatham end, at the eastern end of a long
row of houses of which the terrace named Gibraltar Place

(built in 1794) forms a part. In rear of this terrace the

upper way of the two under consideration is a quaint street,

still called
' Old Road/ which ends abruptly over the tunnel

of the Chatham and Dover Railway. When the railway was
constructed the continuation of the road was destroyed, but
the plan supplies the deficiency. On transferring to scale the

lines of the plan to the present 10-feet Ordnance Survey Map,
it shows this

' Old Road '

continuing on in front of Fort Pitt,

then in rear of Fort Pitt House and entering Star Hill at the

summit, where Messrs. Patrick's steam saw mills now stand.

The lower road followed upon the line of the present New
Road to about Hammond Hill, it then passed in rear of

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, thence along what is now Nag's
Head Lane, then on through land now occupied by gardens,

passing in rear of Orange Terrace, and entering Star Hill

where Mr. William Haymen's house stands. In attempting to

decide by which road of the two the Romans approached the
East Gate of Rochester from Chatham Hill, we are assisted

by the discovery made many years ago,* when Orange
Terrace was built, of several Jutish graves. These now fall

into their proper place by the site of an ancient way, as do
also many other interments lately met with close by, along
the same line, which were hopelessly destroyed before one
had a chance to inspect the site. Under these circumstances
I am of opinion that the lower road of the two in question
represents the Roman Way. It was sufficiently high up

*
C. Eoach Smith, Collectanea Antiqua> iii. 209.

c 2
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the bank to be safe from all chances of being inundated by
the tides of the Medway.

ROMAN CAUSEWAY AT STROOD.

During the year 1897 the construction of a storm-water
drain throughout the High Street of Strood revealed a

surprising feature connected with the formation of the road

which passes through that town from Eochester Bridge.
After the Romans had spanned the Medway with a bridge,
on reaching the Strood side of the river their engineers were
confronted with a marsh, about 355 yards across. This

difficulty they overcame by constructing upon the alluvial

deposit a stupendous causeway. The workmen employed in

laying the drain, before mentioned, cut through the entire

depth of the causeway to the marsh mud at its base, thus

enabling us to obtain a complete section of this remarkable

work, as follows :

Depth.
1. Layers of post-Roman roads . 2 feet 8 inches.

2. Paved surface of causeway . 6 to 8 inches.

3. Small pebble gravel, mixed with
black earth, rammed . . 9 inches.

4. Flints, broken fine, rammed . 7 inches.

5. Rammed chalk .... 5 inches.

6. Flints (whole and rather large),

rough pieces of Kentish rag,
and fragments here and there

of Roman tile . . . .3 feet 6 inches.

7. Marsh mud, containing numerous oak piles, about
4 feet in length, with pieces of wood laid at

intervals across them, or perhaps originally
made fast with nails.

At one place, opposite Station Road, about 7 square feet of

the paved way was quite perfect up to the line of the foot-

path on the south side of High Street. At a distance of

3 feet 4 inches from the modern kerb was a wheel-track,

frooved
by the wear of wheels to a depth of from 2 to

inches, and 4 inches in width. There were three of these

tracks parallel to each other, and about 3 inches apart.
When the other half of the road was opened to admit of the
storm-water drain being laid across to Station Road it was
found that the surface of the causeway had been broken up
to some extent by gas engineers, but a portion of the pave-
ment remained intact, with one wheel-track showing at a
distance of 6 feet 3 inches from the outer track on the
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opposite side of the way. It is not possible to say to which
of the three above mentioned this one related. In the

description of a Roman paved road discovered at Blackstone

Edge
* the distance apart of the wheels of the wagons, as

estimated by precisely similar wheel-tracks, is given as

4J feet; hence we may perhaps conclude that the single

groove at Strood paired with the innermost of the three we
have described, which would then fairly well agree with the

Blackstone measurement. The approximate width of the

Strood causeway was about 14 feet, while the Lancashire

example was a foot wider. Hitherto it has not been quite
clear why the Eoman Way from the Medway to Strood Hill

should have taken what may be described as a zig-zag course.

The discovery of the causeway in the position in which it is

placed seems to afford an explanation. Had the construction

of the causeway taken a line from the Roman bridge to

Strood Hill it would have necessitated upwards of 600 yards
of marsh being covered. With characteristic foresight, how-

ever, they laid down the formidable work we have described

straight across the narrowest part of the marsh, a distance of

355 yards, as already stated. Having done this, and reached
more stable land, a line was then struck on the higher ground,
clear of the marsh, to Strood Hill. During the excavations
the workmen found in No. 6 stratum a lump of marcasite (a
form of iron pyrites) weighing about 601bs., a leaden weight,
and the following coins :

Nerva. First brass. Obv., IMP.NERVA.CAES.AVG.

Rev., obliterated.

Antoninus Pius. First brass.

Obv., ANTONINVS.AVG.PIVS.PP.TRP.COS.XXI.

Rev., figure by an altar, with serpent, in right hand
a plate, in left a rudder resting on a globe.
DES.IIII. s.c. in exergue . . . .1

Antoninus Pius. Second brass. Nearly obliterated . 1

Gordianus. Third brass.

Obv., IMP.GORDIANVS.PIVS.FEL.AVG.

Rev., IOVI.STATORI. . . . . .1
Maximianus. Second brass.

Obv., MAXIMIANVS.NOB.CAES.

Rev., GENIO.POPVLLROMANI, a young man holding a

cornucopia in left hand and a patera in the

right.

* W. T. Watkin, Roman Lancashire, 60.
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FOUNDATIONS OF A ROMAN HOUSE DISCOVERED AT BURHAM.

During the winter of 1896-7, when the land was being
ploughed on Burham Court Farm, the property of the Burham
Brick and Cement Company, it was discovered that remains
of masonry existed in a field on the western side of a road
which runs from Burham Old Church to Little Culand. Mr.

George Patrick, A.R.I.B.A., Hon. Sec. of the British Archaeo-

logical Association, who had business relations with the

Burham Company, was communicated with, which resulted in

the Association doing me the honour to request that I should

investigate the nature of the discovery. The directors of the

company having kindly placed labourers at my disposal
excavations were at once commenced. In a few hours the

entire ground plan of a small Roman house was laid bare,

having at its north-west angle a hypocaust of especial
interest. The house was 60 feet in length and 34 feet in

width, and possessed six rooms. No trace of tesselated pave-
ment was met with in either of the rooms, but one room was

paved with large chips of red and buff tile set in mortar, the

whole having been rammed to an even surface. The room
over the hypocaust had been paved with pebble-concrete four

inches in thickness.

The plan adopted for heating the north room of the house
was of an interesting description. All round the inner margin
of the room a channel had been cut in the natural chalk to a

depth of 3 feet, the bottom and sides being afterwards coated

with thick coarse brownish-coloured plaster, in which were
recesses for the reception of flue tiles, set vertically in pairs ;

the remains of them were found either in position or lying

upon the bottom of the hot-air passage, the top of the latter

having been covered with oblong tiles. The north passage
was 15 inches in width, the east 12 inches, the south 22

j- inches,

and the west 10J inches. In the centre of the north wall was
the archway of the stokehole, a fine piece of work of the most
substantial nature, built with fourteen courses of red tiles, the

joints being as thick as the tiles. The upper five courses

gradually gathered towards the apex of the arch, which was
closed with a tile laid across. The stokehole outside was

simply excavated in the chalk and contained a thick layer of

burnt wood ash. Inside the arch was a small semi-circular

space where the fuel had been ignited; from this radiated

three flues which discharged into the main channel already
described. The central flue, at its northern end, was built

after the manner of the stokehole archway. How far through
the flue this arrangement extended could not of course, be
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ascertained, but the southern end was much smaller, having
vertical sides covered with a double course of tiles, the opening
being considerably lower than the northern end. Probably
the contraction of the flue regulated the draught. The two
flues right and left of the central one were formed of four

buff tiles set square. The inner sides of these three radiating
flues were thickly coated with hard plaster, similar to that

lining the main channel as already mentioned. The former

being at a lower level than the tiles covering the latter, blocks

of chalk had been laid over them to effect a level
;
then the

entire floor was covered with 2 inches of hard brown mortar,
then 4 inches of concrete mixed with pebbles, and finally
floated off smoothly at the top. During the excavations a

small broken black cup was met with, and in it lay a bronze

bow-shaped brooch.

ROMAN INTERMENTS DISCOVERED AT 'THE BROOK/ CHATHAM.

In March, 1897, the southern slope of the hill known as

Chatham Lines was cut back for several yards at the eastern

end of
' The Brook

'

for the accommodation of buildings con-

nected with the stone depot of the corporation of Chatham.

During the progress of the excavations the workmen accident-

ally cut through two graves, each containing the remains of a
skeleton accompanied by several vases of Roman pottery.

My friend Mr. Humphrey Wood, F.S.A., was promptly com-
municated with, and he at once telegraphed to me the news of

the discovery. On reaching the site I immediately detected

the presence of other graves in the newly exposed chalk bank.
With the kindly assistance of Mr. Day, the borough surveyor,
arrangements were forthwith made with the authorities that
I should be permitted to clear out these and any others
that might be met with. Every facility was afforded me
to prosecute the search, and so great was the excitement
caused by the discovery that it was found necessary for a

police constable to be on duty for a fortnight to prevent the

archaeologist being overwhelmed by the crowd of onlookers.

During that time eleven graves were cleared of their contents,
with the following result :

Grave 1. Cut through by the workmen. Skeleton almost
entire. Between the lower leg bones a black urn-vase which
had once possessed a handle

; height 4f , diameter at mouth
2f, at bulge 4J, at base

2-J-.
A black patera ; height If,

diameter 3f.*

* The measurements throughout are given in inches.
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Grave 2. Cut through by the workmen. Skeleton as

before
;
about the legs, near the feet, was a thick drab cup,

well made, with nearly vertical sides rounding towards the

base
; height 3J, diameter at mouth 2f ,

at base 1 j. A black

patera; height If, diameter 4J. A red vase,* ornamented
with a row of fourteen white spots, each f in diameter

;

above and beneath the line is a band of incised marks
;

height 5J, diameter at mouth If, at bulge 3J, at base 1J
A vase,* red brown, ornamented with seven white scrolls

round the bulge ; height 4, diameter at mouth f , expanding to

If, at budge 2f ,
at base 1.

Grave 3. The first opened by the writer. Skeleton fairly
well preserved ; length 5 ft. 5J in.

;
the left hand was across

the centre, the right slightly below. On the vertebral

column lay a flat piece of iron 6f in. in length, looped at one
end and turned up at a right angle at the other. An exactly
similar article was found in the Roman building at Darenth.
A quantity of iron hobnails were lying by the feet, proving
that the deceased was buried with his shoes on. At the foot

of the grave was a red-brown vase,* ornamented with three

bands of incised marks an inch apart ; height 5 J, diameter at

mouth f, expanding to 1J, at bulge 3j, at base If. Four large
iron nails were found at each end of the grave, these fastened

the boards together which had been placed round the body.
Grave 4. Skeleton about 5 feet 6 inches in length, the lower

jawbone, arm and leg bones only remaining ;
bones of the

hands lay in the pelvis. Outside the lower bones of the right

leg was a black urn-vase, rather roughly made
; height 3J,

diameter at mouth 2f ,
at bulge 4, at base 3. By the foot a

black patera in fragments. On the teft, outside the lower leg
bones, was a blue-black urn-vase; height 3J, diameter at

mouth and at bulge 3J, at base 3. Next this was a brown

cup crushed to atoms. By the feet were numerous hobnails,
and by the right arm a potsherd. Ten iron nails were met
with around the skeleton.

Grave 5. Skeleton absorbed, a few fragments of bone only
remaining. At the feet was a good red vase,* ornamented
with a band of fifteen white discs, a single disc appearing
below the band

; height 3J, diameter at mouth 1J, at bulge
2f, at base 1J. By the left lower leg bone was a pseudo-
Samian bowl ornamented with double bands of incised marks

;

height 3J, diameter 5J. An iron nail was found on each side

of the vertebral column under the ribs, two nails occurred at

the foot, and four at the head of the grave.

* All the vessels marked with an asterisk are of Durobrivian ware.
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Grave 6. Skeleton absorbed. By the top of the skull was
a red-brown vase* which had lost its original colour and
become drab. The rim of the vase was missing. It was orna-

mented with two rows of incised marks and a doublerow of the

same pattern ; height 5, diameter at mouth f ,
at bulge 3f ,

at

base |. On the left side of the skull lay ten bronze armlets
;

three were of wire, one ornamented with concentric rings, two
with an S-like design, one with punched dots, one with in-

cised marks, one was a twisted coil, and one had no decoration.

The flat armlets resemble the ribbon wire of a clock spring,
each having a hole in one end for the reception of a hook in

the other. They are all very small, averaging when fastened

1J to 1J in diameter. Lying upon the remains of the lower

jawbone was a pretty red vase* ornamented with a band of

white interlaced CO-like scrolls; height 4, diameter at

mouth 1, at bulge 2|, at base 1J. Next this lay a red-brown

cup,* the sides being slightly bowed
; height 2J, diameter at

mouth 2 1, at bulge 3, at base If. By this was an iron knife

with a ring for suspension from the girdle ;
on either side of

the blade portions of the sheath had corroded, upon which is

clearly visible the pattern of the threads of a garment, pre-
served by means of the oxidation of the iron. Near it was
the small bronze hook of an earring. Near where the hands
would have been lay fifty-eight beads of chiefly blue, green,
and amber glass, about the size of hemp seed. There were
four iron nails at both ends of the grave, which was certainly
that of a young female, the cist being 4 feet 8 inches in

length and 18 inches in width. At 2 feet above the skeleton

a potsherd was met with, also a black patera ; height l,
diameter 3J. These must have been placed there during the

filling in of the grave.

Grave 7. Skeleton absorbed. At the north end was a black

patera; height If, diameter 3J. Next it a black urn-vase;

height 3i, diameter at mouth 2, at bulge 2J, at base 1|.
Near these was a pair of bronze ribbon-wire armlets linked

together and fastened
;
both are ornamented with punched

dots. With them was a third of twisted wires. A foot to the
south were three dark blue beads, a green oblong bead with
flat sides, and a dark green hexagonal bead, all of opaque
glass.

Grave 8. Skeleton absorbed, with the exception of a portion
of the skull, near which was a small shapeless mass of

corroded iron. At the feet were a few hobnails and a black
vase

; height 5|, diameter at mouth 1 J, at bulge 3|, at

base If.
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Grave 9. Skeleton absorbed. A few potsherds and iron
nails only found. This was evidently the grave of a child, the
cist being 4 feet 8 inches in length and 16 inches in width.

Grave 10. Skull only remaining ;
no relics.

Grave 11. Leg bones, right arm bone and a few teeth being
all that remained of the skeleton. At the chest was a bronze

penannular brooch, its ends having been rolled back with a
double roll by way of decoration. It forms a circle If inches
in diameter. Beside the right lower leg bone was a pseudo-
Samian bowl, ornamented with two double rows of incised

marks
; height 3, diameter 4|. Opposite this, by the left leg,

was a fine brown vase,* ornamented at the shoulders with a
delicate scroll pattern in yellow ; height 8|, diameter at

mouth 1, expanding to 2J, at bulge 5J, at base 2f. This
vessel has acquired a beautiful bronzy sheen from having
been over-fired in the kiln. It is of superior manufacture
and exceedingly hard. Near the left foot was a reddish

patera ; height If, diameter 4. Outside this was a red-brown

vase,* ornamented with five bands of incised marks
; height

5J, diameter at mouth 1$, at bulge 3f ,
at base If ;

at the feet

lay a quantity of hobnails. Under the ribs and the lower leg
bones were large iron nails with wood still adhering to them,

lying in a horizontal position on either side of the skeleton.

In the corners of the grave, by the head, the great nails

remained in a vertical position, although the wood into

which they had been driven had entirely decayed. From the

waist to the knees fragments of charred wood were repeatedly
met with, suggesting that fire had been kindled upon the

body after it was laid in the grave. In both this and Grave
No. 6 it was apparent that more than ordinary care had been
exercised in the burial of the bodies, as in each case finely-
sifted earth covered the remains.

All the interments lay in two lines, six being in the first

line and five in the second. The grave spaces were cut in

the chalk from 4 to 6 feet apart, and from 6 to 8 feet below
the surface. This unusual depth is due to the graves having
been made on the slope of the hill, hence additional soil

would have accumulated over them in the course of centuries,

probably to a depth of 3 or 4 feet.

The skeleton in grave No. 6 lay with the head to the

south, the remainder with the heads to the north.

Before proceeding to treat of the site of these discoveries at

Chatham one or two features of interest connected with them
must be referred to. The presence of so many examples of

Castor or Durobrivian ware in sepulchral deposits in Kent is

unusual, and not a little remarkable as occurring in such close
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proximity to the great Roman potteries in the marshes of the

Medway below Upchurch. The circumstance shows how
widely spread the trade in fictilia was in this country in

Roman times. The occurrence of hobnails in some of the

graves is a novelty with us, and I cannot call to mind
another instance of their having been met with in any of our

Kentish cemeteries. They have, however, been discovered in

sarcophagi at Avisford, Sussex,* and at York,f while more

recently Lieut.-General Pitt-Rivers has figured examples
found by him in graves opened at Bokerly Dyke, if

The existence of charcoal in some quantity, already referred

to in Grave 11, is not without its interest, as it undoubtedly
refers to a rite of applying fire to the body, rendered neces-

sary, perhaps, by whole burial having been resorted to in

preference to cremation. Another important feature con-

nected with the interments we have described is the road to

which they relate. By the side of them runs a road called

Slicketts Hill, a name by which it was known a hundred

years ago, as appears by Hasted's map of the locality. This
road is shown on the still earlier map which illustrated our
remarks on the Roman Way from Chatham Hill to Rochester.

It was a branch from the great highway, across the Lines to

Old Brompton, and thence to the River Medway. At the

present time Slicketts Hill ends abruptly at the Lines, but
its old channel may still be clearly distinguished in the grass

beyond. The finding of graves on the very edge of this road

gives it an importance which it had not hitherto possessed,
as it is strong evidence in favour of its having been in exist-

ence in Roman times. Chatham Lines was the scene of

Douglas's discoveries in the last century and recorded in his

Nenia Britannica, hence these must be taken into considera-

tion in connection not only with this road but the immediate

locality.

GOLD COIN FOUND AT DODDINGTON.

During the autumn of 1897 a labourer engaged in clearing

away some dead stubs in Dully Wood, which is on the

western side of the Doddington Valley, noticed on the margin
of a shallow bowl-shaped hollow some flints which appeared
to him to have been purposely inserted into a hole about
18 inches in diameter. His curiosity being aroused, he

proceeded to pull out the stones one by one, when, at 2 feet

* C. Roach Smith, Collectanea Antiqua, i. 124.

t C. Wellbelored, Eburacum, 108.

J Excavations in Bokerly and Wansdyke, iii. pi. clxxxi.
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from the surface, he came upon a small layer of clay, from
which he extracted a fine solidus of Valentinian II., in the

highest state of preservation. On my friend the Rev. Philip

Kingsford, Vicar of Newnham, kindly communicating with

me, I paid a visit to Doddington, when I saw the coin, which
in the meantime had been purchased by Mr. Jarvis, the

postmaster of that place. By him I was conducted to the

site of the discovery. Dully Wood possesses many curious

artificial features, including a denehole and several shallow
circular depressions, to be subjected to further scrutiny when
the underwood is cleared. Mr. Jarvis pointed out various

spots about the wood where other Roman bronze coins had
been found, which he had from time to time acquired
and disposed of. The gold piece reads thus :

Obv., D.N.VALENTINIANVS.P.F.AVG.

Rev., VICTORIA AVGG. Valentinian I. and his son Valen-
tinian II., seated facing, holding a globe, both nimbed, a

Victory flying above crowns them. Between the feet of the

figures is a palm branch, below COM. On either side of them
TR, the mint mark of Treves."

CAVALIERE GIACOMO BONI, through St. Clair Baddeley,
Esq. (who had translated the paper and added a preface),
communicated a note on the Niger Lapis in the Comitium at

Rome.
Cavaliere Boni's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communi-
cations.

Thursday, February 1st, 1900.

Sir EDWARD MAUNDE THOMPSON, K.C.B, LL.D, D.C.L.

Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the same
ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Governors of the John Rylands Library, Manchester : Catalogue
of the Printed Books and Manuscripts in the John Rylands Library,
Manchester. 3 vols. 4to. Manchester, 1899.
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From the Author : Catalogue of Works of Art in the Flaxman Gallery,

University College, London. By Talfourd Ely, M.A., F.S.A. 8vo.

London, 1900.

From A. C. Chamier, Esq., F.S.A. : Exploration of Zapotecan Tombs in

Southern Mexico. By Marshall H. Saville. 8vo. n.p. n.d.

From the Author, William Bemrose, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. Bow, Chelsea, and Derby Porcelain. 8vo. London, 1898.

2. The Life and Works of Joseph Wright, A.H.A., commonly called
"
Wright of Derby." 4to. London, 1885.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

William Bemrose, Esq.

George James Turner, Esq.
John Brinton, Esq.

On the nomination of the President the following gentle-
men were appointed Auditors of the Society's accounts for the

past year :

Alfred Higgins, Esq.
Herbert Jones, Esq.
Hon. Robert Marsham-Townshend, M.A.
Frederick Davis, Esq.

The Right Rev. the BISHOP OF BRISTOL, D.D., F.S.A., read

the following paper on " The Saj di Gorone," a cup-marked
stone near Gignese, at the south end of Lago Maggiore :

" On December 8th, 1898, Mr. Edward Whymper communi-
cated to the Society through the Secretary some notes on
turned stone objects from the Riffelalp.

In the course of his notes, Mr. Whymper described a stone

which lies about an hour's walk from Zermatt, above the
hamlet of Zmutt. It is a slab of mica-schist, 10 feet long
by 7J feet broad, and about 2| feet thick, with its upper
surface flat. It is known locally as the Heidenplatte, the
flat stone of the Pagans. There are on this flat surface

about 100 hollows, which must, Mr. Whymper thinks, have
been fashioned by man. The largest hollow is 8 inches in

diameter, and the smaller ones about 2 inches
;
their depth

varies from little more than
-J-

inch to more than 3 inches.

Some have connecting channels or grooves.
The tradition in Valais is that this stone was a centre for

heathen assemblies, at which important questions were dis-

cussed, and worship was practised. The chiefs stood upon
the stone, the place of honour, and while speaking to the
assembled multitude surrounding them, turned upon their heels

and so produced these circular excavations. Mr. Whymper
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CUP -MARKED STONE NEAE GIGNESE,
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naturally remarked on the velocity of rotation and the hard-

ness of the heel which such a result postulates.
In September, 1899, four months before I saw the report

of Mr. Whymper's communication, I found on the open moor
about half a mile from Gignese a boulder of micaceous rock

covered with cup-markings from top to bottom. Gignese is

about 1,800 feet above Stresa, at the south end of Lago
Maggiore, and this boulder lies on the stony way to Monte
Mottarone. The top of the boulder is about 5J feet from the

ground, but the ground slopes rather rapidly downwards, and
the curved surface on which the cup markings are found is

about 12 feet from top to bottom
;

it is about 6 feet broad in

its broadest part. The great mass of the stones of all sizes

which cover the moor at this place are granite ;
I could not

find another piece of rock like the one under consideration.

Half a mile further on there is an enormous granite boulder,
called in the local book Pierre Papale, but having a name in

Italian patois which I could not catch, my informant on the

spot pronouncing it differently each time I asked her to

repeat it. On the whole, the name is not altogether unlike

Saj di Purunda. It is estimated to contain 1,500 cubic metres,
about 34 feet each way. I show photographs of both of

these boulders, enlarged from a snap-shot photograph ;
also

a rubbing of the whole of the cup-markings on the micaceous

boulder, taken with a ball of chestnut leaves on nine sheets of

the Daily Telegraph. I show, further, a cast of the largest

cup, taken with linen blotting paper ;
and casts of two groups

of cups, taken with sheets of the Guardian, softened with

liquid flour paste and left on the stone to bake in the sun.

I had to make the best of such material as was available

on the spot, my visit to the locality not being of an archaeo-

logical character.

I have to bring before the Society a remarkable coinci-

dence between this stone and the Heidenplatte at Zmutt with
its heel tradition. The stone at Gignese is called in the

Italian patois the Saj di Gorone, Saj being, I suppose, the

local form of Saxum. That there might be no mistake about

it, I asked the peasant girl who told me the name why they
called it so. In reply, she touched her heel, put her finger
into one of the holes, and set her heel on the ground as

though she were fitting it into the hole. The name means
* the stone of the heel.'

The surface of the stone having a sharp slope, and the

holes being evidently very ancient, the wearing of the stone

by the weather has in many cases removed a portion of the

lower rim of the cup, thus exposing the upper half of the
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circular wall like a quarter of a hollow sphere or half an

amphitheatre, and leaving an opening where the upper part
of the other half of the circular wall used to be It is evident

that a heel would fit into such a cavity, and I supposed that

this was the reason for the name. But it now seems to me
clear that the fact of the same tradition attaching to a flat stone

where there is no such wearing away, and no such appearance
of the shape of a heel, drives us off from that matter-of-fact

explanation, and that we ought to regard the coincidence as

setting us on a new line of investigation into the traditions

attaching to the cup-markings on stones.

It is as well to point out that though Zermatt in Switzerland
and Gignese in Italy may seem to have little to do with one

another, the fact is rather the opposite of that. In early
times, and indeed until the Simplon road was made a

hundred years ago, the Monte Moro pass was a usual route

over the Alps to Italy. This pass leads from the Saas valley
into the Val Anzasca, and so down to Stresa, immediately
above which the Saj di Gorone lies. The Zermatt valley and
the Saas valley are sufficiently near and akin to have had
the same pagan rites. The stone is about two miles from

Verbano, a name no doubt of the time of the Romans, who
called the Lago Maggiore Lacus Verbanus. The Romans

probably adopted the name from times much earlier than
their own, and from a Gaulish race.

The stone at Zmutt, with its
' heel

'

tradition may be

brought into closer connection still with the heel-named stone

at Gignese by the consideration that Zmutt lies close to the

northern commencement of the Theodule Pass, and the route

from Alagna in the Val Sesia to the southern end of that

pass is described as easy and pleasant. From Alagna to

Varallo and Orta and Mottarone and Gignese is quite simple.

Many Roman coins, it may be added, have been found on the

Theodule Pass.

We know how greatly the Romans were harassed by the

Celtic tribe known as the Salassi, who commanded the Great

and Little St. Bernard, and no doubt extended eastward to the

modern Val Tournanche and Val Sesia, and probably or

possibly to the south end of Lago Maggiore. Aosta represents
the fortress erected by Augustus in their territory after he
had conquered them and sold them away as slaves. Both t^ie

Heidenplatte at Zmutt and the Saj di Gorone at Gignese may
well have been in the territory of one and the same Celtic

tribe, whether the Salassi or their neighbours on the east.

And there may well be more kinship than many of us would

imagine between on the one side the Saj di Gorone and the
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Heidenplatte, and on the other side the abundant cup-marked
stones in Celtic parts of our own island. I should myself
connect them all with Gaulish pagan rites, though no doubt
we ought to look to an earlier origin of the practice in the

first instance.

It will be seen from the rubbing that there are on this

remarkable rock about 150 complete cups, for the most part
isolated, and a large number of broken cups and grooves and
channels. These channels usually run down a sloping part of

the stone, but not as a rule directly downwards. They give
the impression of having been made in order to conduct liquid
down a moderate slope from a higher to a lower cup. The

cups are not normal to the surface
; they are on the whole

vertical, but by no means invariably. From the largest of

the holes, a cast of which in linen blotting paper I show,
there is no channel. This largest hole is about 5 inches across,
and is situated near the top of the stone, where the surface is

practically horizontal. The usual diameter of the cups is

from 3-J to 2 inches, the smallest is only 1 inch. Their section

suggests that the aim was to make them bason-shaped, like

segments of spheres, not quite hemispheres. The largest cup
is not nearly so much bason-shaped as most of the others

;
it

is more funnel-shaped than hemispherical. I show casts of

twelve cups, and an oval and a channel near the largest cup.
There are no rings round any of the holes, nor are there

any tool marks. The holes and channels have the appearance
of great antiquity, and the weathering which the rock has

evidently undergone would account for the disappearance of

all signs of the action of man. If a sharp-pointed tool had
been used we must, I think, have seen signs of its use at the
bottom of some of the holes. The cups are as a rule remarkably
circular, so much so that the conclusion seems irresistible that

they were produced by the rotation of a blunt instrument,

probably with the intervention of sharp sand. I see that in

some cases of cup-markings the holes have been attributed to

the action of the Echinus Lividus
;
I have no knowledge of

the appearance presented by holes due to the action of this

creature.

The cups in the surface of rocks in Palestine, to which
Mr. R. A. S. Macalister is now calling attention in the

quarterly statements of the Palestine Exploration Fund, are

many of them large enough for useful purposes, e.g. 3 feet

8 inches across and 2 feet deep. These are found near cisterns,
and they are practically bowls for cattle to drink from.
Smaller cups in Palestine, but still very large in comparison
with those under consideration, may have been used, as they

VOL. XVIIT. D
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are there said to have been, for pressing olives, the oil running
out by the channel into the hole next below; such holes,

Mr. Macalister gives as 8| and 7 inches across. But when lie

comes to irregular groups of holes from 3| inches to 1 inch

across, connected by channels, he is of opinion that no utili-

tarian purpose seems to meet the case.

It is usual to make the remark that the cups can not have
been intended to be used for the purpose of holding liquid, or

indeed of holding anything, because they are found also on
the vertical surface of rocks and standing stones. It may be
an answer to this, that if the practice of making cups of this

character for purposes of holding liquid in connection with

religious rites came from a far-off country, or a far-off age, an
idea of sanctity would be attached to the idea of a cup in a

stone, and men in after times, having migrated to other lands,
would make cups wherever they felt inclined to make them,

quite apart from any question of utility in size or position."

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., M.A., Assistant Secretary, read
the following account of excavations lately carried out by
him at Warter Priory, Yorks :

"In 1132 a priory of Augustinian or Black Canons was
founded at Warter, a little village in the East Riding of

Yorkshire, about 4 miles east of Pocklington, by Geoffrey
FitzPain, alias Trusbut, who gave it the parish church of

Warter and six bovates of land adjoining thereto.

A number of documents, chiefly deeds relating to gifts of

property, or confirmation charters, have been printed by
Dugdale, as well as a catalogue of the priors and the good
works done in their time, but none contains anything that

throws light upon the story of the buildings. In fact the

only bit of interesting historical matter between the founda-
tion of the priory and its suppression is the evidence given
by the sub-prior, John of Cloworth, in the famous case of

Scrope v. Grosvenor in 1386.* Being asked if he knew the

arms of Sir Richard Scrope and that they were azure a bend

or, he replied that they were painted on the wall in a hall

within the priory, the making of which painting was beyond
the memory of man. He also produced an amice apparel
embroidered on red velvet with leopards and griffins of gold,
between which were laid and sewn in silk in three places,
three escutcheons of the arms of Sir Richard Scrope,, azure a
bend or, and the said arms were laid in a quatrefoil of gold

*
Scrope r. Grosvenor Controversy, i. 98

;
ii. 278.
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embroidered, which the sub-prior said had been done eight-
score years ago.

In 26 Henry VIII. the clear annual value of Warter Priory
was given as 144 7s. 8d.

In 1536 the priory was suppressed, and its site and

possessions granted to Thomas, Earl of Rutland, a descendant

of the founder, together with the priory church, its bell-

towers, bells, lead, and cemetery.
The lack of all documentary matter relating to the buildings

has been partly made up by the discovery in 1885 among the

Rutland papers at Belvoir of an inventory and survey of the

priory, which although undated was evidently made at the

suppression.
This important document, which has been printed in the

Appendix to the 12th Report of the Historical Manuscripts
Commission,* contains a list of (i.) the vestments, and (ii.) the

jewels and plate belonging to the priory ; (iii.) an inventory
of the oxen and other live stock

;
and (iv.) a survey of the

church ' with all other howses coveryd with leyd
'

with their

dimensions in yards.
Of vestments there were about a dozen more or less com-

plete suits of red, blue, white, green, and black, including a
suit of blue silk called

' the watter bowges,' no doubt from its

being powdered or otherwise decorated with this heraldic

device. There were also for seven altars
'

vij westimentes with
all other ornamentes necessarye belongyng to them singulerlye.'
The plate amounted in all to 570 ounces, including 8 chalices,

2 pairs of censers and a ship, a great mazer called Jacob, and
a principal relic

'

Saynt Jamys hand.' Both the mazer and
the relic have reference to the saint in whose honour the

priory church was dedicated.

The buildings enumerated in the survey are: the 'croce

church/ the '

qwere,' the cloister, the '

chapitor
'

or chapter-
house, the dorter, the hall, 'Master Prior's chawmier,' the
frater or '

fratry,' and two garners. Concerning these there is

noted :

' Of thes hows afore writtyng, thre are scupe ruffid,

that is the churche, dorter, and the hall, and other thre of

these are basterd, that is the Master Prior chawmier and the

two garners, and the fratry flatt ruffid. Of thes iiiij
01'

[sic]
are up rewifd, that is the croce churche, the chapitor, the

quere, and the hall, and all other are flatt ruffid.' It is

unnecessary to recite here any of the dimensions other than
those of the cloister, which was '

rundaboute, Ixxxxvj
yerdes ;

of breid
iiij yerdes.' These give a square of 72

feet.

* Part iv. MSS. of the Duke of Rutland, i. 28-30.

D 2
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The text of the portions of the inventory that concern us is

as follows :

' Thes er the westimentes, coppes, with all other ornamentes

belongyng onto monastery of Wartre.

Furst one sute of reid welvet, one for the prest decane and

sub-decane, and one coppe of the seid reid welvet, and for the

chanters two coppes of flowred damaske with vij other coppes

appertenyng on the resydew of the mynysteres of the qweire
of reede satan of burgions.

Also one sute of sanguine welvet, one coppe, vestimentes

for the prest decane and subdecane of the same. Also two

copes of blew welvet for the chanters.

Also one sutte of blew sylke callyd the watter bowges a

cope for the prest, also westimentes for the seid prest, sub-

decane, decane, and also coppes for the chanteres of the

forseid watter bowges.
Also for the prest, decane, and subdecane, westimentes of

blew welvet purfeild.
Also copes of blew satan, other wais caliyd Catt of Montans,

for the prest and for the chanteres, with westimentes for the

prest, decane and subdecane of the forseid sathan, with no
more of thes remanyng.

Also one old sute of blew sattan off burgions, coppes for the

prest and chanteres and also for the prest,

giffin to the decane, and subdecane westimentes of the

parish of Wartre. seid blew sattan, with no more of thes re-

manyng.
Also one sute for the prest, decane, and subdecane of whitt

'sylke, and one cope for the prest and vj

one giffin to Seton copes of whitt buschan for the chanteres and
anoder to Linton. for the resydew of the ministeres of the

qwere.
Also one sute of blake worseitt coppes and westimentes for

the prest decane and subdecane with the

given to the parish chanteres and viij for the resydew of the
church of Wartre. ministeres in the qwere, with no more of

thes with us remanyng.
Also one sute copes and westimentes for the prest decane

and subdecane, with the chanteres of grene sattan. No more
of thes with us remanyng.

Also one cope and westimentes of gold cloth of tyssue for

the prest, decane and subdecane.

Also one westiment and the ornamentes to prest and decane
of festival dayes and Sundayes, and also for

)f no value. foe prest and decane of - - and one west-

chanons ment of black worseid for morow messe of

requiem dayly.
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Also for vij auters with vij westimentes with all other

ornamentes necessarye belongyng to them singulerlye.

Thes er the jowelles with the platt belongyng to the

monastery of Wartre.

In primis one salte with coveryng . xxviij onces.

Item one calix ....
Item alter calix ....
Item one peice ....
Item one grett masser called Jacob
Item thre dowsan sponnes
Item alter calix ....
Item alius calix ....
Item alter calix ....
Item alius calix ....
Item alter calix ....
Item Saynt Jamys hand
Item one paire of sensores

Item thre saltes with one coverynge
Item one scheipe ....
Item one paire candilstykes .

Item one croce ....
Item one flatt pyce
Item one croce fote with the stalke

Item one salte and two cruettes

Item one calix ....
Item one peice with the coveryng .

Item alter peice . xj
Item one paire sensores . . . xxviij

' This is a trew certificacion of the lenthe and breid of our
cllurch with all other nowses coveryd with leyd belongyng
onto the monastery of Wartre.

The croce church, of breid xij yerdes ;
of lenthe xl yerdes.

Item the qwere in lenthe xxviij yerdes ;
of breid ix yerdes.

Item the clauster rundaboute, Ixxxxvj yerdes ;
of breid iiij

yerdes.
Item the chapitor of lenthe xiiij yerdes ;

of breid vij yerdes.
Item the dorter, of lenthe xxxiiij yerdes; of breid ix

yerdes.
Item the hall, of lenthe xxiiij yerdes ;

of breid xj yerdes.
Item Master Prior's chawmier, of lenthe xvj yerdes ;

of

breid ix yerdes.
Item one garner, of lenthe xvij yerdes ;

of breid viij yerdes.
Item the fratry, of lenthe xxvij yerdes ; of breid ix yerdes.
Item a nother garner, of lenthe xxxiiij yerdes ;

of breid

xiij yerdes.

xxxj
xix & dimid onces.

xv onces.

xlviij
xv
xv et dimid onces.

xvij.
XV.

xiij.

xxvij et dimid onces.

xxxiij onces.

xx

XXX
,.

xxxj
xix et dimid onces.

xxiiij onces.
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Of thes hows afore writtyng, thre are scupe ruffid, that is

the churche, dorter, and the hall, and other thre of these arc.

basterd, that is the Master Prior chawmer and the two garners,
and the fratry flatt ruffid.

Of thes iiiij
or

[sic] are up rewifd, that is the croce churche,
the chapiter, the quere, and the hall, and all other are flatt

ruffid.'

Such surveys as this are unhappily rare, but although the

measurements are only approximate for a valuation of the

lead roofs, it is obvious that a comparison of them with any
existing remains would be alike interesting and profitable.
On inquiry, however, some time since I was informed that

there were no remains of Warter Priory above ground, and
that its very site was a matter of uncertainty.
Some few months ago I was asked by the Rev. Marmaduke

Morris, rector of Nunburnholme, a parish adjoining Warter,
to direct and carry out some excavations on the supposed site

of the priory, which had been kindly placed at my service

for the purpose by the owner, Mr. Charles Wilson, M.P., with
the concurrence of his tenant

;
Mr. Wilson also undertook to

pay for all the necessary labour.

I accordingly visited Warter with Mr. Morris on the 6th

September last, and found that the priory was supposed to

have occupied part of a level plateau to the north and east of

the parish church. This latter is wholly a modern structure,

but appears to stand on the site of the old one, which was

destroyed in 1864. The area in question is divided by a

hedge into two pasture fields and on the east slopes sharply
down into a small valley. The hedge runs in a north-

easterly direction from the north-east corner of the church-

yard, and on both sides of it the ground is covered with
mounds suggestive of the sites of buildings. A comparatively
level space north of the parish church betokened the site of

the cloister.

Operations were begun with only five men on the east side

of the hedge by cutting trenches through several of the more

prominent mounds. But the results were disappointing, for

although occasional fragments of ashlar and moulded stone-

work were turned up, the mounds themselves contained

nothing but mortar and rubbish.

Since the survey mentions only the ' croce church,' i.e. the

transept, and ' the qwere
'

of the priory church, it is evident

that the nave had served as the parish church. If then the

present building occupies the site of the old the canons'

church ought to be found east of it. A trench was accord-

ingly next cut across the site, which soon revealed the
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foundations of two parallel walls, 25 feet apart and running
east and west, with a pavement formed of rectangular chalk

blocks, in which there showed the end of a grave slab. The
walls were further traced on the following day, and proved to

be those of the aisleless presbytery of the priory church.

They were for the most part represented by the chalk

foundations only, especially on the south side and east end,
but on the north part of the lowest course and in some places
more of the ashlar walling was left, especially towards the

west, where there stood a length of older wall several feet

high containing a shallow recess. The remains of the but-

tivsses showed that the presbytery was at least six bays long,
but the dimensions given in the survey, 28 yards or 84 feet

and a width of 9 yards, suggest that there were in all seven

bays. The smaller projection of the westernmost remaining
buttress on the north, if it be not a pier, suggests that the

presbytery was originally a short one, probably of the date of

the foundation, but extended to its later length towards the

close of the thirteenth century. A projecting vestry or

chapel was subsequently added on the south side, and there

were indications of another, built a bay further west, on the

north side.

As the excavations proceeded westwards the foundations
became more difficult to follow, and in places they had been

utterly destroyed. This was especially the case on the south,
where the limits of the transept have still to be made out.

On the other side we were a little more fortunate. What
seemed to be the foundations of the north end of the transept
were found, together with those of a large square chapel east

of the transept. To make way for this, the earlier buildings
on this side had been destroyed. According to the survey
the transept was 12 yards wide and 40 yards long, but it is

difficult to see how such a length could have been obtained,
unless the south transept was very much longer than the
other.

Beyond the north transept was a narrow passage 5 feet

across, and next to this what seems to have been the chapter
house, the eastern end of which we opened out. The
dimensions of this are given as 13 yards by 7 yards. The

length we could not recover, but the internal width was only
14J feet instead of 21 feet.

Although our efforts to trace the walls were attended with
such unsatisfactory results, the excavations yielded others of

a more interesting character.

It has already been stated that our first day's work brought
to light part of the pavement. This was found on further
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examination to be fairly perfect across the centre of the

presbytery, and as it was barely a foot beneath the turf it

was easily uncovered. It was formed throughout of chalk
blocks with occasional transverse bands and pieces of fine

sandstone. Towards the west this floor had been destroyed,
but in tracing it eastwards it was possible by its successive

changes of level to ascertain the position of the steps up to

the altar, notwithstanding that the steps themselves had gone.
The first of these had crossed the presbytery at a distance of

21J feet from the east wall, and was 3J feet broad. The next
was 7 feet 8 inches broad, and also extended from wall to

wall. Of the third step part remained in place. It was 3 feet

9 inches broad, but its length did not exceed that of the altar,

the base of which was fortunately left. This base stood

3 feet away from the east wall, and when first uncovered

appeared to be a poorly built block of chalk rubble about
2 feet high and nearly 15 feet in length. But further exami-
nation led to a somewhat curious discovery.
The altar had originally been one of more architectural

pretensions, and built of ashlar, with engaged shafts worked

upon the front corners starting from bases on a moulded

plinth. The plinth was intact, and has a roll moulding along
the front and ends. If we may assume that the slab, which
of course had gone, was of the same size as the plinth, it

would have been 11 feet 3 inches long and 3 feet 6 inches

broad. It probably had a moulded edge with capitals for the

shafts to correspond with the bases on the plinth.
The altar thus set up at the end of the thirteenth century

became in later days old-fashioned, the slab and block were
taken away, and a new block, made wholly of chalk, was
built upon the old plinth and to a distance of 17 J inches

beyond each end of it. The total length was thus extended
to about 15 feet. The step in front was also lengthened to

correspond. At the same time the intervals between the altar

ends and the side walls were closed by stone screens or a
reredos wall in line with the back of the altar. It would
be interesting to know if any other such instance of the

lengthening of an altar has been met with
;

I have not
hitherto met with such myself.
Inasmuch as the top of the mouldings of the old plinth

were level with and so hidden by the uppermost step, it

seems as if this were a later addition. In that case the altar

must at first have stood free upon the broad platform afforded

by the next step, which has been already described as extend-

ing across the presbytery from wall to wall. It is, however,

possible that the arrangement of all three steps may be later
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than the first building of the altar, or even that the covering

up of the plinth was a matter of no consequence.
In front of the altar, just below the second step, a stone

coffin was uncovered. It had lost its lid, and been much
broken by the fall of heavy material upon it, apparently after

the removal of its cover. The contents had been disturbed,
and only a few broken bones were left in the head end. The
total length was 7 feet 1|- inch, and the edges had been

roughly chamfered as if to allow of the lid being handled
so as to fit the coffin.

To the south-west of this interment lay the grave slab

disclosed during our first day's work. It has been cracked
across by falling material, but is otherwise complete, and as will

be seen from the illustration it is in admirable preservation.
The slab is of fine sandstone, and measures 6 feet

6-g-
inches

in length by 3 feet 2 inches in breadth, with a thickness of

7 inches. It bears the incised effigy of a Black Canon,
beneath a crocketed canopy, with the marginal inscription :

ffitc facet tro
9
t!ioma$ tr^tr | IguQtort

Jfctti
9
Atonaftmf rot tn[c]eftm

9
bt9

rj

1

ofct'ft w\ *rt*
I
wttttffg ^efotuartj &tmo |

trnt m_mc jrc imf nu ;
ate pjuctetttr

tre
9
ante,

Thomas Bridlington is said to have succeeded as twenty-
fifth prior of Warter in 1495. He is apparently vested in a

rochet, girt, according to the Rule, in such a manner that the

girdle and what hangs from it is not shown, and over that a cloak

with small hood, the capa pluvialis of the Observances.

The rochet is represented of such a length as to cover the

pellicea or fur-lined cassock which was worn underneath.

Effigies of Black Canons similarly vested, but with the hoods
of their cloaks drawn over the head, occur at Cartmel and
Hexham. Brasses of Black Canons occur at Dorchester (Oxon)
and South Creak (Norfolk), both abbots, and at Over
Winchendon (Bucks). One of a prior was formerly at

Royston (Herts), but is now lost
;

the Society fortunately

possesses a rubbing.
Since monuments of canons regular are comparatively un-

common this interesting example from Warter is a welcome
addition to the number. So far as I am aware this is the first

instance of such a monument in the form of an incised slab.

The poorness of its design and the bad drawing of the figure
are suggestive of the slab being a local production.
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Time did not admit of our uncovering the whole of the

presbytery floor, but various trenches were cut across in the

hope 'of finding other memorials. We were thus able to fix

the eastern limit of the stalls, but did not find any trace of the

monument of the Lady Beatrice, Lady de Ros, who by her

will dated 26th June, 1413, desired to be buried infra chorum
ecclesie prioratus de Wartre* One other interesting discovery,
however, was made, that one of the blocks forming the floor

had originally been part of an early monumental slab, which
had been deliberately cut up for the purpose. This had
borne an inscription in detached letters, inlaid, not with

latten, but with lead. The fragment in question still retained

the metal letters
|

N : D6C : K
|

No more lettered pieces of

the slab were visible, but as there are divers blocks of the

same material in the floor they may exist, but laid upside
down.t

It will be seen from the plan exhibited, for which I am
indebted to my friend and co-digger Mr. Harold Brakspear,
that the excavations were not very extensive, nor did they
lead to anything of much importance beyond establishing the

site of the priory church. But as the result of one week's

work, with only from five to eight men, for labourers were

unusually scarce, they cannot be called unprofitable. At any
rate they produced three unusual features. There was a

marked absence of architectural and indeed of any other

fragments or details, so thoroughly had the place been

destroyed and spoiled.
Whether it will be worth while to resume operations at

Easter in view of so much destruction of walls and founda-

tions I am inclined to doubt. But possibly better luck may
attend excavations elsewhere on the site.

The whole of the remains uncovered in September have, I

believe, been since buried again for their better preservation."

SOMERS CLARKE, Esq., Local Secretary for Egypt, com-
municated the following report on the fall of eleven columns
in the Hypostyle Hall of the Temple of Karnak, on the 3rd

October, 1899 :

"
I beg leave to lay before you some observations on the

* Testamcnta Eboracensia (Surtees Society 4), i. 376.

f A slab with the design inlaid with lead was lately found at Eastrington, also

in the East Hiding. Mr. E. Towry Whyte, F.S.A., has since shown me a
sketch made by him of an incised slab at Wycliffe, Yorks, which has an

inscription with inlaid lead letters on one side of a cross. A slab found at

Bangor in 1895 has a rich cross, with a checker board of 10 squares laid on the

shaft
;
the alternate squares of this are filled in with lead. See Arclunologia

'''wbrenx-i-s, 5th S, xvii. 31, 32.
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terrible catastrophe which has befallen the Hypostyle Hall of

the great Temple of Karnak.
I also send some photographs taken by M. George Legrain,

who has charge of the works at the temple. This gentle-
man has in all cases taken photographs and notes of every
part of the building with which he has been called upon to

deal, photographs showing the walls as they stood before

necessary consolidation, and others taken during the progress
of the work. A more careful or complete record could not

be imagined.
It is due to his courtesy that I am enabled to lay before

the Fellows the photographs which accompany this report.
In addition to the photographs I send a rough plan of the

northern half of the Hypostyle Hall. The best plan of the

Temple of Karnak that has yet been published was made by
M. Brune for Marriette. This, I fear, we have not in our

Library. There is a reproduction of the plan to a smaller

scale by Perrot and Chipiez,* and a section of the hall. This

book I think we have.

It is sufficiently clear from the hieroglyphic inscriptions,

apart from the indications in the masonry, that the Hypostyle
Hall was no part of the original plan of the temple ;

indeed
it is impossible to say what the original plan of this temple
may have been.

As it stands it is a growth and conglomeration of many
parts, some on a most colossal and magnificent scale and
others comparatively insignificant.
The Hypostyle Hall occupies the space, formerly a court-

yard, between two pylons, that marked with the name of

Amenhetep III. on the east and of Kameses I. on the west.

The columns filling in the courtyard were built under
Rameses I., Seti I., and his son Rameses II., who after his

manner advertised himself by defacing the work even of his

own father in order to plaster his name in every place.
It is customary to ascribe this or that part of a building to

the period of the king whose cartouche appears engraven on
the stones.

As a matter of fact the presence of the cartouche does not

necessarily afford the proof we need. The Egyptians set up
their masonry in the rough, and not until the structure was

completed was the rough surface cut away and a smooth face

obtained suitable for sculptures or inscriptions. A good
many buildings exist which, as regards the structure, have

* G. Perrot and C. Chipiez, A History of Art in Ancient Egypt. Trans-
lated into English by W. Armstrong (London, 1883), i. 362-6.
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been finished, but the dressing down and final smoothing of

the stonework have never been done.

When, the structure having been finished, the dressing
down was done many years after, we may be pretty certain,

judging by analogy, that the cartouche and praises of the

reigning king would be cut everywhere, whilst the builders of

the work would not be noticed. Under these circumstances we
have to read together the indications given by the masonry
and the hieroglyphic inscriptions before we can hope to get

anywhere near the actual date of a building. Judging by
these indications we can be convinced that the western pylon
was built before the Hypostyle Hall behind it was thought
of, whilst it is equally obvious that the eastern pylon is

decidedly older in date.

The hall covers an area of about 170 feet from east to west,
which is the axial direction of the temple, by 338 feet from
north to south.* The greatest dimension is therefore in

width. The roof of stone slabs was supported by 134 columns.

Apart from railway stations, or sheds of that nature, this hall

was one of the largest roofed buildings that has ever been

constructed.

The columns are arranged so as to lead the eye from west

to east. There is a central nave with its roof at some 80 feet

above the floor
;
this is flanked by an aisle on either hand,

narrower than the central passage but of the same height.
These aisles have on the north and on the south seven more

aisles, their ceilings at a level of about 30 feet below the

ceilings of the central nave and aisles.

The hall was lit by a clerestory in the north and south walls

of the aisles which flanked the central avenue. The clerestory
filled in the space of 30 feet between the higher and the lower

level of the ceilings. The central part of the hall must have
been abundantly lighted, whilst the multitude of side aisles

must have gone off on either hand into a mysterious and most

impressive gloom.
The 134 columns were all of them of the most brobding-

nagian dimensions. The twelve, very stately in form, flanking
the central avenue and carrying the roof at 80 feet overhead

(all of these are standing) are more than 11 feet in diameter.

The remaining columns, which carry the clerestory walls and
the roof at the lower level, exceed 9 feet in diameter, and are

of the most clumsy proportions.
The mass of huge columns is so great that they hide one

another, and as it has been said,
' You cannot see the wood

* I have quoted the dimensions given by Baedeker, which tire I think taken
from Marriette.
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because of the trees/ so it may be very truly said,
' You cannot

see the hall because of the columns.'

Although the hall is a ruin there must be nearly 100
columns still standing. Out of the 67 which formerly stood

to form the north half of the hall, there were standing until

the 3rd of October last not less than 55, and there now
remain 44.

Such a mighty mass of stupendous columns is to be seen

nowhere else in the world, and it can be understood that

it is worth no small effort to preserve so majestic and
wonderful a ruin from further calamity.
The recent accident has been the fall of eleven of the

lesser columns in the fourth and fifth rows from the central

.range on the north side of the hall. As we enter the hall

from the west, so thickly are they planted that we do not
observe the gap in their ranks made by the recent downfall
of columns, but from the centre of the hall the havoc is but
too manifest.

From the numbers of columns above mentioned it will be
seen that a good many had fallen long before October 3rd.

Of the architraves many remained, of the roof slabs but
few.

It should be realised that the method of roofing by stone

architraves and slabs is one which, when it begins to fail,

is certain to be a cause of serious dislocation and ruin.

The abaci crowning the columns are joined by architraves,
oacli consisting of beams of stone side by side, and bridging
over the intervening space. Each one of these stones weighs
fully 25 tons.

Resting on the architraves were laid the great stone slabs

forming the actual ceiling. These, although very great
stones, were by no means so massive as the architraves. But
few of them remain.

They have fallen, as so many of the architraves have fallen,

not by violence but from the mere fact that whilst stone will

stand a great amount of compression, it will rebel against
the unnatural condition in which it is placed when supported
only at the ends and used as a beam. The tension on the

.particles forming the underside of the beam causes them to

shell off', the material falls away, leaving the underside of the
stone in a somewhat arched form. Presently the stone cracks
in the thinnest part. If the architrave or ceiling stone is at

either end well butted against adjoining blocks, the beam,
now of two stones, drops a little in the middle, and becomes
of the nature of an arch. If, however, the blocks are not well

butted at the ends the two halves fall, and their ends, acting
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as lovers, heave up and overthrow sundry adjoining stones

in their fall. Such has been the fate of most of the ceiling
stones and of many of the architraves in this hall, and not

a few of those which remain are at this moment threatening
to fall, for the reasons above stated.

The stone of which the whole of the Hypostyle Hall is

built, and of which, indeed, nearly the whole of the temple is

constructed, is the tine but not very tenacious sandstone from
Gebel Silsileh, some 90 miles south of Karnak.
For many years past various works have from time to

time been undertaken within the temple ;
works of destruc-

tion, investigation, and recently of conservation. We first

hear of something being done which may indirectly have
assisted the recent downfall. This is from a writer named
Gliddon, U.S. Consul at Cairo.*

In a pamphlet which he published in 1841, on p. 29 he

says :

' We will now proceed to trace the devastations that,

since 1800, have swept off ruins, monumental relics that

survived the Persians, the Christians, the Saracens, and the

Turks, to disappear under the civilising rule of the present
Governor.'

This enlightened Governor was Mohammed Ali. After

giving details of the most wanton destruction for the purpose
of procuring stones for sugar mills, powder mills, &c., many
of which, even if begun, were never finished, Gliddon brings
us to Karnak.
He says at p. 47 :

' Words cannot express the demolition

that has taken place since 1836. The result of the mamoor'sf
operations from 1836 to the winter of 1840 are as follows.

Commencing with the great propylon of the Hypostyle Hall,
the workmen were proceeding with rapidity when Providence

interposed a remonstrating European, through whose manly
and strenuous exertions that great propylon was saved.'

It should be observed that the propylon thus referred to

forms the western wall of the Hypostyle Hall.

It is now, on the western face, a tumbled mass of stones,

but this ruin is not all due to the mamoor and his works, for

we see in the engraving of it in the third volume of plates of

the Description de I'Egypte that at the end of the last

century, when the drawings were made, it was very much
ruined. But who knows what violence was not used by the

mamoor ?

* An Appeal to the Antiquaries of Europe on the Destruction of the Monu-
ments of -Kgypt, by Geo. li. Gliddon, late U.S. Consul at Cairo. London : Jas.
Madden & Co., Leadenhall Street, 1841.

f A mamoor is a sort of inspector.
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Gliddon goes on to tell us that the mamoor then directed

liis energies to the annihilation of all the sub- and super-
structures of sundry little temples. A remonstrance was then

addressed to the Ministry of Public Instruction at Cairo, but
in vain.

' The destruction proceeded, and having reached the

gigantic propylaea and the avenue of sphynxes, gunpowder was
Gliddadopted with great effect.' And so Gliddon goes on to relate

how some pylons were annihilated and others three parts
cleared away. I enter thus into detail because when we have

seen, as we presently shall do, what inadequate foundations

the vast superstructures have been reared upon, we shall the

better understand that the violences above related may have
hastened the subsequent downfalls.

Some years after Gliddon made the statements from which
I have quoted Harrietts began his investigations, and cleared

away some of the earth and debris which had accumulated
above the floor level of the Hypostyle Hall. He tried to do
so vast a mass of work in many parts of Egypt at one and
the same time that his methods were very rough and hasty,
and we can now appreciate but too well that the result was a

very unscientific form of investigation. In the present
instance he dug out parts of the central avenue, but piled up
very much of the earth at the sides. Fallen stones, columns,
or architraves being in the way were broken up. Under the

late directors of the Service of Antiquities this style of work
was still in vogue.

I must now say something about the accumulated earth,
because in dealing with this we find one of the great diffi-

culties that has to be contended against. There is much
evidence to show that from very early times the exterior

walls of the temples were encrusted with buildings very
much in the same way that our medieval town churches
became encrusted. No sooner were the temples abandoned

parts of them being generally used as churches than the

people began to build their crude brick houses, both within
them and upon the flat roofs. Then, as now, the cows, sheep,
camels, goats, and donkeys were all members of the family.
A layer of dusty earth, enriched with animal and vegetable
matter, quickly accumulates under these conditions. The

flimsy mud brick walls easily fall in, On the debris another
house is built. Whilst some families established themselves
within the temple below others built on the roof-slabs above,
and from time to time, when these gave way, the families

above must have come down suddenly on the families below,

adding to the accumulation.

The infinitely fine alluvial dust which is constantly blowing
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about accumulates quickly in quiet corners These various

causes working together, a thickness of 20 feet or more of

earthy matte]- will collect in perhaps 1,000 years. If this

mass remained perfectly dry it would do no serious harm.
,

Unfortunately the Temple of Karnak, even when the en-

largement took place which included the Hypostyle Hall, had

its floor level but a short distance above the average level of

hio-h Nile, and from the very beginning the structure was

built not on rock or dry desert but on the alluvium which is

pervious to water.

The Nile deposits having raised the floor of the valley

through which the river flows, the temple is and has been

flooded at every inundation for centuries past. The worst

feature of the case is that the water which enters the temple
does so by infiltration from below and not as a flood,

flowing and retiring.

Whilst the Nile water is in itself perfectly harmless the

water of infiltration is charged with the salts which it takes

up from the earth, and especially from the accumulations of

animal debris before referred to.

Through this accumulation, which is known amongst the

Egyptians as
'

seback,' the moisture rises by capillary attrac-

tion to a great height, and all the stone work which the
' seback

'

encloses is attacked by the salt in solution. In

result the lower courses of the walls and columns are all of

them more or less eaten away. To leave the accumulation of
' seback

'

is to ensure the destruction of the monument around
the stone-work of which it has collected. But to remove it is

also not unattended by danger, and especially is this the case

in the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak.
So completely had the salts eaten into the lowest courses of

many of the columns that the stones were reduced to a
substance little better than consolidated powder.

In March, 1899, 1 crept inside the space where the solid

stone, forming the lowest drum of a column, ought to have
been. With one's thumb-nail one could easily scrape away
what had been solid stone. Feeling oneself to be within the

very heart of the huge column one could only marvel that it

did not quietly crush down, or perhaps fall over.
A good many of the columns are considerably out of the

perpendicular, and of many others that are still upright not
a few are undoubtedly maintained in that position by the
accumulation of '

seback,' in which to a third of their height
they are buried. It will be seen therefore what are the
difficulties of the problem. To leave the ' seback

'

is to insure
ultimate destruction. To remove it, and at the same time to
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carry out a thorough consolidation of the injured stone, is not

to be done without great risk and expense. Yet another

effort was made a short time since to improve matters.

The Society for the Preservation of the Ancient Monuments
in Egypt, realising how fatal were the effects of infiltration,

took a step towards the remedy of this evil by instituting a

system of drainage, the object of which has been to admit
and then to draw away by pumping the clear Nile water.

This was undoubtedly a step in advance, but it, too, was
not without its attendant risks.

The soil on which the temple stands and the accumulated
' seback

'

became during the season of low Nile more dry
than they had hitherto been. This was all the better for the

preservation of the stone, but it no doubt reduced to some
extent the support which the columns had received, and it

changed the condition of the soil on which the whole temple
rests.

Some four years ago the then Director of the Service of

Antiquities, Mons. J. de Morgan, undertook seriously the con-

solidation of the columns and walls.

Within the Hypostyle Hall the well-known leaning column
was first taken in hand. This was slowly moving, as I can

myself testify, and had it been permitted to fall it would
have insured as great a destruction, if not a worse, than that
which has recently occurred.

The stones forming the column were removed, one by one,

beginning with the architrave of 25 tons, a new base was
built, the original having been reduced to powder, and some
of the superincumbent stones had already been replaced when
the accident of the 3rd of October happened.

In the spring of 1899 examination was made with a view
to strengthen the bases of some of the columns at the west
end of the hall. At the same time the foundation on the east

side of the west pylon was exposed, which I saw. The pon-
derous superstructure rested on small stones, roughly rect-

angular in form, and neither well nor closely laid. These lay
on sand. The method of building seems to have been to dig
a trench, floor it with sand, lay a few layers of small stones

on the sand, and then begin the massive structure above.
The base of an adjoining column which was also exposed

showed the same imperfect method.
M. Legrain, who on behalf of the Service of Antiquities had

the work in charge, agreed with me in supposing at the time
that we were looking upon works of repair done at some
late period. We little supposed that all the vast columns

standing around us and looking so stable and everlasting

VOL. XVIII. E
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were on so poor a foundation. Such, however, turns out to

be the case. , ,
,

Durino- the summer the works are always stopped; the

water, even with the low Nile of 1899, rising to a height of at

least a metre and a half above the floor level of the Hypostyle

Hall It stood at this level at the end of September last.

On the 3rd October eleven columns fell over with an awful

crash, all falling towards the west. On December llth, when

I first visited the ruins, none of the fallen stones had been

removed.
An impressive sight it was to see these vast giants, some

lying, stone beyond stone, almost complete ;
others leaning up

against the wall of the pylon ;
whilst in places there could be

seen merely a mass of stones from architraves and columns,

some terribly shattered, others almost unbroken. The area

covered with ruin is about 120 feet by 35. In the enormous

hall the ruin does not seem so very large.

The plan and photographs sent herewith give the best

explanation of the result of the accident. I wish I were able

to give an explanation of the cause, as, did we know that, the

best precautionary measures could be adopted.
It should be stated that, above the foundations, which, as I

have said, consist of several layers of small stones, the

columns are admirable specimens of masonry. The column
shafts being some 9 feet diameter at their largest are built in

great drums, each drum of two stones only, each stone weigh-
ing at least 4 tons. The base stones of the columns are not less

than 11 feet in diameter. The square abacus block on which
rests the architrave is in one stone of 5 tons

;
each vertical

joint is set at right angles with the joint below it. The two
stones forming a drum were dovetailed each to each by large
hard wood dovetails, which are in many cases in perfect
condition. There was no vertical system of dowels.
On the plan the columns are numbered according to the

system of numbering in use by the Service of Antiquities.
To see best the results of the disaster we should approach the
wreck from the east. We first observe the two columns
Nos. 29 and 38 on the plan.

Photo. A. These columns have turned right over, base
stone and all, and lie as might great trees torn up with
the roots and tilted over by the wind.

Photo. B. Shows the same columns, Nos. 29 and 38, from a
somewhat higher point of view. The wall closing the
end of the view is the east face of the Pylon which
forms the west wall of the Hypostyle Hall.
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Photos. C and D. These show the base of Column No. 38
from close at hand. We see that half of the great
base stones have buried themselves in the ground, the
other half rising into the air.

Photo. E. This reveals to us the upper surface of the
foundation under the Column No. 29. The roughly
squared stones, looking like large bricks, can be seen

curving down into the shadow of the base, which is

tilted up, and of which we just see the edge.

Photo. F. Shows the stones under the Column No. 38.

Photo. G. The same under No. 29.

Photos. H, I, K. Immediately after the columns fell a slight

investigation of the bases of some was made, and those

photos, show the layers, three or four deep, of small
stones revealed.

Photo. L. Shows the curious way in which Column No. 28,

falling directly west, has lodged on the top of Column
No. 27.

Photo. M. This shows us the two Columns Nos. 23 and 32
at the west end of the hall. No. 23 has, in falling,
swerved a little to the north, and No. 32 to the south.

They now stand leaning against the pylon and each
other. The base stones can be got at, and show that

these columns have tilted over like the two first de-

scribed, but have in an unaccountable way slipped off

their bases sliding westward.

Photo. N. Shows the same columns from the south
;
and

Photo. O. Shows them from the north.

Photo. P. Shows Column No. 44 after the accident. We
can realise the frightful crash with which the stones

fell one against the other.

Photo Q. Shows Column No. 26 still standing, but some
of its lowest courses almost destroyed by the blow

they have received.

Photo R. Shows on the right Column No. 47, which has
not been injured, on the left Column No. 46, pushed
out of the upright by the accident.

To prevent its falling over and further damage being
done this column has been taken down and the stones are

laid out in regular order, to be subsequently replaced in

due time.

The cause of the recent downfall yet remains unascer-

E 2
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tained, and until some of the central area of the ruin has

been so far cleared that the bases of the columns can be

reached, it must remain a matter of conjecture.

It has been stated that at the end of September there was

a metre and a half of water covering the floor ot the hall.

Four days before October 3rd, the day of the accident, the

water began to subside ;
on the fourth day it was all gone.

The pump before mentioned was not working, nor had it

been. So rapid a disappearance of water had not before

been observed.

Is it to be supposed that a subterranean conduit, natural

or artificial, suddenly opened and so gave rise to this unusual

phenomenon ? One thing is evident, viz. that the very best

founded structure would be very likely to suffer under such

conditions.

When thoroughly saturated the alluvium becomes soft and

slippery as butter. The way the columns whose bases we
can get at fell over, almost like a tall candlestick tilting side-

long on some slippery surface, leads one to think that the

collapse cannot be due to the crushing of stones in the shaft

of the columns, but to the earth, or more correctly the mud,

yielding underneath.

The plan sent herewith shows the way in which the

columns have fallen over and their bases have tilted up.
The columns still erect (and it will be seen how many there

still are) are coloured black like the walls. The columns,
some very much ruined but others nearly complete, are
coloured grey. Those that have just fallen are not coloured.
The direction in which they have fallen is indicated. Every-
thing has gone over towards the west. Certain of the
architraves have twisted in their fall and lie between the
columns.

It has been suggested, observing these architraves and
some other indications, that the fall is the result of an earth-

quake. I do not incline to this view."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communi-
cations.
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Thursday, February 8th, 1900.

VISCOUNT DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From Chester W. Eaton, Esq. : Proceedings at the 250th Anniversary of the

ancient town of Redding, Mass. Folio. Reading, Mass., 1896.

From the Author : An Antiquarian Survey of East Gower, Glamorganshire.
By Lt.-Col. W. LI. Morgan. 8vo. London, 1899.

From the Author : Les Colonies Agricoles Pre-Romaines de la Vallee du
Betis. Par G. Bonsor. 8vo. Paris, 1899.

On the nomination of the President,William Minet,Esq.,M.A.,
was appointed one of the Auditors of the Society's accounts

for the past year vice the Hon. Robert Marsham-Townshend,
M.A., who was unable to fulfil the duties of the office.

R. H. WOOD, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a bronze seal lately
found on his property in Merionethshire. It is circular, 1-J-j-

inch in diameter, with a loop on the back, and bears for device

a triple-towered castle standing in a ship and surmounted by
a dragon and a man blowing a horn. The legend is :

aec CCKVKIN IN WAI/+:

The seal is somewhat rudely en-

graved, but appears to belong to

the last quarter of the thirteenth

century. The a in the third word
should be a D, and the first letter

of the place-name has been altered

from D to a.

Concerning the identity of the

seal, the Venerable Archdeacon

Thomas, F.S.A., has submitted the

following note through Mr. Wood :

"
I know of no place like

' CED-

RUKININWAL,' but I venture on a

suggestion which may perhaps
satisfy the case :

COMMON SEAL OF THE
BOROUGH OF CKICCIETH,

CARNARVONSHIRE.
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1. The engraving is rough and rude, and betrays an

unskilled hand.

2 The ' S
'

is reversed, and therefore it is not unreason-

able to infer that there maybe other similar want of care

] ^Trantpose the C and the D in the first three letters,

and it gives
' DE CRUKIN IN WAL.' Now ' Cruckm

'

is

the same word but with slightly different termination as

'Cricketh,' the former,
'

Crukin,' meaning a hillock, the

latter,
'

Cricketh,' the corresponding adjective. Crukin

in Wai, Cricketh in Wales, as you point out.

4. Cricketh was made a municipal borough by Edward I.

in 1284 or 1285, and your seal I take was that of the

Corporation.
5. It is, moreover, similar in its design and in its

lettering to the seal of Harlech, only with the addition of

a (red) dragon and a ship, the latter of which would be

very appropriate to Cricketh.

6. The place where it was found, Trawfynydd, is near

enough to account for its discovery there. Therefore,

putting one thing with another, it is very likely that your
seal is that of Cricketh, and is therefore very interesting.

If some one else can suggest a more likely theory, I should

like some day to know."

Mrs. CHESTER MASTER exhibited a medieval altar frontal

from Baunton, Gloucestershire, on which W. H. St. John

Hope, Esq., M.A., Assistant Secretary, read the following
notes :

"Some little time ago our Fellow, the Eight Rev. the

Bishop of Bristol, wrote to me from Knole Park, near

Almondsbury, to say that there was preserved in the house
'a beautiful piece of silk, apparently the frontal of a long
altar,' which Mrs. Chester Master would send up if I wrote
to her about it. In answer to my application Mrs. Chester
Master has most kindly sent up the interesting altar frontal
now exhibited.

To the frontal is pinned a memorandum to the following
effect :

' This ancient piece of work was in the possession,
some thirty years ago, of the old sexton and clerk, aged
ninety, of the church of St. Christopher (?), Baunton,
Cirencester, from whom it came into the possession of

self, Mrs. Chester Master, wife of the patron of the living
(Stratton-cum-Baunton, in the diocese of Gloucester).
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Rooke, the old man, had not known it in any other
condition than that it is now in, nor had it been in use, I

believe, in his remembrance.
G. E. MASTER. Nov. 28, 1899.'

The frontal, which is in excellent order, is made up of eight

panes or strips of silk, with an additional strip at each end, and

alternately yellow and red, though the latter has now faded to

dove-colour. The panes have an average width of 9| inches,

and the total length of the frontal, without the end strips, is 6

feet 3 inches, and its breadth 3 feet OJ inch. The paned ground
thus formed is powdered with seventeen double-headed eagles,

arranged in five rows quincunx fashion, upon the seams

joining^ the panes. The outermost are only half eagles,

showing that the end panes were not regarded as part of the

frontal. The eagles appear to have been embroidered in

silver with strong yellow outline. The beaks and legs are

now in some cases crimson and in others dove-colour, but
there is no regular arrangement corresponding to the difference

of tincture, and careful examination shows that originally all

the birds were beaked and membered gules, with claws of pale
blue. The red, however, has been worked with silks that have
been differently dyed, and whilst one colour has remained
fast the other has faded. Issuing from the beaks of the birds

and curling between them are lines of red scrollwork.

In the centre of the frontal and a little above the middle
line is an applied representation of the Rood with St. Mary
and St. John, all standing on a green mount and flanked by
branches. The embroidery of this is poor. Below is a very
remarkable and interesting rebus. It consists of two subjects,

arranged one above the other. The upper represents a golden

eagle or falcon rising, gripping by the back a white ass,

which is haltered and bridled and contentedly munching some

grass. The lower is a golden barrel or tun, from the bung-
hole of which issue two seeded or flowering branches. As the

tun is partly on a red pane and partly on a yellow one, the

branches are counterchanged of these colours.

The interpretation of these devices is beset with difficulties,

and it is a question whether the group represents one name
or two. If one it most likely alludes to the donor of the

frontal, but so little seems to be known of the history
of Baunton that it is impossible at present to suggest a

name. The eagle, if it be an eagle, may well stand for John,
and the name clearly ended in ton, but the complete separa-
tion of the ass from the tun, and the doubtful interpretation
of the plant growing out of the latter, make the rest uncertain,
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If the plant has no meaning the rebus might read 'John

As-(or Ash-)ton.' But if another syllable is to come in, what

is the plant ? An inventory of Christchurch, Canterbury,
made in 1540, mentions copes 'of white velvet with burres

enbroudered/ and it is possible that the same plant is here

intended. We could then read the rebus
' John As-(or Ash-)

bur-ton.' It has also been suggested that the upper device

may stand for the Christian name Jonas (= John-Ass), and

the lower for such a name as Ashton or Burton, but it is

doubtful whether Jonas had become a recognised name at the

time when the frontal was made.

Looking further afield, I find that the chapelry of Baunton

belonged before the suppression to the abbey of Cirencester,
which also owned the manor. Thomas Aston was abbot

(1488-1504), but his name will not explain the bird. His
successor (1504-1522) was John Halebourne or Hauckborne.
Now an ass carried off by a hawk might be described as
'

hawk-borne,' but if the bird be meant for a hawk it can no

longer stand for John, and the tun still remains unexplained.
The village to which the frontal probably belonged was

known in the early part of the sixteenth century as Baud-

ington, which raises the possibility of the lower device being
a rebus on the place-name. Mr. Frederick Davis suggests in

explanation of this that the branches are budding, and
Budding-ton or Bud-in-ton is quite close enough to Baud-
ington for a rebus.

For the present the matter must rest here.
The double-headed eagle powdered over the frontal is so

common a device in medieval art that we need hardly regard
it as having any special significance.
The frontal is lined and edged with blue linen or buckram,

which is probably original.
Entire English pre-reformation altar frontals are of course

extremely rare. A fine example from Chipping Campden,
consisting of the upper and nether fronts and the frontlet,
was exhibited to the Society in 1887 ;* all these were of
white damask, powdered with gold flowers. Another frontal,
very similar to that now shown, was exhibited to the Society

The original is at Alverly, Salop, and is composed
thirteen

(originally fourteen) panes, alternately red and
The panes are 9 inches broad and 3 feet in height,the total length 8 feet 10$ (originally 9 feet 9 inches).damask ground is powdered with gold flowers, and in

Centre is a figure of Abraham, between three seraphim.
*

Proc. 2nd 8. xi. 409.
f Proc< 2nd S . viii . 297.
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Parti-coloured frontals and vestments appear in large
churches to have been used in the English Church on feasts

of apostles and confessors. Thus the cathedral church of

Exeter in 1506 possessed a front and a frontlet 'glaucii et

diversi coloris pro festis Confessorum,' and a chasuble and pair
of tunicles,

' de viridi et rubeo velvete cheeky pro commemora-
tione Apostolorum Petri et Pauli.' At St. Paul's in 1245 was a

tunicle '

virgulata croceo et rubeo
'

(like the Baunton frontal)
'

quibus deservitur in festis Apostolorum/ and at Westminster
in 1540 a cope, etc., of

' red and blewe baudekyn/ serving
for St. Alban's Day. The cathedral church of Lincoln also

had in 155*7 a cope
' used to be worn on St. Mark's Day paned

with white red and black silk.'

There is no need to quote further examples, or to cite any
of the many entries of paned and striped frontals, etc., that

abound in the inventories of our parish churches."

GEORGE PAYNE, Esq., F.S.A., submitted the following second

part of a report as Local Secretary for Kent :

"CELTIC INTERMENTS DISCOVERED AT SHORNE.

To the south of the Rochester and Gravesend road, about

midway between the Crown Inn and Chalk Church, in a
field known as 'Great Bargrave,' a large circle has for

years been observed in the corn, especially during seasons
of drought, the corn growing much more luxuriantly upon
the circle than elsewhere in the field. My friend the Hon.
Arthur Bligh often referred to it, and it was arranged that

some day we would endeavour to discover the cause of this

peculiarity. The matter remained in abeyance until recently,
when Mr. Scriven, the agent of the Cobham Estate, made a
trial hole on the site of the circle, and found that it appeared
to be a wide ditch cut out of solid chalk, which had been
filled up with loose rubble and flints. The Earl of Darnley
requested him to communicate with me, which subsequently
resulted in his lordship very kindly placing labourers at my
disposal to enable me to prosecute a systematic research.

We commenced operations on the eastern side of the
entrenched space, soon revealing the full dimensions of the

trench, namely 12 feet wide across the top, diminishing to

2 feet 6 inches at the base, and 6 feet deep.
It became at once apparent that the material in the trench

had originally occupied the interior of the encircled area, thus

forming a mound of considerable height and in diameter.
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The clearing of the trench clearly showed
that^

after the

mound was thrown up, the chalk rubble of which it was

composed gradually silted into the bottom of the former

to a depth of about a foot. Upon this layer, on the south-

eastern side, slight remains of a human skeleton were met

with, covered over with a thick layer of flints. We then,

at the same level, came upon a layer of burnt flints split

and cracked with heat, upon which rested a layer of charred

wood ash 4 inches thick, also covered with about 2 feet

of flints. Amongst the ash occurred at intervals fragments
of animal bones, with teeth of deer, bos, and sheep. This

continued for a space of about 20 feet, then disappeared

altogether, giving place for a short space to silt alone. On
flints again appearing, the remains of a young person buried

in a contracted position were immediately discovered on the

north-eastern side. The bones and skull were in a frag-

mentary condition, but the jawbones were tolerably perfect.
This skeleton was, contrary to instructions, removed by the

workmen in my absence. On the north-western side of the

trench the skeleton of an adult was met with, lying on its

left side in a contracted position, and facing outwards. My
friend Dr. Fairweather, who was present at the disinterment,
called my attention to the extreme prominence of the occipital

region of the skull. A few feet from this burial a sandstone

polisher was cast up by the workmen, which Mr. Scriven,
who was looking on at the time, fortunately detected. On
the south-western side a fourth interment was disclosed, and
judging from the position of the few bones that remained,
the skeleton lay on its left side, in a contracted position,
facing outwards.
On the south-south-eastern side the few remaining bones

of a fifth skeleton were discovered, and just beyond a patch
of burnt flints and charred wood ash appeared again. This

completed the excavation of the trench, which yielded, besides
those remains already enumerated, a few fragments of purely
Celtic pottery, thick, rudely made, and liberally sprinkled
with grains of flint, also a portion of a grain crusher which
had been roughly fashioned from a piece of Sarsen stone.
The task now before us was to seek for the primary inter-
ment in the natural chalk encircled by the trench. The
9-inch covering of vegetable mould was therefore removed
trom the central area, when in the south-western quarterwe came upon an oblong space filled in with flints. These
were carefully removed, when we found beneath them in
fine chalk rubble, a fairly complete skeleton lying upon
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its right side in a very contracted position, the right hand
under the skull, the left in close proximity. The grave,
which had been neatly cut in the chalk, was 14 inches in

depth, 5 feet 5 inches in length, and 3 feet 6 inches in

width. On the removal of the skeleton the bones and skull

crumbled to pieces in the hand, and it was found that the

bottom of the grave had been slightly scooped out for the

reception of the body. In the northern half of the central

area two depressions were observed upon the surface of the

chalk, filled in with loose rubble. They appeared to be

artificially made, but on the other hand they may have
been due to the wasting of soft places in the chalk,
hence no importance can be attached to them. Other

cavities, however, were met with at three different places,

along the inner wall of the trench at its base. The

cavity on the south-eastern side was opposite to the layer
of charred wood ash referred to above. The cavities con-

tained nothing but material silted from the surface, and
for what purpose they were made we are unable to con-

jecture without drawing too freely upon our imagination.
The cavity on the north-western side was more like a gutter

sloping down towards the bottom of the trench, and certainly
artificial.

It is now time to say something of the period to which these

sepulchral deposits must be assigned, which is rendered difficult

from the utter absence of relics with either of the skeletons.

My friend Canon Greenwell, who has been made acquainted
with the various details of this discovery, is inclined to regard
it as belonging to the Bronze Age, which places it at several

centuries before the Christian era. Barrows of this period and
of such magnitude as that under consideration are not common
in Kent, but that they once existed there can be no reasonable

doubt. The Shorne barrow was probably swept away because

it interfered with agricultural operations, and we may safely

say that the same fate has befallen numerous others in this

highly cultivated county. This inference we anticipate will

be borne out at Shorne, as two other rings are to be seen in

the corn, in close proximity to that recently investigated, and
these it is hoped Lord Darnley will allow to be explored at

some future time. The most important item in the present

discovery is, perhaps, the burials in the trench. Had the

barrow been in existence, and I had been called upon to

explore it, I should probably have left the trench alone, thus

leaving unexplored an adjunct of equal if not surpassing

importance. Canon Greenwell met with burials in trenches
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during his researches upon the Yorkshire Wolds, but these

were 'only about 2 feet deep, and under the mounds.* The

discovery of ancient interments naturally leads us to seek for

the early road with which they were associated. At Shorne

we were not disappointed, as there exists along the western

side of the site of the barrow the line of a trackway
which may still be traced from the marshes below Chalk to

Thong. On leaving the Gravesend road its worn channel

may for some distance be clearly seen to the south-west, follow-

ing the hedgerow until the higher ground is reached, it then

passes along at the base of the scarped bank. Soon after,

on its way to Thong, it crosses ploughed fields, but to the

practised eye its course may be detected. This defunct old

way is, however, shown as a road in use in a map of the

Deer Park at Cobham, surveyed in 1759 by C. Sloane, which
is preserved in the Cobham Hall Estate office at Thong.f
From the Gravesend road its course northwards may still be

traced across the arable land to the Higham Marshes, or more

correctly speaking to the Thames, which of course covered

these marshes in prehistoric times. The connection of this

early track with the Thong road is of importance, as I have

already claimed for the latter a high antiquity. J It will

not be out of place here to refer to another ancient way
which runs through the parish of Shorne. As a start-

ing point it will be convenient to commence at the Great
Roman Road by Brewer's Gate, Cobham Park, then on

through Shorne village, passing east of the old windmill to

the Crown Inn, where it crosses the Gravesend road, thence
across Green Farm to King's Farm, and so on to the North
Kent Railway and Thames and Medway Canal. After leaving
the canal the pedestrian proceeds onwards along a raised

causeway, with a deep ditch on either side, which trends across
the marshes for a distance of nearly a mile to Higham Church,
the whole length being studded with trees and underwood.
I have ascertained that this remarkably sylvan and picturesque
causeway is known as

' The Landway,'
' and was the old way

from Higham to Shorne.' At the Higham end it of course
led to the Roman causeway which crosses the marshes there
to the Thames. This description is tedious, but it will be
useful in future should excavations be made along the course
of the way in question.

While at Shorne I examined the summit of the hill on
* See British Barrows, 166.
t This is a very interesting small quarto book, bound in old calf, gilt tooled,and fastened with two silver clasps, and contains many very neatly drawn plansof a Potion of the Cobham Estate, together with the names of all the fields.
% bee Collectanea Cantiana. 152.
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which the old mill stands. This hill dominates the entire

district towards the river for miles, and is situate about half

a mile to the east of the site of the barrow. It would be

unsafe to give a decided opinion upon it, as it has been much
cut about for the purpose of obtaining gravel, but nevertheless

it is scarped in a way which leads to the supposition that it

may have been the site of a camp in ancient days. It now
remains for me to record my thanks to the Earl of Darnley
for his liberability in enabling me to carry out these re-

searches, and to Mr. Scriven for kindly preparing the plans
and co-operating generally. Without such valuable aid it is

impossible for us to work out the past history of the various

parishes in our county.

RESEARCHES AND DISCOVERIES, 1899-1900.

Greenstreet Green, Darenth. On the eastern side of the
road which runs from the Green to Horton Kirby, a man
engaged in planting a row of damson trees along the fence
of the meadow adjoining Rye Croft Wood came upon a
Roman interment close to the edge of the road. He un-
earthed a huge amphora, 27 inches high and 21 inches
in diameter, of the globular form, of a red-buff colour,

containing a very small quantity of calcined human bones.

By its side lay a small urn-vase of Durobrivian ware and
an iron lamp-stand. In response to a letter from the Rev.
G. Bancks I visited the site in company with himself, Messrs.

Percy and Lewis Hassell, Dr. Woodruff, and Mr. Samuel Milton

Waterfield, the owner of the property. On my requesting to

have the grave space reopened Mr. Waterfield at once kindly
caused this to be done. When the pit was cleared out it

measured 3 feet 4 inches from east to west, 4 feet 4 inches
from north to south, and 3 feet in depth. On testing the sides

of the grave, which had been excavated in gravel, I found
the western side very loose, and on cautiously removing the

gravel discovered a pseudo-Samian patera and a goblet with
handle of red clay. The workman who made the first dis-

covery stated that the sepulchral deposit was packed round
with large flints for protection. The dimensions of the vessels

are as follows :

Urn-vase : height, 3| inches
; diameter, 4J inches.

Goblet : height, 9 inches
;
diameter of bulge, 6f inches

;
of

mouth, If inch; of base, 2J inches.

Patera: height, If inch
; diameter, 7 inches.

The use of amphorae as receptacles for cremated bones is
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very uncommon in Kent. Two were found at Boughton

Monchelsea and another at Buckland, near Dover.

Rochester. While digging a cesspool in the garden in

rear of No. 16, Roebuck Road, on the north side of the way,

the workmen came upon a Jutish grave at 3 feet from the

surface, cut in the chalk. The skeleton lay east and west,

head to the west, at full length ; by the skull, on the left

side, a tine spearhead, 14 inches in length, was met with.

On receipt of a message kindly sent to me by Mr. Sills,

Assistant Surveyor to the Corporation of Rochester, I pro-

ceeded to the spot and cleared out the remaining portion of

the grave, when I found just below the left knee a remark-

able iron ferrule of a lance-shaft, If inch in diameter and

length. Inside is a spike which helped to fix the ferrule to

the shaft, and at the base of the former is a spike 2 inches in

length. This is a novelty, and may be compared with a

smaller example found at Kingston Down, and figured in

Inventorium Sepulchrale, p. 72.

On looking over the material thrown out from this grave

by the workmen I found an iron girdle buckle. While I was
at work another cesspool was being excavated in the garden
adjoining (No. 14), when three more graves were brought to

light. These I was kindly permitted to explore by Mr. John

Foord, the tenant. Each grave contained the remains of a

skeleton; one lay north and south, head to the north, the

others north and south, heads to the south. No relics were
found in either grave, all three of which were 4 feet in depth,
6 feet in length, and 2 feet 8 inches in width. These dis-

coveries are a continuation of those made by me at Watts's
Avenue a few years ago,* and extend the Jutish cemetery
much nearer to the southern boundary of the Roman wall of

Durobrivce (Rochester).

Strood. On clearing the ground for laying the foundations
of Messrs. Budden and Biggs' new brewery at Strood twelve

pits were discovered, both square and round, having an

average diameter of 4 feet and depth of 10 feet. All of them
were filled with rich dark earth, and yielding towards their
bases an abundant store of Roman remains of a miscellaneous
nature, which it will be convenient to record in catalouge
form as follows :

* See Archaeologia Cantiana, xxi. p. Iv. and xxii. pp. liv.-lviii.
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POTTERY.

Pseudo-Samian Ware.

Fragment with a gladiator and paws of a lion upon it, and
other pieces with floral patterns.

Several paterae, more or less imperfect, with the following
potters' marks :

ATILLI . O
|

.
|

PRAEERITI
|

.
|

TITVRI . M
|

.

CAPRASIVS . FEC . DISANIVS . CENTOR . F

TITVRANIS . CLEMAA . ILLIOMRI

The last name is stamped at the bottom, on the inside of a
line plain bowl, possessing a flange round the bulge which

projects an inch and a quarter. Its height is 4| inches, and
diameter 8| inches.

Durobrivian "W are.

Two nearly perfect vases and portions of similar vessels

with vertical indents round the sides.

One vase measures thus : height, 5f inches
;
diameter of

bulge, 5J inches
; mouth, 4f inches

; base, 2 inches.

Another : height, 4 inches
;
diameter of bulge, 4 inches

;

mouth, 2f inches
; base, If inches.

Fragment with hunting pattern in relief, showing figure of

a stag.

Fragment with yellow pellets enclosed in circles.

Upchurch Ware.

Several urn-vases more or less perfect. One vase contained

some oxidized bronze which had corroded on to the base.

These range from 4 to 7 inches in height, and are decorated

with lines disposed vertically, diagonally, or crosswise.

A good urn, plain : height, 6 inches
;
diameter of bulge,

7J inches
; mouth, 8 inches

; base, 3 inches.

A funnel of thick ware, and well made : length, 9 inches
;

diameter of mouth, 8f inches, with a rim overlapping an inch
;

diameter of spout, -1J inch.

This specimen was certainly made at the Upchurch potteries,
but I have not met with one before. A similar example, found
in a grave at Hardham. Sussex, is figured in Collectanea

Antiqua.*
* Vol. vi. 254.
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Miscellaneous Ware.

Portions of large globular amphorae.

Handle of an amphora with potter's stamp |

T A F y A
|

Urn of dull red colour of a very remarkable type, with

three hollow cylinders attached to the flange of
_

the neck. At

the base of these are holes through the vessel itself to admit

of cords being passed and fastened with knots inside, by
which means it could be suspended. The vessel is 7| inches

in height, 8 inches in diameter at the bulge, 4 inches at the

mouth, and 3 inches at the base.

Fragments of vase of a material resembling alabaster.

A goblet with handle of flesh colour : height, 10 inches
;

diameter of bulge, 7-i- inches.

A similar vessel : height, 8 inches
;
diameter of bulge,

6 inches.

Neck of a vase with handle of buff colour
;

the latter is

decorated with dashes of brown-coloured paint, and the rim is

also painted the same shade.

IRON.

Nails, a knife with bone handle, a knife, an instrument

resembling a spatula, and two keys.

BRONZE.

Finger ring set with a green glass bead.
Link of a chain.

Stud with head in the form of a cockleshell.
A

ferrule-like object, with holes for rivets, one rivet

remaining.

COINS.

A few were found which appeared to be of Tetricus, the
only one decipherable read thus : Obverse, IMP. C. TETRICSV.
P. F. AVG. Reverse, VICTORIA. AVG.

BONE.

Pins for the hair with round arid ornamented heads,
-tally or score with notches cut upon it.

GLASS.

Fragments of square vessels.
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The neck of a vase, 5 inches in length, of a similar type to

one discovered at Bayford.*

SUNDRIES.
Portions of roof-tiles.

Fragments of a quern of lava.

Oyster shells.

In one of the pits the remains of a skeleton were found
of some unfortunate individual who probably met with a

violent death, subsequently being consigned to a very un-

dignified place of sepulture.

ANIMAL REMAINS.

Ox Horn cores, jawbones, teeth.

Pig Jawbones, tushes.

Dog Skulls and bones.

Deer Jawbones.

All the pits at Strood were a few yards apart, and about
150 feet to the north of the Roman road, and the same
distance to the east of the parish church. They cannot be

regarded as ordinary rubbish pits, but were probably latrince

for the use of the public approaching the walled town of

Rochester. There was no place for such necessities on the

eastern side of the river, because the western wall of the

town was at the foot of the Roman bridge, while on the

Strood side of the water they had to be located clear of

the marsh on which the town now stands, that is, along
the line of the position occupied by Messrs. Budden & Biggs'

premises. These latrince were possibly covered with wooden
huts, no trace of which could be discerned. They may not
all have been in existence at one time, but as one became
filled up another pit was sunk to take its place.

Borough Green, near Ightham. In response to a telegram
kindly sent to me by Mr. Benjamin Harrison, I am enabled
to record the discovery of a Roman cemetery at the great

clay and sand pit just north of the Wrotham Station of the

London Chatham and Dover Railway, which forms part of

the brickmaking works of Messrs. Cooper. It appears that

for some years past, when the men employed there have
been removing the surface soil, they frequently came upon
groups of pottery, which they cast aside as worthless. During
October, 1899, the destructive tide turned, when other similar

discoveries were made, and fortunately communicated to

Mr. Harrison. On reaching the spot I was directed to the

office, where I saw the following :

* See Collectanea Cantiana, pi. ii.

VOL. XVIII. F
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1 Cinerary urn of red-brown ware containing cal-

cined bones : height, 12 inches; diameter Scinches.

2 Ditto height, 12 inches ;
diameter, 10 inches.

3! Ditto: height, 12 inches; diameter, 7} inches.

4. Ditto (much broken).

5. Patera of pseudo-Samian ware.

6. Ditto, with leaf pattern.

7. 8, 9. Patera of ditto, plain and broken.

10. Vase of Upchurch ware, ornamented with the usual

dot pattern : height, 6J inches ; diameter, 5 inches.

11. Ditto, with square groups of dots arranged diamond-

wise and repeated six times round the body of the vessel :

height, 4f inches; diameter of bulge, 3^ inches; mouth,

2 inches
; base, 1J inch.

13. Vase of same ware in fragments.
14. Ditto.

15. Cup of pseudo-Samian ware.

16. 17. Goblets of red ware in fragments.

There were also portions of other cinerary urns of a much

ruder description, which evidently belonged to an earlier

period.
These, together with the calcined bones found in them,

were in the possession of Mr. Harrison. According to the

workmen the sepulchral deposits occurred in lines about 6 feet

apart and 2 feet from the surface.

This cemetery is by the side of the Roman road which runs

from Maidstone into Surrey, of which I have treated at

length in Collectanea Cantiana, p. 184.

Mediaeval Crypt at Rochester.

In a city possessing so many splendid architectural remains
as Rochester, it is a source of satisfaction to be enabled to

place before the world details of a fine example of domestic
architecture which has existed in the city for 600 years with-
out receiving that attention it so richly deserves. Many
persons know, or have heard, that beneath the "

George
"
Inn,

in the High Street, there is an interesting cellar, and recently
my attention was drawn to it by my friend Mr. Thomas
Winch, who accompanied me to the place, which subsequently
resulted in my superintending the cleaning of the chamber,
and employing Miss Drake to prepare the plans and drawings
which illustrate this paper (Figs. 1 and 2). Hence we have
before us faithful and artistic representations of the lower

story of a house existing in Rochester about 1320.
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That this house was of considerable importance and erected

by a person of opulence may be judged by the ornate

character of what is left of it below ground. Successive

houses have been built upon this ancient vaulted crypt, and
it yet remains in almost an uninjured state, in spite of its

having been used as a skittle alley and beer cellar for a

lengthened period. We will now treat of its dimensions and
details. The chamber is oblong, 54 feet in length, 16 feet

8| inches in width, and 11 feet in height, with four quadri-

partite vaults over, the shell of the vaults being chalk ashlar.

There are ribs on the groins, and longitudinal, chamfered

Fig. 2. MEDIEVAL CRYPT AT EOCHESTER.

plain and hollow respectively, with ornamental bosses at the

intersections. The nine bosses are from 12 to 15 inches in

diameter, each being carved in high relief. Fig. 3 represents
oak leaves and acorns, Fig. 4 grapes and vine leaves, and
three others a lizard encircled by a wreath of foliage, a

grotesque bearded human face, and a beautiful scroll of

acanthus leaves. The four remaining have somewhat suf-

fered from damp, but they appear to be groups of leaves.

The ribs of the vaults spring from corbels, which are

variously ornamented (see Figs. 5 and 6), but those in the

F 2
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bay at the northern end rest upon stop-chamfer vaulting

shafts, which rise from the floor and are surmounted by

corbels. The crypt is divided into four bays with a splayed

window opening 6 feet 1J inches in height
^

and 4 feet 8

inches in width, now blocked with brickwork in each bay on

the western side. Opposite, in the northern bay, is a door-

way 5 feet 6 inches in height and 2 feet 5 inches m width,

blocked up, with a mutilated window space over, that was

smaller but similar to those just described.

The wall at the northern end of the chamber has been cut

through in modern times and wooden steps inserted in the

Fig. 3. BOSS WITH OAK LEAVES AND ACORNS IN A MEDIAEVAL CRYPT AT
ROCHESTER.

opening, as shown in the plate, for convenience of ingress
from the yard beyond.

In the southern bay, on the eastern side, is a fine doorway,
7 feet 8 inches in height and 4 feet 5 inches in width, which
was probably the entrance to the crypt, by means of a flight
of stone steps, from above. The southern end has a doorway
10 feet 10 inches in height and 4 feet 11 inches in width, and
on either side a pointed arch of 4 feet 2 inches opening, and
8 feet 4 inches in height. These three abut on the High
Street, the apex of the doorway arch being level with the

pavement outside. The doorway is now used as the cellar
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entrance from the street, and has stone steps leading down to
it. With the exception of the small doorway in the northern

bay the arches of the windows and doorways are segmental
pointed. It should be mentioned that a brick wall has been
built across the first southern bay to the height of the corbels,
the bay having been filled up with earth to that height so
that the casks might be nearer the beer engine above. Hence
the architectural features of the lower portion of this bay are

Fig. 4. BOSS WITH VINE LEAVES AND GRAPES IN A MEDIEVAL CRYPT
AT ROCHESTER.

hidden from view; the heights, therefore, of the doorways
and arches at this end must be considered as approximate.
At the present time we have no means of judging as to the

extent of the house of which this crypt formed part, but the

existence of doorways on the eastern side of the latter show
that it extended to the adjoining premises now occupied by
Mr. Bemrose's ironmonger's shop. The cellars of this estab-

lishment have been match-boarded round, but while we are
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Fig. 5. VAULTING COKBEL IX A MEDIEVAL CRYPT AT ROCHESTER.
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writing alterations are being carried out there, revealing the
stone walls of the superstructure 3 feet in thickness."

Fig. 6. VAULTING COKBEL IN A MEDIAEVAL CRYPT AT ROCHESTER.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.
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Thursday, February 15th, 1900.

VISCOUNT DILLON, President, in the Chair.

Notice was given of a Ballot for the election of Fellows

on Thursday, 1st March, and a list of candidates to be

balloted for was read.

Chancellor FERGUSON, M.A., LL.M., F.S.A., submitted the

following Report as Local Secretary for Cumberland :

"As Local Secretary, the painful duty devolves upon me
of nailing to the counter, as forgeries, two Runic inscriptions
on rocks in Cumberland, of which accounts and illustrations

are given by our late Fellow, Professor George Stephens, in

his great work on The, Old Northern Runic Monuments of
Scandinavia and England.
The first is an inscription on Barnspike Crags, in the parish

of Bewcastle, in Cumberland, which Professor Stephens gives
as follows :

BARANR HRAIT AT GILLHES BUETH IAS UAS DAUTHR I

TRIKU RAB D UAULKS AT FADRLAND NU LLANERKASTA

and translates : Baran wrote (this inscription} in memory of
Gillhes Bueth who was slain in a truce by Robert D Vaulks
for his patrimony now called Llanerkasta* a clumsy allusion
to the long-exploded story that Robert de Vallibus, second
Baron of Gilsland, slew Gilles Bueth on the occasion of a
truce, f

The second is an inscription on Hessilgil Crags, also in the
parish of Bewcastle, and situate about half a mile to the
north of the Barnspike Crags. Professor Stephens ffives this
inscription as follows :

ASKR HRITA HEIL KIL HIMJHM
HESSIL

which he translates, ASK WROTE (rune carved) THIS HILL

The Runic Monuments, ii. 648-654

Set Tfc. pTifZ/^f
6 S

^yS k

"

7

There scems no foundation for the story."

o^f NewcaSfon TvnP^'^
Um
?
erland

> published by the Society of Antiquaries

^^^J^^^T't?' L A1S the nalariw* V the

i. 97 andiv 4567
mmland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society,
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(rock) to-GiLL HOME-THIGGER (house-carl, henchman, hirdman,

guard) to-HESSiL.*

The reference in the first of these inscriptions to the ex-

ploded story of the murder of Gilles Bueth by Robert de

Vallibus, and the aptness with which, in each case, a personal
name fits into the modern name of the place, excited long ago
suspicion in my mind. I was aware, too, that the local an-

tiquaries of North Cumberland, in the late fifties and the

early sixties, were hot in controversy with one another in the

columns of the Athenaeum, in the columns of the Carlisle

papers, and in shabby-looking pamphlets ;
that the language

in which they wrote of or to one another was strong ;
that

they were not above 'salting' Roman sites with various

objects for their brother local archaeologists to discover and
be befooled over. But these men are all gone dead long ago.

Despite of all these things I have related they did good work,
and they had one great virtue, they were hospitable to the

extreme, and never failed, quarrel as they might on paper, to

show hospitality to one another, or to any stranger antiquary,
who might be wandering along the Roman wall.

To return to these two inscriptions, I have, for the reasons

stated above, long considered them impudent forgeries. But
I hesitated to speak out, because my suspicions as to the

forger took a direction that was most painful to me, an
erroneous direction, as I now know. Mr. W. G. Collingwood,
who has taken up, and carried to its completion, the volume

projected by our late Fellow, the Rev. W. S. Calverley, on
The Early Sculptured Stones of Cumberland and Westmor-

land, had occasion in doing so to visit Bewcastle for the

purpose of sketching the Bewcastle obelisk and these inscrip-
tions. He came to the conclusion quite independently that

the inscriptions were forgeries, t

Inquiries instituted accordingly in the district brought
to light the fact that it was known in the district to a few
that the inscriptions were forgeries. The immediate victim

of the forger was the Rev. John Maughan, rector of Bew-
castle, 1836-1873, an enthusiastic, hard-working, but too

credulous antiquary. Mr. Maughan was discovered in the

early
'

fifties
'

by our Fellow, the late Mr. Albert Way. Mr.

Way thoroughly believed in Mr. Maughan, as did the Ordnance

Surveyors of the period. The consequence is that the Archwo-

* The Runic Monuments, iii. 310-11.

f His reasons are given in the work just published on The Early Sculptured
Stones of Cumberland and Westmorland, by the Rev. W. 8. Calverley, late

vicar of Aspatria ;
edited by W. G. Colliugwood, M.A. A copy is in the

library of the Society of Antiquaries.
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logical Journal contains accounts of, and the sheets of the

Ordnance Survey of Cumberland show, prehistoric tumuli,

Roman camps and roads, and Roman and mediaeval remains,

which a more critical examination, assisted by the spade, has

proved to have no existence.*

The first of these inscriptions was discovered in March, 1864,

by C. Watson, a shepherd, while sheltering under a crag

just opposite and close to it. He informed Mr. Maughan,
who furnished The Builder of October 18th, 1864, with a

short account of it. This fell into the hands of Professor

Stephens, who communicated with Mr. Maughan, and also

with the late Edward Charlton, M.D., an eminent antiquary
of Northumberland. Dr. Charlton rode over to see the

inscription, and was much astonished to find it covered

with three bands of black paint, while each letter had been

worked out with a sharp tool so that it looked like a thing
of yesterday. This had been done by a photographer in

order to get a good negative. Dr. Charlton communicated
an account of the discovery to the Society of Antiquaries
of Newcastle, in which he threw serious doubts upon the

genuineness of the inscription, but finally concluded that

it was all right, f Mr. Maughan furnished Professor Stephens
with a long essay on the inscription, in which he cited several

worthless writers as evidence of the truth of the Gilles Bueth

legend, all of which Professor Stephens printed.^
The second inscription was discovered in the summer of

1872 by John Davidson, also a shepherd. An account of it,

written by Mr. Maughan, was read before the Cumberland
and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society
on August 15th, 1873. It was accompanied by a tracing
dated June, 1873, which was reproduced by the Society. It

shows an inscription in two lines, which Mr. Maughan read
thus

ASKRHRITAHAFTGILHIMTHIGA
HESSIL LIT.

This account reached Professor Stephens; he was not
* For example, in the Archtsological Journal, x. 1-22, 124-135, 217-235, and

345-352, Mr. Maughan traces with great elaboration the course of the Maiden
Way from the Roman station of Borcomcm through the parish of Lanercost
and Bewcastle. Recent excavations and inquiries by the Cumberland Excava-
tion Committee have proved that this road has no existence whatever in the
parish of Bewcastle. See the report of the Cumberland Excavation Committee
lor 1896 by our Fellow, Mr. P. Haverfield, printed in Transactions of the
Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Arcliceological Society,XlV 4lo.

\ ArcUteologia JEliana, N.S. vii. 82-85.

[

In Runic Monuments, ii. 648-654.

Transactions, i. 319-321

^
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satisfied with it, and wrote to our late Fellow, the Rev.

Canon Simpson, of Kirkby Stephen, who got a friend to

make a couple of rubbings. These rubbings showed no
second line at all. Professor Stephens says the 'gentleman
who made the rubbings accidentally forgot the under line.'*

No under line exists on the stone itself, as Mr. Collingwood
and the present vicar have ascertained. Mr. Maughan must

simply have imagined he saw it.

I do not think I am breaking any confidence if I add that

the Bishop of Bristol told me last summer that, from the

character of the runes, he considered both inscriptions to be

forgeries. The runes are too complicated, have too many
limbs

;
there are too many bind runes."

H. D. HARROD, Esq., F.S.A., read a paper on a defence of

the Liberties of Chester in 1450.

Mr. Harrod's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

HENRY TAYLOR, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Cheshire,
read the following report on four recent discoveries of Roman
remains in the city of Chester :

"
I have to report four finds of Roman remains in the city

of Chester, made in excavating the foundations for new
buildings now in course of erection on the sites of former

premises in the centre of the city.

NORTHGATE STREET.

The first discovery was made so far back as June, 1897, on
the western side of Northgate Street, at the northern end of
the Row popularly known as Shoemakers' Row, and on the
site of buildings purchased by Mr. Alderman Charles Brown,
an active member of our Local Society at Chester, who takes
a warm interest in the improvement and progress of his
native city, with a due regard to the preservation and care of
its peculiarly interesting architecture and its antiquities.
The buildings which were pulled down consisted of two

shops and their premises, and contained no architectural
features of any interest, being plain brick buildings of little

importance. They had a frontage to Northgate Street of
about 29 feet. The southern half of this frontage was a
cellar, which no doubt originally was the cellar of one of the

shops in the Row, but which for many years was known in

* The Runic Monuments, iii. 310.
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Chester and the neighbourhood as the ' Old Lightcake Shop
'

in Northgate Street. The northern half had no cellar. The

Row in this instance, unlike the other Rows of Chester, was

only two steps above the street footpath. It was here that

the most interesting portion of the Roman remains was

found, just below the level of the Row. It was evident that

this part of Shoemakers' Row had not been disturbed since

Roman times, although comparatively modern cellars had

been formed in the old premises about 30 feet from the street

frontage, which had interfered at that point with the bases of

the columns, which I shall now describe.

When the old buildings were removed and excavations

were being made for the front piers of the new premises the

base of a large Roman column was discovered at a distance of

4 feet from the front of the Row. (See plan.) Its diameter

above the base mouldings was 2 feet 6 inches. The base

was in a good state and was placed directly on the natural

rock, which is at this point 3 feet below the present street

level. The moulded base rested upon a square plinth. Careful
excavations were then made and a similar base was found at

a distance of 13 feet in a westerly direction, and again another
base at a like distance in the same direction. The third base

had, however, for the most part been cut away in making the
cellar before mentioned, but close to it and almost touching
the base upon which it had stood lay the lower portion of one
of the columns, which had been thrown over in a northerly
direction and lay horizontally into the adjoining premises ;

about 5 feet of this column is visible, the remainder being
buried under the next property.
The bases already discovered indicated that a row of

columns had stood in a direction east and west, and as the
excavations were continued this was found to be the case.
The plinths of two more columns, at a distance of 26 feet

apart, were found extending as far as the excavations for the
new premises were made. There were no indications of the
columns or bases for these pedestals, nor of the intermediate
columns which had been placed between them

;
one of these

had evidently been removed when the old cellar was made.
Between the second and third bases (before described) was

found a roughly carved capital of the Corinthian order. This
capital evidently belonged to a parallel row of columns of
similar proportions, for the upper portion of a column was
discovered lying close to the second base, and projecting
through the north wall of the old lightcake shop or cellar in
the southerly half of the premises. This column had fallen
from a base about 25 feet away from the base No. 2, and had
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evidently been one of a corresponding row of columns placed
at that distance. The greater part of this column had been
cut away when the old lightcake shop or cellar had been

excavated, and the upper part left where it had fallen.

The foundations of the columns, although placed on the

solid rock, were excavated and filled in with concrete, upon
which the plinths were placed. As the bases and columns
have been left in situ by the owner of the property (Mr.
Alderman Charles Brown) they can be seen.

As the excavations proceeded in a southerly direction,
certain excavations in the rock were discovered at equal
distances and roughly corresponding in position with the

bases of the colonnade, and in a parallel line at about a
distance of 16 feet from them. These excavations had evi-

dently been intended for the concrete foundations of the

bases of a colonnade which had been abandoned or the site

altered. The excavations had no trace of concrete in them,
which suggests that the architect had reconsidered and altered

the position of the building after having actually commenced
the work.
The conclusion arrived at from these discoveries by Mr.

Harry Beswick, the architect (a member of our local society,
to whom I am indebted for these notes and the illustrations),
is that a building of considerable importance stood on this

site in Northgate Street, having parallel colonnades of at

least 25 feet in height, well designed and finished with a
certain elegance. These colonnades were about 25 feet apart,
and have been traced for a distance of 85 feet back from the
street front. Our Fellow, Mr. Haverfield, thinks that possibly
it formed some part of the Praetorium.

I should mention that some pieces of carved Roman stones,
one bearing an inscription, were found, but the more in-

teresting objects had perhaps been
,
removed in medieval

times.

Godstall Lane.

During the years 1898-9 excavations were made by
Messrs. George button and Son in Godstall Lane (between
Eastgate Street and the Cathedral) for the foundations of new
buildings, and from time to time various Roman remains have
been brought to light at a depth varying from 8 to 11 feet,

viz. :

(1) A strip of bronze bearing an inscription FELIX
of which part of the final E in the upper series

and the x in the lower series are wanting.
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(2) Fragments of brooches and waste pieces of bronze.

(3) Herring-bone brick pavement.

(4) A wooden spade.

(5) A peculiar circular structure supposed to be part of

a Roman building. It has been suggested that it

was used for the storage of wine. Another sug-

gestion is that the Lares or Penates may have
been deposited in it.

Bridge Street.

In the first week of September last, when the workmen
were excavating the foundations of the new inn now in course

of erection on the site of the old Harp and Crown Inn on the

west side of Bridge Street, at the point where Common Hall
Street joins it, there was brought to light a wall with the
bases of two Koman columns upon it. This wall was situate

about 48 feet from the frontage to Bridge Street. The wall
rested upon the natural rock, and is composed of six regular
courses of solid masonry 3 feet 6 inches high. The inner face

only was exposed, and judging from the rough facing of the
stones it would appear to have been originally covered with
the soil which supported the floor.

The upper course consists of large slabs 48 inches long by
30 inches wide, which are slightly curved towards the outer

edge facing the Roman street or via which was on the other
side of the wall.

On the western side of the wall and abutting on to it was a
series of stone slabs, of the same size as those already described,
which sloped towards the Roman street, and at 6 inches from
the edge had a semicircular groove cut in them forming a
continuous channel, 8 inches wide at the top, to carry off the
rain-water from the building. This Roman street was on a
level with the channel, and its roadway was composed chiefly
of fragments of Roman roofing tiles without cement or mortar.
Very little of this street could be exposed, but sufficient was
laid bare for its structure to be seen.
As to the column bases they were 8 feet 8 inches apart, and

are not quite the same in design. They each measure 18
inches in diameter at the top and are 18 inches high. The

line is about 42 inches above the present level of Bridge

Immediately opposite to the northernmost column and
abutting on the inner surface of the wall, but not bonded into
it, was a small return wall, which may have formed a division
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of the colonnade. It certainly does not form the return wall

of the colonnade itself, as the latter undoubtedly extends in a

northerly direction towards Common Hall Street, and may
have been connected with the series of concrete slabs

discovered there about 1849, at intervals of 9 feet, and

supposed to have supported a colonnade running from east to

west. It is reasonable therefore to assume that the latter

formed the northern and the recent discovery the western

sides of a large Roman building, the colonnade or frontage
to Bridge Street having long since been removed, and
the southern side yet remaining to be discovered under the

adjoining premises.

Large quantities of charcoal and pieces of charred timber

were found in an almost continuous layer on the walls and
stone pavement. In this a number of coins (chiefly Con-

stantines), fragments of Samian ware, etc., were found.

It seems from this that the building was destroyed by
fire, and that the portion of it which has just been brought
to light has remained untouched until now.

I am glad to say that the owner of the inn has arranged
that the wall and bases shall remain in place.

Eastgate Street.

In October last, during the excavations for the new build-

ings about to be erected on the north side of Eastgate Street,
near to the Cross formerly occupied by Messrs. Oakes and

Griffiths, a quantity of lead piping was discovered. It weighed
nearly 2 cwt., the largest piece being 6 feet 10 inches long,
and on this was the following inscription :

BP. VESP. VIIII T. IM3
. VII. COS

CN. JVLIO AGRICOLA LEG. AVG. PR. PR.

That is :

Imperatore Vespasiano VIII. Tito Imperatore VII. Consulibus
Cnseo Julio Agricola Legato Augusti ProprsBtore.

Which may be roughly translated :

' These pipes were laid

when Vespasian and Titus were Consuls for the 9th and 8th

time respectively, and when Cnseus Julius Agricola governed
the province of Britain.' This date, which is a pleasant con-
tribution to the history of Roman Chester, synchronises with
A.D. 79. Julius Agricola, it will be remembered, was governor
of Britain A.D. 78 to A.D. 85. The lengths of piping were

VOL. XVIII G
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INSCRIBED ROMAN
LEAD PIPE FOUND
IN EASTGATE ST.,

CHESTER.

joined by sockets. I produce the length of

pipe bearing the inscription in raised letters,

and also one of the sockets.

Messrs. Walker, Parker, and Co. have

kindly analysed the lead for me at their

Chester works. They say 'the result shows
11 dwts. of silver to the ton of lead. In

every way it appears to us exactly similar

to Shropshire ores we now get from the

Minsterly neighbourhood, such as Roman

gravels, simply passed through our Flint-

shire furnace. Had it been Halkyn lead

it would have been very much richer in

silver. Your sample is very hard, but we
have gone no further to find what is the

hardness.' In my opinion it is possible
that it may have been Halkyn lead, the

silver in it having been imperfectly ex-

tracted.

Mr. Haverfield says that, important as

Julius Agricola was, this is the only
inscription yet discovered bearing his

name.

Agricola has been immortalised by his

son-in-law, the historian Tacitus, who wrote
the biography of his father-in-law, which
has made the latter the most famous among
Roman imperial administrators.
The occurrence of Agricola's name on the

pipes does not imply any special action or

presence of his at Chester, although we
know he was in the north part of the neigh-
bouring county of Flint, known as the land
of Ceangi or Degeingle, or whatever the
true name may have been. The date is due
to the common official method of dating."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for
the exhibition of the pipe and these com-
munications.

NOTE. The Society is indebted to the Chester Archi-
tectural, Archaeological, and Historic Society for the
loan of the accompanying illustrations.
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Thursday, February 22nd, 1900.

VISCOUNT DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From Chancellor Ferguson, M.A., LL.M., F.S.A. : Report of the Cumberland
Excavation Committee for 1899. By F. Haverfield, M.A., F.S.A. 8vo.

Kendal, 1900.

From the Author : Deukmalpflege und Erforschung vaterliindischer Kunst.

By Professor J. R. Rahn, Hon. F.S.A. 8vo. n.p. n.d.

From T. V. Holmes, Esq., F.G.S. : A supposed Neolithic Settlement at Skitts

Hill, Braintree, Essex. By Rev. J. W. Kenworthy. 8vo. Brockhurst

Hill, Essex, 1899.

From T. N. Brushfield, Esq., M.D., F.S.A. : Photograph of Funeral Garlands
at Matlock Church, Derbyshire.

Notice was again given of a Ballot for the election of

Fellows on Thursday, 1st March, and a list of candidates to

be balloted for was read.

C. E. KEYSER, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., read a paper on the

Norman Doorways in the diocese of Oxford.

These doorways could be divided into four periods :

(1) Those of Saxon type, which seems to have held its ground
until about 1080

;

(2) Those of a massive and plain character, dating from
about 1080 to 1130;

(3) Doorways of pure Norman work, from 1130 to 1175,
with all the varied forms of enriched ornamentation

;
and

(4) Transitional Norman doorways, from 1175 to 1210, with
the pointed arch with Norman mouldings, or the round arch
with mouldings of the new fashion.

Mr. Keyser stated that he had collected notes of 237
churches and other buildings in the diocese of Oxford still

or until lately retaining their Norman doorways. Of these

110 were in Oxfordshire, 87 in Berkshire, and 40 in Bucking-
hamshire. Most of them he had himself visited.

Mr. Keyser's remarks were illustrated by lantern slides of

over a hundred of the principal doorways, and photographs of

a large number of similar doorways throughout the country.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for this exhibition and
communication.

G2
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Thursday, March 1st, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

George Hubbard, Esq., was admitted Fellow.

This being an evening appointed for the election of Fellows

no papers were read.

C. E. KEYSER, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., exhibited a large number
of photographs of Norman doorways in various parts of

England.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for this exhibition.

The Ballot opened at 8.45 p.m. and closed at 9.30 p.m., when
the following gentlemen were declared duly elected Fellows
of the Society :

* Frederic William Maitland, Esq., M.A., LL.D., Downing
Professor of Laws in the University of Cambridge.

John Emanuel Pritchard, Esq.
Randall Davies, Esq.
Charles Angell Bradford, Esq.
James Beresford Atlay, Esq.
Frederick Edward Sidney, Esq.
Colonel William Bruce Raikes Hall, R.A.
Ernest Crofts, Esq., R.A.
Harold Brakspear, Esq.
Rev. Frederic William Weaver, M.A.
John Starkie Gardner, Esq.
William Dale, Esq.
Hermann Frederick Williams Deane, Esq., M.A.

*
Proposed by the Council honoris causa.
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Thursday, March 8th, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Treasurer and Masters of the Bench of Lincoln's Inn : The Records
of the Honorable Society of Lincoln's Inn ; the Black Books, Vol. III.

from 1660 to 1775. 8vo. London, 1899.

From the Author : Vinland and its Ruins. Some of the evidences that North-
men were in Massachusetts in pre-Columbian days. By Cornelia Horsford.
8vo. n.p. 1899.

From the Editors : The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book. Edited from the original

manuscript by J. A. Fuller Maitland and W. Barclay Squire. 2 vols.

4to. London and Leipsic, 1899.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Ernest Crofts, Esq., R.A.

Charles Angell Bradford, Esq.
William Dale, Esq.
Frederick Edward Sidney, Esq.

W. J. C. MOENS, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Hampshire,
made the following communication, dated 5th March :

" As Local Secretary I write to report that the undercroft
in Simnel Street, Southampton, will now probably be pre-
served. The matter was considered finally at the Town
Council on Wednesday last, when it was resolved by 23 to 10,
5 neutral :

' That in dealing with the question of the remaining
sites in Simnel Street the new roadway be so arranged
as to prevent the unnecessary demolition of the under-

croft, and that all previous resolutions to the contrary be
rescinded.'

This is very satisfactory."

THOMAS BOYNTON, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited an original Order
for the Defence of the Coast, dated 1625, upon which C. Trice

Martin, Esq., B.A., F.S.A., read the following notes :

" The text of the Order exhibited by Mr. Boynton is as

follows :
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' After my hartye commendations, His Majestic, taking

into his Royall thoughts, upon what uncertayne tearmes the

affaieres of Christendome in generall now stande. And

observinge more particularlye that the princes, and states

rounde a boute him, doe for the most parte, put themselves

in armes, and so suspitiouslye, as iff they wayted but the

oppertunitye to attempt some parte of his dominions : deemeth

itt nott safe for him to rest secure : And hath therfore, out

of his prudent care and foresight, Commanded mee to provide
with all speede for the securinge of such Costs with in my
goverment as is most probable for anne enemye to lande in :

And are least defensible. (And therfoer for the present) I

am to praye and requier you, to put in strict and spedye
executione theis directions followinge: first, that you cause

forthwith all the Beacons within your Eidinge to bee put
in good repayer, and persons to bee appoynted by you caer-

fully to watch them. Next that you weiue * and inform your-
selves what ports, or places, are in the greatest danger, and
untill further order maye bee taken, you cause them to bee

secured and fortefied by all provisions militar, that maye one
the suddayne bee hade or devised : And that you make ane
accounte to mee of your proceedings by the xxith of this

month: and sende itt by such off the Councell which are

within your ridinge, whome I must entreate nott to faiell

to bee with mee att Yorke att that time : to receive such
further directions as att theire comminge I shall make
knowne to them. So noe waye doutinge of your dew caer
and diligence, as appertayneth to a bussinese of this Natuer,

I rest

Your lovinge freende

(Signed) EMA : SCROOPE.

Langaer, this ixth of September, 1625.

Add. To my very good Lord the Vicounte of Dunbare, and
to Sir Will. Cunstable, Sir Mathew Boyntone, Sir John
Houtham, Barronets, Sir Thos. Metham, Sir Christopher
Billiard, Sir William Alphorde, Sir Inglebye Daniell,
Sir Phillip Munctone, Mr. John Ledyerd, or to any
fower of them.

Endd. Lord Leiutenant's Lettre.

Sept. 9, 1625,
for gardinge Costes.
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NOTES OF KECEIPT BY THE ADDRESSEES.

Received this lettre at five aclocke this present xiij
th of

September in the afternoone, and presently sent away to Sir

John Hotham, knight and baronet and Sir Ingleby Danyell,

knight.

(Signed) Hen: Dumbar.

Will: Alford.

Received this letter the xiij
th of September at two of the

clock in thafternoone and sent presently backe againe to the

Viscounte Dumbar and Sir William Alford, knight.

(Signed) Chr: Hildiard.

Received this lettre at nyne aclocke at night this present

xiij
th of September and sent presently to Sir Ingylby Danyell,

knight.

(Signed) John Hotham.

Receyved this lettre about 11 att clocke att night and sent

about six the next morning beeinge the xiij
th of September,

to Sir William Constable, Baronett.

(Signed) Ingylby Danyell.

Received the xiiij
th of September about 9 of the clocke, and

sent presently to Sir Phillip Monckton, knight.

(Signed) Wm: Constable.

Receyved this letter about two of the clocke in the after-

noone and sent presently to Sir Thomas Metham, knight.

(Signed) Phillipp Monckton.

Received the xiiij
th of September att eyght acloocke att

night and sent forthwith to Sir Christofer Hyldyard.
{Signed) Tho: Metham.

Receyved this letter the xvj
th of September laite att night

and returned the next morninge to Sir Christofer Hildeyard,

knight.

(Signed) Matt: Boynton.'

This letter was issued on September 9, 1625, about six

months after Charles I. came to the throne. There is no copy
or draft of it among the Domestic State Papers in the Public

Record Office.
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Ever since Charles's fruitless journey to Madrid, when

Prince of Wales, as suitor for the hand of the Spanish Infanta,

he had advocated a war with Spain, and on his accession to

the throne he took up the idea in earnest, and eagerly

attempted to secure the alliance of the French king and of

Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden. At the same time he

was assisting the King of Denmark with money as well as

with English troops under the command of Count Mansfeldt,

who had* been sent by James I. to aid in the recovery of the

Palatinate, but the count was wasting his time and his men's

lives in the Low Countries.

Even before King James's death, soon after the Spanish

marriage was given up, the Spanish fleet had been employed
in plundering English merchant ships, and the privateers of

Dunkirk had taken many English vessels on their way to

Holland, and had even come up the Thames as far as Queen-

borough.

During the debate on tonnage and poundage in Charles's

first Parliament (July, 1625), Sir Walter Erie reminded the

House of Commons that English ships had recently been

captured near the Scilly Isles by Moorish and Turkish pirates,
and there were many pitiful complaints of the tortures to

which the prisoners were subjected. The Turks, emboldened

by success, threatened that within two years they would not
leave the king enough sailors to man his fleet. They had in

fact, as the mayor of Plymouth wrote, taken prisoner a
thousand English mariners in one year. Early in August Sir
Francis Stewart was sent to drive them away, but he failed to

capture a single ship, finding them better sailers than his
own ships, especially when the weather was bad

;
so he

returned within three days to Plymouth, complaining that
the Turks were supported by Flemish freebooters, and suggest-
ing an attack on Sallee as the only way of keeping these

pirates in check. About the same time the Moors actually
took Lundy Island and threatened to burn Ilfracombe.
The eastern coasts were faring no better, and the privateers

of Dunkirk were a terror to the seamen and fishermen from
Thames to Tyne.

In the month after Stewart's fruitless expedition, in fact on
the very day that the letter before us was issued, it was
known that eighteen men of war belonging to Dunkirk had
evaded or beaten the squadron blockading their harbour,
with the intention of preying upon English commerce, and it
was thought that they would probably attack Harwich.

Orders were immediately issued to garrison that town and
to repair Landguard Fort. Sir Samuel Argal put to sea with
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several ships, but failed to come across the eighteen Dun-
kirkers of which he was in search, though he succeeded in

taking several vessels laden with Dunkirk goods to the value

of 400,000.
A fleet was at the same time being equipped at Plymouth,

which started on October 5th for the disastrous expedition to

Cadiz.

It was under these circumstances that the letter before us

was sent to the Lord Lieutenant of the North to provide for

the safety of the coasts within his jurisdiction.

I will add a few words about the writer of this letter, and
about some of the persons to whom it was addressed.

The writer of the letter was Emmanuel, eleventh Lord

Scrope of Bolton, a baronage which had existed since the

reign of Henry II. At this time he held the office of Lord
Lieutenant of the North, to which he had been appointed by
James I. on 6th February, 1618.

This office, and the court over which he presided, were
instituted by Henry VIII. in 1537, and continued until 1640.

The functions of the Lord Lieutenant were generally to keep
the counties of Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmorland,
Durham, and York in peace and order, and he and his council

had certain judicial powers within the same district.

In 1627 Lord Scrope was created Earl of Sunderland, but
this dignity became extinct on his death in 1630 without
lawful issue. The barony, although devolving upon the

representatives of his grand-aunt, has, as far as I know, never
been claimed.

He appears to have been fond of play, for in a gossiping
letter from John Chamberlain to Sir Dudley Carleton, then
ambassador in Holland, in the month of August, 1619, the

writer complains of the scarcity of news, in consequence of

which '

they are fain almost every week to coin great battles

in Bohemia, the winning of Cyprus by the Spanish fleet/ and
so on

;
and he goes on to say that ' from the Court this pro-

gress we have as little, saving a tale that Sir Thomas Tirringham
hath killed a country fellow for opposing his riding over his

corn; which I give the less credit to because we had such
another of the Lord Scroope the week before that about

Henley he had stabbed a young gentleman, one Foster, that

had won of him at bowls and other gaming about 1,500 I.

pieces, besides his coach and coach horses, and for refusing to

lend him them, they fell out. But the truth is there was no
such mishap befell, nor any quarrel, only the young gentleman
had once won above 5,000 I. pieces among them, though he
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carried not half away. And indeed I have not heard of greater

play than was there
; as, for example, they played threepieces

gleek as ordinary as folks use twopenny gleek.'

So that if Lord Scrope was a bit of a gambler, at all events

he was in the fashion.

He was buried in the church at Langar, in Nottinghamshire,

a place which came to him through the marriage of his

ancestor, Roger le Scrope, with Margaret, daughter of Robert,

Baron Tiptoft.

It is there that this letter was written. His^figure,
kneel-

ing, was placed at the feet of the effigies of his father and

mother in Langar Church, of a smaller size than the other

two figures.
His coat contained the arms of Scrope of Bolton, Tiptoft,

Badelesmere, and Scrope of Upsall.

Viscount Dunbar, the principal person to whom
^this

letter was addressed, was a Yorkshireman by birth,

though holding a Scotch peerage. His name was Henry
Constable, one of the Constables of Burton and Halsham, in

the West Riding ;
and he was created Baron Constable and

Viscount Dunbar in the peerage of Scotland by James I. on

14th November, 1620. A few years later he was charged
with recusancy, to the extent of not attending his parish
church, but obtained a letter of immunity from the king.
He married Mary, sister of Nicolas Tufton, Earl of Thanet,

by whom he had issue. He died in 1645. He also was fond
of gaming, if the following passage in a letter from George
Garrard to Lord Conway is to be believed :

'

I must not
omit to tell you that Simm Austbiston's house is newly
christened. It is called

" Shavers Hall," as the other

neighbouring places thereabout are nicknamed " Tart Hall,"
"
Pickadell Hall." At first no conceit there was of the builder's

being a barber, but it came upon my lord of Dunbarre's losing
3,000 I. at one sitting, whereon they said a northern lord was
shaved there. But now, putting both together, I fear it will

be a nickname of the place, as Nicke and Frothe is at Pet-

worth, as long as the house stands. My Lord Chamberlain
knows not of it yet, but he'll chafe abominably when he
comes to know it.'

This letter is dated 30th May, 1636. The house called
Shavers Hall was built in 1635, in James Street, between
Haymarket and Hedge Lane, facing Piccadilly Hall, by a
gentleman barber, a servant of Philip Herbert, Earl of Pem-
broke, the lord chamberlain mentioned in Garrard's letter;
and the name of the house is generally supposed to be entirely
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due to the owner's profession, but here we have another origin
for it.

Pickadell Hall was an eating house and gaming house with
a bowling green at the north-east corner of the Haymarket,
and gave its name to Piccadilly.
The arms borne by this branch of the family of Constable

were :

1. Or a fess company argent and azure, in chief a
lion passant gules. Old Constable.

2. Argent three chaplets gules. Lassells.

3. Barry of six or and azure. Oyri, now Constable
of Halsham.

4. Gules a cinquefoil between eight cross crosslets or,
over all a bend engrailed argent. Umfraville.

5. Quarterly or and gules, on a bend sable three escal-

lops argent, a crescent for difference. Eure.

6. Barry of six or and azure, on a canton gules a
cross flory argent. Aton.

7. Or a cross sable. Vesci.

8. Gules a saltire argent a mullet for difference.
Neville.

9. Gules a lion rampant or billetty sable. Bulmer.

10. Or a chief indented azure. Glanville.

11. Gules a cross flory or.

12. Sable a fess between three garbs argent. Beneley.

Or another shield :

1. Barry of six or and azure. Constable.

2. Lassells, as 2 in last.

3. Eure, as 5 in last.

4. Aton, as 6 in last.

5. Vesci, as 7 in last.

6. Vert three lions rampant argent crowned or.

7. Neville, as 8 in last.

8. Or fretty gules on a canton per pale ermine and
or a galley sable.

9. 10, 11, 12. As in the last shield.

The crest was on a torse argent and azure, a wyvern'i
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head and neck couped argent, charged with three bars gules,

on each of which three lozenges or.

The coat barry of six or and azure, which appears on both

of the above shields, was also borne by the Constables of

Holderness.

Sir William Constable, who is mentioned next to Lord

Dunbar, belonged to another family, the Constables of Flam-

borough. He was knighted by Queen Elizabeth for his ser-

vices in Ireland with the Earl of Essex, and with him was

arraigned for high treason, though by the queen's order the

charge was not proceeded with. By James I. he was created

a baronet, and he served in Parliament as member successively

for Knaresborough and for York. In the time of Charles I.

his sympathies were on the popular side. He opposed the

demand for ship money, and during the civil war acted as

colonel in the Parliamentary army. His regiment distin-

guished themselves at the battle of Edgehill, and it was said

that the royal standard was taken by one of his men. He
died in 1653, and was buried in Henry VII.'s Chapel, but his

body was afterwards removed.

The coat borne by this branch of the family of Constable

was quarterly gules and vair, a bend or.

Sir Matthew Boynton also subsequently espoused the cause

of the Parliament, and was instrumental in arresting his

brother-in-law, Sir John Hotham (to whom also this letter

is addressed), when, while acting as governor of Hull,
he fled from the town on finding that he was suspected by
Fairfax and other Parliamentary leaders.

The family of Boynton claimed to have been settled at

Bovington, near Bridlington, in the eleventh century, but
Sir Matthew resided at Bramston, or Barmeston, a manor
in the same neighbourhood, over which the previously men-
tioned Lord Dunbar shortly after made good a claim to
certain services, as well as to wreck.

Sir Matthew was sheriff of Yorkshire in 1628 and again in

1643.

The family coat was or a fess between three crescents gules ;

and the crest, a goat passant sable, guttee d'argent, with beard,
horns, and hoofs or.

Sir John Hotham, of Scorborough, Sir Matthew Boynton's
brother-in-law, had been created a baronet by James I., and
was sheriff of Yorkshire in 1634. The family took their
surname from the manor of Hotham in Yorkshire, where
they had resided for some centuries, their original name
having been Trehouse.
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At the commencement of the troubles between Charles I.

and his Parliament, Sir John was on the king's side. He had
been very zealous in collecting ship money, but became dis-

affected on being deprived of the governorship of Hull, and
even refused the king entrance on his visit to that town in

April, 1642. He was in consequence declared by the king a

traitor, when the Parliament voted that he had done nothing
except in obedience to their commands.
He was not, however, steadfast in his adherence to the

cause which he had adopted, and both he and his son,

Captain Hotham, were arrested in August, 1643, for a plot
to surrender Hull to the king. Full details are given by
Rushworth. He was beheaded on June 5, 1645, and buried
in Allhallows Church, Barking.

His arms were barry of ten argent and azure, on a canton
or a Cornish chough proper ; and the crest, out of waves of
the sea a demy man naked, holding a sword erect proper,
and having on the left arm a shield bearing the arms of
Hotham.

Sir Thomas Metham also belonged to one of the principal
families in Yorkshire, whose seat was at Metham, near
Huddersfield. He was killed at Marston Moor, fighting in

the Royal army. His estates were accordingly sequestered,
and many years afterwards William Metham, clerk, of North
Cave, a near kinsman, petitioned for a lease of them on the

ground that Sir Thomas's nephew and heir was abroad and
had not heard of his uncle's death, of which he would send
him information, if possible.

Sir Christopher Hilliard, or Hildyard, of Winestead, had
served as sheriff of Yorkshire in the reigns of Elizabeth and
James I. in 1595 and 1612. He had also served on the high
commission of Yorkshire, and as member of Parliament for

Hedon, Beverley, and Aldborough, in the reigns of Queen
Elizabeth and her two successors.

He died in November, 1634. He bore arms, azure three

mullets or. The family crest was, on a wreath a reindeer

proper, subsequently changed to a cock sable, beaked, legged,
and wattled gules, which crest was granted to the holder of

the name, who was present at the battle of Towton, or Cock-

bridge, in 1461, for his bravery in the field.

Sir William Alford, or Alfourthe, whose estate was on the

site of the dissolved Cistercian Abbey of Meaux, held the

office of sheriff of Yorkshire in 1618, and about ten years
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later acted as commissioner to superintend the transport of

troops sent by Charles I. to serve in Denmark; a difficult

task, no doubt, for the expedition was so unpopular that

at some ports it was necessary to threaten the men with the

punishment of death to induce them to go on board the ships.

There are extant one or two letters from him to the Duke
of Buckingham about wrecks on the Yorkshire coast. The
coat of Alford of Meaux was gules six pears slipped, three

and three, or, a chief of the last.

Sir Ingleby Daniel belonged to a family settled at Beswick,
an estate in the parish of Kilnwick, in the East Riding of

Yorkshire. He was the father of the poet George Daniel.

The family coat was argent five fusils conjoined in pale, each

lying fesswise, sable.

Sir Philip Monkton, of Cavil Hall, near Howden, York-
shire, was the son of Marmaduke Monkton, of the same place.
He was born in 1574, and died on 10th July, 1646. His

grandson, Philip Monkton. was an officer in Sir Thomas
Metham's regiment when the king attacked Hull in July,
1642

;
but shortly afterwards both grandfather and grandson

made peace with the House of Commons. The arms borne by
the family were : sable on a chevron between three martlets
or as many mullets of the field."

CHAKLES H. READ, Esq., Secretary, exhibited a bronze
vessel and a glass tumbler of the Saxon period from Wheat-
hampstead, Herts, on which he read the following notes :

"
I have the honour to exhibit this evening a bronze ewer

of a kind that is rare in any part of Europe, while in England,
so far as I know, the type is represented by the single
example now before you. I have known of its existence for
a good many years, but I was only able to secure it a few
months ago. It was first brought to the British Museum by
the wife of a Hertfordshire farmer in the year 1887, with the
statement that it had been recently found in the neighbour-
hood of Wheathampstead. Both Sir Wollaston Franks and
myself were much puzzled by it, and in the sketch I made of
it 1 wrote '

Query Oriental/ for at that time it did not occur
to us that it could possibly be of Saxon period or of European
manufacture. The vessel is of cast bronze, 8| inches high, witha pear-shaped body, a short curved spout, and a thin handle,
with a kind of thumb piece of a lozenge form with a pellet at
the top; the mouth is circular, about 2 inches in diameter,
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covered by a hinged lid of moulded pyramidal form, with a

knob in the middle. The base is flat and rests on three feet of

somewhat peculiar form. The whole vessel, with the ex-

ception of the cover, has been cast in one piece, and the

casting has been done with considerable skill, the inner surface

being fairly smooth and the sides of an even thickness.

It was not till the year 1896 that I was able to satisfy

myself as to the period to which this curious vessel belonged,

JNCHE3

BRONZE EWER FOUND AT WHEATHAMPSTEAD, HERTS.

when in examining the then current part of Lindenschmit's

Alterthumer unserer heidnischen Vorzeit (Band. IV. Taf. 58)
I came across a whole plate of similar vessels found in various

parts of Western Germany, mostly within measurable distance

of the Rhine. I then found that this type of vessel belonged
to what is known as the Frankish Alemannic class of burial,
and was associated with objects of a kind well known both on
the Continent and in England, and with us belonging to the
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later times of pagan Saxondom. This discovery of the im-

portance of the vessel made me anxious to secure it for the

British Museum, and by the kind intervention of a friend who
was spending a month at Wheathampstead I was able to

obtain possession of it, and during the next financial year
I hope it may pass into the national collection.

Of the three vessels shown in Dr. Lindenschmit's plate all

have the same general character as the one before us, but that

shown in Figure 2 has more likeness in detail, and fortunately
the objects found associated with it are of more than usual

interest. It is now preserved in the Paulus Museum in Worms,
and is described as follows : It is of bronze, 20 cm. (nearly
8 inches) high, from a woman's grave in the Frankish cemetery

INCH ES

GLASS TUMBLER FOUND AT WHEATHAMPSTEAD, HERTS, (f linear.)

' am Kreuz '

at Wonsheim, a town in Rhenish Hesse about 30
miles south of Mayence. With it were a flat gold brooch set
with coloured glass and stones, a gold finger ring set with
a gold coin of Heraclius (and his son, afterwards Con-
stantine III.), the Roman Emperor of the East, who reigned
from 610 to 641, and finally a two-handled bronze bowl like
that seen in Fig. 6 of Lindenschmit's plate. Of the other
two vessels that he figures No. 1 was found in a double grave
of a man and woman at Pfahlheim, near Ellwangen, in
Eastern Wurtemburg, and is now in the museum at Stutt-
gart; the other relics are said to be of typical Frankish
Alemannic style, and included two spurs. No. 3 is now in
the Grand Ducal collection at Carlsruhe; it was found at
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Miinzenheim, in Baden, in a man's grave, again in company
with a two-handled basin. No. 4 was found in the same

place as No. 1, viz. Pfahlheim, near Ellwangen, with typical
Frankish weapons, two bronze stirrups, and the bronze pan
with a flat handle, seen in Fig. 5, which is so closely allied to

that with two handles seen in Fig. 6, that it may safely be

assigned to the same period.
The glass tumbler exhibited by Mr. Arthur Griffith was found

with the bronze vessel, and there is a local story that the ewer
was full of coins, but this Mr. Griffith is inclined to think a

subsequent addition, and not accurate. He says further that

these are the only two antiquities of this period that he
knows to have been found in Hertfordshire from 1873 to

1891. It would seem, however, that the other remains
consisted of several human skulls, described as male, as well

as other bones, and some '

rings
'

of bronze, which may have
been the bands of a wooden bucket. These latter I have been
unable to trace.

The tumbler is of a type that occurs not unfrequently in

pagan-Saxon burials, and taken in connection with the

objects associated with the Frankish burials described by
Lindenschmit, it is sufficient to enable us to fix the date of the

Wheathampstead burial with a fair amount of accuracy.
The bronze basin shown by Lindenschmit (Fig. 6) is of a

type frequently found in Kent,* and invariably, I think, with
non-Christian interments. It may therefore fairly be assumed
that this type was in the main in use before the conversion of

Kent in 597. Among the Franks we find the same type
associated with a coin of Heraclius set on a ring, and this

gives us another definite date, about 615 at the earliest,

whether we consider the bronze bowls to have been of

English or foreign make is immaterial to the argument ;
but

I venture to think that these two fixed points enable us to

say with a fair amount of certainty that the Frankish burial

at Wheathampstead dates from A.D. 590 to 620.

The testimony of Procopius is of value as showing the com-
munications that existed between the English tribes and the

Franks at a somewhat earlier date. Writing about the middle
of the sixth century, he says : f

' Three very numerous nations

possess Brittia, over each of which a king presides, which
nations are named Angili, Phrissones, and those surnamed
from the island, Brittones. So great indeed appears the

fecundity of these nations, that every year vast numbers

* One from Wingham is iigurcd by Akei'maii in Pagan tiaj-ondom (PI. x.).

f De Bello Gothico, lib. iv., cap. 20.

VOL. XVIII. H
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migrating thence with their wives and children go to the

Frfnks who colonise them in such places as seem the most

desert parts of their country, and upon this circumstance,

they say they found a claim to the island.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

The President said that he thought the meeting should not

close without some reference to the great loss the Society had

sustained by the lamented death of Chancellor Ferguson

Everyone who had come in contact with him had
^

derived

benefit from his great learning, and in him the Society had

lost a gentlemen of singular amiability of manner.

Thursday, March 15th, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Editor -.Life and Letters of Ambrose Phillipps de Lisle. By E. S.

Purcell. Edited by Edwin de Lisle, F.S.A. 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1900.

From the Author : The Brasses and Indents in St. Albans Abbey. By
William Page, F.S.A. 8vo. London, n.d.

From the Author, Sir G. F. Duckett, Bart. :

1. Gundreda de Warenne
;
final and conclusive evidence. 8vo. n.p. n.d.

2. Conscription and Voluntary Enlistment. 8vo. n.p. n.d.

Robert Bell Turton, Esq., M.A., was admitted Fellow.

CHARLES H. READ, Esq., Secretary, exhibited the following
miscellaneous antiquities, viz. :

1. Two pewter plates, part of a service of two sizes, found

recently in excavations near Guy's Hospital. The diameters
are 13'4 and 10'6 inches. The forms are simple and there is

no ornamentation upon them
;
but all of them bear on the

edge a stamped device of a formal feather under a crown,
while a large proportion have in addition another stamp on
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the back, a bell, apparently the mark of the maker. The
crowned feather has a superficial resemblance to a royal

badge, such as that of Edward III. in the volume of badges in

Heralds' College, reproduced in the catalogue of the Heraldic

1;

PEWTER PLATE FOUND IN LONDON (i linear), WITH THE STAMPS UPON IT.

(Full size.)

Exhibition (pi. xxx), but there seems a greater probability
that it is the sign of some hostelry.

2. A bone stylus of the 14th century found in London, the

H 2
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head carved in the form of the upper half of the figure of a

man; the hair is long and wavy/and the dress is a loose

garment ;
in his hand the figure holds a hawk.

Length, 4'7 inches.

3. A number of flint implements from Egypt,
collected by Mr. H. W. Seton-Karr in the

Wady el Sheikh and the Wady Sojoor in

the desert east of the Nile, where from the

occurrence of great quantities of such relics in

all stages of manufacture it has been assumed,

with good reason, that the flint was worked and

the implements made. The importance of the

discovery as bearing on the antiquity of certain

types of implements in Egypt and the length of

time, only a few thousand years, necessary to

produce a deep patination has been pointed out in

detail by Mr. H. O. Forbes in the Bulletin of the

Liverpool Museum,* and there a full statement

of the evidence will be found. The types of im-

plements range from something nearly approach-

ing to that ascribed to Palaeolithic times down
to the carefully chipped flints which are assigned
to the Xllth Dynasty. But it is assumed by
Mr. Forbes, and his arguments seem sound,
that the whole of the objects found by Mr.
Seton-Karr are of one period, and that naturally
the latest. If this be so, and there seems no
reason to doubt it, deep discoloration from

exposure to the air can no longer be accepted
as a proof of high antiquity for flint imple-
ments in Egypt. There are other points

brought forward by Mr. Forbes, which are of

great interest in the study of the question of

palseolithic man in Africa, and Fellows are
referred to the Liverpool Bulletin, which is

fully illustrated with figures of the imple-
ments for these as well as for the arguments

STYLU!
D
FOUND

suPPorting tne statements here brought forward.

IN LONDON. All the objects exhibited are to be added to

(Full size.) the British Museum collections.

O. M. DALTON, Esq., F.S.A., communicated a paper on a
Byzantine silver treasure found in Cyprus, and preserved in
the British Museum.

Mr. Dalton's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

* Vol. ii. p. 77//'. 189J- 15)00.
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F. HAVERFIELD, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., read the following paper
on an inscribed Roman ingot of Cornish tin and Roman tin-

mining in Cornwall :

"
By the courtesy of the Royal Institution of Cornwall I

am able to-night to exhibit to the Society an ingot of tin

from Cornwall which bears a Roman stamp and inscription.
I detected it 10 years ago lying unrecognised in Truro
Museum and published my discovery at the time. But my
article appears to have been overlooked by those who would

naturally be most concerned with such a find, and as it is

unique and of considerable importance, I venture to republish
it. In connection with it I shall sketch generally the history
of Roman tin-mining in Cornwall, so far as it is known. From
what I have read on the subject, I am inclined to think that
such a sketch is needed.

The ingot is a wedge-shaped block, semicircular at one end
and tapering to a point at the other. It measures 21 inches
in length and 8 inches in greatest width, and weighs 39J Ibs.

It was found before 1825, according to the oldest and fullest

account,
' on the Barton of Carnanton, parish of Mawgan in

Pydar, 2J feet under the surface, in swampy ground and con-

tiguous to what is usually called a Jew's house
' * about 5 miles

north east of Newquay and 9 miles south-east of Wadebridge
and Padstow. It is now in the Truro Museum, and has been
several times mentioned in print, but without knowledge of
its inscription and stamp.f These occur, repeated two or three

times, on the flat face of the ingot, and though much defaced
can be deciphered adequately. (See illustration.) They have
been verified by the Rev. W. lago and myself on the original,
and by our Fellows, Mr. Gowland and Mr. Arthur Evans, from

photographs, and Mr. J. A. R. Munro, from a photographic
lantern slide. They are as follows :

(a) stamp of a helmeted head, with a small shield or
buckler. It is a type which closely resembles
some of the Emperor's heads on Roman fourth

century coins, but it is too worn for actual identi-

fication. It may, however, be safely ascribed to

* Thomas Hogg, Manual of Mineralogy (Truro, 1825), 75, quoted by Mr.
Henwood (note 2) as by John Michell, a collaborator in the work, but not named
in its title.

t Hogg, Manual of Mineralogy , 75 ; W. J. Henwood, Observations on
the Detrital Tin Ore of Cornwall (Journal of the Royal Institution of
Cornwall, 1873), 38, 64 of reprint; B. S. Poole, Journal of the Royal
Institution of Cornwall, I. iv. (1865) ;

Albert Way, Archaeological Journal,
xvi. 39.
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the fourth century : Mr. Evans would refer it to

the beginning or the end of that century ;

(6) four letters, of which the first two are uncertain

but may be DD, and the second two are plainly

NN". They fit in perfectly with a formula which

we should naturally expect to find on such an

object, DDNN, dominorum nostrorum. This

formula occurs on a lead pig found at Worms
and now preserved in the museum there, on the

Kraszna gold bars and elsewhere; it belongs to

the third and fourth centuries, when the Em-

perors were officially styled domini, and implies
that the objects stamped are either state property
or in some way certified by state officials. Ac-

cepting this formula for our ingot of tin, we
obtain a date for it which agrees with the date

suggested by the stamp of the helmeted head.

We also obtain a knowledge of its character. It

is not a trader's mark but an official government
stamp.

Mr. Gowland has pointed out to me a technical peculiarity
in the stamp inscription which deserves notice. It is this,

that they were put on when the tin was quite cold. Usually
the stamps on ingots of Roman metal were either put on in

casting or whilst the ingots were red-hot. Thus pigs of lead

were cast in moulds the bottoms of which bore the inscription,
while silver bars were impressed while red-hot.

The importance of the discovery is considerable. For the
first time we obtain definite proof that Cornish tin-mining was
an object of definite official cognizance in the fourth century
of our era. This cognizance has been asserted by some writers
and denied by others; it is now confirmed by our ingot.

Perhaps it may be objected that this confirmation is weakened
by the fact that the stamp was put on when the metal was
cold

;
that is, it may have been impressed far away from the

mines, and testifies only to Roman trading or represents
perhaps tribute from the Britons. This objection does not

really hold. The ingot was found close to a Jew's house, that
is an ancient tin Streamwork, and there are many other
ancient workings in the neighbourhood. Treloy, for instance,
where Roman coins were found in an old working, is only a
mile and a half to the south of Carnanton.* The natural

* W - J - Kenwood, Observations on the Dctrltal Tin Ore of Cornwall,
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inference is that the ingot was made and stamped where
it was found. That is to say, the Roman government
took official cognizance of the Cornish tin-mining in

the fourth century. With this new result achieved, it

may not be amiss to sum up afresh the history of the

Cornish tin trade in Roman days. As I have said, it does

not seem to me to be given accurately in any existing
work.

In prehistoric and pre-Roman times the tin trade of South-

western Britain was probably very considerable. Possibly
it was not so great as the tin trade of North-western Spain,
where we must place the famous and fabulous Cassiterides.

But it is mentioned by ancient writers in several well-known

passages, and it was plainly one of the objects which lent

importance to the trade routes across Gaul, leading from the

Atlantic to the Mediterranean. We might even conjecture
that it had some share in causing the Roman annexation of

Gallia Narbonensis in 120 B.C. That annexation was, as it

seems, a bit of landgrabbing inspired by the capitalists and
commercial men of Rome, and it secured precisely that trade

route by which Diodorus Siculus tells us that British tin

reached the Mediterranean, that is the route from Narbo by
the '

pass of Carcassonne
'

and Toulouse to Bordeaux. But
the British tin trade appears to have come to an end about

the commencement of the Christian era. Caesar is the last

writer who mentions it as a contemporary product; later

authors merely include it in quotations from earlier literature.

When the Roman conquest of Britain was effected in A.D. 43,

and after that, no attempt was made to secure the tin districts.

The Romans quickly conquered Southern Britain and com-
menced to work the Mendip lead in or before A.D. 49. An
inscribed tile found at Seaton and coins found in Exeter

render it highly probable that they occupied these two sites

almost, if not quite, as early in the conquest. But at Exeter
the westward advance halted. Modern writers, Professor

Hiibner among the rest, frequently assert that the Roman
arms passed on into Cornwall, but it is not so. The testimony
of remains in Devon and Cornwall is eloquent and decisive on
the point. Very little has been found west of Exeter which
can be connected with the first two centuries of the Roman
Empire. In Devon some of the objects and coins found in

or near Plymouth may possibly belong to an early date.

In Cornwall the '

camp,' or whatever it was it is now in-

distinguishable to my eyes at Tregeare, above Nanstallon,
near Bodmin, has yielded a coin of Vespasian and a bit of
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embossed Samian,* which I should be inclined to attribute to

the first century. But these few traces prove no Roman

occupation or influences. Plainly the Romans of the conquest

period did not care to advance beyond Exeter
; they found

nothing to attract them in the desolate moors and harbourless

coasts of Devon and Cornwall. Yet if the tin trade had then

been flourishing they would hardly have stopped.
^

We must

put the halt at Exeter beside the silence of the writers after

Caesar, and suppose that for some reason the tin trade had

ceased in Cornwall. Perhaps as iron took the place of

bronze in many lands tin was no longer in such demand
;

perhaps the Spanish ore was cheaper than the Cornish
;

perhaps the accessible Cornish tin streams seemed exhausted.

Whatever the reason, the Cornish tin trade vanished before

A.D. 50.

It reappears two centuries later. If we examine the facts

we shall find two converging lines of evidence which seem to

establish this conclusion. In the first place we have evidence

to show that the Roman occupation of Cornwall grew much
more real after about the year 270 A.D. We find, indeed, no
Romanised towns or villas. But two inscribed stones belong
to the first part of the fourth century ;

an inscribed pewter
cup dedicated to Mars, which is now in the Ashmolean,

may be assigned to somewhat the same date
;

the ingot
of tin which I am exhibiting seems to be more or less

coeval, and the bulk of the Roman coins found in Corn-
wall, in hoards or otherwise, are late third or fourth

century issues. Some of these items imply official action,
such as the milestones and the ingot; others are due to
individuals and to chance. In either case they contrast

markedly with the absence of earlier Roman remains. And,
secondly, just at the period when we begin to find these

remains, we begin to get evidence of tin-mining and tin. My
ingot shows that this mining was officially recognised : very
likely the mines belonged to the government. Beside the

ingot we jmay place a number of Romano-British objects,
made of tin or pewter or of some other similar alloy, which
seem all to belong to the late third or the fourth century.
Such is the tin jug found with a hoard of coins inside at

Carhayes (Caerhays) in 1869, and dated by its coins to the
end of the third century. Such are the inscribed slabs of

pewter found in the Thames near Battersea at various times,
and dated by the Christian Monogram and the name Syagrius
to the fourth century, and probably the end of it. Such are

7 %TTP?-2 f
-

h Se fi nred in Trani*actwns of the Cumberland find Wettmor-
land Antiquarian and

ArcJiccolocfical Society, xv. 192.
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the tin and pewter dishes found at Appleshaw two years ago,
and dated by the Christian Monogram and other details to

this same period. Such is the pewter service found at Manton
near Marlborough in 1884, with coins of Julian and Honorius,
and now, I believe, preserved at Dauntsey House. Such

again is a tin vase in the British Museum, of unknown origin
save that it is British, and marked with the Christian Mono-

gram. I need not pursue the list, but I think that anyone
who does so will find most of the datable tin, or pewter, or

similar objects which have been discovered in Roman Britain

to belong to the late third or the fourth century. It is not
unreasonable to connect this with the other facts which I

have adduced, and to ascribe it to a revival of the Cornish tin

trade. No hard-and-fast rule, of course, can be laid down in

such a case. Metal objects are durable
; some, too, of our

undated examples may be older than the period just men-
tioned, and such earlier vessels (if such there be) may again
be either native manufacture or imported. But the known
facts harmonise in a way which it would be exceedingly rash
to neglect.

This revival of tin-trading in Cornwall is historically by no
means improbable. As a general rule it is true that the

mining industry suffered severely during the troubles of the
third century throughout the empire. But in districts which
were not definitely abandoned, like Dacia, or exposed specially
to barbarian invasions, there was a revival in the fourth

century. We can, I think, trace such a revival in the Mendip
lead mines. These workings and the objects found in them
have never been adequately examined or published by any
archseologist. In the course, however, of trying, not quite

successfully, to collect information about them, I have been
struck with the fact that the datable objects, inscriptions and
coins, seem to fall into two parts. The first, including all or

nearly all the inscriptions, shows occupation and mining from
the first years of the conquest to about A.D. 170. The second,

mostly coins, belongs to the fourth century and the age of the
Constantines.

I should make two further remarks. In the first place
some of the evidences hitherto adduced for Roman tin-mining
in Cornwall must be cancelled. The inscribed block in

Penzance Museum cited often, and last (though with hesitation)

by Mr. Gowland in Archaeologia, is pretty certainly medieval
or later. The device on it bears no resemblance to anything
Roman; on the other hand, it is exactly like some of the known
marks of medieval and modern merchants in the west country.
It is absurd to style it Roman. On the other hand, the
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astragaloid block dredged up in Falmouth Harbour and

preserved in Truro Museum, is really undatable. Until some

definite criterion of its age be discovered we must content

ourselves with the confession that it may be of any age.

And we must do the same with several other ingots of tin.

Secondly, it is to be noted that the tin districts of Dartmoor,
worked largely in the middle ages, show no signs of Roman

mining. The Dartmoor tin is, I believe, far more difficult to

work than the Cornish, and this fact may explain the Roman

neglect of it; unless, indeed, we suppose that our rather

scanty evidence is defective in this point.
I think, however, that we ought to be in general very

cautious in assuming that our evidence is seriously defective.

Imperfect it necessarily is, but it would be very rash to

assume that it is imperfect in any special direction. It has
been observed to me, in the course of a discussion on the
Roman tin trade in Cornwall, that an absence of datable

ingots does not prove that no mining was going on. It does
not. But it does prove that we have no right to say that

mining was going on, and that, so far as we know, mining was
not going on to any serious extent."

Mr. GOWLAND pointed out that the stamps had been impressed
when the metal was cold, and hence not necessarily at the

mine, but very probably by a Roman trader or officer at the
coast where it was found. They would hence seem to indicate
Roman trade rather than Roman mining, and especially so as
at the Roman lead mines in Britain the inscriptions were
always cast on the ingots of lead when they were made, and
at the copper mines were stamped on the cakes of copper while
they were red hot. He did not agree with Mr. Haverfield
that the absence of Roman stamped ingots of tin, excepting
that described, proved that tin-mining was not carried on
during the whole time of the Roman occupation. It merely
showed that the mines were not under Roman control. He
believed 'that the Romans only held the coast of Cornwall,
and that the inland mining people were never subdued,
although they were on friendly trading relations with the
Romans on their borders

;
also that these people continued to

carry on the tin-mining in which they were engaged when
the Romans came to Britain, for from what we know of the
character of the Romans it is not unreasonable to hold that
they would not suppress this industry, but would rather foster
it tor their own benefit. The number of unstamped ingots
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and lumps which have been found in the mining districts also

support this view.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions
and communications.

Thursday, March 22nd, 1900.

JOHN THOMAS MICKLETHWAITE, Esq., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From Samuel A. Green, Esq. : Diary by Increase Mather, 1675 to 1676. With
Introduction and Notes. 8vo. Cambridge, Mass., 1900.

From the Author : L'inventaire de 1'armurerie de Guillaume III. Comte do
Hainaut en 1358, by M. E. de Prelle de la Nieppe. 8vo. Nivelles, 1900.

From W. H. St. John Hope, Esq., M.A. : Historical Ground-plan of Fountains

Abbey.

The Rev. Frederic William Weaver, M.A., was admitted
Fellow.

C. A. MARKHAM, Esq., F.S.A., by permission of the Lady
Henley, exhibited a silver-gilt spoon, probably of Flemish

workmanship, on which he read the following notes :

" This spoon is of silver gilt ;
it is 7J inches long, and it

weighs 2 oz. 8 dwt.

The bowl is large and almost circular. On the back is

engraved a shield surmounted by an esquire's helmet and
crest and surrounded by elegant mantling. The device on
the shield is an arrow in pale, point upwards. The crest

is formed of three arrows points upwards, issuing out of a
kind of crown.
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The stem is formed of the butt of a cross-bow, the bow

being properly strung with a twisted cord, and the trigger for

releasing it being well shown. There are also the studs

for the*
9

attachment of the windlass for drawing back the

string. The end of the handle is formed by a pair of antlers,

springing as if from the head of a stag. These horns inclose

a small crucifix, the figure of Christ being well designed and

executed. On small branches on each side of the feet are

SILVER-GILT SPOON OP FLEMISH WORKMANSHIP.
( linear.)

garnets, and the cross is surmounted by a large and hand-
some pearl.
On the front of the stem are two small shields. The lower

one bears a bend on a field marked with vertical lines. The
upper shield bears an eagle displayed. At the back of the
stem is another small shield bearing a griffin rampant, with
tail forked.
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The old hall marks on this spoon are (1) a fleur-de-lys in a

shaped outline ; and (2) the letter n in shaped shield. In
addition to these stamps there are the London hall marks
for 1881-2.

This spoon was probably made towards the end of the six-

teenth century, and appears to be of Flemish origin.
It exemplifies the legend of St. Hubert, a nobleman

of Aquitaine living in the court of Pepin d'Herestal, who
abandoned himself to worldly pleasures. One day when
hunting in the Ardennes he encountered a white stag bearing
the crucifix between his horns. He was filled with awe and
wonder, and thereupon renounced all wordly pleasures. He
became Bishop of Liege, and died the 3rd November, 727, and
was buried at St. Peter's, in Liege. Thirteen years afterwards
his body was disinterred, and reburied in the presence of the

Emperor Louis le Debonnaire in the abbey church of the

Benedictine Monks of Ardennes. St. Hubert is the patron
saint of the chase and of hounds. Bread blessed at his

shrine was said to be a charm against hydrophobia. He
is usually represented in episcopal habit, and the stag with
the crucifix between its horns stands by his side.

This interesting spoon belongs to the Lady Henley, of

Watford, Northamptonshire, and was purchased by her at

Putney some few years ago.
The spoon may well have belonged to a fraternity of

bowmen, such as existed at Ghent."

E. K. CLARK, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., read the following report
as Local Secretary for Yorkshire :

EXCAVATION AT PULE HILL, NEAR MARSDEN, ON THE

HUDDERSFIELD AND MANCHESTER ROAD.

A report was made to the President of the Yorkshire

Archaeological Society that five urns and a number of worked
flints had been found on the top of Pule Hill, 8 miles S.W.
from Huddersfield, on the road from that place to Manchester.
In consequence, in the autumn of 1899, a regular investi-

gation was undertaken under the auspices of that Society.
The position and aspect of this hill were sufficiently remark-
able to confirm the likelihood that a burying ground of some

importance would be found there. A long sloping shoulder

edged with a remarkable mill-stone grit escarpment rises to a
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point whence the ground falls sharply away on three sides. The

contour lines of the 6-inch Ordnance Survey map CGLix. S.E.

show at a glance that Pule Hill stands boldly above the moors

which rise gradually to the watershed of the Pennine Range.
Its summit where the urns and flints were found was perhaps
once covered with peat since used up for fuel. Now it is com-

posed of rough debris of rock shattered by frost and disin-

tegrated by storms of rain and wind.

In order to make a complete investigation of the site where
urns and flints had been discovered, a trench was driven

straight across the top from west to east, the ground, then

bared to the bed rock as far as the outcrop on the western
and eastern and southern sides, and as far as a line drawn
east to west about 30 yards to the north.

Here the rough soil varied from a depth of 2 feet to as

many inches. There was no sign of a mound, but as the hill

top had possibly been denuded of the peat which covered the

rest of the ridge there is no direct evidence against a mound.
In three places were found distinct cavities driven into the
rock to a depth of about 18 inches, the dimensions of which
were irregular owing to the shattered condition of the rock,
but averaged 3 feet long by 2 feet wide

;
it was impossible

to detect a symmetry in the arrangement of the holes. At
the time of excavation small portions of bone and char-
coal and flint were found in the bottom of the cavities.

The discoverer of the urns states that they were laid on
their side at the places where the cavities were subse-

quently discovered.

Holes below the natural surface were frequently found within

the^area
of a barrow, sometimes four or five in a barrow, of

various sizes, differing in shape, but generally circular, about
H foot in diameter and the same in depth. In the

greater number of cases they were filled with the ordinary
materials of which the mound itself is composed. At other
times they contained pieces of animal, more rarely human
bones, potsherds, charcoal, etc.

Four of the Pule Hill urns were of the kind which have
received the name of

'

food vessels,' and contained bones and
charcoal

;
in one case only was a flint found inside an urn.

These urns lay on their side, but as the discovery of the
cavities was made at a subsequent time to the finding of the
urns there is no direct evidence as to the manner in which
they lay relatively.

Besides the four vessels mentioned above, an incense cup,
containing soil and calcined bones, was found. In this two
little holes, If inch apart, were pierced at the bottom comer
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in such a position that air for the slow combustion of the

contents would hardly enter the cup unless it were raised

slightly from the ground. The dimensions are :

Diameter of top opening, 2 J inches
;
of widest part, 4

to
4-J-

inches
;
of base, 3J inches

; height, 3^- to 2J
inches

; thickness, about inch.

The ornamentation consists of lines lightly incised,

zigzag on sides and base, circumferential at edges
of top and base.

The dimensions of two of the " food
"

vessels are given
below

;
neither presents any striking particularity. In the

case of the first the two beads round the mouth are strongly
marked and have a very distinct groove between them. Its

dimensions are as follows :

Diameter of top, 4f inches
;
of shoulder, 4f inches

;
of

base, 2-J inches. From base to shoulder, 2 to 2^
inches

;
from shoulder to lower bead, 1 inch

;
and

to top, 1^ inch
;
from base to top, 3{ to 4 inches.

Approximate thickness, J inch. The rim over-

hangs inside, and a number of slight indentations

are distributed fairly regularly over the whole
surface.

Upon the sides of the other vessel are two slight lugs oppo-
site to one another and If inch from the base.

This urn has been very much broken, but the lugs appear
to have been perforated and to have been pinched up from the

body of the urn, not superimposed, as in the urn described

below. The holes have broken out, and there would never have
been strength in the lug to resist the strain of a thong passed

through them. The dimensions are :

Diameter of top, 5J inches; of shoulder, 4| inches,

approx. ;
of base, If inch, approx. From base

to shoulder, 1J inch, approx ;
from shoulder to lower

bead, 1 inch
;
from shoulder to top, 2 inches ;

from
base to top, 3^- to

3-J-
inches. Approximate thick-

ness, f to inch. The rim overhangs inside. The
ornamentation is formed by short indentations

incised herring-bone fashion.

The most interesting and at the same time the best pre-
served of the food vessels is shown in the accompanying
illustrations.
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From the dimensions given below it will be seen that the

width is greater in proportion to the height than is usual.

There remains one perforated lug and a distinct indication,

where there is a break in the ornamentation, that a second

similar lug has been placed on the vessel.

The lugs are not opposite to one another, and the chord

they subtend is
5-J- inches, the diameter of the bowl at the

top being 7 inches. They are not solid with the body of the

vessel but have been attached after it was formed, and a close

examination seems to show that the four feet have been

superimposed in the same manner. No instance of feet of

this character or of two lugs placed otherwise than opposite
to one another has come within the notice of the writer, but

in Jewitt's Ceramic Art of Great Britain * the urn defined

as Fig. 64 appears to have two lugs only, both perforated, and

placed at a distance from one another considerably less than
half the circumference of the vessel.f
The urn under consideration is composed of such frail

material that it could not have been put to practical test, but
it is possible to imagine that it is an undertaker's copy of one
of stronger substance, and that its prototype might have been
carried by a thong passed round it and so suspended from a
man's neck, and supported against his breast, the two lugs

retaining the thong in place, and acting as starting points for

a loop to go round the bearer's neck. The dimensions are :

Diameter of top, 7 inches
;
of shoulder, 7 inches

;
from

base to shoulder, 2J inches
;
from shoulder to top,

f inch, approx. ;
from base to top, 3J inches to

3J inches. The approximate thickness is J inch.

The rim overhangs towards inside. Upon the
base are four feet arranged like rays of a star.

The ornamentation consists in a series of indenta-
tions made by a single fir-cone shaped instrument

pressed in.

The urns are, with the exception of the last described, of
the rudest make. They are all innocent of the potter's wheel,
of coarse texture, and similar in most respects to those attri-
buted to the British period.

*
London, 1878, vol. i. Fig. 64.

t c.f. also Jewitt, Grave Mounds and their Contents, 1870, page 107,
Fig. 124, and in contrast Greenwell, British Barrows, page 68 :

" In Cornwall
and Dorsetshire they are frequently found with handles, or rather perforated
projections, round the upper part of the urn. I have not known this type to have
occurred on the wolds, or anywhere in the north of Britain."
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The flints present no uncommon feature. One only, an
arrow head, was discovered inside an urn, the remainder, con-

sisting of great quantities of chippings, were found scattered

about. There were no burnt flints noted, and no core was
found. The flints do not belong to the geological formation
of the spot.
At the time of the first discoveries when the spade

touched bones the soil appeared to fall in as if a body
had lain in the spot and become disintegrated. Many bones

again were found inside the urns. They have been kindly
examined by Professor Boyd Dawkins, F.S.A. He states that

they contained calcined fragments of various parts of the

human skeleton, such as skull, lower jaw, elbow, humerus,
etc. They have been so completely burned that there is no
carbonised animal matter left in them. That they have been
burnt is shown by the curiously warped and distorted forms,
and from the manner in which they have been traversed by
cracks. No trace of any animal bones could be detected, man
excepted.

Photographs of the urns, the site, the cavities mentioned

above, were taken, and are in my possession.
The urns are held by the finder, Mr. George Marsden. An

endeavour will be made to have them kept eventually in a safe

and accessible place.
The discovery was reported to the Society in 1897,*

but the urns were not produced, and no photographs pre-
sented.

It is hoped that other discoveries may be made in the

remarkable hills of this portion of the Pennine Range, judging
from the similarity of the positions of this discovery and that

near Todmorden reported in 1899.

STONE COFFIN FOUND AT BIRKIN.

In 1899 a stone coffin was found in a field not far from the

village of Birkin, in the flat country of the south-east of

Yorkshire
;

it was transferred to the churchyard, and it now
lies at the north-west corner of the church. It is composed
of mill-stone grit, not unlike that of which Kirkstall Abbey
is built, and as the Birkin district is magnesian limestone the
stone must have travelled some 20 miles at least to its present
position.

*
Proceedings, 2nd Series, xvi. 335.

VOL. xvin. i
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Appended is a schedule of dimensions of this and a certain

number of coffins found in the district It has been made

with the intention of comparison and to form a basis for

some generalisation
in connection with their manufacture.

Thickness of stone varies from 4 inches to 5i inches.

From the presence of Roman inscriptions on some, and the

similarity of all, it is assumed that all are Roman. And
further it will be noted that all these coffins are practically
of equal width at either end, and so are to be differentiated

from the medieval coffins, which taper from head to foot.

Most of them have lids with a perceptible ridge down the

middle, and thus bear a resemblance to medieval Roman

sarcophagi (cf. the well-known coffins at Ravenna). As
there are no other traces of Roman occupation, it is suggested
that the coffin found at Birkin was on its way by water
down the Aire and up the Ouse from the district where the

stone is found (i.e. Leeds and neighbourhood) to York, and
that in the course of its journey it was carried over the low
banks in a flood and stranded.

MS. ACCOMPT OF CONTINGENCIES.

I also exhibit the original of 'An Accompt of Contin-

gencies disbursed since December, 1646, by Warrant from his

Excellency, the Lord General Fairfax.'
It consists of pages (folio) stitched together, with several
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different accounts in different handwritings, signed or initialed

in some cases by E. Grosvener. In some cases signed by
John Barkstead and initialed E. G. In two cases the orders

of His Excellency are repeated and signed in full by E.

Grosvenor, Jo: Barkstead, and Jo: Rushworth.
John Rushworth was civilian Secretary to the General, and

it is interesting to note that the papers have been previously

signed by the two other signatories, and then placed before

him for his signature; because while the first two names
have been allowed to dry, in both cases 'Jo: Rushworth' still

carries the sand which has been used from the pouncet box.

The earliest date in the MS. is January 1st, 1646, the latest

June 26th, 1650. As the accounts overlap, there is no possi-

bility of forming any general estimate of the money paid to

the army ;
in fact this MS. only forms one of a great series

of similar accounts, many of which are to be found in the Public

Record Office. But it deals with a most interesting period,
when the army had been framed on the ' new model,' when
the successes in the campaign of the west had given an

unsuspected power to the army, when Parliament was divided

within itself, and the army was coquetting with the king,
and the king with the Scots.

The contingencies in the north deal largely with expenses
in preparation in view of danger from the Scots, for in 1647
Charles I. was at Carisbrooke treating with representatives
from Scotland.

The MS. is in the possession of the Thoresby Society

(Leeds), under whose auspices it will be printed, indexed, and
edited.

BRASS SEAL FOUND NEAR BOLTON PRIORY.

I also exhibit a brass seal which was found in the River
Wharfe in 1891, 200 yards below the stepping stones by
which the river is crossed opposite to Bolton Priory. It is

now in the possession of Mr. T. Rouse, of Bolton Bridge.
It is conjectured that it was thrown into the river at a

time when the soil was shifted in connection with an increase

in the churchyard, when stumps were cut away, the ground
levelled, and a certain amount of spoil was tipped down the
river bank.

There is no visible connection in the above with Bolton,
and no suggestion is made as to the owners of the seal.

The seal, which is of the usual conical form, with trefoil

loop, is
-j-f

inch in diameter. The device is much worn, and

rudely engraved, but represents an armed knight in fretty

I 2
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surcoat, holding in his left hand a fretty shield, and with his

right driving a spear into the body of a dormant lion. In the

background is a tree. There is no legend. The seal appears

to belong to the middle of the thirteenth century.

LEEDS OLD GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

The photographs exhibited show the buildings of the old

Leeds Grammar School, lately destroyed.
The main portion of this building was erected early in the

seventeenth century by the well-known local benefactor, John
Harrison.

This stone building consisted of a long schoolroom, with

open roof, supported by carved oak principals, windows and

possibly porch belonging to that period. A library had been

added later. It was no longer used as a school, the new

grammar school having been erected in a higher and less

crowded portion of the town, but the building was about the

oldest standing in the town, and an effort was made to per-
suade the Corporation to allow it to remain and be put to some
suitable purpose.
The need for increasing the street width, however, overrode

the representations of your local secretary ;
and as a last

resort the materials were purchased by members of the

Thoresby Society, who now hold them with a view to erect-

ing a building in the same form as a local memorial."

The Rev. W. BAZELEY, M.A., Local Secretary for Gloucester-

shire, read the following report on recent excavations at

Hayles Abbey :

"
It was for many years the wish of Mrs. Dent, of Sudeley

Castle, whose recent death all her many friends are deploring,
to arrest the unceasing destruction of Hayles Abbey, but the

opportunity was lacking.
Last year, by the courteous permission of the present

owners, the Economic Assurance Society, and the tenants, the

Toddington Orchard Company, the Bristol and Gloucester-
shire

_
Archaeological Society was enabled to commence an

examination of the site and the repair of the broken arches.
The superintendence of the work was confided to me as

secretary of the Society, and to one of the members of our
council, Mr. St. Clair Baddeley, an expert in Italian history
and architecture. After consultation with Mr. St. John Hope,
we determined in the first place to clear the cloister walks
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and remove the soil which had accumulated at the bases of the

walls and arches. We felt that this would help our visitors

to understand the plan of the conventual buildings which
surrounded the cloister garth and add to their interest. The

abbey church, with the exception of its south wall, which
forms the north wall of the cloister, has entirely disappeared,
and what little remains of the foundations lies two feet below
the turf.

We commenced work with four labourers and a stone-

mason on 'July 20th, and soon found the north-west angle of

the inner wall of the cloister. The masonry is Perpendicular,
of the same date as the remaining three arches of the west
cloister walk.

We found traces of two fires, one earlier than the rebuilding
of the cloister, and another considerably later than the

dissolution, for the stratum of ashes lay a foot above the

original floor line. It is probable that Lord Tracy's house,
which stood on the site of the western range of buildings,
was damaged or destroyed about 1775 by a conflagration.
The cloister walks are 132 feet long and 12 feet wide.

The garth is about 100 feet square. The foundations of the

inner wall have for the most part been destroyed. The base

of the north-west doorway into the church remains. We
found it blocked with Perpendicular stonework.
The five arcades in the north cloister walk are not carrels,

as suggested by the late Mr. Loftus Brock, for a stone bench
which he did not see runs along in front of them. Our mason
restored the level of their floor line with dry walling, and we
deposited there various interesting relics we found: six heraldic

bosses discovered in the west walk
;
the head of the doorway

leading into the chapter-house, found where it had probably
fallen; some window mouldings, which we found in taking the

dimensions of the church; and a vaulting rib of the presbytery.
The largest piece of moulding, which we believe to be the

central portion of the great east window of the presbytery, we
found buried in front of the high altar. The curves, when
produced, give us a three or a five light window, with trefoils,

cinquefoils, and a quatrefoil in its head.

We found a part of a carrel filling up the north-east door-

way. The carrels were evidently in the same position as at

Gloucester, in the inner wall of the cloister walk. A corbel,
carved as an angel with outspread wings, and the termination
of the vaulting ribs resting on it, are, we believe, the work of

Abbot Whytchurch, about 1466
;
but Sir Arthur Blomfield,

whose death has been a sad loss to us, thought it might be as

late as the beginning of the sixteenth century, which is
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certainly the date of the vaulting bosses found in the west

walk All the arches on the north, east, and west sides ot the

cloister seem to be the work of the Early English builders in

1246-1251, though many of them have Perpendicular work

inserted to carry the vaulting ribs.

The arch leading into the sacristy seems to have
^

been

fairly perfect in 1856 when the British Association visited

Hayles Half the trefoiled and quatrefoiled head is now

irreparably gone, but we found and replaced the blue lias

base and part of the shaft. The eastern wall of this room is

of considerable thickness. The vaulting was supported by
two sets of shafts in a line with those of the chapter-house.

The northern wall is completely gone. Ivy of long growth
has been destroying and at the same time supporting the

broken arches. We have pruned the long branches, and

may deal more severely with it this year.

Next to the sacristy is the chapter-house, with its three

arches. The sills of the side openings have been restored with

dry walling, but a foot of soil has yet to be cleared away
from the cloister walk before the original level will be

reached.

We thoroughly cleared the chapter-house, which was

35 feet wide and 48 feet long, and found the four Early

English bases of the columns, which divided it into three

alleys and nine compartments.

Amongst the rubbish which covered the floor to the extent

of nearly eight feet we found most of the vaulting ribs, many
fragments of blue lias bell-shaped capitals, painted red as a

ground for gold, 'six beautiful bosses almost perfect, and a

trefoil shaft lying near its socket in the stone bench at the

east end, part of one of the responds of an arch. We found
also some mouldings which probably formed part of the east

window inserted after the fire of 1270. Many fragments
of tiles of early sixteenth century date were also found,
similar in every respect to the Hayles tiles at Southam-de-
la-Bere.

The original position of the bosses in the vaulted roof may
no doubt be ascertained from the number of vaulting shafts

which sprang from them. One boss represents Samson rend-

ing the lion.

The other bosses are ornamented with the stiff-leaved

foliage peculiar to the thirteenth century, and are deeply
undercut. We consider them to be the original work of

1250.

The doorway of the monks' parlour, to the south of the

chapter-house, has been underpinned with Perpendicular work,
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and ruthlessly cut through to insert the corbel from which

sprang the wall ribs of the groining. This room was about
32 feet long by 12 feet wide, and had a plain barrel-vaulted
roof.

The doorway leading to the vaulted undercroft of the

dormitory is semicircular-headed, and has no later insertion.

There are two cupboards in the wall on the eastern side. We
propose to excavate this room next summer.
The broken arch at the south-east corner of the cloister

leads to a flight of steps which were covered by the roots of a

large ash tree. This tree has now been cut down and the

dormitory staircase exposed.
The doorway of the warming house has a trefoil-shaped

head. The lavatory was set in a deep recess with a flat

fifteenth-century arch and panelled soffit. The corbel from
which sprang the wall rib remains. It is not in the centre of

the arch. Part of the trough may be seen at the east end of

the lavatory.
The doorway of the frater with its seven orders of mould-

ings, its clustered shafts, and conventional foliage must have
been a splendid example of Early English architecture.

When the fifteenth-century 'restorers' inserted their plain arch

they appear to have hidden the earlier work with plaster.
We found an Early English capital in a drain about two feet

below the floor line of the frater. West of the doorway
inside is a large cupboard with two arches and a groove
for wooden shelves. Adjoining it are remains of the usual
hatch. The kitchen, butteries, and pantry have completely
disappeared. On the east of the doorway are two smaller

cupboards and traces of a table. We have only as yet
excavated the frater to the extent of three feet south of

the wall.

Three only of the inner arches of the cloister remain, on
the west side. In clearing the floor of the west walk we
found six bosses and a large quantity of late Perpendicular
vaulting, also some tracery of the arches.

The heraldic bearings on the bosses are as follows :

(1) Pretty, for Huddleston of Melholme, Cumberland.
Sir John Huddleston, 2nd son of the Lord of Mel-

holme, was governor of Sudeley Castle, two miles

distant from Hayles, and also of Gloucester Castle,

during the reigns of Richard III., Henry VII., and

Henry VIII. He died January 15th, 1513, and
was buried, as was his widow, Dame Joan, at

Hayles Abbey.
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(2) Quarterly, 1 and 4,/retty (for Huddleston), 2 and 3

three bars gemelles (for Fitz-Alan) impaling a lion

rampant (for Stapleton). Sir John Huddleston's

father, John Huddleston, married Joan, co-heir

of Sir Miles Stapleton, of Ingham, and Joan, his

wife. Sir Miles Stapleton was the son of Gilbert

Stapleton and Agnes, his wife, daughter and heir

of Brian Fitz-Alan of Bedale.

(3) Huddleston impaling Stapleton, or, if this boss be

proved to be of later date than the other five and

to have been inserted in the vaulted roof after

the dissolution, Huddleston impaling Barrantyne.

Anthony Huddleston, grandson of the governor of

Sudeley and son of Sir John Huddleston III.,

who built Southam-de-la-Bere, married in 1541

Mary, daughter and heir of Sir William Barran-

tyne, of Great Haseley, Oxfordshire. The tail of

this lion is queued.

4. Quarterly, 1 and 4, five fusils in fess (for Percy),
2 and 3, three bars gemelles, over all a bend (for

Poynings). Henry Percy, Earl of Northumber-

land, was the grandson of Eleanor, sole heiress

of Robert, Lord Poynings, and in her right he

was Lord Poynings, Brian, and Fitzpaine. It was

probably through the influence of Christopher

Urswycke, Almoner of Henry VII., that the Earl

of Northumberland became a generous patron of

Hayles.

5. Quarterly, 1 and 4, a lion passant gardant between

three helms (for Compton), 3 and 4, a chevron

within a bordure. This was the ancient bearing
of the Compton family, and commemorated some

gift to Hayles Abbey by Sir William Compton,
ancestor of the Marquises of Northampton. The
lion was an augmentation granted to him by
Henry VIII., in the fourth year of his reign. Sir

William Compton succeeded Sir John Huddleston
in 1513 as governor of Sudeley Castle, and by his

will he left 20 marks to Hayles Abbey. He died

in 1529.

6. A chain with a shack-bolt at either end, between
three mitres. The chain and shack-bolt refer to a

legend of Egwin, third bishop of Worcester, the
founder of Evesham Abbey in 702, and were used
as arms by that abbey."
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Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

Thursday, March 29th, 1900.

VISCOUNT DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From J. C. Challenor Smith, Esq.,F.S.A. :

1. Some additions to Newcourt's Repertorium, Vol. II. 6 parts. 8vo.

n.p. n. d.

2. Some Notes of the History of the Parish of Whitchurch, Oxon. By Rev.
John Slatter. 8vo. London, 1895.

From F. A. Crisp, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. Marriage License Bonds in the Suffolk Archdeaconry Registry at

Ipswich, 1663 1750. Privately printed. 8vo. 1900.

2.
" Liber Admissionum." Seckford Grammar School at Woodbridgc,
Suffolk. Privately printed. Svo. 1900.

From the East Herts Archaeological Society : Transactions, 1899.

The following letter was read :

" ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.

Wakefield, Mass.,

January 1. 1900.

The Wakefield Historical Society, located at Wakefield,

Massachusetts, in New England, lately a part of the town
of Heading, settled in 1644 by English families, by whom
some, it is believed, were from Reading, in old England, is

glad to acknowledge the receipt through Mr. Mill Stephenson
from the Society of Antiquaries of London of a collection

of fragments of pottery from the excavations at Silchester,

revealing significant evidences of a buried civilisation in the

Romano-British age, during the early centuries of the Christian

era. These relics and mementos are treasured in our museum,

having a peculiar interest as coming from Roman Reading,
and also valued on the broader considerations of historical

meaning.
The thanks of the officers and members of this Society are

respectfully tendered to the Society of Antiquaries for its

unique and appreciated donation.

In behalf of the Wakefield Historical Society,

CHESTER W. EATON.

(Committee specially authorized.)
"
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Thomas Butler Cato, Esq., was admitted Fellow.

Notice was given that the Anniversary Meeting for the

election of the Council, President, and Officers of the Society
would be held on Monday, 23rd April, being St. George's Day,
at 2 p.m., and that no Fellow in arrear of his subscription
would be entitled to vote on that occasion.

F. G. HILTON PRICE, Esq., Director, exhibited an ancient

Egyptian painter's palette, upon which he read the following
notes :

" A short time ago I had the good fortune to meet with this

palette in the hands of a London dealer in antiquities. Unfor-

tunately he could not give me its provenance ;
but that was of

comparatively small importance, as the object in question is of

extreme rarity, if not altogether unique.

EGYPTIAN PAINTER'S PALETTE.

It is carved out of a piece of hard wood, probably acacia.
The form of it reminds us of the bronze incense holder I had
the pleasure of exhibiting here on the 7th February, 1895,
which was described in our Proceedings under date.

It is in an excellent state of preservation, and measures 14^
inches in length.
The form is that of a human forearm and hand, finished off

at the elbow with the head of a hawk, which faces the open
hand, upon which is fixed the palette.
The hawk's head wears the usual head covering namms,

and bears traces of having been coloured blue. The arm
appears to have had a tight-fitting sleeve over it (hence the
projection round the wrist). Encircling the wrist is a bracelet,
carved or engraved on the wood, 1^ inch in depth; it is

coloured with horizontal bands of blue, alternately arranged
with other bands which were probably painted red, but all
traces of the colour of these latter bands has vanished. The
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lines of the bracelet are picked out with white paint. The
hand grasping the palette is well formed. The palette re-

minds one rather of a large scarabseus with base turned up-
wards, into which six holes f inch in diameter and | inch in

depth are roughly drilled, containing the traces of paints, blue,

black, white, yellow, and two red, one of which would probably
be brown, as that was one of the primary colours used by the

ancient Egyptians, but it is curious to note that there should
not be any traces of green in these holes, as that was a
colour so much used by them. The primary colours usually
used by the painter in those times were green, blue, red,

black, yellow, brown, and white. I am of opinion that these
holes have been coated with a lining of cement or stucco, as
traces of it can be seen in at least three of them, and that the

paint was put into these receptacles so made, or else small
faience cups may have been inserted to hold the colours.

Upon the centre of the forearm is a hole bored into the wood,
which was in all probability intended to fix a little vase or

cup to hold water, as the ancient Egyptians mixed their

paints with water and probably added a little gum to render
it more adhesive. The whole palette was unquestionably
originally covered over with paint or painted stucco, and
it was held in the left hand of the artist by the wrist of the

object with the head of the hawk facing him.
The palettes we are accustomed to see in museums are

usually rectangular pieces of ivory, wood, alabaster, or

enamelled pottery. Some of the rectangular palettes have

only two holes for colours or inks, i.e. one for red and one
for black, and are occasionally dated by having, in addition

to the name of the scribe, the name of the king under whom
he nourished

;
for instance, a fine specimen in ivory in my

collection bears the name of the royal scribe Tehutimes, and
the cartouche of Amenophis I., a king of the XVIIIth dynasty.
These I consider were used by scribes for writing, and they
are furnished with a sloping groove in the centre to hold the

reeds, with a sliding cover over it. Then there are others

which contain seven little cups, and some with as many as

twelve, which were the palettes of the painter, whose duty it

was to fill in the colours on the designs which the artist had

previously traced out upon the walls, with great freedom of

outline, with a piece of black or red chalk. The painter then
had carefully to lay on the colours with his brush, as

indicated by the artist scribe. But the palette now exhibited

is of an unusual form, and it must be ascribed to either one
of the last Egyptian Dynasties or to the Ptolemaic Period."
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SIXTEENTH CENTURY LEADEN CHARM (obverse and reverse) FOUND AT
LINCOLN'S INN. (Full size.)
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W. PALEY BAILDON, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a sixteenth-

century leaden charm, found at Lincoln's Inn, upon which he
read the following paper :

" In the course of some extensive drainage operations
carried out in Lincoln's Inn last autumn the customary lot of

little things left behind by absent-minded people was found.

Amongst these was the charm which, by the kindness of the

Benchers of the Inn, I am able to exhibit here to-night. It

consists of an oblong plate of lead, 4^- inches by 3^ inches

and J inch thick. On one side is engraved or scratched a

square of 81 small squares, each of which contains a number
;

on the other side is written ' That Nothinge maye prosper
Nor goe forwards that [Raf erased] Raufe Scrope takethe in

hande.' Underneath this pious wish are the names ' Has-

modai,' 'Schedbarschemoth/and 'Schartatan/ with three astro-

logical symbols.
The object is a charm invoking the spirits of the moon

against Ralph Scrope.
The square with the numbers is one of the so-called 'magical

squares
'

which were supposed to have occult virtues and

powers. The horizontal and vertical rows of figures and
the two diagonals should add up to the same total, in this

case 369. This particular square has been wrongly con-

structed by the John Wellington Wells of the period, for two
numbers are used twice, 45 and 64, and two are not used at

all, 54 and 55. The result being that the first and third

horizontal lines do not add up correctly.
A lot of curious information about these squares will be

found in ' Three Books of Occult Philosophy, written by
Henry Cornelius Agrippa, of Nettesheim, Counseller to

Charles the Fifth, Emperor of Germany : and Judge of

the Prerogative Court. Translated out of the Latin into

the English Tongue. By J. F. London, Printed by R. W. for

Gregory Moule, and are to be sold at the Sign of the three

Bibles neer the West-end of Pauls, 1651.'

It is remarkable that this edition makes exactly the same
mistake in the lunar square as is made on this charm, and has
at least one other besides. My friend Mr. Eugene Street,

who has made some study of these matters, suggests that this

may have been done to account for want of success if the

spell did not work satisfactorily.

Agrippa explains shortly (p. 170) how the mystic virtue of

numbers is accounted for, and I am tempted to read you
what he says, the more so because I myself can make neither

head nor tail of it.
' Severinus Boethius saith, that all things

which were first made by the nature of things in its first Age,
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seem to be formed by the proportion of numbers, for this was

the principall pattern in the mind of the Creator. Hence is

borrowed the number of the Elements, hence the courses of

times, hence the motion of the Stars, and the revolution of

the heaven, and the state of all things subsist by the uniting

together of numbers. Numbers therefore are endowed with

great and sublime vertues. For it is no wonder, seeing there

are so many, and so great occult vertues in natural 1 things,

although of manifest operations, that there should be in

numbers much greater, and more occult, and also more

wonderfull, and efficacious, for as much as they are more

formall, more perfect, and naturally in the celestialls, not

mixt with separated substances; and lastly, having the

greatest, and most simple commixtion with the Idea's in the

mind of God, from which they receive their proper, and most

efficacious vertues : wherefore also they are of most force and

conduce most to the obtaining of spirituall, and divine gifts,

as in naturall things, elementary qualities are powerfull in

the transmuting of any elementary thing. Again, all things
that are, and are made, subsist by, and receive their vertue

from numbers. For time consists of number, and all motion,
and action, and all things which are subject to time, and
motion. Harmony also, and voices have their power by, and
consist of numbers, and their proportions, and the proportion

arising from numbers, do by lines, and points make Characters

and figures : And these are proper to Magicall operations, the

middle which is betwixt both being appropriated by declining
to the extreams, as in the use of letters.'

I trust this is perfectly clear. But in case there should by
chance be any obscurity, either in the mind of the reader or

the words of the author, our good Agrippa gives later on some
further explanations (p. 239).

'

It is affirmed by Magicians
[he says] that there are certain tables of numbers distri-

buted to the seven planets
'

[I need hardly remind the Society
that for astrological purposes the moon is a planet],

' which

they call the sacred tables of the planets, endowed with many,
and very great vertues of the Heavens, in as much as they
represent that divine order of Celestial! numbers, impressed
upon Celestials by the Idea's of the divine mind, by means of
the soul of the world, and the sweet harmony of those Celes-
tiall rayes, signifying according to the proportion of effigies,

supercelestiall Intelligencies, which can no other way be

expressed, then by the marks of numbers, and Characters.
For materiall numbers, and figures can do nothing in the

mysteries of hid things, but representatively by formall

numbers, and figures, as they are governed, and informed, by
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intelligences, and divine numerations, which unite the

extreams of the matter, and spirit to the will of the elevated

soul, receiving through great affection, by the Celestiall power
of the operator, a power from God, applyed through the soul

of the universe, and observations of Celestiall constellations, to

a matter fit for a form, the mediums being disposed by the

skill and industry of Magicians/
The square of 3 belonged to Saturn, 4 to Jupiter, 5 to Mars,

6 to the Sun, 7 to Venus, 8 to Mercury, and 9 to the Moon.
The square on this charm is the square of nine, and ' the

number nine belongs to the Moon, the utmost receptacle of

all Celestiall influences, and vertues
'

(p. 238).
* The seventh

table,' as Agrippa tells us (p. 242),
"
is of the Moon, of a square

of nine multiplied into it self, having eighty one numbers, in

every side and Diameter nine, producing 369. and the sum of all

is 3321. And there are over it divine names with an Intelle-

gency to what is good, and a spirit to what is bad. And of it

are drawn the Characters of the Moon, and of the spirits
thereof. This fortunate Moon being engraven on Silver,

renders the bearer thereof grateful, amiable, pleasant, cheer-

full, honored, removing all malice, and ill-will. It causeth

security in a journey, increase of riches, and health of

body, drives away enemies and other evil things from what

place thou pleasest; and if it be an unfortunate Moon
engraven in a plate of Lead, where ever it shall be buried, it

makes that place unfortunate, and the inhabitants there-

abouts, as also Ships, Rivers, Fountains, Mills, and it makes

every man unfortunate, against which it shall be directly

done, making him fly from his Country, and that place of his

abode where it shall be buried, and it hinders Physitians, and

Orators, and all men whatsoever in their office, against whom
it shall be made.' On turning to the table we find (p. 243)
that the spirit of the moon is Hasmodai, and the '

spirit of

the spirits of the Moon '

is Schedbarschemoth Schartathan.

These two, or three, names are accordingly written on the

charm underneath the invocation that I have already
mentioned, accompanied by their proper sigils, seals, or

characters.

I regret that I am unable to give any further particulars of

these spirits or demons, and I feel that I owe the Society an

apology for the meagreness of my information, considering the

Corps to which I have the honour to belong. All I can say,
and that with some diffidence, is that the spirits in question

probably filled the Sunday-school child's description of cherubs,

namely, they were ' immoral beings of uncertain shape.'
You will remember that the leaden plate had to be buried
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at an unfortunate moon, perhaps, like the late Sir John

Moore '

darkly, at dead of night/ but the worker of charms

must at times have been hard pressed to know when the

moon was fortunate or the reverse. The moon's course through

the sky was divided into 28 days, or mansions, as the astro-

loger preferred to call them, and most of these were deemed

kThave influences, which seem strangely capricious and con-

tradictory. The first
' causeth discords, and journies.' The

second
' conduceth to the finding of treasures, and to the retain-

ing of captives,' equally popular, we may venture to suggest,

both at Pretoria and Simon's Town. The third is
'

profitable to

Saylers, Huntsmen, and Alchymists.' The fourth 'causeth the

destruction and hindrances of buildings, fountains, wels, of

gold-mines, the flight of creeping things, and begetteth dis-

cord.' The fifth
'

helpeth to the return from a journey, to

the instruction of scholars, it confirmeth edificies, it giveth

health and good-will.' The sixth 'conduceth to Hunting, and

besieging of Towns, and revenge of princes, it destroyeth Har-

vests and fruits, and hindreth the operation of the Physitian.'

The seventh ' conferreth gain and friendship, its
_
profitable

to Lovers, it scareth flyes, destroyeth Magisteries.' The

eighth
' causeth love, friendship, and society of fellow

travellers, it driveth away mice and afflicteth Captives, con-

firming their imprisonment.' The ninth ' hindreth Harvests

and travellers, and putteth discord between men.' The
tenth '

strengtheneth buildings, yeeldeth love, benevolence

and help against enemies.' The eleventh 'is good for voyages,
and gain by merchandize, and for redemption of Captives.'
The twelfth '

giveth prosperity to Harvests, and Plantations,

but hindreth Seamen, but it is good for the bettering of ser-

vants, Captives and companions.' The thirteenth 4s pravalent
for Benevolence, gain, voyages, Harvests, and freedom of cap-
tives.' The fourteenth ' causeth the love of marryed folk, it

cureth the sick, its profitable to Saylors, but it hindreth jour-
nies by land.' The fifteenth is

'

profitable for the extracting
of treasures, for digging of pits, it helpeth forward divorce,

discord, and the destruction of houses and enemies, and hin-

dreth travellers.' The sixteenth ' hindreth journyes and
Wedlock, Harvests and Merchandize, it prevaileth for redemp-
tion of captives.' The seventeenth '

bettereth a bad fortune,
maketh love durable, strengtheneth buildings & helpeth
Seamen.' The eighteenth 'causeth discord, sedition, conspiracy
against princes and mighty ones, and revenge from enemies,
but it freeth captives and helpeth edificies.' The nineteenth
'

helpeth in the besieging of Cities and taking of Towns, and in

the driving of men from their places, and for the destruction
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of Seamen, and perdition of captives/ The twentieth 'helpeth
for the taming of wild beasts, for the strengthening of prisons,
it destroyeth the wealth of societies [absit omen!], it com-

pelleth a man to come to a certain place.' The twenty-first
'

is good for Harvests, gain buildings, and travellers, and
causeth divorce.' The twenty-second

'

promoteth the flight of

servants and captives that they may escape, and helpeth the

curing of diseases.' The twenty-third
' maketh for divorce,

liberty of captives and the health of the sick.' The twenty-
fourth '

is prevalent for the Benevolence of marryed folk, for

the victory of souldiers, it hurteth the execution of Govern-

ment, and hindreth that it may not be exercised/ The twenty -

fifth
'

helpeth besieging and revenge, it destroyeth enemies,
maketh diverse, confirmeth prisons and buildings, hasteneth

messengers, it conduceth to spels against copulation, and so

bindeth every member of man, that it cannot perform his

duty/ The twenty-sixth
' maketh for the Union and love of

men, for the health of captives, it destroyeth prisons and

buildings/ The twenty-seventh
' encreaseth Harvests, Re-

venues, Gain, it healeth infirmities, but hindreth buildings,

prolongeth prisons, causeth danger to Seamen, and helpeth to

infer mischiefs on whom you shall please/ The twenty-
eighth

' secureth travellers through dangerous places ;
it

maketh for the joy of marryed couples, but it strengtheneth
prisons, and causeth loss of treasures/ *

You will see therefore what a wide choice the dealer in

magic and spells had, and how easy it must have been for

him to make mistakes. I suggest that the twenty-seventh
mansion was the one chosen for the undoing of Ralph Scrope ;

'

it hindreth buildings, and helpeth to infer mischiefs on whom
you shall please/
The place was of the utmost importance. As Agrippa puts

it (p. 95),
' there be wonderfull vertues of places accompany-

ing them, either from things there placed, or the influences of

the Stars, or any other way/ Thus we learn (p. 96) that
' unto Jupiter are ascribed all priveledged places, Consistories

of noble men, Tribunals, Chaires, places for Exercises, Schools,
and all beautifull and clean places, scattered, or sprinkled with
divers odours/ Clearly the place where we are now gathered

belongs to Jupiter.
' To the Moon, wildernesses, woods, rocks,

hils, mountains, forrests, fountains, waters, rivers, seas, sea-

shores, ships, groves, high-waies, and granaries for Corn, and
such like/ The garden at Lincoln's Inn would at that time,

doubtless, come under the description of a wilderness.

* Cornelius Agrippa, op. cit. 285-289.

VOL. XVIII. K
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The Ralph Scrope, against whom this charm was directed,

can be identified with tolerable certainty. He was the

fourth son of John Scrope of Spennithorne, county Yorks,

and Hambledon, county Bucks, and was admitted to Lincoln's

Inn on July 4th, 1543. He was called to the Bar in 1548
;

in 1550 he was fined 'for goying out of the Hall on

Hallowmas evyn at the tyme of the Revelles/ He was

called to the Bench in 1558, but only accepted the call on

threat of expulsion. He was appointed Autumn Reader in

1560, but made default, and in 1562 paid 40 to be dis-

charged of both his Readings. In 1564-5 he was Treasurer of

the Inn. During his year of office he and two other Benchers

were appointed to supervise the rebuilding of the Irishmen's

chamber, which was called the Dove-house, doubtless on the

lucus a non lucendo principle. In November, 1570, he was
made one of the Governors of the Inn, and so continued

until his death in 1572. He was buried at Hambledon,

county Bucks. His great-great-grandson, Carr Scrope, was
created a baronet in 1668, but died without issue. The family
became extinct in 1792 on the death of Thomas Scrope. There
is nothing in the records of the Inn to suggest by whom or

under what circumstances the charm was made.
In Whitaker's History of Richmondshire *

(a reference for

which I am indebted to Mr. Hope), are figured two similar

lunar charms, with the square of the moon, the sigils of

the spirits, and on one of them the names of Hasmodai and
Schedbarschemoth. On one is written: 'I doe make this

that James Phillip, Jhon Phillip his son, Christopher Philip,
and Thomas Phillip his sons, shall fle Richemondshire, and

nothing prosper with any of them in Richemondshire.' On
the other one is: 'I did make this that the father James

Phillip, Jhon Phillip, and Arthur Phillip, and all the issue
of them, shall come presently to utter beggery, and nothinge
joy nor prosper with them in Richemondshire.' These were
found 'studiously concealed' in a heap of stones on Eatherbey
Moor. The James Philip and his sons were living in the

reign of Queen Elizabeth.

^

The Rev. Sabine Baring Gould has kindly lent me for exhi-
bition two charms having similar magical squares. One of
these is of iron with a square of five, which is the square of
Mars. '

These, with Mars being fortunate, being engraven
on an Iron plate, or sword, makes a man potent in war, and
judgments, and petitions, and terrible to his enemies, and
victorious against them' (Agrippa, op. cit. 240). On the

* Vol. i. 195.
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other side is a man in armour, with a sword in one hand and
a shield bearing a lion's face in the other, on his right side is

Aries and on his left Scorpio.
The second one is a square of seven, the square of Venus,

with the numbers given in Hebrew characters.
' This being

engraven on a Silver plate, Venus being fortunate, procureth
concord, endeth strife, procureth the love of women, con-

duceth to conception, is good against barreness, causeth ability
for generation, dissolves enchantments, and causeth peace
between man, and woman, and maketh all kinds of Animals
and Cattle fruitful

;
and being put into a Dove-house, causeth

an increase of Pigeons. It conduceth to the cure of all melan-

choly distempers, and causeth joyfulness ;
and being carryed

about travellers makes them fortunate. But if it be formed

upon Brass, with an unfortunate Venus, it causeth contrary-

things to all that hath bin above said
'

(Agrippa, op. cit.

241).
This particular charm seems to be stamped on two plates

of silver and brass which have then been fastened together.
The square is on the brass side, and therefore, presumably,
maleficent. On the silver side are two naked figures, one
crowned and seated in a chair, holding a wand in his left

hand. His right hand clasps the left hand of a standing

figure, holding an arrow in his left hand. By the first figure
is the name SATQVIEL, and by the second ANAEL. There
are various astrological symbols filling up the background."

*

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

Thursday, April 5th, 1900.

Sir JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L, LL.D., Sc.D, F.R.S.,

Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gift was announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Trustees of the British Museum : The Book of the Dead. Facsimiles
of the Papyri of Hunefer, Anhai, Kerasher, and Netchemet, with supple-

mentary text from the Papyrus of Nu. With transcripts, translations, c.

By E. A. Wallis Budge, M.A., Litt.D., D.Lit. Folio. London, 1899.

* For a leaden tablet with magical inscription found in 1892 at Dymock,
Gloucestershire, see The Reliquary and Illustrated ArcTiceoloqist, N. S. iii,

140.
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HERMANN FREDERICK WILLIAMS DEANE, Esq., M.A., and

JOHN EDWARD PRITCHARD, Esq., were admitted Fellows.

Notice was again given of the Anniversary Meeting to be

held on St. George's Day, at 2 p.m., and lists were read of the

names of those who on that day were to be submitted for

Ballot to fill the offices of Council, President, Treasurer,

Director, and Secretary respectively.

The Report of the Auditors of the Society's accounts for

the year 1899 was read. See pages 152-157.

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the Auditors for

their trouble and to the Treasurer for his good and faithful

services.

THOMAS J. GEORGE, Esq., communicated a paper on an

Archaeological Survey of Northamptonshire, which will be

published in continuation of the Society's series of Surveys.

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., M.A., Assistant Secretary,
read the following paper on some palimpsest Stall-plates of

Knights of the Garter :

" Some time ago, in view of a projected work illustrative of

the earlier Stall-plates of the Knights of the Garter in St.

George's Chapel at Windsor, I obtained leave for the plates to

be taken down to be photographed. I then noticed that in

several instances the plates were also engraved in part upon
the reverse, and as this fact does not seem to have been
noticed before, a few notes upon these palimpsest plates may
be of interest.

The plates in question are four in number. Three of them
belong to a group of twenty-eight plates, cut out to the

shape of the design, like the similar atchievements on monu-
mental brasses, and probably set up in 1421 when the
statutes of the Order were revised by Henry V. The other

plate is of later date.

The first example is the plate of Sir Nigel or Neel Loryng,
one of the Knights-founders of the Order, who died 18th
March, 1385-6. It bears a shield quarterly argent and gules
a bend engrailed sable, ensigned with a helm with red

mantling doubled ermine, surmounted by a noble panache
of black feathers issuing from a gold band. Below is a scroll
inscribed :

rnonf : ttectl : lorgns ; n'm' : ftinDr'.

This plate was originally in one piece, but before it was
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finally set up in the chapel the scroll was cut off, and the

shield separated from the rest of the plate, which was then

turned over and re-engraved with the same design as at first.

The several pieces were then put together again as we now
see them.
The second example is the plate of Sir Richard Grey, Lord

Grey of Codnor, who was elected K.G. in 1404, and died in

1418. The shield is simply harry of six argent and azure,
and the helm is surmounted by a peacock's head and wings
all argent, with a blue background, issuing from a red coronet.

The mantling is covered with silver feathers and turned up
ermine. The scroll is inscribed :

it f
'

: tre : 6reg : &fduufr
This plate has been treated in a similar way to that of

Sir Neel Loryng, but the uppermost piece has undergone a

drastic shearing down from its original ample proportions
before it was re-engraved, as may be seen from the photo-

graph of the original face, now the reverse. On comparing
this with the obverse it will be seen how completely the

design has been changed without altering it heraldically.
The original crest showed a large peacock's head and wings,
but the coronet was of oak leaves instead of ivy leaves as

later. The mantling was also covered with feathers, but of

bolder character than those now showing. The peacock's
head and wings are partly silvered, and there are traces of

silver on parts of the mantling ;
but any other silver or gilding

has been scraped off, leaving the copper bare. Here and
there on the crest are slight traces of the black enamel with
which the lines were filled.

The third example is the plate of Sir Hugh Stafford, who
was summoned to Parliament in 1411 as Baron Bourchier, in

right of his wife, Elizabeth, daughter and sole heiress of

Bartholomew, Lord Bourchier, and after his death in 1409
Baroness Bourchier suo jure. Sir Hugh was elected K.G. in

1418 or 1419, and died in 1420.

The shield is quarterly of Stafford, or a chevron gules, with
a mullet sable for difference on the chevron, and Bourchier,

argent a cross engrailed gules between four water bougets
sable. The helm is surmounted by a finely drawn swan's

head and neck and upraised wings, issuing from a gold
coronet of strawberry leaves, and has a black mantling turned

up ermine. From the hue of the mantling the crest appears
to be intended for a black swan. The scroll below the shield

is inscribed :

I*
* r * to Botu-c' ttfifi to ftafforlr.
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This plate has been cut up and the upper part reversed and

re-engraved as in the other two cases. The original mantling

and helm have been somewhat mutilated, as in Sir Richard

Grey's plate, but the crest, like Sir Neel Loryng's, has

escaped injury. It also represents a swan's head and neck

and wings, drawn with equal boldness to the other, but in a

different manner. In this case the swan was undoubtedly

silver, with black lines and a red beak. It issues from a

coronet, once gilt, which differs from the later one in being

of oak instead of strawberry leaves. Besides the traces of

enamel already noted there are some remains of blue on the

helm, but none in the mantling. The gilding of the coronet

has been carefully scraped off.

We have now to consider why these plates have been

treated in the curious fashion described.

It will be found upon examination that all the existing

plates of knights elected down to and including 1421 are so

drawn that the helm and crest face the high altar. On the

plates on the south side this involves nothing unusual, but in

those on the north side the helms and crests are turned to the

sinister, and the charges on the shields also, where they lend

themselves to such treatment. Now there can be little doubt

that the three plates described, which are all now fixed in the

twentieth stall on the north or Prince's side, were originally
drawn to be placed on the south or Sovereign's side. The

mistake, however, was not detected until the plates were

finished, and it was then easier and cheaper to cut them up
and rearrange the pieces than to make new plates. It thus

happens that in Sir Neel Loryng's plate the new helm faces

the sinister, but the shield retains the engrailed bend dexter.

After the re-engraving of the helms and crests the shields were
turned round so as to hang by the dexter corner instead of as

at first by the sinister, and the scrolls were affixed to what had
now become the lower side of the shields. The drawings and

photographs exhibited will enable the present arrangement of

the plates to be compared with the original.
The fourth example differs in every way from those

described. The plate is that of Sir John le Scrope, fifth

Lord Scrope of Bolton, who was elected K.G. about 1461,
and died in 1498. It is quadrangular in form, and bears
Lord Scrope's heraldic atchievements within a red cable
border. The shield bears the arms of Scrope, azure a bend
or, quartering Tiptoft, argent a saltire engrailed gules. The
helm,

^

which is silver, garnished gold, is covered with a blue

mantling lined ermine, and surmounted by a huge panache of
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blue feathers issuing from a red coronet. Above the crest is

pounced the motto :

autre

Owing to imperfect fushion or crystallisation of the enamel,
what should have been translucent blue is for the most part a

dirty opaque white.

On the reverse is engraved what is apparently the unfinished

design for an entirely different plate. The helm with its large
buckle seems to be complete, as is also the crest, but the torse

and the mantling, though properly outlined, are only partly
finished. The mantling was intended to be powdered with a
device on an enamelled ground and lined ermine, but the

metal is cut away in two places only, and none of the ermine

spots has been engraved. The shield is simply sketched in

outline, without any hint as to the charges. The crest is the

head of an old man with long beard, with drawn hood and

long lappet behind. There are slight indications that this

was to have been filled in with white enamel. The mantling
bears traces of red. The badge with which it was to have
been powdered is a type of mallet unusual in English heraldry,
but of a common form in the Low Countries.

There is so little to help that it is difficult to say for whom
this plate could have been begun, for I think it may be
assumed to be an unfinished stall-plate.

It is, however, possible that it was for Sir William Bonvile,
Lord Bonvile, who was elected K.G. 8th February, 1460-1,
and beheaded ten days later for espousing the Yorkshire cause.

A cast of a seal of his in the British Museum bears the same

crest, an old man's head with long cap. Probably the plate
was ordered, but not proceeded with on account of his un-

timely death. It thus became a "
waster," and was finally

used for the plate of Sir John le Scrope."

Thanks were ordered be be returned for these communi-
cations.

A Ballot opened at 8.45 p.m. and closed at 9.30 p.m., when
the following gentlemen were declared duly elected Honorary
Fellows of the Society :

Cavaliere Giacomo Boni.

Dr. Henry Angst.
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We, the AUDITORS appointed to audit the ACCOUNTS of the SOCIETY

to the 31st day of December, 1899, having examined the

find the same to be accurate.

CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR

KECEIPTS.
1899.

Balance in hand, 1st January, 1899

Annual Subscriptions :

7 at 3 3s., arrears due, 1898 .

6 at 2 2s.. ditto

1 at 1 Is., balance ditto

435 at 3 3s., due 1st January, 1899 .

138 at 2 2s., ditto

8 at 1 11s. 6d., due 1st July, 1899 .

Compositions :

2 Fellows at 55

Admissions :

22 Fellows at 8 8s. .

Dividend on 10,583 19s. 3d. 3 per cent. Metro-

politan Stock .....
Stevenson's Bequest :

Dividend on Bank Stock and other Invest-
ments and from the Court of Chancery

Owen Fund :

Dividend on 300 Annuities 2 per cent.

Sale of Published Works .

Sundry Receipts .....

s. d.

22 1

10 10
1 1

1370 5

289 16
12 12

s.

123 15

1706 5

110

184 16

306 18 8

651 10 1

750
152 4

8 18 8

3251 8 10
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OF ANTIQUARIES OP LONDON, from the 1st day of January, 1899,
underwritten ACCOUNTS, with the Vouchers relating thereto, do

ENDING 31st DECEMBER, 1899.
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RESEARCH FUND ACCOUNT, FOE

RECEIPTS.
s. d.

Balance in hand, 1st January, 1899

DlV1
12

n
months' Dividend on 1705 13s. 4d. India

3 per cent. Stock . ^
12 Months' Dividend on 500 J. Dickinson & Com-

pany, Limited, 5 per cent. Preference Stock

115 2 10

21547 14 11 29913 19 5

OWEN FUND.

2^ per cent. Annuities . . . 300 291

RESEAECH FUND.

India 3J per cent. Stock .... 1705 13 4 1867 14 1

J. Dickinson & Co., Limited, 5 per cent. Preference
Stock 500 00 632 10

2205 13 4 2500 4 1
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THE YEAB ENDING 30th DECEMBER, 1899.

EXPENDITURE.

Silchester Excavation Fund
Ribchester Excavations ....
Hedsor Excavations.....
Waverley Abbey Excavations
Excavations at Canterbury
Caerwent Excavations . . .

Verulamium Excavation Fund
Cash in hand (Coutts & Co.) 30th December, 1899

s. d.

50500500500
4 10500

15

25 12 10

115 2 10

30TH DECEMBER, 1899.

A Value atAmount
30th December,of Stock.

s. d.

In the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division.
In the suit of Thornton v. Stevenson.

The Stocks remaining in Court to the credit of
this cause are as follows :

Great Western Railway 5 per cent. Guaran-
teed Stock ..... 8894

Midland Railway 2^ per cent. Preferential

Stock . . 15145 12 7

s. d.

24039 12 7

After payment of the Annuities, now amounting to 400 per annum, the

Society is entitled to one-fourth share of the residue of the Income on the above

Funds. This is payable after the 10th April and 10th October in every year.

Witness our hands this 27th day of March, 1900.

ALFRED HIGGINS,
HERBERT JONES,
FREDERICK DAVIS,
WILLIAM MINET.
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ANNIVERSARY,
ST. GEORGE'S DAY,

MONDAY, 23rd APRIL, 1900.

SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., Sc.D., F.R.S.,

Vice-President, and afterwards, HAROLD ARTHUR,
Viscount DILLON, Hon. M.A. Oxon, President, in the

Chair.

WALTER LLEWELLYN NASH, Esq., and WILLIAM LOFTIE

RUTTON, Esq., were nominated Scrutators of the Ballot.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Rev. Henry Norris.

Joseph Alfred Bradney, Esq., B.A.

At 2.30 p.m. the PRESIDENT proceeded to deliver the follow-

ing Address :

GENTLEMEN,

The recurrence of our Anniversary on St. George's Day, a

day which it seems recent events will perhaps make more
" a day much to be observed

"
than has been the custom

heretofore, brings with it the customary summing up of our
losses and accessions during the past twelve months, and the

statement of the incidents which may interest or concern
the Fellows. As you will see by the list of deaths, the

Society has as usual to mourn the disappearance from our
rooms and Fellowship of several who have more or less con-
tributed to the aims and ends of this body. If I may be
allowed to use the expression, the loss of active Members
has not been numerically so great as during some years, but
we shall miss from the Meeting-room some faces which were

very familiar and must be no less regretted. And during
the past year our losses have not been only those which may
be reasonably expected in any body of men of mature age,
but the war in South Africa has not overlooked the Society
in its inroads on the peace and happiness of our country.
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Our losses have been as follows :

Sir Arthur Blomfield, Knt., M.A., A.R.A. 30 October
1899.

Henry Hockey Burnell, Esq. 30 October, 1899.

Sir Frederic William Burton, Knt., LL.D. 16 March,
1900.

William Butterfield, Esq. 23 February, 1900.
* Rev. Frederic Thomas Colby, D.D. 26 November,

1899.

Major Charles Russell Day. February, 1900.
* Richard Saul Ferguson, Esq., M.A., LL.M., Chancellor of

Carlisle. 3 March, 1900.
* John Edmund Gardner, Esq. 29 December, 1899.

Richard Hudson Joseph Gurney, Esq. 6 May, 1899.

John Daniel Leader, Esq. 30 December, 1899.

Lieut.-Col. Sir John Farnaby Lennard, Bart. 21

December, 1899.

Rev. Edward Marshall, M.A. 13 September, 1899.

Major William Joseph Myers. 30 October, 1899.
* Rev. Elias Owen, M.A. 19 May, 1899.
* Robert William Cochran Patrick, Esq. 15 March,

1899.

George Plucknett, Esq. 13 November, 1898.

Rev. John Hutton Pollexfen, M.A. 6 June, 1899.

Hugh Galbraith Reid, Esq. 4 November, 1899.
* Richard Reynolds Rowe, Esq., F.R.I.B.A., M.Inst., C.E.,

21 December, 1899.
* Thomas Glazebrook Rylands, Esq. 14 February, 1900.

Andrew White Tuer, Esq. 24 February, 1900.

Henry Vaughan, Esq. 26 November, 1899.

Henry Thomas Wace, Esq. 23 July, 1899.
* William White, Esq. 22 January, 1900.

Stephen William Williams, Esq., F.R.I.B.A. 11 Decem-

ber, 1899.

The following has also resigned :

Rev. George Arthur Edwin Kempson, M.A.

Since the last Anniversary the following have been
elected :

As Honorary Fellows :

Cavaliere Giacomo Boni.

Dr. Henry Angst.
* Denotes Compounder.
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As Ordinary Fellows :

James Beresford Atlay, Esq.
* Henry Edward Montgomery Baylis, Esq.

Charles Francis Bell, Esq.

William Bemrose, Esq.

Charles Angell Bradford, Esq.

Harold Brakspear, Esq.

John Brinton, Esq.
Thomas Butler Cato, Esq.

Ernest Crofts, Esq., R.A.

Hermann Frederick Williams Deane, Esq., M.A.

Arthur Penman, Esq., M.A.

Rev. Francis John Eld, M.A.

Col. William Bruce Raikes Hall, R.A.

William Hamilton Hall, Esq.

George Hubbard, Esq.
Falconer Madan, Esq., M.A.

Frederic William Maitland, Esq., M.A., LL.D., Downing
Professor of Laws in the University of Cambridge.

Rev. Henry Norris.

John Emanuel Pritchard, Esq.
Frederick Edward Sidney, Esq.
Herbert Robert Henry Southam, Esq.
Robert Steele, Esq.

George James Turner, Esq.
Robert Bell Turton, Esq., M.A.

Rev. Frederic William Weaver, M.A.

In point of seniority in the Society the late Mr. GEORGE
ROBERT NICHOL WRIGHT, who was elected a Fellow in 1857,

should be first mentioned. He was in former years a frequent
attendant at our meetings, though he does not appear to have
made any communications to the Society. But that he was
an active antiquary we have evidence in the number of con-

tributions from his pen to the British Archseological Associa-

tion, of which he was a Member from its earliest days in 1843.

He also wrote Archaeological and Historic Fragments and
Local Lays and Legends. . Mr. Wright died on April 2 at the

ripe age of 80.

Next to him come the late Sir J. F. LENNARD, Bart., and
Mr. RICHARD R. ROWE, elected respectively in 1860 and
1862.

Sir FREDERICK BURTON was born in 1816, and was educated
in Dublin, where at the age of 21 he became an Associate of
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the Eoyal Hibernian Academy, and two years later a Member.

He, early in life, interested himself in the study of Irish Anti-

quities, though painting was his real occupation. In 1851 he
went to Munich, where he began a seven-year course of work,

becoming in 1851 an Associate of the old Water Colour

Society, and in the following year a Member. He exhibited

for some fourteen years, leaving the Society in company with
the late Sir E. Burne Jones in 1870, though some sixteen years
later they were both made Honorary Members of that body,
when he had virtually ceased to practise his art. In 1863 he
was elected a Fellow of our Society, and often attended

our meetings, at which his knowledge and experience were

appreciated. In 1874 he succeeded Sir William Boxall as

Director of the National Gallery, which post he held for

twenty years. During his period of office the Gallery received

very many additions, and notably the pictures from Blenheim.
Later opinions have justified the large outlay for these latter

works, and the catalogue which Sir F. Burton prepared of the

treasures in the Gallery will long continue a memorial of his

ability and devotion to his work. Of a sensitive and warm-
hearted nature, he had at the same time a reserved and

dignified manner which from others than his intimate friends

concealed much of the real man. Sir Frederick died on
March 15 of this year after an illness of some weeks.

Mr. WILLIAM WHITE, who was elected in 1864, Mr. H. H.
BURNELL in 1865, Mr. GEORGE PLUCKNETT and Mr. H. T.

WARE in 1868, as also Eev. F. T. COLBY, D.D., elected in

1870, do not appear to have made any communications to

the Society. Dr. Colby edited Visitations of Devon and
Somerset for the Harleian Society.

The Rev. EDWARD MARSHALL, M.A., was a zealous anti-

quary, and had done much for the history of parts of the

county of Oxford, where he spent some fifty-two years of his

life. Educated at Corpus Christi College, Oxford, of which he
was in later years a Fellow, he was ordained in 1839, and held

successive posts as curate at Enstone, then at Somerton, after

wards at St. Mary Magdalen, Oxford, and then at Hempton.
From 1866-1878 he was diocesan inspector of schools for the

deanery of Oxford, and since 1884 he held the living of Sanford
St. Martin. Here, on property which descended to him, he led

an active and pleasant life, maintaining the school at his own
expense, and in every way contributing to the advantage of

his neighbours and friends. His History of Woodstock, and
smaller works on Enstone, Sanford, etc., give ample evidence

VOL. XVIII. L
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of his careful and critical antiquarian knowledge. As a classic

he was well known to many for his ready pen, and with

earnestness carried out the spirit of his own expression that

" the younger clergy should learn to exercise the ministry of

reconciliation committed to them when they were ordained

priests, and to practise it themselves." Mr. Marshall died

September 13th of last year, aged 84.

Mr. J. D. LEADER, who was elected a Fellow in 1875, died

30th December last year, but I do not find any communications

from him in our publications, though he was interested in local

antiquarian matters, and especially in the detention of Mary
Queen of Scots at Sheffield.

In the death of Chancellor FERGUSON the Society has

suffered a severe loss, and the antiquarian world is so much
the poorer for his removal from amongst us.

Chancellor Ferguson was Chairman of the Cumberland

Quarter Sessions, had twice filled the office of Mayor of his

own town, and was made a freeman of that city. Born in

1837, and educated at Shrewsbury and at St. John's College,

Cambridge, he was called to the bar in 1862 at Lincoln's Inn,
and practised on the Northern Circuit for some ten years. His
health failing, he travelled in Egypt and Australia, and on his

return he turned into that line of study which he so well

adorned. His published works were numerous, and his

generous and active help contributed largely to the successful

Corporation Museum at Carlisle, in the municipal work of

which town he took a leading part, as also in the establishment
of Tullie House.

Chancellor Eichard Saul Ferguson was elected a Fellow
on 1st March, 1877, and was from that date one of the most

regular contributors to our Proceedings, and during his

presence in London each year a very constant attendant at
our meetings. His exhibitions and communications were most
valuable, and covered an immense period of antiquity and a

very varied field of research. His reports as Local Secretary
for Cumberland and Westmorland, to which office he was
nominated in 1877, were models of what a Local Secretary for
this Society should produce. It would be tedious to recount
the many matters to which he directed our attention at
different times, but anyone who looks through the publications
of the Society between 1877 and the present year, will be able
to form some slight idea of his catholic knowledge of the past.
Of course, Roman Cumberland and Westmorland were fruitful

grounds in which a mind like his could find a constantly
recurring harvest of inquiries.
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But our late Fellow was by no means confined in his studies

to those early ages. Dutch tobacco boxes, Limoges enamels,

English planispheres, Elizabethan tablets, Chap books in our

Library, and many other subjects received his attention and

description. The care and preservation of ancient buildings
in his district and the results of excavations on the Roman
Wall were duly reported to the Society. Reference here is

only made to some of those subjects on which he discoursed

pleasantly and learnedly in these rooms, but Local Societies

and the Archaeological Institute also benefited by his energy
and knowledge. It is right also to mention the willing
assistance and advice he was always ready to give to those

who were wise enough to seek it. In the Archaeological map
of Cumberland and Westmorland, published in Archaeologia,
he contributed a most interesting and valuable share to the

great work which it is hoped the Society will some day
accomplish.

Those who have made the Roman Wall the subject of pick
and spade inquiry, benefited largely by his assistance and his

influence in that part of England. His kindly manner and
cheerful face will be much missed at our meetings, but he has
left us an excellent example for the future.

He served on our Council in 1890.

Chancellor Ferguson died March 3, this year.

Mr. J. E. GARDNER, Mr. J. E. WORSLEY, and Mr. THOS.
GLAZEBROOK RYLANDS, were elected Fellows in 1877, but
did not contribute to our publications. Mr. Gardner died

last December, Mr. Worsley, September 19, 1899, and Mr.

Rylands, February 14, 1900.

The late Mr. HENRY VAUGHAN, was a connoisseur of much
judgment, to which he added great generosity. The British

Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum have benefited

largely by these two qualities, having received from him many
valuable gifts of drawings by Raphael and Michael Angelo,
while to the National Gallery his donation of Constable's

Haywain was an exceptionally splendid addition to the col-

lection. This, which was an anonymous gift, further ex-

emplified the modest nature of our late Fellow. It seems but
a very short time since he was at our meetings, though he
died on November 20, 1899, in his 91st year, having been

elected a Fellow in 1879.

Mr. ROBERT WILLIAM COCHRAN PATRICK,was elected a Fellow
in 1881. He was for some time Under Secretary of State for

Scotland, and was an ardent numismatist, and has left behind

L 2
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him, as a lasting memorial of his industry and knowledge, the

two' volumes of Records of the Coinage of Scotland. He died

on March 15 last year, so should have been included in the

notice of deaths last anniversary.

Two distinguished architects who were elected Fellows in

1881 have died within the last six months: Sir ARTHUR

BLOMFIELD, M.A., A.R.A., on October 30 last year, and

Mr. WILLIAM BUTTERFIELD on February 23, 1900. Like some

other architects, also Fellows, these gentlemen did not always

gain the approval of Antiquaries by the "
restorations

"
they

affected, and that of course is the aspect in which the Society

regards 'chiefly the work of its Fellows, and looks to them to

carry out the objects and hopes of lovers of antiquity even

though it be only of two or three centuries.

Mr. BENJAMIN E. FERREY, F.R.I.B.A., was elected in 1883,

died on the 19th of this month.

The Rev. JOHN H. POLLEXFEN also joined the Society in

1881, and died on the 6th June last year, aged 86.

The Rev. FRANCIS HASLEWOOD, who was elected a Fellow

in 1885, died on the 8th of this month. He was for 25 years
rector of St. Mathew's, Ipswich, and acted as Secretary of the

Suffolk Institute of Archaeology and Natural History.

Mr. ANDREW WHITE TUER, joined the Society in 1890. Like
Mr. Syer Cuming he turned his attention to (among other

things) some of the details of bygone days, which though not in

the ordinary lines such as architecture, genealogy, ecclesiology,

etc., have still many interested students, and help to build up
our knowledge of how our ancestors lived and moved and had
their being. Mr. Tuer on several occasions exhibited and
described objects of domestic use of past times. He died 24

February this year.

The late Mr. H. G. REID, who died 4 November last year, was
elected a Fellow in 1887, and the Rev. E. Owen, elected in

1890, died 19 May, 1899. Neither of these gentlemen appears
amongst the contributors to our publications.

Mr. STEPHEN W. WILLIAMS, F.R.I.B.A., was elected in 1892.
He was chiefly interested in the antiquities of the Principality,
and contributed to the Cambrian Archaeological Society several

papers on " Monumental Effigies in Wales." In 1888 he con-
ducted explorations on the site of the Cistercian Abbey at
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Strata Florida, and exhibited before this Society drawings
and plans connected with this work, the full results of which
he published in a book. He died December 11, 1899.

The late Major CHARLES RUSSELL DAY, of the Oxfordshire

Light Infantry, who died in February of wounds received at

Paardeberg, South Africa, was elected a Fellow in 1892. He
spent five years in India, where he saw active service and was

severely wounded. During his residence in that country he
devoted his leisure to a full study of Eastern music, and in

1891 published The Music and Musical Instruments of
Southern India and the Deccan, a handsome and valuable
volume. European military music also received much atten-

tion from him, and at the Military Exhibition in 1890, and the
Vienna Exhibition in 1892, his advice and experience in

matters connected with the history of music was sought and

highly appreciated by the authorities. He was an excellent

officer and an agreeable companion, and though our Society
received no communications from him, it is probable, had
he been spared, that we should have derived much valuable

assistance from him in the line of study which he so

thoroughly and ably pursued. He was but 40 years of age
at his death.

In the late Major W. J. MYERS, of the King's Royal Rifle

Corps, who fell in the battle of Farquhar's Farm, near Lady-
smith, 20 October, 1899, the Society have lost a Fellow from
whose knowledge of Egyptian and Arab work and arts we had

every reason to hope we should have benefited. Entering
the army in 1878, he served in the Zulu war and in the

Egyptian war of 1885. He found time also to make a large col-

lection of Egyptian and Arab antiquities, now in the Victoria

and Albert Museum, and combined with the zeal of a collector

the knowledge and experience which should always accompany
and dignify the useful though less valuable bringing together
of various objects, and without which accomplishments the

antiquary's work is but partially performed.
Major Myers joined the Society in 1898, but had not con-

tributed to our Proceedings.

Of famous antiquaries, not Fellows of our Society, I must
mention the name of the late Sir Henry Dryden, Bart., who died
in July, 1899. Born in 1818, he received his education, like

so many other distinguished men, at Shrewsbury School, and
took his M.A. at Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1839. He
was a great authority on the Late Celtic period, and also made
the early stone monuments of this country the subject of much
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practical and literary research. Ecclesiastical architecture

and the history of his own county of Northampton also en-

gaged his attention, and formed the subjects of
^
many papers

contributed by him to the Archaeological Institute and the

local architectural societies. In 1850 and 1882 he contributed

papers to our Society on "
Anglo-Saxon remains at Marston,

St. Laurence, North Hants," and other excavations at the

same place, which have been printed in Archaeologia, vols.

xxxiii. and xlviii.

Sir THOMAS NEWENHAM DEANE, the well-known architect,

was from 1877 to 1896 Local Secretary for Ireland, and besides

other offices he held in Ireland, was appointed, under Sir John
Lubbock's Act, curator of the National Monuments in Ireland.

The restoration of Christchurch Cathedral, Dublin, and the

designing of several public buildings in that country, and of

the Museum at Oxford, brought his name before many. In

1890 he was knighted, as had been his father, also a well-known
architect.

Professor PIAZZI SMYTH made the Pyramids of Egypt his

own, and if many thought his astronomical deductions more
correct than his theories on the origin and reason of the

Pyramids, he at all events connected his name with the study
of the latter more accessible objects.

The late Canon J. C. ATKINSON, D.C.L., who died March 31,

1900, at the ripe age of 86, devoted much time to the eccle-

siastical history of Yorkshire, and his History of Cleveland,
his editions of the Chartularies of Whitby and Rievaulx,
which were published by the Surtees Society, and the Coucher
Book of Furness Abbey, were valuable coutributions to

subjects which have especial interest for a large number of
our Fellows. Local history, natural history, and philology
also benefited by his labours, which were recognised officially

by a grant of 100 per annum from the civil list, and the degree
of D.C.L. conferred by the University of Durham. He was
an active and zealous parish priest, and his loss will be felt

by many, especially by those amidst whom he had spent the
last 53 years of an active life.

Our hon. Fellow M. CHABOUILLET of Paris has died since
last meeting.

The subject of the Leicester Hospital has been before the
Council on various occasions, and Mr. St. John Hope supplied
a full report on the extent and state of the buildings. Recently
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a plan suggested by our Fellow and Vice-President, Mr.

Micklethwaite, has been adopted by those in charge of the

buildings. By this plan the safety and preservation of almost
the whole range has been ensured.

The Council have also made suggestions for the preserva-
tion of the decayed church of Stoke Mandeville.

The Charity Commissioners have reported that the ques-
tion of Bartholomew's Hospital at Oxford has been advan-

tageously settled by the reservation of the building and one
rood of land. An anonymous donation of 500 has been

received, which will provide for the necessary repair of the

Chapel. The rest of the building will become the property
of Oriel College, who will consult our Fellow Mr. Jackson on
the best means for their preservation.
The subject of the threatened demolition of the Church of

Long Bennington, with a view to the erection of a more con-

veniently situated modern church, has been brought before

the Council, who are making inquiries in the matter.

The Council have also addressed a letter to the authorities

deprecating the proposed destruction of the interesting fortifi-

cations of Famagusta, with the view of utilising the stone-

work in the construction of a new mole, the subject having
been brought to their attention by Mr. J. L. Myers.

In the Eastern Mediterranean the problem of the origins of

European civilisation has been sensibly advanced towards a

solution by the renewal of excavations on the prehistoric
settlement in Melos by the British School of Archaeology. A
number of new points of continuity have been made out
between the preliminary stages of the Mycenaean civilisation

and its culmination, and a mass of new material has been
made available for study in the National Museum of Athens,
both from these Melian excavations and from the early tombs

opened by Dr. Trountas in Syros, Siphnos, Paros, and some of

the other islands of the Southern ^Egean.
In Crete the political conditions have at last become

favourable to archaeological enterprise, and France, Italy, and

England are all represented in this new field. A Cretan

Exploration Fund, organised by our Fellow Mr. Arthur Evans,
and by the Director of the British School, Mr. Hogarth, has
in face already got to work at Gnossus, the largest and richest

site in the island
;
and within the last few days news has

arrived of the success of this excavation, which has even sur-

passed the high expectations of everyone who knew the site.

Not only have a number of tombs and buildings been found
in the lower town, with a complete series of pottery-fabrics

running through from the simple black incised ware of the
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pre-Mycensean period to the best and most characteristic

products of the mature style ;
but on the citadel of Kephala

itself a great Mycenaean palace has already been partly cleared,

comparable only with that at Tiryns, and in the elaboration

and beauty of its carved and painted ornamentations distinctly

superior to it. Most important of all, Mr. Evans has found

in the chambers of the palace a large collection of clay tablets

like those of Babylonia, but covered with inscriptions of con-

siderable length in the same Mycenaean pictographic script

as Mr. Evans has already made familiar from the sealstones

and votive graffiti of the lower ^Egean. The inscriptions are

in some cases as much as 11 lines long. They have been

written by expert scribes ; many of them bear endorsements

in the same script on the reverse; and in one case a con-

siderable number of them were found together as they had

been originally put away, in a large clay bath-like vessel of a

form which is characteristic of the Mycenaean style in Crete.

The importance of this discovery does not need to be

emphasised at length, and it is hardly necessary to say that

the work of excavation is being pressed on as far as the

limited resources of the fund will permit.
Outside the ^Egean two important pieces of work have

been carried forward. The Palestine Exploration Fund has

succeeded at Dell Zakharizeh and Dell es Safi, in the Philistine

country, in bringing to light a number of objects which con-

firm and enlarge our notion of the extent to w^hich the Pales-

tinian lowland came under the influence of ^Egean adventure
and civilisation. And in Asia Minor the researches and for-

tunate minor excavations of Dr. Chantre, now fully published
in his monograph on Cappadocia, and the careful and extended
surface explorations of Messrs. Munro, J. G. C. Anderson,
and others, have added much to our knowledge of the early

stages of Anatolian civilisation, as well as of its later develop-
ments.

For Hellenic Egypt, the excavations conducted at Nau-
kratis by members of the British School, at the charges of the

Society of Dillettanti, have rendered essential service in

revising our ideas of that early Greek settlement, and in

materially correcting its topography. The tangible results of

this timely investigation were exhibited in the summer in this

room, and are now distributed between the British Museum
and the museums of Oxford and Cambridge.A request by the rector of Norbury Church for the report
made to the Council by one of our Fellows with a view to

using the said report as a lever for subscriptions has been
declined, as it is felt that such a course would be undesirable.
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It is not advisable that reports made on the archaeological
aspect and merits of buildings should, except under special
circumstances, be used for purposes other than those for which
they were prepared.
The excavations carried out at Silchester during the past

year have continued to add to our knowledge of the Romano-
British town. Two more insulce, covering about 5J acres,
were examined, and the foundations of some seven or eight
houses and of several minor structures were explored and
planned. But the feature of the year's work was the

unusually large quantity of pottery found in the rubbish pits
and trenches. About 80 whole vessels have been recovered,
a number almost sufficient to equip a local museum. The coins
and other small objects found do not call for any special
notice.

These important excavations have now been carried on

systematically for 10 successful seasons, and a few more years
ought to witness the complete exploration of the site. It

is much to be hoped, therefore, that the financial support
which has been so generously accorded hitherto may continue
to be given to so desirable an end.

Grants from the Research Fund have been made in the

following instances. To the Silchester Sub-Committee 25
;

for the excavations at the site of Verulamium 15
;
and 5

was contributed toward the repair of the old guard house at

Southampton, the preservation of which with other portions
of the enceinte of the town exercised the attention of the

Society last year. A grant was also made for excavations in

the Precincts at Canterbury. It should be mentioned that
thanks to our Secretary, Mr. Read, the carefully executed

copperplates of the gold cup (now in the British Museum)
executed for Baron Pichon have become the property of the

Society, and impressions from them will accompany the

descriptive text in the forthcoming part of Vetusta Monu-
menta.

The subject of the preservation of ancient local records has

been considered by the Society, and answers to certain

inquiries from a Sub-Committee of the House of Commons
having been prepared, it is hoped that the necessary steps for

legislation of a permissive and inoffensive character may be

taken for this most desirable object.

Mr. EDWIN FRESHFIELD Jun.'s name has, at Dr. Freshfield's

request, been substituted for the latter on the Committee on
Union of Benefices.
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Mr. MILL STEPHENSON, F.S.A. has now completed his self-

imposed task of the classification and arrangement of the

large collection of brass rubbings in the possession of the

Society, which owes him its best thanks for this very useful

work. He informs me that the Society's collection of rubbings
of brasses, the English section is all arranged and in order.

A rough estimate gives the number of rubbings as between five

and six thousand ;
one county, Norfolk, being responsible for

about eleven hundred. This county may be said to be com-

plete, one figure brass and a few inscriptions, mostly of late

date, being the only things wanted.

The Foreign section is in rough order, but pending the

receipt of a promised gift from Mr. J. G. Waller of his col-

lection of foreign brasses, it is as well to keep it there for the

sake of comparison, and in order to avoid errors and duplica-
tion in the catalogue. The English catalogue is complete,
and contained in the books provided by the late Sir A. W.
Franks. The Society has been fortunate enough to find ready

helpers in several counties. The Rev. H. W. Macklin and
Mr. H. K. R. Sanderson have contributed numerous examples.
Mr. Challoner Smith has completed Berkshire, and done a

great deal towards the completion of Oxfordshire, which he

hopes to carry out in time.

The late Chancellor Ferguson completed Cumberland
and Westmorland for us. The county of Essex is within
measurable distance of completion, thanks to Messrs. Christy,
Porteous, and Bertram Smith. The latter has contributed
over one hundred rubbings. It is gratifying to be able to

record that the collection has been of much service to these
three gentlemen in the preparation of their work on Essex
Brasses. Mr. W. H. Knowles has nearly completed the

county of Durham, and has sent various other rubbings for
the north country. Amongst what may be called miscel-
laneous benefactors, including rubbings from various parts,
are Messrs Hope, Page, Wells, Myers, Beloe, Jun., Clinch,
the Rev. G. E. Jeans, and Mr. Stephenson himself. Amongst
other things Mr. Hope materially strengthened the Derbyshire
collection. Mr. F. J. Methold also very kindly sent up a

large number of rubbings for selection, and some have proved
acceptable.

Mr. Waller has expressed his intention of presenting the
whole of his collection, and a part has already been deposited
in the Society's apartments.

The arrangements made with the late Mr. QUARITCH with
regard ^to

the publications of the Society have been renewed
with his son and successor.
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With regard to our internal arrangements, it may interest

the Fellows to know that the re-wiring of the whole of our
electrical installation is being effected. Arrangements are also

being made for the erection of a safe in which may be

deposited such objects of great value as may from time to

time be in our charge during the periods necessary for their

examination. Mr. Clinch has also been instructed to make

photographs of objects lent for exhibition, &c., with a view to

illustrations being prepared for our publications, or a record

being kept of interesting subjects which may be temporarily
in our care. While on this subject it has been suggested that

the formation of a collection of lantern slides of interesting

objects, views, &c., might with great advantage be considered.

Fellows who would contribute slides to this collection would
at all times be able to use them for illustration of papers read

here or elsewhere, and in addition many communications to

the Society might be, when desirable, illustrated from the

collection thus formed. Our Secretary has already made a
commencement of such a system, and it is to be hoped that

this may lead other Fellows to thus contribute to the fuller

and more convenient illustration of papers read before the

Society.

In conformity with instructions from the Council, a large
number of useless books, &c., have been disposed of on favour-

able terms, and their space has become available for works
suitable for our Library, but the space so gained is small, and
the Library is happily increasing in extent, so that steps will

have soon to be taken to afford yet more shelf room.

The Council have, as in former years, granted the use of the

Meeting Room to the Silchester Exploration Committee, and
to various bodies, having objects cognate to those of this

Society.
The use of the Library was also given to Sir John Evans for

a conversazione on the occasion of his 50th year of connection

with the Numismatic Society.

I must, as last year, thank the officers and all connected

with the Society for the help and kindly assistance with

which they have at all times assisted me."

At the conclusion of the President's Address the following
Resolution was moved by Sir JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., V.P.,

seconded by E. W. BRABROOK, Esq., C.B., and carried unani-

mously :

" That the best thanks of the Meeting be offered to the
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President for his Address, and that he be requested to allow

it to be printed."

The PRESIDENT signified his assent.

The Scrutators having reported that the Members of the

Council in List I. and the Officers of the Society in List II.

had been elected, the following List was read from the
Chair of those who had been elected as Council and Officers

for the ensuing year :

Eleven Membersfrom the Old Council.

Harold Arthur, Viscount Dillon, Hon.M.A.Oxon,
President.

Everard Green, Esq., Rouge Dragon, Vice-President.
John Thomas Micklethwaite, Esq., Vice-President.
Sir Edward Maunde Thompson, K.C.B., LL.D., D.C.L.

Vice-President.

Philip Norman, Esq., Treasurer.
Frederick George Hilton Price, Esq., Director.
Charles Hercules Read, Esq., Secretary.
William Gowland, Esq.
Emanuel Green, Esq.
Herbert Jones, Esq.
George Henry Overend, Esq.

Ten Members of the New Council.

Wilfred Joseph Cripps, Esq., C.B., M.A.
Frederick Davis, Esq.
Arthur John Evans, Esq., M.A.
Edwin Hanson Freshfield, Esq., M.A.
Herbert Appold Grueber. Esq.
Richard Rivington Holmes, Esq., M.V.O.
Sir Henry Hoyle Howorth, K.C.I.E., D.C.L., M.P., F.R.S.
William Minet, Esq., M.A.

Henry Francis Pelham, Esq., M.A.
William Barclay Squire, Esq., B.A.

Thanks were returned to the Scrutators for their trouble.

^

Pursuant to the Statutes, ch. iii. 3, the names of the
following, who had failed to pay all moneys due from them
to the Society, and for such default had ceased to be Fellows
Of the Society, were read from the Chair, and the President
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made an entry of their amoval against their names in the

Register of the Society :

Alphonse van Branteghem, Esq.
James Stirling Dyce, Esq.

Very Rev. David Howell, B.D., Dean of St.

David's.

Frederick Vallance James, Esq.

Thursday, May 3rd, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : Privy Council Appeals. A manual showing the practice
and procedure in Colonial and Indian Appeals. By Thomas Preston, F.S.A.
8vo. London, 1900.

From the Corporation of the City of London : Calendar of Letter-books

preserved among the Archives of the Corporation of the City of London at

the Guildhall. Letter-book B. circa A.D. 1275-1312. 8vo. London, 1900.

Prom John E. Pritchard, Esq., F.S.A : A History of Banking in Bristol from
1750 to 1899. By C. N. Cave. Privately printed. 4to. Bristol, 1899.

From W. Bruce Bannerman, Esq., F.S.A. Scot. : The Genealogie or Pedigree
of the auncient famelie of the Wynstones .... set forth in colours in 1607

by Thomas Jones of Llangarant. 4 to. London, 1900.

From the Author : Derbyshire Funeral Garlands. By T. N. Brushfield, F.S.A
8vo. London, 1899.

JAMES BERESFORD ATLAY, ESQ., was admitted Fellow.

W. H. St. JOHN HOPE, ESQ., M.A., Assistant Secretary, and
GEORGE E. Fox, ESQ., F.S.A., submitted a Report on Excava-
tions on the site of the Romano-British city at Silchester,

Hants, in 1899.

W. GOWLAND, ESQ., F.S.A., also read a paper on the Remains
of a Silver Refinery at Silchester.

CLEMENT REID, ESQ., also read some notes on Vegetable
Remains found at Silchester.

In illustration of these papers, which will be published in
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Archaeologia, a large number of specimens of antiquities

found were exhibited.

Thanks were Ordered to be returned for these communica-

tions.

At the suggestion of the Treasurer it was unanimously
resolved that a letter be written to the London CountyJ. CioWl V \s\-l V1.J.CUV <JU JL\S\J\J\*>*. r-w"-' /

Council protesting against the proposed alteration of the

name of Duck's-foot Lane, alias Duke's-foot Lane, in the City

of London.

Thursday, 10th May, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

A special vote of thanks was accorded to His Imperial

Majesty the German Emperor for his gift to the library of

the following work :

Das Romerkastell Saalburg bei Homburg vor der Hohe. By L. Jacobi. 2 vols.

8vo. Homburg vor der Hohe, 1897.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

John Starkie Gardiner, Esq.
Randall Davies, Esq.

The PRESIDENT announced that he had nominated Arthur
John Evans, Esq., M.A., to be a Vice-President of the Society.

Viscount DILLON, President, by permission of Captain H.

Lindsay, exhibited a Tilting Helm of the fifteenth century,
on which he read the following descriptive notes :

" The number of tilting helms of this period and type are

not so numerous in this country that we should omit to note
their existence when we come across them. Perhaps the finest

example is the Brocas helm figured and described by Mr.
Hewitt in the Archaeological Journal* That one is now at

the Rotunda, Woolwich, where with many other interesting

headpieces it is seen of but few. Another example was
exhibited in this room in the year 1896 by Mr. Billson

* Vol. xxi. 64.
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and a cast of it which was presented by him to the

Society is on the table. That helm came from, and we

hope returned to, the church of Great Haseley, in Oxford-

shire, where it was placed above the tomb of Sir William

Barendyne. It is figured in our Proceedings* As I see

that Mr. Billson on that occasion noted a great deal of

what there is to be said about this type of headpiece I will not

repeat it, but proceed to the description of the helm which,

by the kindness of its present owner, I am permitted to exhibit

this evening.
The present weight is 25 Ibs. 13 oz., in which respect it

exceeds all the examples of similar helms which I have
seen. The Brocas helm weighing 22J Ibs., the Fogge helm
at Ashford 23 Ibs. 15 oz., the Haseley example 13 Ibs. 6 oz.,

and that in Westminster Abbey 17 Ibs. 12 oz. The rivets

on either side connecting the top piece with the front portion
have disappeared, how, it is not easy to say, but it seems

probable that some shock either by a tremendous blow on the

top or by the helm itself falling on its top with great violence

may have caused the damage. If from age or other causes

the rivets had undergone a change of condition, a fracture

would have caused the portions of the rivets to drop out.

Like other helms of this class, it was originally composed
of three pieces ;

a flattish crown with a slight ridge extending
from the apex to the front, and with its hinder margin
rivetted to the back piece by some eleven rivets. In front

on either side was rivetted to the front portion by three

rivets now lost. These rivets passed through the top piece
and the two turned over side portions of the front piece.
The back piece was rivetted at each side to the correspond-

ing parts of the front by four rivets on each side. These
have also been lost. The front portion is at the top turned
over and inwards, forming a ledge about one inch broad. On
the right side and thus away from any lance stroke is a squarish

aperture three inches by four, and probably at one time closed

by a door and spring catch. Where the upper ledge has

turned down inside the helm, a piece of metal has been fixed

on the interior, thus preventing any sharp edge remaining
opposite the wearer's face. This piece of metal is about three

inches deep, and then conforms to the general lines of the

front. I may here remark on the very common error com-
mitted by modern heraldic artists of showing openings for air

on the sinister side of helms. No real tilting helms would
have these, as encountering left arm to left arm no such

* 2nd S. xvi. 57.
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encouragement for a lance point to bite the surface would

ever be given.
A hole, probably for church purposes, has been made in the

apex of the helm, and three pairs of holes, one pair on each

side and one pair behind the apex are original, and were for

points or laces to keep in position the quilted cap* worn

inside the helm. On the back piece near its upper margin
are two pairs of holes, which we may suppose were for

the fastening of the helm to the wearer's back plate by
means of rings or rods. This system, which is seen in

some late German helms, would probably be quite as

effective, if not more so, than the hasp or locket attached to

the lower part of the helm back. The lower part of the back

portion of the helm has been much corroded and broken, but

was probably at no time very thick. The great weight of

this helm is due to the great thickness of the top piece, which
is as much as J of an inch. At the neck there are sixteen

holes for attachment by rivets of the leather strap to which
a lining might be fixed, though it is probable that a stout

padded cap was worn, an example of which exists at Vienna
and is figured in Professor Boeheim's fine work on that

Armoury.
At the lower part of the front piece, where the metal splays

out for the shoulders, are three holes, two on the sinister and
one on the dexter side. To these holes we may suppose were
fixed the forelocks by which the helm was braced to the

breast-plate. This splay extends about two inches, and in

later times, probably for fixing in the church, a thinner plate,
about two and a half inches deep and with a wired margin,
has been added.

The whole helm when perfect must have been a fine speci-
men of the jousting headpiece of the latter part of the fifteenth

century. I feel inclined, from the absence of that curving in-

ward below the occipital region so general in later helms, to

assign this example to nearer 1450 than 1500.
Various holes seem to have been attempted in parts of the

helm, but more probably with a view to its being fixed up in
some church. Unfortunately nothing is known of its early
history, and there are no armourer's stamps or marks which
might determine its nationality.
The present owner of this object, Captain Harry Lindsay,

of Sutton Courtney, Berks, tells me that it was given to him
by a friend, with a wonderful story but no authority. The

* On the subject of such a cap there is an excellent paper by Wendelin
Boeheim in the Zeitschriftfiir historische Waffenkunde, ii. 9.
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story was that (like so many other massive objects such as

coffres de Flandre and other flotsam and jetsam) it was washed

up from the wreck of one of the ships of the Spanish Armada.
That it was an instrument of torture for the use if not the

benefit of our countrymen, and was thus to be employed.
Being suspended from the ceiling of a room or dungeon, the

victim's head was placed and secured within this terrible box,
and the chain so adjusted that the wearer could not lie down,
but would be compelled to support the weight of 26 Ibs. on
his wretched shoulders."

W. G. THORPE, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a Bible with the auto-

graph
"
O. Cromwell."

WILFRED J. CRIPPS, Esq., C.B., M.A., F.S.A., Local Secretary
for Gloucestershire, read the following paper on a Roman
altar and other sculptured stones found at Cirencester in

April, 1899 :

"
It will be within the recollection of the Society that some

time since I had the honour of making a communication *

upon the discovery which I had the good fortune to make
of the site of the Basilica in the Roman town of Cirencester

(Corinium). I am this evening able to bring to its notice a

further and more recent find, but one of hardly less interest

in relation to Roman Cirencester.

The sculptured stones which I am about to describe, and of

which I beg to submit some illustrations, were found in exca-

vating the ground for the foundations for a pair of cottages
or small houses in the month of April last year (1899), in the

part of the town known as Asheroft. The situation may be
most easily described by saying that it is in the north-west

region of the Roman town, with reference to the crossing

point of the two main Roman thoroughfares, as laid down in

my communication on the site of the Basilica, and not very
far distant from that crossing-point. The relative position to

the Basilica and the crossing-point would be about the sarnie

as a site in the lower part of Insula XI, would hold to those

points in the plan of Silchester.

The three chief sculptured stones with the other stone

objects to be mentioned were unearthed quite by chance one
after another in what is usually called made-ground, and were

lying all close together. There were no remains of walling or

flooring near
; indeed, buried walls have been almost all of

them removed to their very foundations and lowest courses

*
Proceedings, N.S. xvii. 201,

VOL. XVIII. M
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long ago in all parts of this town, owing to the convenient

supply of ready-dressed stones they afforded for building

purposes, and what remains of tesselated flooring has been
left in its place only because the small tesserae were of no use

to those who so eagerly appropriated the larger stones of the

walls which surrounded them. The wonder is that the

INSCRIBED ROMAN ALTAR FOUND AT CIRENCESTER.

sculptured stones now found should have hitherto escaped
iiscovery, as the whole ground seemed to have been duo- over
before

; and their preservation is probably owing to the
accident of their lying just clear enough of the course of anytormer line of wall to escape notice.
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The first stone is a votive altar bearing the inscription :

SVLEIS

BRVCETI
VSLM

Mr. Haverfield at once pointed out to me, on my bringing
the discovered stones to his notice, which I naturally did as

soon as possible, the interest of this inscription, connecting
itself as it does with a very similar one found in Bath more
than a century and a half ago.

This inscription from Bath is given by Hiibner,* and an

engraving of the altar will be found in Gough's Camden.} It

is as follows :

SVLEVIS
SVLINVS
SCVLTOR

BRVCETl-F
SACRUM-F-L-M

The very same person dedicates to the very same deities in

both cases, adding only at Bath, where he was probably less

well known, to his simple description as the son of BRVCETVS,
which would be enough at Cirencester, his home, that he was
a sculptor or mason. It need hardly be said that nothing was
known of this SVLINVS from the day the altar dedicated by
him to the SVLEVAE was found in the upper part of Stall

Street, Bath, in 1754 to the present time, more than the

inscription told of him. But it may now with much proba-

bility be conjectured that he was an honest mason of Ciren-

cester, who resorting to Bath for its healing waters, and

receiving the wished-for relief, dedicated an altar there to

the tutelary deities he was in the habit of worshipping at

home, and who had so mercifully looked upon him in his

sickness. Or may it be that the Bath altar was the first in

date, and was put up to the deities who befriended him at

Bath, and who he was anxious not to forget on his return

home cured to Cirencester ?

This doubt naturally raises the question whether these

SVLEVAE had any special connection with Bath
;
and in dis-

cussing it I am anxious not to unduly trespass upon ground
so fully occupied by Mr. Haverfield. The bearing upon these

rather obscure divinities is summed up in Mr. Haverfield's

*
Corpus Inscriptiomim Latinarum, vii. 37.

t Ed. 1806, i. 118, PI. 8, Fig. 11.

M2
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paper in Archaeologia Mmna* from which I should rather

gather that any connection between the SVLEVAE or SVLEAE

and SVL MINERVA, the Bath goddess, was very uncertain.

He tells us that the SVLEVAE seem to have been reverenced

rather widely in the various provinces of the Roman Empire,

although not known to the people of Italy nor in Rome

certainly to have been worshipped on the Rhine, in Gaul, and

in Britain.

It may be of interest to take from his paper to further

illustrate this point what Mr. Haverfield can tell us as to the

feographical

distribution of the dedications known to the

ulevian mothers.

One only occurs in England besides the example at Bath,

to which we must now add the second dedication by the

same individual at Cirencester, and this is at the Roman
Colchester. Then comes one in Gaul

;
and for the rest no

less than eleven in Rome. This might be thought curious

after recording that the cult was unknown in Italy and Rome,
but for the fact that the whole of these last eleven dedica-

tions are by soldiers from the Rhine. It is almost decisive as

to the fact that they had no special connection with Bath, for

the goddesses of Bath
;
and the special benefits which their

local gifts conferred upon the sick, could have had but little

interest and probably were little known to natives of Rhenish

Germany dedicating altars to them in Rome.

Unless, therefore, there were some better evidence of a

connection between the Suleso with Bath than the occurrence

of a single inscribed altar to them in that city affords, all the

rest of the known inscriptions pointing the other way, it is

probable that our Sulinus dedicated that altar to the Suleae

for some other reason than because he was erecting it in

Bath.

I would suggest that one named Sulinus would, owing to

the name he bore, consider these goddesses his own particular
divinities, and would be as likely to erect an altar to them at

any place where he might receive benefits from the deities

who he supposed to watch over him as to honour them in a
similar manner at home. They would be his patron saints,

owing to the similarity of their names. This suggestion is

rather helped than otherwise by the dedication of another
such altar at Bath, founded in 1774. Here a quite different

Sulinus, this time the son of one Maturus, places an altar to

the well-known Bath goddess herself, Sul Minerva.
It would perhaps be as regular for one named Sulinus to

devote himself to Sul Minerva as to the Sulese, so far as his

* Vol. xv. 314.
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name attached him to either cult, and here we have one
Sulinus dedicating to the single divinity and the other to the

triple deities.

The fact that Sul Minerva was certainly worshipped at

Bath leaves it of course uncertain whether the Sulinus

dedicating to her did so on account of the place or of his own
name. But the other Sulinus does not at all events dedicate

to the best known Bath divinity, though no doubt erecting
his altar in recognition of benefits received there, and at the
same time does select divinities whose name appears to have
some etymological or other connection with his own. This is

as far as we can carry the matter at present.
The two reliefs of the matres or goddesses we are about to

describe are as interesting as the altar with which they were
found. There is nothing actually to prove what divinities

the reliefs represent, they would be well described as Dece

Matres, but it is fair to conclude from their being found in

close proximity to an altar such as that discovered with them
in Cirencester that they were intended to represent the Sulece

rather than the ordinaryDece Matres or anyother similar triads.

One of these reliefs (see illustration on next page) re-

presents the goddesses, if goddesses we can call them, sitting
on a sort of bench in a row under a canopy, and holding
the baskets of fruit and other gifts to men with which they
are usually represented.
The stone of which they are made is the local Cotswold

oolite, and notwithstanding the crumbling nature of this

material the figures are in quite wonderful, indeed perfect,

preservation, as fresh as when the hand of the .artist first

left them
;

and it may be doubtful whether any other

example of Romano-British work is in a similar state of per-
fection at the present day.
The other relief (see illustration) is of a different character,

but even more interesting in its way though less perfect in pre-
servation. It represents the three divinities seated in various

attitudes on a bench accompanied by three pueri grouped
artistically with them, and the centre figure has a small

animal, lamb or kid, reposing in her lap, together with some
fruit. This relief is not so stiff' and conventional as the other,

but the canopy which had once covered the figures in a kind of

alcoved shelter is wanting, and with it the upper part of the

head of each of the adult figures, which had been formed out

of the missing upper stone. The tops of these heads are cut

off in a straight line together with the missing arches of the

canopy.
We may gather from these reliefs confirmation of the
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opinion that though distinct from the Dece Mcitrei
jibe

.attri-

butes of the Sulece were almost exactly the same. But it does

not solve for us the natural query as to how they came to be

distinguished from each other. Mr. Haverfield evidently

SCULPTURED STONE WITH THE DE+E MAIRES FOUND AT ClttENCESTElt.

inclines to the belief that the Sulece were first distinct from
and later confused with the Dece Matres, rather than that

they were at first identical and subsequently distinguished.
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Mr. Haverfield has also drawn my attention to the interesting
point that both these reliefs, though in different degrees, show
an attempt to rise above the conventional. Even the more

stiffly-treated relief shows a careful difference in the arrange-
ment of the dress of each figure, and of the fruit in the

different laps, whilst freedom of design in the less perfect
relief (No. 3) places it on quite a high level of Roman art and
one worthy of classical times, although there is nothing to

show that it is necessarily of a different period to that of the
more conventional example.

It remains to mention that with the altar and the two
reliefs were found so many other pieces of Roman stone work,
some apparently new, in the sense of being unfinished or

unused, as to suggest that the place in which they were found
was the site of sculptor Sulinus's work-shop or stone-yard.
These pieces consisted of :

1. A stone figure representing a single mater or

woman, sitting clothed in a cloak, of which the

hood was drawn over the head, and the lap filled

with the usual objects resembling fruits. This

figure was without any background or other

surrounding, being just a statuette about 17 inches

high.

2. The base or stand, 13 inches by 7J inches, of

another statuette, with portions of the feet of a

standing figure attached to, or rather forming
part of it, the feet are a little less than 6 inches

in length, and would suit a figure of about 3 feet

high.

3. A small female head of charming design, about

4 J inches from top of head to the chin
; perhaps

the head of the statuette last mentioned.

4. A very large and perfect column, 4 feet 6 inches

in height and 17 inches in general diameter,
with a bold double torus moulding, exactly alike

at top and bottom, the moulding enlarging the

diameter of the columns to 24 inches at the ends.

The faces of the two ends of the column are

roughly hammer-dressed, and seem unfinished, and

show in the centres the square
" dowell

"
holes by

which the column was hung in the lathe or

machine in which it must have been turned.

Round the centre of the drum or column runs a

square-bottomed groove or channel, about J inch

wide and J inch deep.
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5. A pedestal rectangular in plan with sides 8 inches

and 6 inches respectively and 3 feet 6 inches high,

with cap and plinth moulded alike, and each enlarg-

ing the pedestal at top and bottom to about 11

inches square. It might have been intended for

an uninscribed altar.

6. Another pedestal or short column with single

mouldings at top and bottom, and with a square
cut block for cap and base about 12 inches square.

The height of this column is 3 feet 11 inches and

its diameter 7 inches.

All these objects are of the native oolite found at Cirencester,

and used then and now for all ordinary purposes, the building
stone of the district

;
but the last-mentioned round column or

pedestal is of Bath stone, and it had never been used nor much

exposed to the air. It will be remembered that what is known
as Bath stone is of a better quality for working than the oolite

of the Cirencester district. The quality of the stone forming
the Cotswold Hills, speaking generally, improves as we go
down the range from the north-east end at Broadway, in

Worcestershire towards Box and Bath at its south-west

extremity. The older college buildings at Oxford afford

good examples of the building stone found from Cirencester

towards the north, whilst Bath itself is built of the soft

yet firm, easily worked but durable stone found in that

neighbourhood. We have seen that our Sulinus was likely
to be well acquainted with the different varieties of stone

to be found where he lived and where he visited."

Mr. Read pointed out the very striking contrast in style
between the two sculptures called by Mr. Cripps Dece Matres,
but he would not venture to explain what the great difference

might mean. (See p. 196.)

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions
and communications.
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Thursday, May 17th, 1900.

Sir E. M. THOMPSON, K.C.B., LL.D., D.C.L., Vice-President,
in the Chair.

The following gift was announced, and thanks for the same
ordered to be returned to the donor :

From J. T. Micklethwaite, Esq., V.P.S.A. : The sculptures in the Lady Chapel
at Ely, with descriptions by M. R. James, Litt.D. 4to. Lond., 1895.

Notice was given of a Ballot for the election of Fellows on

Thursday, 14th June, and a list of candidates to be balloted

for was read.

Miss NINA LAYARD, through the Secretary, exhibited a

bronze or brass vessel found in the grounds of Elmham

BRONZE VESSEL FOUND AT ELMHAM PARK, NORTH ELMHAM.
(-1 linear.)

Park, North Elmham, 2 or 3 feet from the surface. (See

Illustration.) The character of this vessel would point to its

being of pre-Roman date.

J. Y. W. MACALISTER, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a Hunting
Dagger said to have belonged to Sir John Hotham, Governor
of Hull temp. Charles I.

The dagger measures in all 12J inches, and has a fluted

mahogany grip and guard and quillons damascened with
silver. The blade has a square section for a short distance

from the hilt, engraved on each side with a crowned rose and
on the edges with " Feare GOD " " honor the Kinge." Then
follows a length of blade with a sharp edge and serrated

back, engraved with scroll-work, together with the date 162,

and a helmet. On one side is also engraved Omnia vincit
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amor. At about 1J inch from the point the blade bulges

out to nearly treble thickness and is quadrangular in section.

With the dagger is preserved its stamped leather sheath,

with the date 1654. The sheath has on one side loops for

a suspending cord, and on the other place for a smaller knife

or pair of knives.

PERCY MANNING, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., exhibited several monu-

mental brasses now in private possession, on which he read

the following notes :

"
I have the honour of exhibiting six original Monumental

Brasses, three of them by the courtesy of the present owner,
Ambrose Lee, Esq., Bluemantle Pursuivant of Arms.
The first of those belonging to Mr. Lee is the effigy of a

priest in Eucharistic vestments of c. 1520, holding a chalice and
host. The effigy, which has lost the upper part of the head,
measures in its present condition 14f inches by 4J inches.

The vestments are of the ordinary type, and call for no

special attention, but the effigy is singular in that it is

represented as holding the chalice, not in both hands, but in

the left hand, the right hand being raised in the attitude of

benediction. Only two other brasses are known which show
this peculiarity ;

one is at Walton-on-Trent, Derbyshire, of

c. 1500, the other, now lost, was to John Cave, 1471, at

Stanford, Leicestershire.*

This brass was bought by the Rev. Dr. F. G. Lee from a dealer

in old metal at Aylesbury about the year 1855, and is supposed
to have come from the chapel of North Weston in the parish
of Thame, Oxon, which was demolished at the end of last

century. 'The stone in which it had been embedded was
turned face downwards and used for a fire-hearth

;
but sub-

sequently that is about thirty years ago (i.e. c. 1853)
re-laid, and the figure removed and sold for old metal.' f
The second brass in Mr. Lee's possession is a mutilated

inscription to John Benett, 1498, formerly in Thame church,
Oxon. This had disappeared from the church before 1861,
but a rubbing made shortly after 1821 is in the collection of
the Society of Antiquaries, together with a rubbing of the
headless effigy of a civilian, which doubtless belonged to this

inscription. A note attached to the rubbings shows that both
brasses were then loose. The inscription was then broken
into four pieces, and had lost its upper sinister corner. It

*
Engraved in Nichols's History of Leicestershire, iv. 356, PI. 52.

t F. G. Lee, History of Thame Church, col. 290, where the figure is also

engraved ; H. Haines. Manual of Monumental Brasses, ii. 283.
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was then 3J inches by 27 inches. In 1883 three of these

pieces were in the possession of the Rev. Dr. F. G. Lee,* a

piece 5J inches long, having been lost.

The inscription is in three lines of black letter and consists

of eight verses : f

fclef fttf trenfte [to the we cry & call

to sav]e tt front jmgne eternall

& toe prag gon a[ii that thys] |
fchall relr or it

t\\[e sowle of John benett to] hafce I ntemorj)
the Irate of our iortre a WCCty[xxxviij] | ger
a OU thtg fton [e scriptur doith aper
which Jo]hn treptttr as her after trotth tptrifi

opon the frag of fee [Tiberte]4

Inspection of the upper sinister corner shows that the

break has followed the original edge of the plate from which
the inscription was cut, a piece having been brazed on to

make up the corner.

The effigy in civilian costume, of which all trace is lost,

measured an its headless state) 15 J inches by 6J inches. It

was turned slightly to the sinister side, showing that it had
faced the effigy of a wife

;
it wore a long fur-lined gown with

deep fur cuffs, a belt, from which hung a gypciere, and round-
toed shoes.

Mr. Lee proposes shortly to restore the inscription to

Thame church.

The third brass in Mr. Lee's possession is a group of three

daughters, of c. 1535, engraved on the reverse of part of a

canopied brass of c. 1450. This original side, which is

of English workmanship, shows the upper part and three

crockets of a pinnacle ;
it is singular in that the spaces

between the crockets, instead of being cut out, are filled in by
a hatched ground.
The group of daughters, which measures 6 inches by 4J

inches, wear, all of them, the ' Paris
'

head-dress. The two
foremost have loose over-gowns fastened by a belt at the

waist, with fur collars and long false sleeves, puffed and
slashed at the shoulder. The hindmost daughter has a gown
with a plain collar and short open sleeves.

*
History of Thame Church, col. 98.

t The words in brackets are supplied partly from the rubbing mentioned,
partly from Wood MS. B. 15 (Bodleian Library, Oxford).

J There are two saints of the name Tiburtius
;
the feast of one is April 14,

of the other August 11.
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The brass seems to have formerly been in the ruined chapel

of Quarrendon, Bucks, about two miles from Aylesbury.
In a note to a poem entitled

'

Quarrendon/ in his Bells of

Botteville Tower, Dr. F. G. Lee says that this brass was ' taken

from a Purbeck marble slab, now [1874] used as a cottage

hearth-stone.' This is evidently the slab referred to by

Lipscomb in 1847, as being
' in a cottage near the site of the

chapel.'* On visiting the ruins in July last, I was shown the

site of the cottage some fifty yards west of the chapel, and

was told that it was pulled down about twenty years ago.

Browne-Willis f describes two brassless slabs as existing in the

chapel in the early part of last century. One was evidently
that which still exists in the cellar of the farm-house occupied

by Mr. Terry, about a quarter of a mile east of the chapel, a

Purbeck marble slab with the indents of a lady in a pedi-
mental head-dress of c. 1500, a foot inscription, and four

shields. J The other is probably that described by Drs. Lee
and Lipscomb.

' In the South Isle is a large Tomb-Stone on which were

sundry brasses, and brass round the Verge, on which may be

conjectured was the inscription, which are likewise lost.'

Browne-Willis conjectured that the lost brass might have been
that of Richard Lee, lord of the manor, who died in 1499, and
ordered in his will that he should be buried at Quarrendon.
But if it really did commemorate any member of the Lee

family, the only one who seems at all suitable is Sir Anthony
Lee, who died c. 1550, was buried at Quarrendon, and had
three daughters, Letitia, Jocosa, and Jane (? or Elizabeth).
The fourth brass exhibited is the upper half of the effigy

of a lady of c. 1510, broken across the hips, measuring in that
state 6J inches by 3 inches. It represents a figure in a close-

sleeved gown with fur cuffs, a turned-down collar, and a belt

with clasp and pendant, and wearing a pedimental head-dress,
but the hair flows freely from under it down the back.

This brass was bought by the Rev. Chas. Kerry in 1882 at
a curiosity shop in Reading, and remained in his possession
till April of the present year. It was identified by the Rev.
J. E. Field, by means of a rubbing made by him in 1860, as

having been formerly in the church of Aston Rowant, Oxon,
together with a shield, now lost, bearing the arms of Edgerley :

[Argent] on a chevron betweeen three cinquefoils pierced
[gules] as many bezants. The shield measured 5f inches

* G. Lipscomb, History and Antiquities of the County of Buckingham*
ii. 407.

t Browne-Willis MS. xx. 84 (Bodleian Library, Oxford).
% Records of Sucks, ii. 24.

Lipscomb. ii. 405.'
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by 5 inches.* Mr. Field's rubbing bears the note ' Found
under pews at restoration, now loose.'

Rawlinson, writing c. 1720, thus describes what is almost

certainly this brass :

' Under the figure of a man (sic) on a
brass plate fixed to a gravestone :

Pray for the soule of Elynor Eggerley the whiche

dyed the xv day of August the yer of our lord

MV c

viij.' t

What appears to be the original slab of the brass is now on
the floor of the north aisle of the nave. It is of Purbeck marble
and measures 33 inches by 18 inches. The surface is all

destroyed, but the rivet holes remain, and seem to show that

the shield was over the effigy, which must have measured
about 83- inches long when complete, while the foot inscription
must have been about 15 inches by 3 inches. I can find

nothing about this Elynor Eggerley, but a Master Richard

Eggerley was steward of Thame Abbey, Oxon, in 1524,J and an

Eggerley family was settled for several generations at Great

Milton, Oxon, in the middle of the sixteenth century.
Mr. Kerry, on the facts about the brass being brought to

his notice, has kindly agreed to restore it to Aston Rowant
church, and it is to be fixed to a substantial oak slab on
the wall over its original matrix at the cost of the Oxford

University Brass- Rubbing Society.
The two remaining brasses are both in the writer's posses-

sion. The first is the effigy of a lady in a burial shroud, of

c. 1520, measuring 19J inches by 5 inches. It is turned to

the dexter side, evidently to face the effigy of a husband.

The brass was bought by the Rev. Charles Kerry in 1882 at

a rag and bone shop in Reading, and remained in his posses-
sion till April of the present year, when it passed into the

writer's possession. Nothing is known of the original where-

abouts of the brass.

The last brass is a small group representing the Holy
Trinity, measuring 7^ inches by 5J inches. It is of a very

ordinary type, and of rough execution, and may be dated at

c. 1535-40.

It was bought by the writer in Oxford in 1898, from

Messrs. Walford and Spokes, but all that was known about it

was that it had been bought by the late Mr. Walford many
years ago near Banbury."

* A rubbing of the effigy and shield is in the collection of the Society of

Antiquaries.
t Kawlinson MS. B. 400 c., f. 336. (Bodleian Library, Oxford).

J Lee, History of Thamn Church, col. 411.

Visitations of Oxon (Harleian Society), 164.
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A. J. COPELAND, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited an armorial pendant

lately found in Canterbury.
It is of copper, square in form, with a loop for suspension

on the upper edge, and bears, on a heater-shaped shield,

ARMORIAL PENDANT FOUND AT CANTERBURY. (Full size).

what may be the arms of the Auricier family of Normandy :

or, in the dexter chief a lion passant crowned, and in

the sinister chief point and in base a cinque/oil, all sable.

(See Illustration.) Mr. Copeland presents this specimen to

the British Museum.

Rev. C. DRUITT, M.A., communicated through James

Harrison, Esq., the following notes on the recently discovered

Relics of St. Wita in the church of Whitechurch Canonicorum,
Dorset :

" The movement of the walls and floor of the north transept

during the autumn and winter of 1899-1900 having dislocated

the old fourteenth-century stone coffin adjacent to the north
wall (reputed to be the shrine of St. Candida), and reopened
widely the ancient fracture therein,* it became necessary to

readjust and refix the western end of the coffin in order to

securely close it. This was done on the morning of Wednes-

day, 18th April, 1900, by Mr. Robert Ward, foreman for

Messrs. Merrick of Glastonbury, contractors for the under-

pinning of the transept walls, under the personal supervision
of the vicar.

The broken western end of the Portland stone coffin having
been removed from under the Purbeck marble covering slab,

* See Somerset and Dorset Notes and Queries, Jan. 1896.
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the coffin was found to be rectangular within, the interior

dimensions being (j feet 2 inches long by 18J inches wide and
9 inches deep. Within it was seen a lead reliquary lying on
one of its edges and tilted against the north side of the coffin.

Between the reliquary and the south side of the coffin lay

many fragments of bone, mingled with dust of bone, stone,

wood, and lead. The larger fragments having been reverently
collected into a clean linen cloth, the reliquary was carefully
drawn out, and was found to measure 2 feet 5 inches long by
8 inches wide and 8 inches high. On one side of it was the

following inscription cast in the lead in letters from f to } of

an inch high :

- SOS-W 1TE
This inscription is 14 f inches long, and the portion

CT-RE Like- see-w
measuring 8 inches in length, is repeated on one end of

the reliquary. The reliquary had been very much damaged
by having been violently ripped and torn open ;

the in-

crustation of oxide on the metal edges seemed to show that

this had been done some centuries ago. Within the reliquary
were a large number of bones, which were not disturbed, but
a thigh bone (?) which lay uppermost was measured and was
found to be 13|- inches long. Two teeth (one molar and one

incisor), quite sound but considerably worn, lay with the

scattered debris on the floor of the coffin. On the whole, the

bones appeared to be those of a small woman of about 40 years
of age, and if so they would agree with the sex indicated by
the inscription. The cloth containing the larger fragments of

bone was then laid inside the reliquary, and a second cloth

was drawn over all the contents of the reliquary ;
the smaller

fragments and the dust were gathered into a metal box with
a brief record of these acts

;
and the reliquary and the said

metal box were replaced in the stone coffin, the broken end of

which was then lifted into its place and securely fixed with
cement."

ALBERT HARTSHORNE, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the

following notes on an altered headpiece of a harquebusier,
about 1630, from Nunney, Somerset :

" Before touching upon the headpiece, the prime subject of
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these notes, it will be convenient to say something about the

origin of the troopers who wore helmets of this fashion, and

to touch upon the weapon which gave them their distinctive

name.
The iron and brass 'hand gonnes

'

of the early years

of the fifteenth century, differing only in size from the small

cannon of that period, are the direct ancestors of the har-

quebus, first so called in 1521, and then fired on foot, like the

early hand guns. It may suffice to say now that at the period
of the particular headpiece in question, speaking generally,

there were three fire-arms, musket, harquebus, and caliver,

such being their order as regards size, the first and the last

being discharged from the breast, and the harquebus from

the shoulder, and, doubtless, on all accounts, the handiest

weapon of the three; the match-lock, wheel-lock, and flint

being respectively the different methods for procuring

propulsion. But it must be borne in mind that the har-

quebus became, to a great extent, the generic name. For

instance, we have as early as in 1569,
'

harquebuze de calibre,'

later known as 'caliver,' with a bore of determinate size,

harquebus and musquet being almost interchangeable terms

in the literature of the end of the sixteenth and the early

part of the seventeenth century. The caliver went out

of fashion about 1630. The lock of the harquebus shows

varieties, in which the 'serpentine' is chiefly affected, that

item itself varying also in its form and action
;
the lighted

cord, again, lending itself to divers ruses to deceive the

enemy. As the ancient hand gun came to be discharged by
gunners wearing close helmets with vizors raised, and gorgets
of mail and plate, by a match-cord from a rest on horseback,

quite early in the sixteenth century, so a mounted harquebusier,
in the middle of the same century, wore a cabasset in order to

aim better, and to have the sight and head more at liberty,

carrying his light weapon in a case of cuir-bouilli at the
saddle-bow. Such troops were then known as 'gunners on
horseback.' The rest for employment on foot was well
in use at the end of the first quarter of the sixteenth

century, both for harquebus and musket, the main difference

between the two weapons being that the former was much
shorter and handier than the latter, and, like the later carbine,
carried smaller bullets. The caliver, so often mentioned in

Elizabethan Muster Rolls, together with 'corslets/ vanished
soon after 1630.

At this time, namely in 1632, a mounted harquebusier,
the light horseman, as distinguished from the heavy-armed
cuirassier, is depicted in Cruso's

'

Militarie Instructions for
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the Cavallerie' as wearing a piked headpiece, with cheeks
and a salient umbril or poke, and described as wearing a

Breast of pistol-proof, a Backe, a Gorget, and a Headpiece with

great Cheeks, and a Barr before the face. His arms and
utensils consisted of the harquebus, with firelock and belt,

swivel, flask, key, mould, worm, and scourer. The horseman's

rest had passed away with the fifteenth century, and that for

use on foot was left off in the last quarter of the seventeenth

century. The armour was russet, sanguine, or black, to use

an ancient expression concerning the surcote over the mail

hauberk,
'

to were hitt from the weet.' * The colour sanguine
may be commended to modern painters of battle-pieces. The

harquebusier proper was the '

handy man '

of the cavalry
force, then consisting of lancers, cuirassiers, harquebusiers,
and dragoons.

It is interesting at the present day to notice that as long

ago as in 1632 the supreme advantage of rapidity of movement
and saving of soldiers in marching was recognised by mounting
a proportion of musketeers and dragoons or pikemen on small,

hardy, and fleet steeds,
'

exercising themselves to give fire on
horseback as the harquebusier,' and demeaning themselves as

infantry as occasion required. Of the advantage of this

system we have lately learnt somewhat from the manoeuvres
of a semi-barbarous and treacherous foe,

c Ex Africa semper
aliquid novi aflert !

'

With regard now to the headpiece. It is fashioned in

two pieces, of fairly thick sheet iron, joined by a series of

rivets down the middle, the crown or upper part marked off

by a raised fillet and hammered rather thin on each side into

three cristas, or ridges, the apex being occupied by a raised

stud, the stump of a ring now gone, from which the helmet
could be suspended from the saddle-bow. Each portion is

prolonged in front to form the half of the salient mezail or

poke, with a moulded rim, and rounded off and extending to

the line of the ears.

The headpiece exhibits many rivets which, as usual, tell

their story quite plainly. They may be divided into three

kinds : (1) (a) those of the original construction, and

(b) later alterations
; (2) those for sustaining added pieces

now gone ;
and (3) those for fastening in the tapes or canvas

bands to which the quilted cap or interior lining was attached.

The oldest construction-rivets are those, ten in number, that

fasten the two parts together down the middle, adding one

more, as now appears, for the joining of the portions forming
the poke. Four more rivets fasten on the loop, with its

* See The Arowyngc of King Arthur, stanza 39,

VOL. XVIII. N
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screw-hole for fixing and regulating the single bar or nasal,

now gone. At the ends of the peak, and rather overpassing

them, are respectively (No. 2) four rivets with flat washers,

still retaining, 'there is nothing like leather/ the remains

of the leather bands which sustained the cheek-pieces, also

now gone. It is probable that these bands were continued,

cross-wise and free, over the quilted cap, and so gave the

necessary support and took the main pressure ; sundry small

rivets or holes (No. 3) showing the means by which the ca.nvas

bands, to which the lower edge of the cap or lining was sewn,

ALTERED HEADPIECE OP AN HARQUEBUSIER, ABOUT 1630, FROM NUNNEY,
SOMERSET.

(The dotted lines show the original form.)

were fastened in. Immediately beyond the positions of the

back edges of the cheek-pieces are other rivets, some of them
the original fasteners of the articulated lobster tailpiece, also

now gone, others having been supplanted or swallowed up by
the coarse studs used in fixing on the wide and rough iron

back brim, which turned the original harquebusier's headpiece
of about 1630 into a helmet for a pikeman, perhaps fifteen

years later. At that time also the slot for the bar in the

original poke was rivetted over with a plate, and the trans-

formation was complete.
To conclude the long story ;

the pikeman's helmet might
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take it on through the reign of Charles II., bringing us close

to the use of the plug-bayonet, the ancestor of the best

of all weapons in British hands, so carefully avoided by our
latest opponents in the field. It would not be difficult to

greatly extend the notes which so battered a relic has

suggested ;
one is, indeed, tempted to think that it is better

as a text than as a headpiece, because, sad to relate, there can
be little doubt that it was c made in Germany !

' The single
bar, of remote Oriental origin, is distinctly a feeble and

shaky foreigner, indigenous in fact in every country but our

own, where the triple bar, the firm and practical defence on
three sides, was in constant use throughout the civil wars,

and, like the buff coat, has left a mark upon history which
time can never efface.

Nunney Castle, now a striking ruin, consists in plan of a

parallelogram, with deeply engaged towers at each angle.
The walls are of vast strength, and crowned all round by an

allure, supported on bold and beetling machicolations. The
whole building is of one date, and, like Bodiam in Sussex, of

the extreme end of the fourteenth century. The castle was

garrisoned in 1645 by the Prater family for the king, and
after a strenuous resistance it surrendered to the Parlia-

mentary forces, on the condition of the garrison being suffered

to depart to their own homes. Captain Symonds, then present,
has left a slight sketch of this fortress in his valuable Diary,

showing the towers with pyramidal roofs. The headpiece
was dug up some years ago in the close vicinity of the wet-

moated castle, and presumably belonged to a pikeman of the

attacking party, who succumbed at that time. It is now
exhibited by the kind permission of the owner, Mr. G. A.

Daniel, of Nunney Court."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

Thursday, May 31st, 1900.

VISCOUNT DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : The Birkbecks of Westmorland and their descendants. By
Robert Birkbeok, F.S.A. Privately printed. 4to. n.p. 1900.

X 2
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From the Compiler : A Calendar of Deeds enrolled within the County of

Norfolk. By J. C. Tingey, M.A., F.S.A. 8vo. Norwich, n.d.

From Mill Stephenson, Esq., B.A., F.S.A. : Chalfont St. Giles, past and

present. By Key. P. W. Phipps, M.A. Svo. London, 1896.

From the Chester and North Wales Archaeological and Historic Society :

Cataloo-ue of the Koman Inscribed and Sculptured Stones in the Grosvenor

Museum, Chester. By F. Haverfield, M.A., F.S.A. Svo. Chester, 1900.

From the Author : The Anglo-Saxon Settlements round London and Glimpses

of Anglo-Saxon Life in and near it. By T. W. Shore, F.G.S. 8vo. n.p.

1900.

From the Author : Arbor Low. By T. N. Brushfield, M.D., F.S.A. Svo.

London, 1900.

From Kev. W. MacGregor : Egyptian Ceramic Art. The MacGregor Col-

lection. A contribution towards the history of Egyptian pottery. By
Henry Wallis. 4to. London, 1898.

Notice was again given of a "Ballot for the election of

Fellows on Thursday, 14th June, 1900, and a list of candidates

to be balloted for was read.

MAX ROSENHEIM, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited one-half of a stone

mould for a socket celt found in the garden of Tethard Castle,

co. Wexford.
Mr. Rosenheim will add this specimen to the British

Museum series.

TALFOURD ELY, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., read the following note

on the motive of a Relief lately found at Cirencester :

" When Mr. Wilfred Cripps gave to the Society of Anti-

quaries on May 10th an account of his interesting discoveries at

Cirencester, the ancient Corinium, he placed before his hearers

a sheet on which were depicted three of the monuments men-

tioned, viz. :

(1) An 'altar to the Sulese;' (2) a ''carved stone

relief of the Sulese
;

'

(3) another relief, to which
he assigned the same title.

The altar, being inscribed, speaks for itself.

The first of the two reliefs is essentially Roman, and differs

little (except in its excellent preservation) from other Roman
dedicatory sculpture found in Britain, as, for instance, repre-
sentations of the Dece Matres.
The third monument, however, at once struck me as totally

distinct in character, and decidedly Greek in its general con-

ception ;
and any one fairly conversant with the later Greek

art will, I think, admit that the groups represented in this

relief may be eventually traced to Hellenic or Hellenistic

sources.

It is somewhat difficult to realise how limited was the stock
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of types available for the ancient artist. The tombstone of

Flavinus, the standard bearer, at Hexham, is practically a copy
of an Athenian monument, and by no means an improvement
thereon.

Nay, even at the present day, the lion of our doorknockers

(as Sir Charles Newton loved to point out) is a lineal de-

scendant of the gargoyles of the Parthenon or the Mausoleum,
while our British pennies may still claim a relationship with
the coinage of Imperial Rome t

Let us consider, then, this production of the later classical

age, and endeavour to obtain a clue to the evolution either of

the general scheme, or of the several types forming its com-

ponent parts.
We have before us three draped female figures and three

naked boys, the whole composition being apparently divisible

into three independent sections.

First we see on the right a female figure with a boy at her

knee, a combination suggestive of the well-known group of

Aphrodite and Eros, as on the Parthenon frieze.

In the centre of the relief sits a single figure, holding in

her lap a kid or some similar animal. Her prototype may
possibly be Artemis, or some such protectress of fauna.*

These it may be said are general, possibly casual resem-

blances. For the remaining group we may, however, claim a

more distinct and definite pedigree. This group consists of a

seated figure of robust matronly aspect, suckling a child who
presses close to her right breast, while a second chubby urchin

claims her attention on the left.

A similar motive of Tellus with two boys appears in the

famous Gemma Augustea at Vienna. She represents the

Taiav Trawtjreipav of the Homeric Hymn.f She is the

mighty FT) fcovporpoffros, by whom Hera and Kalypso and

Agamemnon swore.J
Nor are our illustrations confined to imperial cameos or

Homeric verse. Mr. A. S. Murray, of the British Museum,
has pointed out to me a paper by Theodor Schreiber in the

Jahrbuch of the German Institute for 1896, in which are

discussed two monuments, both containing variants of this

type. One of these, a large relief in the Uffizi, is now recog-
nised as having once formed part of the Ara Pads of

Augustus.

*
Cf. a Greek terra-cotta statuette of Artemis with a fawn, in the Terra-cotta

Room at the British Museum, Case 13, B. 358.

f H. Hymn, xxx.

j Iliad, iii., 278
; xv., 36 ; Odyssey, v., 184.

On the Ara Pads, see E. Petersen, Roemisclic Mitthciliingcn, ix. (1894),

p. 171
;
and Mommsen, Res gcstae divi Angusti, ii. 37.
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The other,* brought to the Louvre from the site of Carth-

age, is clearly the work of a Grecian chisel. In the centre we

find our goddess, all-nourishing Earth. On her left a male

form rises from waves. The figure on her right bears a torch,

and beneath this figure appear the flora and the fauna of a

semi-tropical marsh.

We have here, as Schreiber points out, a view of Egypt in

three scenes, illustrating the nature of her shores, the Delta,

and the cultivated land; or, put more briefly, the three

elements, fire, earth, and water.

But what has this to do with Carthage ?

The colony that Rome planted on the ashes of her ancient

rival cannot at once have sprung into possession of an inde-

pendent school of art, and must have borrowed either artists

or their works from longer established centres of culture.

Again, the sculptors of the splendid Augustan monuments
in Rome did not depend for their inspiration on provincial

Carthage.
It was to Alexandria in the plenitude of her artistic power

under the Ptolemies that Carthage and Imperial Rome alike

were indebted for the central motive of these two reliefs.

In earlier times no doubt the conception of Ge Kouro-

trophos had been developed primarily and specially at

Athens, where her temple lay, according to Pausanias,f at the

entrance to the Acropolis.

Drexler, in Roscher's Lexikon,^ identifies with the goddess
in question the seated female figure cherishing a boy in the

Western Pediment of the Parthenon
;
and he claims the type

for Athens.

Some such other sculpture may well have inspired Pindar's

lines on the ' Fairthroned
'

Seasons and Gaia placing on their

knees the infant Aristaios.

To conclude, then, the scene depicted on our Cirencester
relief is composed of three distinct factors, derived indeed from
different sources, but all alike of Hellenic origin, and all in

some fashion suggesting ideas of creative, nutritive, or foster-

ing energy, and combining well enough to represent the
beneficent aspect of supernatural power."

ROBERT STEELE, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a MS. of Higden's
Polichronicon containing a Mappa Mundi. A number of these
are figured and described in Miller's Die dltesten Weltkarte,
but the MS. exhibited was nearer the archetypal form than

* See Schreiber, Hellen. RdiefUUer, T. xxxi.

t I. 22, 3.

t Page 1577.

Pyth. ix. 60.
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any of them. It contains 144 names, the spellings of which
show that it represents the source from which Miller's groups
2, 3, 7 and 5, 6 are derived.

CARDINAL POINTS. Oriens, Auster, Occidens, Aquilo.

EUROPE. Hispania, Arragonia. Gasconia, Aquitania, Brit-

tania, Normannia, Provincia, Burgundia, Francia, Brabancia,
Flandria, Holand, Salnia, Frisia. Rodanus, Renus fluvius.

Alpes. Italia, Histria. Roma. Grecia, Tracia, Huni, Wandali,
Misia, Sclavia, Pannonia,^ Hungaria. Danubius fluvius.

Olimpus. Suevia, Retica, Bavarria, Franconia, Westfalia,

Turingia, Saxonia, Boemia, Alania, Sitia inferior. Meotides

paludes. Tanais.

ASIA. Gothia, Scandinavia, Massagete, Amazonia, Hiberia,
Hircania, Albania, Armenia, Sitia superior, Bactria. Montes
Rifei, Montes Iperboree, Mons Taurus, Mons Caucasus. Asia

minor, Bitinia, Galacia, Frigia, Pamfilia, Lidia, Capadocia,
Armenia, Silicia. Troia. Siria, Fenicea, Palestina, Galilea,

Idumea, Pentapolis, Arabia, Saba. Cedar. Sidon, Tirus,

Aeon, Jerusalem, Mons Sina, Mons. Libanus. Jordanus, Mare
Mortuum, Transitus Israelis. Mesopotamia, Babilonia, Caldea,
Carmania, Persida, Media, Assiria, Parthia, India. Eufrates,

Tigris fluvius, Indus fluvius.

AFRICA. Egiptus, Nilus, Meroe, Alexandria; Libia Cartagin-
iensis, Sirtes majores, Sirtes minores, Mare arenosum, Tripolis,

Numidia, Cartago, Getulia, Ciclopes, Mauritania, Tingitina,

Ethiopia orientalis, occidentals, Trogodite, Garamantes, Mons
Athlas.

ISLANDS, &c. Gades, Columne Herculis, Baleares, Corsica,

Sardinia, Sicilia, Ciprus, Rodus, Creta, Pathmos, Colchos,

Hibernia, Anglia, Wallia, Scocia, Man, Norgwegia, Wintland,

Islandia, Orcildus, Dacia, Tile, Insule Fortunate. Mare

Caspium.
The names, Huni, Pentapolis, and Orcildus are peculiar to

this map. The MS. is of the C type, was written at Chester,
and was bound circ. 1400. The cost of the binding is thus

noted :

' In leder thongys ijd. In whyte threde ijd, ij
new

bords jd., ij skynys of parchement viijd., a skyn of red lather

ijd., In blac sylke and greyne jd. ob., In glw. ob., ij clasyps

ijd., Summa totalis xixd.'

Mr: STEELE also read a Paper on the Ludus Triumphorum
and some early Italian card games. This paper will be

printed in Archaeologia.
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W. PAGE, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Herts, sub-

mitted a brief report on further excavations on the site of

Verulamium.

Rev. T. S. COOPER, M.A., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Surrey

communicated the following Report on further excavations on

the site of Waverley Abbey :

" I beg to report that the excavations at Waverley Abbey
were continued by the Surrey Archaeological Society last

summer, the season's work yielding very satisfactory results.

The examination of the site was confined mainly to the

Infirmary block, and, as had been anticipated, sufficient

remains of the walls were found to determine the position of

the infirmary hall, chapel, and kitchen, the misericord,

reredorter, etc. The infirmary hall in its original state

measured 91 feet by 38 feet 6 inches, and had an east aisle

12 feet wide. In the fourteenth century a cross-wall was

built towards the north end diminishing the length of the

hall by 14 feet, and during the next century the aisle was

walled off into small apartments. Built into the wall thus

formed were found the bases of the original pillars alternately

octagonal and round. The misericord was of the same period
as this latter alteration, and was entered from the infirmary

by a doorway near the south end of the west wall of the

hall. South of the misericord, with a long narrow apartment
intervening, was the reredorter over the large sewer which
runs east and west under the abbey buildings. The infirmary

chapel, of the same date as the hall, chapter-house, and par-

lour, has its north wall still standing some feet above the

ground level
;

the entrance into the infirmary aisle was at

the west end. The chapel measures 45 feet by 21 feet. The
undercroft of the monks' dormitory has so far been only partly
examined, but enough has been done to show that the west
wall is of original twelfth century work, and that the south

wall of the same period formed the north end of the building
near the river still in evidence, and which may turn out to

have been the abbot's hall.

The most interesting discovery of the season has, however,
been in the south transept of William de Bradewater's church,

namely, the presbytery of the original Norman church, which
was used in the later building, and formed the walls of two of

the chapels there. This presbytery was very small, only
24 feet wide, and had a wall recess on the south side, a general
feature, I am told, in all original Cistercian presbyteries, though
its purpose has not so far been determined. From the position
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of the presbytery it is evident that a portion of the south
nave wall of the later church was built on the line of the
north nave wall of the Norman church, the nave itself being
under the later cloister. It is much to be hoped that further

remains of this original church may be found in excavating
the cloister.

The season's work has yielded a fair crop of finds apart
from the buildings themselves. Amongst these may be men-
tioned some very good tiles in excellent preservation, and

many of them in situ ; a patch of diamond-shaped tiles, for

example, just east of the south-west pier of the tower.

Similar tiles, black and yellow respectively, were found the

previous summer also in position near the east end of the

church. But by far the best tiles were found in what
was probably a covered passage west of the infirmary hall,

and in a narrow passage south of the misericord. In the

vicinity of the infirmary a late Norman capital was dug up ;

also, in what had evidently been a lavatory abutting on the

chapel, a portion of the basin slab of unpolished Sussex
marble. Some good keys were brought to light, and a
stone cresset or candlestick made for four wicks and capable
of being moved about from place to place. Such candlesticks

were usually fixtures. Down the centre of the parlour was
found in position some lead piping, no doubt laid down under
the eye of Brother Symon in 1216. The pipes are laid in

lengths of 12 feet and joined by lead sockets, the whole

being in perfect condition. A find of the previous season,
omitted in my last year's Report, was a ' Nine men's Morice

'

board. This was on the bed of one of the stones of the

western Procession door. It had evidently been cut on the

stone before it was worked by the masons to play on in their

spare time. I have again had the valued assistance of Mr. St.

John Hope, as also that of Mr. Harold Brakspear, F.S.A., who
has made a ground plan to date of the Abbey buildings;
this he most kindly proposes to add to as the work pro-

gresses."

Thanks were ordered* to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.
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Thursday, June 14th, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Compiler : The plundered ministers of Lincolnshire, being extracts

from the Minutes of the Committee of Plundered Ministers. With notes by
W.E. Foster, F.S.A. 8vo. Guildford. n.d.

From the Compiler : Extracts from registers and records relating to the

collation, institution, induction, and composition of the Rectors of High
Halden, Kent. From 1322 to 1899. By W. B. Grimaldi. 8vo. n.p.
1900.

From the Committee for the Conservation of Monuments of Arab Art : La
mosquee du Sultan Hassan au Cairo! Par Max Herz Bey. fol. Cairo,
1899.

Special thanks were accorded to the Committee for the

Conservation of Monuments of Arab Art for their gift to the

Library.

This being an evening appointed for the election of Fellows
no papers were read.

F. G. HILTON PRICE, Esq., Director, exhibited a large number
of specimens of Roman and medieval boots and shoes found in

the City of London.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for this exhibition.

The Ballot opened at 8.45 p.m. and closed at 9.30 p.m., when
the following gentlemen were declared duly elected Fellows of

the Society :

Robert Coltman Clephan, Esq.
Julian Stafford Corbett, Esq., LL.M.
Thomas Taylor, Esq.
William Carr, Esq., M.A.
William Henry Wilkins, Esq., M.A.
Charles Edward Heley Chadwyck-Healey, Esq., Q.C.
Frederic Thomas Elworthy, Esq.
Sir Hubert Edward Henry Jerningham, K.C.M.G.,

Governor of Trinidad and Tobago.
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Colonel Reginald Hennell, D.S.O.
Roland Wilmot Paul, Esq.
Rev. Arthur Sutton Valpy, M.A., Canon of Winchester.

Harry Plowman, Esq.
Theodore Andrea Cook, Esq.
Rev. William James Stavert, M.A.
Thomas George Nevill, Esq.

Thursday, June 21st, 1899.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

Prom Sir John Evans, K.C.B., F.S.A. :

1. Memorie e document! per la storia della Universita di Parma nel
medioevo. Vol. I. 4to. Parma, 1888.

2. II Battistero di Parma descritto da Michele Lopez. (With album of

plates.) Folio. Parma, 1864.

From the Author : Trinity Hospital, Greenwich, and its Founder. By C. A.
Bradford, F.S.A. 8vo. Blackheath, 1899.

From Harper Gaythorpe, Esq., F.S.A. Scot. : Transactions of the Barrow
Field Club, Vols. I.-XIII. 8vo. Barrow-in-Furness. 1877-1900.

From S. J. Chadwick, Esq., F.S.A. : Slang and its Analogues, past and present.

Compiled and edited by John S. Farmer. Vols. I.-IV. 4to. London.
1890-1896.

From the Trustees of the British Museum :

1. Catalogue of Drawings by British Artists, and Artists of foreign origin

working in Great Britain, preserved in the British Museum. By L. Binyon.
Vol. II. 8vo. London, 1900.

2. Catalogue of Seals in the Department of MSS., British Museum. By
W. de Gray Birch. Vol. VI. 8vo. London, 1900.

3. Index to the Charters and Kolls in the Department of MSS., British

Museum. Vol. 1. (Index Locorum.) 8vo. London, 1900.

4. Descriptive List of Syriac and Karshuni MSS. in the British Museum.

By G. Margoliouth. 8vo. London, 1899.

5. Catalogue of the Hindi, Panjabi, and Hindustani MSS. in the British

Museum. 4to. London, 1899.
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6. Facsimiles of Royal, Historical, Literary, and other Autographs in the

Department of MSS., British Museum. Fifth Series. Folio. London,

1899.

7. Reproductions of Prints in the British Museum. New Series. Part IX.

Folio. London, 1900.

8. Excavations in Cyprus (Bequest of Miss E. T. Turner to the British

Museum). Folio. London, 1900.

9. Catalogue of the Cuneiform Tablets in the Kouyunjik Collection of the

British Museum. Vol. V. 8vo. London, 1899.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Thomas George Nevill, Esq.
Charles Edward Heley Chadwyck-Healey, Esq., Q.C.
Thomas Taylor, Esq.

Harry Plowman, Esq.
Frederic Thomas Elworthy, Esq.
William Henry Knowles, Esq.
Theodore Andrea Cook, Esq.

The President stated that at his instance the following
Resolution had been prepared by the Executive Committee :

That the Society of Antiquaries of London, which
takes a keen interest in all matters connected

with the Archaeology of these islands, views with
marked dissatisfaction the proposal to remove
from the British Museum certain gold ornaments

lately acquired from Ireland.

The Society is of opinion that the cause of Archaeology
will be best served by the retention of these

interesting objects in the central Museum of the

Empire, where they are accessible to a greater
number of students than would be the case else-

where
; while, as remains of the art of the Ancient

Britons, and having only an accidental connection
with Ireland, these relics could be placed nowhere
more appropriately than in the British Museum.

The Resolution was put to the meeting from the Chair,
and carried unanimously.

Captain BUTTON, F.S.A., exhibited a Rapier foil and

Dagger foil of about the year 1600, on which he read the

following notes :

" The long Italian Rapier of Elizabethan and early Carolean
times with its needful companion, the parrying dagger, is

almost a common object to connoisseurs
;
hundreds of them

are to be seen in various states of ornamental perfection in

many museums and private collections.
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But what of the method of teaching their use ? And what
of the peaceable weapons, the foils I mean, with which this

teaching was imparted ? The method can be, and has been

learned, exhumed I may say, from a variety of curious old

books, the result of which some of my friends will shortly
show you. And now we come to the weapon of the fencing
school; we have read in books about 'rebated' swords, but
what would be a rebated sword ? It, if it existed at all, was
a genuine fighting rapier with its point turned back, and can
we imagine a gentleman possessing a good fighting rapier or

two (they were costly objects in those days) taking one of

them, deliberately putting it in the fire and heating it red

hot, which would hopelessly ruin it, turning its point back
with a pair of tongs, and so forming a sort of crude button ?

Again, if we are to understand the word ' rebate
'

to mean

merely the blunting of the point by filing it into a rounded

form, the weapon would remain very nearly as dangerous as

when it was actually sharp, and no leather button could

possibly be fixed upon it. I have not seen, or heard of, a
rebated sword in any collection or museum, and I must say
that I am rather sceptical about it.

But the rapier foil is another matter, it did exist, and here

and there examples of it are still to be found. I have been
fortunate enough in course of years to acquire four specimens,
one of which is now on the table, and Monsieur Vigeant, the

famous French author and fencing master, I know possesses
a few. This foil is very rarely met with, and why so ?

Because it was very expensive ;
a good serviceable foil would

cost about as much money as an equally good plain fighting

rapier, and the people who could and would afford that

expense were naturally scarce. My impression is that most
of the practice rapiers had blades of wood, and for that

matter a mere stick four feet long or thereabouts, without

any hilt at all, would be quite sufficient to learn rapier fighting
with. Joseph Swetnam, the first English professor of the

art who ever wrote a book (1617) distinctly implies the

common use of wooden foil blades in his advice about button-

ing them.
' Button thy foiles,' he says,

' before the practice
with them, for otherwise the unskilfull may thrust out one

another's eyes, yea although there was no harm meant, yet
an eye may be lost except the occasion be prevented
To make your buttons take wooll or flocks, and wrappe it

round in leather so big as a tennis ball, then make a notch

within half an inch of your woodden foil, but if it be an

Iron foile, then let there be an Iron button rivetted on the

point.'
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We have now before us a remarkably fine foil of Shake-

speare's time; the blade is oblong in section, and is of the usual

rapier length, has the customary
'

ricasso,' and is very strong,

very heavy, and fearfully stiff, it is springy, therefore of steel,

and not, as Swetnam puts it, of iron : it has a large button. The
hilt is of the swept pattern in use, roughly speaking, about the

year 1600.

Now I come to the dagger foil. The only old author, so far as

I know,who illustrates a daggermade expressly forfencing pur-

poses, is Joachim Meyer (1570), and his buttoned daggers are of

so clumsy, heavy, and coarse a form, that if they had been made
of metal they would have been well-nigh unmanageable, they
must have been made of wood. No specimens of foil daggers,
so far as we can make out, with the exception of this one, have
come down to us. The guard and quillons of it are of the

usual pattern and rather roughly made,and the pommel matches
them. This guard was evidently intended, by the appearance
of the orifice into which the blade is inserted, for a regular

fighting dagger, and the blade has evidently been still more

roughly fashioned, perhaps by an ordinary blacksmith
;

it is

square in section, and its button is not rivetted on, but is part
and parcel of the blade itself. The weapon is 17J inches in

length from pommel to point, and the breadth across the

quillons is just 7 inches."

The BARON DE COSSON, F.S.A., communicated the following

paper on some ancient sword blades bearing spurious inscrip-
tions :

" Some years ago I had the honour of saying a few words
at the Society of Antiquaries about a sword blade lent by
Mr. H. Montgomery, which it was thought might be that of

a sword described in the diary of Mr. Wm. Montgomery, as

existing in 1696 at Derrygonelly in Ireland, and as bearing
the inscription Robertus Bruschius Scotorum Rex, 1310.*
I then suggested that this sword probably belonged to the
same class of weapons as certain seventeenth century swords

bearing the inscription Edwardus Prins Angliw, several of

which still exist in England.
Our late President and Mr. Waller concurred in this view,

the former observing that the fact that Mr. Wm. Montgomery
had transcribed the date in Arabic numerals tended to show
that the inscription was not of the epoch to which it pur-
ported to belong.
The Edwardus Prins Anglice blades, so far as I can judge

from one I have examined, date from the earlier part of the

*
Proceedings, 2nd S. xiv. 95.
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seventeenth century, and are mounted in English hilts of that

epoch. The particular one I saw was a slightly curved

blade, not very long, and had the usual English hanger hilt.

The inscription was certainly contemporaneous with the

blade, which had all the characteristics of Solingen workman-

ship, but it is possible that it may have been made in

England, for English makers at that time seem often to have

copied Solingen models, and there is reason to believe that
some Solingen bladesmiths worked in England. There could
be no doubt about the hilt and the blade belonging to one

another, and the sword throughout was in perfectly original
state.

The fact is mainly interesting, as showing that about the
time of Charles I. swords ascribed to celebrated warriors of

earlier days were much sought for in England, and that in

consequence of this demand bladesmiths did not hesitate to

produce a supply of fictitious relics of past heroes.

In this country, the Black Prince seems to have been

particularly the fashion, perhaps because Cromwell was re-

ported to have appropriated his sword hanging in Canterbury
Cathedral to his own use, and royalist cavaliers did not wish
to be outdone by him.

However this may be, I will show that a similar fashion

prevailed in another country, and led to a similar production
of pseudo relics of past ages.

In earlier times we find that swords ascribed to celebrated

personages were treasured up in royal armouries and other

places. A superbly preserved sword of the beginning of the

thirteenth century, now in the armoury at Turin, was as early
as the close of the fourteenth century held to be that of

St. Maurice, a warrior saint of the fourth century, for at that

period an admirable case was made for it, decorated with

inscriptions, the name and effigy of Saint Maurice and other

ornaments.
The inventory of the armoury at the royal castle of Am-

boise, made in 1499, speaks of the sword of Lancelot du Lac,
'

et dit on qu'elle est fee/ the sword of the king who founded
St. Denis (Dagobert probably is meant) that of the king
of France who fought with a giant at Paris and vanquished
him, that of the giant himself, and a series of swords belong-

ing to most of the celebrated kings of France of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries. Besides these, there were the battle-

axe of St. Louis, the armour of Joan of Arc, and a brigandine
of Talbot. The detailed descriptions of these swords show
that those ascribed to very early dates were in all probability

weapons of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
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SWOED BLADE
WITH IMITA-
TION ARABIC
CHARACTERS,
FROM THE
LCNDESBOKOUGH
COLLECTION.

In the archives of Simancas is the inventory
of the arms of Isabel the Catholic, drawn up
in 1503, and there we find one sword attri-

buted to Roland and two to the Cid. All

these were probably swords ascribed, like the

Turin one, to these personages by tradition,

and not forgeries manufactured for the purpose
of deceiving. I have, however, recently found

that in the second half of the sixteenth century,
swords bearing forged inscriptions were in

pretty common use in 'Spain, where it must
have become the fashion to boast of possessing
the weapon of a great hero, just as that fashion

seems to have existed in England a little

later.

My attention was specially drawn to these

weapons by a sword formerly in the Londes-

borough collection, and now in my own posses-
sion.

This weapon in all probability came from

Spain at the same time as many other pieces
in the Bernal, Londesborough, and Fountaine

collections, which can be traced as having
belonged to the Royal Armoury at Madrid.

However that may be, it is a rapier of

thoroughly Spanish character, of the second
half of the sixteenth century, the hilt

channelled and entirely plated with silver.

There can be no doubt that the hilt was made
for the blade that is in it, nor that the blade

is of similar date to the hilt. The ricasso of

the blade has an armourer's mark, and the

words VALENCIA ME FECIT are inscribed in

the long narrow groove that runs almost to

the point on either side of the blade. But
over the armourer's mark a circular device

has been engraved ;
on one side of the ricasso

the arms of Ferdinand and Isabel of Spain,
and on the other their badges, yugo y flechas,

yoke and sheaf of arrows. The engraving is

of the same epoch as the blade, and has the

appearance of having been copied from the

silver coinage of those monarchs, a framing
of small circles reproducing the dotted fram-

ing of the coins.

The same devices, arms, and badges are
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repeated alternately four times on either side of the

blade, and in the intervals between them is what

appears to be an inscription, in characters unknown to

me, and which puzzled me for some time. The clue, how-
ever, was given by other Spanish swords, which I shall

refer to presently. These signs were no doubt meant to

represent Arabic characters, to which they bear a rough
resemblance, and the intention was to give the idea that

the blade had played a part in the wars of Ferdinand and
Isabel against the Moors, and perhaps that it was a blade

captured from some Arab chief.

It is a pity that we can now only make a vague guess at

the fiction with which this blade was presented to the world,
for there is something more ingenious and subtle in the com-
bination of pseudo Arabic characters and Christian devices

than in the mere stamping on a blade of a celebrated name of

former times.

Amongst the swords bequeathed by Edouard de Beaumont
to the Cluny Museum is one with a blade in all respects of

SCROLLS WITH IMITATION ARABIC INSCRIPTIONS, FROM A SWORD IN THE
CLUNY MUSEUM.

the same type as the one just described. It has the same

arms and badges of the Catholic Kings, as Ferdinand and

Isabel are called in Spain, but the inscription in the grooves
reads PEDRO GARETA ME FECIT, and in the place of the

mock Arabic inscription are scrolls inscribed with letters and

signs to which no meaning can be attached, and some orna-

ments in the style of the second half of the sixteenth century.

The hilt is a rapier hilt of blacked steel of the same epoch.

This sword came from the celebrated collection formed in the

earlier part of this century by Monsieur Debruge-Dumenil,
and is in very pure state. Charles Yriarte, in his account of

VOL. XVIII. O
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the Beaumont bequest in the ' Gazette des Beaux-Arts/ *
per-

ceiving that the hilt was not of the epoch of the Catholic

Kings* suggested that the blade did not belong to it, but he

failed to perceive that the form of the blade itself proved
that it no more belonged to their reign than did the hilt.

When Count Valencia de Don Juan, our honorary Fellow

and director of the Madrid Armoury, examined this sword

with me, he expressed the opinion that this blade was not of

Toledan make, and thought it might be German.

It certainly has not the peculiar character of true Toledo

blades, which to those who are well acquainted with them is

unmistakable. Besides which the name on it is not correctly

spelt. Rodriguez del Canto, fencing master of Madrid, in an

unedited manuscript written in 1734, and entitled 'El

Discipulo Instruido,' f gives a list of all the most celebrated

blade-smiths of Toledo with their marks. His list differs

somewhat from that of Palomares, so well known through
having been printed in the catalogue of the Armeria Real

published in 1849. In R. del Canto's list we find a Pedro de

Garatea, who is no doubt the same master who is called Pedro
de Lagaratea by Palomares. No blade signed in either of

these ways is at present known. But his blades must have
been famous to be imitated with the incorrect form Gareta.

From a careful examination of this blade and the similar

one in my own sword, I think it probable that they are both

Italian, as are many professing to be of Toledan manufacture,

notably all those inscribed Monte en Toledo, which are imita-

tions of those made by the Toledan master Belmonte or

Velmonte. The blade-mark on mine is Italian in character,
and the groove extending to the point is also an Italian

feature.

Her Majesty the Queen exhibited some years ago at South

Kensington a sword which belongs to the class I am
describing. The hilt appears to belong to the end of the

fourteenth or early part of the fifteenth century, and was
described by me at one of our meetings.! Part of the blade
near the hilt is engraved and gilt, the style of the engraving
proving that it was done towards the close of the sixteenth

century, when the inscription MARCHIO RODERICVS BIVAR

(the name of the Cid) was also engraved on it.

The Madrid armoury contains a well-known sword which
was formerly attributed, the blade at least, to Bernardo del

Carpio, nephew of Alonso el Casto, King of Leon, who lived

* Vol xxxvii. 2e
poriode.

f This MS. is in Count Valencia's possession.

J Proceedings, xiv. 238-242, where it is roughly sketched.
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in the ninth century, for on the blade the name BERXARDO
DEL CARPIO is stamped in bold letters. It further is

stamped with a mark which roughly
resembles an antique helmet.

The blade, which has a ricasso, is broad
and flat and appears to be of Spanish
make.
The hilt is also Spanish in type, has a

large flattish pommel pierced with four

openings, a cross guard with drooping
quillons, which broaden at their ends and
are pierced with the same design as the

pommel, and a pas d'dne with short salient

branches on the outside.

It is a large powerful sword of the
' hand-and-a-half

'

type, the hilt having
the form of those used in Spain in the

earlier part of the sixteenth century, while
the blade would appear to belong to the

second half of that century. Still the

weapon has every appearance of being in

its primitive state, and if the hilt is earlier

than the blade it is probable that the

latter has been in it ever since it was
made. The natural supposition would be
that the name Bernardo del Carpio was a

comparatively recent addition, and I for-

merly imagined that was the case.

Some nine years ago, however, I saw in

Paris a sword with a blade of exactly the

same type and period, stamped with the

same peculiar helmet mark and inscribed

in the same manner RECAREDVS GOTOZVM.

R., Recared King of the Goths.

This Recared, the most popular hero

amongst the Gothic Kings of Spain, lived

at the end of the sixth century, so this

inscription was as fantastically improbable
as the Carpio one.

Still, an examination of this Recared

sword, and later of the Carpio one at

Madrid, convinced me that both inscrip-
tions were contemporary with the blades, SWORD ATTRIBUTED

but it is only within the last few weeks
that I have acquired the proof that these

inscriptions are not recent.

V

RID ARMOURY.
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I lately became possessed of the catalogue of a sale in

1890 of the arms and works of art belonging to the Duke

of Osuna and Infantado contained in his castle near Dinant

in Belgium, and there I recognised

amongst other weapons the photograph
and description of the Recared sword.

Turning to the Inventory of the

Armoury of the Duque del Infantado,

drawn up at Guadalajara in 1643,* I

read ' No. 5. Mas una espada ancha, con

una guarnicion aventanada, y en la hoja
un letrero que dice : Recaredus Gotorum
Rex.' Item, a broad sword, with a hilt

pierced after the manner of windows,
and on the blade the words: Recaredus

Gotorum Rex.

There was the exact description of

this sword, blade and hilt, showing that

two hundred and sixty-seven years ago
it was preserved in the Infantado

armoury, and was then in the same
condition as now. The blade is broad

and not very long, 36 inches from hilt

to point, and the hilt, of rapier form, is

of a type of which three or four

examples exist at Madrid, the pommel
and guards being pierced with openings
after the fashion of windows, as the

inventory has it. It is a powerful fight-

ing sword, and was probably made during
the last third of the sixteenth century ;

for of the swords at Madrid with similar

hilts, one is ascribed to Pedro Mendez de

Aviles, the conqueror of Florida, who
died in 1574, and another has a superb
blade by Sebastian Hernandez the Elder,
who is mentioned in the inventory of the

Prince Don Carlos in 1569. It is there-

fore possible that the Recared sword

belonged to that Duque del Infantado of

whom Brantome relates an anecdote with reference to the

arrival of at Madrid of the news of the massacre of Saint

Bartholomew.t The sword is now in my own possession,

* Published in the Documcntos Inedltos para la Historia de Espana,
Ixxix. 479. Madrid, 1882.

j Brantome. viii. 189.

Sv\
TORD ATTRIBUTED

TO RECARED, KING
OF THE GOTHS.
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and I have further found that the blade bears the punch mark
attributed by Rodriguez del Canto to Juan Luis, a Toledan
blade-smith not mentioned by Palomares, but who worked
in the second half of the sixteenth century ;

for I possess
a Spanish Montante, or two-handed sword of the middle of

the century, with a very fine blade signed by him in full,

and a rapier of rather later date, also signed by him, exists at

Turin.

In addition to the swords above described, I remember

having seen the engraving of a big, long-hilted sword of

English seventeenth-century fashion, the blade inscribed

EEX. EDWARDVS, and no doubt of the same class as the
Edwardus Prins Anglicv ones. Count Valencia in describing
the del Carpio sword, refers to the Recared one, which he saw
with me, and also to one of similar make inscribed DEL CONDE
FERNAN GONZALES, and I have just received rubbings of the

marks on a blade which also has the antique helmet mark on
one side and an arrow mark on the other, with traces of an

inscription which has been recently ground out. It was no
doubt as fanciful as those already mentioned, and someone

perceiving the name it contained could not be of the epoch
of the blade, had it effaced, thinking it was a modern addition.

It is probable that other weapons of the same class exist in

collections, but the list is already sufficiently long to show
what a number of these swords must have been made for so

many to be yet in existence.

The question might then arise whether there may not be

other works of ancient art which belong to the same class, and

which, whilst presenting marked incongruities between their

style and the epoch to which they purport to belong, are not

necessarily modern forgeries but ancient ones.

I think I can cite one, which as it was in Lord Lon-

desborough's collection, is engraved in the Miscellanea

Graphica* and was exhibited at South Kensington in 1862,

may be known to some of our Fellows.

It is an ivory sceptre or main de justice, which came
from the collection of Monsieur Debruge-Dumenil already
referred to. It was there described as follows :

' Main de

justice. L'inscription Ludovicus Rex Francorum est repartie
sur trois olives qui decorent la hampe. Le mot Rex est

suivi d'un lambel aux trois pendants, ce qui peut faire

supposer que ce sceptre a appartenu a Louis XII., qui

portait ce lambel dans ses armes lorsqu'il n'etait que due

d'Orleans.' f The description in the Londesborough sale

* Fairhoit, Miscellanea Graphica (London, 1854), plate iv. fig. 1.

t Description des Objets (VArt q\d component la collection Dclntge
Dumenil, par Jules Labarte (Paris, 1847), No. 167, p. 459.
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catalogue will give a more complete idea of this object.
' Main de Justice, or Ivory Sceptre ;

on the top is a hand

with the thumb and two first fingers extended in benediction,

on the third, which is bent, is a gold ring set with a pearl, on

the wrist a ruffle
;
there are three convex bands inscribed in

relief LVDOVIC . REX . FRANCORV, two towards the top and

one above the handle, also some raised leaf mouldings on the

plain staff; the knob is decorated with fleurs-de-lys and

leaves. Said to have belonged to Louis XII.'

This sceptre now belongs to a friend of mine, so I have had

ample opportunity of examining it. At the very first glance
I felt convinced that although the letters imitate those in use

in the last years of the fifteenth century, the sceptre could not

belong to the epoch of Louis XII. A minuter study led me to

believe that the piece is not a modern forgery. The hand is

delicate and admirable in execution, and the ivory has the

true tone of antiquity about it. But to my mind both the

approximate date of the piece and the country in which it was
made are, as it were, stamped on it. The lettering imitates

that used in Lombardy about the year 1500, but the hand
issues from a ruffle such as is first seen in France about 1565,
and which continued in use until the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, and the fleur-de-lis, instead of being a French

one, is the fleur-de-lis epanouie of Florence. The man who
made this sceptre lived in North Italy at the end of the

sixteenth or early in the seventeenth century, and knowing
that the fleur-de-lis was the emblem of the King of France,

copied the fleur-de-lis he was acquainted with, that of the

Florentines. No Frenchman working for the king would
have been so ignorant as to put the label of the House of

Orleans on a sceptre made for Louis XII., as on his accession

to the throne, becoming the head of the Royal House of

France, he ceased to bear the label. But the Italian work-
man, remembering that he had been in Italy as Duke of

Orleans, might easily be guilty of such a mistake. Why was
this object made ?

It is difficult to conjecture, but we know that curiosities of

every kind were eagerly sought for by many collectors in

Italy three centuries ago, and especially for the celebrated

Medicean cabinet at Florence. However this may be, I think
it is genuine as a piece of early seventeenth century art, but a

forgery insomuch as it never had anything to do with any
Louis, King of France."

An adjournment was then made to the Library, where an
Exhibition of Fence of the sixteenth and early seventeenth
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centuries was given by Captain Hutton, F.S.A., Captain
Stenson Cooke, Captain F. H. Whittow, and Messrs. Guy
Laking, F.S A., Harvey, and Percy Rolt.

The following programme and introductory note, by Captain
Hutton, F.S.A., renders further description unnecessary.

PROGRAMME
OF AN

EXHIBITION OF FENCE OF THE 16 AND
EARLY 17ra CENTURIES.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

OF all periods the 16th century was one of the most prolific
in armes blanches. They consisted of two distinct kinds :

(a) the arms of the hand, comprising various forms of

swords and daggers ;
and (b) the " arms of the staff," such

as pikes, bills, halberds, etc., which were of course wielded
with both hands, and all of which we may trace back to their

original form of simple wooden weapons.
Of these there were three: (1) the quarter-staff, or long-staff,

about eight feet in length, which served as a walking staff, a

leaping pole, and a very formidable weapon of offence in the
hands of a strong and active man

;
this developed into the varied

forms of the halberd, and we have a survival of it in the modern
rifle and bayonet. (2) Next we have "

y
e short staf of conve-

nyent length," treated of, among other arms, by George Silver

at the end of the 16th century, and very notably by Joseph
Swetnam in 1617

;
it was a distinct walking staff, accom-

modated to the powers of its owner, and reaching usually to

about the height of his shoulder
;
in fighting it was wielded

with both hands and held at the end. From the fence of this

staff was deduced that of the two-hand sword, and it remains

among us still in the form of the "
great stick," the French

baton. (3) Thirdly we have the ordinary cudgel or stout

walking stick, the " wafter
"

of the Elizabethan 'prentices,
used with one hand and always accompanied in old times by
the hand buckler, and we have it to-day as a fighting weapon,
though of course without its shield, as the Irishman's black-

thorn and the Frenchman's canne. We see here the origin
of that sword and buckler play of the gentry and their re-

tainers, which gave birth to various fanciful sets of weapons
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such as Short Sword and Dagger, case of Rapiers, Rapier and

Dagger, Rapier and Cloak, etc. The wooden weapons were

not" knightly," and therefore could not be imposed upon a

gentleman in the lists
; they belonged entirely to the lower

orders.

Of these the cudgel is especially interesting, being the

weapon with which common fellows were obliged to void

their quarrels in judicial combat. Of these fights two may be

mentioned as being recorded in history : one, in the time of

Henry III., between Walter Blowberne and Hamon Le Stare,

who were nothing better than a pair of thieves who had fallen

out about their booty ;
and the second, rendered famous by

Olivier de la Marche, which took place at Valenciennes in the

presence of Duke Philip of Burgundy, in 1547, on account of

a murder, between two tailors named Mahuot and Jacotin

Plouvier. Shakespeare also gives a graphic instance of such

a fight in the second part of
"
King Henry VI.," the characters

engaged being Thomas Horner, an armourer, and Peter his

apprentice. These judicial encounters were resorted to in cases

when accusation was made and denied on oath, and there

being no witnesses on either side
;
the men were compelled to

tight it out, the belief being that the Deity Himself would
interfere and assist the innocent.

At this period of our art there was absolutely no "lunge,"
it had not yet been invented; the movements of the feet

were mainly
"
passes

"
or steps forwards or backwards, and

"
traverses

"
or lateral steps. They were effected with more

or less swiftness as occasion required; an impetuous man,
indeed, would often actually charge his enemy.
An interesting feature in the defence was the "grip," to

which recourse was had after parrying a furious charge of the

opponent. It consisted of seizing his hand, hilt, or wrist with
the left hand, and despatching him with a thrust, a cut, or a
blow with the pommel, after which latter George Silver advises
us to "strik up his heeles" as a good way of terminating the
affair. These grips are fully illustrated in Captain Button's

manual, The Swordsman.

I. DAGGER AND CLOAK.

Down to the end of the Elizabethan period a dagger or

sheath knife was openly worn by every one both gentle and

simple, and in those turbulent times came out of its scabbard

very easily, so that a knowledge of its fighting powers was
very needful. This exercise required extreme agility and
watchfulness; the dagger was held point upwards with the
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thumb resting on the flat of the blade, and the cloak was
wound twice round the left arm, the collar being grasped in
the hand; it was used to parry with, and if it chanced to work
loose from the arm it was thrown at the enemy in such a
manner as to envelop his entire person or at least his attack-

ing arm and weapon.

MR. GUY LAKING, F.S.A., AND MR. HARVEY.

II. SWOKD AND BUCKLER
Sword-and-Buckler is undoubtedly the most ancient style

of fight, being traceable to the days of the Saxons, and in

the early part of the sixteenth century it was in full use.

Throughout that period it was preferred by English swords-
men to any other kind of fight, and above all to that of the

long Italian rapier, to which they had an especial objection.
Our sword and buckler men observed, as we do now, certain

fixed customs regarding fair play ;
it was considered unmanly

to strike below the knees, and the use of the point was looked

upon as scarcely legitimate, so much so that some of the

swords were so made as to render it almost impracticable. A
very curious cut, given with the "

false edge
"

at the lower

part of the ham, was regularly taught and often resorted to,

nota*bly in the fight between two Englishmen, Newton and

Hamilton, in the year 1547, and also in the still more famous
combat between Chastaigneraie and Jarnac, in the presence
of Henri II. of France, in which the latter was victorious,

and the stroke has been known ever since as the "
Coup de

Jarnac."

CAPTAIN STENSON COOKE, L.R.B. and Bartitsu Club,
and CAPTAIN F. H. WHITTOW, L.R.B. and Bartitsu Club.

III. CASE OF RAPIERS, OR THE FIGHT OF THE
TWO SWORDS.

The " Case of Rapiers
"
is another curious method of fighting

belonging distinctly to the sixteenth century. The swords

were short ones like those used in buckler play ; they were a

perfect pair, and were kept together in one scabbard. They
could not possibly have been worn as an article of dress, acd
for this reason men of the time often omitted to study their

use, but they were "knightly" weapons, and Marozzo impresses
on his pupils the advantage of knowing how to wield them in

case of being engaged in a duel in the lists.

CAPTAIN A. BUTTON, F.S.A. and Bartitsu Club,

and MR. PERCY ROLT, Bartitsu Club.

VOL. XVIII. P
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IV. RAPIER AND DAGGER.

The Rapier, which was over 4 feet in length, and so cum-

bersome that an auxiliary weapon carried in the left hand for

defensive purposes, usually the dagger, was absolutely indis-

pensable, was of Italian origin, and its large, graceful, highly
ornamented hilt, as well as its deadly fighting powers, soon

recommended it to the principal gentry, among whom it

superseded the sword and buckler, doubtless partly for the

reason that the little shield, although an excellent weapon of

defence, was decidedly inconvenient as an article of apparel.

Rapier fencing as an art improved gradually under various

masters, many of whose works are still extant, until we find

it at its best in that of Alfieri (1653), but about this period it

began to lose favour with the western nations, and in France
and England especially it gave place to the small sword. It

held its own, however, in the land of its birth, and the Italian

foil fencing of to-day is but a slightly modified form of the

rapier play of the 17th century.

MR. GUY LAKING, F.S.A., AND MR. HARVEY.

V. "YE GRYPS AND CLOZES" OF GEORGE SILYER

(1599).

In the days of Shakespeare when our forefathers settled

their differences they
" drew on sight," and approached, each

trying to place himself in the most advantageous position for

the final struggle, in the manner which has already been
demonstrated. We English swordsmen had a direct ancestor

whose name ought to be reverenced, George Silver, a brave

English gentleman of Shakesperian times, who devoted him-
self greatly to the science of the sword, and who left for

posterity a marvellously complete treatise on the art as it

existed in his day. His method was to stand his ground
firmly, to await the enemy's rush, and having parried his

fierce cut to seize his sword hand with his own left, and

having done so to promptly apply certain actions of the sword.
There are two parts of the sword, much used by Silver, which
our modern teachers have lost sight of altogether, viz. the

"pummel" and the "false" or back edge, the former of which
at close quarters is essentially useful. The entire

" Works of

George Silver" have recently been brought to light by an
enthusiastic student of Ancient Fence, Captain Cyril Matthey.

CAPTAIN A. BUTTON AND MR. PERCY ROLT.
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VI. RAPIER AND CLOAK.

In the early part of the seventeenth century the dagger
began to disappear as a part of civilian costume, although the

rapier somewhat lightened in form remained, and a means of

defence against it was still needful, and to this purpose the
cloak very easily adapted itself

;
it was carried and manipu-

lated in the same way as in the fight of the cloak and dagger.

CAPTAIN STENSON COOKE AND CAPTAIN F. H. WHITTOW.

VII. THE TWO-HAND SWORD.

The two-hand sword was used most largely by the Swiss

Infantry, and, awkward as it was to handle, possessed a

distinct system of fence of its own based on that of the short

staff. It was the favourite weapon of our King Henry VIII.,

who proposed its use in the tournaments of the Field of the

Cloth of Gold, but Francis I. wisely declined it on the plea
that there were no gauntlets then made sufficiently strong to

guarantee the hands against accidental damage. The masters

kept specially made foil swords for the teaching of this branch
of the art, and from one of them, till recently in the possession
of the Baron de Cosson, the pair used this evening have been

copied, and the fencing has been carefully worked up from

Marozzo, di Grassi, and others.

CAPTAIN A. BUTTON AND MR. PERCY ROLT.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

The Ordinary Meetings of the Society were then adjourned
to Thursday, 29th November, 1900.
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thumb resting on the flat of the blade, and the cloak was
wound twice round the left arm, the collar being grasped in

the hand
;
it was used to parry with, and if it chanced to work

loose from the arm it was thrown at the enemy in such a
manner as to envelop his entire person or at least his attack-

ing arm and weapon.
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Sword-and-Buckler is undoubtedly the most "ancient style

of fight, being traceable to the days of the Saxons, and in

the early part of the sixteenth century it was in full use.

Throughout that period it was preferred by English swords-
men to any other kind of fight, and above all to that of the

long Italian rapier, to which they had an especial objection.
Our sword and buckler men observed, as we do now, certain

fixed customs regarding fair play ;
it was considered unmanly

to strike below the knees, and the use of the point was looked

upon as scarcely legitimate, so much so that some of the

swords were so made as to render it almost impracticable. A
very curious cut, given with the "

false edge
"

at the lower

part of the ham, was regularly taught and often resorted to,

notably in the fight between two Englishmen, Newton and

Hamilton, in the year 1547, and also in the still more famous
combat between Chastaigneraie and Jarnac, in the presence
of Henri II. of France, in which the latter was victorious,

and the stroke has been known ever since as the "
Coup de

Jarnac."
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The " Case of Rapiers
"

is another curious method of fighting

belonging distinctly to the sixteenth century. The swords

were short ones like those used in buckler play ; they were a

perfect pair, and were kept together in one scabbard. They
could not possibly have been worn as an article of dress, and
for this reason men of the time often omitted to study their

use, but they were "knightly" weapons, and Marozzo impresses
on his pupils the advantage of knowing how to wield them in

case of being engaged in a duel in the lists.

CAPTAIN A. BUTTON, F.S.A. and Bartitsu Club,

and MR. PERCY ROLT, Bartitsu Club.
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IV. RAPIER AND DAGGER.

The Rapier, which was over 4 feet in length, and so cum-
bersome that an auxiliary weapon carried in the left hand for

defensive purposes, usually the dagger, was absolutely indis-

pensable, was of Italian origin, and its large, graceful, highly
ornamented hilt, as well as its deadly fighting powers, soon

recommended it to the principal gentry, among whom it

superseded the sword and buckler, doubtless partly for the

reason that the little shield, although an excellent weapon of

defence, was decidedly inconvenient as an article of apparel.

Rapier fencing as an art improved gradually under various

masters, many of whose works are still extant, until we find

it at its best in that of Alfieri (1653), but about this period it

began to lose favour with the western nations, and in France
and England especially it gave place to the small sword. It

held its own, however, in the land of its birth, and the Italian

foil fencing of to-day is but a slightly modified form of the

rapier play of the 17th century.

MR. GUY LAKING, F.S.A., AND MR. HARVEY.

V. " YE GRYPS AND CLOZES " OF GEORGE SILVER

(1599).

In the days of Shakespeare when our forefathers settled

their differences they
" drew on sight," and approached, each

trying to place himself in the most advantageous position for

the final struggle, in the manner which has already been
demonstrated. We English swordsmen had a direct ancestor
whose name ought to be reverenced, George Silver, a brave

English gentleman of Shakesperian times, who devoted him-
self greatly to the science of the sword, and who left for

posterity a marvellously complete treatise on the art as it

existed in his day. His method was to stand his ground
firmly, to await the enemy's rush, and having parried his

fierce cut to seize his sword hand with his own left, and

having done so to promptly apply certain actions of the sword.
There are two parts of the sword, much used by Silver, which
our modern teachers have lost sight of altogether, viz. the

"pummel" and the "false" or back edge, the former of which
at close quarters is essentially useful. The entire " Works of

George Silver" have recently been brought to light by an
enthusiastic student of Ancient Fence, Captain Cyril Matthey.

CAPTAIN A. HUTTON AND MR. PERCY ROLT.
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VI. RAPIER AND CLOAK.

In the early part of the seventeenth century the dagger
began to disappear as a part of civilian costume, although the

rapier somewhat lightened in form remained, and a means of

defence against it was still needful, and to this purpose the
cloak very easily adapted itself

;
it was carried and manipu-

lated in the same way as in the fight of the cloak and dagger.
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VII. THE TWO-HAND SWORD.

The two-hand sword was used most largely by the Swiss

Infantry, and, awkward as it was to handle, possessed a
distinct system of fence of its own based on that of the short

staff'. It was the favourite weapon of our King Henry VIII.
,

who proposed its use in the tournaments of the Field of the

Cloth of Gold, but Francis I. wisely declined it on the plea
that there were no gauntlets then made sufficiently strong to

guarantee the hands against accidental damage. The masters

kept specially made foil swords for the teaching of this branch
of the art, and from one of them, till recently in the possession
of the Baron de Cosson, the pair used this evening have been

copied, and the fencing has been carefully worked up from

Marozzo, di Grassi, and others.

CAPTAIN A. BUTTON AND MR. PERCY ROLT.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

The Ordinary Meetings of the Society were then adjourned
to Thursday, 29th November, 1900.
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Thursday, November 29th, 1900.

VISCOUNT DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : Horns of Honour, and other Studies in the by-ways of

Archeology. By F. T. Elworthy, F.S.A. 8vo. London, 1900.

From A. F. Sieveking, Esq., F.S.A. : The Praise of Gardens, an Epitome of the

Literature of the Garden-art. Svo. London, 1899.

From the Author : Historical Notices of the Anglican Archbishops of

Armagh, Primates of all Ireland, during the 19th century. By J. R.

Garstin, M.A., F.S.A. Svo. Dundalk, 1900.

From the Author : Treatise concerning the ancient family of Smith-Carington.

By K. S. Carington, F.S.A. Privately printed. 4to. Melton Mowbray,
1900

From the Author : Some Papers relating to the Plague in Yorkshire. By
S. J. Chadwick, F.S.A. Svo. n.p. 1900.

From the Author : Catalogue of the European Arms and Armour in the

Wallace Collection at Hertford House. By Guy Laking, F.S.A. Large
paper. 4to. London, 1900.

From the Author : Don Quixote and British Art. By H. S. Ashbee, F.S.A .

4to. London, 1900.

From Lord Mowbray and Stourton : The History of the Noble House of Stourton,
of Stourton, in the County of Wilts. Privately printed. 2 vols. 4to.

London, 1899.

From J. E. Smith, Esq., F.S.A.: A Catalogue of Westminster Records deposited
at the Town Hall, Caxton Street. 4to. London, 1900.

From G. E. Cokayne, Esq., F.S.A., Clarencenx King of Arms : Cokayne
Pedigree. Large paper copy. Svo. London, 1899.

From Edward Almack, Esq., F.S.A. : The Cavalier Soldier's Vade-mecum,
reproduced in fac-simile. Svo. London, 1900.

From T. M. Fallow, Esq., M A., F.S.A. : A Directory and Picture of Cork and
its Environs. By Will West. 8vo. Cork, 1810.

From the Author : Palaeolithic Flint Implements from the Isle of Wight. By
S. H. Warren, F.G.S. Svo. London, 1900.

From the Editor, Rev. Thomas Taylor, M.A. : The Parish Registers of St.

Breward, in Cornwall, 1 558-1900. Edited and for the most part collated

with the Archdeacons' Transcripts at Bodmin and at Exeter. 4to. Beverley,
1900.
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From the Author : Midland Churches : A History of the Congregations on the
roll of the Midland Christian Union. By G. K. Evans. 4to. Dudley, 1899.

From the Trustees of the British Museum : Illuminated Manuscripts in the
British Museum, Miniatures, Borders, and Initials. Second Series. Fol.
London, 1900.

From Lord Amherst of Hackney, F.S.A. : The Amherst Papyri, being an
account of the Egyptian Papyri in the collection of the Right Hon. Lord
Amherst of Hackney, F.S.A., at Didlington Hall, Norfolk. Fol. London,
1899.

From the Author : A letter to the Right Hon. Lord Aldenham upon the

subject of a Byzantine Evangelion. By Edwin Freshfield, LL.D. Privately
printed. 4to. London, 1900.

From J. T. Micklethwaite, Esq., V.P. : L'Art Gothique et la Renaissance en

Chypre, Par C. Enlart. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1899.

From E. E. Baker, Esq., F.S.A. : A Calendar of a few uncommon volumes

relating to the County of Somerset. 4to. Weston-super-Mare, 1900.

From Philip Norman, Esq., Treasurer : A Description of the Roman Villa, with
its tesselated pavements ;

discovered at Newton St. Loe, Tiverton, near
Bath. obi. fol. Bath, 1839.

From the Board of Education, South Kensington : An annotated Catalogue of

Drawings of Old London. By Philip Norman, F.S.A. 8vo. London,
1900.

From the Author, W. L. Rutton, Esq., F.S.A.

1. The Carved Oaken Chest of Lady Katharine Grey. 8vo. Derby, 1900.

2. The Memorials of Henrietta Maria, Baroness Wentworth, of Nettlestead.

8vo. Derby, 1900.

From the Author : Brief Historical Notes on the Churches of St. George
and St. John, Liverpool. By Henry Peet, F.S.A. 8vo. Liverpool, 1900.

From D. C. A. Cave, Esq., F.S.A. : A short History of Sidbury Church, Devon.

By D. C. A. Cave and C. H. Blakiston. 8vo. Exeter, 1897.

From R. Burnard, Esq., F.S.A. : Exploration of Moel Trigarn. By Rev.

S. Baring Gould, R. Burnard, Esq., F.S.A., and Rev. J. K. Anderson. 8vo.

London, 1900.

From the Author, Miss B. L. Hutchins : The Regulation of Wages by Gilds

and Town Authorities. 8vo. London, 1900.

From the Author : The History and Antiquities of Geddington, Northampton-
shire. By C. A. Markham, F.S.A. 8vo. Northampton, 1899.

From the Author : The Architectural History of the Cathedral Church and

Monastery of St. Andrew at Rochester. By W. H. St. John Hope, M.A.
8vo. London, 1900.

From the Governors of the John Ryland's Library : Catalogue of Books in the

John Ryland's Library, Manchester, printed in England, Scotland, and

Ireland, and of books in English printed abroad, to the end of the year
1640. 4to. Manchester, 1895.
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From the Author : A Catalogue of Sculpture at Woburn Abbey in the

collection of his Grace the Duke of Bedford. By A. H. Smith, M.A., F.S.A.

8vo. London, 1900.

From the Author : The History of the Parish of Preston in Amounderness in

the county of Lancaster. By Henry Fishwick, F.S.A. Svo. Rochdale,
1900.

From E. H. Owen, Esq., F.S.A. : Portfolio of Photographs of the Cromlechs of

Anglesey and Carnarvonshire. By J. E. Griffith, obi. fol. Bangor,
1900.

From Lady Meux : The Miracles of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and the Life of

Hanna (Saint Anne), and the Magical Prayers of 'Aheta Mikael. Edited

with translations by E. A. Wallis Budge, M.A., Litt.D., D.Litt., F.S.A.

4to. London, 1900.

From the Author : Copy of Notes on the Wallace Collection of Arms and
Armour. By R. C. Clephan, F.S.A. Svo. Gateshead, 1900.

From the Author, Rev. H. J. Dukinfield Astley, M.A. :

(1) Northborough Church and Manor House. Svo. London, 1899.

(2) On the Ornaments of Jet and Cannel Coal, on Cup-and-Ring Markings,
and on Slate Weapons as characteristic of the Neolithic Age, Svo.

London, 1900.

From the Author : Roman Potter's Kiln at Stockton Heath, near Warrington.
By Thomas May, F.E.I.S. Svo. Derby, n.d.

From the Author : Burton Agnes Church, a History and an Appeal. By
Rev. C. V. Collier, B.A., F.S.A. Svo. n.p. n.d.

Special thanks were accorded to Lady Meux for her gift to

the Library.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Kobert Coltman Clephan, Esq.
Colonel Eeginald Hennell, D.S.O.

The Right Hon. HARDINGE STANLEY, EARL OF HALSBURY,
Lord Chancellor of England, and the Hon. ALBAN GIBBS, M.A.,

M.P., were proposed as Fellows, and their election being pro-
ceeded with in accordance with the Statutes, ch. i. 5, they
were duly elected Fellows of the Society.

C. H. READ, Esq., Secretary, exhibited a lantern slide of the

gold object in the British Museum known as the Mold corslet.

He explained that he had recently had the corslet mounted on a

copper plate, so that the various fragments were joined, and
the original shape and size of the object could at once be
seen. As soon as it was thus restored to its original form it

became evident, as much from its shape as its size, that it
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could never have served as the body armour for a man. The
shape of all corslets, both ancient and medieval, is well known,
and they naturally have certain fundamental resemblances,
inasmuch as whatever their age, they more or less nearly con-
form to the shape of the human body. The Mold corslet

resembles them in only one particular, viz. the semicircular

opening for the throat, but when we come to look for the

openings through which the arms would pass we find on each
side a projecting angle which on a man would cover the
shoulder and upper arm, while the continuation would pass
round and meet or overlap on the shoulder blades, confining
the arms so as to render the wearer helpless. Another point
is that, if the "

corslet
"
were fitted round the throat of a man,

its depth would only cover a distance of 8J inches down-
wards on his chest. It may have had, and probably did have
a fringe, or something of the kind, attached to the lower edge,

THE MOLD CORSLET.

as this is pierced with small holes for the attachment of

an ornamental or useful continuation. The first mentioned

difficulty seemed, however, so insuperable that Mr. Read was
induced to think that the corslet was intended for the adorn-

ment, not of a man, but of a horse, and this in fact is the con-

clusion to which he had come. The difficulties of the shape

entirely disappear once it is assumed that the corslet is to be

worn by a horse
;
the shape of the upper edge is well adapted

for a horse's neck, and the depth of only 8J inches immediately
below the neck would allow free movement for the animal's

forelegs, and a fringe below would be as appropriate for a

horse as it would be out of place on a man. The Mold corslet

must therefore be regarded as the breast-plate of a horse

(poitrail or peytrail, anglice, a brunt). The corslet is
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engraved (portions of it full size), and a full description of

the finding is given in Archaeologia, vol. xxvi.

W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq., M.A., Assistant Secretary,

communicated a first report on excavations at St. Augustine's

Abbey, Canterbury, with special reference to the early Saxon

Chapel of St. Pancras.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communica-

tions.

Thursday, December 6th, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From J. T. Micklethwaite, Esq., V.P. : Saint Mary Stratford Bow. By
Osborn C. Hills. Being the second monograph of the Committee for the

Survey of the Memorials of Greater London. 4to. n.p. n.d.

From John Leighton, Esq., F.S.A. : Souvenir of the St Marylebone Carnival

July, 1900, including a chapter on "Old Mary-le-Bone." 4to. London,
1900.

Also the following lantern slides :

From Sir W. Martin Conway, M.A., F.S.A : A collection of views, lecture

diagrams, etc. relating to Egyptian, Chaldgean, and other antiquities.

From Charles H. Read, Esq., Secretary : A picture of the so-called corslet of

gold found at Mold.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Sir Hubert Edward Henry Jerningham, K.C.M.G.
Roland Wilmot Paul, Esq.
William Carr, Esq.

The PRESIDENT referred in suitable terms to the loss the

Society had sustained through the death, during the vacation,
of Mr. Frederick Davis, especially in connection with his kind
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assistance at Silchester. and announced that Mr. Davis had
shown his appreciation of the Society's work by bequeathing
to it the sum of 100, free of legacy duty, for the Research
Fund.

In pursuance of the Statutes, ch. vi. 12, notice was given
of a Ballot for the election of a Member of Council, in the
room of Frederick Davis, Esq., deceased, at the Ordinary
Meeting of Thursday, 20th December, 1900, and that the
Rev. Edward Samuel Dewick, M.A., had been recommended

by the Council for such election.

The Rev. R. R. DUKE, M.A., exhibited a silver-gilt ring, said
to have been found near Winchester.

It consists of a plain circular band y
3
^

inch deep, ^ inch thick, and yf inch in

internal diameter, having affixed to- it an
ornamental shield f inch long and -f^ inch

wide. The shield is engraved with a crosier

between the letters W A and surmounted

by a sword and key in saltire. SIGNET RING OF
The ring has been supposed to have once WILLIAM ALYNGE,

belonged to William Barlow, who was elected op ^VEBLEYV)-
bishop of St. Asaph (Assavensis) within

a few days of the issue of the congd-d'elire in January,
1535-6. But it has since been pointed out by Mr. F. J.

Baigent
* that an impression of this very signet is attached

to a letter to Cromwell from William Alynge, last abbot

of Waverley, now in the Public Record Office.t The
document is dated 9th June (1536), and although the wax of

the seal is now destroyed, there can be no doubt whatever on a.

comparison of the impress produced by the folding of the letter

with a wax impression from the ring that they are from one

and the same seal. It is not clear why the abbot of a Cister-

cian monastery of St. Mary should adopt for device the key
and sword of St. Peter and St. Paul, unless these emblems
refer to the foundation of the abbey by a bishop of Win-
chester.

CHARLES H. READ, Esq., Secretary, exhibited a gold and
enamelled reliquary of the 16th century of Spanish work-

manship.

W. CARR, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a silver communion cup and

* In a letter to the Hampshire Chronicle of 29th December, 1900.

t State Papers, Henry VIII. 104, p. 155.
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cover belonging to the church of Hedenham, Norfolk. The

cup is of the Norwich type, and is inscribed :

+ HEDNAM . SAYNTE PETER 1567.

The cover is of the ordinary form with flat button. The

COMMUNION CUP AND COVER AT HEDENHAM, NORFOLK. ( LINEAR.)

hall-marks, which occur on the cup only, are (1) the date

letter c for 1567
; (2) Norwich mark

; (3) the maker's mark,
a blazing sun.

The Rev. C. M. CHURCH, M.A., F.S.A., sub-dean and sub-

librarian of Wells, read a paper on the Buildings, Books, and
Benefactors of the Library of the Dean and Chapter of Wells.

Canon CHURCH'S paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.
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Thursday, December 13th, 1900.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : Norham Castle. By Hubert E. H. Jerningham, M.P. 8vo.

Edinburgh, 1883.

From the Author: The Origin, Development, and Aims of our Scientific

Societies. By Sir John Evans, K.C.B., F.K.S. 8vo. London, 1900.

From the Author : The Token Money of the Bank of England, 1797-1816. By
Maberly Phillips, F.S.A. 8vo. London, 1900.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Rev. William James Stavert, M.A.
Julian Stafford Corbett, Esq., LL.M.

In pursuance of the Statutes notice was again given of a
Ballot for the election of a Member of Council in the room of

Frederick Davis, Esq., deceased, at the Ordinary Meeting of

the Society on Thursday, 20th December, 1900, and that the

Rev. Edward Samuel Dewick, M.A., had been recommended

by the Council for such election.

Notice was also given of a Ballot for the election of Fellows
on Thursday, 10th January, 1901, and a list of candidates to

be balloted for was read.

EDWARD PEACOCK, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited and presented a

photograph of a black jack in his possession bearing a silver

plate inscribed :

" The Gift of George Barteram to Abigail,
1682." The Barterams were of Elswick in Northumberland,
and a George Barteram (the donor of the jack, or his son of

the same name) had his estates confiscated in 1652.

J. W. WILLIS BUND, Esq., M.A., LL.B., F.S.A., exhibited a

bronze key found about 30 years ago at Arley, near Bewdley,
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and a bronze axehead found in the Severn, also at Arley.

The circumstances of the latter discovery are as follows :

The Birmingham Corporation are con-

structing, as part of their scheme for bringing
water from Wales to Birmingham, a large

aqueduct over the Severn near Bewdley,
the exact spot being in the parish of Arley,
about half a mile above Dowles Brook, which

was formerly the boundary between Wor-
cestershire and Shropshire. At this point
on the Worcestershire side of the river there

was a considerable deposit of gravel and

river drift before the rock was reached. In

excavating down to the gravel the axe now

produced was dug out. It is of a different

kind from those which have been usually
found in the Severn bed, axes having been

at different times dredged out of the river

drift at different points. None of the others

has the form that this possesses. The axe

is the property of Mr. Robert Woodward,
of Arley Castle, who has kindly allowed

it to be exhibited.

Mr. Gowland thought that the form of the axehead pointed
to its belonging to the middle of the Bronze Age.

The Rev. J. T. FOWLER, D.C.L., F.S.A., Hon. Canon of

Durham, read the following note on the inscribed west door-

way of Yarburgh church, Lincolnshire :

" The church of Yarburgh or Yarborough, five miles north-

east of Louth, in Lincolnshire, presents little of interest

besides its west doorway, which forms the entrance to the

nave through the tower. I am not aware of any documentary
evidence that would fix the date, but from the character of

the work I suppose we should place it some time about 1450.

The lantern-slide and photograph to a great extent speak for

themselves. It will be observed that over a nearly equilateral

pointed arch we have the almost constant square head, the

spandrels filled with ornament, and over all a fine bold

dripstone with corbels, now defaced, and in its hollow mould-

ing the characteristic square flower of the period. It is

perhaps due to some miscalculation in the construction that
the dripstone has a small rise in the centre to avoid its

encroaching on the top of the arch. In the moulding of the
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arch will be observed a very bold hollow in which are the
remains of fine sculptured representations of birds, fruit,

branches, and leaves. But the main interest of this doorway
lies in the spandrels and in the inscription. In the north

spandrel we have a curious representation of the Fall. The
Tree of Knowledge, laden with fruit, is very clearly repre-
sented, and in the corner of the spandrel next to the top of

the arch there seem to be some indications of the fowls of the
air. Among its roots are many rabbits running into their

holes. Adam is on the dexter side of the tree, receiving the

fruit from Eve, who is on the other side, and both are repre-
sented as unclothed and ' ashamed.' Behind Adam is his

pointed spade, resting on its hilt in an upright position.
There appears to be something above the point of the spade
which I cannot make out. In the south spandrel is a Passion

shield enclosed in a six-leaved roundel and bearing the cross,

nails, hammer, pincers, crown of thorns, scourges, spear, staff

with cup-shaped top for the vinegar, Judas's bag, and dice.

Within the string or strap of the bag is an object perhaps
meant for the lantern, and by the side of the spear is a

serpent, with reference, of course, to
' that old serpent called

the Devil, and Satan,'
* so often mentioned in connexion

with the Passion. Thus in one of the hymns in the Sarum

Breviary we have the verse :

tortuose serpens,

Qui mille per meandros

Frondesque flexuosas

Agitas quieta corda.t

And again, in the more familiar Pange lingua, in connexion

with the Fall and its remedy,

De parentis prothoplasti fraude facta condolens,

Quando pomi noxialis morte morsu corruit,

Ipse lignum tune notavit damna ligni ut solveret.

Hoc opus nostrae salutis orto depoposcerat,
Multiformis proditoris ars ut artem falleret,

Et medelam ferret inde hostis unde laeserat.J

The serpent, so far as I know, does not often appear in

Passion shields, and at first I thought it was meant for the

cord with which Our Lord was bound, but there seems to be

no doubt as to the dracontic character of the representation.

* Rev. xii. 9.

t Brev. Sarum, Cantab. 1882, dccxv. The hymn (Gutter Dei} is by
Prudentius. Diet. Hymnol. xix. 3.

% Ibid, dccxvii. Ascribed to Venantius Fortunatus. Diet. Hymnol, 880.
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Below the roundel enclosing the Passion shield is an ordinary

Agnus Dei shield, and the rest of the spandrel is filled in by
oak leaves and acorns on a very large scale.

We now come to the inscription, which is on a band between
the spandrels and the mounting of the arch. The spaces
between the words are filled up by a floral pattern. Some of

the words are quite distinct, others less so
;
and others, I am

afraid, gone for ever
;
but if any one can make a good sug-

gestion as to what the missing words may have been, I shall

be very glad. The two first words, Ko 0, are quite plain,
and the next is well preserved, and ought to be made out. I

have thought that it must be iooflf. The front part of the

It is hardly perceptible, but it was often almost invisible, in

MSS. at any rate. Then comes, I think, tilgf ;
then some

traces of letters which one would like to read tf ; then, on
the other side, I think, OJpOU which would give us a good
line:

' Wo so looks thys tree opon.'

The next two words are certainly )UVU) fOt*, being the

beginning of a second line. The next is ail, and the next gat,
so that the second line is :

1

pray for all yat
'

On the remainder I can as yet form 110 opinion.
Rimed English inscriptions of the 15th century are not

uncommon, but I have thought this one of sufficient interest

to be brought before the Society, especially as it seems to cry
out for suggestions with a view to its completion."

PHILIP NORMAN, Esq., Treasurer, read a paper on Sir John
de Pulteney and his two residences in London, Cold Harbour
and the Manor of the Rose, together with a few remarks on
the parish of St. Laurence Poultney.

Mr. Norman's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions
and communications.
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Thursday, December 20th, 1900.

J. T. MICKLETHWAITE,Esq, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : Studies in Jamaica Hi&tory. By Frank Cundall F S A
8vo. London, 1900.

From Dr. Brushfield, F.S.A. :

(1) Ashford Church (Derbyshire). 8vo. London, 1900.

(2) On Norman tympana, with especial reference to those of Derbyshire
8vo. London, 1900.

(3) Kaleghana, part iii. Remarks on the Ancestry of Sir Walter Ralegh.
8vo. n.p., 1900.

From the Trustees of St. Augustine's Abbey Field, Canterbury: Nine photo-
graphs of recent excavations at the church of St. Pancras, Canterbury.

Lantern slides :

From Philip Norman, Esq., Treasurer : 13 slides illustrating a paper on a

destroyed crypt on Laurence Poultney Hill, London.

From E. Sidney Hartland, Esq., F.S.A.: 2 slides showing the Dragon's Head at
Deerhurst Church.

DAVID LINDSAY, LORD BALCARRES, was proposed as a Fellow,
and his election being proceeded with in accordance with the

Statutes, ch. i. 5, relating to the election of the eldest son of
a Peer, he was duly elected Fellow of the Society.

Notice was again given of a Ballot for the election of

Fellows on Thursday, 10th January, 1901, and a list of

candidates to be balloted for was read.

The following draft of an Address of Condolence to Her

Majesty the Queen was read from the Chair and approved:

To THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

MADAM,
We, the President, Vice-Presidents, Council, and Fellows

of the Society of Antiquaries of London, most humbly beg
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leave to lay at the foot of the Throne the expression of our

deep sympathy at the grievous loss sustained by your Majesty
and your people in the lamented death of your Majesby's son,

His Royal Highness Prince Alfred, K.G., Duke of Saxe-Coburg
and Gotha, a Royal Fellow of our Society, whose qualities and

character caused him to be held in affectionate regard by all

classes of your subjects, while his known love for the liberal

arts and for antiquarian pursuits makes his loss particularly
severe to the science we have the honour to represent.

Permit us, Madam, once again to assure you of our faithful,

loyal, and affectionate attachment to your Throne and Person,
and to express our earnest prayer that it may please Almighty
God to bless your Majesty with continued length of days, and
in the hour of trial to give your Majesty in fullest measure

support and consolation under this grievous bereavement.

The Rev. R. B. Gardiner, M.A., and J. G. Waller, Esq., were
nominated Scrutators of the Ballot for the election of a

Member of Council in the room of Frederick Davis, Esq.,
deceased.

T. F. KIRBY, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Hants,
read a paper on the Charters of the Manor of Meonstoke,

many of which he also exhibited.

Mr. Kirby's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

T. M. FALLOW, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., communicated the follow-

ing note on the finding of a fragment of a monumental effigy
of a knight at Ormesby, Yorkshire :

"
I have to report a curious discovery made a short time

ago at the Normanby brickworks, in the parish of Ormesby-
in-Cleveland. The men while digging clay some 4 feet below
the surface came upon a large stone which, when extracted,

proved to be the lower portion of the monumental effigy of a

knight in chain mail. I enclose some photographs I have
taken of it. Unfortunately the stone was broken in removing
it from the clay. It measures 2 feet 6 inches in length by
22 inches in width at the broadest part. It is of Caen stone

(or some similar stone to Caen). The spur, which is not shown
in any of the photographs, is a rowell spur. The device

generally is so like the Colville figures at Ingleby Arncliffe,
that one would be tempted to say that they all came from
the same workshop, probably at York, where 'marbelers'
were at work during the Middle Ages.
What is remarkable is that there is no church or chapel
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anywhere near where the portion of the effigy was found,
nor is there any record or tradition of a church having ever
existed anywhere near. The carving is so sharp that I am
inclined to think that the effigy came to grief on its way to
some church, Wilton, Eston, or Kirkleatham, north of the hill
on the top of which it was found, and that it was cast aside
where it has been found as rubbish. The moulded edge is

not^
continued on the right side, which is jagged and broken

as if there had been a second effigy of a lady. How it came
to be where it was found is the puzzle. The theory that it
never reached the church for which it was intended is corro-
borated by the entire absence of the least trace of mortar

PART OP AN EFFIGY OF A KNIGHT FOUND AT OKMESBY-IN-CLEVELAND.

on the underside. It seems that arms and other portions of

the effigy were unearthed a few years ago, and have since

been re-buried under what is now an enormous heap of earth

and debris from the brickworks, too huge to make it possible
to search for them.

tThe
unearthing of the portion of which I send photographs,

so deep down, and in the place high on the hillside, though
near an old bridle path, is very remarkable and unaccount-

able, except on some such theory as that which I have

suggested. The date I suppose is somewhere circarl32Q."

VOL. XVIII. Q
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Rev. J. 0. BEVAN, M.A., F.S.A., exhibited a workman's

knife and an iron lewis found in Giggleswick church, Yorks,

on which he read the following note :

" The parish church of Giggleswick, Yorkshire, was restored

1890 to 1892, and in the course of the work it became

necessary to remove one of the pillars of the south arcade,

which pillar is supposed to have been erected about four

hundred years ago. When the stones were removed an iron

lewis, in a very fair state of preservation, but wanting the

ring, was found beneath the base, and from the situation in

which it was found must date back to the time when such

pillar was erected.

Another part of the work that required doing was the

cutting of a flue through the stone wall of the tower, which

is built of large dressed stones. On removing one of these

for the above purpose, an old knife was found which had

evidently dropped between two of the blocks at the period
when the tower was erected. It has a short iron blade

fastened into a wooden handle by a piece of lead. The tower

is supposed to have been erected about five hundred years

ago, and the knife will therefore be of that age."

C. H. READ, Esq., Secretary, on behalf of Messrs. Harris, of

Conduit Street, exhibited an enamelled gold ornament and
other jewellery of Moorish 14th century work.

They consisted of (1) a head ornament, somewhat like a

broad armlet, of embossed gold, set with star-shaped panels of

cloisonne enamel, in design resembling those seen on the hilt

of the sword of Boabdil belonging to the Marquess de Campo-
tejar, and (2) a number of pyramidal and cylindrical beads of

filigree gold. These, with a second armlet-like ornament
without enamels, are said to have been recently found in a

painted vase at Purchenia, near Almeria.

A. P. BOYSON, Esq., exhibited an iron axehead found near
Denton church, Newhaven.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

The Ballot for the election of a Member of Council opened
at 8.45 p.m. and closed at 9.30 p.m., when the Scrutators

reported that the Rev. Edward Samuel Dewick, M.A., had
been duly elected Member of Council.

Thanks were voted to the Scrutators for their trouble.
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Thursday, January 10th, 1901.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : The Gift of the Papal Cap and Sword to Henry VII. By
J. Wickham Legg, M.D., F.S.A. 8vo. London, 1900.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland : Man, a

monthly record of anthropological science, January, 1901, Nos. 1-14. 8vo.

London, 1901.

From the Author : Excerpta Biconyllea, a forgotten chancellor and a forgotten
knight. Notes for a history of the Somersetshire family of Biconylle. By
A. S. Bicknell. 8vo. Taunton, 1900.

From the Author : The Chancellors of the Diocese of Rochester. By A. A.

Arnold, F. S.A. 8vo. London,' 1899.

From W. Paley Baildon, Esq., F.S.A. .-Musters in Skyrack Wapentake, 1539.

Parts 1-3. 8vo. n.p. n.d.

From the Compiler, Kev. Richard Ussher : One hundred and sixty-two deeds

relating to Westbury, Bucks.

From R. Garraway Rice, Esq., F.S.A.: Some Notes on the Parish Registers of

Winchelsea, in the County of Sussex. 4to. London, 1900.

From the Author : Notes upon some Early Clay Tobacco Pipes found in the

City of London. By F. G. Hilton Price, Director. 8vo. London, 1900.

Special votes of thanks were accorded to the editors of

The Athenceum, The Builder, and Notes and Queries, for the

gift of their publications during the past year.

This being an evening appointed for the election of Fellows,

no papers were read.

The Ballot opened at 8.45 p.m. and closed at 9.30 p.m.,

when the following were declared duly elected Fellows of the

Society :

As Ordinary Fellows :

Rev. the Hon. Gilbert Holies Farrer Vane, M.A.

Frank Green, Esq.
Francis Bennett Goldney, Esq.

Q2
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Hugh Leonard, Esq., M.I.C.E.

Cyril George Bigby Matthey, Esq.
Harold Lyon Thomson Lyon, Esq.
Richard Edward Goolden, Esq.
Thomas Cann Hughes, Esq., M.A.

John Symonds Udal, Esq.

Reginald Blomfield, Esq., M.A.

Sir James Sawyer, F.R.C.P., M.D., F.R.S.E.

Thomas Ashby, jun., Esq.
Charles James Prsetorius, Esq.

And as an Honorary Fellow :

Max Herz Bey.

Thursday, January 17th, 1901.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : Pyramids and Progress : Sketches from Egypt. By John
Ward, F.S.A. 8vo. London, 1900.

From the Board of Education : Catalogue of the Loan Exhibition of Modern
Illustration, held at the Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington.
1901. SYO. London, n.d.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Hugh Leonard, Esq.
Francis Bennett Goldney, Esq.
Charles James Pr8etorius

: Esq.
Harold Lyon Thomson Lyon, Esq.

The following letter was read from the Chair :

" Whitehall.
15th January, 1900 (sic).

SIR,
I have had the honour to lay before the Queen the resolu-

tion of the Society of Antiquaries of London conveying a
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message of sympathy in the bereavement sustained by Her
Majesty by the death of His Royal Highness The Duke of
Saxe Coburg and Gotha, Duke of Edinburgh, which resolution
Her Majesty was pleased to receive very graciously.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
CHAS. T. RITCHIE.

THE SECEETAEY,
Society of Antiquaries of London,

Burlington House,

Piccadilly, W."

A. T. MARTIN, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., read an account of excava-
tions on the site of the Roman town at Caerwent.

Mr. Martin's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

ALFRED E. HUDD, Esq., F.S.A., read the following note on a

discovery of Bronze Implements at Coombe Dingle, Westbury-
upon-Trym :

" The four bronze implements which, by the kindness of the

owner, the Rev. Stephen N. Tebbs, I have the pleasure of

exhibiting, were found in August, 1899, in Coombe Dingle, one
of the most picturesque of the numerous beautiful little valleys
formed by the now insignificant stream or river which gives its

name to the parish of Westbury-upon-Trym, Gloucestershire.

There are numerous traces of prehistoric times in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the dingle. Extensive earthworks
remain on Kingsweston Hill, a few hundred yards from the

spot where was formerly a strong camp about 5 acres in

extent, partially enclosed by a single mound and ditch. Half
a mile north is Blaize Castle Camp, enclosing about 6 acres,

and there are also some earthworks on Coombe Hill adjoining.
Ancient British roads, one known as the ' Fosse way/ and
another as

'

Cribb's Causeway/ may still be traced, the latter

running north-east from near Blaize Castle to camps at

Knole Park, near Elberton, Tytherington, etc. in the valley
of the Severn.

There are also traces of ancient mining to be seen in the

shape of deep pits, similar to some in the Leigh Woods on the

other side of the Avon, and at Druid Stoke, about 1 mile

south, are remains of a fine dolmen. A bronze flanged celt

with a strongly marked rib, 6 inches long, and weighing 17

ounces, was found some few years since at Westbury-upon-

Trym, a mile or two east of Coombe Dingle. This is now in

the collection of Mr. John E. Pritchard, F.S.A., who has

kindly lent it for exhibition. It is apparently of much later

date than the Coombe Dingle specimens.
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The bronze implements recently discovered were found by
a boy who, on the morning of the August bank holiday, in

1899, was '

camping out
'

with another youth on the wooded

slope of the right bank of the river in Coombe Dingle, about

a hundred yards below the mill, formerly a favourite subject
with local artists. The youngsters thought 'they would like

to build a '

summer-house/ and accordingly obtained a pick
and spade and went to work to make holes in the sloping

bank, under the shadow of a great rock. Here, in a few

minutes, they came on the '

curiosities,' which were lying
about 5 inches only under the surface of the ground, close to

the north side of the rock, a huge block of dolomitic con-

glomerate, which has much the appearance of a cromlech or

dolmen, the top being formed by a large square stone, per-

fectly level, about 10 feet in diameter. It is, however, quite
natural.

The discoverer informed me that the four implements were

lying close together on a kind of mat of twigs of trees or

reeds
?

which fell to pieces when handled. He believed at the

time 'that more bronzes were to be found in the place, but
when I asked him why he had not continued digging for

them, he replied,
' We were afraid we might find some bones.'

A recent further search on the spot has not increased the

'hoard,' the only additional find being the curious-looking
black stone, which, I am told, was close to the spot, and may
have been buried with the bronzes. The following details of

the implements may be worth recording :

1. The largest of the flanged celts is in excellent condition,

though, like the others, it shows traces of burning. It is

5f inches long, f inch wide at the top, 3| inches at the

widest part, and ^ inch thick
; weight, 13J ounces.

The body is ornamented with a series of slightly oblique

depressions on both sides, seven or eight in number, some-
what similar to a celt figured by Sir John Evans in Ancient
Bronze Implements, Fig. 25. The sides are smooth without

grooves or ridges. The cutting edge is still quite sharp, and
the implement never seems to have had much wear.

2. The second weighs lOf ounces, is 5-^ inches long, about
1 inch wide at the top, 3 inches at the widest part, and

-f% inch thick. It is not in nearly so good condition as

No. 1, being broken both at the top and at one corner of the

cutting edge. The body is ornamented with a series of

curved ridges, twelve in number, the edges curving upward.
The sides are decorated with oblique ridges, similar to Fig. 38
in A ncient Bronze Implements.

3. The third although smaller than the others, is much
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more ornamental. It weighs only
4f ounces, is 3J inches long -{-J.

inch at the top, 2^ inches at the
widest part, and

-j-g-
inch thick.

The body is ornamented on both
sides with a device consisting of

a shovel -
shaped, double - lined

frame, hatched with crossed lines,

enclosing a series of lozenges, also

filled with crossed lines, three and
a half lozenges on one side, and
two and two halves on the other.

On one face the frame is bordered
on the inner side with a zig-zag
double line, enclosing five plain

triangles; on the other face the

double zig-zag line is absent, and
the five triangles are filled with
crossed lines. The sides of the

celt are also ornamented with

oblique depressions. It is some-
what like Fig. 14 in Ancient
Bronze Implements, but much
smaller.

4. The most interesting object
in the ' hoard

'

is the bronze chisel,

which is of a most unusual type,
if not unique. Sir John Evans,
to whom I sent a sketch of it,

writes :

'I do not remember anything
like the tool of which you send

me a sketch. It is of the same
class as Figs. 196 and 197 in

Ancient Bronze Implements, but

the point is more like that of

Fig. 220, of which I enclose a

rough sketch. I doubt, however,
whether it was used to extract

cores, as the celts you describe

belong, I believe, to an age when
'

coring
' was unknown.'

The chisel weighs 5J ounces, is

6J inches long, f inch wide at the

base, and 2-f$ inches including
the projecting tangs. There seems

BRONZE FLANGED CELT FROM
COOMBE DINGLE, WESTBURY-

UPON-TRYM. linear.)

BRONZE CHISEL FROM
COOMBE DINGLE, WESTBURY-

UPON-TRYM. ( linear.)
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to be a sharp chisel edge at both ends, though that at the

small end may possibly have been recently made or '

improved
'

by the finder. The chisel edge or edges are not as in the

chisels figured by Sir John Evans, but are at right angles
to the face of the implement.

I have been told by a practical bronze founder that it is

highly improbable that these chisels were ever used for extract-

ing the cores, which could be (and probably were) removed in

a much simpler and more effectual manner.
The celts being of an early type, it is probable that they

were buried on the spot some four or five centuries B.C., the

owner possibly intending to return for them when the enemy
had retired from the mouth of the Avon river, a couple of

miles or so distant."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communi-
cations.

Thursday, January 24th, 1901.

In consequence of the deeply deplored death of

Her late Most Excellent Majesty Queen Victoria,
which took place on Tuesday, 22nd January, the

Society's apartments were closed until further notice,
and consequently there was no evening meeting.

Thursday, January 31st, 1901.

As the Society's apartments were still closed on
account of the lamented death of Her late Majesty
Queen Victoria, there was no evening meeting.
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Thursday, February 7th, 1901.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : The Old Gate-house of Lincoln's Inn. By W. Paley
Baildon, F.S.A. 4to. London, n.d.

From the Author : The Great Mosque of the Omeiyades, Damascus. By B.
Phene Spiers. Fol. n.p. n.d.

From the Author : Queen Elizabeth at Helmingham. By J. A. C. Vincent.
8vo. Exeter, 1900.

From the Author : The Monument in Toddington Church, Beds., to Lady
Maria Wentworth. By W. L. Kutton, F.S.A. 8vo. Derby, n.d.

From Kobert Steele, Esq., F.S.A. : Antiquarische Untersuchung der nnweit
Tondern gefundnen goldnen Horner von P. E. Miiller. 4to. Copenhagen,
1806.

From the Author :

1. Inventories of the Parish Church of St. Peter Mancroft, Norwich. By
W. H. St. John Hope, M.A. 8vo. n.p. n.d.

2. Recent Discoveries in the Cathedral Church of Norwich. By W. H. St.

John Hope, M.A., and W. T. Bensley,LL.D., F.S.A. 8vo. n.p. n.d.

From J. W. Clark, Esq., M.A., F.S.A. : Four volumes of original sketches by
the late Professor Willis of architectural antiquities in England, France,

Italy, etc.

R. E. Goolden, Esq., was admitted Fellow.

On the nomination of the President, the following were

appointed Auditors of the Society's Accounts for the year
1900:

William Minet, Esq., M.A.

William Paley Baildon, Esq.
Arthur Henry Lyell, Esq., M.A.
Lionel Henry Gust, Esq., M.A.

The PRESIDENT having referred in appropriate terms to the

death of Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, Patron of the

Society, and to the consequent suspension of the Society's

meetings until after Her Majesty's funeral,
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It was proposed by J. G. WALLER, Esq., seconded by E. W.
BRABROOK, Esq., C.B., and carried unanimously :

" That as by the death of Her late Most Excellent Majesty
Queen Victoria the Society of Antiquaries of London is with-

out a Patron, an humble Address of Condolence be presented
to our Sovereign Lord King Edward the Seventh, on the loss

which the nation has sustained by the death of His Royal
Mother, and congratulating His Majesty, at the same time, on
His happy Accession to the Imperial Throne of His Ancestors,
and praying Him, that He will be graciously pleased to con-

tinue to this Society that Royal favour and patronage which
it enjoyed under His predecessors, its illustrious and ever

honoured Patrons."

The PRESIDENT also referred in suitable terms to the loss

which the Society had sustained by the death of Mr.

Christopher Knight Watson, M.A., who was for many years
a Fellow, and for twenty-five years Secretary to the Society.

J. L. MYRES, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., read the following notes on
some examples of Senams in Algeria :

" The data on which this note is based were collected in the

spring of 1900 by Mr. David Randall-Maclver, M.A., Laycock
Student of Egyptology at Worcester College, Oxford, and
Mr. Anthony Wilkin, B.A., of King's College, Cambridge, in

the course of a visit to some of the less frequented parts of

Algeria. A general account of this journey has already been

published by Mr. Wilkin,"* and a full discussion of the ethno-

graphical results by both explorers.t By the kindness of

Mr. Randall-Maclver, however, I am allowed to submit to the

Society of Antiquaries the substance of his notes on a class of

monument, which appears to be common in the neighbourhood
of the great Roman site of Lambessa, and in the more cul-

tivable parts of the valley of the Firis river, about Bou
Homar; and which, while it stands apart from the main

object of his investigations, attaches itself closely to the

Tripolitan monuments which have been described by Mr.

Swainson Cowper and by myself under their popular name of

Senams.
Even more clearly than in Tripoli, the word senam (mean-

ing merely 'idol') is used in Algeria for any ancient monu-
ment which consists of large stones. But whereas in Tripoli

*
Among the Berbers of Algeria (London : Fisher Unwin, 1900).

f Libyan Notes (London : Macmillans, 1901).
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the '

megalithic
'

monuments to which the term is applied
have proved without exception, so far as I know, to be of
Roman date, in Algeria there are a large number of senams
which are really prehistoric the dolmens and stone-built
tumuli excavated by General Faidherbe at Roknia, and a
number of others of the same character elsewhere. It was
mainly in search of this latter class of monument that Mr.
Randall-Madver's journey was undertaken, and consequently
it was mainly by accident that his native guides led him to

any of the Roman senam-sites. This may excuse the very
fragmentary character of the notes which follow, and also

may serve to indicate the great mass of material which awaits
the first explorer who makes these, and not the earlier senams,
his main objective.
As all the sites under review are very fragmentary, it will

perhaps be as well to begin with the least imperfect, and to

illustrate it by the far better preserved examples from the
Tarhuna hill-country of Tripoli.

This site, which is known as Omm-el-Ashera,
'

the mother
of columns,'

"* lies about 3 J hours' ride from Bou Homar, some
two hours eastward up the valley of the Firis, then one hour
south from the river, in a valley which forms a road from
Lambessa to Arris, and determined in Roman times the course

of that from Lambessa to Tibessa. The site lies on a knoll in

a wide valley, and is marked by several oblong enclosures,
oriented to S.S.W., and outlined by rows of squared stones set

on end. Three of these are fairly well preserved, and there

seem to have been more
; though the villagers have taken

away and destroyed much.
The chief enclosure, like that of Senam el Arif and others

in Tripoli,t has evidently consisted of two lines of piers and

wall, but the west and north sides of the outer ring are

almost wholly destroyed; and several of the stones of the

inner ring have been removed near the south-west corner.

The inner ring measures 21 paces from E.S.E. to W.N.W., and

19 paces from N.N.E. to S.S.W.
;
and the space between the

inner and the outer ring is three paces wide, which roughly

corresponds with the width of the similar space in the best

preserved sites in Tripoli.
The site is evidently of Roman date

;
it is strewn with

fragments of rude home-made Samian ware
;
and the rows of

standing stones belong clearly to the same kind of ashlar pier

which at Tripoli, and elsewhere in Algeria, as well as on the

* Cf . the very similar phrase Omm (or Em) el Awamid, applied to an oil

press site in Syria. Tristram, The Land and the Book, 207.

t See Proceedings, 2nd S. xvii. 280, etc.
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Tripolitan se?iam-sites, is set at regular intervals to strengthen
the rubble wall, traces of which were clearly visible above the

grass at Omm-el-Ashera. The piers of the principal enclosure

were some 2 m. in height ;
one fallen stone measured 2*65 m.,

and its sides respectively '54 m. and '37 m.

In the outer wall, on the S.S.W. side, and close to the S.E.

corner, lies, overturned, a large squared stone which probably
has served as a doorpost. Its total height is 2 '55 m., and its

sides are '56 m. wide
;
its upper end is cut away on both sides for

"50 m., so as to form a shoulder, which probably carried the

lintel
;
and about half way down, between 1*27 m. and 1*40 m.

from the shoulder, is a deep squared notch, '13m. wide, running
40 m. back from the face, or nearly across the side of the pier.
This has all the appearance of a socket for a large wooden
bolt, such as is very common in the uprights of the Tripoli-
tan smam-trilithons, and occurs also occasionally in the

lintels.

In the west corner of the site lie about three-quarters of

what Mr. Randall-Maclver describes as a large stone sar-

cophagus. I think, however, that it is more likely to be one
of the large oil tanks of which fragments occur on some of the

Tripolitan sites, and of which a small but very elaborate

example is preserved in the Museum of Valletta.

Many similar enclosures are to be seen in the plain of the

Firis, between Omm-el-Ashera and Bou Homar.
In all cases the character of the masonry and the fragments

of pottery on the surface show that they are of Roman date
;

and the analogy of the Tripolitan enclosures makes it clear

that they represent half fortified farms of a type which
seems in fact to have survived in the modern houses of the

district.

Further still down the course of the Firis, between Bou
Homar and Lambessa, Mr. Randall-Maclver describes another
series of remains which confirm the Roman character of those

at Omm-el-Ashera
; oblong enclosures exactly like those

already described, and also circles of stones, which appear
to be likewise of Roman date.

Further on again, and quite close to Lambessa, there is

another circular enclosure of the same type, of which Mr.
Randall-Maclver has secured a photograph. In this case also

the Roman date was evident from the occurrence of fragments
of Samian ware within the circle, and from the distinctive

dressing of the squared stones, which are wholly unlike those
of the really early monuments of Roknia and elsewhere,
which are described in Mr. Wilkin's book.

Close to Lambessa at the 19th kilometric stone from Batna
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are the remains of yet another enclosure of an oblong type ;and in this case there stands, on one of the long sides of the
enclosure, an erect trilithon, which presents a number of

analogies with those of the Tripolitan senam-sites. In this

instance, however, the uprights stand not on a single base-
block, but on two distinct footing- stones, and these rest in
their turn upon the heads of uprights which are only partly
visible above ground (reproduced here, by kind permission
from p. 156 of Mr. Wilkin's book).

TRILITHON NEAR LAMBESSA.

The uprights and lintel though left rough, have been squared
and worked with tools, and show the peculiar indentations, like

the marks of quarry-wedges, on their untrimmed surfaces,
which are to be seen on many of the Tripolitan uprights.
Their late date is further shown by the discovery 'just
beneath them '

of several sherds of thin red pottery of Roman
fabric. The through-holes which are so characteristic of the

Tripolitan senams appear to be absent, but the uprights are

set too close together to serve as a door, though unfortunately
I am not able to give any precise measurements. So far as

can be judged from the photograph and Mr. Randall-Madver's
verbal description, the trilithon, if, as is probable, it served like

the Tripolitan senams as the frame of an oil press, must have
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been fitted with a wooden lining to take the ends of the

cross bars, in which case the uprights and lintel served merely
to support the lining and hold it firmly in place when pressure
was applied to the press-beam.

Mr. Randall-Maclver, however, suggests that this trilithon

may have belonged to a press of the type in which the press-
bed (of which no trace remains in this instance) lies between

the uprights, and in which the pressure is applied vertically
either by driving in wedges or by a screw. This latter type,
as I hinted in my previous note,* appears to have been the

commoner in the Western Mediterranean, and to have been in-

troduced there,probablyby Carthaginian industry, from a home
on the Syrian Coast; while the lever type belongs toAnatoliaand
the ^Egean, and in the Tripolis is a legacy of Hellenic influence.

The evidence as to the post-Roman oil-presses of Algeria has

not yet been properly collected
;

but Mr. Randall-Maclver
notes two points : first, that the mill and press used now by
the Kabyles are only remotely derived from the common
Roman press ; second, that this evidence is itself of no great
value because the present method of oil-milling appears to

be of quite recent introduction
;
in fact when Hanoteau and

Letourneux were writing, some ten years ago, it was only
beginning to supersede a method of hand-milling which seems
from the descriptions to have been very like that which Mr.
Evans and I found still in Use among the Tripolitan Tarhunis.

A good photographic representation of the oil-mill and oil-

press now in use will be found on p. 195 of Mr. Wilkin's

book.

The lintel of this trilithon presented one curious feature,
a bolt socket, like that of the stone at Omm-el-Ashera,
which has been described already. Mr. Randall-Maclver
infers from this that the stone at Omm-el-Ashera was origin-

ally used as a lintel
;
but it is quite as likely that the lintel

now under consideration may be a disused upright. Similar

instances of the use of second-hand material are not at all

uncommon in the Tripolitan sites, and at Senam-el-Arif there

are two similar notches in a lintel."

W. J. C. MOENS, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Hamp-
shire, submitted the following report on recent discoveries in

Romsey Abbey Church :

"I have the honour to report, as a Local Secretary for

Hampshire, that I visited Romsey Abbey Church on October
29th last in order to view the recent discovery of the founda-

* Proc. 2nd S. xvii. 294.
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tions of portions of the northern side wall and of the apse of
the church before the rebuilding of the same in the time
of Bishop de Blois (1129-1171). Some indication of the
architect of this rebuilt and present church may possibly be
afforded by an inscription, to be found on a capital in the
south aisle at the east end of the choir, of a winged figure
carrying either a carpenter's square or the model of a pair of

principal rafters, on which is inscribed ' Robert me fecit.' On
the other side on a similar figure is found '

Robert tu te
consule d.s.' Dr. Ingram, in his Memorials of Oxford, attri-
butes the edifice to Robert de Cricklade, abbot of Oxford,
during the greater part of the reign of Henry II.

Every facility for due inspection was kindly afforded me
by the vicar, the Rev. J. Cooke Yarborough, and Major
Mortimer, one of the churchwardens, who carefully explained
the details of the discovery made, when relaying the floor of
the church with wood blocks, and of the steps taken to open
up the foundations to their base.

I had also the advantage of the help of Mr. Norman
C. H. Nisbett, A.R.I.B.A., of Winchester, in making measure-
ments.

It appears that the foundations of the walls of the prior
church were utilised, when rebuilding the same, for the
foundations of the pillars of the nave. The northern wall of

the former church extended to a distance of 4 feet 6 inches
eastward of the N.W. pier of the present tower, as clearly
shown by the north portion of the uncovered foundations, but
the similar portion on the south side beyond the S.W. pier,
and also of the apse adjoining, appear to have been removed
at the period of the rebuilding, as, with the exception of one

stone, nothing is now to be found eastward of the S.W. pier
for some little distance. The foundations, composed of rough
concrete in which are many rough flints, rest on the undis-

turbed soil, one long flat stone being under the concrete in

one place, having a Roman tile on one end of it. These con-

crete foundations are at the top surface 4 feet 9 inches wide, at

the base about 6 feet 9 inches, and are 4 feet 4 inches deep, the

upper surface having on the east side ten wrought weather-

worn stones, which apparently had formed the bottom course

of the outside of a former wall, and they vary in thickness

from about 1 foot to 6 inches. One or two other Roman
tiles about 1 foot square by 1 inch thick were found when

uncovering the work. The circular apse was open to a length
of 17 feet on the outside of it, and as far as the Minton tiled

pavement in front of the chancel screen, the vicar and church-

wardens being disinclined to open up more on account of the
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expense of relaying the pavement, which has not been long

put down.
The radius of the apse is, as nearly as can be got at, about

16 feet 5 inches, which would bring its south-west end to a

little within the centre line of the old foundations on the

south end, so that it appears the apse was flattened to a

small extent at its east end. The distance between the inside

portions of the present N.W. and S.W. piers of the tower is

26 feet 3 inches.

Understanding that Mr. Peers has been to Romsey to make
a ground plan of these foundations, it is unnecessary for me
to work out such a plan from the measurements made by me
and Mr. Nesbitt.

On November 28th I received from the Rev. J. Cooke

Yarborough another communication reporting that other

foundations of apparently the same building to which the

apse pertained had been found under the centre pavement of

the nave and thence to its south pillars. On a second visit

on Thursday, November 29th, I found that the vicar had
taken careful measurements of the foundations of part of a

wall which had formed the south side of the chancel to which
the above apse formed the eastern end. Opposite the third

pillar of the nave a concrete and stone foundation of a cross

wall was found running due north. At the south end of this

cross wall the foundation was 3 feet wide, but at 8 feet

from the south end it increases to 6 feet 10 inches wide,

apparently continued, according to the statement of a work-
man employed, to the same width at the northern end, but
this portion had been covered with the new wood pavement
before the apse was discovered. The foundation of the

south wall continues for about 30 feet beyond the cross wall,

where it terminates abruptly with a square surface, but as

there are many old vaults in this part of the church, there

may have been interference with these foundations at any
time in the past. Apparently in all the space eastward of

the cross foundations there have been three different levels on
which were formerly pavements :

1. A cement floor about 2 inches thick, about 6 inches

below the level of the present flooring.
2. Gravel concrete 6 inches to 8 inches thick, on which

there are about 2 inches of burnt wood and cinder debris, in

which are small pieces of stained glass.
3. A cement floor (of which I have sent a piece) about 1

inch thick.

By the continued courtesy of the vicar I am enabled to

append his notes and sketches, which will further illustrate
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and explain this interesting second discovery. By a timely
donation, as the remains were to be covered up the next morn-

ing, I was able to arrange with the vicar for men to be put
on at once to determine the extent of the burnt remains, and
the depth and width of the cross wall, and some other

points.
There will without doubt be much conjecture as to the

edifice which stood on these foundations. One may probably
be that this was the chancel of the former abbey church
reserved for the nuns, and that there was a close rood screen

on the cross foundations with, on the wider portion, an oval

structure, containing a staircase leading to the rood, forming
the north side of the screen. Before the dissolution of the

abbey, a portion of the north aisle was used for the worship
of the parishioners, there being no other church in Romsey.
In the same way the nave, or western portion of it, in the

previous church may have been used for the same purpose,
the nuns being secluded in the closed chancel.

A question which naturally arises is the date of the build-

ing of the church, the apse and chancel of which were on the

foundations now discovered. It may be the opinion of some
that these foundations are not Saxon, but it will be for those

who hold this to show that Romsey abbey church was again
re-built between the known times of the earlier structures

and that of the present building of the 12th century.
It is on record that Romsey Abbey owes its foundation to

Edward the Elder, and it is said that this was made about the

year 907. It was reconstructed by a successor, King Edgar,
circa 967,

* Rex Anglorum pacificus Eadgarus, in monasterio

Rumesige, quod avus suus rex Anglorum Eadwardus Senior

construxerat, sanctimoniales collocavit, sanctamque Mser-

wynnam super eas abbatissam constituit/ * The signature
'

Ego, Merewenna, Abbatissa de Rumsege
"

is the tenth on the

charter conferring lands and privileges to the Abbey of

Romsey on Christmas Day, 974.

Wessex was ravaged by the Danes, and the churches

destroyed in about the period 994-997, after which the abbey

church was again rebuilt.

There does not appear to be a record of any other rebuild-

ing of the church until the time of Bishop de Blois. It is

difficult therefore to suppose that the foundations of the

chancel and apse and perhaps nave recently discovered can be

other than those of the reconstruction in or about the closing

years of the 10th century."

* Chronicon Florentii Wigorniensis (ed. Eng. Hist. Soc. 1848), i. 141.

VOL. XVIII. K
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C. R. PEERS, Esq., M.A., read a paper on the recent dis-

coveries at Komsey, showing their bearing on the plan of the

Saxon abbey church.

Mr. Peers's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

H. D. HARROD, Esq., F.S.A., by permission of E. M. Mobley,

Esq., exhibited a bronze pot lately found on a rubbish heap at

Barmouth :

The pot, which is globular in form, is 2J inches diameter

at the top, and has round the middle a cast-work band f inch

wide ornamented in relief with pairs of birds and beasts.

Above this three rude fleurs-de-lis are cast upon the body. On
one side is a straight handle, which is strengthened by a loop

BRONZE POT FOUND AT BARMOUTH. (| linear.)

beneath its junction with the body, and ornamented on its

upper surface by a band of the same pattern as that on the

pot. The pot once rested on three stout legs, but all have
been broken, and the shortest remaining has a line cut round
as if the intention were to get rid of all three stumps.
The pot is in poor condition, with many flaws and blisters.

It seems to date from the latter part of the 13th century.

L. B. PHILLIPS, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a miniature of Her
late Majesty Queen Victoria, Patron of the Society.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.
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Thursday, February 14th, 1901.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for thesame ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Royal Artillery Association, Woolwich :Notes on the Farlv IINtorof the

Royal^Regirnent
of Artillery. By the late Colonel cla^ekn" KZ

From the Author :-A Paper on the Discovery of a Stone Coffin in TuryilleChurch. By A. H. Cocks, M.A. 8vo. Aylesbury, 1900.

Froni E. Doran Webb, Esq., F.S.A. :-Notes on the Parishes of Tyfield
Kirnpton Penton Mewsey, Weyhill and Wherwell, Hampshire. By Key.'E. H. Clutterbuck, F.S.A. 8vo. Salisbury, J898.

Froni the Author : Norton-sub-Hamdon in the Countv of Somerset Bv
Charles Trask. 8vo. Taunton, 1898.

From the Author : Genealogical Memoranda relating to the Family of Merriam
By Charles P. Merriam. 8vo. London, 1900.

Lord BALCARRES was admitted Fellow.

On the motion of Sir HENRY HOWORTH, seconded by J. G.
WALLER, Esq., it was unanimously resolved :

" That a vote of condolence be passed to Captain C. Watson
on the death of his father, the late Mr. C. Knight Watson,
Fellow and formerly Secretary of the Society."

R. A. SMITH, Esq., B.A., read the following notes on excava-
tions on early sites near Leatherhead and Shamley Green,

Surrey :

u
Early last year in the grounds of Chas. D. Hodgson, Esq.,

of Shamley Green, near Guildford, a labourer came upon some

squared slabs of ironstone in preparing a turf walk in front
of the house known as

' The Hallams.' These stones were at

once removed with some pieces of coarse pottery and calcined

bones, evidently human, before the attention of anyone else had
been called to them, and it is to this lamentable circumstance
that the impossibility of furnishing an exact record of the

discovery is due. However, Mr. Hodgson, who was away
from home at the time, promptly took the necessary steps on

R 2
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his return to preserve the site from further disturbance. He
managed by handling the soil himself to extract the flint

scraper and axe-head now before the Society, and to collect a

quantity of partially vitrified lumps of ironstone, a specimen
of which is now on the table

;
also about a pint of bones, and

a quantity of dark burnt ashes. It was my privilege to inspect
the site on behalf of the British Museum, and a few words
will give some idea of the surroundings. The house stands

about 300 feet above sea-level, on the brow of the high

ground south of the Guildford Downs, overlooking a valley
in which are three trout pools belonging to the estate, and

easily located on the map. This valley runs nearly due east

and west, and on the other side, about mile to the east,

lies Farley Heath, a well-known locality for Roman remains

on the line of a branch to Guildford of the Stane Street from
Chichester. To the north of the house stretches a tract of

furze and heather called Blackheath, and the soil is known to

geologists as Folkestone sand.

The final excavation of the site had been postponed until

my arrival, but it was a great disappointment to my host to

find nothing more of any importance in or near the position

originally occupied by the cist. This seems to have been
about 12 inches below the present surface of the ground, but
there are no traces of a mound at this spot, though some have
been noticed on a ridge about mile to the north-east.

The soil was removed in my presence from an area about
6 feet square to a depth of nearly 2 feet, and the digging was
continued until a reddish brown stratum in the sand was no

longer visible. This discoloration extended nearly all over
the area excavated, but was more pronounced in some places,

forming a band on the average 3 inches thick about a foot

from the present surface. All the soil thrown out was care-

fully sifted and was found to consist of the ordinary sand of

the locality, with patches here and there of a silvery sand and
a fine mould, almost black, that must have been brought from
some distance. The sieve yielded nothing but rough lumps
of ironstone, generally about 3 inches square, a few pieces of

what seemed to be reddish-yellow brick, and the small bones
of some animal which had been split lengthwise and were

generally about 2 inches in length. Some flint flakes were
also noticed, but bore no traces of having been worked,
except, perhaps, in one or two cases. No further information
was obtainable on the spot, but I may add that some fine

neolithic implements of a light grey colour have been found
in the neighbourhood.
An inspection of the relics points at once to the transition
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period between the neolithic and Bronze Ages to which so
many of our British barrows belong. The particular frag-ment of pottery now exhibited shows that the urn must havehad a diameter of at least 18 inches, somewhat larger than
a specimen from Ashwell, Middlesex, now preserved in the

British Museum, which has the same ornamentation and
formation near the rim. Unfortunately the urn was broken
to pieces before it was noticed in the cist, and it is now
impossible to say whether it was buried in an inverted posi-

i^?,
the stone imPlements were originally placed,

llie Middlesex specimens were evidently so buried, for their
bases have been removed by the ploughshare and only the
upper parts remain. The flint implements are not in them-
selves exact evidence of the date of the burial, but the
Society will agree that the scraper is a fine specimen of its

class, resembling most one from Bridlington, No. 219 in Sir
John Evans' work on stone implements.

Near LEATHERHEAD (Fetcham parish) :

The site is on an extremity of the N. Downs at a level of
about 300 feet, and about a mile S.W. of Leatherhead on the
Guildford Road. It overlooks the valley of the Mole and faces
Tot Hill and the wooded heights over which can still be
traced the Ermine Street bearing N.E. to London. About a
quarter of a mile to the south, on the west side of the valley,
is to be seen a considerable extent of scrub that has never
been cleared for cultivation, and may be taken to represent
the original condition of the land now belonging to E. E.

Blake, Esq., whose house, called Hawkshill, preserves the
ancient name of this part of the Downs. In connection with
this name there seems to be still extant in the neighbourhood a
tradition that all the great folk used to be buried at Hawks-
hill, but in spite of this plain hint the labourers employed
some 14 years ago in trenching the ground for the garden
persisted in attributing to foul play the presence of human
bones in the soil, till the number of burials that came to light

proved that the site had at some period been used as a

cemetery.
It is unfortunate that at the time when these discoveries

were being made, there was no one at hand to record par-
ticulars or to safeguard the relics

;
and it was with the

greatest difficulty that Mr. Blake subsequently recovered

from the clerk of the works a few objects whose discovery
in his own grounds he had only learnt from a report in the

local newspaper, Though the value of these relics is of course

much impaired in consequence, their variety points to the use
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of the site during several centuries, ranging from early Celtic

to Saxon times.

I am able this evening to lay before you a few typical

specimens from ]\Jr. Blake's collection, and I must divide these

according to their date of discovery. In one tray are the

best objects recovered years ago from the workmen, but I

regret that I am unable to exhibit the skeleton of a warrior

over 7 feet in height, who came to a violent end, his skull

having had a piece clean cut out of the back, his neck driven

into his shoulders, his thigh pierced with an iron spearhead,
and his legs doubled up as they had stiffened ! This was one
of about 26 skeletons found within a small area alongside the

present road to Guildford, and among these were the remains
of women and children; but all the bones then excavated
have been buried together in a pit at the foot of one of the
trees in the garden, with the exception of the giant's skull,
which is believed to have passed into the possession of a
medical man who has left the neighbourhood.
The objects discovered with these skeletons are more or less

familiar to the Society,
but are remarkable for

their mixed character.

There are specimens of

the ware manufactured
without the wheel by
the Celtic inhabitants

long before the conquest
by the Romans, whose
influence can be traced
in two fragments of well-

made vessels, of which
the ware and decoration
are associated with late

Celtic remains. On the
bottom of one is traced a

spiral, which also occurs
on a fragment from Limpsfield, Surrey, described in Pro-

ceedings, 2nd S. xiii. 249.

These two periods are divided by the
introduction of the potter's wheel. To
the latter period also belong two frag-
ments of bronze brooches of the safety-
pin pattern, and perhaps the remarkable

glass bead now exhibited, the iridescent
surface of which when dry rather
obscures the intricate and varied rope

SPIEAL ON A FBAGMENT OF POTTEEY

FOUND NEAE LEATHEEHEAD.

GLASS BEAD FOUND
NKAE LEATHEEHEAD.

SUBEEY.
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pattern in yellow which has been inlaid in the blue groundTwo very similar beads are figured in Roach Smith's Col-
tectanea Antiqua* from Sittingbourne, but these are of the
feaxon period, like another from Hawnby, Yorks, now in the
British Museum.
There is further a debased denarius of the time of Constantine

the Great, struck about the year 330, probably at Treves, and
bearing on the obverse Rome personified, on the reverse Romu-
lus and Remus with the wolf.
The piece is much worn, and may limit the date of one

burial in one direction as it is stated to have been found with
a small and complete pot of black ware.

PIECE OF WHEEL MONEY FOUND NEAR LEATHERHEAD. (|.)

In the absence of further particulars, however, its evidential

value is small, but that there were burials on the spot in

Saxon times is shown by the discovery of two small knives of

the usual pattern found in Teutonic graves. I could not dis-

cover any other traces of the Saxons among the objects

recovered, but the knife is often found to be the only object
interred with the bodies at that period.
The piece of wheel-money belongs to a type generally found

in Gaul, and is, I believe, on all hands allowed to date from

pre-Roman times there and in this country. The whole sub-

* Vol. i; pi. 37, figs. 2 and 3.
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ject has not yet been thoroughly elucidated, but a compre-
hensive article on the subject is published in Archaeologia
Cambrensis* Some smaller pieces are among the Gaulish

coins at the British Museum, and in the late Celtic collection

are two pieces of another kind from Hounslow.

The nearest approach I can find to that exhibited is one

figured in the Moreau collection from Caranda (vol. ii. pi. 26,

N.S.), but that is pierced in the centre and was found in a

Merovingian coffin which had a five-spoked wheel cut on the

lid.

Passing to the excavations that I had the pleasure of

witnessing last April at Mr. Blake's invitation, I am able to

put before you specimens which I think point to a much
earlier date than those already alluded to. A few yards only
from the line in which the skeletons were found, patches in

the lawn have been noticed where the turf is more than

usually parched, especially during the drought which occurs

nearly every autumn on chalk downs. This was rightly
attributed to some disturbance of the chalk which affected

the absorption of the water, and the patches in question
sounded more than ordinarily hollow to the tread. Two of

the most conspicuous, which happened to be on the tennis

lawn, were excavated, and results indicated a very early date.

The first pit sunk was about 5 feet in diameter and 4 feet

deep, piercing the solid chalk for about 2 feet. The sides

were vertical and had been neatly cut, while the bottom was

quite flat. Just below the turf a number of large stones

were discovered, and in the earth thrown out were lumps of

weathered chalk, fragments of rough hand-made pottery here
and there, a few isolated bones of animals, such as the pig,
and a few teeth apparently of the ox. Fine mould of a sandy
nature was also noticed in some quantity, which must have
been brought to the spot, as unhappily nothing of the sort

is met with in the district. Near the bottom was found a

quantity of clinker showing that the heat had been intense,
and round the base of the pit were separate heaps of charred

wheat, the grains being still quite sound. A sample was sent

to Kew for examination, and the Director states that the

grains are almost exclusively Triticum vulgare var. com-

pactum, a variety known from the Swiss lake-dwellings.
Mixed with them were found a few grains of Avena sativa
and a small kind of barley. The whole sample agrees per-

fectly with one from Winklebury Hill, Wilts, preserved in

the museum at the Royal Botanic Gardens. This was com-

* 3rd S. vii. 213.
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municated by General Pitt-Rivers* in 1882, and is supposedto date from 300-100 B.C. A similar find of charred grain atWork Hill, near
Weston-super-Mare, is recorded in the

Archaeological Journal (viii. 416).
There was also found what appears to be a bracer of bone,used to protect the wrist from the rebound of the bowstringUnlike most of the specimens known it is not perforated at

the ends for attachment; and the only other instance I can
nnd is in Archaeologia, viii. pi. 30, where a specimen very
similar to the one exhibited is engraved from Trine Herts
In Proceedings, v. p. 274, they are said to belong to the latest
btone or earliest Bronze period.
Another pit about 15 yards off was then dug with similar

but not identical results. A circular hole was sunk about
3 feet deep, the chalk being pierced for a depth of about
15 inches, and the diameter being about 4 feet. In this
instance no clinker or burnt grain was found, but on the
other hand about half a dozen so called < net sinkers

'

or
'loom weights' of brick, either whole or in pieces, were
recovered, together with a few bones and teeth 'which
evidently did not belong together. The pieces of pottery
were as before very coarse and had evidently been buried in
their present state, except two or three pieces that had belonged
to a small black urn made without the wheel, and entirely
devoid of ornament. There were also, as in the first pit, some
large stones at the top that had not come from the chalk.
The interest therefore lay not so much in the objects dis-
covered as in the close neighbourhood of remains belonging to

periods which though distinguishable by many signs, yet
probably overlapped to a great extent. As far as the excava-
tions have gone it seems possible to see on this extremity of
the downs an epitome of British history for at least 5 or 6
centuries. Whether traces of occupation during the later

Stone Age will some day come to light is a question we can
leave to Mr. Blake to answer, for he has already marked out
a ring in the adjoining meadow where the condition of the

grass during droughts has led him to expect further dis-

coveries. The ring is complete except for a small break to

the south, and I had the satisfaction of seeing an 8 foot

section on the north side, opposite the break or entrance as

it seems natural to call it. The ground was opened for a

distance of about 10 feet in the line of the ring, and had

evidently been previously disturbed, for the soil thrown out

stood in vivid contrast to some virgin chalk exposed a few

* The grain is mentioned in his Excavations in Cranborne Chase, ii. 21'!.

and came from the early British, not the Anglo-Saxon, site at Winklebury.
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yards further down the hill. At the depth of about 7 feet a

black layer was noticed, and further search discovered traces

of fire and a bone that might have been human. As this was

merely an experiment the digging was not continued, but the

site will be carefully protected for future investigation. The
diameter of the ring is roughly 100 feet, and the disturbance

of the chalk is confined to a band about 5 feet broad. The

spot is on the slope and has been under the plough so that we
cannot be certain of its original appearance ;

but there is no

novelty I suppose in the form of the inclosure, and it is to

this Society that one turns for information."

Dr. H. COLLET MARCH, F.S.A., Local Secretary for Dorset,
communicated the following :

REPORT OF EXCAVATIONS ON EGGARDUN, 1900.

"Eggardun is the name of a hill fortress well known in

Dorset. Its altitude is 800 feet above sea level. It occupies
the basal, or widest, part of a promontory of greensand rock,

capped with chalk which can be seen, on the upper slopes,

underlying the green turf. It is surrounded by a double
line of valla and fossae, strengthened in places by a third.

Within its enclosure are two barrows and many rounded
hollows commonly called

'

pit-dwellings/ Its site permits a

comparison of three areas : first, the plateau or open down to

the east
; second, the fortress itself, which encloses 20 acres

;

and third, the extension of the spur beyond it, to the west.

In neither the first nor the third of these areas can a single

pit-dwelling be found. On the other hand, within the camp
are no fewer than 128. They occur in no distinct order, but,

generally speaking, they are nearer the circumference of the
enclosure than its centre, and are much more numerous in its

southern than in its northern portion. No pit is cut through
by the walls of the camp. Indeed there is no pit near to,

and none between, them. In some instances two pits are

adjacent, but they do not communicate, and their proximity
does not seem to be part of any plan. On consideration, the
conclusion will be found irresistible that the pit-dwellings
were made after the fortress was constructed.

Five of these pits have been explored : a solitary one, on

May 1st and 2nd, 1900
;
a pair that lay towards the east of

the camp, on August 27th
;
and a second pair towards the

west of the camp, on September 13th.

The method adopted was to cut a trench 2 feet wide

through the centre of a pit, from rim to rim, right down to
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the undisturbed earth. It was conjectured that this would
be chalk, but it was discovered that on the top of the hill

this formation was covered to an estimated depth of at least

10 feet, by a yellow gravel, or that debris of chalk denudation
which consists of

'

clay with flints.'

SECTION AND SUGGESTED RESTORATION OF PIT-DWELLING EXCAVATED
ON EGGARDUN, DORSET.

The pits were not, as on Hod Hill and elsewhere, surrounded

by a drainage ditch; but the dug out earth seems to have

been originally heaped up round their edge, though

trace of it now remains.

On the rim of the first pit selected for exploration, this

raised margin was well marked, and was exposed by the
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section. In this previously disturbed earth, and along the

pit's rim, just beneath the turf, small flint flakes were found,

many of which had bulbs of percussion. Below this was a

coarse flint gravel, the remains, no doubt, of that which was

originally excavated, since it had lost its proper yellow colour,

and contained no worked flints.

The middle of the hollow was occupied by brown mould
which was slightly argillaceous and was traversed by minute
'rootlets. It evidently consisted of the silting from the

surface and of the decay of vegetation that have been going
on since the dwelling was abandoned.
The floor of the pit was a layer of flints which itself rested

on a loose rubble of larger and coarser flints, so incoherent

that many of them fell out into the trench. The ancient

interspaces of the structure remained empty ;
no subsequent

inwash had filled them up.
The thickness of this open-work was 2 feet 2 inches, and

its purpose was obvious. Had the pit been excavated in a
bed of chalk, any rain that got in through the roof of rushes
or boughs would have sunk away. But dug as it was in the

stiff clay that capped the hill, water would quickly have
'

ponded.' The loose aggregate of coarse flint was a perfect

provision for drainage, by which the carpet of heather or

bracken was kept dry.

The dimensions of the pit were as follows :

Ft. Ins.

Depth of the turf floor beneath the

general turf surface of the camp . 2

Thickness of silt 2 6

Depth of the dwelling . . .46
Thickness of drainage rubble . .22

Total depth of the pit. . .68
The rim of the pit had been probably

raised at least 2 feet by the exca-
vated earth 20

Poles or branches placed on this, tent-

wise, so as to meet in the centre,
would give an elevation of, say, 4
feet 40
Depth of dwelling, as above . .46

Total height of dwelling . . 10 6
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On cutting carefully through the brown mould there were
found at measured depths :

Beneath general Beneath turf-

Fragment of typical neo-
lithic pottery, hand-
made, imperfectly
baked, with gritty
matrix....

A squared flint core and

many flakes...
A flint knife, many bits

of charcoal, 2 more

pieces of pottery, some

pebbles, and a "
magic

stone
"
or totem ..

turf-surface.

Ft. Ins.

surface of hollow.
Ft. Ins.

4

No baked clay was found in any of the pits, nor calcined
stones. The pieces of charcoal were very small, as of burnt

twigs. Hence no fire had ever been kindled there. The
charcoal may have been blown in from the outside, where

any cooking must have been done
;
or it may represent a last

conflagration, a final capture of the fortress.

The dimensions of the other 4 pits do not much differ. They
are all given in the following mensural table :

The disproportion between the width of the rim and that

of the flint floor is due chiefly to slip, but partly, no doubt, to

an original dishing of the sides of the pit, which were lined

with flint.
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In Pits II. and III. the drainage rubble was rather more
filled in with silt than in the others, and no charcoal and no

implements were found. But a number of percussed flakes

were met with, and in Pit II. a thin flat piece of pottery.

This, like the rest, was hand-made, with a matrix full of

rounded particles of quartz interspersed with black grains,

suggesting a greensand derivation. Under the microscope
the matrix is seen to effervesce a little with acid, but no shell

fragments can be detected. Minute pieces of charcoal are

adherent to both surfaces of this bit of pottery, relics of the

baking, which may have .been done in the open air, since,

together with a thicker bit of pottery, it is red throughout.
On the other hand, two smaller fragments have dark in-

teriors.

No pottery was found in Pits IV. and V., and no charcoal

in the former. But in the latter many portions of burnt

boughs came to light, and smaller pieces were met with

throughout the lower layer of silt. On the pit margins,
under the turf, numerous neolithic flakes occurred, and

implements in the pits themselves. Thus in Pit V. were
found a large core, some smaller cores, a few scrapers, many
percussed flakes of which some were minute, and pieces of

slab chert. One slab has well-rubbed edges and was perhaps
used in cleaning skins. In Pit IV. were found a flat beach

pebble, 2| x 2 inches, a white quartz pebble with red veins,
several percussed flakes, some used scrapers, and a flint saw.
All these stones, together with a fragment of bone, were much
more deeply stained with black lichenous spots than was the

case with stones from the first three pits, as if they had not
been so quickly covered by silt.

No trace of any metal was discovered.

Probably to a pre-metallic. certainly to a pre-Roman,
period this entrenchment belonged. It was the defence of an

indigenous race, perhaps of the Durotriges, against hostile

raids. The sheep or cattle which were the people's wealth,

together with women and children, were gathered on occasion

into this great fortress, where they remained in security
until the driving storm had passed.

All the finds mentioned are now in the writer's possession,
and will presently be handed over to the Dorset County
Museum."

PHILIP NORMAN, Esq., Treasurer, read some notes on an

allegorical illumination by G. Hoefnagel, 1571, which will be

printed in Archaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communica-
tions.
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Thursday, February 21st, 1901.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From J. T. Micklethwaite, Esq., V.P.S.A. :-The following publications of the
Plamsong and Mediaeval Music Society :

1. Bibliotheca Musico-Litnrgica. Vol. I. fascicles I. and II. 4to
London, 1901.

2. The Litany and suffrages from the Book of Common Prayer with the
music from the Sarum Processional. 8vo. London, n.d.

3. Annual Report, October 31st, 1900.

The PRESIDENT laid before the Society the following draft
of an Address of Condolence and Congratulation to His
Majesty the King, which had been drawn up by the Council
pursuant to the Resolution of the Society at its Ordinary
Meeting of 7th February :

TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY,

WE, the President, Vice-Presidents, Council, and Fellows
of the Society of Antiquaries of London, most humbly beg
leave to express to Your Majesty our sentiments of unfeigned
condolence for the heavy loss which Your Majesty and the

Empire have sustained in the death of Your Royal Mother,
whose numerous and exalted Virtues, manifested throughout
a long and glorious Reign, have left the most indelible im-

pressions of Reverence and Gratitude on the hearts of all

classes of People in Your Majesty's Dominions.

While we thus presume to testify our Sorrow at the Death
of our late much-lamented Sovereign, we respectfully beg to

offer to Your Majesty our heartfelt congratulations upon Your

Happy Accession to the Throne of these Realms, persuaded,
as we are, that the Blessings so long enjoyed under the

Government of our late Queen, of blessed memory, will still

continue, under the auspices of Her August Successor, to be felt

and acknowledged by a free, loyal, and happy People.
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This Society, which was incorporated by Your Majesty's
Predecessor King George the Second, to promote the Study
of Antiquity and the History of former times, cannot without

the highest satisfaction reflect that the Objects which it has in

view, and which have been more particularly directed to the

illustration of the History and Antiquities of our own Country,
have been extended under the fostering influence of Your

Majesty's Revered Mother, and of the enlightened zeal that

Your Majesty, as a Royal Fellow of this Society, has ever

evinced in the promotion of Learning and useful Knowledge,
and we humbly hope that Your Majesty will graciously
condescend to honour our Society with a continuation of the

Royal Favour and Patronage.
We beg to assure Your Majesty of our faithful and affec-

tionate Attachment to Your Majesty's Person and Government
;

and we earnestly pray that it may please the Almighty God
to bless Your Majesty, and our Gracious Queen Alexandra,
with length of Days and with a Happy and Prosperous
Reign.
Given under our Common Seal this twenty-first day of

February in the year of Our Lord God 1901.

It was unanimously resolved :

" That the Address be approved, and that the Council
be thanked for" their kind trouble on this oc-

casion."

Also
" That the precedents of 1761 be followed for the

presentation of the Address."

Notice was given of a Ballot for the election of Fellows on

Thursday, 7th March, and a list of candidates to be balloted

for was read.

The following draft of certain alterations in and additions

to the Statutes, proposed by the Council of 15th February,
was laid before the Meeting by way of notice only :

Chapter IV. That Sections II. and III. respectively be
renumbered III. and IV., and for Section II. add

"
Any Fellow may introduce one visitor at an Ordinary

Meeting, except at Ballots for the election of Fellows
and such other occasions as the Council may deter-

mine. The names of visitors must be entered by
their introducers in a book provided for the purpose.
Ladies are not admitted."
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LEWIS EVANS, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited and read a paper on a
portable sundial made for Cardinal Wolsey.

Mr. Evans's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

HENRY WILLETT, Esq., exhibited a horn triptych of reputed
12th century work.

H. SWAINSON COWPER, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the

following Report as Local Secretary for Westmorland and
Lancashire-north-of-the-Sands :

" I divide my report into four headings : I. Pre-historic
II. Roman; III. Pre-Norman; IV. Post-Norman.

It must, however, be understood that I do not venture to
assign any exact date to the remains described under Head-
ing I. Not improbably some of these are post-Roman, and
non-historic would be more applicable.

I. AN EARLY SETTLEMENT IN KENTMERE, WESTMORLAND.

At the September meeting of the Cumberland and West-
morland Antiquarian Society, in September last, an early
settlement in Kentmere was visited, and was described by
Mr. J. A. Martindale. These remains, which are not on the
old O. S. maps, are situated at Mill Riggs, about the middle
of the valley, in an oval basin, formerly partly occupied by
Kentmere tarn, and about 150 feet above the south-east end
of it. The settlement occupies a small terrace flanked by a
cliff on the east, and is oval in form, measuring 240 feet north
and south, 160 feet across its wider end at the north, and 140
feet at the south where it narrows. The walls seem to have
been 7 to 10 feet thick, but they are now chiefly only to be
traced by their foundations. It is suggested that they were
not of solid construction but were faced with stone and filled

up inside with softer stone, as was probably the case at the

settlements at Urswick, near Dalton-in-Furness, and Hugill,
near Windermere.

There are four entrances in all, placed on the south-east,

west, north, and north-east sides, but it is not certain that all

these are ancient. The interior of the settlement is sub-

divided by cross-walls, the use of which was perhaps for

penning cattle. There are also six or seven hut circles.

These are rounded mounds of earth and stones raised 4 feet or

so above the level of the soil outside. The diameter of these

huts is 15 to 25 feet internal measurement, and their doorways

VOL. XVIII.
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are placed to the north-west. The type of this place seems

closely akin to the Urswick stone walls,"* the settlement at

Kirkby Lonsdale,t and the camps (?) at Holme Bank and

Birkrigg in Furness.t I may also refer to a report of my
own as to the classification of these early sites in our Pro-

ceedings.

PRIMITIVE QUADRANGULAR STRUCTURES.

Of a very different type to the above are some very curious

structures, which I have recently examined in Westmorland,
and which have never before been described, or even noticed.

I am acquainted with two groups only as yet, and they un-

doubtedly are the work of the same period. One of these is

found in Little Langdale, or rather in the lateral valley or

pass leading from it, by Blea Tarn to Great Langdale. The
other is at the north end of Troutbeck Valley, near Winder-

mere, 1-i- miles north of Troutbeck Park.

At both of these sites we find the foundations of rhom-
boidal or quadrangular buildings, apparently the remains of

ancient dwellings. At Langdale one measures
9-^-

x 25 feet, and
three at Troutbeck measure respectively 16 x 47 feet, 14 x 29

feet, and 16 x 40 feet. The walls are 2 feet 4 inches to 3 feet

thick, and of rude rubble masonry.
In a paper to the local society I have described four of these

buildings, but there are said to be others in Troutbeck, and I

do not doubt they exist elsewhere. It should also be noticed
that some of them are divided by cross walls, and are

associated with larger quadrangular walled enclosures. It is

also worthy of note that in both vicinities 'there exist the
more primitive type of prehistoric sites, and that prehistoric

weapons have occurred ; but more to the point is the fact

that Roman roads run close to each, that from Ambleside to

Ravenglass a mile from the Langdale group, and that over

High Street to Penrith on the Fell above Troutbeck. It is

therefore important to ascertain if other foundations of this

type occur isolated from Eoman roads.

Further we have in close proximity to the Langdale group,
the terraced mound, which I some years ago ventured to

identify as a real example of a Norse Law Hill.
||

* See Archaeoloffia, xliii. 409.

f See Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian
Society, vii.

t Archaeologia. xliii. 396.
2nd S. xvi. 244.

||
Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian Society,

xl. p. 1.
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These buildings have nothing in common with the Furness

prehistoric settlements, with their irregular courts and groups
of cairns, and in which small rectangular buildings are absent.

The Furness sites were the homesteads of primitive com-

munities, while the buildings we are now treating of seem
to have been self-contained farms, almost certainly of post-
Roman date. In plan and dimensions they are singularly
like the early Scottish and Irish cells and churches, but there

is nothing in the Westmorland examples to point towards
ecclesiastical use. The complete excavation of one of them by
myself, in 1898, produced no evidence whatever.

I have two suggestions to make as to their origin. They may
either be the houses of Britons, who, after the Roman evacua-

tion, retained some tradition of Roman structural design, or

else they are the homes of Norse settlers planted in the fells

a thousand years ago. If they are the former, it tends to

show that after the Romans had left such Britons as remained

reverted to their primitive fell-dwelling habits, and drew back
into the mountains before the Teutonic invaders. But looking
at the propinquity of the law hill, the other explanation is

plausible, although we know that as a rule the Norse had no

predilection for Roman roads, and squatted anywhere in the

fells independent of Roman lines. It remains to be seen if

similar constructions will be found in the more isolated

localities.

It does not of course follow that these houses had high
stone walls. They may have been earthen or wooden

structures on a stone foundation.

Plans and full descriptions will appear in the Transactions

of the local society.

II. DISCOVERIES OF THE ROMAN ROAD NEAR AMBLESIDE.

In excavating for new sewage works close to the Roman

cainp at Windermere Waterhead, a series of finds have been

made which must be recorded. In work of this kind where

what is found one day is covered up the next, it is far from

easy to ascertain the true connection between the various

particles of evidence. As Ambleside is an unexcavated camp
it is desirable to note all discoveries, but in doing so I will

endeavour to be as concise as possible.
The position ot the

*

camp
'

is well known, being placed right at the head of

Windermere on low, almost floodable, land. Immediately 1

the north of the camp is a small bit of hummocky rocky

ground, but beyond that, to the north, the land is again

and alluvial, and although the ground rises a httle distance

S 2
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from the camp to the east, low ground again intervenes here

between the eastern end of the camp and this ground. The
Kiver Rothay runs at a little distance past the west end into

Windermere, but it is almost certain that at one time it

passed quite close to the western end. Thus the castrum was

probably surrounded in ancient times by marsh. Borrans

Road, where the finds have been made, approaches the east

end of the castrum, and after almost touching the north-east

corner bends north, and runs fairly straight until it makes
one big elbow and turns to Rothay Bridge.

All the finds were made in cutting the trench (3 feet

8 inches wide) in Borrans Road. The first batch of dis-

coveries took place between August 18th and September 3rd.

At a point about 500 feet north of the north-east angle of the

castrum, and 50 to 60 feet south of a branch lane leading
from opposite a nursery garden towards the River Rothay, a

line of largish stones was observed laid in a direction parallel
with the modern wall above, and alongside the stones were
oaken piles driven perpendicularly into the ground. I saw

only some of these, which were about 4 inches in diameter,
rounded and brought to a point.
The men were working northwards here, and for about 230

feet the cutting continued to reveal evidences. Immediately
beyond the upright stakes was found a regular

'

corduroy
'

formed of oak beams laid on what was then no doubt a bog.
For the first 20 feet these beams lay at right angles to the

modern road, and parallel with each other, but with an
interval (according to the workmen) of about 2 feet between
each.* Then for about 65 feet they appear to have been placed
touching, with no interval. They seem to have been laid on
a regular marsh, and above them could be traced a layer of

packed metalling of earth and stones some 5 or 7 inches

thick. It is difficult to say if this metalling formed part of

the original construction, or was laid down when the beams
were decaying.
The level of this ancient road is 4 to 5 feet below the

modern road surface.

The transverse beams ceased abruptly about 37 feet north
of the lane we have mentioned, but large stones at about the
same level occurred practically continuously to 170 feet,

where they came to an end.f It is, however, difficult to say if

* Some of these horizontal beams were measured and found to have a
diameter of 10 inches to 1 foot.

f Here there appears to have been a sort of pit or pool, for vegetable matter,
pottery, and a piece of leather were turned out at a lower level than!the road
surface
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these stones were really a road surface or part of an embank-
ment. This, however, was not all, for in the vicinity of an

ejector chamber (83 feet north of the lane) there were found
the points of stout oaken piles, which had been about 8 inches

in diameter, at a depth of about 6 feet. There were several

of these placed with considerable intervals, but they were
noticed only in the western wall of the cutting.

Nothing further was found until October 20th, when the

workmen were engaged on a section much nearer the north-

east angle of the castrum. Here the trench was again parallel
with the east wall of the road, and 8 feet from it.

First at about 130 feet north of the north-east angle of the

castrum, they found the first of five pointed piles placed at

intervals over a space of 17 feet. The men were here working
south, and 41 feet from the first of this piles they found two

beams lying transversely to the road, and alongside the first

a bronze bell (see under Relics). Forty-five feet further

south, and opposite the camp corner, a great deal of stone-

work, but no regular pavement, was found 2 feet 8 inches

deep. But as a matter of fact the finds here were very con-

fusing, and I quote here a letter of Mr. Herbert Bell of

Ambleside, who had a better opportunity of observing than I

had:
'

They found here a great mass of black material as though
there had been a large fire (perhaps a forge .... for

smelting). There were large stones (not squared) under this,

and, I am told, a few pieces of wood under the stones.'

The evidence in favour of the forge theory is uncertain,

though various bits of smelted iron, and one piece at least of

unsmelted iron were found here
;

the black material itself

was very curious, and certainly contained in places bits of

charcoal. A portion was sent to Mr. F. W. Rudler of the

Jermyn Street Museum, who replied that it could not be

accepted as evidence of the site of a furnace. Further, that

it did not appear to have been smelted, but is simply a piece

of ore, consisting of the hydrated oxides of iron an

manganese, and similar in fact to
'

bog iron ore/ As bog iroi

ore is a natural lacustrine deposit, readily fusible, and wel

adapted for casting, the question is raised whether i

that charcoal and unsmelted ore were also found her

Romans did not find bog iron and utilise it at Wmdermer

As the Roman road was not struck elsewhere in all tl

cutting, it would be mere guesswork to try and lay its

posj
down on a map. The more northerly find was I

certainly the road, but that to the south isi doubttul. J

not improbable that its line was direct from Rothay Bridge t
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a point some 150 to 170 feet from the centre of the east face

of the castrum. This line cuts the first group of finds, but

passes nearly 100 feet east of the second.

With this report I send a plan which shows this conjectural
line of road.* It will be seen that strategically it would be a

good one. The castrum was protected on the west by the

river, running almost certainly at that time close to the

vallum, on the south by the lake, and on the north and north-

east by soft bogs or morasses. The chief danger of attack

was therefore on the east, at which end we may therefore

assume the Praetorian Gate would be placed. It is believed

that three roads at least approached the waterhead castrum,
from Keswick, Brougham, and Kavenglass. But all may have
effected a juncture at a little distance from the camp, possibly
at Rothay Bridge, in order that a single road only might
traverse the protecting bogs, for more than one road would
be a distinct source of weakness. An enemy approaching
the camp by the '

corduroy
'

road would be exposed to a
tremendous flank fire from slingers, archers, and engines
stationed on the rocky ground immediately north of the

castrum, and if they were marching on a causeway laid on a

quaking bog they could not rush the position, and would be
at the mercy of the defenders. It must, however, remain for

future excavations to prove or disprove these conjectures.

FINDS.

The piles. The situations have been mentioned. Only the

ends were preserved, and all that I saw in situ were pointed
end downwards, but it is said that some had the sharp end

up, which seems very improbable. A curious feature is that

some of them had a rather large hole drilled out alongside the

point. The object of these piles is very obscure. They may
have been placed along the edge of the road itself, serving to

retain in position the transverse beams of the corduroy.
The largest I measured were about 8 inches by 7 inches, and
the majority about 4 to 5 inches in diameter.

Pottery. Many fragments of rough red and dark coloured

ware, and also a good many pieces of so-called
' Samian.'

One of these had the legs of a dancing figure, another a

hunting scene, and there were one or two undecipherable
makers' names.

* Or rather two conjectural lines
;

but the second, which I hare shown
passing close to the eastern ramparts, is not likely, because something more
definitely like a road should then have been struck where the deposit of ore was
found.
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Bronze Bell. The place has been mentioned. It is hemi-

spherical, with a five-sided loop for suspension. Height
1-j^g- inches, width across mouth 2^ inches. Inside these are

signs of brazing, apparently for a ring or hook for the

clapper, and iron rust probably from the iron clapper itself.*

The exact type of this bell has not occurred at Silchester,
nor among Roman bells at the British or Guildhall Museums
is there anything exactly like it. It is in excellent condi-

tion. The only thing which raises a doubt as to its purpose
is a peculiar roughness along the edge of the mouth, which if

it is a complete bell one would have expected to have been
filed off.

Sling Bullet. A leaden sling bullet (glans) was found

opposite the barn in the Borran's field. It is said to have
been very deep down. Mr. Haverfield tells me these seem rare

in Britain : one was found at Birdoswald and 67 at Birrens-

wark. The Ambleside one weighs 674 grains. It is so

oxidized that I cannot tell if it has been inscribed
;
but there

is no appearance of lettering.
Coins. None recovered

;
one said to have been found

;
but

this is doubtful.

Miscellaneous. Pottery, a piece of leather, a brick, hazel

and ash twigs, at the northernmost end of the finds. Rusted

pieces of iron, and another shapeless piece of lead, which may
have been used as a sling bullet, were found elsewhere.

In concluding this report I should say that much is due to

Mr. Herbert Bell, of Ambleside, for having most assiduously

watched the operations. Many points noted here are the

results of his observations, and as I live five miles from

Waterhead, I should have missed seeing much that was found,

had it not been for his care in keeping me informed as to the

progress of the work. Local antiquaries should be much

indebted to him.

III. A SWORD FOUND AT WITHERSLACK.

I also enclose a drawing of a much rusted sword which has

been found recently at Witherslack Hall, in Westmorland,

and is in the possession of Lord Derby. The Rev. F. R. C

Hutton, of Witherslack, who kindly sent me a sketch and

measurements, writes me as follows :

'

I have examined the place where it was found,

sand or gravel pit under the great limestone Scar ot Whit-

barrow, formed of the washings of ages, close to a point

* While at Smyrna in April of this year I purchased a bell of almost exactly

the same type, but a little larger. H. S. C.
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where the stream annually floods itself, and disappears for

three-quarters of a mile. The sword was found about 8 feet

below the ground by some men who were engaged in building
a new wing on to the Hall.'

He adds that the discovery remained unknown for some

time, and the actual finder cannot be identified
;
but it seems

certain that no other part of the sword was found, and there

was nothing to indicate an interment.

The sword has lost its pommel and probably about 9 inches

of the blade. It has a plain cross-guard, the two sides of

which curve slightly towards the blade. The pointed end of

the tang is slightly bent to one side.

The measurements in its present rusted condition are as

follows :

Feet. Inches.

Total length .... .20
Length of broken blade . . . 1 7f

Length of tang ..... 4

Width of blade at the guard... 2

12 inches from handle . If
cross guard 5|

tang where it joins guard 14

Thickness of cross-guard . . . f to

Breadth ...Of
The thickness of the blade is

-|
of an inch at most in its

present rusted condition.

I imagine this sword to be Scandinavian or at any rate pre-

Norman, But the Viking swords, like the one recently found
at Ormside in Westmorland, seem generally to have had a

straight cross-guard.* One very similar to the Witherslack
one is shown on page 300 of the Illustrated Catalogue of the

National Museum of Scotland (1892), but it is inlaid with
silver and has a trilobed pommel. No date is assigned to it in

that publication.

IV. COMER HALL AN UNNOTICED PELE.

A bicycle ride in June acquainted me with the fact that a

pele tower existed in Westmorland which had escaped all

observation. Comer, or Cawmire, Hall is a picturesque farm-

house on the Westmorland side of the River Winster. It has

practically no history, and thus even escaped the notice of

Dr. Taylor ; yet it contains a real pele tower, possibly the

* Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian Society,
xv. 377-380.

,
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latest example of the fortified dwelling-house in Westmor-
land.

No doubt its remote position at the edge of the county
accounts for its being thus ignored. At the end of the 16th
century, and beginning of the 17th, it was owned by a family
called Briggs, which ended in four daughters. After that I
can learn nothing till 1675, when it was owned by Newbys.From them it passed by an heiress to the Rydal Flemings,and so by descent to the present proprietor.
The house belongs to three periods. The pele, an absolutely

plain structure, is now hidden by a later frontage. It has the
vaulted cellars and thick walls characteristic of its type ;

but
the battlements, if they ever existed, are gone. Though the

plan is simple and early, what detail there is puts the building
in the latter half of the 16th century, and it was probably
built by Thomas Briggs.

It was probably Richard Fleming, the seventh son of Sir

Daniel, of Rydal Hall, who added the formal front (56 feet

long) late in the 17th century. West tells us that this

Richard married Isabel Newby, of Cawmire,
' a Westmorland

gentlewoman and a considerable heiress.' It is somewhat
curious to note that about 1570, Briggs, a man of new family,
built in what was then the antiquated feudal style (probably
in emulation of Levens, Buneside, and Sizergh), and 100 years
later, Fleming, the son of a great territorial family, adopted
the latest and most fashionable architectural style.

AN OAK CHEST FROM WHALLEY.

I enclose also a photograph of a very fine oak chest, which
is said to have belonged to Whalley Abbey, and is now in the

possession of Mr. Daniel Gibson of Marley Lodge, Windermere.
He writes me concerning it as follows :

' Before 1800 it is

said to have belonged to the Priests' House which belonged
to the Abbey of Whalley. Since 1801 it has been in a barn
and shippon. From the cow dung and other refuse all over it

(i.e. when found by him), I can verify the statement.'

The chest appears to be in its original condition and is well

preserved. It will be seen that the panels of tracery on the

front have been divided by applied strips of wood in the form

of buttresses and finials, and out of the ten which originally
existed only three now remain. The lock and clasp are old

though plain. Mr. Gibson says that he considers it of

English work, and it is, I presume, not earlier than the 15th

century.*
* This chest was thought by the meeting to be more probably of Flemish

work of the third quarter of the fourteenth century.
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RELICS OF THE 1745 REBELLION.

I subjoin an interesting cutting from the Westmorland
Gazette of 20th October, 1900. Forrest Hall is 7 miles north-

east of Kendal on the old Shap Road :

Interesting find near Forest Hall Draining operations
are proceeding at Forest Hall, on the estate occupied by Mr.

Irving. The workpeople had not proceeded far when they
came across half a dozen cannon balls lying about twelve

inches from the surface. The spot was formerly a small

tarn, and adjoins the old pack horse road, which was also

the old turnpike, traces of which can still be seen. The
tarn was first drained about the beginning of this century,
when several similar balls and an old sword were unearthed.

This is the place pointed to by tradition as that where
Prince Charlie and his brave followers emptied some of

their heavy ammunition, when being hard pressed before

ascending the pass over Shap fells, during their hasty retreat

in 1745. The balls are in a wonderful state of preservation,
consideration that they have lain in the bog for 155 years.

They are of cast iron, and perfectly round, with the exception
of a small neck, which contains a wood plug still fairly sound,
and were made to fit ordnance of three inch calibre. One that

was split with the pick showed unmistakable signs of con-

taining powder, with traces of a fuse down the plug. One old

inhabitant says that he has heard his forbears say that two

guns were also thrown into the tarn, two of the pack horses

being seen after leaving the place with their gun saddles

empty. Many are the reminiscences still retained of Prince

Charlie and his stirring times. Mr. Thomas Todd of

Lambrigg, who is 85 years of age, says that his grandmother
used to be proud to relate that she had to give up her bed,
when three years of age, to one of the Pretender's high
officers for the night, when retreating with his army in 1745.

The whole left next morning without molesting anything
or anybody. History also speaks of their orderly retreat.

The cannon balls are no doubt really hand-grenades ;
but

the suggestion as to the origin of the find is, I think, very
probably correct."

Dr. BRUSHFIELD, F.S.A., exhibited and presented five photo-

graphs of Norman sculptures in some Herefordshire churches,
on which he communicated the following note :

"
Thinking they may be of interest to the Society I send you

five photographs of Norman sculptures in some Herefordshire

churches.

Two of the number show respectively the exterior of the
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south doorway, and the interior of the church of Kilpeck.
One jamb of the former and both shown in the latter are of

especial interest for containing figures. Those of the external

jamb have been already described by Mr. J. G. Rokewood in

Archaeologia, vol. xxx., with an illustration, but his paper left
the tympanum unnoticed. This contains a shallow sculpture
of a formal tree (foliage ?), unaccompanied with any symbol,
and having a chevron moulding at its base continued into the
lintel. It is noteworthy for consisting of two (three ?) stones,
whereas the generality of tympana are formed of single
slabs.

Christ in Glory, with the right hand raised in the attitude
of benediction, and the left on a book supported on the knee,
all enclosed in an oval-shaped aureole, and sustained by two

angels on each side, is the subject on the tympanum at

Rowlstone church, as well as on that at the Old Jews' Chapel,
Hereford, but nothing could be more different than the
manner in which the respective sculptors have treated this

subject. The latter is carved in high relief, and with its

highly decorated border must have originally been an im-

posing piece of work. The former, judging from the arrange-
ment of the draperies, might have been of an entirely different

period. The general appearance is more like Byzantine work,
while the angels are not unlike the figures on some of the

Assyrian sculptures. The nimbus in the Rowlstone example
is cruciform without any connecting line, whereas in the

other it is a plain dished circle.

The Fownhope tympanum is a very remarkable and perhaps

unique Norman sculpture of the Virgin with the infant Jesus

on her knee, with foliage on either side (somewhat similar to

that on the Kilpeck carving), with the symbols of St. John

and St. Mark. A cruciform nimbus surrounds the head of

each figure, the right hand of the Child is raised in benediction,

while that of the Virgin is extended, and holds a round body
between the thumb and index finger. Possibly this may be

intended for an apple as depicted in paintings of a later date,

e.g. one of Raphael's Madonnas ' holds the apple as second

Eve.' * The Virgin has a close-fitting headdress from which

a large veil descends to the shoulders.
' The rarity of sculp-

tured representations of the Virgin and Child,' writes

Mr. Romilly Allen, 'may perhaps be accounted for by the

iconoclastic fury which raged at the time of the Reforma-

tion.'" f

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

* Mrs. Jameson, Legends of the Madonna (1879), 117-8.

f Christian Symbolism, 283.
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Thursday, February 28th, 1901.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Sir James Sawyer, F.R.C.P., M.D., F.RS.E.

Cyril George Rigby Matthey, Esq.

Notice was again given of a Ballot for the election of Fellows

on Thursday, 7th March, and a list of candidates to be balloted

for was read.

Notice was also given that in accordance with the Statutes,

ch. 19, sec. 2, any proposed amendments to the draft of

the proposed alterations in the Statutes must be laid before

the Society, in writing, at this evening's meeting, by way of

notice only.
No amendment, however, was submitted.

C. E. KEYSER, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., exhibited a large number
of lantern slides of tympana of Anglo-Norman doorways.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for this exhibition.

Thursday, March 7th, 1901.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the
same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From William Minet, Esq., M. A.,F.S.A. : A Catalogue of the collection of

works relating to the County of Surrey contained in the Minet Public

Library. 8yo. Aberdeen, 1901.

From the Author : Report of the Cumberland Excavation Committee for 1900.

By F. Haverfield, M.A., F.S.A. 8vo. Kendal, 1901.

From the Author :- The Jubilee of George the Third, 25th October, 1809, a
record of the festivities with the proclamations, congratulatory addresses,
etc. By Thomas Preston. 4to. London, 1887.

From the Royal Society : Year Book of the Royal Society of London, 1901.
8vo. London, 1901.

The Rev. the Hon. GILBERT HOLLES FARRER VANE, M.A.,
was admitted Fellow.

Notice was given that the Ordinary Meeting of Thursday,
14th March, would be made special at 8.45 p.m. in order to

consider the proposed draft of the alterations to the Statutes
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proposed by the Council on 15th February, and laid beforethe Ordinary Meeting of the Society on 21st February.

appointed f

come

A E. HUDD Esq., F.S.A., by the kindness of the Rectorand Churchwardens, exhibited a wooden box or pyx, belong-
ing to the Church of St. Peter, Bristol.

WOODEN BOX BELONGING TO THE CHUECH OF ST. PETER, BRISTOL.

The box, which is cylindrical with a slightly domed lid, is

6 inches high and 6 inches in diameter. It is turned out of a

single piece of wood, as is the lid, apparently beech, which
has been polished and afterwards painted white. The thick-

ness of the side is J inch. The body has a band of iron | inch

wide round top and bottom. In front is a large square lock
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plate with holes for three different keys, which unlocked as

many bolts, all fastening the one hasp. The hasp is hinged at

the top to a band which crosses the lid to form the hinge on

the other side, and thence continues down the back, across the

bottom, and back to the lock in front. On top of the lid is a

ring for suspension.
The box, which is perhaps of the fifteenth century, seems to

have been the receptacle of a seal, or some such object, for the

production of which three separate keys were necessary.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions.

The Ballot opened at 8.45 p.m., and closed at 9.30 p.m.,

when the following were declared duly elected Fellows of the

Society :

Charles Reed Peers, Esq., M.A.
Alfred Charles Cronin, Esq.
William Jesse Freer, Esq.
Alfred Cooper Fryer, Ph.D., and M.A.

Freke Guy Rashleigh Duke, Esq.
Oswald Barron, Esq.

George Noble, Count Plunkett.

Arthur Frederick Hill, Esq.

Eugene Edward Street, Esq.

Thursday, 14th March, 1901.

J. T. MICKLETHWAITE, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Oswald Barron, Esq.
Charles Reed Pears, Esq., M.A.

His Grace Herbrand Arthur, Duke of Bedford, and the

Right Hon. Walter Henry, Lord Northbourne, were proposed
as Fellows, and their election being proceeded with in accord-

ance with the Statutes, ch. i. 5, they were duly elected

Fellows of the Society.

At 8.45 p.m. the meeting was made special, when a Ballot

was taken on the following alterations in the Statutes, pro-

posed by the Council on 15th February, and laid before the

Society at the Ordinary Meeting of 21st February, which
was carried by a majority of 44 ayes to 7 noes :

Chapter IV. That Sections II. and III. respectively
be renumbered III. and IV.

For Section II. add :

"
Any Fellow may introduce one visitor at an
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Ordinary Meeting, except at Ballots for the Elec-
tion of Fellows, and such other occasions as the
Council may determine. The
names of visitors must be entered
by their introducers in a book
provided forthe purpose. Ladies
are not admitted."

The ordinary business of the Meeting was
then resumed.

F. HODGE, Esq., exhibited a bronze dagger
reported to have been dredged out of the
River Thames near Sunbury.

F. B. GOLDNEY, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a
number of antiquities of the Bronze, Roman,
and Saxon periods, found near Canterbury,
on which he read the following notes :

"I have the honour to bring to your notice
this evening a few recent discoveries in the
immediate neighbourhood of the ancient city
of Canterbury.
With your permission I will first call your

attention to the somewhat unusual urn of the
Bronze period. It will be seen that this urn
is still in almost perfect preservation. It was
found last autumn close to the highway lead-

ing from Canterbury to Littlebourn, about
three miles out from Canterbury.
The next objects I will mention are a bronze

ewer and pan found in a grave with the three

objects of pottery, a glass toilet-phial, three

bronze armlets, the bronze tweezers, and the

rather puzzling bronze instrument which it

will be seen contains within it a small double

moveable prong. Whether this was a pair of

tweezers for the possible eradication of what
modern advertisements call superfluous hairs

or some surgical appliance, is uncertain. The
next object is a Roman pin with rather rare

hanging ornaments. This pin was found

about six feet from the present surface in St. NEAR CANTERBURY.

Margaret Street, near the corner of Watling (i linear.)

Street. The larger of the glass bottles is not

a recent discovery at Canterbury, but was found at Faversham
in a grave some years ago with some more ordinary glass
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bottles, one containing bones, and several other objects which

unfortunately have been separated from their companions of

centuries and engulfed in a collection in the county of Hert-

ford. The other bottle was found near Canterbury with the

glass cup, the two specimens of pseudo-Samian ware, and
the beautiful little urn which is placed with them. I

exhibit in addition two crystal spheres mounted in silver,

some beads found in some graves, and four Anglo-Saxon
fibulae, one with the garnets of a type common in Kent,

probably from the lower Rhine. Single specimens of a

similar character have been found at Wilbraham, Lincoln-

shire, and at Peterborough; these and others found in

England outside Kent were probably carried thence by the

channels afforded by trade."

LIONEL H. GUST, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., read the following
notes on a plaster head and bronze medallion of Sir Thomas
Lovell, K.G. :

<l The Fellows of this Society will doubtless remember that

on 30th January, 1896, an interesting bronze relief portrait
was exhibited by Sir J. C. Robinson.

Although this portrait had been identified tentatively, first

as that of King Henry VII., next as that of Bishop Fox, no
conclusion was arrived at, as each of these identifications was

proved to be baseless.

Not long ago Mr. Frederick Litchfield, of the Sinclair

Galleries, Shaftesbury Avenue, sent to me at the sug-

gestion of our Secretary, Mr. Read, a very interesting head
in coloured plaster, purporting to be a portrait of Henry VII.,
which belongs to Mr. Alfred Peachey.
The head had been exhibited in the Tudor Exhibition at

the New Gallery (No. 881 of the catalogue) as ' Wax Mask of

Henry VII.,' the owner at that time being Mr. John Knobel

Peachey.
The history of this head can be traced back to the days of

Bishop Smalridge, so well known in the days of Queen Anne
as a Westminster divine, afterwards canon and dean of Christ

Church, and eventually Bishop of Bristol. From his family
the head came into the possession of John Wainwright, Baron
of the Exchequer in Ireland, who on October 13, 1732,

presented it to the famous Mrs. Clayton, afterwards Vis-

countess Sundon.
After the death of Lady Sundon in 1742, and Lord Sundon

in 1752, the head passed by inheritance into the possession of

Lord Sundon's relative, Mr. Richard Peachey, grandfather of

the late owner, Mr. J. K. Peachey, from whom it has now
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passed to its present owner, Mr. Alfred Peachey, of 17,

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.G.
On examining the head it is evident at once that it is not

a wax mask at all. It is a plaster cast, as may be seen from
the lines upon the head, seemingly of great age, which has
been repaired and strengthened inside by a somewhat clumsy
lining of canvas and fortified with putty. The cast has at

some early time been covered with a layer of colour to imitate

life, the original plaster being visible in the places where the

colour has chipped off. I am not an expert in the art of

colouring plaster, so I shrink from any remarks of a technical

PLASTER CAST OP A HEAD, SUPPOSED TO REPRESENT

SIB THOMAS LOVELL, K.G. Q linear.)

nature I hope that some Fellow who may have made a

special study of the art of colouring monuments may be

able to help me in this matter.

The whole cast has the appearance ot great and genuine

JNow on looking at the face I was struck by its familiarity.

It was certainly not Henry VII, and yet it was certainly a

portrait which I had met before. I then bethought myself of

a bronze relief which Sir Charles Robinson had been good

enouo-h to deposit under my care some three years or s

VOL, XVIII;
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On communicating with Sir Charles he most obligingly
consented to allow me to have a fresh loan of the relief

portrait, and at the same time afforded me the interesting
information that he had identified the portrait as that of Sir

Thomas Lovell, K.G., Speaker of the House of Commons and

Chancellor of the Exchequer to Henry VII.

When the relief reached my hands, it was easy at once to

see that the relief and the cast were the portraits of the same
individual.

Sir Thomas Lovell was a native of Norfolk, being fifth son

of Sir Ralph Loveil, of Barton Bendish, by Anne, daughter of

Robert Toppe, alderman of Norwich. The date of his birth

is uncertain.

A full account of this eminent man will be found in the

Dictionary of National Biography, so that I need not do

more than state the chief incidents in his life. He first comes
into notice as an adherent of Henry Tudor, then Duke of

Richmond, and as such was attainted by Richard III.

He fought with Henry at Bosworth Field, and on October,

1485, he was created Chancellor of the Exchequer for life.

On November 8, 1485, he was chosen to be Speaker of

Henry VII.'s first House of Commons, though he only appears
to have occupied the chair for a short time. Lovell was

knighted on June 9, 1487, for his services against Lambert
Simnel. In 1502 he became Treasurer of the Household and
President of the Council. In 1503 he was made K.G.

Lovell was one of the most trusted counsellors of Henry VII.,

and has not escaped from the odium attaching to the King's
financial policy, so much identified with the names of Empson
and Dudley. He retained, however, the favour of Henry
VIII. until the rise of Wolsey caused him to lose his

influence. His name is or should be familiar to all as one of

the chief characters in Shakespeare's play of Henry VIII.

Lovell amassed great wealth. He married, first, Eleanor,

daughter of Jeffrey Ratcliffe, and secondly Isabel, daughter of

Edward, lord Roos of Hamlake. From his second wife's

brother, Edmund, lord Roos, he inherited a house at Elsing,
near Enfield, in Middlesex, where he died on May 25, 1524.

Sir Thomas Lovell spent much of his wealth on building.
He rebuilt partially and practically refounded the nunnery

of Holywell (or Halliwell) in Shoreditch, where he built a

chapel and erected a white marble tomb for his own sepulture.

Among the accounts of funerals in the Heralds' College is a

description of how the body of Sir Thomas Lovell was carried

from Enfield to Shoreditch. It is printed at length in Lyson's
Environs of London, vol. ii., County of Middlesex, under the
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account of Enfield. It is too long to quote here, but is a very
interesting illustration of manners and customs of the date

Sir Thomas Lovell died at Enfield on May 25, 1526. On
6th June his body was moved into the parish church. On
Tuesday, the 7th June, mass was said and the body was carried
in procession to Shoreditch, where it was laid in Holywell
church. On Wednesday, 8th June, after mass, the body was
buried by the Abbot of Waltham <

in his chappell, under a
tombe of whyte marbell, wiche both hit and the chappell were
fonded by Hym, as it standeth on the southe syde of the

quyre of the sayde church.'

On examining the plaster cast belonging to Mr. Peachey,
I at first thought that it might be a fragment of a plaster
monument. Holywell Nunnery was broken up in 1539, and
Lovell's chapel and tomb probably wrecked at that time.
The face, however, appears to be a cast, either from a death-

mask, if not the death- mask itself, or a cast taken from the
head of the effigy upon Sir Thomas Lovell's white marble
tomb. If the former, it might have been the actual face of
the effigy of Sir Thomas Lovell, laid according to custom on
the coffin during its lying in state and progress to Shoreditch.

I incline, however, to think that it is a cast from the monu-
ment itself, as the face seems carefully modelled and chiselled

as if from an artist's hand, and hardly presents the sunken
effect associated with death.

There is one name, which suggests itself as the author of

the tomb, set up by Sir Thomas Lovell himself before his

death. It is that of Pietro Torregiano, the artist of Henry VII. 's

monument in Westminster Abbey, and of the tomb of Dr.

Young in the old Kolls Chapel in the Record Office. It is

true that Torregiano left England in 1519, five years before

the death of Lovell. Lovell, however, as Chancellor of the

Exchequer, cannot fail to have been interested in the con-

struction of the monuments to Henry VII. and the Lady
Margaret, and may have secured the services of the Italian

artist for his new tomb and chapel at Holywell, since it is

recorded, as I have stated before, that this tomb was erected

during Lovell's own lifetime. Among other buildings erected

by Sir Thomas Lovell was the gateway and adjoining build-

ings of Lincoln's Inn, to which inn he appears to have

belonged. He also contributed largely to the building of

Gonville Hall, afterwards Caius College, at Cambridge, the

college to which, if any, the East Anglian as a rule finds

his way.
More important still was the fact that he built himself a

fine house at East Herling, in his native county of Norfolk,

T 2
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which was allowed to fall into ruin by his collateral

descendant Gregory Lovell at the end of the 17th century.
Blomefield in his History of Norfolk, published in 1739,

notes that Lovell
'

built East-Herling Hall, on the Tower of which, his Arms
still remain, and a Brass Bust of his own Likeness surrounded
with the Garter.' *

That this
' Brass Bust

'

of Sir Thomas Lovell is the

identical bronze which you see before you can hardly be

doubted, for Sir Charles Robinson was lucky enough to

obtain it from the collection of Mr. Angerstein of Weeting
Hall, in the immediate neighbourhood of East Herling.

It is with pleasure therefore that I have been able to

introduce to you to-night two portraits, which I believe to be

authentic, of the great Sir Thomas Lovell."

Mr. Read pointed out some radical differences between the
direction of the lines indicative of age in the two faces,

particularly on the cheeks, and stated that in his judgment
these were so markedly different as to render it very unlikely
that the two portraits represented the same individual.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions
and communications.

Thursday, March 21st, 1901.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From J. E. Pritchard, Esq., F.S.A : A volume containing the following
tracts :

1. The Bristol and Hotwell Guide. By E. Shiercliffe. 12mo. Bristol,
1793.

2. An Historical Description of the Tower of London. 12mo. London,
1789.

3. The Column, commonly called the Monument, described. 12mo.
London. 1787.

From Rev. C. H. E. White, F.S.A. : The seal of the Cathedral Church of

Norwich, 8vo.

* Vol. i. 219.

:
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The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Eugene Edward Street, Esq.
William Jesse Freer, Esq.
Alfred Charles Cronin,

The PRESIDENT announced that on the previous day he had
had the honour of waiting upon His Majesty the King,
together with the Treasurer, the Director, Mr. E. W. Brabrook,
C.B., and Mr. R. R. Holmes, C.V.O., and presenting the Address
of Condolence and Congratulation on behalf of the Society, to
which His Majesty had been graciously pleased to return the

following reply :

"I have received with the greatest satisfaction the loyal
and dutiful Address which you have laid before Me to-day
expressing devotion to My Throne and Person and sympathy
with Me and My Royal Consort in Our grief.
The spontaneous expressions of loyalty and good-will which

have reached Me from all parts of My Empire and all classes

of My Subjects have been a powerful encouragement to Me
in undertaking the cares and labours surrounding the Throne
which I have inherited from My beloved Mother

; and, with
Her example before My eyes, I shall spare no effort to secure

the continuance of the Prosperity which attended Her

Reign."

The PRESIDENT also read a letter from Captain C. G. Watson,

thanking the Society for its expression of sympathy and con-

dolence on the death of his father, the late Mr. C. Knight
Watson, F.S.A.

JOHN WARD, Esq., F.S.A., communicated a paper on Roman
remains recently excavated at Cardiff Castle.

Mr. Ward's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

N. F. ROBARTS, Esq., read the following notes on a bronze

hoard and other antiquities lately found in Surrey :

" The bronze founder's hoard, which I have the opportunity

of exhibiting to-night, consists of a broken palstave, four

socketed celts, part of the blade of a fifth, and three cakes of

copper.
These specimens were dug up about a year ago at

stead, near Chelsham, Surrey, in one of the dry chalk valleys

of that neighbourhood, by a labourer whilst digging flints

roadmaking in the chalk rubble.
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The two finer implements, which have a rather different

appearance from the others, owing, I believe, to having been

more handled, belong to Mr. Frank Churchill, of Warlingham,
by whose kind permission I show them to-night; the remain-

ing specimens have come into my own possession.
I have not had an opportunity of meeting the labourer who

found the hoard, but the above information was given me by
the gentleman for whom he was working. It is quite possible
that some other specimens were found at the same time and

disposed of, in which case I hope to trace them, but so far I

have not had the opportunity
This is, I believe, the fourth recorded hoard found in

Surrey.
The principal interest in the collection seems to me to be

the varied types of implement, beginning with the palstave
with one loop, followed by the one-looped socketed celt

bearing the ornamental survival of the wings of the palstave,
the remaining celts being all of the one-looped variety, but of

different patterns, and having no trace in their ornamentation
of the wings of the palstave.
The different types agree more or less nearly with speci-

mens figured in Sir John Evans's Ancient Bronze Implements,
the palstave approximating to that figured No. 85, the winged
celt to that figured as No. 110, the broader and heavier celt

approximating to Fig. No. 163, and the two others to

No. 116.

I have not had the bronze assayed.
Since I was asked to exhibit these implements another

Surrey one has come into my possession, so I take the

opportunity of showing another socketed celt, this time from
Biddlesdown. This appears to have been found some time
since on a farm there, but I do not know under what circum-

stances. It will be seen that it is very nearly of the same

pattern as the winged celt from Beddlestead, but has a

beading below the wings.
The two neolithic celts, which I also have the pleasure of

exhibiting by the kind permission of their owner, Dr. J. M.
Hobson of Croydon, were found a few months since whilst

digging a sewer in a new road running out of Park Lane,

Croydon, near the Town Hail.

I visited the spot the day after they were found, and was
shown the position in the trench by the workman who found
them. They were lying at a depth of about 6 feet 6 inches.

The soil consisted of about 3 feet of mould, and beneath this

3 feet 6 inches of sandy clay containing tertiary pebbles.
There were no signs of any disturbance in the sides of the
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trench, and the workman assured me that the celts were
lying by themselves, and the ground did not appear to have
been disturbed.

About 100 yards south-west an Anglo-Saxon cemetery
existed, weapons from which were, I believe, exhibited to

your Society by Mr. Griffith in 1895, but these celts can
hardly have been connected with interments there. The
depth at which they were lying has therefore to be

explained.
The ground to the east rises gently. The height of the

ground where the celts were found is about the same as the

highest terrace of gravel in the Croydon valley, and probably
gravel underlies the sandy clay in which the celts were
found. I consider the 3 feet or so of sandy clay to be wash
from the higher ground to the east, which is covered by Wool-
wich and Reading beds and Oldhaven beds, and the wash of

sandy clay and tertiary pebbles is of comparatively recent

date. I called Mr. W. Whitaker's attention to the section, and
he agrees with me as to the origin of the clay. The 3 feet

of black soil is similarly a recent wash from ground at the

higher elevation.

I think therefore the depth at which the celts were found

may be explained without having recourse to any theory of

interment. They may have been very slightly buried, or

even left on the surface. As to the celts themselves, it will

be noticed the edges are both oblique, and one is of a very

highly finished manufacture. Very few finds of polished
neolithic implements have been recorded in the neighbour-
hood of Croydon, in fact I can trace only one recorded, but a

similar celt is badly figured in Anderson's Croydon. The

smaller celt bears marks of use, but the finer and larger

specimen is apparently unused."

SIB HENRY H. HOWORTH, K.C.I.E., D.C.L., F.R.S.
; F.S.A,

exhibited a small slab of white marble, brought originally

from Rome, and long preserved at Kirklees Priory, Yorkshire,

bearing the following inscription :

Q. PACVVIVS
STEPTVS

GIVLIO ISOCHRVSO
COGNATO SVO

LOCVM DONAVIT OB

MERITIS.

A description of this slab is given in the Gentleman's
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Magazine for 1754, p. 109, and Corpus Inscriptionum Latin-

arum, vi. 23712.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and communications.

Thursday, March 28th, 1901.

J. T. MICKLETHWAITE, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : Three generations of Floyds in the service of the House of

Stuart. By Sir G. F. Duckett, Bart. 8vo. n.p. 1901.

From W. H. Richardson, Esq., M.A., F.S.A. : Catalogue of the Heraldic

Exhibition at Edinburgh, 1891. Compiled by F. J. Grant. 12mo. Edin-

burgh, 1891.

From Douglas Gifford-Wood, Esq. : Affidavit (on vellum) of burial in woollen,
dated 1699.

From W. H. St. John Hope, Esq. : Historical ground-plans of Furness Abbey
and Walton Priory.

From Edward Peacock, Esq., F.S.A. :

1. Die Geschichte Wiirttembergs. Von. G. Staiger. 8vo. Tubingen.
1875.

2. Kjobeuhavn og Omegn, med historiske og skildrenke Beshrivelser. 4to.

Copenhagen, n.d.

Also the following lantern slides :

From Charles H. Bead, Esq., Secretary : The Rhayader Treasure Trove.

From Sydney Vacher,Esq. : Altar of St. Nicholas, Bari, South Italy.

Byzantine bronze figure, 15 feet high, now at Barletta (2 views).

The Right Hon. Sir HERBERT EUSTACE MAXWELL, Bart.,

M.P., was proposed as a Fellow, and his election as a Privy
Councillor being proceeded with in accordance with the

Statutes, ch. i. 5, he was duly elected a Fellow of the

Society.
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ARTHUR FREDERICK HILL, Esq., was admitted Fellow.

Notice was given that the Anniversary Meeting for the
election of the President, Council, and Officers of the Societywould be held on Tuesday, 23rd April, being St. George's
Day, at the hour of 2 p.m.

Notice was also given from the Chair that in view of the
demand for more room for the library a proposal would be
laid before the Society at the Anniversary Meeting on St.

George's Day for transferring the Society's collection of

antiquities to the British Museum for the sum of 450.

Dr. MANSEL SYMPSON, Local Secretary for Lincolnshire,
communicated the following notes on the Pulpitum or Choir
Screen in Tattershall Church :

" No indications exist at Tattershall of any earlier church
than the one we are dealing with to-night, so that, if there
was a previous church, a clean sweep must have been made of
it when the existing one was built. But as in Domesday
there is only mention made of Thorp (now called Tattershall

Thorp, a hamlet half a mile away from Tattershall) the parish
church may have been situated there, and Tattershall have
been only the hamlet thereof. The present building was
erected by Kalph, third Lord Cromwell, Lord Treasurer of

England, as a collegiate church, dedicated in honour of the

Holy Trinity. He obtained a license for it from the Crown in

1439, endowing it for the support of seven priests, six secular

clerks, and six choristers. It is doubtful whether any vestiges
of the collegiate buildings remain, though an old brick and
stone house, now used as a granary, with a fine oak roof, has

been suggested as the possible representative. But it is much
too far away from the church to make the supposition at all

probable. Some almshouses, founded also by Lord Cromwell,

still exist, much modernised, on the north side of the church-

yard. The church was unfinished at his death in 1455, when
it was completed by one of his executors, William of Wayne-
flete, bishop of Winchester, to whose architectural skill we

may be allowed to attribute not only this church, but the

splendid and sumptuous castle whose keep still stands within

a stone's throw of the church. The bishop's personal arms,

Fusilly ermine and sable and on a chief sMe three lilies

slipped, are carved over the outside of the north porch.

The Cromwells were a Nottinghamshire family originally

and came from Cromwell and Lambley in that county; I
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have not been able to trace any connection between them

and Henry VIII.'s Thomas Cromwell or the Protector Oliver.

Lord Cromwell and his wife, who died the year before him

(she was Margaret, sister and co-heir of William, fifth Lord

Deincourt), were buried in the chancel before the altar. The
fine monumental brasses of them, their nieces and co-heirs,

Maude and Joan Stanhope, of two provosts, Warde and Moor,

and of a chaplain, a namesake of my own, William Symson,
are well known, and are, after experiencing much hard usage,
collected together in the north transept.
The church is a large cruciform structure, consisting of

chancel, nave and aisles, and western tower, a north porch,
and doorways in the west and south side of nave, south

transept, and a priest's door in the chancel.

It is 180 feet long, the length of the transepts together

being 100 feet, the nave being 60 feet wide, the chancel 26

feet, and the transepts 20 feet. The nave is of six bays, the

arcades being supported by slender pillars with stilted bases

and octangular caps. The clerestory is fine, and the low-

pitched roofs are original.
The greater part of the painted glass of this church was

unfortunately given in 1754 by the then Lord Fortescue to

the then Earl of Exeter to adorn St. Martin's church, Stam-
ford. The little that was left has been collected and put

together in the east window of the chancel. Easy to recog-
nise there are the Treasurer's badge, the purse, the shield of

Tattershall, the impaled shield of Tattershall and Cromwell,
and the falcon and fetterlock, the badge of Edward IV., whom
Skelton makes to say :

' I made the Tower strong, I wist not why
Knew not for whom I purchased Tattersall

;

I strengthened Dover on the mountain high,' &c.

The Treasurer's Purse is also found in some good screen-

work now forming part of the choir pulpit, and is much in

evidence on the chimney pieces of the neighbouring castle,

built by the same Lord Cromwell.
The pulpitum or choir-screen, which is the main object of

this paper, is of stone, and is situated between the eastern

piers of the crossing. It is approached by a broad stone step,
wider at the southern end than at the northern one. It is a
solid screen wall with a central passage, on the north side of

which is a staircase leading to the loft above, and on the south

side is the door to a small room, lighted by three quatrefoils
into the nave. The western face of the screen consists of
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three recesses, with wide ogee-headed arches, cusped internallyand terminating in finials which run straight up to the cornice
Of the loft and are there cut off. There is a string-course at
the apex of the arches

; the intervening spaces are filled with
shallow panels, having arched and cusped heads. The northern
and southern ends of the screen are chamfered off, and there
are evidences of broken-off stonework about the height of the
string-course, and again below the spring of the arches of
some pedestal and tabernacle work. The whole of this west
front is finished off with a cresting of Tudor flowers.
The central doorway takes up one of the recesses, the oak

doors being mainly original, though great hooks for hanging
hinges upon still exist in the stonework behind the present
doors.^ The^

other two recesses exhibit very evident mani-
festations of having once contained altars, there being small

pillar piscinas left, and marks of the altar slabs, in exactly the
same position as the altars were in Bishop Lyhert's screen at

Norwich, or as those are at Leirre and Aerschot. At Louvain
(St. Pierre) there was the same arrangement on the west side
of the splendid rood-screen and loft, but the side arches have

unfortunately been opened out to the chancel, and so the
altars have been removed. The same process of opening out
has taken place at Exeter cathedral church, where there was
an altar of St. Nicholas on the north and of St. Mary on the
south side of the west front of the handsome stone screen on
either side of the central doorway.

This arrangement of a central doorway and side-altars was

general in France and not uncommon in England. Pugin
gives Metz, Oberwesel, Folgoet, Fiacre, and Dixmunde as

following it, and apparently the same was the case at St.

Stephen's Chapel, Westminster. At Amiens, St. Quentin,

Rheims, Abbaye de St. Ouen, Rouen (Rouen Cathedral still

contains a screen dated 1777 with central opening and two

side-altars), Troyes (where the pillars have been swept away),
and Fecamp the same arrangement has held good. At Albi

fortunately the jube still exists. The comparatively modern
screens in the Baroque style at St. Jacques, Antwerp, and in

the cathedral church of Notre Dame at Bruges follow the

same type. At Eton College there were altars of St. Nicholas

and St. Peter against the rood-loft.

In Glasgow cathedral church is a beautiful rood screen and

loft of the same general arrangement, having had an altar of

the Holy Cross on the north side and one of St. Mary of Pity
on the south. Brou church has a superb screen, similarly

arranged and with much family likeness to those at Louvain.

Lierre, and Aerschot already mentioned.
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At the eastward screen of Gloucester cathedral church were
two altars, that of St. Thomas on the north and of The Salu-

tation on the south. At Roche Abbey there were two altars

and a central doorway.
On the eastern side of the screen at Tattershall facing the

chancel is a doorway with a four-centred arch, square-headed
above, with the spandrels filled in

with the Tudor rose. Above the

doorway, as at Lincoln, only here
of stone, is a projecting three-sided

feature, with a band of panelling
similar to that on the western side,

which extends across the whole
width of the screen. Below this

the screen wall is blank, un-

doubtedly for the canopied stalls,

of which there are some slight
remains in the church. The upper
edge of this front of the screen

is also finished off with Tudor

flowers, which, however, here are

not pierced through completely
as they were on the western face.

The loft is protected on each side,

east and west, by a solid wall 4
feet 7 inches in height, that on
the west having a coped projecting

portion behind the Tudor crest-

ing. In the projection already
mentioned on the east side there

are two stone book rests, one in

the middle, 2 feet long by 1 foot

3 inches high, occupying the space
behind the three middle Tudor
flowers

;
it is 3 feet 7 inches from

the floor, and has a ledge about

1J inches wide at the lower edge
to hold the book safely. The
second one faces north-east, and

occupies the space behind the

two outer Tudor flowers; it is a

couple of inches less in length. The slope of both is about
60 degrees. I can find no indication whatever of there having
ever been a third book-rest on the south-eastern face of the

projection.
A sketch is exhibited this evening of a stone book-rest on

SCALE OF FEET,
1 2 4 6

PLAN OF THE Pulpituwi IN
TATTERSHALL CHURCH, LINGS.
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the eastern side of the jube at Sion cathedral church, in the
Rhone Valley, by Mr. A. G. Webster, headmaster of the
Lincoln School of Art. As will be seen from the photo-
graphs a screen of wood and glass has shut in the chancel
above the loft at Tattershall

; this rested on the floor close to
the eastern wall, and consequently banished any view of the
book-rests just described. This screen has been removed in
the course of the last few months.
The position of the rood with its rood beam is uncertain.

There are indeed on both pillars of the chancel arch signs of
considerable damage about 2 feet below the capitals; the
damage has been made up with plaster. It is possible that
the rood-beam was inserted at these points at each end, but
looking at the height of the loft, 17 feet, and the position of
the marks, I doubt it. Again, I have said that the uprights
and finials were abruptly cut off at the level of the top of the
Tudor cresting ; they may have been extended upwards to
form a support for the rood-beam, but it is much more likely
that they ended in small pinnacles or poppy-heads.
But on the inner surface of each western pier of the cross-

ing are marks of the stonework having been broken off
or purposely roughened at about 6 feet 6 inches from the

ground, and again at about 16 feet from the ground. These

may have supported a pedestal and canopy over, but I suggest
as possible that the rood-beam may have stretched across at
the upper level, supported at each side by some kind of
hammer-beam arrangement. I send a sketch of the pier by
the Rev. F. M. Yglesias, vicar of Tattershall, to whom I am
much indebted, particularly for the general plan of the church,
and for great help and courtesy during the preparation of

this paper.
From the south end of the loft a doorway gives access to a

turret staircase leading up to the roof. This turret is shown
in the outside view of the church, and has obviously been

higher. It very probably served as the bell turret for the

sanctus bell.

The date of the screen and the name of its donor are given
in an inscription by Holies :

' Orate pro anima Roberti de

Whalley, hujus Collegii, qui hoc opus fieri fecit Anno Domini

MCCCCCXXVIIL, cujus anime propicietur Deus. Amen.'

He seems to have been buried beneath its archway, reminding
one of Chaucer's Wife of Bath's third husband, who '

lith 'y

grave under the rode-beme.'

It only remains for me to thank the Society for the honour

it has done me in allowing me to bring this subject before the

meeting to-night."
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E. GARRAWAY RICE, ESQ., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Sussex,

submitted the following report :

"EXCAVATIONS ON A ROMAN SlTE AT PULBOROUGH.

In my report for 1899, read on the 18th January, 1900, I

mentioned in my remarks on the Romano-British remains

which had been found at Hardham a paper on the ' Stane

Street Causeway,' by the late Dr. Peter J. Martin of Pulborough,

published in 1859 in vol. xi. of the Sussex Archaeological
Collections, in which the writer remarks that '

at Pulborough,
we pass by a farm called Homestreet or Holmstreet in the

map ;
and if this is taken as a central point, it will be found

surrounded by signs of a remarkable township or assembly of

Roman buildings.' He then describes the discovery of the so-

called
'

mausoleum,' and records that,
' About a furlong west

of these remains on an eminence overlooking Holmstreet

farmhouse, a waste was grubbed up a few years ago, and the

foundations of Roman habitations were discovered, of which
a perfect exploration was not made, but sufficient evidences

were obtained to show that there were there buildings of

some importance. Following the before-mentioned vicinal

way northward about a furlong, at the top of Broomer's Hill

we arrive at the spot where four Roman pigs of lead were
discovered just under the surface.'

The foregoing remarks by Dr. Martin suggested to me that

a careful search should be made on Holme Street farm for

Roman remains. I therefore mentioned the matter in the early

part of last year to Mr. George Chrismas, the present tenant,
with the result that he was good enough to take me round
his farm and to call my attention to some signs of mortar in

a rabbit hole on the crest of the hill, the spot being about the

centre of an inverted triangle formed by New Place and Holme
Street farmhouses on the west and east respectively, with
the apex of the triangle at a point near the Red Lion Inn in

Pulborough village. The site, which turned out to be a

Roman one, is of some altitude
;

it commands an extensive

view over the marsh land, and slopes with a considerable

incline to the high road leading from Pulborough village to

Mare Hill.

A superficial examination of the hole showed that the soil

contained fragments of Roman wall plaster, therefore in May
I commenced excavating, trenching in all an area around the

hole of about 50 feet by 20, with the result that nearly half a
load of broken Roman bricks and tiles were found. The
latter included pieces of thick roofing tiles with the rims
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turned up, and half round tapering cover tiles. All the bricks
were broken except one, which is quite perfect, and measures
14} inches by 10J, and l inch in thickness. It has upon it
the impression of an animal's foot, probably that of a dog-In addition to the brick rubbish, about three times as much
loose rubble building stone was found. Several pieces ofKoman wall-plaster were got out at from about 1 foot to
18 inches from the surface, varying in size from small frag-ments up to pieces about 3 or 4 inches over. The finest

quality has a deep coral red surface
; some of this has narrow

lines and dots painted upon it in buff, with other decorations
of a gray green colour. There is also a fine description of
white plaster, likewise buff, and a small quantity of black
Some of a rougher texture was found painted with bands of
black, and with white scroll-like ornamentation on a dark
ground. Specimens were saved and are now set in plaster of
Paris.

A few tesserae were found, viz. two cubes of about an inch

square of the ordinary chopped brick
;
a stone one about three-

quarters of an inch square, apparently unused, and about a
dozen chalk ones measuring half an inch square. Fifteen iron
nails of various lengths were found, but none of them long
ones; two have T-shaped beads, and were used probably for

fixing tiles or slabs of marble to walls. An irregular-shaped
piece of sheet lead was also turned out : it is about 2
inches square. It is much oxidised and has two nail holes

through it.

The pottery found consisted of a few fragments of Sami.m
ware and pieces of coarse dark-coloured vessels. There were
several oyster shells, some bones and jaws of animals, pro-

bably of pigs, and upwards of a dozen boars' tusks.

The other objects found consisted of an iron knife or spear
head 6} inches in length ;

an iron handle, similar in shape to

the modern bow-shaped drop handles used for trunks, which
measures 3 inches across; a very small fragment of thin

bronze and a still smaller one of very thin blue glass ; finally,

a much worn bronze coin of Vespasian, and a pretty little

bracelet of twisted bronze, almost identical with one found at

Chilgrove, near ChichesDer, about the year 1843, and figured
in Archaeologia* It measures 3 inches in its greatest
diameter.

The trenching was carried in various directions until the

remains were worked through. In testing the ground about

22 feet west from these excavations, a strongly built wall

was struck running nearly north and south, but with a slight

* Vol. xxxi. plate ix. p. 312.
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inclination to the east. It was carefully followed, and proved
to be part of a rectangular building 26 feet 6 inches square.
The walls, which are 2 feet 6 inches in thickness, rise directly
from the ground without footings ; they are built entirely of

rubble, consisting of both ironstone and quarried Pulborough
stone, and had not any courses of Roman brick or any bricks

at the corners; their elevation is about 18 inches at the

highest part. The south and east walls are perfect, but the

western half of the northern one and the northern end of the

western one had been grubbed up. Finally a trench was cut

across the enclosed area from north to south and down to the

original soil, but without finding any trace of a. floor, although
several pieces of Roman brick with mortar and rubble stone

were turned out. At each of the three perfect corners of the

building about half a dozen loose pieces of stone appeared to

have been intentionally placed, perhaps to keep vehicles from

coming in contact with the angles. The ground was trenched

for 50 feet to the north-west, and trial holes were opened in the

immediate neighbourhood of the building, but without finding

any further vestiges of foundations or building materials.

The walls, after having been photographed and carefully

planned, were filled in during the autumn, when a small

bronze coin of Constantine the Great was found in an excellent

state of preservation, which find, taken in connection with
the coin of Vespasian, previously mentioned, is particularly

interesting ;
for Dr. Martin in his paper, already referred to,

mentions that at Pulborough and Billingshurst coins ranging
'from Vespasian and Commodus to Constantine' have occa-

sionally been taken of the labourers by the grocers for half-

pence.
As a further means of identifying the site of the building,

it may be mentioned that the south-west corner is 42 feet

north from the seventh elm tree in the hedgerow dividing
this part of Holme Street farm from the meadow forming
part of New Place farm.

TREYFORD AND ELSTED CHURCHES.

The old parish church of Treyford was superseded in 1849,
when a cathedral-like edifice, costing 30,000, was built on a
fresh site for the united benefices of Treyford and Elsted.

Since that time the old church has been allowed to become a

perfect ruin
;
the roof has fallen in and the floor is covered

with debris, from which numerous elder and other trees are

growing. It presents a sad scene of desolation. On the
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north side is a good, but partly blocked-up arch, and on the
walls there are remains of coloured decorations. The eastwindow is of three lights splayed, and apparently of the
thirteenth century. It is much to be regretted that whilst
such great care is taken to preserve some ruins other
mediaeval buildings should be allowed to rapidly fall into that
state.

Elsted church, which is of early Norman character, with
chancel of the thirteenth century, is also not used. Not-
withstanding that the church was thoroughly restored in
1873, when three memorial windows of stained glass were
inserted, it is now in the first stage of ruin. A hole has
already come in the roof of the nave, through which the wet
has got in, causing the floor to rot, and a young tree is

growing from one of the roof timbers. Whilst Treyford
church seems now much too far gone to be treated otherwise
than as a ruin, there seems no reason, if the roof were kept
in repair, why Elsted church should not last for an indefinite

period. I visited both of these churches in September, 1900.

LEADEN VESSEL, PROBABLY THE LINING OF A FONT, NOW AT
GREATHAM.

Mr. W. Powell Breach, J.P., of Steyning, called my attention
to a leaden vessel on a stone base, used as a flower vase on the
lawn of Greatham House, which he thought might have been
a leaden font. In July last I examined and photographed it,

when I found that it had been made of thick sheet lead. It
is rectangular, and measures 20 inches by 19 inches, and is

9J inches in depth on the outside. With the exception of
names scratched on it in modern times, it is quite plain. It is

said to have come out of Greatham church
;
this edifice, which

was very much over '

restored
'

some years ago, is only a few

yards from where the vessel now stands. It does not appear
that it could have been at any time a true leaden font, but it

seems probable that it may have been the lining of a mediaeval

stone' one. At Willingdon, near Eastbourne, when a new
wooden floor was being put down in the church during the

spring of last year, the lead lining, much battered, of a font

was dug up in the church. It had been circular, and must
have measured about 21 inches in diameter; it is now pre-
served in the church. The present font is a large square one
of late Perpendicular date, with circular receptacle. It would
be interesting to ascertain whether the lining was buried in

the church on religious grounds, for if not, it seems curious

that so large an amount of lead should have been practically

VOL. XVIII. U
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thrown away. It appears from a paper in vol. xxii. of the

Sussex Archaeological Collections, that in 1863 the old plain

octagonal font at Westbourn was 'decently buried in the

churchyard,' and a new one took its place.

PALIMPSEST BRASS AT WILLINGDON.

A brass inscription to Robert Parker, who died in 1618-19,

formerly in Willingdon church, has been loose at the vicarage
for some years past. When at Willingdon on 23rd February
last, the Rev. 0. L. Tudor, the vicar, happened to show it to

me. Subsequently I offered to have suitable hinges made for

the brass and to refix it in the church for him in such a

manner that both sides could be inspected and rubbed. He
fell in with my suggestion and sent the brass to me, therefore

I am now able to exhibit it. The inscription in Roman capi-
tals is as follows :

HERE LYES THE BODY OF MR ROBERT
PARKER THIRD SONNE TO SR NICHOLAS
KER OF WALLINGTON KT

: WHO DIED | 22

OF IAN : 1618 BEING 18 YEARES OF AGE

The date is correctly 1618-19. The Parkers were of

Ratton, in Willingdon; it is curious that Sir Nicholas is

described in the inscription as of
'

Wallington/ which is the

name of a hamlet in the parish of Beddington, Surrey ;
it is

evidently an error for Willingdon. Sir Nicholas Parker, knt.,

died 9th March, 1619-20, aged 73, and he has a large monu-
ment in Willingdon church, where he is represented life-size.

Besides the inscription there are several lines of laudatory
poetry, of which the following is a sample :

* In Philopaemen
* Greece did teem her last ;

In Cassins f Home her vigour did exhavst ;

Then blame not aged Britain's feeble womb,
For in her Parker's birth she did consume
Her vtmost strength : y

e world will scarce be strong
For such another brave conception.

'

Robert Parker was third son of Sir Nicholas, by Katherine
his third wife, daughter of John Temple of Stow, Bucks,

Esq. He was baptised at Willingdon in 1600-1, which is

recorded thus :

' Robert Parker the sonn of [Sir] J Nycholas
*

Correctly Philopoemen ;
he was one of the few great men that Greece pro-

duced in the decline of her political independence,
t Sic, correctly Cassius.

J
" Sir

" has been interpolated.
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16 W of Januarys 1600,' and his burial

V ' Roberfc Parker
- a ^g g^t., son of

%cholas Parker was buried y 16th daye of Januarie anno
predicto.

*

The brass has been made from a spoilt plate which had
been engraved on the other side with a portion of an inscrip-tion to the memory of a person who had died only nine
months before. This inscription, which reads as follows is
with the exception of the words ' De Seipso,' in Roman
capitals.

IN ASSVRED HOPE OF A BETTER : THE 16TH OF APRILL
1618- IN THE 17TH YEARE OF HIS AGE ^

De Seipso.
CLELICA QV.E VIVO DEDERAT SPES GAVDIA (CHRISTO
AVSPICE) IAM CVM SPES DESINIT ESSE FRVOR

The first two words of the Latin inscription form apparently
a separate sentence, viz.

'

of or from himself,' and therefore it

is not improbable that the subsequent words are a Latin

rendering of some remark made by the deceased in his last

illness, and which may be translated,
' The heavenly joys,

which hope yielded me when alive, I now enjoy, with Christ

my leader, when hope ceases to be.' t

TREATMENT OF WALL PAINTINGS IN HARDHAM CHURCH.

When calling attention in my last report to a discovery of

wall paintings in Ford church, I mentioned that Mr. Philip
M. Johnston had inspected the wall paintings in Hardham
church with a view to size and varnish them, and I then

suggested that, as it seemed a matter on which opinions
differed,

' that it would be of great service to ecclesiologists
and others if the Society of Antiquaries would obtain the

opinions of experts, by means of a committee or otherwise,

* I am indebted to the Rev. William Hudson, F.S.A., for copying the inscrip-

tions on Sir Nicholas Parker's tomb, and for the extracts from the parish rc^i-t r.

He informs me that the day of the month in the burial entry ol Robert Parker
"

is rather indistinct, but it is either 16 or 10, certainly not 26. The entries have

all been written up at one time, so the brass may be right and the n .

wrong." For copies of the inscriptions in Willingdon church up to 1790, see

Sir Egerton Bridges's Topographical Collections.

t The brass was fixed to the north wall of the north aisle of the church on

10th June, 1901. See the East Sussex A'ews for 14th of that month.

u 2
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and issue a short report giving detailed suggestions as to the

best means of preserving these perishable mediaeval pictures
which are from time to time uncovered.' Mr. Johnston was

present at the meeting on my invitation, and notwithstanding
the remarks then made, he informed me on the 13th July
that he was going to size and varnish the Hardham paint-

ings. Replying on the 15th, I told him ' that until some
additional opinions were obtained I did not advise, at the

present, anything more than sizing over, certainly not varnish-

ing.' He replied on the 17th, stating 'that the work to the

paintings is in hand.' The walls were then twice sized and
twice varnished. From a conversation I had subsequently
with the Vicar, I found that Mr. Johnston was to have a

grant of money to cover the cost of the work, and at a later

date I ascertained that it had been arranged that the cost,

viz. 9 16s. 9d., should be paid out of a grant of 10 made

by the general committee of the Sussex Archaeological

Society, of which committee I am a member, to the sub-

committee on mural paintings. The said sub-committee had
been appointed

l

to prepare a list of the mural paintings now
and formerly existing in Sussex churches, and to take such

steps as may appear most desirable for the preservation of

those now remaining where possible.' The grant of 10

was not necessarily to be spent at Hardham or in varnish-

ing. The sub-committee consisted of Mr. J. Lewis Andre,
F.S.A., Mr. P. M. Johnston, Mr. C. E. Keyser, F.S.A., and
Mr. H. Michell Whitley, F.G.S. I called attention to the

varnishing, at the following meeting of the general com-

mittee, at some length, when I quoted several authorities who
are opposed to the treatment which had been adopted, and
I read a letter on the subject, which our Vice-President,
Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite, had been good enough to write to

me for that purpose. Mr. Johnston, on behalf of himself and
the sub-committee, strongly contended for his plan of treat-

ment, which was also strongly supported by Mr. Andre and
Mr. Whitley, and it was again indorsed by them at the annual

general meeting of the Society held on the 20th March, when
I again called attention to the matter.

A report of a paper read by Mr. Johnston on ' the Paintings
in Hardham Church,' at a meeting of the Royal Archa3ological
Institute on 5th December, 1900, appeared in the West Sussex
Gazette for 27th of that month, whereupon both Mr. J. G.

Waller, F.S.A., and I sent letters, which appeared in the issue

of 3rd January, pointing out that Mr. Johnston's treatment
was not recommended by leading experts. Mr. Johnston
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followed with two letters, and it would seem that he and the
sub-committee have apparently determined to apply size and
varnish to old wall paintings wherever the opportunity
presents itself.

I have to thank Professor A. H. Church, F.R.S., for kindly
advising me as to the best treatment, and I trust that he will
excuse me giving the following quotation from a letter of his,
which, in a few words, clearly sums up the matter :

'But after all, the real question being, "Can old mural
paintings in distemper be safely varnished after having been
re-sized ?

"
I do not affirm that this treatment is invariably

fatal, but I know that it is frequently so
; and then there is

the problem of the kind of varnish. For what is usually
employed is mastic, or an inferior substitute. This becomes
brown, brittle, and disintegrated in course of time, bringing off
with it the pigments below in scales or minute patches.
Especially where the wall is damp is this the result. On dry
walls I have used with success a mixture of hard paraffin wax,
picture copal, and tolnab, which is allied to varnish, but soaks
into the plaster and gives no "

shine." It neither disintegrates
or darkens with time, but there are cases where even this pre-
paration cannot be recommended, but size only.'

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.

Referring to other matters mentioned in my last report :

Sir Walter G. Barttelot, before he left England in the early

part of last year for the war in South Africa, where he was

unfortunately shot, gave me permission to take such steps
as I might think necessary in the event of any further

antiquities being found on his property at Hardham. The
brickworks have been closed during the past year, con-

sequently nothing further has been found.

Dr. John Harley informs me that he has found some more
interments at Beeding farm, in Pulborough, of a similar

character to those discovered last year.
From information given me by the Rev. Canon Cooper, I

am able to report that there has been a further find of urns

at Hassocks.
Excavations at Lewes Priory have been carried on during

the past summer in rather an extensive way, partly at the

expense of the Sussex Archaeological Society and partly from

donations. I believe that Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, M.A.,
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will report on these excavations later on, whilst Mr. Edwin

Henty, F.S.A., is announced to read a paper to the Society on
c Bronze Age Ornaments recently discovered at High Down,
Sussex.'

In addition to the slides I have already shown, I am able

to place on the screen two from photographs taken at

Cissbury on the 30th August last, in illustration of what I

said in my last report as to the damage resulting to the

earthwork from the burrowing of rabbits and the consequent

slipping down of the chalk.

CHICHESTER MARKET CROSS.

In conclusion I would call the attention of the Society to

the following extract from a report of the business transacted

at a meeting of the Chichester Town Council held on the 15th

March, 1901, which appeared in the Portsmouth. Hants, and
Guildford edition of the West Sussex Gazette of the 21st :

' Mr. H. H. Moore, pursuant to notice, moved,
" To consider

what steps should be taken to replace the missing portions of

the market cross and repair the ravages caused by time and
weather." He said they had in their midst a priceless jewel
such as no other city in the world possessed. He gave a
sketch of the history of the cross since it was built 400 years
ago ; spoke of the maintenance fund which had disappeared ;

and also referred to various projects for restoration of the

building, including the public-spirited action of Mr. Weller

Poley's committee, who six years ago offered 1,000 for the

restoration of the cross, an offer which the council refused

because it was proposed to abolish the clock faces. Mr.
Moore sketched his proposals, which provided for filling the

four vacant niches with statues of King Henry VII., Bishop
Storey, Queen Victoria (to whose memory the entire restora-

tion would be a fitting memorial), and King Edward VII. In
view of the strong feeling about the clock he did not propose
to touch it, but he thought the council would agree to the

removal of the ugly bell turret and the substitution of another
finial of more correct design. Mr. Holt, who said he agreed
with the suggestion of the West Sussex Gazette that a con-

servative restoration of the cross was desirable, advocated the

appointment of a committee. The Mayor also favoured a
restoration based on conservative lines. Mr. Buchan : Is any
money to come from the rates ? The Mayor : No. Alderman
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Smith hoped that the cross would not be patched with new
stone. It was resolved that the subject be referred to a com-
mittee, comprising the Mayor, Aldermen Smith and Ballard,
Messrs. Moore, Holt, Mackeson, and Buchan.'

"

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communi-
cations.

Thursday, April 18th, 1901.

VISCOUNT DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Trustees of the British Museum : A Guide lo the Department of Coins

and Medals, British Museum. 8vo. London, 1901.

From the Author : Inscribed and Dated Stones on some Old Lancashire

Houses. By W. F. Price. Privately printed. 8vo. Liverpool, 1901.

From the Kev. W. D. Macray, M. A., F.S.A. : Catalogi codicnm manuscriptorum
Bibliothecse Bodleianse. Partis V. fasc. iv. & v. 4to. Oxford, 1898-

1900.

From the Author : The First Gold Coins of England. By Sir John Evans,

K.C,B. 8vo. London, 1900.

The Right Hon. Lord Northbourne was admitted Fellow.

Notice was again given of the Anniversary Meeting on

St. George's Day, Tuesday, 23rd April, and lists were read of

the Fellows proposed as Council and Officers for the ensuing

year.

The Report of the Auditors of the Society's Accounts for

the year 1900 was read (see next page).

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the Auditors for

their trouble, and to the Treasurer for his good and faithful

services,
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We, the AUDITORS appointed to audit the ACCOUNTS of the SOCIETY
to the 31st day of December, 1900, having examined the
find the same to be accurate.

CASH ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR

KECEIPTS.
1900.

Balance in hand, 31st December, 1899
Annual Subscriptions :

6 at 3 3s., arrears due, 1899 .

6 at 2 2s.. ditto

4 at 1 Is., completions ditto

462 at 3 3s., due 1st January, 1900 .

127 at 2 2s., ditto

2 at 1 11s. 6d
4 at 3 3s. Od., paid in advance for 1901 .

Compositions :

2 Fellows at 55
Admissions :

37 Fellows at 8 8s. .

Dividend on 10,583 19s. 3d. 3 per cent. Metro-
politan Stock

Sale of Published Works .

Stevenson's Bequest :

Dividend on Bank Stock and other Invest-
ments......

Owen Fund :

Dividend on 300 Annuities 2 per cent.

Sundry Keceipts ....

s. d.

18 18
12 12

4 4

1455 6

266 14
3 3

12 12

s.

200 16

302 19
243 14

1773 9

110

310 16

646 7 6

7 3 10

175 19 1

3771 6 11
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OF ANTIQUARIES OP LONDON, from the 1st day of January, 1900,
underwritten ACCOUNTS, with the Vouchers relating thereto, do

ENDING 31st DECEMBER, 1900.

Assistant Secretary . . . ' 35
? 9

niprk . 150
500

Wages : 01 9 o
Porter, and wife as housemaid .

Official Expenditure :

Stationery and Printing

Postages ..... 27 1

Postages on Publications .

J

5

Sundry Expenses .

421 H Q

Cash in hand 30th December 1900 :

Courts & Co.

Petty cash
674 1 1

3771 5 11
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RESEARCH FUND ACCOUNT, FOR

RECEIPTS.
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THE YEAR ENDING 31st DECEMBER, 1900.

EXPENDITURE.

Silchester Excavation Fund
Researches at Lacock Abbey
Waverley Abbey Exploration Fund
Caerwent Exploration Fund
Researches at Harlyn Bay
Purchase of 100 India 3 per cent. Stock
Cash in hand (Coutts & Co.) 3lst December, 1900

s. d.

60
500
500
6

10
108 1:1 <;

23 4 7

206 18 1

31ST DECEMBER, 1900.

Amount
of Stock.

31st December,

s. d. s. d.
In the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division.
In the suit of Thornton v. Stevenson.

The Stocks remaining in Court to the credit of
this cause are as follows :

Great Western Railway 5 per cent. Guaran-
teed Stock ..... 8894

Midland Railway 2\ per cent. Preferential
Stock...... 15145 12 7

24039 12 7

After payment of the Annuities, now amounting to 400 per annum, the

Society is entitled to one-fourth share of the residue of the Income on the above
Funds. This is payable after the 10th April and 10th October in every year.

Witness our hands this 20th day of March, 1901.

LIONEL CUST,
ARTHUR H. LYELL,
W. PALEY BAILDON.
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HAMON LE STRANGE, Esq., M.A., Local Secretary for

Norfolk, and Professor T. McKENNY HUGHES, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.S.A., submitted the following Report on excavations at

Hunstanton :

" Dearth of material has until quite recently prevented me
from furnishing the Society with any report as your Local

Secretary residing in the north-western corner of Norfolk
;

but accidental circumstances have enabled me during the past

year to examine two localities in the parish of Hunstanton to

which my attention had been directed for a long time as

likely to yield some results of archaeological interest, viz. (1)
a tumulus of uncertain origin in the churchyard ;

and (2) a
narrow ridge or mound of natural formation in the park, in

which I had once dug up a spearhead, knife blade, and some
human bones when rabbiting there about forty years ago. I

was fortunate enough to secure the co-operation of Professor

McKenny Hughes, F.S.A., who was staying in the neighbour-
hood on two different occasions during the spring and summer
of 1900, and, with his assistance, a thorough examination
was first made of the churchyard tumulus, for which one

day sufficed, and then we commenced excavations in the Park

Hill, extending over several days, each productive of satis-

factory results
;
while it is by no means unlikely that many

more objects remain to be unearthed at some future time
from the Saxon burial place which we hit upon as soon as we
opened ground at that spot.

Professor Hughes has been good enough to throw into form
his notes of our joint excavations, and I make no apology for

giving them in his words rather than my own, as he has not

only made them very interesting, but also because on doubtful

points he speaks with far more authority than I could hope
to do.

REPORT BY PROFESSOR T. McK. HUGHES.

History, tradition, and place-names all prove that the

northern part of East Anglia has been continuously inhabited,
as far as continuity can be proved anywhere, from the earliest

ages to the present day. The gravel beds of the district have

yielded the largest number of Palaeolithic implements found
in any one locality. That most doubtful time of all, the

transition from the Palaeolithic to the Neolithic, seems to

be more nearly bridged over on the Norfolk hills and round
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the margin of ^ Fens than in any other area yet explored.On the hills north of the Brandon River we may still tracesome of the greatest manufactories of polished stone imple-ments yet discovered.
When we come down to the time when the use of metal

was understood, this part of the country was thickly peopledand tumuli of the Bronze Age have been opened on the chalk
hills which skirt the eastern margin of the Fens.
When the Romans arrived they found here a powerfuland highly civilised people, well equipped with elaborate

appliances for war or peace, and already in touch with the
commerce of the Continent.
With many a creek and harbour and shelving shore, the

coast of Norfolk must have been the landing place of an
innumerable succession of individuals, of families, and of
miscellaneous bodies, escaping or migrating from other parts
of our coast or from the Continent.
The sea arrested the northern progress of the seafaring folk

that crept along the east coast, as well as of the people who
were pushed north along the margin of the Fens, where in the
woodlands on the one hand and in the swamps on the other

they could find plenty of wild animals, while their flocks and
herds could be pastured on the open chalk downs that formed
a belt between the forest and the Fen.

There must .often have been conflicting interests, to use a
mild term, where all these various people met. And yet
there are not so many objects of ancient art found as might
have been expected in an area which has such an eventful

history.

Perhaps the very fact that there was at one time a large

quantity of treasure which had been concealed in troublous

days, or objects of value buried with the dead, may have
contributed to there being less discovered now than we should

expect, for this made it worth while for persons to obtain a
license from the king to search for hidden treasure or a
'

plakard
'

from the lord of the manor '

for digging of hilles.'

The sandy ground in which interments were so commonly
made has often in later times been given up to rabbits, and

their burrows and the spade work in their pursuit has

destroyed much, while the ever-shifting sand of the ' brecks
'

and sandy hills has generally obliterated all the surface indi-

cations of artificially disturbed ground.
Hunstanton was until quite recently one of these district-

of great expectation but small realisation. Polished stone

implements had been found along the borders of the sea
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marshes near Holme, but where were the tombs of the Neo-

lithic people ? The Romans had a camp at Brancaster, but

where were the signs of their occupation of the surrounding

country. Where were the cemeteries of the people of the

Saxon period, in this district more probably of Scandinavian

origin ;
the progenitors of the people who still own the soil,

and whose records still exist in family documents in the

district; people in whom the Normans found a race more akin

to themselves than were the French and Briton mercenaries

who accompanied them ?

In seeking an answer to this question another element has

to be taken into account. The sea is tearing away at the

higher and more solid parts of the coast, and fighting with

the wind for the possession of the sand dunes which are

heaped up, as it were, for its protection along all the lower

parts. On these there is reason to think there must have

been many a prehistoric station and burying place now swept

away for ever.

In support of this view we notice how the Romans have

pushed out to sea at Brancaster, and also left small tombs

which have been exposed in the falling cliffs near the pier at

New Hunstanton.
One of these was described by Mr. White, Librarian of

Trinity College, Cambridge, in the Proceedings of the Cam-

bridge Antiquarian Society, and by his courtesy and that

of Mr. W. B. Redfern, an urn discovered in one of these

has been added to the collection at Hunstanton Hall of objects
found in the district.

But until recently not a trace had been recognised of any
cemetery of the people of the Saxon age whom we know

occupied the district anterior to the Norman Conquest.
The mound in the graveyard at Old Hunstanton, to the

north-east of the church, rises some 6 feet above the imme-

diately surrounding ground, with a breadth from north to

south of about 20 feet and about twice that length from
east to west. This mound has long been a matter of inquiry
and speculation to visitors. A small excavation was once

made into it, but the work does not appear to have been

systematically carried out, and all attempts hitherto made
to explain the origin of the mound have been mere guess-
work.

Having secured the assent of the vicar, the Rev. P. C.

Stanley, and the co-operation of Mr. le Strange, he and I

determined to open the mound systematically and try to

settle its age and origin.
There were several possible explanations, all of which we
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bore in mind so as to keep us on the look-out for various
kinds 01 evidence.

1. As far as the form and position of the mound suggest
any origin it might well be a tumulus raised over the body or
ashes of the dead, and might be of pre-Roman, Roman or
Saxon Age.

2. Family records and traditions give reason for believingthat somewhere hereabouts there should be traces of a pre-Aorman fortified residence of some importance. Now these
were generally at first mounds with a wooden fort on top and
one or more earthworks thrown up around or on one side as
the nature of the ground required, and here we had the
remains of a mound at the bend of the water which some
centuries ago must have been an important inlet of the sea.
There are moreover traces of enclosures on the north side, the

larger and outer one running down to the stream and
coinciding with the boundary of an ancient orchard, and the
other and smaller enclosure within it not extending so far.

It is a very common thing to find modern fences coinciding
with the bounds of a camp or other ancient enclosure. It is

worth noting that on the map of 1615, preserved in the
muniment room at the hall, the eastern fence of the church-

yard bends as if to include this mound, indicating that it was
in existence at that date.

3. There might have been a mound thrown up on which to

erect a windmill, but, while all the previously mentioned

explanations were within the bounds of fair probability, this,

having regard to the site and the ancient church close by, was
most improbable.

4. It had been suggested that it was the earth thrown up
from the pit in which the victims of the black death were

buried, but, taking account of the circumstances of those

times, the comparatively small population, and the occurrence

of the deaths through a considerable duration of time, this

was also a most improbable explanation.
5. The idea that found most favour among the practical

men of the district was that it was made up of material dug
out during excavations and restorations of the church or the

construction of vaults beneath it. This, which was not at all

an improbable explanation, could only be confirmed or dis-

proved by an examination of the soil of the mound.

6. There remained the hypothesis that it might be natural.

Mounds of sand and gravel (the winnowings of the boulder

clay) occur over the higher ground not far away, and dunes

of blown sand banked up by shingle bound the shore on the

north and west.

VOL. XVIII.
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But here the character of the ground pointed to terraces

and ridges rather than mounds as the natural features of the

locality.
7. Lastly it might be natural as regards the material of

which it was composed, but artificial in respect of its form
;

that is to say, it might be the result of cutting away from
both ends of a bank of sand and gravel, until only a small

remnant was left in the middle. Many a natural mound
has had a symmetry and sharp definition given to it by
ploughing close all round, so as to leave as little waste as

possible.
Such were the most obvious probabilities or possibilities

which had to be borne in mind if it should be decided to put
the matter to the test of excavation, and which may be use-

fully suggested to any one proposing to carry on similar

investigations elsewhere in the neighbourhood, so that any
indications may catch the eye and be noted before the

evidence is destroyed.
As nothing but the spade could throw any further light on

the question, we determined to open the mound systematically,
without obliterating it or destroying its original form, in

order to ascertain whether any clue could be obtained to its

origin and history, and on Thursday, April 5th, 1900, the

ground was broken on the eastern edge of the mound next
the fence.

A trench was dug for 9 feet nearly due west, and to a

depth of about 6 feet. This showed 1 foot of surface soil,

falling and thickening to the east to nearly 2 feet, and

resting upon stratified sand and gravel with oblique bedding
in various directions. The trench was then carried for some
5 feet in a south-westerly direction towards the centre of the

mound. An interval of 4 feet was here left to be removed

afterwards, if further evidence was wanted from this part.
Another trench was then cut across the centre of the

mound from north to south. On the north side of the centre

of the mound there had been a previous excavation to the

depth of between 3 and 4 feet. This was filled in with the

mixed soil and subsoil in such a manner as to indicate the

exact form and extent of the old trial hole. The materials of

the central part of the mound, both soil and subsoil, were
so incoherent that they fell in large masses as the work

proceeded, making it a troublesome task to obtain a clear

section from top to bottom.
The surface soil covered the whole mound, crumbling down

along the slope on both sides, but on the north side it was
much deeper than on the south. Additions had evidently
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been made to it by earth thrown on from time to time bv
humus formed from the decay of animal and vegetable matter
and by the action of earthworms, etc.
The subsoil was not exposed at the surface over any part

through which the trenches were cut, so that it was clear
that there was no degradation of the mound going on now so
tar as the subsoil was concerned, and in the case of the
surface soil accretion seemed to be in excess of degradation.

There were no bones found in the subsoil, that is, in the
undisturbed sand and gravel. A good many human bones
were scattered throughout the soil, but no skeleton, nor any
indications of interment, were found in the mound. The
bones found in the soil were clearly parts of skeletons which
had been disturbed in digging new graves. These fragments
had been thrown on the mound usually on the north side and
covered with a little earth. This agreed with information
obtained from the workmen. All the bones collected during
the excavation of 1900 were reinterred at the bottom of the
south end of the north and south trench.

The subsoil was everywhere sharply defined from the soil,
and consisted of sand and gravel made up of flint and chalk,
with a few far transported fragments derived second hand
from the boulder clay. In its composition it more resembled
the sand and gravel of the high ground near Ringstead Downs,
but in its arrangement it was more like the modern beach, a
character which can be easily explained by local geographical
conditions. About 5 feet from the level of the top of the

mound there were lenticular bands of fragments of carbona-

ceous shale to 3 or 4 inches in greatest thickness. These
increased the general resemblance to the beach deposits where
the bits of peat and wood out of the submarine forest are

drifted together in a similar manner. In the gravel of the

mound, however, as in other sections in the sandy drifts of

the neighbourhood, the black fragments are probably derived

from carbonaceous shales belonging to the Kimmeridge clay,

or perhaps still earlier beds somewhere out to sea. That the

deposit of sand and gravel of which the mound was mainly

composed was marine was proved by the occurrence of

several species of sea shell, all in a fragmentary condition,

but nevertheless often determinate. Among them Mrs.

McKenny Hughes detected Tellina balthiea, T. tennis, O
edulis, Mya arenaria, Cardium edule, Astarte sp., and frag-

ments of Dentalium. Considering the sections with special

reference to the possibilities suggested above, we learned

that there were no urns and no bones except those in

the surface soil. As we might otherwise have missed the

x 2
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exact position of the interments, the excavations were carried

down below the level of the surrounding ground, in order to

see whether the sand and gravel was heaped up on an old

surface which would have been recognised by the brown bed

of humus, and the darker line of the decomposed grass above

it. There was not, however, any trace of an earlier surface

below the subsoil. The material moreover seemed to be

naturally disposed, the coarser and finer being sorted into

different beds and laminae and the whole showing current

bedding throughout. In tumuli, on the contrary, the material

is mixed by the manner in which it was collected and thrown

up by a great number of different people met together to

honour the dead by throwing a stone on the cairn or a little

earth on the grave. The bands and lines of carbonaceous

fragments were very suggestive of the charred wood so

commonly found in tumuli as the result of
' cremation and the

fires of the funeral feast. But in this case they were clearly,
as explained above, of natural origin.
The first hypothesis, therefore, namely that it was a

sepulchral mound, had to be given up.
The most obvious objection to the second hypothesis, that

it was an old English burh, was its size, for it was far too

small to represent the basement mound of one of those pre-
Norman fortified dwellings. But on the other hand the

immediately adjoining ground was much higher than that

around the church, and it might be that a portion of an

originally larger mound had been spread abroad. But the

fact mentioned above that no ancient surface was detected

under the sand and gravel, and that the material appeared to

be the result of natural beach accumulation rather than of

artificial heaping up, rendered this hypothesis also untenable.

The third and fourth hypotheses, improbable from the first,

may be dismissed on the ground that the material is not of

such character either in composition or arrangement as would
result from the heaping up of the soil and subsoil from the

surrounding ground. The fifth hypothesis is not so obviously

impossible as the third and fourth, because if the material had
been all taken out from a considerable depth, the surface soil

and made ground having been previously removed, it might
consist wholly of the subsoil, that is of the marine sand and

gravel. But having regard to the absence of any direct

evidence in its favour, to the arrangement of the material,
and to the great improbability of any considerable mass of

material being dug out from below an ancient church like that

of Hunstanton without removing also a large amount of soil
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and bones and stones and mortar from earlier operations we
may dismiss this also.

The hypothesis that the mound might be natural, and that
the coarse sand and gravel of which it is composed' has been
heaped up by natural agencies, and if heaped up under other
conditions could be left here under existing conditions, does
not accord with what is known of the physical geography of
the district.

But the remaining hypothesis, namely that of the natural

origin of the material and the artificial origin of the form,
seems to satisfy all the conditions, and to be in accord with
the observations made during the recent excavations.

Before the sand dunes h'ad accumulated along their present
line, when the sea rushed with every tide into the creek
which ran along the hollow north of the church and up to

the site where the moated hall now stands, a ridge of sand
and gravel was formed along what is now the eastern end of

the churchyard, and curved round to the north into line with
the existing sand dunes. As long as those conditions lasted

this was the safest place on that part of the coast for beaching
boats and small vessels, and this inlet determined the position
of the ancient Hunstanton. As changes on the coast cut off

more and more of the violence of the waves the church was
built behind the shelter of this natural sea bank. But in

time the upland waters brought down mud, and the wind

blew sand and choked the ancient tideway so that the sea

could no longer come so far up even in storm.

It was no longer necessary to preserve this natural sea wall

as a shelter, and so whenever a little sand or gravel was

wanted about the church it was dug from this ridge, and, as

the churchyard grew more and more full, the bank along the

east side was encroached upon and gradually levelled until a

small remainder still existing to our day served only as a

waste place on which earth and bones were thrown away, and

by its resemblance to a tumulus rouses the curiosity of the

passing antiquary.
With this negative evidence as the result ot our

exploration of the district we had to be content. Soon after

this, however, Mr. le Strange showed me a spearhead which

he had dug up some forty years ago when rabbiting in the

park I recognised this as probably belonging to the Saxc

period, and we therefore determined to open the groi

where it had been discovered, and almost at once came upoi

a cemetery containing spears and knives, brooches, urns, and

ornaments, which referred the interments to the Saxon age.
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In the park, half a mile south-east of the hall, there is

a sickle-shaped ridge of esgair drift known as Park Hill,

which if straightened out would be a little more than

one-third of a mile in length. It rises to a height of nearly
100 feet above the sea. It is now well wooded, having been

planted about the year 1830. A square tower, built about

1620 and now in ruins, stands on the highest part of the blade

of the sickle. In old times, before the trees had grown, this

tower commanded on extensive view of all the surrounding

country, and the hill must have been a conspicuous object.
The tower was strongly built, and a great quantity of the

subsoil must have been removed when its deep and solid

foundations were laid. The material excavated was probably

spread over the adjoining surface, which would account for

the interments being at a greater depth than we should other-

wise have expected. It is also probable that the cemetery
extended under the site of the tower, and that some of the

very fragmentary remains of skeletons and other objects
found in the earth of the cemetery were thrown out when the

foundations were dug.
We commenced operations by digging a trench about 7 feet

north-east of the tower, and worked along the top of the

ridge, always taking care to have a floor of undisturbed sand

and gravel for fear of missing any deeper interments.

In this way we kept a face of about 16 or 17 feet in length
and 4 feet in height in front of us, and filled up the part

explored.
We soon found enough to show that this was a burying

place of Saxon age. Not far from where we first broke

ground we found a disc of bronze, evidently the back of a

circular brooch, and two small beads of yellow ware. We
next found a bronze pin by itself in remade ground, also a

bronze ring.
About the middle of this block we came upon a large

spearhead. It was inclined as if it had been wrenched up
during some former excavations. Close to it was a small

fragmentary skeleton also showing evidence of having been

disturbed, and below this a large skeleton of a much older

person lying on its side with the hands raised and the

knees drawn up, as is so common in interments of pre-
Roman date, but is not found in graves of Saxon age. In

Saxon graves it is not uncommon to find the body placed in

a grave which was too small for it, and the feet or head bent

to accommodate it to the restricted space, but not in the

doubled-up position found in British graves.
A few feet to the north there was the skeleton of a man
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of small stature lying at full length with the boss of a
shield upon his breast and a spear by his side, and at some
little distance from his feet a number of scattered fragments
of iron.

East of this skeleton there was a skull detached from
the body, and near it a circular brooch with a swastica-
like arrangement forming four spokes inside the circular

margin.
We then followed up some indications along the north-west

side of our previous excavations, and at the end nearest the
tower we found the skull of a child with good sound second
teeth and one milk tooth remaining. None of the rest of the
skeleton was found near the skull, but the ground was much
disturbed, and many fragments of limb bones were scattered

about in it. In front of the face there was a circular bronze

disc, evidently the back of a brooch, with a lump of iron rust

attached to it where the pin should come. In this case,

as in some others found afterwards, the rusty cement had

preserved some of the material of the dress to which it

was pinned. We here picked up also two long yellow glass
beads and small glass rods made up of several beads with

nacreous lustre welded together so as to imitate a small string

of pearls; several of these were found in different parts of

the digging. Only in one place did we find the whole of a

necklace on the neck of a skeleton. Evidently there had

been some handsome necklaces buried here from the character

of the beads which occurred here and there in the soil
;
for

example, the fluted blue glass, the long yellow glass, the

small round yellow opaque glass, the facetted jet, and the

roughly cut amber beads. Fragments of the bronze hoops

of a bucket were found scattered about in the earth near the

centre of the excavations.

One of the most interesting discoveries we made was that

of a large skeleton about 11 feet from the tower. On

the breast of this skeleton there was a fine brooch. The

clavicle on which it lay was deeply stained with green from

the bronze ornament. At the back of this brooch was a loop,

and apparently in their original position on either side were

amber beads arranged in order of size, so that it seemed
as^

the string of the beads had passed through the 1 oop <

brooch. - , . ,,

Near this grave we found also the boss of a shield.

Not far off there were a great many fragments ot a si

of apparently about the same age and size as that last men-

tioned, near 'which another similar brooch was found in tl

earth.
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We next pushed on at the north-east end of our excavation

and found an adult skeleton lying on its side with one leg
thrown back. This did not look like a British interment,
because the knees were not drawn up as is usual in inter-

ments of that age, but rather indicated that the original
intention had been to lay out the body at full length as in

Saxon times, but that there had been some want of foresight
in the preparation of the grave or carelessness in the disposal
of the body or disturbance of a previous burial before the

ligaments had perished.

By this skeleton was a long spearhead and fragments of

two short knives, and in the earth near a beautiful circular

brooch with small round metal bosses which had probably
been enamelled.

In another slightly deeper interment close to this the head
and upper part of the body was not disturbed, but the limbs

were dug through. Around the neck of this skeleton there

was an amber necklace. The beads, of which we collected

about sixty, were as usual ground flat here and there, but not

systematically facetted as in the case of the jet. Both of

these skeletons lay on or close to masses of hardened chalky
material, but we did not find evidence that would warrant
the belief that a floor or wall of that material had been

artificially constructed. It seemed to be rather one of those

natural beds of chalk or chalky loam such as may be
examined in the gravel pits on Bingstead Downs, and which
have to do with the contorted drift of the Norfolk coast.

Their great irregularity of occurrence suggests, in a small

section, artificial arrangement, but is seen in the larger

exposures to be quite natural. Another similar mass occurred

near the centre of our excavation.

One nearly perfect cinerary urn was found, and many
fragments of one or two others. Nothing gave us a clearer

perception of the amount of disturbance that had taken place
than the manner in which the pieces of the same urn were
scattered throughout the soil. These vessels were of rough
material and rude workmanship, being made apparently of a
dark carbonaceous alluvial clay. The pattern on one consists

simply of a few lines irregularly drawn with some pointed
tool round the neck and shoulder, and triangular groups of

impressed dots arranged point down round the body of the

vessel, the dots being disposed in groups forming sexfoils.

The greater part of the ground hitherto explored showed
evidence of having been turned over, and in most cases

apparently over and over again. Sometimes there seemed to

have been a later interment in almost exactly the same grave
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as a previous one. Sometimes a trench seemed to have been
cut across a grave in one place carrying away the body and
leaving the legs and head, and in another digging away the
legs and leaving the body more or less undisturbed.

In some cases large masses of earth full of scattered debris
of the cemetery seem to have been thrown together and
levelled over. The ornaments were very often broken up,
and the jewelled side of the brooches gone.

^All
these conditions are fully explained by the known

history of the place. Without supposing that there was ever

any systematic search for treasure, the gilt and jewelled
parts of the ornaments would be pocketed by the workmen
when accidentally found. The iron weapons would be broken
or bent and the bones dug in again, while the beads except
where bright would escape observation.

The evidence we collected showed that we have here a

cemetery of Saxon age. It is not merely the burying place
of those who had fallen in some battle, for adults and children

lie together in it, and older interments are disturbed by
newer, so that it was going on for a long time. The average

depth at which the remains occurred was 3 feet 6 inches, but
the disturbance of the ground and the levelling of the surface

has obscured this point.
A record has been kept, and marks set in the ground to

indicate the area examined, as I hope that I may be able to

carry on further exploration at some future time and report

again to the Society."

W. G. COLLINGWOOD, Esq., M.A., Local Secretary for

Cumberland, communicated the following report :

"
I have the honour to report on the excavation of a tumulus

at Glassonby, the discovery of a pre-Norman cross-shaft at

Great Clifton and two minor pre-Norman fragments, and on

a sculptured basin of the twelfth century at Drumburgh.
The Tumulus at Glassonby, near Kirkoswald, Cumberland,

is a field known as Grayson-lands, 1 miles north of the

famous circle of
'

Long Meg and her daughters/ and near the

Parks Tumulus, excavated in 1892-94 with interesting results

described by the late Chancellor Ferguson. It was mentioned

by Canon Greenwell and Dr. Rolleston in British Barrows

pp. 7-8, and in the Transactions of the Cumberland
^

and

Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society*

Chancellor Ferguson said: 'It would probably repay in-

vestigation, but such would be a very expensive piece of

* Vol. xiii. 394.
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work.' In the spring and summer of 1900 the owner,
Mr. W. E. Rowley of Glassonby, undertook to clear the

stones off the land for the roads, but as he did not wish
to obliterate anything of interest he invited the Rev.
Canon Thornley of Kirkoswald to superintend the work

;

and Canon Thornley invited me to visit the place. I went
there frequently and made a careful plan, which I submit,

together with a photograph of the urn which was found, and

given by Mr. Rowley to Tullie House Museum, Carlisle, as

well as a bead of light turquoise-blue glass with an opaque
white chevron pattern, discovered at the place marked
' Bead

'

on the plan, at the original surface of the ground.
Mr. Rowley has further promised that the circle of large
stones now unearthed shall be left in situ.

The tumulus is 310 feet in circumference, somewhat cut
down and out of shape by ploughing. It was formed of

small ' cobbles
'

thrown upon an irregular natural hillock,

making an even but not very elevated mound. The varying
depths of the cobbles marked on the plan are accounted for

by the original inequalities of the ground. The mass of

cobbles are waterworn and unbroken, but all over the surface

they were found to be smashed, as if to make them lie close
;

the breaking of the uppermost layer of stones was so regular
as to suggest that it was intentional.

Within the tumulus was found a circle of stones, which had
been set on edge close together to form a low fence, and packed
with cobbles to keep them in position. Some of these had
been removed and some fell in course of digging, but the

plan shows them as they now lie. Those shaded vertically
are of local sandstone

;
those shaded horizontally are of

granite and whinstone or greenstone, glacial boulders from
the fells. The largest is 85 by 36 by 6 inches, and the
smallest 28 by 14 by 12. The circle (or oval) is 49 feet by
44 feet internal measurement. Within this circle there is a
stone coffin marked ' Kist

'

in the plan, measuring internally
39 by 20 inches and 24 inches deep, formed of four red sand-
stone slabs, with a cover in three pieces. Though the top of

the cover is a little below the original surface of the ground,
it had been opened and rifled long before our digging. At
the place marked ' Burnt spot

'

there was charcoal on the

original floor.

Outside the circle two interments of burnt bones were
found. One was at the place marked '

Urn,' where the urn

represented in the photograph was found, inverted and intact,
12J inches in height, a fine and perfect specimen. The other
was at the place marked '

Bones/ where there was no urn, but
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only a hole in the clay subsoil, unprotected by any slabs or
stones other than the cobbles of the tumulus. I submitted
the bones to Dr. Henry Barnes. LL.D., F.R.S.E., of Carlisle,
who sent them to Sir William Turner, F.R.S., of Edinburgh]and to Professor Macalister, F.R.S., of Cambridge. Sir W.
Turner said that those found in the urn were the greater part
of the bones of an adult after cremation, and the others were
those of part of the skeleton of a younger person or a woman
after cremation. Professor Macalister examined the skull-
bones from the urn for the cause of the blue stains which
some have thought due to the presence of bronze, and found
that the colouring was largely organic and due to a mould
fungus.

The pre-Norman cross-shaft at Great Clifton, near Work-
ington. was found during recent restoration of the church in

the foundations of the Norman wall. It is 57 inches in height,
14 in breadth, and 6 in thickness, slightly tapering as usual
in shafts of this type ;

and the head, which no doubt it had,
has been cut off to adapt it for building purposes. The
unusual and very curious feature of this piece is the fact that

it has been made out of stone of two colours, so cut that one
side (A) is red and the other side (c) is creamy white, except
a small part near the base, showing dark in the photograph
(by Mr. W. L. Fletcher of Workington). There is no other

instance among the early crosses of Cumberland or West-
morland of a similar trick with colour

; they are all either

white or grey or red, but not two-coloured.

The side (A) is partly defaced, but has the remains

of a fine zoomorphic plait, with a curious bit in the upper
corner, where the broad strap is cut into four strands which

interlace. A fifth strand has been inserted, spoiling the

symmetry.
The edge (B) has a regular plait of five ending in dragon-

heads, and interrupted at a point which must have been half-

way up the shaft in its original form.

The side (c) is perfect, with two great
' worm-twists

'

in the

upper part, each having a small naked human figure apparently

riding on the dragon's neck. This motive resembles that of

the side of the coped-stone at Gosforth usually called the

'

Saint's Tomb ;

' and the symbol of the
' Seed of the ^Voman

'

fighting with the serpent is common in our pre-Norman

sculptures. Above the head of the lower of the two naked

figures is a human head attached to a plaited serpent body,

which is the form elsewhere given to the serpent of Eden.

Below this is a great wolf-like dragon-head, and at the bottom

a figure,
nimbed and robed, interlaced in a serpent, and hold-
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ing it with his hands, as represented in the cross-head at

Brigham Vicarage.
The stone belongs to the later series of pre-Norman work,

under Scandinavian and Irish influence, like the standing
cross at Aspatria and others of the low, broad type with the

wheel-cross head and a symmetrical interlaced ornament.
Two minor pre-Norman fragments. At Glassonby a stone

in the wall of Mr. Rowley's house, bearing a key-pattern and
mentioned in Early Sculptured Crosses of the Diocese of
Carlisle, p. 137, was kindly taken out of the wall by Mr.

Rowley for presentation to Tullie House Museum. It was
found to be a part of a cross-shaft, split longitudinally, and

bearing on one side an interlaced dragon and on the other a

very rudely chipped human figure. It is a coarse example of

the same style as the Great Clifton shaft
;
and the same

double key pattern occurs on a fragment in the Grosvenor

Museum, Chester, and on the Maen-y-chwyfan, Flintshire. A
grave-slab bearing a single band of it at Clonmacnois is

dated 931.

At the Abbey, Carlisle, in the Bishop of Barrow's house, are

two fragments found in making alterations to the house, and
left for some years unnoticed. Their exact site would have
been the west end of the cathedral church in its original form.

They are the lateral arms of a free-armed cross of the early

Anglian type, extremely interesting as giving a link between
the original floral style jand the common Cumbrian cross-

head, with four knobbed or ringed spines projecting from
the central boss. This example, taken with the head in the
museum above St. Catherine's chapel in Carlisle cathedral

church and with the white sandstone heads at Beckermet (St.

John's), Bridekirk, Bromfield, Crosscanonby, Dearham, and

Kirkby Stephen, shows a perfect transition from the type of

the Ruthwell and Bewcastle crosses to the debased spiral-
work crosses of Cumbria, which are evidently of a later date,
and not, as used to be thought, pre-Anglian.

The Sculptured Basin from Drumburgh, now in Tullie

House Museum, we found in the wall of a cow-house, from
which it was taken by permission of the owner. It is of red

sandstone, somewhat like Dearham font in shape, though
smaller

;
and somewhat like Bridekirk font in ornament,

though ruder. It is 1 foot 4 inches high, 1 foot 6 inches

square at the top, and splayed at the corners. Three of the
sides are carved in relief with nearly identical patterns ;

the
fourth is plain. The hollow is rudely shaped, 1 foot 2 inches
in diameter and 6 inches deep. It has no drain, but in the

base there is a dowel-hole. For a font it is very small, and
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for a stoup rather large and ornate. There is no church near
the site, but the very early churches of Bowness-on-Solwayand Kirkbride are each three miles distant, and that of Burgh-
on- Sands four miles.

I should like to add, as evidence of growing care for early
monuments, that the standing cross at Dearham, a valuable

pre-Norman work, which had been injured by boys throwing
stones through the four holes of its head, and sometimes
missing their mark, has now been set up within the church,
the expenses being defrayed by subscriptions privately col-
lected.

At Calder Abbey during the past year some excavations
have been made under Dr. C. A. Parker, of Gosforth, exposing
the bases of the nave-pillars and rediscovering some graves.
The effigies, formerly under cover, have been set up in the
chancel upon new pedestals in the open air."

SOMERS CLARKE, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Egypt,
submitted the following report :

"As Correspondent for Egypt it becomes my duty to supply
you as far as I am able with information upon such archaeo-

logical matters as have come under my notice this season.

Perhaps the first thing to which I ought to refer, bearing
as it does upon the whole subject of archaeology and the preser-
vation of monuments in Egypt, is the happy change from times

past which we all experience under the able and kindly rule

of M. Maspero. The monuments are no longer neglected, and

the plundering of tombs, which was hardly checked by a

most inefficient company of watchmen, a mere unorganised
crowd of peasants, is now being seriously dealt with. The

system of inspectorates established has already more than

justified itself. Timely repairs to the monuments are taken

in hand as promptly as a limited budget will permit.

The New Museum at Cairo. The building is quietly and

steadily advancing. As every one who visits the structure has,

or thinks he has, his own idea of what such a museum should

be, and as hardly any of such visitors have any experience in

the matter, it may be supposed that the opinions expressed

are remarkable rather for their divergence than their value.

It is doubtful whether even by the end of this year the

building may be quite ready to enable the long and arduous

task of arranging the specimens within it to be begun,

longer the delay the drier will be the walls, and the less ns

will there be to the objects when established within their new

home.
Thebes. The Tombs of the Kings. The excavations tor
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opening the tomb of Sen-nefer, who was Mayor of Thebes
under Amenophis II., were begun in December of last year.

It was soon evident that the tomb had been rifled long ago.
Funeral furniture and canopic jars were lying about in con-

fusion, the lid had been pulled off from the sarcophagus. Only
in the large chamber were there signs of painted decorations

on the plaster of the walls and ceiling. No traces of inscrip-
tions. There were a considerable number of earthenware

jars, some retaining the original clay seals unbroken.
There were three sets of canopic jars. One set was inscribed

with the name of Seut-nay, wife of Sen-nefer
;
one set was

inscribed with the name of a lady, Bakt-ra. A third set,

bearded, was probably that appropriated to Sen-nefer himself,
but it cannot be affirmed with certainty that he is buried in

this tomb. There were also found fragments of wood-work

sledges on which heavy objects had been moved, and coffins

with inlay of ivory.
The Tomb of Mentu-hotep I. Deir el Bahari. This re-

markable tomb lies outside the inclosing wall of the temple
at Deir el Bahari, at the south-east corner.

To those who have visited the place its position can be

more clearly defined as being just in front of the house built

by the Egypt Exploration Fund.
Traces of a large rectangular pit with a lining of rough

masonry had been recognised some years ago by Mr. Howard
Carter, then working for the Exploration Fund. The ground
at a certain spot suddenly yielded, and he and his horse were
overthrown.

Excavations were begun in January, 1900, but not until

the 10th March, at a depth of 17 metres (
= 56 feet), was the

doorway leading into the passage cleared from debris. This

doorway, a tall, rectangular opening cut in the rock, was
built up solidly with crude brickwork which had never been
broken into. The brickwork was 3'70 thick (

= 12 feet

1 inch). This doorway opened upon a long passage with an
arched roof, the passage sloping downward at about 1 in 5.

The passage was not less than 150 metres long (some
325 feet), and was perfectly clean and free from debris. A
lofty chamber was then reached, the roof formed as an
arch.

Many objects lay in this chamber. The chief of them was
a large seated figure more than two metres high, completely

wrapped in linen of a fine quality. There was also a long
wood coffin, inscribed, but without a name. It was of early

style. There were many jars retaining their clay seals, also

saucers of rough red pottery.
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^
This chamber was by no means the end of the tombiTom it a shaft led down until at 30 metres

(
= 98 feet) a

doorway was reached closed with slabs of limestone.
The room within was unimportant, much rubbish on the

floor, and three models of boats in wood.
This has, as yet, been the deepest point reached, not less

than 220 feet vertically below the ground from the starting-
point. No further shafts or chambers have yet been dis-
covered, except half-way along the 150-metre passage, where
is a little shaft only 2'0 deep. Herein was found a small box
with the name Mentu-hotep upon it.

The tomb chamber remains to be found, the galleries and
shafts already entered being probably but blinds to deceive
the tomb robbers. Mr. Howard Carter, the Inspector for
Southern Egypt, is superintending these excavations for the

Department of Antiquities.
Sheikh Abd el Gournah. Here Mr. Percy Newberry is

at work. At one place he is searching for the tomb of
Rekhmara.

Although the great tomb chamber is sufficiently well

known, the actual position of the tomb shaft is not
known.

Just outside the entrance of the tomb chamber and but
little below the surface, which has been walked over for so

many years, three exceedingly beautiful metal dishes of

about '25 metre diam. were found. The material is either a

very golden bronze (electrum ?) or copper thickly plated. In
the middle of each dish stands the statuette of Hathor in the

form of a cow.

The chief work Mr. Newberry is carrying on is that of

clearing the inscribed tombs at Sheikh Abd el Gournah, which

have been hitherto half tilled with rubbish, and reveal

much beautiful painting and decoration.

This and the previously mentioned work is being done at

the cost of Mr. Theodore Davies, an American gentleman,
and of his sister, Mrs. Andrews.

Electric Light in the Tomb of the Kings. This sounds

startling. It is, however, an innovation much to be desired.

The constant succession of visitors with their smoking
candles and the burning of magnesium wire are very detri-

mental to the colours and surfaces.

The following six tombs will now be lighted by electricity

generated in an out-of-the-way corner :

Amenophis II., Rameses I., Seti I., Rameses III., Rameses

VII., Rameses IX.

The Ramesseum.This temple and its surroundings now
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lie entirely open and unprotected. A pathway runs through
the middle of them.
The immense storehouses, constructed of crude brickwork,

are constantly pillaged for bricks or are trodden into ruin

worse than before. A low wall of protection is being con-

structed all round, whilst the masses of debris and rubbish
with which the ruins are still choked are being gradually
cleared away. Already the floor of the temple itself has
been freed and the wall bearing the sculptured representation
of the Siege of Katesh, which was bulging to its fall, has
been supported by a buttress at the back.

Karnak. Of what has been settled with regard to projected

repairs or fortifications of this temple I am not at present
able to say. A commission has, I believe, been appointed
to consider the question, and we shall know later on what
is proposed to be done.

Philce. The works at the Dam are rapidly advancing, and
the time draws near for the water to be shut in and at

certain seasons to rise above their present level around the
island of Philse.

The question of strengthening the foundations on which
the temples and colonnades stand has now been taken into

consideration.

I had the honour to receive a request from M. Maspero to

meet him at Philse in conjunction with Captain Lyons, who
superintended the examination of the island a short time

back,* and Mr. Maurice Fitzmaurice, the resident engineer at

the reservoir works, representing the Egyptian Government.
We discussed the various ways in which the substructures

and foundations could be made secure. The island consists of

granite rocks rising towards the centre. Towards the south,
where the granite is low, lofty substructures of sandstone

carry the buildings above. These substructures stand in

some cases on hard alluvium which overlaps the granite. The
alluvium is every year standing in the waters of high Nile.

There is no reason to suppose that a somewhat greater immer-
sion every year, for such will be in effect the closing of the

Dam, would affect the alluvium, which, if it was to yield to

the action of the water, would surely have done so long ago.
The granite will not be affected. The Egyptian Government
is prepared to fill in and make solid all the vacant spaces left

in the original foundations, to tie together the superstructures,

* See A Report on the Island and Temples of Phllat, by Captain H. G.

Lyons, published by the Egyptian Government, 1897. N.B. This is in the

Library.
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of

It remains a problem how far sandstone that has stood
absolutely dry for 2,000 years and more may suffer when it
becomes charged with water and then dried againThe Nile water itself is perfectly harmless. The quay walls
which surround the Island, and which are partly under water
at every high Nile, have stood perfectly well for the la*t 2 000
years

_ Abydos. Professor Petrie is still hard at work for the
Egypt Exploration Fund examining the remains thrown from
the tomb which M. Amelineau professed to have cleared and
examined. The amount of work yet to be done there is so
great that he informs me he cannot hope to do more this
season or open new tombs.*
ElKab. Professor Sayce has co-operated with me in makinga further clearance of part of the ancient cemetery f with the

object of finding out, if possible, the period at which the great
inclosure wall was built, our expectation being that we might
find the wall passing over the cemetery in the midst of which
it stands. We have, however, been disappointed. At the place
selected a great mound of sand having been removed we
found ourselves some 50 yards from the spot which might
have settled the question, and which still lies buried. A
further examination towards the east must be made on
another occasion..

The presumption is that the wall is not as old as the very
ancient cemetery which our excavations have proved to lie so
near it.

Le Comite de Conservation des monuments de Vart Ardbe.
To leave the buildings of Ancient Egypt, the Comite which

has in its charge not only works of Saracenic art, but also

the remains of Roman and Christian architecture, has done

good work in clearing the great gateway at the Roman
Fortress in Old Cairo known as the Kasr el Shammd, some

particulars of which I laid before the Fellows of our Society
a few years since. An accumulation of at least 20 feet of

rubbish has been removed, and the gateway now stands

clear.

Only where necessary to sustain the wall above have any
new pieces of stonework been inserted, and where for the same

reason it was essential to insert a few pieces in the mouldings
the new stones are left in block, the leading lines only being
carried through. The remains of the great round end towers

*
Royal Tombs 7., 18th Memoir of the Egypt Exploration Fund, 1900.

f El Kal. by J. E. Quibell. Egyptian Research Account, 1897.

VOL, xviii* y
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which flank the gateway are sustained by buttresses of burnt
brick.

The Christian Churches. For some years past I have been

urging on the Comite the great importance of measuring and

taking careful notes of the remains of Christian churches

which, few enough in number, lie scattered up and down the

country. There not being at command funds for the imme-
diate repair and conservation of these ancient buildings,
it is of the greater importance they should be carefully
examined and steps taken to prevent the destruction con-

stantly going on.

I offered the use of my dahabeah to assist in getting at

the various places.
Constant dropping wears the stone. I was informed this

summer that the Comite would avail itself of my offer, and of

any services I could render.

Associated therefore with Herz Bey, the architect to the

Comite, and with Dr. Josef Strzygowski, Professor of the

Fine Arts at the University of Gratz, the two large Deirs

near Sohag, Deir Anba Shundi and Deir Anba Bishoi, Deir
Abu Hennis, near Antinoe, and the group of churches near

Naqada, have been examined, and plans, elevations, photo-
graphs, and notes have been taken.*

Two years since I measured the remains of the churches in

Nubia from the second cataract to Assuan. We have now,
therefore, a complete chain from the second cataract to Cairo.

It is proposed that the three of us shall join in the publica-
tion of our studies under the auspices of the Comite, which
has on the 15th January last done me the honour to elect me
as one of its honorary members.

The Mosque of Sultan Hassan. I must not forget to

mention this magnificent structure, a monograph upon which
was presented to the Society of Antiquaries last year by the

Comite.

It has now been proposed, and indeed at the time this is

received the decision is probably arrived at, that the

Egyptian Government shall make a grant of 4,000 a year
for the next eight or ten years until the necessary repairs
are completed."

J. E. PRITCHARD, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited an imperfect deep
circular dish of Hispano-Moorish pottery, decorated with

light blue and copper lustre ornamentation upon a cream-
coloured ground.

* See A, J. Butler, Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt. Oxford, 1884*
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HISPANO-MOORISH DISH FOUND IN BRISTOL.

of English pottery, ranging from the Norman period to the

sixteenth century. The pieces were not found together, but
were collected at various times, extending over a fortnight's

excavating, at a depth of 10 feet below the cellar level of a

Y 2
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sixteenth-century house, which had been erected on sloping

ground just without the Upper Pithay gateway, one of the

gateways in the Norman wall of Bristol. This would mean

probably 20 feet below the original street level in the

fourteenth century.
It is probable that the dish was brought over during the

period of the Spanish trade with Bristol.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communi-
cations and exhibitions.
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ANNIVERSABY,
ST. GEORGE'S DAY,

TUESDAY, 23rd APRIL, 1901

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

HERBERT JONES, Esq., and the Rev. GEORGE WILLIAM
WALTER MINNS, LL.B., were nominated Scrutators of the
Ballot.

At 2.30 p.m. the PRESIDENT proceeded to deliver the follow-

ing Address :

GENTLEMEN,
Since I last had the honour of addressing you on our

Anniversary we have had to deplore the loss of our Patron,
Her late Majesty Queen Victoria. It will hardly be necessary
to emphasise the universal feeling of grief which has found

expression in every part of the world. As far as this Society
is concerned you are doubtless aware how liberally and

graciously our Patron on many occasions contributed by her
condescension to the promotion of the objects for which we
exist as a body. I might mention, as within the last few

years, the exhibition here of the picture of Henry VIII. and
his family with our national Saint George, an exhibition

which was dealt with in such an exhaustive manner by our
late Fellow, Sir George Scharf, K.C.B. Again, in 1890, Her

Majesty allowed, on the occasion of a comprehensive paper by
Mr. C. J. Jackson on Spoons, the inspection and careful repre-
sentation of that most historic and interesting spoon which is

such an important instrument in the Coronation, and has by
its great age been associated with the remarkable continuity
so peculiar to our country, I mean the so seldom disturbed

and never broken line of sovereigns. On these and many
other occasions our late Sovereign was always a most gracious
and sympathetic Patron of the Society, and I might remind

you that though our charter dates from very soon after the
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reign of the great Anna, it was only in that of the greater
Victoria that the Society was associated with a lady.

Since the last Anniversary the following have been
elected :

As an Honorary Fellow :

Max Herz Bey.

As Ordinary Fellows :

Thomas Ashby, jun., Esq.
David Lindsay, Lord Balcarres, M.P.
Oswald Barron, Esq.
Herbrand Arthur, Duke of Bedford.

Keginald Blomfield, Esq.
Alfred Charles Cronin, Esq.
Freke Guy Rashleigh Duke, Esq.
William Jesse Freer, Esq.
Alfred Charles Fryer, Esq.
The Hon. Alban Gibbs, M.A., M.P.
Francis Bennett Goldney, Esq.
Richard Edward Goolden, Esq.
Frank Green, Esq.

Hardinge Stanley, Earl of Halsbury, Lord High
Chancellor of England.

Arthur Frederick Hill, Esq.
Thomas Cann Hughes, Esq., M.A.

Hugh Leonard, Esq.
Harold Lyon Thomson Lyon, Esq.
Cyril George Rigby Matthey, Esq.
Sir Herbert Eustace Maxwell, Bart., P.C.

Walter Henry, Lord Northbourne.
Charles Reed Peers, Esq., M.A.

George Noble, Count Plunkett.

Charles James Prsetorius, Esq.
Sir James Sawyer, M.D.

Eugene Edward Street, Esq.
John Symonds Udal, Esq.
Rev. the Hon. Gilbert Holies Farrer Vane, M.A.

The following have resigned :

John Arthur Ruskin Munro, Esq., M.A.

Captain Montagu Burrows, R.N., M.A.
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The following Fellows have died since the last Anni-
versary :

* John Anderson, Esq., M.D., LL.D. Edin., FRS 15
August, 1900.

Henry Spencer Ashbee, Esq., F.R.G.S. 29 July 1900
* Charles Barry, Esq. 3 June, 1900.
* John Batten, Esq. 8 November, 1900.
Richard William Binns, Esq. 28 December, 1900.
Sir Francis George Manningham Boileau, Bart

2 December, 1900.
* Rev. George Drinkwater Bourne, M.A., Hon. Canon of

Gloucester. 31 January, 1901.
* Sir William Cunliffe Brooks, Bart. 9 June, 1900.

Richard Smith Carington, Esq. 9 January, 1901.

George Cheney, Esq.
John Cockle, Esq., M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P. 14 November

1900.
* Sir Francis Cook, Bart. 17 February, 1901.

Very Rev. Benjamin Morgan Cowie, B.D., Dean of
Exeter. 8 May, 1900.

Major-General Sir William Grossman, R.E., K.C.M.G.
19 April, 1901.

* Frederick Davis, Esq. 14 July, 1900.

Charles Isaac Elton, Esq., B.A., Q.C. 23 April, 1900.

Benjamin Edward Ferrey, Esq. 19 April, 1900.

Osgood Field, Esq. 2 November, 1900.

John Frederick France, Esq. 6 October, 1900.

William George Fretton, Esq. 17 July, 1900.

Rev. John Hodgson, M.A., F.G.S. 9 January, 1901.

Colonel Charles Thomas John Moore, C.B. 17 May,
1900.

Rev. Henry Leonard Nelthropp, M.A. 22 March,
1901.

The Right Rev. William, Bishop of Oxford, D.D., Hon.

D.C.L., LL.D. 22 April, 1901.

Lieutenant-General Augustus Henry Lane Fox Pitt-

Rivers, D.C.L., F.R.S. 4 May, 1900.

William Sedwick Saunders, Esq., M.D. 18 January,
1901.

Basil Woodd Smith, Esq., F.R.A.S. 27 January, 1901.

Samuel Clement Southam, Esq., F.R.G.S. 15 December,

1900.

Joseph John Tylor, Esq., Assoc.M.I.C.E. 5 April,

1901.
* Denotes Compounder.
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Right Rev. Bishop John Vertue. May, 1900.

Rev. Frederick Augustus Holden Vinon. 12 April,
1901.

*
Christopher Knight Watson, Esq., M.A. 30 January,

1901.
*
Henry White, Esq. 25 October, 1900.

James Wilson, Esq. 17 May, 1900.

I will follow a custom, which I think is a good one, namely
that of noting the services to archaeology, if any, of the

deceased Fellows in the order of their seniority in the

Society.

The late Mr. JAMES WILSON, who died 17th May, 1900, joined
our body as far back as 12th January, 1843, but he does not

seem to have made any communications to the Society.

Mr. RICHARD WILLIAM BINNS, who died on 28th December,
1900, aged 81, was a partner in the famous Worcester porce-
lain works for many years, and contributed to the increasing

reputation of china from those works. He was elected a

Fellow 19th May, 1859, but never attended our meetings.

In this same year our late Fellow, and for many years

Secretary, Mr. CHRISTOPHER KNIGHT WATSON, joined the

Society. Grandson of Dr. Watson, the well-known Bishop of

Llandaff, the author of The Apologies, Mr. Watson had from
the time when he took his degree at Cambridge, in 1851,
made his mark in archaeology by numerous lectures and

papers on Greek art and other classical studies. In 1860 he
was on the retirement of Mr. Yonge Akerman elected to the

Secretaryship of this Society. The duties of that office he

performed with much energy and efficiency for some 25

years. Mr. J. Winter Jones, V.P., in the address which he

delivered, during Lord Stanhope's absence through illness, at

the anniversary meeting in 1875, referred to the arduous
labours which Mr. Watson encountered in the new

arrangement and cataloguing of our Library. He asso-

ciated himself also with other objects of national interest,

such as the vindication of the authenticity of the Paston

Letters and the restoration of the Chapter House
at Westminster. On the occasion of our removal from
Somerset House to our present apartments in 1874 the

exertions of our Secretary were called into full play, and he

on various occasions arranged and catalogued the important
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accessions to our Library contained in the Fairholt and

Ashpitel Bequests. His contributions to our Library were
also of great value and importance, and though much busied
with the multifarious duties of his office, he found time on
various occasions to add his quota of archaeological lore to

our publications. In 1885, somewhat broken in health by
his labours and the sudden death of Mrs. Watson, he found it

necessary to retire from the post he had so conscientiously
filled for so many years. The Society in appreciation of his

services voted him a pension of the full amount of his salary
at that date, and he enjoyed his rest until his death on the

30th January this year. He had many devoted friends in

this Society and elsewhere, and for many years edited The

Church Quarterly Review, a most congenial task. Mr.

Watson died at the ripe age of 76.

Next in seniority as a Fellow I must mention the Very
Reverend BENJAMIN MORGAN COWIE, D.D., Dean of Exeter,

who was born in 1816. Matriculating as scholar of St. John's

College, Cambridge, he was in 1839 Senior Wrangler and second

Smith's Prizeman, and was elected a Fellow of his college

and ordained. From 1844 to 1851 he was Principal of the

College for Civil Engineers at Putney. In 1853 he became

Hulsean Lecturer at Cambridge, and soon after published his

"
Scripture Difficulties." In 1854 he was Lecturer on Geometry

in Gresham College, and in 1856 was appointed a Minor

Canon of St. Paul's. In 1857 he was presented to the living

of St Lawrence Jewry, in which place he, besides being

appointed an Inspector of H.M.'s Schools, did active work in

promoting in the City an interest in foreign missions.

Maiesty appointed him in 1871 Chaplain-in-Ordmary,
and the

next year Mr. Gladstone gave him the Deanery of Manches

which he held for 11 years, when he was removed to H,

Always on the side of toleration and forbearance, he displayec

much zeal in the cause of devout and artistic services. Con

paratively feeble health necessitated frequent

south of Europe, but he continued to the last to attend

cathedral services. He was elected Fellow 13th February,

1862, and died 3rd May last year.

The Rev HENRY LEONARD NELTHROPP, M.A., ws* elected a

Fellow 13th Feb 1862, and was, in the Somerset House days,

Ifequent^attendant at our meetings, and on various cocasions

exhibited objects.
For many years he ^f*^

lector of clocks and watches. This collection he preset

the Clockmakers' Company for exhibition at
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Library, where it fills a large room. He was much appreciated
by those who knew him, but his advanced years (he died in

his 81st, on the 22nd March, 1901) prevented his attendance
at our rooms of late years.

Mr. JOHN FREDERICK FRANCE, F.R.C.S., formerly Lecturer
and Ophthalmic Surgeon to Guy's Hospital, London, was born
in 1818. Distinguished in his profession, and particularly in

his special line, he became Member and Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons in 1840 and 1855 respectively, and was
the author of many professional works. He was elected

Fellow 12th December, 1862, and died 6th October, 1900.

In the death on the 4th May, 1900, of Lieutenant-General
AUGUSTUS HENRY LANE Fox PITT-RIVERS, D.C.L., F.R.S.,

archaeology and anthropology have lost a most valued
teacher and leader. Born in 1827, he entered the army in

1845. He served in the Crimea on the staff from April to

November, 1854, and was present at the Alma. General
Pitt-Rivers was for some time associated with the musketry
instruction of the army, a subject which had not then

acquired its proper appreciation. From an early date in

his military career the future antiquary had made himself
remarkable by the intelligent and exact construction of

models, certainly of military subjects, but foreshadowing the

exceptional excellence of the drawings and models with
which his name will always be associated. He also began
the collection of weapons and articles of dress, ornaments,
etc. from all parts of the world, a large portion of which
collection now forms the Pitt-Rivers Museum at Oxford. But
it is perhaps to his systematic and careful recording of exca-
vations and explorations that antiquaries owe most. He was
certainly one of the first of the modern school who by their

extreme care and patience have so much enhanced the value
of excavations. Nothing was too insignificant for note and

registration, and the magnificent work in five volumes record-

ing with the fullest details his work on the property to which
he succeeded in 1880 will always be a model for future
workers. He joined this society in 1864 and held the office

of Vice-President in 1871. His contributions to our publica-
tions and those of many other societies were numerous and
most valuable.

Col. CHARLES THOMAS JOHN MOORE, C.B., who died 17th

May last year, was elected 30th May, 1867, and Mr. JOHN
BATTEN, elected the same year, died 8th November, 1900. Sir
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WILLIAM CUNLIFFE BROOKS, Bart., elected in 1868, died 9th
June, 1900; but none of these gentlemen appears to have
taken an active part in the work or meetings of our Society.

Dr. SEDGWICK SAUNDERS, the Medical Officer of Health
and Public Analyst for the City of London, was born in 1824,
and in 1843 entered on his hospital work at St. Thomas's.
After serving for some time in the West Indies and North
America as assistant surgeon in the Royal Fusiliers, he was
appointed medical officer at Fort Clarence, Rochester. Later
on he was one of the fortunate survivors of the wreck of the
"
Birkenhead," and soon afterwards began practice in the

City, where in 1874 he succeeded Dr. Letheby as medical
officer. He wrote much on sanitary matters, but does not
seem to have taken an active part in this Society, to which
he was elected llth January, 1872. He died 18th January
this year.

Sir FRANCIS COOK, Bart., who was born in 1817, was elected

a Fellow 16th January, 1873. He was an ardent collector

of pictures, especially of the Spanish, Italian, and early
Flemish schools. Majolica, bronzes, etc. also were acquired
in great numbers, and made the collection at Doughty House,

Richmond, famous. Wealthy and well advised, he did not

neglect the obligations of riches, and for acts of charity to the

poor of Portugal he was created Viscount Montserrat in that

country. He died 17th February, 1901.

The eminent architect, Mr. CHARLES BARRY, F.R.I.B.A.,

who died on 3rd June, was elder son of the late Sir Charles

Barry, and was born in 1823. Educated^
at Sevenoaks

Grammar School, he was compelled by delicate health to

travel for some months, after which he began practice as an

architect as partner of the late Mr. B. Banks, who had for

some years been one of his father's principal assistants,

these gentlemen the public owe the buildings of our own and

other societies at Burlington House. In 1876 Mr. Barry was

elected President of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

and in 1878 was one of the Royal Commission for the Fra

Exhibition. For his services on that occasion he
receiyec

Cross of an Officer of the Legion of Honour. He had i

received from his own Institute the Queen's Gold M< al

Mr. Barry was for a long time a member of the society ot

Arts. Mr. Barry, who joined our Society 2nd March, 1870,

does not appear to have contributed to our pubhcati
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The Rev. GEORGE DRINKWATER BROWNE, M.A., Hon. Canon
of Gloucester, and Mr. OSGOOD FIELD, who were elected in

1877, and died respectively 31st June, 1901, and 2nd November,
1900, took no active part in our work.

Mr. HENRY SPENCER ASHBEE, F.R.G.S., elected 7th June, 1877,
was a well-known City merchant, and a great book collector

and bibliographer. His large library contained an unequalled
collection of works relating to Don Quixote in every language,
and these with many others he bequeathed to the British

Museum. He was also a corresponding member of several

foreign societies, and wrote in French on the visits of Voltaire

and Marat to England. As a traveller he had made Tunisia a

special study. Mr. Ashbee died 29th July last year.

Mr. WILLIAM GEORGE FRETTON, who was elected a Fellow
7th March, 1878, was a well-known citizen of Coventry, with
the ancient history and topography of which city he was most

intimately conversant. He contributed to the local magazines
and press a great number of valuable communications dealing
with every aspect of the history and associations of his

native town. For many years he was head of the school at

Coventry, and combined artistic ability with great literary

industry. He died 17th July last year, aged 71.

Rev. JOHN HODGSON, M.A., F.G.S., who died 7th January this

year, was elected a Fellow 6th March, 1879.

Mr. CHARLES ISAAC ELTON, B.A., Q.C., who died 23rd

April last year, was a distinguished member of his profession
and a great authority on old real property law and custom.

Born in 1839, and educated at Cheltenham, he went to Balliol,

and was in 1861 elected a Fellow of Queen's. Called to the

bar at Lincoln's Inn in 1865, he acquired a large practice, and

published several works of great value. The Tenures of
Kent, Commons and Waste Lands, Custom of Tenant Right,
and a well-known work on copyholds, were some of the chief

results of his professional knowledge, while in The Origins of
English History he dealt with the knowledge of Northern

Europe possessed by the Greek traders and travellers of the

period immediately succeeding Alexander. In 1884 Mr. Elton

successfully contested the election for West Somerset, and

though unsuccessful the next year, he gained a great victory
in the Wellington Division in July, 1886. He became a

Queen's Counsel in 1885, and subsequently was elected a
Bencher of Lincoln's Inn. While in the House of Commons
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his great legal knowledge commanded attention. He was
elected Fellow 7th June, 1883, and was at one time a frequent
attendant at our meetings. He possessed a valuable library,
a catalogue of which, prepared by himself and Mrs. Elton,
was published.

Mr. BENJAMIN EDWARD FERREY, F.R.I.B.A., elected the
same year as Mr. Elton, does not seem to have contributed to

our publication. He died 19th April, 1900.

Dr. JOHN ANDERSON, LL.D. Edin., F.R.S., died 15th August,
1900, at the age of 66. In 1864 he began a distinguished
career in India and the East, being in that year appointed

Superintendent of the Indian Museum. In 1868 he was
selected by the Indian Government to accompany an expe-
dition to Western China as scientific officer. Again in 1874

he was a member of a similar expedition, which, however, had

to retreat to Burmah. In 1881 he was sent to investigate

the marine zoology of the Mergin archipelago. In 18<S7 In-

retired from the service of the Government of India. He was

the author of numerous zoological and other scientific works,

and English Intercourse with Siam in the Seventeenth

Century. He joined our Society 6th March, 1884.

The Rev. AUGUSTUS FREDERICK HOLDEN VINON was elected

a Fellow 5th March, 1885, but neither he nor Mr. RICHARD

CARRINGTON SMITH, elected a Fellow 4th March, 1886, made

any communications to the Society.

Mr. FREDERICK DAVIS was elected a Fellow 28th May,

1887, from which date up to nearly his death on 1

1900, he was a most regular attendant at our meetings, and

took a very active part in the exploration of the Silchester

site, on the subject of which he published a small but excellent

monograph. Educated at Derby and Belper Schools, and

subsequently privately by the father of Herbert Spencei

Mr. Davis was by profession
an engineer,

retiring some few years ago from the active exercise of his

callingT he threw himself with great energy into the 8

antiquarian matters, and with excellent results. His death a

the early age of 57 no doubt deprived the antiquarian world

of an ener|etic worker. His sympathy for the Socie y
^and

its work found substantial expression in his bequest oi ;

(free of legacy duty) to the Research Fund.

Sir FRANCIS GEORGE MANNINGHAM BOILEAU, Bart, who
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died 2nd December, 1900, at the age of 70, was a pro-
minent figure in politics and church matters in his county
of Norfolk, among the Freemasons of which county he also

occupied an important position. He was elected Fellow
6th June, 1889, and at the time of his death was President of

the Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society.

Major-General Sir WILLIAM GROSSMAN, RE., K.C.M.G., M.P.,
who died on the 19th instant, was the owner, I believe, of

Holy Island, and took a great interest in that historical spot.
For some years he represented Portsmouth in Parliament, and

joined this Society in 1889.

Mr. BASIL WOODD SMITH, F.R.A.S., was elected a Fellow
9th January, 1890, died 27th January, 1901, in his 70th year,
was an active member of the Bible Society and took a lively
interest in the translation work of that body. The Palestine

Exploration Fund found in him an earnest supporter, and he
took the deepest interest in everything which related to the

explanation and elucidation of Holy Writ.

Mr. GEORGE CHENEY, who died last year, became a Fellow
in 1892.

The Right Reverend JOHN VERTUE, Bishop of Portsmouth,
was elected a Fellow llth February, 1892. He was a collector

of judgment and a good antiquary. As military chaplain for

many years he made numerous friends, and few could meet
him without admiring him. In 1864, after the terrible visita-

tion by yellow fever of the Bermudas, where he was stationed,
he received the special praise and thanks of the authorities for

his work there in connection with the care of the bodies, no
less than of the souls, of the troops, and the grant of a

pension from the War Office, and the creation of the bishop-
ric of Portsmouth, to which he was appointed by the Pope as

first bishop, showed the esteem in which he was held. He
died in May, 1900.

Mr. JOSEPH J. TYLOR, Assoc.M.I.C.E., was elected 1st March,

1894, but does not seem ever to have attended our meetings.

Mr. SAMUEL CLEMENT SOUTHAM, F.R.G.S., who died 15th

December last year, became a Fellow 13th January, 1898.

Of Honorary Fellows of the Society removed by death, the

most famous is Dr. EMIL HUBNER, the talented German
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legist and antiquary. Born in 1834, he was educated at
Berlin and Bonn, and in 1870 became ordinary professor of
classical philology at Berlin. His travels included several
visits to Spain and Portugal, the results of which were
embodied in several works, including the second volume of
the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum. In 1866-67 travels
in this country resulted in the seventh volume of the above
work, and it is pleasant to remember that the professor's
feelings towards England especially during the last years of
his life were most sympathetic. He was a voluminous writer
on Roman history and classical literature and philology, and
a constant contributor to various archaeological periodicals.
He was elected an Honorary Fellow 29th May, 1873.

Another of our Honorary Fellows we have lost in the late

WEXDELIN BOEHEIM, the talented and energetic Director of the

Imperial and Royal Armoury at Vienna, who died on the 1st

November last. Herr Boeheim has done perhaps more useful

wrork in the history and intelligent appreciation of ancient

armour than most students of the subject, and he proved
himself a very worthy successor of such writers as Meyrick,
Von Leber, Way, Hewitt, etc. He was a most amiable and

accomplished antiquary, and it is pleasing to note that he

valued his honorary fellowship of our Societ}' very highly

among the many appreciatory distinctions he received and

merited.

Amongst those antiquaries, not Fellows of the Society,

whose death we may heartily regret, stands the name of

CHAELES COMTE DE MARSY, formerly Director of the Society

of Antiquaries of Normandy, and member of many foreign

archaeological societies. He was an active member of

many of them, and contributed many valuable papers on

various subjects to the different foreign antiquarian publica-

tions. A few years ago he brought with him to England to

the annual meeting of the Royal Archaeological Institute in

London several of his compatriots and fellow antiquaries,

and later on at Calais he, as host, welcomed his Enghsh

friends in a most cordial manner. He died on 2 )th May last

year, in his 57th year.

Although our rules do not admit of the Fellowship of ladies,

the death last September of Miss Margaret Stokes

tinguished archaeologist and antiquary should not be pass

over in silence. Daughter of a former President of the Roy

Irish Academy and sister of the eminent surgeon Sir Wil
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Stokes, who died in South Africa, whither he went in the

Imperial cause, Miss Stokes many years ago gave evidence

of that erudition in matters of Irish archaeology with which
her name must ever be coupled. She edited, after a visit in

1867 to the Isle of Aran, the important work by her co-

traveller, the Earl of Dunraven, entitled Notes on Irish

Architecture. Her contributions to the history of Irish art

and archaeology, whether in her own country or as in the

Pilgrimage in Search of the Vestiges of the Irish Saints,

which took her far afield on the Continent, were both numerous
and valuable. She edited a new edition of Didron's Icono-

graphy, and her handbook of Early Christian Art in Ireland,
which she prepared for the Committee of Council on Educa-

tion, will long be a monument of her patriotic learning and

energy. In 1867 Miss Stokes contributed to this Society a

paper on the Breac Moedog and the Soiscel Molaise, printed
in vol. xliii. of Archaeologia, and another in 1881, on two
bronze fragments of an unknown object in the Museum of

the Royal Irish Academy, printed in volume xlvii. of

Archaeologia. Sir Samuel Ferguson's opinion of her as "a

lady of accomplishments as rare and admirable in their kind
as those of her distinguished brother Whitley Stokes

" was

noways undeserved.

The interesting question of the Irish Gold Ornaments now,
and we hope for ever, in the British Museum, has taken a

curious turn, it having been found that such rights of treasure

trove as may exist with regard to them are by the terms of

their charter vested in the Irish Society. But it has not

yet been decided by the Government legal authorities that

these ornaments are of the nature of treasure trove, and until

this has been settled the question of their removal from
London must remain in abeyance. With regard to the existing
custom of the law in the case of objects of intrinsic worth

being found, a committee composed of gentlemen representing
the public museums and also the interests of private
collectors was appointed, and a preliminary meeting held

in the Society's rooms, but the whole consideration of the

matter has been for a time postponed.

The fall of some of the stones at Stonehenge at the end of

last year aroused much public interest, and in view of the

peculiar conditions under which this national monument is in

private hands, the owner, Sir Edmund Antrobus, Bart., very
judiciously expressed his willingness to receive suggestions
from this Society and the local societies as to the best steps
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to be taken to preserve for future times what has for such a
long period been more or less preserved for us. A committee was
formed which, after a preliminary meeting here, visited the
site and there and then drew up a resolution as to the means
thought most advisable to prevent further damage to this
monument. Suggestions were also made as to the replace-ment of last year's fall. It is to be hoped that there now
being an accord between the owner and the representatives of
the public, further harm may be arrested. As in the case of
the Wiltshire earthworks, the altered and altering conditions
of the neighbourhood owing to the existence of large military
camps and the construction of a railway in the nighbourhood,
render some careful scheme necessary to protect these vener-
able remains from wanton or unintentional damage.

The danger to prehistoric remains in Wiltshire by the

occupation for military purposes by the Government of large
tracts of land in Wiltshire, has not escaped the notice of the
Council, who have made suitable representations to the War
Office on the subject.

The proposed erection of a large number of residences at

Bitterne, Hants, has raised the question of the desirability of

a systematic examination of the land to be thus covered,
which is the site of the ancient Clausentum, before any more

building is done, and the ground thus rendered impossible for

exploration.

The excavations at Silchester during the past year have in

no way fallen behind in interest as compared with the works
of former years. A large piece of ground around the north

gate has been the scene of operations, and a number of large

houses, with what was perhaps a small temple or shrine, and
some lesser buildings, have been uncovered and planned. The

antiquities found in and about them have been quite up to

the average, while the number of vessels of pottery has

exceeded even the finds of the previous year. Another im-

portant deposit of iron tools, etc. similar to that found in

1890, and amounting to nearly one hundred pieces, was also

recovered from a well into which it had been thrown.

Considerably more than the western half of the town has m>\v

been completely explored, and the fact that the work IKIS

gone on without interruption for eleven successive seasons is

sufficient proof of the interest taken in it by its supporters.

The proposal to level the King's Bastion at Portsmouth

VOL. XVIII. Z
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aroused some feeling last year, and I was directed to appeal
to the War Office to reconsider the idea on the ground of the

historic interest attaching to the site and the fact of its being
one of the few examples left to us in this country of 18th

century fortifications. However, military reasons for the

destruction are very powerful and sufficient, and the letter

was only acknowledged.

The Council has completed an arrangement with Mr.

Richard Mann by which a large and complete series of draw-

ings of the Roman Baths at Bath have been prepared for the

Society's topographical collection. The drawings, which are

now finished, and have been carefully examined by our

Fellow, Mr. Fox, will prove a valuable record of the Roman
remains in that city, and will doubtless increase in value as

time goes on, and such remains have to yield to modern

exigencies.

The question of the Whitgift Hospital, Croydon, has again
been brought under the notice of the Society. Rumours of

projected demolition or mutilation have resulted in the

formation of a local committee, having for its object the

preservation of that charming Elizabethan building. At the

invitation of the local committee our Council appointed our

Treasurer and Mr. Everard Green, Y.P., as a deputation to

represent the Society in any conference which it might be

found desirable to hold. Fortunately, however, the Hospital
does not appear to be in any immediate danger, and it is

satisfactory to know that the committee at Croydon will

continue to keep careful watch over any future attempt that

may be made to remove or interfere with any part of the

fabric.

In the matter of the Bartlemas Hospital, Oxford, the

chapel has been acquired by Oriel College, but it has been
stated that the continuance and preservation of the alms-

houses would, owing to the demand for building land in the

neighbourhood of Oxford, cause a depreciation to the extent

of some 200 in the value of the surrounding land. If this

sum is not forthcoming it will be impossible to preserve these

buildings, as there does not appear to be any way of preserving
them by utilising them for modern purposes.

The question of the destruction and removal of Long
Bennington Church to a site more convenient for the

parishioners was brought before the Council and the result

appears to be still in doubt.
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The Royal
Analogical Institute having found that fromvarious causes it does not desire to continue the maintenanceof a library the members have kindly offered to our

Sodety the selection from their library of such works as may
T V? mim8 UP g.

aPs ^ our collection of books. This
L need hardly observe, is a most generous offer, and one of
great advantage to this Society. It has therefore been
decided to accept it, and at the same time to grant to the
members of the younger Society the free access, under our
existing rules, to the whole library. Advantageous as this
transter is, and suggestive as it also is of similar transfers
trom other bodies, we must not omit to remember that the
question of book-space, already a difficult one for our own
library, becomes by such transfer much accentuated, and it
will be most necessary to consider how the difficulty is to be
met.

Some of our Fellows may be aware that from time to time
objects of antiquity of varying nature and interest have been
given or left to the Society. This heterogeneous collection,
while not amounting in bulk to the proportions of a museum,
has, however, absorbed a considerable amount of room in our
somewhat limited space. At the same time the room avail-
able for our fast increasing library has diminished very
rapidly, and we are threatened with a congestion which will

considerably cripple the advantages of the library. It is clear
that the Society cannot reasonably hope to have a museum
of any importance, nor have the attentions of Fellows in the

past to the objects we do possess, justified the allocation of

our limited and valuable space to such a purpose. It has
therefore been suggested that a transfer on favourable terms
to the British Museum of a large portion of these antiquities
would in many ways be desirable. For those few who take

an interest in the collection, the removal hence would hardly

prove inconvenient. In fact many of the objects transferred

would, by their removal to the National Collection, not only
be equally accessible for study, but would materially gain in

interest by being placed near to others of a similar nature, and

where many valuable comparisons and relations would strike

the observer. If, therefore, the Society will consent to this

proposal, it is suggested that, subject to the approval of the

Trustees of the National Collection, our small collection should

be acquired by the larger. Of course the rich and extensive

collection of casts of seals would not be included in this

transfer, but would remain in our rooms as heretofore.

I am aware that the scheme is not popular with some of

our Fellows, from whom I have received protests against such

z 2
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a removal, and on various grounds, but it will be for the

Society to decide.

The subject of the formation of a collection of lantern slides

illustrative of archaeological sites, objects, etc. has been

considered during the past year, and a good beginning made
of such aids to illustration of papers read here. It is hoped
that in time, with the aid of a well-classified collection of

slides, the interest of many communications will be much
increased, at all events, for those Fellows who attend the

meetings. Fellows are invited to add to the collection, and

no doubt a system of reciprocal assistance may be started.

The state of the boilers connected with the heating of the

Society's apartments having given rise to anxiety, an expert's

opinion was taken in the matter. Conformably to this

opinion new boilers were obtained and replaced the old ones.

The cost of this necessary precaution was considerable, but

thanks to the care of our Treasurer, the Office of Works
contributed an important proportion of the expense. We
were not able to claim similar help in the renewal of our

meeting-room carpet, but must be content with our success in

the former matter.

The fact that on many occasions objects of very great value,

intrinsic or antiquarian, are temporarily deposited in our

keeping, made the Council feel that special precautions for

the safety of such objects should be taken. Accordingly a

safe for the purpose has been purchased and placed in the

entrance hall, where it is felt that greater safety will be

secured for the contents than in a less frequented part of the

building.

The Council have also caused, with the concurrence of the

Office of Works, a flagstaff to be placed on the roof of the

Society's apartments, and from which a flag bearing the arms
so long adopted by the Society may be flown on occasions of

national importance.

The rooms of the Society have as on former years been

granted for the meetings of the Archaeological Societies'

Congress, and for the meetings of various societies of like

interests with our own.

The Research Fund, to which I have referred in noting the

handsome bequest of our late Fellow, Mr. Frederick Davis, has
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engaged the attention of the Council, and it has been
suggested that as by the original terms of the Fund no
provision is made for grants such as the Society often receives

appeals^ for, such as repairs due to historical buildings, another
fund might be originated which could be thus applied. We
have already a special bequest, the income of which is devoted
to the purchase of books on Ceramics, and there seems to be
no reason against special funds being started for purposes
other than excavations and explorations. The Research
Fund is always happy to receive additions, and any Fellows

approving of the extension as suggested are invited to make
a beginning.

Our energetic Fellow Mr. Mill Stephenson having com-

pleted his self-imposed task of arrangement of the very
large collection of brass rubbings in the possession of the

Society, has now turned his attention to the vast collection of

engravings of sepulchral monuments, large additions to which
we owe to the liberal bequest of Sir Wollaston Franks. This

collection, when arranged and classified, will be of no less

value and interest than that of brass rubbings, especially as

there has been no Haines or Boutell to deal with the larger
mass of effigies. It will be necessary, however, for the

Council to frame such rules as may be necessary for the con-

venient and safe consultation and reference to both collec-

tions.

It having been found that the Statutes contained no

definite provisions as to the admission of visitors and

strangers to our meetings, a small addition to the Statutes

dealing with the matter was approved by the Society at a

special meeting this year.

In conclusion I would thank the officers of the Society and

our excellent clerk Mr. Clinch for the very kind and willing

manner in which they have on all occasions assisted me to per-

form very imperfectly the pleasant and honourable duties of

President.

The following resolution was thereupon moved by E. W.

BRABROOK, Esq., C.B., seconded by EVERARD GREEN, Esq.,*

carried unanimously :

"That the best thanks of the meeting be given to tin-

President for his Address, and that he be reques

to allow it to be printed."
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The PRESIDENT signified his assent.

The Scrutators having reported that the Members of the

Council in List I. and the Officers of the Society in List II.

had been duly elected, the following List was read from the

Chair of the names of those who had been elected as Council
and Officers for the ensuing year :

Eleven Membersfrom the Old Council.

Harold Arthur, Viscount Dillon, Hon. M.A. Oxon,
President.

Philip Norman, Esq., Treasurer.

Frederick George Hilton Price, Esq., Director.

Charles Hercules Read, Esq., Secretary.
Rev. Edward Samuel Dewick, M.A.
Arthur John Evans, Esq., M.A.
Richard Rivington Holmes, Esq., C.V.O.

Sir Henry Hoyle Howorth, K.C.I.E., D.C.L., F.R.S.

John Thomas Micklethwaite, Esq.
William Minet, Esq., M.A.
Sir Edward Maunde Thompson, K.C.B., LL.D., D.C.L.

Ten Members of the New Council.

William Paley Baildon, Esq.
Ernest Crofts, Esq., R.A.
Lionel Henry Cust, Esq., M.A.
Sir John Evans, K.C.B, D.C.L, LL.D, Sc.D, F.R.S.

Alfred Higgins, Esq.
Arthur Henry Lyell, Esq., M.A.
Walter Llewellyn Nash, Esq.

Ralph Nevill, Esq.
Robert Garraway Rice, Esq.
Edward Towry Whyte, Esq., M.A.

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the Scrutators for

their trouble.

Mr. W. G. THORPE proposed that an alteration should be
made in the manner of electing the Council, on the same lines

as those followed by the Royal Geographical Society.
As Mr. Thorpe's proposal was not seconded the matter

dropped.

In accordance with notice duly given to every Fellow, there
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was submitted to the meeting a recommendation of the

Council, that in view of the demand for more room for the

Society's Library, the Society's collection of Antiquities should
be transferred to the British Museum for the sum of 450.
A discussion followed, in which Messrs. A. Higgins, G. J.

Turner, H. B. Wheatley, C. H. Read, and H. L. Thomson Lyon
took part.

It was ultimately proposed by Mr. THOMSON LYON, seconded

by Mr. W. G. THOKPE, and carried by a very large majority
of the Fellows present :

\

" That the consideration of the question be deferred for

six months, and that in the meantime the Council

be requested to consider what further accommoda-
tion can be found for the Society's Library."

Pursuant to the Statutes, ch. iii. 3, the name of Professor

Frederick York Powell, M.A., who had failed to pay all

moneys due from him to, the Society, and for such default

had ceased to be a Fellow of the Society, was read from the

Chair, and the President made an entry of his amoval

against his name in the Register of the Society.

Thursday, May 2nd, 1901.

J. T. MICKLETHWAITE, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors:

Lee-Warner. 4to. London, 1901.

- ci o

From Sir Francis Tress Barry, Bart., M.P., F.S.A. :

1. Prehistoric Brochs of Caithness. 8vo. Lorn
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2. The Scottish Brochs, their Age and their Destruction. 8vo. Kirkwall

1898.

3. Sir Francis Barry's New Excavations of Brochs. By Karl Blind. 8vo.

London, 1901.

From A. F. Hill, Esq., F.S.A. : Gio. Paolo Maggini, his Life and Work. Com-

piled and edited by Margaret L. Huggins. 8vo. London, 1 892.

Also

From E. M. Sympson, Esq., Local Secretary for Lincolnshire : Six lantern slides

of Tattershall Church, Lincolnshire.

HAROLD BRAKSPEAR, Esq., was admitted Fellow.

The appointment by the President of Sir JOHN EVANS,
K.C.B., D.C.L., L.L.D., Sc.D., F.R.S., as a Vice-President of the

Society was announced from the chair.

The Rev. WILLIAM BAZELEY, M.A., Local Secretary for

Gloucestershire, submitted an account of the excavations at

Hayles Abbey in 1900, with special reference to the tiles and
tile pavements.

HAROLD BRAKSPEAR, Esq., F.S.A., read some notes on the

abbey church of Hayles, and exhibited a plan as revealed

by the excavations.

I. J. COLEMAN, Esq., exhibited a bronze spearhead of

unusual size found near Croydon, on which he communicated
the following note :

" The bronze spearhead exhibited this evening was obtained

from the Pleistocene deposits in the valley of the river

Wandle, near Croydon, in Surrey. When found it was lying
in a horizontal position, 9 feet 6 inches below the surface, in a
bed of flint, gravel, and sand. A few bones (mostly broken)
were found near the implement; one of these, the most

perfect, Mr. E. T. Newton, of Jermyn Street Museum, has

kindly examined for me, and he believes it to be a rib bone
of an ox or horse.

The spearhead on being removed from its gravel bed
was accidentally dropped by one of the workmen, and
broke just beneath the loops at the top of the socket. It

will be noticed that the fracture is quite recent
;
the second

fracture is just above the full part of the blade, but this

appears to have been broken for a long time, with the excep-
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tion of a small piece in the middle
; the third fracture has also

been broken a long time, as the surfaces are quite greenIne point was unfortunately broken off and
lost during removal of the implement from
its bed. | 1

The length of the implement as now
shown is 31J inches, and I estimate that
the piece lost from the point was about 1^
inch, the complete implement must therefore
have been about 33 inches long. (See illus-

tration.)
On examining the end of socket where

it is broken I found a small piece of black
wood

;
this probably was a fragment of the

original wood shaft, but it has since been
lost.

I have carefully removed sand and green
patination from one face of the implement
to show up more clearly the mid-rib and
the loops used for attaching the spearhead
to shaft, the other face I have left as it

came from its bed. In parts it is stained

red
;
this is due to the iron which stains the

gravels from which it was taken.

My first thoughts on seeing this spearhead
were what an unwieldy implement it must
have been, on account of its great length,
and that it required a long shaft to pro-

perly balance it
;

and on examining the

socket I found it to be so small in diameter

that it seemed hardly possible that it could

have been used for attacking an enemy,
because if there was much force the shaft

would have been liable to break off short

in the socket.

A spearhead of this type is illustrated in

Ancient Bronze Implements of Great Britain,

by Sir John Evans, Fig. 409, page 329. It

was found on Lakenheath Fen, but it is

not nearly as large as the one now before

you. BRONZE

He also refers to another of nearly the HEAD

same character (22^ inches long) found in

the Thames at Datchet, which is now in the

British Museum. Again he says, 'thejr vary in length trom

about 2 inches to as much as 36 inches.'
"
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MAX ROSENHEIM, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited a Roman bronze

figure of Silenus, found in Fenchurch Street, London, and to

be presented to the British Museum. It represents Silenus

ROMAN BRONZE FIGURE OP SILENUS, FOUND IN LONDON.

Q linear.)

seated upon a wine skin, the neck of which formed the lip of

the lamp. It is unusually good in style, and is probably of

continental make.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communi-
cations and exhibitions.

Thursday, 9th May, 1901.

J. T. MICKLETHWAITE, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the same
ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : Notes on the Life of Thomas Rickman, F.S.A. By his son,
Thomas Miller Rickman, F.S. A. 8vo. London, 1901.

From Sir George F. Duckett, Bart. : Addenda to " Three Generations of Floyds
in the service of the House of Stuart." STO. n.p. n.d.

From W. J. C. Moens, Esq., F.S.A. : Ecclesiee Londino-Batavas Archivum
Tomi quatuor. Edited by J. H. Hessels. Fol. Cambridge, 1887-97.
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Special thanks were accorded to Mr. Moens for his gift to
the Library.

Notice was again given of a Ballot for the election of
Fellows on Thursday, 6th June.

WILLIAM GOWLAND, Esq., F.S.A., read a paper on the Early
Metallurgy of Silver and Lead, with special reference to that
of Lead.

Mr. Gowland's paper will be printed in Archaeologia.

A. PREVOST, Esq., F.S.A., Governor of the Bank of England,
exhibited a quantity of medieval and other pottery found
under the Bank in May, 1900, on which he communicated the

following notes :

" The Bank of England, which occupies one block of build-

ings, is bounded approximately on the north by Lothbury, on
the south by Threadneedle Street, on the east by St.

Bartholomew Lane, and on the west by Prince's Street. The
south-west angle is opposite the Mansion House.
The Wallbrook rising to the north of Finsbury crossed

Moorfields, passed under the chancel of St. Margaret's Loth-

bury, crossing the street of that name, and flowing through
part of the ground on which the Bank now stands, found its

way to the site of St. Mildred's church, and thence in the

direction of the street now called Walbrook to the river

Thames.
It must have been a meandering stream, and is believed to

have bounded a property in the parish of St. Bartholomew in

an easterly direction, is known to have passed through the

churchyard of St. Christopher-le-Stocks, and our clerk of the

works is convinced that he saw it whilst a shaft was being
sunk for a lift.

Anyhow, as far as concerns us now, it is almost certain that

it must have passed through the site of the present Lothbury
wall of the Bank, about opposite the east wall of St. Mar-

garet's church, and apparently the boundaries of St. Mar-

garet's parish in the Bank followed its course. The Bank

stands in three parishes, St. Margaret's, St. Bartholomew's,

and St. Christopher-le-Stocks.
In Lothbury there is an entrance to the Bank at about

one-fourth of the length of the wall west of the north-east

corner, and within a few yards of that entrance, slightly to

the west, is an open court, called "the Residence Court."

The Wallbrook must have flowed almost exactly in the direc-

tion of that court or very near it.
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MEDIEVAL POTTERY FOUND IN THE BANK OF ENGLAND.
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In the course of last summer the court was thoroughly
excavated for some structural purposes. First were found two
brick wells which had been constructed about a century ago
for the benefit of the residents around the court

;
and whilst

these were being demolished the workmen came upon some
decayed pieces of wood which turned out to be the staves of
two tubs or barrels.

I happened to be absent at the time, but the clerk of the
works, who was a witness of their being found, was able to

reproduce their shape and position as shown on the sketch;
the bottom of the lowest barrel (there were two, one on the

top of the other apparently) was 12 feet below the surface of
the court, which was 2 feet 8 inches below the level of the

street, and the top of the uppermost one was only about
5 feet below the surface of the court.

It seems very remarkable that while the walls of the Bank
were being built round the court, and during the construction

of the brick wells, this wooden well should not have been
discovered. This evidently was not the case, for at the

bottom of the lowest barrel, imbedded in the mud, black

slimy mud, not the London clay, were found heaped together
the pottery I exhibit. No clay was found near the tubs, the

same black soil existed 20 feet below the Lothbury surface.

There are eight jugs in really a very fair condition
;
one of

them retaining its glaze to a considerable extent. It seems

curious that they should have been found so collected unless

they were thrown in because they were broken, but their

state would hardly lead one to expect that in every case.

The string which held them may have broken whilst they
were being hauled up, or perhaps whilst some young woman
was gossiping it may have slipped out of her hand.

On mentioning this find to our treasurer he informed me
that a similar one had been made in the foundations of a

house in Coleman Street in 1896, which he describes in the

catalogue of his drawings of old London. Two of the tubs or

casks in this instance went down to a depth of 20 feet below

the street level, whilst in our case the depth was not more

than 12 feet. Although similar wells have been found at

Silchester, our well would not in any case be at a sufficient

depth to be Roman, for a tesselated pavement was found

in Lothbury, close to St. Margaret's church, a short

since 18 feet below the surface, which may be taken as

the depth of Roman London, a similar piece having been

found at the same depth whilst making the new buildings at

Grocers' Hall on the west side of Prince's Street.

I have always been inclined to think that the well
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Residence Court was in some way connected with the Wall-
brook and that it belonged to a house built by the side of the

brook; we have seen anyhow that it flowed close by. I must,

however, leave that to be decided by greater experts than

myself.
As to the date of the pottery, I took a photograph to the

British Museum, and on comparing it with specimens of the

fourteenth century it seemed to be very similar
;
the pottery

found in the foundations of the Coleman Street house to

which I have alluded were said to represent types from the

fifteenth to the end of the seventeenth century, and if the

well existed at the time of the house I referred to, which I

understand stood there in Queen Elizabeth's time, that would
be circa 1592.

The fire of London did not reach the Coleman Street house,
but it passed over the spot where the pottery shown now was
found."

Thanks were ordered to be returned for this communica-
tion and exhibition.

Thursday, May 23rd, 1901.

J. T. MICKLETHWAITE, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From W. E. Foster, Esq., F.S.A. : South Lincolnshire Families: No. 1,

Abstracts of some wills of the Irby and Tashe families. 8vo. Peter-

borough, 1901.

From J. T. Micklethwaite, Esq., V.P.S.A. : The Church Towers of Somerset :

a series of etchings by E. Piper, with introduction by J. L. W. Page. fol.

Bristol, 1898, etc.

From the Earl of Crawford, K.T., F.S.A. : Bibliotheca Lindesiana. Collations

and Notes, No. 5. Catalogue of English Newspapers, 1641-1666, together
with notes of a few papers of earlier date. (Privately printed.) 4to.

Aberdeen, 1901.

From the Author : The Gilbertine Priory of Watton, in the East Riding of

Yorkshire. By W. H. St. John Hope, M.A. 8vo. London, 1901.

Also

From R. Garraway Rice, Esq., F.S.A. : Two lantern slides of the excavations

at Silchester in 1900.
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The following letter was read from the Chair :

"
Privy Purse Office,

Buckingham Palace,

gIR
15th May, 1901.

I have the honour to inform you that I have submitted to
The King your letter of the 13th Inst : and in reply I am
commanded to say that His Majesty is pleased to accede to
the request contained in it, to grant his Patronage to The
Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
D. M. PROBYN, General,

Keeper of H.M.'s Privy Purse.
The Secretary,

Society of Antiquarians [sic], London."

It was accordingly unanimously resolved

" That the Council be requested to convey to The King
in due form the thanks of the Society for the
honour conferred upon it."

Notice was again given of a Ballot for the election of

Fellows on Thursday, 6th June, and a list of candidates to be
balloted for was read.

GEORGE E. Fox, Esq., F.S.A., and W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE, Esq.,

M.A., submitted a detailed report of the Excavations on the

site of the Roman town at Silchester in 1900.

CLEMENT REID, Esq., F.R.S., communicated some notes on

the Plant Remains of Roman Silchester.

A large quantity of pottery, iron tools, and other objects

found during the excavations were also exhibited.

Messrs. Fox and Hope's paper and Mr. Reid's notes will be

printed in ArcTiaeologia.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communi-

cations.
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Thursday, June 6th, 1901.

Sir EDWAKD MAUNDE THOMPSON, K.C.B., LL.D.,
D.C.L., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gift was announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries :

1. De Danske Runemindesmasrker. Af L. F. A. Wimmer. Andel Band.
Folio. Copenhagen, 1899-1901.

2. Affaldsdynger fra Stenalderen i Danmark. 4to. Copenhagen, 1900.

From the Trustees of the British Museum : Guide to an Exhibition of

Drawings and Sketches by Old Masters and Deceased Artists of the English
School. 8vo. London, 1901.

From the Author : Cookham Church. A Village Lecture. By Sir George
Young, Bart. 8vo. Reading, 1901.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Thomas Cann Hughes, Esq., M.A.

George Noble, Count Plunkett.

This being an evening appointed for the election of Fellows
no paper was read.

A. G. LANGDON, Esq. F.S.A., exhibited a drinking horn of

modern workmanship, mounted with a silver-gilt mazer band.

The band is 4J inches in diameter and 1 inch deep, and
inscribed :

SOLI DGCO tyONOE ET GLOEI7V I1}C

There are no hall marks, but the date of the band is

probably circa 1530.

G. W. MARSHALL, Esq., LL.D., F.S.A., exhibited the original
seal of the Peculiar Jurisdiction of the Chapel of King
Charles the Martyr at Peak Forest, Derbyshire.

The seal is a pointed oval, 2^ inches long, having for

device a kind of square banner with imitation heraldry, very
rudely cut, with the date 1665 in base. The legend is :

8IGIL IVE 8TI CA
|
PEIMI MAE : CAP M (?)

The last half is upside down and reversed.
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The seal is cut on one end of a cylindrical piece of hard
wood, 2i inches long, engraved on the butt end, which is 2
inches in diameter, with a shield of imitation heraldry
encircled with the legend :

+ PECV : IVRIS : APVD PEAKE FORREST CAP : ADMC.
For particulars of the peculiar jurisdiction claimed by the

WOODEN SEAL, AND DEVICE ON HANDLE, OF THE PECULIAR JURISDICTION
OF THE CHAPEL OF KING CHARLES THE MARTYR, PEAK FOREST. (}.)

minister of Peak Forest, see J. Charles Cox, Notes on the

Churches of Derbyshire, ii. 278-281.

T. C. HUGHES, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., exhibited and presented an

impression of the common seal of the town of Lancaster, and

photographs of two shields of arms removed from the old Town

Hall.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these exhibitions

and to Mr. Hughes for his gift.

The Ballot opened at 8.45 p.m., and closed at 9.30 p.m., when

the following gentlemen were declared duly elect*

of the Society :

As Ordinary Fellows :

Rev. William Gilchrist Clark-Maxwell, M.A.

Thomas Hesketh Hodgson, Esq.

Gordon McNeile Rushforth, Esq., M.A.

VOL. XVIII. 2 A
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Lieut.-Col. Henry Leslie Ellis.

Sir Thomas David Gibson Carmichael, Bart., M.A.

William Bruce Bannerman, Esq.
Rev. Henry Barber, M.D.

Richard Oliver Heslop, Esq.

And as Honorary Fellows :

M. Henri Hymans.
Dr. Woldemar von Seidlitz.

M. Leon Morel.

Thursday, June 13th, 1901.

Viscount DILLON, President, in the Chair.

The following gifts were announced, and thanks for the

same ordered to be returned to the donors :

From the Author : The Benedictine Abbey of SS. Mary, Peter, and Paul,
at Pershore. Worcestershire. By F. B, Andrews, A.R.I.B.A. 4to.

Birmingham, 1901.

From the Author : The Signs of the Old Houses in the Strand in the Seventeenth

and Eighteenth Centuries. By F. G. Hilton Price. Dir. S. A. Privately

printed. 8vo. London, n.d.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Lieut.-Col. Henry Leslie Ellis.

William Bruce Bannerman, Esq.
Richard Oliver Heslop, Esq.

ROLAND PAUL, Esq., F.S.A
,
read some notes on the Heraldic

Glass in Great Malvern Priory Church, which will be printed
in Archaeologia.

O. M. DALTON, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., read the following note on

some bronze vessels from Spain with Christian Inscriptions of

the Visigothic period :

"The vessels illustrated by the accompanying drawings,

probably an ewer and basin once belonging to a church,
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came into the possession of the British Museum in 1900.

Though no precise locality was given, they were stated

to have been found in Spain, an attribution which is

probably correct, a basin of a similar character having
been previously discovered near the the town of Gouvea,
District of Guarda, in the Province of Beira, Portugal.*

They possess a considerable interest on account of the two

inscriptions in the interior and round the rim of the basin.

BRONZE EWER FOUND IN SPAIN. (* linear.)

Ih

of the Lord. Amire the

of the maker s
n f not

un^
flying as it ,

- *

p. 135 (Berlin, 1900).
^
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to do the satisfaction of a craftsman with his handiwork
rather than an expression of humility such as is more com-

monly recorded on similar objects. The formula In nomine
Domini with which the inscription begins is a common

prefix on monuments and documents from early times,

BRONZE BASIN FOUND IN SPAIN. linear.)

and was frequently employed in Gaul and Spain under the
Franks and Visigoths. The inscription round the rim, which
is in smaller characters, consists of the text from Revela-

tions, V. 5 : + VICIT LEO DE TRIBV(S) IVDA RADIS DAVID
ALLELVIA. The epigraphy of the inscriptions suggests the
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sixth to seventh century as the most probable date, as e.g.

the use of the triangular A for D, which is seen on the outer

inscription, appears to be most frequent at that period, and
the more remarkable forms of the other letters are found on

contemporary monuments. The vessels are turned on the

lathe and very well made, so that from the technical point of

view they might belong to an even earlier period. A point
of interest is the solid boss or omphalos in the centre of the

basin, clearly a survival from an earlier type in which the

boss was hollow and served a practical purpose. The vessels

may perhaps have been used for washing a priest's hands,

and have been presented to a church by their maker Deocicus.

With them was obtained a smaller bronze object resembling
a handle, which does not appear to be connected with either,

though stated to have been found in the same place. The

ewer, if such it was, is imperfect at the neck and has been

damaged in several places by blows from a pick."

Mr. O. M. Dalton also read the following note on a Byzan-

tine cameo with a remarkable type of the Annunciation :

BYZANTINE CAMEO WITH A

EB

REMARKABLE TYPE OF THE ANNUNCIATION. (?.)

inscription, is The Annunciation, and it is treated m a manner

which would appear to be unique in the
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tion to the divine command. Before her on the left stands

the angel, a nude childlike figure with his I leg advanced,
his face turned backwards and upwards, and his I arm
raised high above his head. He has no nimbus, but in the

field above him is engraved a circle, within which are conven-
tional flames or rays, probably indicating the heaven from
which he has just descended. The inscriptions, which are

carefully cut, are

O XAIPETICMOC MP T, and O APX. TABPIHA.

It is in the figure of the archangel that the chief interest of

the gem centres. There can hardly be a doubt that we have
here a pagan and classical type introduced into a scene from
the gospel narrative, for in spite of the consciousness of nudity
which his attitude suggests, the angel is very nearly related

to the Cupids of Roman art and as far removed as may be
from the traditional conception of the heavenly messenger.
Before any explanation is suggested for this curious fact, it

may be briefly pointed out that the whole treatment of the

subj ect is exceptional.
* The scene is amplified by no accessories

or attributes of any kind, although by the sixth century these

had become almost universal owing to the popularity of the

apocryphal gospels. In the Protevangelium of James t it is

recorded that the Virgin Mary first heard the angel's greet-

ing when drawing water from a well, and that she first saw
him in bodily form on her return to the house. She was

engaged at the time in spinning purple wool for the new veil

of the Temple, and it was when she had resumed her task that

the angel appeared. This version of the story, providing as it

did a greater wealth of detail than the canonical gospels, was

naturally preferred by artists
;
and when once it had been

generally accepted, one or other of the two episodes which it

contains was invariably reproduced in works of art which
took the Annunciation for their subject. Most commonly the

Virgin is seen seated in, or just risen from, a high-backed
wicker chair, holding in her left hand a spindle from which
threads of wool fall to a basket near her feet. The scene at

the well is less frequent, but is found in an early group of

representations, of which two ivories, one at Milan,J the other

* On the Annunciation in Early Christian and Byzantine Art, see Stuhl-

fauth. Die Engel in der altcliristlichen Kunst, pp. 58-78 (Part 3 of Picker's

Archaologisclie Studien sum Christlichen Altertutn und Mittelalter, Leipzig,
1897) ;

and Strzygowski, Byzantinische Denltmaler, pp. 42-44 and p. 101.

t C. ix. 1-9. On the relation of Early Christian art to the apocryphal gospels,
see De Waal, Die Apolirypli. Evangelien in der altchristlichen Kunst in

Romisclie Quartalschrift, 1887, pp. 173 ff., 272 ff.. and 391 ff.

J Garrucci, Storia delV Arte Cristiana, PI. 454.

I
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at South Kensington
* furnish

interesting examples. The
angel, wearing a long tunic and usually a mantle, has in
almost every case a wand or staff' as a mark of his heavenly
office; his right hand is raised in the ordinary gesture of
discourse, which is entirely different from the strained position
of the left arm on our gem; almost always he has the nimbus,
though this is sometimes omitted in works of an early period.'

Returning to the more particular points in which the cameo is

exceptional, the nudity and juvenile appearance of the angel,
we have to ask what explanation can be offered of so strange
a divergence from Christian usage. In the whole range of

Early Christian or Byzantine art there is probably no
authenticated example either of a nude or of an infantine

angel. The symbol of St. Matthew in the apsidal mosaics of

St. Pudenziana at Romet is not strictly an angel, and besides

being seen only in half-length, represents a type quite alien

in style and character to a Cupid or a genius. The nude

winged figures which support wreaths or cartouches on
Christian sarcophagi or are inwoven in Coptic textiles are

simply putti. purely decorative in intention, and in no way
intended to do duty as angels; child-angels of a similar

appearance are the invention not of ancient but of modern
art. At all early periods the universal rule was that angels
should be represented as adolescents clothed in long garments,

usually the tunic and pallium. It was not that Early Christian

art condemned nudity in all cases, for there were obviously
events in sacred history which, when literally interpreted,

seemed to impose it. But where nakedness is found it is

usually a sign that those thus represented are undergoing
misfortune or persecution, and to depict honoured or exalted

personages in such a state without some definite historical

reason would have been quite contrary to Christian senti-

ment. Even in cases where primitive usage had sanctioned

the employment of nude figures, it became usual in later times

to substitute draped types, and in the eastern provinces of the

Empire drapery was universal. At no time, however, was

nudity considered appropriate to angels, for although

St. Dionysius the Areopagite,? in his description of

nature of celestial beings, laid it down that angels are

unclothed, his theories were never translated into practice by

* The Werden Casket, Garrucci, PL 447, Fig. 1.

f De Rossi, Musaici Cristiani delle Chicse di Xoma f *?**&'
der Christliclien Kunst, vol. i. Frontispiece (Freiburg, 1896)

tions to which the early mosaics have been subjected make their e<

TS^":^. xv. 3; Did**, AM* AM*~* "iii

38-39.
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Christian artists. The artistic conception of the winged
angel is probably derived from the Nike of Hellenistic art,

which was always represented in long garments.* The angel,
whether with or without wings, was always regarded as a

beautiful youth clothed in the most dignified of costumes
;

and the appearance of such a figure as the Gabriel of our

cameo, playing his part in a solemn scene of sacred history
in the guise of an Amorino, would under any ordinary
circumstances have been simply inconceivable.

Considerations of this kind give us perhaps an indirect clue

to the date of the gem, for if it was cut at a time when

ordinary conditions no longer prevailed, we naturally think
of the period of the iconoclastic disturbance. Historians have
sometimes exaggerated the havoc wrought by the iconoclast

emperors, and it is probable that more objects of artistic

value escaped the hands of their emissaries than has often

been supposed. Although the crusade against images nomi-

nally lasted for 150 years (717-867 A.D.), it was not pursued
without intermission, but was interrupted by periods of indif-

ference or reaction during which the makers of ikons probably
exercised their craft without interference. Nevertheless,
both literature and art suffered much during the troubled

times of the eighth and ninth centuries, so that when the

storm abated the craftsman who wished to renew the old

traditions would sometimes fail to find models ready to his

hand. The popularity of subjects of classical derivation on
the ivory casketsf of the ninth century was probably due in

large measure to this cause
; mythological motives were here

freely applied, and we find, for instance, on the fine example
formerly in the cathedral of Veroli, near Rome, and now at

South Kensington, | Europa being carried off by the bull, and

Bellerophon leading his horse to drink at the fountain. The
work is often vigorous, but always mannered and conventional,
while the frequent misinterpretations in matters of detail

make it obvious that the carvers had before them copies
which they did not always understand. It has been suggested
with every appearance of probability that these copies were
silver vessels of the Early Empire which existed in such large
numbers in the palaces and wealthy houses of the metropolis.

* J. Strzygowski, Orient odcr Rom (1901), 28. Another view of the origin
of the angel in art is that it was derived from the symbol of St Matthew. Stuhl-

fauth, as above, p. 1'44.

+ On these caskets and their relation to classical art, ride H. Graeven in

Jahrbuch der Kunsthtstorisclien Sammhingen dcs allcrhochsten Kaiserha'uses,
vol. xx. .(1899). Dr. Graeven gives a complete list of all existing examples.

J Maskell, Description of the Ivories, etc., 47 ; Westwood, Fictile Ivory Casts,

etc., Nos. 543-547, pp. 220, 221.
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Silver plate of a pronounced pagan character was not the
quarry of the iconoclasts, whose motives differed fundament-
ally from those of the Crusaders in 1204. In the dearth of

religious models, such plate afforded the most convenient

subjects to copy, and it was only to be expected that the

Cupids which pervaded the designs of the silversmith slmuld
be bodily transferred to the panels of the ivory carver. When
there was once more a demand for religious subjects the

pagan influence was not easily shaken off, and on several

surviving ivories of the period it is very manifest. One such

example, a panel
*

representing Christ's Descent into Hell, is

in the British Museum, and the rather chubby little fi^im-
which do duty for the dead rising from the grave have
affinities with genii which cannot be mistaken. It seems
reasonable to suppose that causes similar to those which
affected the art of ivory carving were not without influence

upon that of the engravers of gems ;
and if we suppose that

our cameo was in part at least an imitation of an antique

original, we have an explanation of its eccentricity which lias

at least some probability on its side. It is, however, remark-

able that the figure of the Virgin is by no means so abnormal

as that of the angel, and it would appear that the traditional

type had been less completely forgotten in the one case than

the other.

If the above suggestions carry any weight, the cameo was

probably produced at some time in the eighth or ninth cen-

tury, perhaps the latter, a date with which the style of

lettering in the inscriptions would very fairly agree. In

general appearance the lettering resembles that seen on ivory

carvings of the tenth century, to which period so many

surviving monuments belong, but the forms seen on the gem
all occur in MSS. of the eighth and ninth centuries. Enough
has perhaps been said to show that the gem could hardly be

ascribed to the earlier centuries of the Christian era, while

it is equally improbable that it can be much later than the

period here proposed, because by the tenth century normal

iconographic types were established on a foundation winch

was never afterwards shaken. Thus angels of the traditional

type are found in the famous MS. of the Homilies of St. Gregory

Nazianzen in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (Cat. .No

which dates from the end of the ninth century, and

* Graeven, as above, Fig. 4, p. 11, and Fr&tehrMli*he **d^^
plate iii. (Moscow, 1863) ; Silvestre, PaleograpJiic Unuer*cli< ,

W
a gospel in the Library of St. Mark, Venice).
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the Menologium made for the Emperor Basil II. in the

following century. Annunciation scenes in which the Virgin
is represented as standing are more particularly associated

with Syria and Palestine.* The three Byzantine cameos in

the JBibliotheque Nationale at Paris f are all of this type, but
differ fundamentally in other respects from our gem. The
chair and the wool-basket are associated with the Virgin ;

the

angel is clothed in a long tunic
;
and the accompanying

inscription takes the more usual form of the angel's saluta-

tion : Xeupe Ke-^apLTOD/jLevr) 6 Kupto? fjbera aov (St. Luke
i. 28). The incorrect spelling in each case, as well as the"

more stereotyped rendering of the scene, point to a rather later

date for these gems, which may be approximately ascribed to

the eleventh century. One of them (No. 338) has on the

back an intaglio of the Crucifixion, with an inscription which

may possibly refer to Anna Comnena, who died in 1108."

ROBERT MUNRO, Esq., M.A., M.D., communicated the follow-

ing Report as Local Secretary for Scotland :

" Since my last communication to the Society (May 21st,

1896) I have the honour to report that the following are the

more important discoveries and investigations made in

Scotland up to the present time.

I. ISOLATED FINDS.

(a) In .1896 a gamekeeper found a bronze sword in the

cleft of a rock on the hillside above Inverbroom, Ross-shire,
which passed into the possession of J. A. Fowler, Esq., of

Braemore. The peculiarity of this sword is that the hilt and

pommel, as well as the blade, were cast in bronze
;
but other-

wise it is similar to the more common type with a flat hilt-

plate and rivet-holes for fixing to it a handle of bone, horn, or

wood. Only two other specimens with cast handles of bronze

have hitherto been found in Scotland, one at Leadburn,
Peebles-shire, and another among a bronze hoard in Edinburgh.
Two have been found in England, one in the river Cherwell
and the other in a railway cutting in Yorkshire. J

(6) In 1898 a bronze sword of the usual leaf shape was
disinterred while cutting a drain on the farm of Bailielands,

*
Strzygowski, as above, 101.

| Babelon, Camees dc la Blbl'wtkeque Natwnale, Nos. 336-338 (Paris, 1897).

% Proc. S. A. Scot., xxx. 352.
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parish of Auchterarder. This discovery makes the sixth
bronze sword found in Perthshire.*

(c) A bronze chape of a sword scabbard, of late Celtic

workmanship, was found by a shepherd in a mole-hill on
the farm of Glencotho, in Holms Water, Peebles-shire. f The
locality of this interesting find is about two miles to the west
of the farm of Stanhope, where, in 1876, a massive bronze
armlet (late Celtic), a Roman patella, and two small orna-
ments like harness mountings were found under a large stone
on a rocky hillside.

:f

(d) On the 24th November, 1897, a hoard of coins, numbering
138, nearly all foreign deniers, was found while ploughing in

ild on the farm of Cleuchland, on the Wolfelee estate,
a field

Jedburgh. The coins lay some 6 inches below the surface
and about 100 yards from the ' Old Roman Road.' Another
hoard of 273 coins, comprising English, Scottish, and Irish

pennies (one foreign denier), was discovered in 1898 by the

appearance of a few of the coins in a mole-hill in Falhills

Wood, Mount Lothian, Penicuick. The details of these coins
are given by Mr. A. B. Richardson in the Proceedings of the

Scottish Society.

II. EXCAVATIONS ON ROMAN STATIONS CONDUCTED UNDER
THE AUSPICES OF THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF

SCOTLAND.

(a) The success of the excavations at Birrens encouraged
the Council of the Antiquaries to undertake a similar investi-

gation of the well-known Roman camp at Ardoch. The

operations were under the direct charge of Mr. J. H. Cun-

ningham, C.E., Secretary, who has given an excellent account

of the methods pursued by the explorers, together with plans,

sections, and full details of the materials brought to light by
the excavations.

The enclosed area of the station is rectangular in shape

having sides 500 and 440 feet in length, and covers about 5 acres

in extent. The defences cover upwards of 10 acres, and show

five well-defined trenches on the north and east sides.

Mr Cunningham deals with the structural remains of the

camp under three heads: (1) Earthworks; (2) Structures of

wood
;
and (3) Structures of stone. The relics collected are

described by Dr. Joseph Anderson ;
and the i

* Ibid, xxxii. 3U. t^f xv
-:!

11

;;.

t Ibid, xxxiv. 25i. Vol. xxxii. 2Do.
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called pretorium of General Roy, and other writers on Ardoch,
is shown by Mr. T. Ross, architect, to be the remains of a
medieval chapel.*

Passing over the excavation of the defences, which revealed

nothing of an unusual character, the most interesting dis-

covery was the fact that the buildings within the camp had
been constructed of wood. After a few weeks of tentative
excavations by running trenches in different directions,
Mr. Cunningham thus writes :

' Traces of rude walls, built drains, and cobble and gravel paving were found
in many parts of these cuttings, also low, narrow tracks in the till, apparently
the beds once occupied by some kind of foundation. Several small iron and
bronze articles were also found, as well as fragments of pottery, pieces of lava

querns, a considerable quantity of charred wheat, and a number of clay pellets.
So far, however, nothing had been found sufficiently definite, nor any group of

things so clearly related to each other as to give a clue to their purpose. But
about the middle of June a clue was found to a theory which seemed likely to

supply a satisfactory explanation of some of the mysterious features which had
been noted, and this idea served to direct the explorations for many weeks. In
one of the cuttings the clerk of the works noticed several holes about 10 inches
in diameter and 30 inches deep. Some were empty, or nearly so, and some were
filled with fine soil which could easily be distinguished from the surrounding
till. In some of them fragments of charred wood were mixed with the soil, and
in a few pieces of decayed wood 4 or 5 inches in length and about 3 inches in

diameter were found. A flat stone was generally lying at the bottom, and the
sides consisted of cobbles. Apparently these holes were the sockets in which

piles formerly stood, so as to form posts or upright members in the framework of
wooden buildings. It was now surmised that the narrow tracks already noticed
in some of the cuttings, which it had been difficult to account for, were the beds
in which wooden sleepers or cills had been laid, and that some of the buildings in

the station had been constructed of wood, having upright timbers either fixed

into the ground or mortised into cills.'

The above theory was then tested by further explorations,
and the result was that a large area on the north-east side

was found to have been laid out in streets after a plan which

closely resembled that disclosed in the Roman station of

Birrens, the only difference being that in the latter the

foundations were of stone.

The relics found in the course of the excavations are in

their general characteristics similar to those on other Roman
sites. They consist chiefly of fragments of pottery and glass;
three melon-shaped beads

;
a bronze socketed axe with a side

loop ;
a few objects of harness mountings (late Celtic) ;

some

greatly corroded iron implements of the axe and mattock

type; and a few fragments of sculptured or inscribed tablets.

One of the most interesting features of the Ardoch excava-

tions was the discovery of 75 pellets of burnt clay, conically

shaped at both ends like the leaden sling-bolts used by thy
Romans. They were found chiefly over the area occupied by

* Ibid, xxxii. 399-476.
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the wooden buildings, a fact which gave rise to the idea that
they had been thrown by the enemy in a red-hot condition
with the object of setting fire to these combustible materials
Caesar informs us that the Nervii attacked the winter quarters
of the Romans in a similar manner, and actually succeeded in
setting fire to the huts which, after the Gallic custom, had
been thatched with straw. The applicability of this theory
to Ardoch derives some support from other discoveries made
in Britain in recent times. Among the relics found on the
Glastonbury lake-village, similar clay pellets, both burnt and
unburnt, were in such numbers as to leave no doubt that they
were manufactured by the inhabitants

;
so that we have in

this case positive evidence that the Gallic custom had been
imported into Britain prior to the invasion of the country by
the Romans. The presence of these clay sling-bolts, together
with the few ornamented harness mountings, may therefore

suggest that Late-Celtic civilisation had also preceded the
advent of the Romans into North Britain.

(6) The excavation of the camps and earthworks at

Birrenswark, undertaken by the Society in 1898, were super-
intended by Mr. James Barbour, architect, who has given
an interesting account of the operations with illustrative

plans and sections.* In this locality are two roughly rect-

angular camps situated at the base of a conspicuous hill,

one on its north and the other on its south side, with

minor entrenchments on its east and west sides, the whole

forming a kind of circumvallation connected by defaced

trenches round the hill.
' The hill/ writes Mr. Barbour,

'

is

isolated, its sides are steep and at places precipitous, and the

summit is a nearly level plateau. Owing to the peculiarity of

configuration and commanding position it forms a conspicuous
and remarkable feature of the landscape; and the summit

affords extensive prospects of the country in all directions,

the English hills, the Solway, Bowness, and Bin-ens being
within view, and a number of Scottish counties overlooked.

At a place like this it is not surprising that evidence should

be found of military occupation, and the remains of artificial

works of this description, grouped about the hill, are not less

unique than the hill itself.'

The hill top, measuring 1,700 feet from east to wes

700 feet from north to south at the west part, but reduced to

400 feet at its east part, was entirely encircled with an

artificial rampart which can still be traced along

sinuosities of the crest. Four gateways on its north, south,

* Ibid, xxxiii. 219-249.
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east, and west sides afforded entrance to the plateau.

Leading from the west gateway is a narrow path, cut out of

the solid rock to a depth of 2 feet, 4 feet wide near the gate
and 2J feet further away. These gateways were approached
by stone pavements, and in some instances there were indi-

cations that they had been stone-built structures. On the

west end of the plateau there were exposed the remains of

a curiously built fortlet surrounded by a horse-shoe-shaped
stone wall, 130 feet in diameter. The area enclosed con-

tained mixed debris arranged in strata as follows :

' earth

mixed with charcoal or decayed brushwood, 6 inches thick
;

red soil, 3 inches thick
; peat or turf, black and very distinct,

2 inches thick; a mixture like iron rubbish, but probably
moor band, 6 inches thick

;
and the remainder earth, and the

surface turf."

The relics collected were distributed throughout all those

different structures, and differed considerably from the remains

found on the stations of Birrens and Ardoch. They, especially
the pottery, had a mixed character like those found on
Romano-British sites, as for example the Hyndford crannog,
near Lanark.

Among the relics may be noted the following: several

whetstones and pounders, the latter showing marks of usage
at one or both ends

;
half of a circular grindstone of sand-

stone, 5 inches in diameter; a flint flake, 1| inch in length,
and worked into a sharp point at one end

;
20 Balista bullets

of red sandstone (11 whole and 9 broken), weighing from
6 oz. to 2J Ibs.

;
67 sling bullets of lead varying from f to

1^ inch in length ;
the bottom portion of a Roman patella of

bronze, 3 inches in diameter, and ornamented on its inner

side with raised concentric rings ;
a portion of a shale bracelet

;

two spheroidal studs of green glass, each half an inch in

diameter; portion of an armlet of green glass with a rope

moulding in blue and white round the exterior edge, very
similar to one found on the Hyndford crannog ; portions of

five armlets of vitreous paste ;
an intaglio setting of dark blue

paste for a finger-ring ;
two melon-shaped beads of vitreous

paste ;
small portions of green glass ; pottery of a mixed

character, including both ' Samian
'

and native earthenware,
and even fragments of what looked like medieval water jars ;

axe- and spearheads of iron
;
a horse-shoe and a large number

of fragments of iron implements.
From the mixed character of these remains it comes to be

a question whether the fort on the hill was held by natives

or Romans. Considering the conspicuous position of this

natural stronghold, and the instability of Roman sway in the
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region betweecn the two walls, the most probable explanationof the facts is, that it was
occasionally occupied by Romansand .oritons.

III. -HlLL-FORT NEAR AfiERNETHY.

a
One of the most interesting investigations of the forts of

Scotland was commenced a few years ago by Mr. Alexander
Mackie and Mr. James Marr, two residents in the village of
Abernethy, who devoted their spare time to the excavation
ot a fort crowning Castle Law, a spur of the Ochils to the
west of the village which rises to the height of 600 feet
above the carse-lands. Subsequently the explorers received
assistance from the Society of Antiquaries, and in 1898 the
work was successfully completed. The results are briefly
described in Prehistoric Scotland, p. 371, and with fuller
details by Dr. David Christison in the Proceedings of the
Scottish Society.* The defensive work consisted of a dry-
stone wall, from 18 to 25 feet thick, having a well-built outer
and inner facing with rubble work between, and enclosing
an oval space, 136 feet in length by 51 feet in breadth. In
a portion of the outer facing it was observed that the dry-
built wall had been strengthened by logs of wood, after the
Gaulish manner of constructing ramparts of stone and wood.f
Strange to say there was no evidence of an entrance to the
interior. Within the enclosed area there was a circular rock

cistern, 7 feet in diameter and 7 feet deep, which contained,

among the rubbish with which it was filled up, bones of the

ox, goat, and pig, together with some much corroded iron

implements.
The following are the chief relics found in the course of the

excavations : a bronze fibula of late La Tene type, remark-
able as showing that the pin, with one coil attached to it, had

been broken but subsequently made serviceable by passing a

bit of bronze wire through all the coils; a spiral finger-rini;

of bronze, with three coils
; portion of a bracelet

;
a ring and

a polisher of cannel coal
;
two stone lamps with nicks for the

wick
;
a polished stone axe, and a few rudely worked flints

;

two portions of wooden dishes; a deer-horn handle; two

pellets of burnt clay (sling-bolts) ;
a few fragments of hand-

made pottery.

IV. A ROMANO-BRITISH CRAXXOG AT HYNDFORD.

The Hyndford crannog, discovered and excavated by Mr.

* Vol. xxxiii. 13.

f Ceeaar, book vii. c. 23.
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Andrew Smith in 1898, is situated about 2 miles east of the

town of Lanark. Some 20 years ago the site of this dwelling
was a small wooded island, but immediately prior to the

excavations only the stumps of trees were to be seen dotting
the surface of a grassy flat mound, some 70 or 80 feet in

diameter. In winter, and during rainy weather, the mound
was often completely surrounded by water, but generally
there was only a large pond encompassing about three-fourths

of its circumference, leaving a dry neck on the north-east

side which connected it with the cultivated land. In clearing

away the debris of this mound, a depth of 2 to 3 feet, a

circle of the stumps of piles, indicating a diameter of 49 feet,

was exposed in its interior, which I regard as the remains of

a dwelling-house. The floor consisted of clay overlying a

layer of much decayed brushwood mixed with the lake silt.

Within the circle of piles there were three fireplaces, sepa-
rated from each other by an interval of a few yards, each of

which contained two or more hearths made of flat stones and

clay one above the other.

A large quantity of ashes, charcoal, and bones of red deer,

ox, pig, sheep, and goat, broken and sometimes burnt, was
found throughout the debris, together with a number of

interesting relics, of which the following is a brief sum-

mary.
Stone. A neatly polished axe-head, 3 inches long, of the

usual Stone Age type ;
a thin circular disc beautifully

polished on both sides, 3 inches in diameter
;
another of the

same character, but rectangular in shape (3 by 2| inches) ;

four small neatly-formed hones
;

three whorls, one with a

circular groove round its margin ;
several portions of querns ;

a small mortar with traces of gold in it
; portion of a steatite

cup with a perforated handle; hammer-stones, pestles, per-
forated pieces of shale, a number of water-worn pebbles, some
of which seem to have been subjected to heat, etc.

; portion of

a remarkable stone mould like one found in Ayrshire.*
Bronze. A spiral finger-ring 3^ coils

;
two rings If inch

in diameter
;
some pieces of small tubing and a square rod or

wire 9 inches long ; portions of a beaded torque, consisting of

twelve beads strung on an iron rectangularly-shaped rod

which passed through a hole in the centre of the beads. The

Hyndford torque is very similar to one found in Lochar Moss,

Dumfriesshire, figured and described by Sir Daniel Wilson in

his Prehistoric Annals of Scotland.^
Glass. Three melon-shaped beads of the usual Romano-

* Proc. S. A. Scot., L 45.

t Vol. i. pi. ix. 465, and vol. ii. 141.
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British type ;
an elongated drop and several fragments of

vessels; portions of fine bracelets, one surrounded byT roccable in blue and white, verv similar t~ t~n

^
of at least six different vessels ofbarman ware one with a pattern and figures; portions offour vessels of grey Roman pottery ; fragments of a very hard

glazed ware of a bluish green colour, indicating a vessel witha long neck, bulging in the middle, and ornamented with wavv
lines.

Lead. A large mass weighing 13 Ibs. 9 oz, and another
small portion.

Iron. Axes, hammers, and picks ;
a collar made of a flat

band 1 to 1J inch broad and 6 inches in diameter; portions
or iron slag.

Miscellaneous. A small hemispherical object of red enamel
about the size of the half of a large hazel-nut, showino- a
check pattern on its inner side.*

V- THE HILL-FORT OF DUNBUIE AND ITS REMARKABLE
REMAINS.

The late Mr. Adam Millar, F.S.A.Scot., has recorded the
result of the excavations conducted on the site of the hill-fort

of Dunbuie, situated about a mile and a half to the east of
Dumbarton Castle and three miles to the west of the Roman
wall, in an interesting paper to the Society of Antiquaries of

Scotland.t There is no peculiarity about the position or

structure of this fort which differentiates it from many other
forts in North Britain. Before excavation there were few
indications that structural remains lay beneath the debris, but
when this was accomplished there were exposed to view the

foundations of a circular wall, 13J feet thick, enclosing a

space 30 to 32 feet in diameter. Through this wall there was
one entrance passage on a level with its base, 3 feet 2 inches

in width, protected by two guard chambers, one on each side,

analogous to those so frequently met with in the Brochs.

The height of the remaining part of the wall varied from

18 inches to 3 feet 6 inches. The interior contained no

dividing walls nor any indications of secondary occupation.
' The fort,' writes Mr. Millar,

' has been examined very

thoroughly by picking out the stones in the interior one by
one, and riddling .the fine soil and small stones. The same

* For fuller details see Proc. S. A. Scot, xxxiii. 373; also Prehistoric

Scotland, 416.

t Vol. xxx. 291-308.

VOL. XVIII. 2 B
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treatment has been applied to the refuse heap which was
found on the outside, and the result of the search is a very
remarkable collection of weapons, implements, ornaments,
and figured stones.' There is no description of the precise

position of any of these relics in the ruins, with the exception
of two upper stones of querns and a limpet shell having on

its inner surface the representation of a human face, which
are stated to have been found in the interior of the fort. No
objects of metal or fragments of pottery were discovered in

course of the excavations, and of bone there were only two
small pointed objects and an awl having a perforation at one

end. The majority of the following worked objects of stone,

bone, and shell are so remarkable and archaic in character

that their presence in a fort, which cannot be placed earlier

than the Broch period, and probably long after the departure
of the Romans from North Britain, has led some archaeologists
to question their genuineness as relics of any phase of Scottish

civilisation.

Objects of Stone. Nine spearheads, like arrow-points, of

slate, six of which have linear patterns scratched on them.

Some are perforated with round holes, and all were made by
grinding and polishing. One object of slate, shaped like a

knife, was made by chipping.
' This knife,' says Mr. Millar,

' has a feature common to all these slate weapons they seem
to have been saturated with oil or fat, as water does not

adhere to them, but runs off as from a greasy surface.'

Another highly ornamental piece of cannel coal is in the

form of a short spearhead with a thickish stem. The stem
is adorned with a series of hollows and ridges running across

it, one surface of the blade has a diamond-shaped pattern, and
the other radiating lines running from the stem to the margin.
Another group of these remarkable '

artefacts
'

shows mark-

ings of the cup-and-ring order, circles, linear incisions, and

perforations. Some of these ornamentations are deeply cut

on the naturally rough surfaces of flat pieces of sandstone,
while others are on smooth stones artificially prepared for the

purpose. A small piece of flint was supposed to have been
inserted into a partially burnt handle. There are several

examples of hammer-stones of the ordinary crannog type,

rubbing-stones, whetstones, as well as a large number of

water-worn stones which might have been used as hand-
missiles or sling-stones. These latter were not native to the

hill, and must have been transported from burns in the

neighbourhood. Two upper quern stones.

Miscellaneous Objects. A number of splintered pieces of

bone, without showing any other evidence of workmanship,
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have linear incisions like those on some of the stones, which
suggest some kind of cryptic writing like Ogams. There are
also a few water-worn shells, like those seen on a sandy beachwhich have round holes bored through them and linear
scratches on their pearly inner surface. But on the whole
the edible molluscs are but feebly represented, as only five
oyster, one cockle, three limpet, and two mussel shells were
iound, nearly all of which bore marks of some kind of orna-
mentation. But perhaps the most grotesque object in the
whole collection is the limpet shell with a human face sculp-tured on its inner surface. 'The eyes/ writes Mr. Millar,'

are represented by two holes, the nose by sharply cut lines]and the mouth by a well-drawn waved line, the curves which
we call Cupid's bow being faithfully followed. There is

nothing at all of an archaic character, however, in this

example of shell -carving. We found it in the interior of the
fort; it^was one of the early finds nothing like it has been
found since; at the same time we have no reason for assuming
that this shell was placed in the fort on purpose that we
might find it. The fact that it was taken out of the fort is

all that we say about it.'

Mr. Millar's opinion of these novel handicraft remains was
that they were the products of a pre-Celtic civilisation.

' The
articles found,' he writes,

'

are strongly indicative of a much
earlier period than post-Roman ; they point to an occupation
of a tribe in their Stone Age.' When Mr. Millar read his

paper at the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, April 13th,

1896, the Rev. Robert Munro, B.D., then Free Church minister

of Old Kilpatrick and a Fellow of the Society, came to the

meeting, and '

expressed strong misgivings as to the age of

these so-called weapons and carvings.' He commented on
the complete absence of flint implements, and pointed out

that weapons of slate, shale, and pudding-stone were not

adapted to the exigencies of life in the Neolithic Age.' But

notwithstanding these preliminary warnings, Mr. Millar's

paper was published in the Proceedings of the Society, with

over 20 illustrations of the questionable objects, without any
indication that doubts had been raised as to their authen-

ticity.

VI THE DUMBUCK 'CRANNOG.'

The so-called Dumbuck 'crannog,' that being the most con-

venient name under which to describe the submarine wooden

structures lately discovered by Mr. W. A. Donnelly m the

estuary of the Clyde, lies about a mile to the east of

2 B 2
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of Dumbarton, and about 250 yards within high-water mark.
At every tide its site is covered with water to a depth of

3 to 8 feet, but at low tide it is left high and dry for a few

hours, so that it was only during these tidal intervals that

the excavation could be conducted.

On the occasion of my first visit to Dumbuck, before excava-

tions were begun, Mr. Donnelly and I counted twenty-seven

piles of oak, some 5 or 8 inches in diameter, cropping up for

a few inches through the mud, in the form of a circle 56 feet

in diameter. The area thus enclosed was occupied with the

trunks of small trees laid horizontally close to each other,

and so superficial that portions of them were exposed above
the surrounding mud, but all hollows and interstices were
levelled up with sand or mud. The tops of the piles which

projected above the surface of the log-pavement were con-

siderably worn by the continuous action of the muddy waters

during the ebb and flow of the tides, a fact which suggested
the following remarkable hypothesis :

' Their tops are shaped
in an oval, conical form, meant to make a joint in a socket to

erect the superstructure on.' These words are quoted from
a '

Report of a conjoint visit of the Geological and Philo-

sophical Societies to the Dumbuck Crannog, 8th April, 1899.'*

The result of the excavations so far as I can gather from
observations made during my second visit to the '

crannog,'
and the descriptions and plans published by various societies,

may be briefly stated as follows.

The log-pavement within the circle of piles was the upper
of three similar layers of timbers placed one above the other,

the middle layer having its beams lying transversely to that

immediately above and below it. One of the surrounding
piles when freshly drawn up (about 4 feet long) was brought
to a point by a sharp metal implement, the cutting marks

being like those produced by an ordinary axe. The central

portion (about 6 feet in diameter) had no woodwork, and the

circular cavity thus formed, when cleared of fallen stones,

showed indications of having been walled with stones and

clay. On the top of this walled cavity, the so-called
'

well
'

of the explorers, there was a kind of coping, in the form of

five or six ' raised mounds '

arranged
'

rosette fashion,' in

regard to which Mr. Donnelly thus writes :

' One feature

that strikes me very much in the configuration of the

structure in the centre is those places marked X> Fig. 20,

around which I have discovered the presence of soft wood

piles 5 inches in diameter driven into the ground, and

* See Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, xxx. 268, and

fig. 4.
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bounding the raised stone arrangement; the stones in
rude circular pavements or cairns are laid slightly slanting
inwards. *

From
^

this description, and especially the '

slantinginwards
'

of these '

circular pavements
'

or '

cairns
'

it
would appear that they formed the bases for wooden staysto support a great central pole, a suggestion which, on
different grounds, has already been made by Dr. David
Murray. In pointing out that a corporation cairn once stood
close to the site of the Dumbuck '

crannog,' if not actuallyon it, Dr. Murray writes :

'

Beacons have often a pole in the
middle rising above the stonework and surmounted by a
cross. Such a pole carried down to the bottom would
probably be sunk in the clay, which would produce a hole or
well-like cavity similar to that in the formation of the
Dumbuck structure.' t
The surrounding piles were also attached to the horizontal

logs by various ingenious contrivances, such as a fork, a
natural bend, an artificial check, or a mortised hole; and
some of the beams were pinned together by tree-nails, the

perforations of which were unmistakable. This binding
together of the wooden structures is a well-known feature
in crannogs, as was demonstrated by my investigations at

Lochlee and elsewhere. J It would be still more necessary in

a substratum of timbers that was intended (as will be after-

wards explained) to bear the weight of a superincumbent
cairn. Underneath the layers of horizontal woodwork some

portions of heather, bracken, and brushwood were detected,

and below this came a succession of thin beds of mud, loam,

sand, gravel, and finally the blue clay which forms the solum
of the river valley. The tips of the piles had just reached

this latter, but did not penetrate deeply into it, owing to its

consistency ;
and so the blue clay formed an excellent founda-

tion for a structure whose main object was resistance to

superincumbent pressure.
Outside the circle of piles there was, at a distance of 12 to

14 feet, another wooden structure in the shape of a broad rinur

of horizontal beams and piles which surrounded the central

area. The space intervening between these wooden structures

was filled up in its eastern third with a refuse heap, consisting

of broken and partially burnt bones of various animals, the

shells of edible molluscs, and a quantity of ashes and charcoal,

* Journal of the British Archceological Association, December, 1898.

f Glasgow'Heraid, March 22nd, 1899.

J Prehistoric Scotland, 431.

See Proceedings of the Philosophical Society if Matyinc, xxx. hg. 4.
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evidently the debris of human occupancy. On the north, or

landward side, the outer and inner basements of woodwork

appeared to coalesce for 5 or 6 yards, leaving an open space

having stones embedded in the mud and decayed wood, a con-

dition of things which suggested a rude causeway. When Mr.

Donnelly drew my attention to this, I demurred to its being
so characterised owing to its indefiniteness. At the outer

limit of this so-called causeway, and about 20 yards north-

east of the circle of piles, a canoe was discovered lying in a
kind of dock rudely constructed of side stones and wooden

piling. The canoe measures 35J feet long, 4 feet broad, and
1-i- foot deep. It has a square stern with a movable board,
two grasping holes near the stem, and three round perforations

(2 inches in diameter) in its bottom. On the north-west
border of the log pavement a massive ladder of oak was found,
one end resting on the margin of the log pavement and the

other projecting into the timberless zone between the former
and the outer woodwork. It is thus described in the Proceed-

ings of the Glasgow Philosophical Society*: 'Made of a slab

of oak which has been split from the tree by wedges (on one
side little has been done to dress the work), it is 15 feet

3 inches long, 2 feet broad, and 3J inches thick. Six holes

are cut for steps, 12 inches by 10 inches
;
the bottom of each

is bevelled to an angle of 60 degrees to make the footing
level when the ladder is in position. On one side those holes

show signs of wear by long use.'

An under quern stone, 19 inches in diameter, was found
about half way between the canoe and the margin of the

circle of piles, and immediately to the east of the so-called

causeway already described. I carefully examined the surface

of the log pavement with the view of finding evidence as to

the possibility of its having been at any time the habitable

area of this strange dwelling place ;
but the result was abso-

lutely negative, as not a single particle of bone or ash was
discovered in any of its chinks. This fact, together with the

impossibility of living on a surface that is submerged every
12 hours, and the improbability of any land subsidence

having taken place since prehistoric times, or any adequate
depression from the shrinkage of the understructures them-

selves, compels me to summarily reject the theory that the

Dumbuck structure in its present form was an ordinary

crannog. The most probable hypothesis, and that which

supplies a reasonable explanation of all the facts, is that

the woodwork was the foundation of a superstructure of

* Vol. xxx. 270.
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stones built
sufficiently high to be above the action of

the tides and waves, over which there had been some kind
Of dwelling place. The unique arrangement of the wooden
substructures suggests that the central building was in the
form of a round, hollow tower, with very thick walls, like the
brochs and other forts of North Britain. The central spacewas occupied with a great pole, firmly fixed at its base in the
'

well,' and kept in position by suitable stays, resting partlyon the stone '

cairns
'

already described and partly on the
inner wall of the tower. The outer woodwork formed the
foundation of another stone structure, of a horse-shoe shape,
having the open side to the north or landside of the tower,'
which doubtless was intended as a breakwater. By means of
the ladder placed slantingly against the wall of the central
stone building access could be got to the top in all states of
the tides.

The people who occupied this watch tower ground their

own corn, and fared abundantly on beef, mutton, pork,
venison, and shell-fish. The food-refuse and other ddbris

were thrown into the space between the central structure and
the breakwater, forming in the course of time a veritable

kitchen-midden.

Besides the causeway on the north side, Mr. Bruce describes
' a belt of stones, forming a pavement about 6 feet wide and

just awash with the mud/ extending westwards about 20

yards from the central cavity, till it intersected the break-

water. These so-called pavements and causeways were

probably formed during the construction of the tower or

perhaps at the time of its demolition, as it would be mani-

festly inconvenient to transport stones to or from such a

place, in the midst of so much slush, without first making
some kind of firm pathway. Their present superficial position

alone demonstrates the absurdity of assigning the Dumbuck

structures to Neolithic times, as if the only change effected in

the bed of the Clyde since then would be the deposition of a

few inches of mud. At a little distance to the west of these

wooden structures there is the terminal end of a modern

ditch, extending towards the shore, and having on its eastern

bank a row of stepping stones
;
a fact which, in my opinion,

partly accounts for the demolition of the stonework which

had been raised over them. So far the facts disclosed by the

excavations of the structures at Dumbuck, though highly

interesting as evidence of the hand of man in the early

navigation of the Clyde basin, present nothing very remark

able or improbable. It is when we come to examine t

relics which the occupants of this strange habitation have
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left behind them that the real difficulties begin. From the

recent publication of Mr. John Brace's report on the subject,*
I see that the author has profited from the critical opinions
of his opponents by adopting the following classification of

the relics : (1)
'

objects of types which are familiarly known
to archaeological science from their frequent occurrence in

other sites of early occupation ;
and (2) objects of types

which are not known to have been discovered elsewhere,

many of which, however, bear a close resemblance in character

to some of the objects found in the fort of Dunbuie.'

In the first category he includes a number of pointed
objects of bone; implements or worked portions of deer horn;
three small flakes or scrapers of flint

;
an oval water-worn

pebble of quartzite, with a hollow streak along its major axis

('tracked stone'); several hammerstones, whetstones, sink-

stones, and a rubbing stone showing on its edge some mark-

ings not unlike Ogams; the understone of a quern mill

already referred to.

Two of the above-named objects, viz. the tracked stone and
the quern, are characteristic of the early Iron Age, no specimen
of either having been found to my knowledge in any of the

previous ages. These tracked stones, which I believe to have
been used as strike-a-lights, have occasionally turned up on
broch sites, but otherwise they are rare in Scotland. In

Ireland, however, they are more common, no fewer than 10

having been found on the crannog of Moylarg, co. Antrim.
The second category contains a number of artefacts, like

spearheads or daggers, showing more or less workmanship,
and variously ornamented. One great spearhead is in the

form of a winged arrow-point, 11 inches long and 4f inches

wide at the barbs. The stem is perforated with two holes, in

one of which there was a portion of an oak pin. It has a flat

body and rounded edges, and is carefully finished by rubbing
and grinding. One surface is ornamented with three cup-
marks from which lines radiate like stars or suns, and the

other has only small cups and a few transverse lines. There
are some shaped stones, sometimes perforated for suspension,
made of the same material

;
while another group of similar

objects is made of cannel coal. All these are highly
ornamented by a fantastic combination of circles, dots,

lines, cup-and-rings with or without gutters, and concentric

circles. A small pebble perforated at the edge shows on
one side a boat wTith three men plying their oars, and on
the reverse side an incised outline of a left hand having
a small cup-and-ring in the palm. The most sensational

objects in the collection are, however, four rude figures,
* Proc. S. A. Soot, xxxiv. 437-462.
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cut out of shale or cannel coal, representing portions of thehuman face and person. One, evidently a female, we aremiormed was found at the bottom of the kitchen-midden a
strange resting place for a goddess; the other three are
grotesque efforts to represent a human face. There are also
several oyster- shells, ornamented like some of the shale
ornaments, and very similar to the oyster-shell ornaments
ot Dunbuid. A splinter of a hard stone is inserted into the
tine of a deer-horn which serves as a handle

;
and another

small blunt implement has a bone handle. A few larger
stones with cup-marks and some portions of partially-worked
pieces of shale complete the art gallery of Dumbuck.

I have now only a few observations to make on the distri-

bution, position, and physical conditions in which some of
these novel relics were discovered. The workman who found
the large ornamental spearhead showed me the precise spot
where it lay. This was in the mud inside one of the spaces of
the ladder, which still remained in situ when I saw it, and
lying almost on a level with the log pavement. It would
appear that in the act of demolishing the cairn the ladder had
been thrown down, and henceforth became covered over with
some of the stones and a few inches of mud. Now it seems
to me that this spearhead must have been put in the place
where it was found after the ladder ivas thrown down, so

that its age, as a relic, could not be greater than the date of

the demolition of the cairn.

Again, some spearheads and the pebble ornamented with

a boat and a human hand were found in the canoe, and hence

their greatest possible antiquity as relics would not go beyond
the time when the canoe was abandoned as useless. Or the

other relics we are informed that they were found either in

the central cavity, beneath the canoe, or in the kitchen-

midden. Thus the age of a considerable number of the more

remarkable relics must be assigned to a period which ranges
between the date of the demolition of the cairn and tin.'

modern investigation of its site. Now, according to Dr. David

Murray, a corporation cairn existed in this locality in 1758,

and if he is right in surmising that the present 'crannog'

structures are its foundation, the chronological range of some

of these marvellous relics which have so much excited the

curiosity of antiquaries is necessarily limited to the last 150

TTfiQ yQ

As soon as these novel artefacts (included in Mr. Bruce's

second category) came under my observation, I pointed out

their striking similarity in form, style and ornamentation

to those previously found in the fort of Dunbuie.*

*
Glasgow Herald, Jan. 7th, 1899, ami Prehistoric Scotland, 440.
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more recent criticism denying their claim to be regarded as

relics of the Stone Age,
* I thus expressed myself :

' The relics

from both these stations can be readily divided into two

groups, each group presenting totally different characteristics.

Their most astounding feature is that, while one group in

each station is quite in harmony with the antiquities generally
found in analogous situations throughout the Scottish archaeo-

logical area, the other two groups have such a family like-

ness that any tyro would at once classify them as products of

the same civilisation.'

It is thus clear that Mr. Bruce and myself are in entire

agreement as to the abnormality of a particular group of

objects from both stations. But he has left the real diffi-

culties of the case untouched. According to Mr. Andrew

Lang the problem at issue is to account for
' the survival

into a relatively cultured age of a singularly archaic set of

ritual and magical ideas.' On the other hand, I hold that

it is not a question of survivalism at all, for we have no
evidence that a civilisation having such an outward sym-
bolism ever existed within the British Isles. It is rather

a case of spontaneous generation, the sudden intrusion on
the archaeological horizon of a group of fantastic objects
without any recognisable pedigree. On this point I even

reject as irrelevant the claim of the ritual or fetish objects
of the Arunta tribe in Australia, which have been so per-

sistently paralleled with those of the Clyde Valley. The
solution of the problem which I have ventured to lay before

British archaeologists, after a careful consideration of all the

facts, discussions, and opinions available to me on the subject,
is that the strange and novel objects of Dunbuckand Dunbuie
are not genuine relics of the people who constructed and
inhabited these habitations."

EDWIN HENTY, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited the following objects
of the Bronze Age, found in High Down Camp, Sussex, upon
which C. H. Read, Esq., Secretary, made the following obser-

vations :

"It will be within the recollection of the Fellows that

during the past four years excavations within the ancient

British camp on Highdown in the parish of Ferring, Sussex,
have produced quantities of Saxon remains. On a previous
occasion, in the year 1867, General Pitt-Rivers (then Colonel
Lane Fox), investigated the carnps in the same district with
the object of determining their age, and in this undertaking
he made a small excavation within the camp of Highdown.
An account of his researches is given in Archaeologia,

* The Reliquary and Illustrated Arcliceologist, viii. 107.
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vol. xlii. pp. 27 and 53. The general results of his explora-
tions are fully given in those papers, and I will refer the
Fellows to them for details with regard to the camp itself.

He made a cutting just within the vallum on the S.E. portion
of the camp, and discovered a very curious ancient excavation

in the chalk
;
he also found a socketed dagger, of the Bronze

Age, which is figured in the same vol. of Archaeologia,ip\. viii.

tig. 22.

During the last year or more, our Fellow, Mr. Edwin

Henty, has from time to time made trial excavations within

v

BRONZE DAGGER AND CHISEL FOUND IN HIGH DOWN CAM.', Bl

(^ linear.)

the camp, but outside the boundaries of the Saxon eemetoy,

with a view to determine its full extent, and to

whether other burials, possibly
of a

exist there. He has been successful in

of isolated interments by cremahon,

period, as well as the rema.ns of.^3 f the Bronze

deter-
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mined. In the same area were (4) a pointed horn, which had

evidently been fixed to the end of a staff or handle, and (5) a

pierced stone mace.

(1) The dagger is 6T
3
^ inches long, somewhat resembling

Evans' Ancient Bronze Implements, Fig. 252, but the blade

is narrower, with a curved outline, while the tang has the

same projections to fix it in the socket.

(2) The chisel is 4 inches long, and of elegant form. In

general type it resembles Evans' Fig. 193, but the sides have
an ogee curve, and the shoulder near the tang has a raised

edge, which gives it a more finished aspect. The tang is

square in section.

(3) The gold ring resembles Evans' Fig. 489, but the open-

ing is much wider. The concentric lines upon the flat surface

are faint and few. The whole ring has been made from three

plates of gold very carefully soldered together, each side being
formed of a single plate, joined at the extreme edge, while

the third plate forms the inner side of the ring. The two
ends are now open.

(4) The horn point is of simple form, with two holes for a
rivet at the butt, while the point is bevelled on one face to

produce a chisel-like end. Its length is 4^ inches.

( 5) The stone mace is but fragmentary, 3} inches wide by
2f inches long. It is of a grey stone, with a hole towards
the middle, widening towards the surface."

EDWAED PEACOCK, Esq., F.S.A., Local Secretary for Lincoln-

shire, exhibited an implement of polished stone, pierced near

one end, "found in a drain beside the Black Bank Road,

Messingham, by Robert Marshall, of Butterwick Hall."

Mr. C. H. Read thought the stone was probably of Peruvian

origin, and perhaps carried as an amulet.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communica-
tions and exhibitions.

Thursday, June 20th, 1901.

Sir JOHN EVANS, K.C.B, D.C.L, LL.D., Sc.D., F.R.S.,

Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were admitted Fellows :

Thomas Ashby, junior, Esq.
Gordon McNeile Rushforth, Esq., M.A.
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ALBERT HARTSHORNE, Esq., F.S.A., communicated the
following notes on the monumental effigy of Sir Oliver de
Cervington in Whatley Church, Somerset :

" In the long course of the history of costume and armour in

England there are two phases of it which stand out

eminently. The one is the civil dress of the time of Charles I,
immortalised by the pencil of Vandyck in some of the finest
efforts of human genius, and the other, now to be touched upon,
the military equipment of the transition between mail and plate
armour, which, begun just before the middle of the reign of
the ill-fated Edward II., endured as a distinct costume for
about thirty-five years.
The earlier examples of the habits of knights of this period

are naturally allied more or less in character to the war-
like harness of the time of the Great Edward, from which

they developed, as the later ones gradually lapse into the
stern simplicity of the harness such as is shown by an image
in relieved work of laton gilt

' tout armez de fier de guerre,'

generally but perhaps not accurately taken to be the vera

effigies of the Black Prince.

The middle period of the great transition between mail

and plate is the period of interest, for at no previous or

later time was there in military costume such a picturesque
and glittering panoply for the knights ;

arid the rapidity with

which the older habits were discarded for the new after

about 1320 is not less remarkable than the suddenness with

which the prosaic camail and the jupon gave way to the plate

gorget, the cuirass, and the taces, when visible mail entirely

vanished and the man was finally and safely locked up in

steel.

Of the richness of the mixed armour of the transition we
have full documentary evidence, and its varied and fasci-

nating beauty is well exemplified by both brasses and efli.

Among the former strange and complicated harness is shown,

for example, by the brass of the elder De Creyke at

Westley Waterless, while conspicuous among the latter is

the beautiful effigy, in the abbey church of West mi i.

of John of Eltham, who died in 1334, apparently the

earliest sepulchral monument in this country in alabaster,

and perhaps a fair portrait of the princely young man of

nineteen years of age, shown with hands in prayer and cros

legged. The whole monument is of a very refined char*

and it has not received quite the attention from am

antiquaries that its high quality merits The cro-

attitude exemplified by the figure of John of EUhain, who
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was born nearly half a century after the Eighth and last

Crusade, is alone sufficient to refute a popular fiction, apart
from the recognised custom, universal throughout Christen-

dom, of indicating devotional feeling by the position and
treatment of the hands and not by the attitude of the legs.
The question as to where particular effigies were fashioned

is a somewhat obscure one
;
but it must be that many works

of high order were made in such art centres as London, Pur-

beck, Doulting, York, Gloucester, Norwich, Chellaston, Harts-

horne, and some other places in Derbyshire, and in later times
in Nottingham, blocks of clunch, magnesian limestone, ala-

baster, and other proper stones being constantly sent to

London workshops from their beds in distant parts of the

country just as at the present day. Such memorials are

apart from the figures of high ecclesiastics sculptured, pre-

sumably, in great monastic centres under careful clerical

direction, and of course distinct from the rude memorials
made in local quarries by village masons.

A remarkable feature in English monumental sculpture
is the extraordinary accuracy of military harness and
costume shown in effigies that must have been executed

by rude hands in far outlying districts. Such a memorial
is that of Sir Oliver de Cervington, and allusion has

been made on the present occasion to the refined figure in

alabaster of John of Eltham, because the example more

particularly under notice bears so considerable a resemblance

to it, not only in the attitude but also in the armour and
costume. It is in fact a free translation in less tractable

material, the local stone as contrasted with the alabaster, of

the delicate memorial at Westminster. As in the one, so in

the other the armour and costume are equally well understood,
and only in the finer details of the country-made figure is the

hesitation of the artist apparent. He quite realised what
armour and dress he was representing ;

he may indeed often

have seen Cervington and his knightly confreres so caparisoned
when they departed from the quiet villages with horses and
arms to serve the king beyond the seas, or returned from

glorious campaigns in France. But the details of glittering

mail, the delicate studs and buckles, which came so readily
from the chisel of the sculptor in London, were as much

beyond the power of the country man's hand to execute as it

was beyond the nature of the local stone to surrender to such

fretting. The country memorial became therefore, like so

many others of its class, truthful only up to a certain point,
and doubtless attempted portraiture went no further.

But we learn a good deal from the honest endeavours of the
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Whatley 'cementarius'of the middle of the fourteenth cen-
tury. We shall be quite certain that Oliver de Cervington
served, or at least was prepared to serve, his king, armed with
round bascmet and camail of mail, and that besides the usual
protection for the arms he was particular to have his gauntlets
of the fashion of the day, namely, of leather backed with
articulations of plate, with slight gadlings and tight cuffs
reinforced with splints. Similarly the body is shown clad in
the quilted gambeson, then a very old-fashioned garment, in
a hauberk with the heavy shaped skirt, as in the effigy in St.

Peter's, Sandwich, and over it the cyclas with the decorated
and deeply engrailed edge familiar to us in the effigies of John
of Eltham and de Creyke, and depicted in many a contemporary
Burgundian MS., its opening on the right side being fastened

up by three studs. The hands are in prayer. The knees are

protected by genouilleres with single articulations, rosettes

representing the wings of later times, and the legs shown as

protected by jambs of cuir-bouilli, recalling the armour which

Roger Mortimer delivered to his son in 1331, and the defense
of 'gepressten leder' worn by Louis le Hutin in 1316, a
substance recorded as

' de cuir
'

among the effects of Humphrey
de Bohun in 1322. This particular protection is alluded to by
Chaucer in a passage well known to antiquaries in the Rime
of Sir Thopas, 'his jambeaux were of quir boily.' The

examples under notice are reinforced by greaves of steel

covering and protecting the instep. The feet, armed with

old-fashioned prick spurs, perhaps part of the equipment of

the wearer's father, press against a stag, the cerf of his

Norman-French name, resting against some freely-sculptured

leafy foliage. The shield, carried on the left arm, is charged
with the arms of Cervington, on a chevron three stags' heads,

and the sword, with straight quillons, is slung from a sin^l.-

locket just below the mouth of the scabbard, the pommel being

facetted after a very uncommon manner. The head rests

upon a pillow with small tassels at the corners, early instances

of them. The effigy was originally painted throughout, but

barely traces of this decoration now remain. It lies upon a

high altar tomb in the south-east corner of the chapel.

dently built to receive it and the altar of the chant ry

foundation. The front of the tomb is panelled in four wide

and shallow ogeed and crocketed niches, uncusped, the con-

tinuous hollow moulding being filled with ball-flow- is.

are brackets or stools for a figure in each compart ...,-M:

squint to the high altar indicating the position
c

ficing priest in the chantry chapel.

Oliver de Cervington held the manor of Whatley under the
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Abbot of Glastonbmy, and presented to the living in 1344
and 1348. He must have died soon after the latter year, and
the date is very late for a cyclas, perhaps the latest in

England. In Inquisitiones ad quod damnum, June, 39
Edward III. [1366], it is shown that William de Cervington
assigned certain lands for the maintenance of services in the

parish church of Whatley for the soul of Oliver de Cerving-
ton, doubtless his father. It is stated elsewhere that the

chapel in which the effigy lies was built by Elizabeth, Oliver's

widow, and dedicated in honour of St. Edmund by Bishop
Radcliffe in 1350, the first priest appointed being William
Wodeland.
The Cervington family continued at Whatley in the

persons successively of Oliver the second, styled
'

armiger,'

David,
'

armiger
'

and 'Dominus de Whatleigh,' and Edward,
c

armiger,' who was living as late as 1493. To this indivi-

dual must be assigned the erection of the picturesque gate house

leading to the manor house, hard by on the north side of the

church, which was transformed into a more convenient dwell-

ing about 1650. To him also may be attributed the building
of the modest tower with the Cervington coat on the battle-

ments. With such magnificent steeples as those of Batcombe,
six miles, and Leigh-on-Mendip three miles off, and the very
choice little tower of West Cranmore so near, one hardly
recognises that of Whatley as the work of a Somerset builder

at all."

Professor E. C. CLARK, LL.D., F.S.A., read the following

paper on an alleged Law of Numa :

" NOTE. The following paper is based mainly upon a careful

examination of the cast, now in the Archaeological Museum at

Cambridge, made from the original stone at Rome, partly

upon the author's own collection of the marks on the Servian

wall, and partly upon the information furnished and the

suggestions made in the Italian and German antiquarian

periodicals, but more, as regards this last source, upon a

separate and most valuable pamphlet of Professor Domenico

Comparetti (Iscrizione Arcaica del foro Romano), The
Notizie degli Scavi referred to is, unless otherwise stated,

the number for 1899; the Berlin Jahrbuch, that for 1900

(mainly a valuable paper by Herr Hiilsen in the Beiblatt).
The references to Festus and Varro are according to the

paging of Miiller.

In the early part of 1899, at the edge of that portion of
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quoted meant a single stone.

in'^J^T ZT in the Comitium/ s^s Festus, writingm the second century A.D., 'indicates a place of mouriiii."
destined, as some say, for the death (i.e. burial) of R,,,ul,^who however, in fact was not buried there, but Faust i.:
his foster-father and . . . / Here the MS. is mutilated
Miiller read Qumctilius, which reading has been conn,
with Romulus s Quinctilii mentioned by Ovid.f A more pro-
bable reading is Hostilius, the name of Romulus's follower
Hostius Hostilius, grandfather of the third Kin-
Ihis same tomb of Faustulus is also mentioned by DionjVot Halicarnassus as marked by

'

the stone lion which used to
stand in the best (? most honourable or most conspicuous,
oculatissimus locus) \\ part of the Forum, by the Ro-
Hostilius, he elsewhere f says, was buried also in the '

best,'

part of the Forum under an inscribed pillar or pedestal
(crrrjXr)), the record of his valour.

Now Romulus, with his mysterious end, being either
translated or torn into small pieces by the senators, did
not according to the usual stories obtain sepulture.** But
there was another legend, having the high authority
which made him out to be actually buried before, behin
even in the Rostra, the last version adding a tradition that

there once were two sculptured lions erected to his menu

presumably on the two sides of the burial place.ft
These lions may not improbably be or have been identified

with monuments of Faustulus and Hostilius or Quinctilius :

the last of them was evidently a thing of the past ii;

*
Festus, M. 177. F.

f Fasti, 2, 377.

J Livy, 1, 12, 22.

D. If. 1, 87.

|| Pliny, //. N. M, 2L
f D. H. 3, I.
**

Plutarch, Rum. 27 : It. //. 2. r,r, : Livy, 1. -!!.

ft Horace, Epod. 16, 13
; Porphyrio and Schvl. Cn/.

VOL. XVIII. 2 C
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Dionysius's time, who wrote under Augustus. It has been

very reasonably suggested that before or behind the Rostra

might be accordingly as you looked from the Senate House
south to the Forum or from the Forum north to the Senate
House.*

I will not take up your time with the traditions in detail

attaching to this lapis niger. But, in the upshot, they do
seem to establish an obscure record of a couple of lion statues

near the old Rostra, connected with the memory of two early

legendary worthies, and, sandwiched between them, a sepulchre
of the eponymous, I think I must add mythical, hero Romulus.
As upon his grave, according to Comparetti, young English
ladies began to lay flowers upon this black pavement.
Whether it was actually the lapis niger of Festus is debated.

I think the better opinion seems to be that it was not laid

down till post-Augustan times, perhaps by the Emperor
Maxentius as part of a memorial to his son, a later Romulus,
who died c. 310 A.D.

The Old Rostra, Lapis niger or no, this pavement was dis-

turbed by the sacrilegious hands of Signor Boni, the architect,
who discovered, lying partly underneath it, certain obviously
much older structures of tufa. Of these we may first notice

a small rectangular building consisting of two wings with
a central space between, in which had evidently stood a

detached block. The wing structures also bear clear signs of

being meant for pedestals, and there are traces of another

rectangular building behind. Omitting further particulars, I

will merely say that there is very fair ground for identifying
the wings with the pedestals of the two lions, the memorials
of Faustulus and Hostilius, perhaps really of Hostilius and

Quinctilius, and the passage between, how soon worked into

the legend of Romulus I cannot say, with the entrance to

that old platform (suggestus) which came to be called Rostra
from the beaks of captured Antiate vessels fixed there in

338 B.c.f That it existed before that time, as inter alia a

place for addressing a public assembly, is indicated, not only
by Livy's account of this event, but by other references of

the same author for the years 438 and 471.J By these and

by a. well-known passage in Cicero's speech against Vatinius
we know that the spot was a templum, a space definitely
marked off and inaugurated by religious ceremonial. As
the first result, then, of this most important find, the site of

* Jahrb. 3; Comparetti, 64. 3.

t Livy, 8. 14
; cf. Pliny, H. N. 34, 5, 11.

t Livy, 4, 17
; 2, 56.

C'C. in Vat. 10, 24.
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Vetera may now be considered as pretty

For further particulars on this head I may refer to Mr.
Forbes s paper in the Archaeological Journal, De<

^ n

9 '

,

l musfc> however
> add that I cannot -accept all

Mr. Forbes renderings of the authorities cited or his identi-
fication of this black pavement with the Mundus of Festus /and Plutarch.*

The Cippu8..To come, however, to the matter with which
1 am more immediately concerned. On the west side of
tufa structure just described was found the angular extremity
of another substructure, also of tufa, the end bearing a square
pedestal, which again supported a short truncated cone. A
little farther back was let into the basement of tufa a small
pyramid of the same material having its upper part br.
off. Symmetry would certainly lead us to expect similar

objects on the other side.f None has yet been found
there are such clear marks of intentional destruction in what
remains that these memorials may not improbably be supposed
to have formed part of a larger set, the rest of which has

perished. Of what remains the cone tells us nothing. It may
or may not have been the base of a small statue

;
it may or

may not have had an upper part with an inscription.
the contrary, the broken pyramid, which I will call for

convenience the cippus, bears a Latin inscription possibly
older than any continuous record of the language hitherto
known.

There is a cast of it in the British Museum, and anotl

due to the kindness of Sir John Evans, in the Archajolo-

Museum of Cambridge. With the last, the drawing exhil

which was in the first instance an enlargement of Professor

Comparetti's plates, has been carefully compared. Rra-l.-r- -f

Archaeologia will be able to refer to the plate in vol. Ivii.J

Before I treat of the inscription itself I must m.-nticn what

little can be made out of the circumstances of tin- find, upon
which the testimony first to hand was unfortunately some-

what fragmentary and conflicting.

The two objects in question were surrounded, according to

the finder, Signer Boni, by ashes, in which were bones of sh

swine, and goats ;
rude bronze statuettes of what he terms ' a

Phoenician type derived from the Egyptian;' broken vases and

*
Festus, Mundus, M. 154

; Mjuialis., M. 158. See Macrubius, Sat. 1, 16,

18, and Plutarch, Romulus, 11.

t Comp. 4, 13.

J PI. xix. p. 178.

See particularly Jahrb. 3 and 4.

2 c 2
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plaques of pottery.* The statuettes and the figures delineated

on some of the fragments of pottery are figured in the

Notizie. The former are extremely rude and archaic. The

fragments of pottery, some of which bear a letter or two, are

very differently dated by different Roman antiquaries, some

considering that they belong in the main to the fourth

century B.C., while others put them as early as the sixth or

seventh. All, however, agree in connecting the original
erection of the cippus and its substructure with the older

part of the objects found.

This mass of surrounding matter has been styled the
'

sacrificial stratum.' The view taken of it by Signor Boni is,

that the violence with which the cippus has evidently been

mutilated was, shortly after its commission, expiated by a

sacrifice which he identifies with the historical suovetaurilia ;

the remains of the sacrifice, and the supposed votive offerings

accompanying it, being then massed together up to the top of

the broken cippus, level, in fact, with the original basement
of the so-called niger lapis.-f This occasion he identifies

with the purification of the city by Camillus after he had
delivered it from the Gauls in 389 B.c.J The same view has

been set forth and rather amplified by Mr. Russell Forbes.

This strata del sacrificio, or sacra stipes as it has been

still more definitely called, was in the spring of 1900 subjected
to a careful examination by Signor Savignoni,)) and the results

of his investigation have considerably discounted its value as

a means of dating the Cippus. They do not oppose, but in

some respects confirm, the following conclusions, at which I

myself had previously arrived.

1. It being assumed that the bones found do indicate an

early sacrifice of the suovetaurilia, it does not necessarily
follow that this was an expiatory sacrifice for an actual

profanation previously committed
;

this sacrifice being also

traditionally performed as preliminary or precautionary,^[

like that of Job in Job i. 3.

2. The broken pottery and terra-cotta, some of which we
now know to be quite late, and in fact accompanied with

fragments of marble entirely unknown at the time of the

early republic,** has probably nothing to do with either dedi-

*
Notizie, 153-159 ; JaJirl. 3

; Comp. 415,

t Notizie, 153, 158.

Plutarch, Camillus, c. 30.

Archaeological Journal, Ivi. 315.

||
See the Notizie of 1900.

f Livy, 1, 44.
**

Notizie, 1900, p, 145
;
also Comp. 5.
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cationi or expiation. Indeed, if it had, one would rather have
expected the articles to be buried whole. The later fragmentshave merely 'worked down;' the earlier may have bee7, used
tor

filling up
'

after the conflagration, but not, as far as I

see
with^any particularly 'sacred material,' which is the

rather unintelligible view of Savignoni.
3. But there are, on the other hand, I think in the lower

part ot this 'stratum,' certain pieces of ces rude, and certain
rude statuettes of bronze, that may deserve th- num.- with
which they have been dignified, stipe votiva. The <..-

seem to have reference to the practice of offering stipes, a
coins or bits of bullion, to tutelary deities, not onlv in tin-

case of fountains (of which practice the centesimi thrown
into the fonte di Trevi are said to be a survival to this day),
but in the case of foundations, of which Tacitus gives an
instance in the refounding of the Capitol by Vespasian.*
The bronze figures are more difficult to explain, and more
interesting. Is it possible, I venture to ask, that they point
to an ancient dedicatory service, figuring, amongst other

things, that primeval practice of human sacrifice, which was,
as we know, commemorated at Rome in the mysterious
drowning of the Argei ? By way of illustration I may also

ask Biblical students what they take to be the real meat
of the passages as to the rebuilding of Jericho, Joshua vi

and 1 Kings xvi. 34.

The Argei were, in later Roman practice, identified with
human figures made of rush, and tin-own into the Tiber.f
Various explanations, not all connected with th- riv.-r. were

given by the Roman antiquaries. Thering, to my mind rath.-r

fancifully, explains this strange survival by reference to the

original
*

Volkerwanderung
'

of the Aryan races, their breaking

up camp from time to time, and their crossing <!' the rivers

on their way.J Whether the ceremony was originally con-

nected with the river may be doubted. A yearly visitation

of the Argei seems to have been a progress round ch.v

dispersed through the oldest part of Rome. Anyhow these

figures were understood to supply the place of hu

victims, ||
and Livy gives us, for as late a date as 216 B.C.,

the account of an actual burying alive of four huni.-i

in accordance with the Sibylline books and ancient i

* Hist. 4, 53.

f Ovid, Fasti. ">,
021 : Varro, L.L. 7, -1 1

t Evolution of the Aryan, 4, />.

Ovid, Faxti. 3, 791 : Varm. /- J.

' "-'

II Festus. tcj-af/eiuiriox, :w. M
t Livy 22, 9, 57.
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On the whole, the circumstances of this strata del sacrificio

point, in my view, to a dedication earlier than the destruction

of Rome by the Gauls, accompanied in all probability with

very archaic rites, and to a subsequent overwhelming ruin

which we may reasonably connect with that catastrophe, so

fatal to most of the records of ancient Rome. But I must
now come to the cippus and its intrinsic evidence.

I/
The stone is about 18 inches square at the bottom, and from

2J to 3 feet high. The inscription begins about 11 inches up,
so much having been embedded in the setting.

It runs in vertical lines, a mode of writing hitherto, I

believe, only found in a few Greek inscriptions. The result,

unfortunately, is a series of recurring lacunae, the extent of

which can only be estimated, in the vaguest way, by calcu-

lating the point at which the pyramid would become too

narrow to contain the lines of writing.

Comparetti suggests (p. 13) that the obelisk may have been
finished off about the height of a man, and that there may
have been as much again of the writing as we have repre-
sented on the best preserved side.

The inscription is cut on the four sides and on one of the

chamfered edges. This last is, I think, reasonably supposed
to contain the end of the writing, for which the sculptor,

starting on a large scale, did not find that he had left enough
room. There are other instances of this phenomenon in old

inscriptions. Some, however, consider it an appendix to the

first clause.* All, I think, agree that the inscription begins
at the words QVOI HO.

The next feature which we note in this document is that it

is evidently, from the reversed openings of most of the letters

in successive lines, written in the main f3ovcrTpo$ri6v, alter-

nately from right to left and left to right. This style is

possibly not the oldest of all, which may have been through-
out from right to left. Of that, however, we have no certain

example in Latin.f The present is, I believe, the only genuine
MLatin instance of the fiovarpo$ri6v.% It is the style of the

Sigsean inscription in the British Museum
;
the style in which

Pausanias tells us the laws of Solon were written. We may
note, by the way, how remarkably the description given in

Timseus' Lexicon, and the Etymologicum Magnum of the

*
Comp. 15.

f Comp. 10
; Notiz. 160.

i It is found in Etruscan and among the rude half-Latin races of the

Apennines. See Corssen, Avtspracke, etc. I
2
. 3, 12

;
and Jordan, in Hermes,

xvi. (1881), 250, 251.

Paus. 5, 17, 6.
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Greek tcvpftet,? tallies with this cippus, triangular in one sense,

quadrangular in another, with laws 'about tin- gods' (or
sacrifices

') inscribed on it.*

Apart from the forms of the individual letters certain con-
clusions have been drawn from the general manner of wrii

The opinion of Professor Gamurrini f is that the /&oi"7Tpo<//

style died out in the sixth century B.C., from which !< con-

cludes that our inscription may be placed not later than that

century. It is put by Herr Dessau, speaking on behalf of

Mommsen at Berlin last April, in comparison with Giv.-k

inscriptions of a similar type, not later than the first half of

the fifth century. J A separation, by three vertical points, of

words or rather of individual letters (for it occurs in jo :

uxmenta, i : te : r and Kapia : d), is remarked by Ginnumni
as another peculiarity of the sixth century. I may note, h< >\v-

ever, that those of the Cretan inscriptions at Cortyna, which

are also written ^ova-rpo^tjBov, and also show the same

'diacritic' points, are attributed by the learned editors of the

French Recueil (p. 440) to the middle of the fifth century. I

think all we can say of these points is that they are ( in-.-k in

their origin, they are only found in one or two old fragments
of Latin writing,? and they therefore may not be very far

removed from the time when an old Greek alphabet was

adopted by the Romans and Etruscans.

As regards the form of the letters, we have here a piece of

continuous Latin writing (bar the lacunce) which seems

older, both on the ground of appearance and subject matter,

than 'any previously known, and furnishes us with an almost

complete example of the original Latin alphabet. The letters

are generally agreed to be early Greek in their origin, most

probably derived in the first instance from Cumse or some c

the other colonies of Chalcis. This old Greek alphabet was,

according to Mommsen's view, adopted indep- mi-nth

Etruria and Latium, each country developing it in i

wavll It is on the other hand, contended by Gainumn..

mainly I think on evidence furnished by the present
...

tion that the Latin (or 1 Roman) alphabet wa

directly from the Greeks, but after being pivvmush

and adopted in the Etruscan country near Ron,.-, it

* Ruhnken's Timon*, 170.

t Jfotis.lGO.

Jahrb. 1900 ; BeiUatt, 100.

'*A * flJ-

Jahrb. 1900, B. 101.

Notiz. 161-166.
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diate source being possibly the town of Caere, where is the

famous tomb of the Tarquins. This place is the subject of

one of the most interesting chapters in Dennis's work. He
urges, in proof of his view, a considerable resemblance
between the present alphabet and the remarkable abecedaria
on what are known as the Chigi and Galassi vases, which
were found respectively at Formello, near the ancient Veii,
and Cervetri, the ancient Caere just mentioned. As a
matter of illustration, I give the Chigi or Veii alphabet,

actually enlarged from Isaac Taylor, by whom, however, it

has been, I think, fairly well copied from Fabretti.*

Gamurrini puts this vase, from the style of its artistic

work, about the beginning of the sixth century B.C., Momm-
sen, I think with greater probability, a century later.t It

is scratched or painted, not inscribed like our cippus, so that

the letters approximate more to the cursive form. The

alphabet is an Etruscan one, but written, if copied correctly,
from left to right in the direction which ultimately prevailed
at Rome. There is nothing in the subject matter to date the

vase.

This suggested deduction of the Roman alphabet not

directly from the Greek, but with some slight traces of an
Etruscan medium, is very interesting. It is not irreconcilable

with the view of Mommsen, at least as that view was adopted
by Corssen,J who specially calls attention to the close con-

nection of the Tarquins with Cumae. It tallies, moreover,
at once with the established fact of other civilising influences

introduced by the great Etruscan dynasty, with statements

of writing in old Greek characters dating from the reign of
Servius, and in particular with a very curious epigraphic
record at Rome, which is rapidly perishing.
Some years ago, believing, as I still believe, that the '

Ser-

vian
'

wall was, if not in so many words Etruscan work, at

least the work of an Etruscan dynasty, I tried to identify the

marks, still to be found on many of the stones, with dis-

tinctively Etruscan letters. I did not at the time think my
work particularly successful, but I have since compared my
notes with a list of these marks given by Signor Bruzza, in

the Annali dell' Institute di C. A., 1876, and I think I can

identify some of them fairly well with the old Graeco-

Etruscan alphabet which we have in our present inscription

*
Taylor, Alphabet, 2, 74, 75

; Fubretti, 2403 T. xliii. ; cf. 2436, 2766, and
2767.

t Bull. Inst. A. 1882, pp. 92, 93.

J Corssen, Aussprache, &c, I 2
,
5.

D. H. 4, 26.
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r-> t i , r- *v it iii^n uiu nut
in Bruzzas plates, by enclosure in

[ ]. Most of these wall
marks are near the station, but there are a good many and
rather remarkable ones, in what is now called an Aquario

'

m the Piazza Manfredo Fanti. By the ' modern equivalents
'

put above I mean merely the forms of later or classical
Greek.*
A general resemblance between these three alphabets is, I

think, obvious. I can only here call attention to two or
three special points of importance in that of the cippus. The
guttural tennis is K, with the two side strokes, as usual in
the older form, separated. There is no approximation to tin-

later C, towards which a very obvious intermediate stage is

to be found, I may remark, in the ' Vase of Duenos.' f F, if

the fragmentary symbol in line 1 of side 2 be an F, retains
the original opening to the left, in spite of the general
direction (left to right) of its line. This letter is written
either way on the wall. Of the guttural media we have an
undoubted specimen in the curious G of regei, of course

reversed, as in a right to left line. This letter appears to me
to bear more resemblance to the Greek Gamma than to th<-

Zeta, from which it is often supposed that the Latin G was
derived. In the Duenos vase C and G, before O, are identical.

The distinction of the media was possibly, therefore, added

subsequently, and the peculiar shape of this letter on tin-

cippus can not arise so much from any such distinction as

from nearer proximity to the original form, whether really
that of Zeta or, as I incline to believe, of Gamma. Of Zeta

proper, which existed, whatever its sound, in the old Latin of

the Salian hymns,J we have no instance in the cippus. On
the wall, I is probably the old Zeta, not, as might at first

* To these alphabets might have been added one from the much contested

inscription on the " Duenos "
vase, so called from the arti>t l-y win mi it purports

to have been made. This is a remarkable earthenware vessel found ut Koine in tin-

last quarter of the nineteenth century, having a triple receptacle to contain,

according to two of its suggested uses, cosmetics for the living or oil.

for the dead. It is figured, and a copy of the inscription given in a valnaM.

by Jordan (Hermes, xvi. 22G-260). I much prefer this autl: - and

interpretation to that given by Comparetti in his pamphlet on our (">p:

n. 3). Neither the subject matter nor the circumstances of the fin. I i;iv

certain clue as to date. Comparetti suggests the fifth century B.C. generally :

Jordan the middle of the same century. The forms of the lettt

very old, but perhaps a little later than those of the present inscription.

have to refer once or twice to this vase by way of illustration, but i

the whole to steer clear of an independent and very difficult subject.

t Jordan, Hermes, xvi. 254 and plate.

t Vnrro, LL. 7,26,
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appear, an open H. H has, on the cippus, its old closed form

H, which occurs on the wall in ligature with E. An L,

reversed, which I found near the station, is exactly that on
the cippus. The five-stroke M does not need remark. Xi
occurs on the wall not only in the open forms but in the

closed one which we find in the Chigi alphabet, where it

comes regularly between N and O. It does not occur in our

inscription, but we have in line 3 on side 2 the remarkable

X to be noted hereafter. We have a good instance of the

old P (line 4, side 3) reversed because in a right to left line.

Q (Koppa) occurs, in its older form, with the tail or stalk

straight down, as also on the Chigi vase. This letter is not

found on the wall, where in fact circles might naturally be

avoided, if the letters were merely, as I believe, marks of

direction. The R may be noted as free from any rudiment

of a tail, a later growth which occurs elsewhere in some of

the earliest specimens of Latin, though not on the Duenos
vase. S, in our inscription, whatever be the direction of its

line, is always written as from right to left, in the old

way. We have the original hypsilon form doing duty for

either V or U. Finally we have, in the jouxmenta of side 3,

a known early form of the symbol which afterwards repre-
sented a guttural plus S, but which is here, beyond all doubt,

a simple guttural. Whether it represented a weakening of the

G, previous to disappearing before M, which is Comparetti's

opinion,* or an original aspirated guttural, may perhaps
be questioned by philologers ;

but it seems henceforth clear

that there was a time when the Romans used this form of the

Greek chi for a simple aspirate, not yet for an aspirate (or

tenuis) plus S. The older Greek form of chi (^) which the

Etruscans retained but the Romans did not, appears on the

wall but not in our inscription.
On the whole I think we may not unreasonably conclude that

the marks on the Servian wall belong to pretty nearly the

same Graeco-Etruscan script as our inscription, perhaps in a

rather earlier stage. I may add that there is not here, as has

been with reason suggested by Jordan in the case of the

Duenos vase, any question of foreign dialect. Reading was,
of course, no more universal in those early days than in the

Middle Ages ; but, to those who could read, this inscription
was clearly intended for Romans at Rome, and therefore

represents the Roman speech and character. As to its dates,

such a conclusion as the above, on epigraphic grounds, can

*
Comp., 11, n. 1. See, however, Mommsen, Unterit. c. 31, and Bull. I.e. 95

;

Corssen, Aussprache, I
2

. 6 ; Curtius, 182 zy, 399 ^< (on axamenta) ; Corssen

I2 . 29G ;
and Nacht. 425.
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only be tentative though I entirely demur to any idea ofthe Servian wall being republican. But son,, idditiooal
evidence may be adduced on the intrinsic ground of wJbjed
matter, so far as we can make it out.

I give the fragments of the inscription, according to what
seems to me the most probable reading, in modern letters, and
for convenience, from left to right, stating the actual
oror each line :

1st side. R. to L. QVOfflO \<
.') (or I ?) . . .

L. to R..... AKIK-
R. to L. ED SMI: no.

2nd side. L. to R..... N(?)AK
R- to L. REGEILO .....
L. to R..... EVA.M

(Comp. reads this line K. to L.)
R. to L. M\ Ofl i: . . . .

3rd. side. Upside down, L. to R..... M CALATO
Upside down, R. to L.

L. to R..... I(?)ODIOY.V.
R. to L. TA KAPIADOTAVI

4th side. R. to L. .MITI:I-I '.'><or

L. to R..... MV\-<>IHA
R. to L. 7XLODN1
L. to H..... on IOVESTOD

Edge. Upside down. >>r B)Olfc>YIOD ....

The open ends of the lines are continuous with one anot!
the dotted ones represent the ///<////./. The diacritic

j<

are omitted as undoubtedly misleading.

Although, as I shall endeavour to show, some conclusions

may with a degree of certainty be arrived at as r
,- ;l |

object of this inscription, its complete restoration i

the missing part should turn up, hoj.. [em, It has i

however, provisionally supplemented and tran-i

Luigi Ceci, who makes it at one*' a > -trrificia! law of Nm
His interpretation is adopted by Mr. Kussdl 1I1( j

given in the December issue of the Ar<-/i

for 1899.t Leaving open the i|Ufstion alxuit a law

Numa, I must, with all due i

reading, which I think has been rej.-et-d )>y m>t of th.- ,

writers on the subject, Italian as well as German. X.M

shall I give, at least in full, the more probable supplem.
and interpretation of my principal authority. Comj.an tti,

whose reading is also rejected by Huisen. I must, i

*
Notizic, 194.

t Vol. Ivi. :t24. :ILV..
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call attention to a very probable suggestion of Comparetti,
that there are indications of several different sections or para-

graphs in the inscription, e.g. in changes of direction out of

the regular order, as between the last line of the third and
the first line of fourth face (both R. to L.) ;

in the turning
upside down of the two lines at the beginning of face 3

;
and

in an apparently intentional hollow drawn above the two

following lines. Nevertheless Comparetti regards the whole

inscription as confined to one subject, a declaration that the

spot where the cippus stood was to be inviolable, with
various penalties for different infringements, and statements

who might and who might not pass through it. This is, I

think, also the view maintained by Enmann, in the Bulletin

des Sciences of St. Petersburg for December 1899.* who
makes the penalty of violation of the precinct a sacratio or

devotion of the violator and his oxen (jumenta). Other and
later theories, quoted by Mr. Ashby in the Classical Review
for February of this year (p. 85), regard the inscription rather

as a regulation of ceremonies to be performed by the rex

sacrorum in the Comitium (on the days indicated by the

fasti), and the mention of the jumenta as possibly empower-
ing him to appear in a carriage.

Neither of these explanations is very satisfactory. There
are well-known instances of inscriptions protecting a sacred

place, belonging to a later period, from Spoleto and Lucera,

quoted by Comparetti. But, on the one hand, the cippus
does not seem to be exactly on the spot which requires to be

specially protected. On the other, the plurality of clauses,

and the possibility suggested by Comparetti himself, that the

cippus was originally accompanied or balanced by other

memorials of the same kind, is against the comparatively
limited scope which he assigns to it. As to the regulation of

ceremonies to be performed by the rex sacrorum, I do not see

the necessity for their publication, except in the case to which
I myself have no doubt this inscription really refers.

The words quoi . . . sakros esed are undoubtedly qui sacer

erit
' whoever shall be (for some offence specified in the last half

line) sacer.' Quoi is certainly =qui in the sense of quisquis.

Qoi occurs in a precisely similar sentence on the Duenos vase,
and if the distinction is correctly to be drawn, as Jordan
draws it,t between Quei=qui, Latin (or at least Roman) and

quoi=qui, Sabine (or at least non-Roman), we have here the

record of a period where the dialectical differences of an

originally common stock were not yet so accentuated as they

* Jahrb. 1900, B. 100. f Hermes, xvi. 245.
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afterwards became, a period from which, as the abm
writer says, not a glimpse has hitherto reached us
Esed again is certainly erit* The future is common in

this construction, and it is inconceivable that the word can be,
as Comparetti takes it, an imperative, when we compawith the undoubted estod at the end of the inscription, a
form already well known in an alleged law of Romulu^
Tatius.f
The lost words beginning with sord, I take to desci

treatment of a person who is sakros, sacrus={}\e later sacer.
This word is both etymologically and juridically a valuable
find. In the former point of view, it confirms Corssen's expla-
nation of the forms in cr as shortenings of a form in er<>

Greek dypo^= Latin ager)\l in the latter it proves the existence
at the date of this inscription, whether by fresh enactment or

recognition, of the primeval death penalty sac/

to some deity, originally carried out by outlawry ami i

criminate popular execution, later probably by some spec
and official method.

Regei is an undoubted dative of rex, to whom, whether

reading FAS (or ? NAIFAS ) can be maintained or not, some
power or duty is clearly attributed. It is therefore

probable that this is not the practically autocratic

of the regal period but the later rex sacrorum. On thi

other grounds I agree with Comparetti (pp. 16, 22) that

is a republican inscription.
Some action of the rex is no doubt indicated by the follow-

ing words, quos r

In the letters preceding, Comparetti suppose the usual

order of writing to be broken for a single line, taking inn >

as the remains of a inavelit or maveled. I do not think tin-

suggested reading of this coin/>""i"l (in itself ratlin- alien to

the simple style of the oldest inscriptions) should v

the direction of the E and the general order of wril

prefer to leave . . . evam (possibly from
[

bed.

Whatever function devolved upon the /< ./, he w

according to Comparetti [per *</>/] >/

being a herald especially attached to him. But the \\

restoration of the text here by Comparetti M

my mind, of the brevity of the ancient 'laws.' 1 w.-uM

moreover leave it in doubt whether the calator who is

* See contra Corssen, Aussprache, &c. -

f Festus, Plorare.
' Si nurus . . . sacra divis parentnm estod.'

t Aussprache, &c. 2 2 592.

Corssen is strong against the ^ssibihty of n.ta*
(original

,

from naifa*. See, however, the Skt. particle quoted by him

22 . 786.
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certainly mentioned here was an attendant as in Homer, and
in the later Latin of Plautus,* or a more dignified person, the

junior Pontiff, whose duty it was on catching sight of the new
moon to

'

cry
'

(calare) the Nones, whence, the first day of the

month was called Calendse.f
As to the letters at the end of the third and beginning of

the fourth line on the third face, in spite of the separating

points and the X, it is impossible not to identify them with

jougmenta (or joughmenta) the old form of jumenta, beasts

of draught, which according to my view were part of the

forfeited property, or amends, of the offender. The carriage
version seems to me rather unnecessary for publication, and
not supported by the passages quoted. Kapiad is more pro-

bably capiat than the ablative of an unknown capia. In any
case the d seems to do double duty at the end of this word
and the beginning of the next, dota, which may be ducta.

All this part of the inscription is more capable than the rest

of bearing the local meaning suggested by Comparetti,J for

which iter, in the fourth face, of those letters are correctly
taken together, is the strongest argument. The last two
words of this face I should certainly take rather as love (or

perhaps Diove) estod, the e doing double duty as the d above,
than diou (by day) estod as Comparetti. Jove is a dative of

Jupiter (to give his longer name) on the Duenos vase, with a

very interesting correction to Jovei, the form both with and
without the i occurring in the Spoleto inscription. These
last words contain, to my mind, the statement of an expiable
offence against the particular deity, in which case the cham-
fered edge probably gives the expiatory offering, in the

instrumental ablative. Comparetti's bovioviod is, in itself,

satisfactory, though I must say that the first letter has more
the appearance of an L than a B. That the I inserted in the

V is a correction of the I placed by mistake before the V is

a bold but ingenious and probable suggestion.

Incomplete and tentative as any explanation must be, in

the present condition of this remarkable monument, some

points appear to me almost established. It is a table of

offences, with their penalties ranging from the capital one of

sacratio, possibly through the mere confiscation of the

offender's team, to amends made by the offering of an ox and

sheep. The first case is strong evidence of the archaic

character of the '

law.' It is true that the Twelve Tables are

* 77. n 577
; Plautus, Mere. 5, 2, 11

;
Rud. 2, 3, 5, &c.

t Varro, L. L. 6, 27.

t Comp. 18.

See above and Comp. 15, 11 1.
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stated to have contained this penalty for the '

petit treason
'

of patron against client. But the fact is
.ju. sti,nal,l.-. ;m ,l, jf

true, may have merely been the inept-rut ; tdoo ,,f a
time-honoured tradition. It is contrary to th- whole early
history of the Republic to suppose that the old popular out-

lawry was recognised as actually allowable, except in th,-

very exceptional method of protecting the persons, perhaps
also the sanctuary and archives, of the plebeian tribunes. <

paretti, with whom I perfectly agree in placing the nvction
of this cippus at the very beginning of the Republic, supports
his view, that this is merely the solemn protection of a certain

spot, partly by comparing the' N//,-/-,//,/, I,,/, *,' which i-x pressed
the above-mentioned safeguard of that extraordinary

perium in imperio, the Tribunate of the Plebs. But the cases
are not really parallel. Although the term lego* mi^ht
according to my view of the original meaning of tin- I

be applicable to the provisions made for such safeguard, as

proclamations; those provisions are generally represented as

effected by oath and oral agreement, not by written statute.*

It is needless to add that the plebeian stronghold and

sanctuary was in quite another part of the world. on tin-

Aventine; and that any sacratio on the tribunes' behalf was

evidently to be carried out in a very different maim. -r from

that indicated in these references to the old patrician officers

and their attendants, the rex and calator.

It might, of course, be deemed desirable to protect the

hustings in front of the Comitium and senate house by the

same old penalty, inter alia, carried out in a more regular

way. But there is, I think, an easier way of a< _; for

this inscription, besides the point urged above, that the scope

suggested by Comparetti seems too narrow for a string of

sentences.

I am inclined to regard this as the republication or

the republication,
in the earliest days of the B ofa class

of law much older, and generally associated with th.- nan

Numa, the possibility
of wh>- existence I 1-y no n;.-ans d

in spite of the romantic fables conii'ct.d with his nam. . I

refer to the leges Reg,
The ordinances of Numa 'on sacred inatt.-i>

tionally stated to have been repuUished in the form of in-.-rip-

tion after the expulsion of the kings, l.y the -utitl

Papirius,t who was also reputed as the on-mator of a b

of leqes Reqice extant in the time of Hadrian,

ments which we have quoted by antiquaries as comin- f

*
Livy, 3, 65 ;

D. H. 6, 80. t ^ H. 3, 36.
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the leges Regice may all of them be said to be, more or less,
' on sacred matters.' Hence they are often regarded as

having belonged to one department alone, the jus sacrum,
of pre-republican law. I believe, on the contrary, that the

matter, from which our Regice leges come, constituted the
whole of the pre-republican law which existed in a written
and published form. In the fragments in question, besides

the general religious character of the rule, the offence, and the

sanction, or rather the expiation, there is also in the majority
of cases a distinct exoteric scope, i.e. they refer to matters of

religious obligation which directly concern not only the

priesthood but the people generally. They deal with such
offences as any member of the public may commit, and with
the manner in which he must, in the public interest, expiate
them if they are expiable or be devoted to the offended deity
if they are not. Now of course these rules or maxims may
at one time have been the arcana of a priesthood, brought
out only ad hoc, particularly so long as the headship of the

tribe or people was primarily religious. There are, I think,
traces of this state of things in some of the Roman traditions

about sacratio, as well as in the semi-metrical form of certain

early fragments.
When, however, the secular was developed from, and

absorbed, the sacred headship, which there is reason to think
was really the order of things at Rome, these rules, though
most probably originating in an ecclesiastical dom-boc, might
naturally come to be made public, as tradition says they
were, being not only matter of religious observance but

practically an embryonic criminal law. There is probably
therefore truth at the bottom of such statements* as that

the ordinances of Numa on sacred matters were made public by
the fourth king Ancus, and, after disappearing from lapse of

time (or intervening tyranny), were again posted up for public

perusal by the Pontiff Papirius. And in the remarkable

inscription recently discovered in the Forum I venture 'to

suggest that we may possibly have a surviving remnant of

the tables of stone set up at the beginning of the Republic,

usually dated 509 B.C.

There are many signs that a fair government was intended
at that time, perhaps including a representation of the two
orders in the dual supreme magistracy, which subsequently
disappeared, or was postponed, from the monopolisation of

office by the patrician gentes. Of a piece with such inten-

tion would be the publication or republication of such rules

* D. H. i.e.
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of general application as had been formulated, and their

penalties or expiations definitely settled, in the previous time.
And no doubt such publication would be made with all the
ritual of a religious dedication.

But, at or soon after the beginning of the Republic, it was
found necessary to add the very important qualification that
no death sentence was henceforth to be inflicted on a free
Roman citizen without a hearing, on appeal, by the com-
munity. This qualification which, in whatever form it was
really expressed or agreed to, is known as the Valerian law of

Appeal, must have considerably diminished the importance of
the rules in question. And outside of them then- mu-t from
the first have been a wide area of private controversy which
had to be settled rather in accordance with the prevalent con-

ceptions of right and wrong or recognised custom than by
formulated rules. We can understand, therefore, how it is

said that after the establishment of the Republic the /

leges became obsolete, and government relapsed into tin-

administration of a customary and uncertain law,* and how
such an administration, remaining exclusively in the hands of

the patrician order, ujtimately necessitated codification in

that publica lex, that statute made by the people, the law of

the Twelve Tables, sixty years later (450 B.C.).

From the publication of the Twelve Tables we may fairly
assume that the cippus or cippi of Papirius became simply a

venerated monument of antiquity. Therefore when, sixty years
later again, tower and town went to the ground under Al

predecessors (390 B.C.), as there were no museums in that time,

nor modern 'restorers/ the natural thing for Cami 11 us to do

was simply to leave the fragments where they stood, giving
them the decent burial which was not disturbed till the year
before last."

Sir FRANCIS T. BARRY, Bart., F.S.A., exhibited a number of

miscellaneous antiquities found in the Thames, in Luce Bay,
and elsewhere.

CHARLES DAWSON, Esq., F.S.A., exhibited two objects of the

Bronze Age found in Sussex, on which he communicated the

following note :

"The two bronze bracelets were found four or five years

ago, 5 feet below the surface of the Downs, at Brighton, the

site' of the discovery being now occupied by the centre of the

1.2. 2.

VOL. XVIII. 2 D
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lower main wall of the house numbered 133, Bonchurch Road,

Brighton. The specimens lay about 18 inches apart, and

nothing else was noticed by the workman (Mr. William Berry),
who found them in the 2-foot trench he was digging. The

adjoining soil, consisting of a loose hill drift lying above the

chalk, has not yet been built upon, and I propose to make
further excavations with a view to discover if there are

indications of an early interment at this spot.*" The place is

situate about one mile south-east of Hollingbury Castle,

Brighton, an ancient hill fort.

Each of the bracelets is formed from a long bar of bronze,
one being quadrangular and the other circular in section,
doubled over so as to leave a broad loop in the middle, and
then curved round so as to form the bracelet, the two ends of

the bar being bent over to form hooks which engage the
centre hoop, and which, from the stoutness of the metal, must
have been immoveable when fixed.

Specimen A. Weight 389'5 grs., longer diameter 70 mm.,
shorter diameter 53 mm., is dark green in colour,
and slightly corroded. It is quadrangular in section, f
smooth inside with a sharp edge pointing outwards.
The outward edge is ornamented with minute
serrations.

Specimen B. Weight 6001 grs., longer diameter 72 mm.,
shorter diameter 53 mm. Dark green in colour, and

slightly corroded. It is round in section J and ruder
in form than "

A," and very massive.

Specimen
' A '

is rather stouter and more corroded, but
otherwise resembles the specimen presented to the British

Museum by Sir Walter C. Trevelyan, Bart., in 1879, which
was found in a moss at Hand Cross, Slaugham Park, near

Crawley, Sussex. Both specimens resemble a pair discovered
at Hollingbury Hill, Brighton, lately in the collection of

Dr. Gideon Mantell and now in the British Museum, one of

which also is square and the other round in section.
||.

Dr.
Mantell's specimens are lighter in form and weight, but two
others of similar type, found with them, the whole grouped
around a torque, were of very light construction and might
have been unhooked with ease.

* This has been done, but nothing further has beeu discovered owing to the

danger of undermining the wall.

f The flat sides of the wire measure 1O7 by lO'l mm.
J The wire is 11 mm.
J. Evans, Ancient Bronze Implements of Great Britain, 386, fig. 482.

|| Arclueological Journal, v. 325.
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Two others, each weighing nine ounces, wnv .lismvered at
-Brighton while making a road on the Downs, 'between
Brighton and Lewes/ in 1832. They were similar to 'A/ but
were further ornamented with a herring-bone pattern on the
two outer sides. These were formerly in the possession of
Mr. F. Dixon of Worthing, and Sir J. Evans mentions one as

being now in Alnwick Castle.*
Two others mentioned by the same author were found at

Pyecombe, near Brighton, Sussex, but their exact form is not
described. They were lately in the possession of Mrs.

Dickinson, of Hurstpierpoiut.
Another specimen of heavy quadrangular form was exhi-

bited to the Surrey Archaeological Society t in 1854 l.y Mr.

T. Hart, but it is without history. It was purchased by the
British Museum in 1873 at Mr. Hart's sale.|

It is curious that all recorded specimens of this heavy
immoveable type have been discovered in Sussex and within a

short distance of Brighton, Hollingbury Hill being about the

centre of the area of the discoveries.

The other type of the same general form, but of thin bronze

wire, and therefore moveable when clasping upon the wrist,

are much more widely distributed, and are recorded from

Llangwyllog, in Anglesea, and Heathery Hum Cave,|| Dur-

ham, and abroad in the Lac du Bourget *i and elsewhere.

The heavy immoveable type appears to be an older prim
of construction, but there can be no great difference in age,

since both forms as above mentioned have occurred in the same

hoard at Hollingbury Hill."

Sir J. CHARLES ROBINSON, F.S.A., exhibited a shic-ld of

Limoges enamel, on copper, with the arms of England and

De Valence quarterly. It is in style of late thirteenth-

century work, and seems to have been made as the covering

of a wooden shield. It is somewhat doubtful whom the arms

commemorate. William de Valence, Earl of Pembroke, and

uterine brother of Henry III., originally bore, as is shown by

a seal appended to a deed of 1248, his paternal arras difference*

by a label of England, described by Matthew Pans as burel

de azuro et argento quinque lambelli de gules pende

the collection of his relative, Mr. Glover, of Reigate.

J Lot 359. 25th July, 1873.

S Aroheeoloqical Journal, xxii. 74.

f Evans, op cit. 386, fig. 483; and P"******' -' 1 * ' UK

f Perrin, Etude preh. sur la Sarou; pi. xvni. b.
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superior! linea argenti ita quod prima linea argentea sit libra:

in cujuslibet labello iij leopardi transeuntes."* After his

creation as Earl of Pembroke, probably circa 1265, William
de Valence seems to have assumed his well-known later

shield with the orle of martlets. On his tomb in West-
minster abbey church he bears these arms, and the effigy
lies on an enamelled plate with alternating lozenges of

England and De Valence
;
small shields of the same arms

also occur on the pillow beneath his head. No other example
has, however, yet come to light where these arms are quartered,
but there seems to be no one except William de Valence who
could have so borne them, and he may have done so by special
leave of his half-brother the king.

Rev. C. V. COLLIER, B.A., F.S.A., exhibited three standard

measures belonging to the town of Bridlington, Yorks, con-

sisting of :

1. A bronze bar, J inch square and 3 feet 10 inches long.
At one end two sides have a stop, which correspond to

(a) another at the opposite end, the interval being 44J inches,
and (6) another at a distance of 35-ff inches. On each stop is

struck a crowned C for Charles I. The bar therefore gives a

standard ell and a standard yard.
2. A quart measure in the form of a large mug of cast

bronze with a square handle on one side. The mug is

5T
3
g-
inches high, and has on each side the letters E R sur--

mounted by a crown, a/nd on the front the date 1601.

3. A pint measure in the form of a turned cylinder of

bronze 4J-J inches high. On the lip are stamped the mono-

gram of William III. and a number of checkers conjoined.

Thanks were ordered to be returned for these communi-
cations and exhibitions.

The ordinary Meetings of the Society were then adjourned
to Thursday, 28th November.

Cott. MS. JVero, D. i. f. 170.
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Abernethy (Scotland), hill fort near
375

Abydos (Egypt), excavation at, 329

"Accompt of Contingencies," mann
script of, 130

Admissions of Fellows, 3, 16, 19, 33
45, 100, 101, 114, 123, 138, 148, 158,

173, 174, 204, 222, 224, 227, 236,
241, 251, 276, 278, 285, 289, 303,
352, 360, 362, 388

Agricola (Cnseus Julius), governor of

Britain, 97
Alford (Sir William), 102

;
arms of,

110
;
notes on, 109

Algeria, senams in, 242
Altar (Roman), inscribed, from

Cirencester (Glouc.), 178
Altar frontal from Alverly (Salop),

72
;
Baunton (Glouc.), 70

; Chip-
ping Campden (Glouc.), 72

Alverly (Salop), altar frontal from,
72

Alynge (William, Abbot of Wavcrley),
ring of, 225

Amber beads from Braintree (Essex),
7

;
Hunstanton (Norfolk), 319, 320

Ambleside (Westmorland), Roman
road near, 267

Amboise (France), swords formerly in

the castle of, 207

Amoval of Fellows, 173, 351

Amphora, used for burial, 77

Anael, name on charm, 147

Anderson (J., M.D., F.S.A.), death of,

335 ; obituary notice, 341

Angst (Dr. Henry), elected Honorarv

Fellow, 151

Animal remains from Croydon

(Surrey), 352 ; Dnmbnck crannog

(Scotland), 381 ;
Fetchnm (Surrey)

256
; Hyndford_crnnnog (Scotland)

378; Pnlborongh (Sussex), 295;
Pule Hill (Yorks.), 126; 8

(Kent), 74
; Strood (Kent), 81 ;

Wittenham (Berks), Jl, 1.

Anniversary Meeting (1900), 168:
(1901), 333

Annunciation, the, on a cameo
Antiquities, proposal to M-ll tin-

Society's collection of, L'V.I, 317;
resolution thereon, 351

Aphrodite and Eros, group of, 197

Archaeological Institute (Royal), rift
of books In

Archaeological survey of Northampton-
shire, 148

Ardoch (Scotland), Roman remains at,
371

Argal (Sir Samuel), 104

Arley (Wore.), bronze key and axe-
head from

Armlet, tee Bracelet
Arms and armour: dagger (broi
from High Down (Sussex), 387,
River Thames, 279 ; dagger :

_of
; hand-grenades, 274 ; headpiece

of harquebusier, 191
; rapier foil,

204; sword (bronzt .< h-

terarder (Perth), : .sell

river, :{7(>. Kdinbur- vor-

broom (
I Load burn

(IV.

(iron) from Wither>huk t M
271 ; swonl blades with

inscriptions l?<n; ; >\vonl chape from
Ho!: :

; tilting
helmet of fifteenth century, 171

\rtemi-.

V>hl... -leath of, 335 ;

obituary n :

V-hby (T. jun.). elcctc-l Fd'

admitted,
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Asia Minor, excavations in, 168

Aston Rowant (Oxon.), monumental
brass from, 188

Atkinson (Rev. Canon J. C.), obituary
notice of, 166

Atlay (J. B.), elected Fellow, 100 ;

admitted, 173

Aton, arms of, 107

Auchterarder (Perth), bronze sword

from, 370

Auditors, appointment of, 45, 69, 241

Auricier family, arms of, 190

Axehead (bronze) from Arley (Wore.),

228; (flint) Shamley Green (Surrey).
252

; (iron) Ardoch (Scotland), 374,
Denton (Sussex), 234, Hyndford
crannog (Scotland), 377, Lewes

(Sussex), 29
; (stone) Abernethy

(Scotland), 375, Hyndford crannog
376

Baildon (W. Paley, F.S.A.), on a

leaden charm found at Lincoln's Inn.

141
; appointed auditor, 241

Balance Sheet (1899), 152; (1900),
304

Balcarres (David Lindsay, Lord).
elected Fellow, 231

; admitted, 251

Balista bullets (stone) from Ardoch

(Scotland), 374

Bangor (Wales), slab with design in

lead at. 58
Bannerman (W. B.), elected Fellow.

362
; admitted, 362

Barber (Rev. H.,M.D.), elected Fellow,
362

Barendyne (Sir W.), helmet of, 175
Barkstead (John), 131

Barley (burnt), from Fetcham (Surrey),
256

Barlow (William, bishop of St.'Asaph).
225

Barmouth (Wales), bronze pot from,
250

Barnspike Crags (Cumberland), forged
Runic inscription at, 88

Barrantyne (Sir William), 136

Ban-on, (0.), elected Fellow, 278:

admitted, 278

Barrows, at Easneye Wood, near Ware
(Herts.), 8

Barry (C., F.S.A.), death of, 335;
obituary notice of, 339

Barry (Sir F. T., M.A.), exhibits

antiquities found in the Thames and

elsewhere, 409
Barteram (George), 227

Bath, acquisition of plans of Roman
remains at, 346

;
inscribed Roman

altar from, 1 79

Batten (J., F.S.A.), death of, 335;
obituary notice of, 338

Baunton (Glouc.), altar frontal from,
70

Baylis (H. E. M., M.R.C.S.), elected

Fellow, 3

Bazeley (Rev. W., M.A.), on excava-
tions at Hayles Abbey (Glouc.),
132, 352

Beads (amber), from Braintree (Essex),

7, Hunstanton (Norfolk), 319, 320
;

(glass), Braintree, 7, Chatham (Kent),
41, Fetcham (Surrey), 254, Glas-

sonby (Curnb.), 322, Hawnby
(Yorks.), 255, Hunstanton, 318, 319,

Hyndford crannog (Scotland), 376,

Kent, 280, Sittingbourne (Kent),

255; (gold), Moorish, 234; (jet)

Hunstanton, 319
; (paste) Ardoch

(Scotland), 374
Beaumont (G. F., F.S.A.), on a

Roman stone coffin from Braintree

(Essex), 7

Beddlestead (Surrey), bronze objects

from, 285
Bedford (His Grace Herbrand Arthur,
Duke of), elected Fellow, 278

Bell (bronze), from Ambleside (West-
morland), 269, 271

Bell (C. F.), elected Fellow, 3

Bemrose (W.), elected Fellow, 3
;

admitted, 45

Beneley, arms of, 107
Benett (John), brass of, 186

Bennington, Long (Line.), church of,

167, 346
Bevan (Rev. J. O., F.S.A.), exhibits

knife and iron lewis from Giggles-
wick church (Yorks.), 234

Bewcastle (Cumberland), forged Runic

inscription near, 88

Bible with autograph exhibited, 177

Bignor (Sussex), Roman coin from,
27

; pavements at, 26

Binding, cost of, in 1400, 199

Binns (R. W., F.S.A.), death of, 335
;

obituary notice of, 336
Birkin (Yorks.), stone coffin found at

129
Birrenswark (Scotland), Roman re-

mains at, 373
Bitterne (Hants.), 345
Black jack, 227
Bleasdale (Lane.), sepulchral urns

from, 33
Blomfield (Sir Arthur, F.S.A.), death

of, 159
; obituary notice of, 164

Blomfield (R., M.A.), elected Fellow,
236

Boeheim (W., Hon. F.S.A.), obituary
notice of, 343
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Boileau (Sir F. G. M., F.S.A.), death
of, 335

; obituary notice of, 341
Boltoa Priory (Yorks.), seal found

near, 131
Bone objects : bracer from Fetcham

(Surrey), 257, Tring (Herts.), 257
;

implements from Dumbuck crannog
(Scotland), 384; pin from Strood
(Kent), 80; stylus from London,
115; tally from Strood, 80

Boni (Cavaliere G.), elected Honorary
Fellow, 151

;
on the Niger Lapis in

the Comitium at Home, 44
Bonvile (Sir William, Lord Bonvile),

Boots (leather), Roman and medieval,
202

Borough Green (Kent), Roman remains
from, 81

Bottle (glass) from Canterbury, 280
;

Faversham (Kent), 279

Boughton Monchelsea (Kent), am-
phora used for burial at, 78

Bourne (Rev. G. D., F.S.A.), death of,
335

; obituary notice of, 340
Box (wood) from Bristol, 277

Boynton (Sir Matthew), 102; arms of,
108

;
notes on, 108

Boynton (T., F.S.A.), exhibits order
for the defence of the coast in 1625,
101

Boyson (A. P.), exhibits iron axehead
from Denton (Sussex), 234

Bracelets (bronze) from Brighton
(Sussex), 409, 410, 411, Canter-

bury, 279, Chatham (Kent), 41,

Pulborough (Sussex), 295, Slaug-
ham Park (Sussex), 410, Stanhope
(Peebles), 371

; (glass) Ardoch

(Scotland), 374, Hyndford crannog
(Scotland), 377; (paste) Ardoch,
374 ; (shale) Ardoch, 374

Bracer (bone), from Fetcham (Surrey),
257

Bradford (C. A.), elected Fellow, 100;

admitted, 101

Bradney (J. A., B.A.), admitted Fel-

low, 158
Braintree (Essex), Roman stone coffin

from, 7

Brakspear (H.), elected Fellow, 100;

admitted, 352
;
on excavations at

Hayles Abbey (Glouc.), 352 ;
read*

paper on Lacock Abbey (Wilts.), 4

Branteghem (A. Van), amoval of, 173

Brass charm, 147

Brasses (monumental) : Aston Rowant

(Oxon.), 188; palimpsest, 187, L".K :

presidential reference to the Society's

collection, 170 ;
in private posx

sion, 186, 189
; Quarrendon (Bucks.).

188
; Stanford (Leic.), 186

; Thame
(Oxon.), 186

; Walton-on-Trent
(Derby), 186; Weston, North
(Oxon.), 186

; Willingdon (Sussex),
298

Bridlington (Yorks.),standard measure*
of, 4 1 "1

Bridlington (Thomas, prior of Waiter),
incised slal> to. f7

Brighton (Sussex), bronze ol.

from, 409
Brinton (J.), elected Fellow, 18 :

admitted, i:,

Bri-tnl. di>h of Hispano-Moori-h
pottery from, 330

; wooden box or

pyx from St. Peter's church, 277
Bristol (the Rt. Rev. the Bishop of,

F.S.A.), on a cup-marked stone near
Gignese (Italy), 45

Bronze objects : axehead from Arler
(Wore.), 228 ; bell from Ambl.
(Westro.), 269, L'71 ; hrareh-ts 6
Brighton (Sussex), 409, 4 in. m,
Canterbury, 279, Chatham (Kent),
41, Pnlborough (Sussex), I

Slaugham Park (Sussex), 410,
Stanhope (Peebles), 371 ; brooches
from Abernethy (Scotland), D

Chatham, 42, Chester, 96, Fetcham
(Surrey), 254, Hnnstanton (Norf.),
319, 320

;
bucket hoops from Hun-

stanton, 319
;

chain from Strood

(Kent), 80
; chisels from High

Down (Sussex), 387, Westbury-
upon-Trym (Glouc.), 239

; celts

from Surrey, 285, 286, Westbury-
upon-Trym, 238 ; dagger from
Hi-li Down, 387, Thani-

279; disc from Hunstanton, 318;
earring hook from Chatham, 41 :

ewer from Canterbu!
Western Germany, 118, Wb
hampstoad (Herts.), 110 ; figure of

Silenus from London, -r's

hoard from Su; in-i-ribed

strip from Chester. 93
; key from

Arley (Wore.), 227
; measure*,

standard, of Bridlington (York
41l' : medallion of uas

Lovell, 280; palstave from SHI:

285 ; patella from Ardoch (Scot-

land), 374 ; pin from Canti-rl.ury.

J7!, Iluiistunton, :Us
; pot from

Barmouth (Wa -i fr-.m

AU-rm-tliv
-

'. Hiin-

stunu'ii, :Uv Ihn.ltonl

;57ii ; Bpetrheftd
fro-

(Surrey). :i."._ ; -word from

u-rnrdiT (JVrthK :!7". l'ln-rwt-11

river, 370. Kdinbiin.'!!. 37n, Inver-

broom (Ross.), 370, Lead burn
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(Peebles), 370, Yorkshire, 370 ;

sword chape from Holms Water

(Peebles), 371
; torque from Hynd-

ford crannog, 376
;

tweezers from

Canterbury, 279
;

unknown from

Canterbury, 279 ;
various from

Hyndford crannog, 376, Strood

(Kent), 80 ; vessel from North
Elmham (Suff.), 185, Spain with

Christian inscriptions, 362
Bronze Period, objects of, from Sussex,

409 ; urn of, from Canterbury, 279
Brooch (bronze), from Abernethy

(Scotland), 375 ; Burham (Kent),
39

; Chatham (Kent), 42
; Chester,

96 ;
Fetcham (Surrey), 254

;
Hun-

stanton (Norf.), 319, 320
; Kent,

280
Brooks (Sir W. C., F.S.A.), death of,

335
; obituary notice of, 339

Brushfield (Dr., F.S.A.), on Norman
sculptures in some Herefordshire

churches, 274
Bucket hoops (bronze), from Hunstan-

ton( Norf.), 319
Buckland (Kent), amphora for burial

at, 78
Buckle (iron), from Rochester (Kent),

78

Bulmer, arms of, 107
Bund (J. W. Willis, F.S.A.), exhibits
and describes documents from
Feckenhain (Wore.), 19

;
exhibits

bronze key and axehead found at

Arley (Wore.), 227
Burham (Kent), Roman remains at,

38
Burnell (H. H., F.S.A.), death of, 159

;

obituary notice of, 161
Burrows (Captain M., F.S.A.), resigna-

tion of, 334
Burton (Sir F. W., F.S.A.), death of,

159
; obituary notice of, 160

Butterfield (W., F.S.A.), death of,
159

; obituary notice of, 164

Byzantine work, cameo with Annun-
ciation, 365 ; silver treasure from

Cyprus, 116

Caerwent (Mon.), excavations at, 237

Cairo, the new museum at, 325
Calder Abbey (Cumb.). excavations at.

325

Caliver, 192
Cameo (Byzantine), with Annuncia-

tion, 365
Canuel coal, objects of, from Aber-

nethy (Scotland), 375
; Dumbuck

crannog (Scotland), 384

Canoe, from Dumbuck crannog (Scot-

land), 382

Canterbury, antiquities of the Bronze,
Roman, and Saxon periods kfrom,
279

;
armorial pendant from, 190

;

St. Augustine's Abbey, excavations

at, 224
Card games, early Italian, 199
Cardiff Castle, Roman remains at,

285

Carington (R. S., F.S.A.), death of,
335

; obituary notice of, 341

Carlisle, pre-Norman sculpture from,
324

Carlsruhe ^Germany), bronze vessel at,

112
Carmichael (Sir T. D. G., M.A.),

elected Fellow, 362

Carpio (Bernardo del), sword attri-

buted to, 210
Carr (W., M.A.), elected Fellow, 202 ;

admitted, 224
;
exhibits silver com-

munion cup and cover irom Heden-
ham (Noriolk), 225

Cato (T. B.), elected Fellow, 3
;
ad-

mitted, 138
Celt (bronze), from Surrey, 285, 286,

Westbury-on-Trym (Glouc.), 238
;

(stone) from Croydon (Surrey), 286 ;

mould for, 196
Celtic remains at Shorne (Kent), 73

Cervington (Sir Oliver de), effigy of,

389
Chabouillet (M.), obituary notice of,

166

Chadwyck-Healey (C. E. H., Q.C.),
elected Fellow, 202

; admitted, 204
Chain (bronze), from Strood (Kent), 80
Chalice and paten, in private posses-

sion, 5

Charm (brass and silver), 147
; (iron),

146
; ^lead) from Eatherby Moor

(Yorks.), 146
;
Lincoln's Inn, 141

Chatham (Kent), Roman remains

from, 34, 39

Cheney (G., F.S.A.), death of, 335
;

obituary notice of, 342
Cherwell (river), bronze sword from,

370
Chest (wooden), from Whalley

(Lane.), 273

Chester, defence of the' liberties of, in

1450, 91
; Roman remains recently

found in, 91

Chichester (Sussex), market cross at,
302

;
vaulted building at, 31

Chipping Campden (Glouc.), altar

frontal from, 72

Chisel (bronze) from High Down
(Sussex), 367

; Westbury-on-Trym
(Glouc.), 239
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Chivalry, ordinances of, 17
Church (Rev. C. M., F.S.A.), reads

paper on the library of the Dean and

Chapter of Wells, 226
Church plate from Hedenham (Norf.),

225 ; in private possession, 5

Cirencester (Glouc.), .Roman remains

from, 177, 196

Cissbury (Sussex), condition of camp
at, 22

Clark (Prof. E. C.., F.S.A.), on an

alleged law of Numa, 392
Clark (E. K., F.S.A.), report as Local

Secretary for Yorkshire, 125
Clarke (Somers, F.S.A.), report on the

fall of columns in the Hypostyle
Hall of the Temple of Karnak, 58 ;

report as Local Secretary for Egypt,
325

Clark-Maxwell (Rev. W. C., M.A.),
elected Fellow, 361

Clephan (R. C.), elected Fellow, 202 ;

admitted, 222

Clifton, Great (Cumb.), pre-Norman
cross-shaft at, 323

Cluny Museum, sword with spurioas

inscription in, 209

Coast, defence of, in 1625, 101

Cockle (J., F.S.A.), death of, 335

Coffin (stone), from Birkin (Yorks.),

129; Braintree (Essex), 7; Fryston
Hall (Yorks.) 130 ;

Leeds (Yorks.).
130

;
York Museum, 130

Coins : (Roman) from Bignor (Sussex) .

27, Chester, 97, Doddington (Kent),

43, Eastbourne (Sussex), 27,

Fetcham (Surrey), 255, Pulborough

(Sussex), 295, 296, Strood (Kent),

37, 80, Wittenham, Long (Berks.),

11 ; (various) from Scotland, 371

Colby (Rev. F. T., F.S.A.), death of,

159; obituary notice of, 161

Coleman (I. J.), on a bronze spear-

head from Croydon (Surrey), 352

Collar (iron), from Hyndford crannog

(Scotland), 377

Collier (Rev. C. V., F.S.A.), exhibits

standard measures of Bridlington

(Yorks.), 412

Collingwood (W. G.), report as Local

Secretary for Cumberland, 321

Comer Hall (Westmorland),
272

Communion cup and cover from

Hedenham (Norfolk), 226

Compton family, arms of, 136

Compton (Sir William), 136

Conder (J.), reading desk belonging

Constable family, arms and crest of,

107, 108

Constable (Henry, Viscount Dunbar),

102
;
arms of, 107

; notes on, 106 ;

(Sir William), 102 ; arms of, 108 ;

notes on, 108
Constantino the Great, coin of, from

Pulborough (Sussex), 296
Cook (Sir F., F.S.A.), death of, 335 ;

obituary notice of, 339
Cook (T. A.), elected Fellow, 203;

admitted, 204
Coombe Dingle, Westbury-npon-Trym

(Glouc.), bronze implements from,
237

Cooper (Rev. T. S., F.S.A.), on
excavations at Waverley Abbey
(Surrey), 200

Copeland (A. J., F.S.A.), exhibit*

armorial pendant from Canterbury,
190

Copper objects, armorial pendant from

Canterbury, 190
Corbett (J. S..LL.M.), elected Fellow,

I'm'
; admitted, 227

Cornwall, Roman tin mining in, 1 17

Corslet (gold), the Mold.

Cosson (Baron de, F.S.A.), on ancient

sword blades bearing spurious in-

scriptions, 206

Conncil .and Officers, ele. ti m of (1900),
172

; (1901), 350
Cowie (Rev. B. M., Dean of 1

F.S.A.), death of, 335 ; obituary
notice of, 337

Cowper (H. >. F.8.AA report as

Local Secretary for Weftntoriand,
265

Crannog at Hyndford (Scotland),875;
Dumback (Scotland). 37'.i

Cresset (stone), from Waverley Abbey
(Surrey), 201

Crete, excavations in. lf,7

Criccieth (Carnarvonshire), seal of the

borough of, 69

Oipps (W. J., F.S.A.), on a i

altar and other -culpfuri'd stone-

from Cirem-esier (< ilom-.X 177

Croft- (!:.. R.A.), elected 1-Ml

admitted, 101

Cromwell (0.), bihle with autograph

of, 177

Cromwell (Ralph, Lord), fauder t

Tattershall rliim-h (Line.).

Cronin (A. C.). elected 1-V11..A

admitted, 285

Crossman (Maj.-Gen. Sir W.. I

death ot. :\'.'>~> : ol,i:u:

342
::ift> (pre-Nonnan), from Cnni-

bi-rland. 32S, B2 .

Croydon (Surrey), bronze s;

from, 352; stone celts frm.

Whitgift's Hospital at, 346
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Crypt, medieval, at Rochester (Kent),
82

Crystal objects, spheres from Kent,
280

Cudgel hilts (leather), 16

Cumberland, reports of Local Secre-

tary for, 88, 321
; forged Runic

inscriptions in, 88

Cunningham (Alexander), extract

from will of, 31

Cup (glass), from Canterbury, 280 ;

(steatite) from Hyndford crannog
(Scotland), 376

Cup-marked stone at Gignese (Italy),
45

Cust (L. H., F.S.A.), appointed
auditor, 241

;
on a plaster head and

bronze medallion of Sir Thomas
Lovell, 280

Cyprus, Byzantine silver treasure from,
116

Dagger (bronze), from Highdowu
(Sussex), 387, river Thames, 279 ;

(hunting), 185

Dagger foil, 204
Dale (W.), elected Fellow, 100 ;

ad-

mitted, 101
Dalton (O. M., F.S.A.), reads a paper
on a Byzantine silver treasure found
in Cyprus, 116 ; on bronze vessels

from Spain with Christian inscrip-
tions of the Visigothic period, 362 ;

on a Byzantine cameo with a remark-
able type of the Annunciation, 365

Daniel (Sir Ingleby), 102
;
arms of,

110; notes on, 110
Darenth (Kent), Roman remains from,

77
Davies (Randall), elected Fellow, 100

;

admitted, 174
Davis (F., F.S.A.), appointed auditor,

45
;
death of, 224, 335 ; bequest of,

225
; obituary notice of, 341

Dawson (C., F.S.A.), on two objects of

the Bronze Age found in Sussex,
409

Day (Major C. R., F.S.A.), death of,

159
; obituary notice of, 165

DCCB matres, reliefs of, from Cireu-

cester (Glouc.), 181, 182, 196
Deane (H. F. W., M.A.), elected

Fellow, 100
; admitted, 148

Deane (Sir T. N.), obituary notice of,

166
Deai'ham (Cumb.), pre-Norman ci'oss

at, 325
Deir-el-Bahari (Egypt), tomb at, 326
Denman (A., M.A.), elected Fellow,

18
; admitted, 19

Denton (Sussex), iron axehead from,
234

Deocicus, maker of bronze vessels, 363
Dewick (Rev. E. S., F.S.A.), elected

member of council, 234
Dillon (Viscount, P.S.A.), reads

paper on a MS. collection of Ordin-
ances of Chivalry, 17

;
on a tilting

helm of the fifteenth century, 174
Disc (bronze) from Hunstanton

(Norf.), 318; Hyndford crannog
(Scotland), 376

Dishes (wood), from Abernethy (Scot-

land), 375

Doddington (Kent), gold coin found

at, 43

Domitian, coin of, from Bigiior

(Sussex), 27

Doorways (Norman), in the diocese of

Oxford, 99
; photographs of, exhi-

bited, 100
Druitt (Rev. C.), on the relics of

St. Wita from Whitechurch Canon-
icorum (Dorset), 190

Drumburgh (Cumb.), sculptured basin

from, 324

Dryden (Sir Hemy), obituary notice

of. 165
Duke (F. G. R.), elected Fellow, 278
Duke (Rev. R. R., F.S.A.), exhibits

silver-gilt ring from Winchester,
225

Dumbuck (Scotland), crannog at, 379
Dunbar (Viscount), see Constable

(Henry).
Dunbuie (Scotland), hill fort at, 377

Dyce (,T. S.), amoval of, 173

Earring hook (bronze), from Chatham

(Kent), 41

Easneye Wood near Ware (Herts.),
barrow at, 8

Eastbourne (Sussex), Roman coins

from, 27

Eastrington (Yorks.), slab with design
in lead at, 58

Eatherbey Moor (Yorks.), charms
found on, 146

Edgerley family, arms of, 188

Edgerley (Elynor), brass to, 189;
(Richard), 189

Edinburgh, bronze sword from, 370
Edward VII. (King), address to, 263

;

reply thereto, 285
;
becomes Patron

of the Society, 359

Effigy (monumental), from Ormesby
(Yorks.), 232

; Whatley (Somerset),
389

Eggardun (Dorset), excavations at,

258
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Eggerley, see Edgerley
Egwin (bishop of Worcester), 136

Egypt, flint implements from, 11(5
;

inkpot from, 6
; reports of Local

Secretary for, 68, 325
; wooden

r
inter's palette from, 138

(Rev. F. ,7,, M.A.), elected Fel-

low, 3
; admitted, 16

Elections of Fellows, 3, 18, 100, 151,

202, 222, 231, 235, 278, 288, 361
El Kab (Egypt), excavation at, 329
Ellis (Lt.-Col. H. L.), elected Fellow,

362
; admitted, 362

Elmham, North (Suffolk), bronze ves-

sel from, 185
Elsteil (Sussex), church of, 296
Elton (C. I., Q.C., F.S.A.), death of,

335
; obituary notice of, 340

Elworthy (F. T.), elected Fellow, 202
;

admitted, 204

Ely (T., F S.A.), exhibits wooden read-

ing desks, 3
;

on a relief from
Cirencester (Glouc.), 196

Enamelled objects : heraldic shield,

411
;

Moorish ornaments, 234
;

reliquary of Spanish workmanship,
225

Encaustic tiles from Hayles Abbey
(Glouc.), 352

;
Lewes priory (Sus-

sex), 30 ; Waverley Abbey (Surrey),
201

Erie (Sir Walter), 104

Eros and Aphrodite, group of, 197

Eure, arms of, 107

Evans (A. J., F.S.A.), appointed Vice-

President, 174

Evans (Sir John, K.C.B., F.S.A.), on

the opening of a barrow near Ware

(Herts.), 8
; appointed Vice-Presi-

dent, 352

Evans (Lewis, F.S.A.), reads paper on

portable sundial made for Cardinal

Wolsey, 265

Evesham Abbey (Wore.), arms of,

136
Ewer (bronze) from Canterbury, 279 ;

Western Germany, 112 ;
Wheat-

hampstead (Herts.), HO

Fairfax (Lord General), 130

Fallow (T. M., F.S.A.), on a frag-

ment of an effigy found at Ormcsl.y

(Yorks.). 232

Famagusta (Cyprus), proposed
destruc

tion of, 167

Faversham (Kent), glass bottle from,

279

Fayum (Egypt), ink-pot from, o

Feckenham (Wore.), parish documents

of, 19

Fence, exhibition of early, 215

Ferguson (Chancellor R. S., F.S.A.),

report as Local Secretary for Cumber-
land, 88

; death of, 114, 159
; obitu-

ary notice of, 162

Ferrey (B. E., F.S.A.), death of, 335;

obituary notice of, 164, 341
Ferrule of lance-shaft (iron) from

Rochester (Kent), 78
Fetcham (Surrey), excavations on

early sites at, 253

Fibula, see Brooch
Field (O., F.S.A.), death of, 335;

obituary notice of, 340
Fishwick (Lieut-Col., F.S.A.), on a

discovery of sepulchral urns in Bleas-

dale (Lane.), 33

Fitz-Alan, arms of, 136

Fitz-Alan (Brian), 136

Fitzwilliam family, genealogy of, 4

Fitzwilliam (Sir Thomas), 4

Flavinus, tombstone of, 197

Fleming (Richard), 273

Flint implements : from Abernethy

(Scotland), 375 ;
Ardoch (Scotland),

374 ; Croydon (Surrey), 286 ;
Dnm-

buck crannog (Scotland), 384 ;
Dun-

buie (Scotland), 378; Eggardun
(Dorset), 261, 262; Egypt, 116;

Hyndford crannog (Scotland), 376 ;

Pule Hill (Yorks.), 129; Shan.ley
Green (Surrey), 252 ; Wittenham,

Long (Berks.), 12, 13

Font basin (pewter), at Willingdon

(Sussex), 31

Ford (Sussex), wall paintings in church

of, 30

Forgeries of Runic inscriptions in

Cumberland, 88

Forrest Hall (Westmorland), hand-

grenades found near, 274

Fowler (Rev. J. T., F.S.A.), on the

grave of St. Cuthbert, 16; on an

inscribed doorway at Yarburgh
church (Line.), 228

Fownbope (Hereford), Norman work

in church of, 275

Fox (G. E., F.S.A.) and Hope (W. H.

St. John, M.A.), on excavations at

Silchester (Hants.), 17.

France (J. F., F.S.A.), death of, :

obituary notice o:

Franks Bequest, book-plan- f>r. i'

Freer (W. J.), elected Fellow, 278 ;

admitted, 285

Freshfield (Kdwin. jun., F.S.A.). 169

Fretton (W. G., F.S.A.), death of.

obituary notice of, 340

Frontal, altar, from Alverly (Salop.),

72 ;
Baunton (Glouc.), 70 ; Chipping

Campden (Glouc.), 72
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Fryer (A. C., 1'h.D.. M.A.X elected

Felluw, 278

Fry-ton I hill (Yorks.), stone coffin

from, 13<

Gardiner (Rer. K. K., F.S.A.),
nominated scrutator. 2:>2

Gardner (,l. K., F.S.A.), death of.

IT)
1

.! ; obituary notice of, 163
Canlner fj. Starkie), elected Fellow,

100 ; :ulmitt"d. 171

Garson (J. G., M.D.), report on
bones found in burrow near Ware

(Eta*
Garter, Knights of, palimpsest stall -

plates of, 148

George (T. J.), communicates an

AxehfBologicaJ Survey of Northamp-
tonshire, 1 I *

Germany (Western), bronze vessels

from, 112

Gibbs (Hon. A.. M.A.), elected Fel-

low, 222

Giggleswick (Yorks.), knife and iron

lewis 1'rom church of, 231

Gignese (Italy), cup-marked stone at,

45

Glanvillc, arms of, 107

(llass objects; beads from IJraintree

(Fssex), 7, Chatham (Kent), 41,

Fetchum (Surrey), 2.">4, Glassonby
(dunk), 322, Hftwnbj (Yorks.),
2.V>. Hvndford crannog (Scotland),

376, 377, llunstanton (Norf.), 311).

Kent. 280, Sittiugbourne (Kent).
2.V> ; bottle from Canterbury, 2S<),

Faversham (Kent), 279
;

bracelet

from Ardoeh (Scotland), 374.

Hyndford crannog, 376
; cup from

Canterbury, 280; stud from Ardoeh.
374 : toilet-phial from Canterbury,
I'?'.*; tumbler from Wheathamp-tead
(Herts.), 110; vi>M'ls from Brain-

tree (Pissex), 7, Strood (Kenf). M)

Glassonby (Cumb.), oxeuvution of

tumulus at, 321
; pro-Normau sculp-

ture from, oi'l

Golduey (F. B.), elected Fellow, 2.V, ;

admitted, 236
;
on some antiquities

found near Canterbury. 27'J

Gold objects : the Mold corslet, 222 ;

Moorish jewellery, 234
; reliquary

of Spanish workmanshire, 225 ; ring
from High Down (Sussex), 387

Goolden (R. E.), elected Fellow, 23C :

admitted, 241

Gowland (NV., F.S.A.), remarks on
Roman tin-mining in Cornwall, 122;
on the remains of a silver refinery

at Silchester (Hants.), 173
;
on the

early metallurgy of silver and lead,

856
(ireatham House (Sussex), leaden

vessel at. 2'.I7

(ireen (Frank), elected Fellow, 235
Greenwood (H. J.), admitted Fellow,

33

Grey (Sir Richard, Lord Grey of

Codnor, K.G.), palimpsest stall-plate

Of, 1411

(Jrindstone (sandstone), from Ardoeh

(Scotland), 374

Grosvenor (E.), 131

(iurney (K. II. J., F.S.A.), death of,

159

Hall (Colonel W. B. R.), elected Fellow,
100

Hall (\V. H.X elected Fellow, 18;
admitted, 19

Halsbury (the Ht. Hon. Hardinge
Stanley, Karl of. Lord Chancellor),
elected Fellow, 222

Hammer (iron) from Hvndford
crannog (Scotland), 377

Hand-grenades, from Westmorland.
274

Handle (deer-horn) from Abernethy
(Scotland), 375

; (iron) from 1'ul-

borough (Sussex), 2 '..">

Hardham (Su>stx). Romano-British

camp and cemetery at, 23
;

wall

paintings in church of, 299

Harquebus. 192

Harquebusier, headpiece of, 191
Harrison (John), 132
Harrod (II. IX, F.S.A.), reads a paper
on the defence of the Liberties of

Chester in 1450,91 ;
exhibits bronze

pot found at Barmouth (Wales),
260

Hartshorne (A., F.S.A.). on an altered

headpiece of an harquebusier, I'.M ;

on the effigy of Sir Oliver de

Cervington in Whatley church

(Somerset), 389

Hurley, Great (Oxon.), helmet from,
175

"

Haslewood (Rev. F., F.S.A.), obituary
notice of. 164

lla-miodai, name on charm. 141, 146
ila-<oek> ^Sussex), Roman urns from,

27, 301

Hastings (Lord), manuscript belonging
to, 17

Ilaverneld (F., F.S.A.), on a Greek

inscription from Oxfordshire, 9
;

on some Romano-British remains in
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the Upper Thames Valley, 10 ; on
an inscribed Roman ingot of Cornish
tin and Roman tin-mining in Corn-
wall, 117

Hawnby (Yorks.), glass bead from 255
Hayles Abbey (Glouc.), excavations

at, 132, 352
Hedenham (Norfolk), communion cup
and cover from, 226

Helmet, tilting, of the fifteenth century,

Henley (Lady), exhibits silver spoon,
1 *. .)

Hennell (Colonel R., D.S.O.), elected
Fellow, 203

; admitted, 222

Henty (E., F.S.A.), exhibits bronze
objects from High Down Camp
(Snssex), 386

Heraldry :

Arms of Alford, 109
; Aton, 107 ;

Auricier, 190
; Boynton, 108 ;

Bulmer, 107
; Cervington, 391 ;

Compton, 136; Constable, 107,
108

; Edgerley, 188
; England

and De Valence quarterly, 411 ;

Eure, 107
; Evesham Abbey, 136 ;

Fitz-Alan, 136
; Glanville, 107 ;

Grey of Codnor, 149 ; Hildyard.
109

; Hotham, 109
; Huddleston,

135, 136 ; Lassells, 107 ; Lorying.
148

; Monkton, 110
; Neville, 107 ;

Percy, 136
; Poynings. 136 ;

Scrope of Bolton, 150
; Stafford.

Lord Bourchier, 149
; Stapleton,

136; Umfraville, 107; Vesci,
107 ; Wayneflete, 289

Arms on a pendant from Canterbury.
190

;
on bosses at Hayles Abbey

(Glouc.), 135
;
on a seal, 361 ; on

a silver spoon, 123
Heraldic glass in Great Malvern

priory church, 362

Palimpsest stall plates of Knights of

the Garter, 148

Hereford, Old Jews' chapel, Norman
work in. 275

Herling, East (Norfolk), hall at, 283
Herz (Max. Bey), elected Honorary

Fellow, 236

Heslop (R. O.), elected Fellow, 362 ;

admitted, 362

Hessilgil Crags (Cumb.), forged Runic

inscription at, 88
Hexham (Northumb.), tombstone at.

197

Higden's Polichronicon. manuscript

copy of, 1 98

Higgins(A., F.5>. A.), on an illuminated

copy of the statutes illustrating the

genealogy of the Fitzwilliam family.

4
; appointed auditor, 45
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41, 42
; Durham, the bones of St.

Cuthbcrt, 16
;

Fetcham (Surrey),

253, 254 ; Glassonby (Cumb.), 322
;

Hunstanton (Norfolk), 315, 318,

319, 320 ;
Portslade (Sussex), 28 ;

Pule Hill (York*.), 126
,
Rochester

(Kent), 78 ; Shamley Green (Surrey),
251 ; Shorne (Kent), 74, 75

; Strood,

(Kent), 81; Ware (Herts.), 8; Wheat-

hampstead (Herts.), 113 ; White-
church Canonicorum (Dorset), relics

of St. Wita, 191
; Wittenham, Long

(Berks), 11, 12, 13

Huni, on a Mappa Mundi, 199

Hunstanton (Norfolk), report on exca-

vations at, 310
Hutton (Captain, F.S.A.), exhibits

leather cudgel hilts, 16
;

exhibits

and describes rapier foil and dagger
foil, 204 ;

exhibition of fencing by,
215

Hymans (M. Henri), elected Honorary
Fellow, 362

Hyndford (Scotland), Romano-British

crannog at, 375

Incised slab at Warter priory (Yorks.),
57

Ink-pot (earthenware), from Egypt, 5

Inscriptions : on bronze vessels from

Spain, 362, 363, 364
;
on a By/antine

cameo, 365 ; on doorway of Yar-

burgh church (Line.), 228, 230
;
on

leaden reliquary from Whitechurch
Canonicorum (Dorset), 191

;
on

mazer band, 360 ;
Runic forgeries in

Cumberland, 88
; spurious, on sword

blades, 206
Greek from Oxfordshire, 9

Roman : on altar from Bath, 179 ;

on altar from Cirencester (Glouc.),

179; on bronze strip from Chester,
93

;
on lead pipe from Chester, 97 ;

on a stone found in the Comitium
at Rome, 287, 395

Inskip (Lane.), sepulchral urn from,
34

Intaglio (paste), from Ardoch (Scot-

land), 374
Inverbroom (Ross), bronze sword from,

370
Irish gold ornaments, resolution of the

Society concerning, 204 ; presidential
reference to, 344

Iron objects from Ardoch (Scotland),
374

; Chatham (Kent), 40, 41
;

Darenth (Kent), 77 ;
Denton

(Sussex), 234 ; Giggleswick (Yorks.),
234

; Hunstanton (Norf.), 318, 319,

320
; Hyndford craunog (Scotland).

377 ; Lewes (Sussex), 29
;

Port-

slade (Sussex), 28
; Pulborough

(Sussex), 295; Rochester (Kent), 78;
Strood (Kent), 80'; Withersfack

(Westm.), 271
Italian card games, 199

Ivory sceptre with spurious inscrip-

tion, 213

Jackson (C. J., F.S.A.), exhibits silver

chalice and paten, 5

James (F. V.), amoval of, 173

Jedburgh (Scotland), coins found

near, 371

Jerningham (Sir H. E. H..K.C.M.G.),
elected Fellow, 202 ; admitted, 224

Jet ornaments from Braintree (Essex),
7

;
Hunstanton (Norf.), 319

Jewellery, Moorish, 234
Jones (H., F.S.A.), appointed auditor,

45
; nominated scrutator, 333

Jutish interments at Rochester (Kent),
78

Karnak (Egypt), temple of, 328 ;

report on fall of columns in, 58

Kempson (Rev. G. A. E., F.S.A.),

resignation of, 159

Kent, reports of Local Secretary for,

34, 73

Kentmere (Westmorland), early settle-

ment at, 265

Kerry (Rev. Charles), 188, 189

Key (bronze), from Arley (Wore.),
227

; (iron) from Strood (Kent),
80

Keyser (C.E., F.S.A.), on Norman
doorways in the diocese of Oxford,
99

;
exhibits photographs of Norman

doorways, 100
;

exhibits lantern

slides of Anglo-Norman doorways,
276

Kilpeck (Hereford), Norman work in

church of, 275

Kirby (T. F., F.S.A.), reads a paper
on the charters of the manor of

Meonstoke (Hants.), 232
Kirklees Priory (Yorks.), inscription

at, 287
Knife (flint), from Eggardun (Dorset),

261
; (iron) from Chatham (Kent),

41, Fetcham (Surrey), 255, Gig-
gleswick (Yorks.), 234, Huustanton

(Norf.), 320, Portslade (Sussex),
28, Pulborough (Sussex), 295,
Strood (Kent), 80

Knowles (W. H.), admitted Fellow,
204
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Lacock Abbey (Wilts.), excavations

at, 4

Ladder (oak), from Dumbuck crannog
Scotland), 382

Ladies, not admissable to meetings, 279
Lambessa (Algeria), senams near, 244

Lamp (stone), from Abernethy (Scot-

land), 375

Lamp- stand (iron), from Darenth

(Kent), 77

Lancaster, seal of, 361

Lance-shaft, ferrule of (iron), from
Rochester (Kent), 78

Langar (Notts.), monument in church

of, 106.

Langdale, Little (Westmorland), pri-
mitive quadrangular structures at,

266

Langdon (A. G., F.S.A.), exhibits

drinking horn with mazer band

mount, 360
Lantern from Mecca, 277

Lassells, arms of, 107

Layard (Miss N.), exhibits bronze

vessel from North Elmham (Suffolk),

185
Leadburn (Peebles), bronze sword from,

370
Lead and silver, the early metallurgy

of, 355
Leaden objects : charm from Eatherby
Moor (Yorks.), 146, Lincoln's Inn,

141 ;
letters of an inscription, 58

;

objects from Hyndford crannog

(Scotland), 377 ; pipe, (inscribed)

from Chester, 97, Waverley abbey

(Surrey), 201; reliquary from

Whitechurch Canonicorum (Dorset),

191
; sling bullets from Ambleside

(Westm.), 271, Ardoch (Scotland;,

374 ;
vessel at Greatham House

(Sussex), 297
Leader (J. D., F.S.A.), death of, 159 ;

obituary notice of, 162

Leatherhead (Surrey), excavations on

early sites near, 251

Leather objects : boots and shoes,

Roman and medieval, 202 ; cudgel

hilts, 16

Lee (Ambrose), monumental brasses

in possession of
, 186; (Sir Anthony),

188
; (Richard), 188

Leeds (Yorks.), the old grammar
school, 132 ; stone coffins at, 130

Leicester Hospital, presidential refer-

ence to, 166

Lennard (Lt.-Col. Sir J. F., F.S.A.),

death of, 159
; obituary notice of,

Leonard (H., M.I.C.E.), elected Fel-

low, 236 ; admitted, 236

Le Strange (Hamon) and Hughes (T.
McK., F.S.A.), on excavation* at
Hunstanton (Norfolk), 310

Lewes (Sussex), encaustic til<

priory of, 30 ; Saxon remains from,

Lewis (iron), from Giggleswick
(Yorks.), 234

London, Bank of England, pottery
from, 355, wooden lined wells in,
357

; bone stylus found in, 115;
Cold Harbour, 230; Coleman
Street, wooden lined wells in, 357

;

Duck's Foot Lane, 174; Fenchurch
Street, bronze figure of Silenus

from, 354
; Guy's Hospital, pewter

plates from, 114
; Lincoln's Inn,

leaden charm from, 141
; Lothbury,

Roman remains in, 357
; manor of

the Rose, 230 ; Piccadilly, origin of

name, 107 ; Roman and medieval
boots and shoes from, 201

; Romano-
British antiquities from, 2; St.

Laurence Ponltney, 230
Loom weights (brick), from Fetcham

(Surrey), 257

Loryng (Sir Neel, K.G.), palimpsest
stall plate of, 148

Lovell (Sir Thomas, K.G.), plaster
head and bronze medallion of, 280

Library of Dean and Chapter of Wells,
226

Limpsfield (Surrey), pottery from, 254

Lindsay (Captain H.), exhibits tilting

helm, 174

Luce Bay, antiquities from, 409
Ludus Triumphorum, 199

Lyell (A. H., F.S.A.), appointed
auditor, 241

Lyon (H. L. T.), elected Fellow, 236
;

admitted, 236

MacAHster (J. Y. W., F.S.A ).
i-x-

hibits hunting dagger, 185

Mace (stone), /rom High Down

(Sussex), 388

Madan (F., M.A.), elected Fellow, 18 ;

admitted, 19

Madrid, sword with spurious inscrip-

tion in the armoury at, 210

Maitland (F. W., M.A.), elected

Fellow, 100

Malvern, Great (Wore.), heraldic glass

in priory church of, 362

Maiming (P., F.S.A.), exhibits and

describes monumental brasses, 186

Mappa Mundi, description of.

March (Dr. H. Colley. F.S.A. ), on

excavations on Eggardun (Dorset),

258
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Markham (C. A., F.S.A.), exhibits

silver-gilt spoon, 123

Marsden (Yorks.), excavations near,
125

Marshall (Rev. E., F.S.A.), death of,

159
; obituary notice of, 161

Marshall (G. W., F.S. A.), exhibits seal

of peculiar of chapel of King
Charles at Peak Forest, Derbyshire,
360

Marsham-Townshend (Hon. R.,
F.S.A.), appointed Auditor, 45

;

declines office, 69

Marsy (Comte cle), obituary notice of,

343
Martin (A. T., F.S.A.), reads account

of excavations at Caerwent (Mon.),
237

Martin (C. Trice, F.S. A.), on an order

for the defence of the coast in 1625,
101

Master (Mrs. Chester), exhibits altar-

frontal from Baunton (Glouc.), 70

Matthey (C. G. R.), elected Fellow,
236

; admitted, 276

Mawgan-in-Pydar (Cornwall), ingot
of tin from, 117

Maxwell (Sir H. E.), elected Fellow,
288

Mazer-band (silver-gilt), 360

Mecca, lantern from, 277

Medallion (bronze), of Sir Thomas

Lovell, 280

Melos, excavation* at, 167

Mentu-hotep I., tomb of, 326

Meonstoke (Hants.), charters of the

manor of, 232

Messingham (Line. ), stone object from,
388

Metallurgy of silver and lead, 355

Metham (Sir Thomas), 102
;
notes on,

109
Minet (W., F.S. A.), appointed auditor,

69, 241
Miniature of Queen Victoria, 250
Minns (Rev. G. W. W., F.S.A.),
nominated scrutator, 333

Moens (W. J. C., F.S. A.), reports

preservation of an undercroft at

Southampton, 101
;

on recent dis-

coveries in Romsey abbey church,
246

Mold corslet, the, 222
Monkton (Sir Philip), 102 ;

arms of,

110
;
notes on, 110

Moore (Col. C. T. J., F.S A.), death

of, 335 ; obituary notice of, 338
Morel (M. Leon), elected Honorary

Fellow, 362
Mortar (stone), from Hyndford cran-

nog (Scotland), 376

Mould (stone), for socketed celt, 196 ;

196
;
from Hyndford crannog (Scot-

land), 376
Munro (J. A. R., F.S.A.), resignation

of, 334
Munro (II., M.D.), report as Local

Secretary for Scotland, 370
Miinzenheim (Germany), bronze vessel

from, 113

Musket, 192

Myers (Major W. J., F.S.A.), death

of, 159
; obituary notice of, 165

Myres (J. L., F.S. A.), on examples of

senams in Algeria, 242

Nash (W. LI., F.S.A.), nominated

scrutator, 158
Nails (iron), from Strood (Kent), 80

Naukratis, excavations at, 168

Nelthropp (Rev. H. L.. F.S.A.), death

of, 335 ; obituary notice of, 337

Net sinkers (brick), from Fetcham

(Surrey), 257
Nevill (T. G.), elected Fellow, 203

;

admitted, 204

Neville, arms of, 107

Newby (Isabel), 273

Niger lapis in the Comitium at Rome,
44, 393

" Nine men's Morice "
board, 201

Ninnis (B.), admitted Fellow, 19
Norman (P., Tres. S. A.), on Sir John
de Pulteuey and his London
residences, 230

;
on an allegorical

illumination by G. Hoefnagel, 262
Norman doorways in the diocese of

Oxford, 99
; photographs and lan-

tern slides exhibited, 100, 276
Norman sculptures in Herefordshire

churches, 274
Norris (Rev. H.), elected Fellow, 3

;

admitted, 158

Northamptonshire, archaeological sur-

vey of, 148
Northbourne (The Rt. Hon. Walter

Henry, Lord), elected Fellow, 278 ;

admitted, 303

Numa, alleged law of, 392

Nunney (Somerset), headpiece of

harquebusier from, 191

Obituary notices, 160, 336

Omm-el-Ashera (Algeria), senams at,

243

Orcildus, on a Mappa Mundi, 199

Ormesby (Yorks.), fragment of an

effigy found at, 232
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Owen (Key. E., F.S.A.), death of,
159

Oxford, Bartholomew's Hospital, 167,
346

;
diocese of, Norman doorways

in, 99

Oxford (The Rt. Rev. the Bishop of,

F.S.A.), death of, 335

Oyri, arms of, 107

Page (W., F.S. A.), report on excava-
tions at Verulamium, 200

Palestine Exploration Fund, presiden-
tial reference to, 168

Palette (wooden), from Egypt, 138

Palstave (bronze), from Surrey, 285
Parker (Robert), brass to, 298

Patella (bronze), from Ardoch (Scot-

land), 374
Paten (silver-gilt), 5

Patrick (R. W. C., F.S.A.), death of,

159 ; obituary notice of, 163

Paul (R. W.), elected Fellow, 203 ;

admitted, 224
;
on heraldic glass in

Great Malvern priory church, 362

Payne (G., F.S.A.), reports as Local

Secretary for Kent, 34, 73

Peachey (Alfred), 280
Peacock (E., F.S. A.), exhibits photo-

graph of black jack, 227 ;
exhibits

stone object from Messingham
(Line.), 388

Peak Forest (Derbyshire), seal of

Peculiar of Chapel of King Charles

at, 360
Peers (C. R., M.A.), elected Fellow,

278
; admitted, 278 ;

on recent dis-

coveries in the abbey church of

Romsey (Hants.), 250

Pendant, armorial (copper), from Can-

terbury, 190

Penicuick (Scotland), coins found near,

371

Pentapolis, on a Mappa Mundi, 199

Percy family, arms of, 136

Percy (Henry, Earl of Northumber-

land), 136

Pewter objects : font basin at Willing-

don (Sussex), 31
; plates from Guy's

Hospital, London, 114

Pfahlheim (Germany), bronze vessels

from, 112, 113

Philae, dam at, 328

Philip family, charm against, 146

Philip (James), 146

Phillips (L.B.,F.S.A.), exhibits minia-

ture of Queen Victoria, 250

Piccadilly, origin of name of, 107

Pick (iron), from Hyndford crannog

(Scotland), 377

VOL. XVIII.

Pickadell Hall, 107
Piles (wood), from Amblesido

morland), 268, 270
Pin (bone), from Strood (Kent), 80 ;

(bronze) from Canterbury, 279,
Hunstanton (Norf.), 318

Pipes (lead), inscribed from Chester,
97

;
from Waverley Abbey (Surrey),

201

Pitt-Rivers (Lieut.-Gen. A. H. L. F.,
F.S. A.), death of, 335

; obituary
notice of, 338

Plant remains at Silchester (Hants.),
359

Plaster head of Sir Thomas Lovell,
280

Plates (pewter), from London, 114
Plowman (H.), elected Fellow, 203;

admitted, 204
Plummer (Dr. S.), notes on the bones

of St. Cuthbert, 16

Plucknett (G., F.S.A.), death of, 159;

obituary notice of, 161

Plunkett (George Noble, Count),
elected Fellow 278 ; admitted, 360

Polisher (sandstone), from Shorne

(Kent), 74

Pollexfen (Rev. J. H., F.S.A.), death

of, 159
; obituary notice of, 164

Portslade (Sussex), Saxon remains

from, 28

Portsmouth (Hants.), the king's bastion

at, 345

Pot (bronze), from Barmouth (Wales),
250

Potters' marks, list of, from Strood

(Kent), 79

Pottery :

Hispano-Moorish dish from Bristol,

330
Medieval from the Bank of England,

355
Pre - Roman, from Aberncthr

(Scotland), 375 ;
Bl. .

(Lane.), 33 ; Canterbury, 5

Eggardun (Dorset), 261, 262;

Fete-ham (Surrey), 257; Gl:-

(Cumb.), 322; Inskip (I-

34; Pule Hill (York*.),
1-^ :

Shorne (Kent), 74

Roman, from Ambleside (W(

270; Ardoch (Scotland),
3

Borough Green <Kent 81, 82 ;

BouRhton MoiK'lH-bc :i(Kn.t),78 ;

Buckiand (Kent), 7H ;
Hrlim

(Kent) 39; Canterbury.& Chatham (Kent), 39.
4.J.

41 42; Chester, 97; Darenth

(Kent), 77 ;
Fetcham (S

254,255;Hardlmm(>
Hassocks (Sussex), 27,301;!
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ford crannog (Scotland), 377 ;

Limpsfield (Surrey), 254
;

Pul-

borough (Sussex), 295
; Shamley

Green (Surrey), 251. 253
;

St.rood

(Kent), 79, 80 ; Wittenham, Long
(Berks.), 11, 12, 13

Saxon, from Hunstanton (Norf.),
320

Pounders (stone), from Ardoch (Scot-

land, 374

Powell (Prof. F. Y., M A.), amoval of,

351

Poynings family, arms of, 136

Poynings (Robert, Lord), 136

Prietorius (C. J.), elected Fellow,
236

; admitted, 236

Presidential Addresses, 158, 333

Prevost (A., F.S.A.), on medieval and
other pottery found under the Bank
of England, 355

Price (F. G. Hilton, Dir.S.A.), exhibits

Romano-British antiquities from the

City of London, 2
;
exhibits ink-pot

from Egypt, 5 ; exhibits and describes

Egyptian painter's palette, 138
;
ex-

hibits Roman and medieval boots

from London, 202
Pritchard (J. E.), elected Fellow, 100 ;

admitted, 148; exhibits dish of

Hispano-Moorish pottery, 330

Pulborough (Sussex), bridge at, 32
;

early interments at, 22, 301
;
Roman

remains at, 294
Pule Hill (Yorks.), excavations at, 125

Pulteney (Sir John de), 230
Purchenia (Spain), gold ornaments

from, 234

Pyx (wood), from Bristol, 277

Quarrendon (Bucks.), monumental
brass from. 188

Quern, from Dumbuck crannog (Scot-

land), 382, 384 ; Dunbuie (Scot-

land), 378 ; Hyndford crannog
(Scotland), 376

Rapier foil, 204
Read (C. H., Sec. S.A.), exhibits and

describes bronze vessel and glass
tumbler of the Saxon period from
W heathampstead (Herts.). 110;
exhibits and describes miscellaneous

antiquities, 114; on a gold object
known as the Mold corslet, 222 ;

exhibits gold and enamelled

reliquary of Spanish workmanship,
225

;
exhibits enamelled gold

ornaments and other Moorish

jewellery, 234
;

remaiks on a

plaster head of Sir Thomas Lovell,

K.G., 284
; on bronze objects from

High Down Camp (Sussex), 386

Reading desks, wooden, 3

Rebus on frontal from Baunton

(Glouc.), 71

Reid (Clement, F.R.S ), on vegetable
and plant remains from Silchester

(Hants.), 173, 359
Reid (H. G., F.S.A.), death of, 159

;

obituary notice of, ] 64

Reliquary (gold and enamelled), of

Spanish workmanship, 225
; (lead)

from Whitechurch Canonicorum

(Dorset), 191
Recared (King of the Goths), sword

attributed to, 211

Rice (R. G., F.S.A.), reports as Local

Secretary for Sussex, 21, 294
Riddlesdown (Surrey), bronze celt

from, 286

Ring (bronze), from Abernethy (Scot-
la nd), 375, Hunstanton (Norf.)

318, Hyndford crannog (Scotland),

376, Strood (Kent), 80
; (gold)

penannular from High Down
(Sussex), 387 ; (silver-gilt) of

abbot of Waverley, 225
Robarts (N. F.), on a bronze hoard
and other antiquities from Surrey,
285

Robinson (H. C.), reading desk

belonging to, 3

Robinson (Sir J. C., F.S.A.), exhibits

enamelled shield, 411

Rochester (Kent), Jutish interments

at, 78 ; medieval crypt at, 82
;

Roman remains from, 34

Roman remains at or from, Ambleside

(Westm.), 267 ;
Ardoch (Scotland),

371
;

Bath (Somerset), 179, 346
;

Bignor (Sussex). 26
;
Birrenswark

(Scotland), 373
;

Bitterne (Hants.),
345 ; Borough Green (Kent), 81 ;

Braintree (Essex), 7
;

Bnrham
(Kent), 38

; Caerwent (MoiO, 237
;

Canterbury, 279
;

Cardiff (Wales),
285

;
Chatham (Kent), 34, 39

;

Chester, 91
;

Cirencester (Glonc.)

177,196; Cornwall, 117; Darenth

(Kent), 77 ; Doddington (Kent). 43
;

Eastbourne (Sussex), 27
;
Hardham

(Sussex), 23
;

Hassocks (Sussex),

27, 301
;

Hexham (Northumb.),
197; Hyndford crannog (Scotland),
375

;
Kirklees priory (Yorks.), 287 ;

London, 3, 202, 354, 357 ;
Pul-

borough (Sussex), 294
;

Rochester

(Kent), 34
; Rome, 44, 287, 393,
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394
;

St. Alban's (Herts.). 200
;

Silchester (Hants.), 173, 359
;

'

Strood

(Kent), 36, 78
; Upper Thames

Valley, 10

Rome, inscription from, 287
; the

IViffer Lapis in the Comitium at,

44, 393
;
the old Rostra, 394

Rome (W., F.S.A.), exhibits various

antiquities, 18

Romsey (Hants), recent discoveries in

the abbey church of, 246, 250
Roseuheim (M., iF.S.A.), exhibits

stone mould for socket celt, 196
;

exhibits bronze figure of Silenus
from London, 354

Rowe (R. R., F.S.A.), death of, 169
;

obituary notice of, 160
Rowlstone (Hereford), Norman work

in church of, 275
Runic inscriptions, forgeries of, in

Cumberland, 88
Rushforth (G. M., M.A.), elected

Fellow, 361
; admitted, 388

Rush worth (John), 131

Rutton (W. L., F.S.A.), nominated
scrutator. 158

Rylands (T. G.,F.S.A.), death of, 159
;

obituary notice of, 163

St. Alban's (Herts.), report on excava-

tions at, 200
St. Cuthbert, the grave and bones of,

16

St. Hubert, legend of, 125

St. Maurice, sword attributed to, 207

St. Wita, relics of, 190

Satqviel, name ou charm, 147

Sauuders (W. 8., M.D.,F.S.A.), death

of, 335
; obituary notice of, 339

Sawyer (Sir J., M.I).), elected Fellow,

236 ; admitted, 276

Saxe-Coburg and Gotha (H.R.H. the

Duke of), death of, and resolution

of the Society, 232
; acknowledge-

ment of, 236

Saxon remains, from Hunstanton

(Norf.), 318; Kent, 280; Lewes

(Sussex), 29
;

Portslade (Sussex),
28

; Wheathampstead (Herts.), 110

Sceptre (ivory), with spurious inscrip-

tion, 213

Schartatan, name on charm, 141

Schedbarschemoth, name on charm,

141, 146

Scotland, report of Local Secretary

for, 370

Scraper (flint), from Shamley Green

(Surrey), 252

Scrope (Carr), 146; (Emanuel, Lord),
letter of, 102

; monument to, 106
;

notes on, 105
; (John), 146

; (Sir
John le, Lord Scrope of Bolton,
K.G.), palimpsest stall plate of, 160

;

(Ralph), charro against, 141
; notes

on, 146
; (Thomas), 146

Seals, of borough of Criccicth (Car-
narvon), 69

;
of borough of Lan-

caster, 361
; found near Bolton

Priory (Yorks.), 131
;
of Peculiar of

Chapel in Peak Forrest (Derby), 360
Seidlitz (Dr. Waldemar von), elected

Honorary Fellow, M2
Seuams in Algeria, 242

Sen-nefer, tomb of, 326

Shamley Green (Surrey), excavations
on early sites near, 251

Shavers Hall, 106

Sheikh Abd el Gournah (Egypt), ex-

cavations at, 327
Shield (enamelled), 411

Shield boss (iron), from Hunstanton

(Norf.), 319
Shorne (Kent), Celtic interments found

at, 73

Sidney (F. E.), elected Fellow, 100 ;

admitted, 101

Silchester (Hants.), excavations at,

173, 359; plant and vegetable re-

mains from, 173,359; presidential
references to work at, 169, 345 ;

silver rerinery at, 173

Silenus, bronze figure of, 354

Silver and lead, the early metallurgy

of, 365
Silver and silver-gilt objects : dial ice

and paten, 5; charm, 147; com-

munion cup and cover from i

ham (Norf.), 226 ;
mazer LuiuUWu ;

ppoon, 1 23 ; ring of abbot of

Waverley, 225
;

treasure from

Cyprus, 116

Silver refinery at Silcheeter (Hants.),

173

Sittingbonrne (Kent), beads from, 256

Slate objects from Dunbuie (Scotland),

378

Slaugham Park (Sussex), broni*

bracelets from, 410

Sling bolts or bullets (clay) from Aber-

nerliy (Scotland),
37:> ; Ardocfc

(Scotland), 372; (lead) from Amble-

sideOVestm.), 271, Ardor!:.

Smith (B. W., F.S.A.), death of
;
33o

obituary notice of, 342

Smith (R. A.), on excavations near

Leatherhead and Shamley Green

(Surrey), 251

Smyth (Professor P.), obituary notice

of, 166
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Southam (H. R. H.), elected Fellow, 3
;

admitted, 3

Southam (S. C., F.S.A.), death of,

335
; obituary notice of, 342

Southampton, preservation of under-
croft in Simiiel Street at, 101

Southover (Sussex), leaden cists in

church of, 29

Spade (wood), from Chester, 96

Spain, bronze vessels with Christian

inscriptions from, 362

Spearhead (bronze), from Croydon
(Surrey) 352 ; (iron) from Ardoch

(Scotland), 374, Hunstanton (Norf ),

318, 319, 320, Portslade (Sussex),
28, Rochester (Kent), 78 ; (slate)
from Dunbuie (Scotland), 378

Spheres (crystal), from Kent, 280

Spoon (silver-gilt), 123
Stafford (Sir Hugh, Lord Bourchier,

K.G.), palimpsest stall-plate of, 149

Stanford (Leic.)i monumental brass

formerly at, 186

Stanhope (Peebles), bronze armlet

from, 371

Stapleton family, arms of, 136

Stapleton (Agnes), 136
; (Gilbert),

136 ; (Joan), 136 ; (Sir Miles), 136
Statutes of the Realm, illuminated

copy of, 4

Statutes of the Society, alterations in,

278
Stavert (Rev. W. J., M.A.), elected

Fellow, 203 ; admitted, 227
Steele (R.), elected Fellow, 3

;
ad-

mitted, 3
;
exhibits MS. of Higden's

Polichronicon containing a Mnppa
Mundi, 198; reads paper on the

Lndus TriumphvruiH and early
Italian card games, 199

Stewart (Sir Francis), 104
Stoke Mandeville (Bucks.), church of,

167
Stokes (Miss M.)> obituary notice of,
343

Stonehenge, presidential reference to,
344

Stone objects : coffins from Braintree,

Essex, 7
; Yorkshire, 129, 130

;

cresset from Waverley Abbey
(Surrey), 201

;
mace from High

Down (Sussex), 388; mould for

celts, 196; unknown from Messing-
ham (Line.), 388 ; various from
Dumbuck crannog (Scotland), 384 ;

Dunbuie (Scotland), 378
; Hyndford

crannog (Scotland), 37',

Street (E. E.), elected Fellow, 278
;

admitted, 285
Strood (Kent). Roman remains from,
36,78

Stud (bronze), from Strood (Kent),
80; (glass) from Ardoch (Scotland),
374

Stuttgart (Germany), bronze vessel in

museum at, 112

Stylus (bone), from London, 115

Sulinns, name on Roman altar, 179

Sunbury (Berks.), dagger from Thames
near, 279

Sundial made for Cardinal Wolsey.
2(55

Surrey, bronze hoard and other anti-

quities from, 285

Sussex, reports of Local Secretary for,

21, 294
Sword (bronze), from Auchterarder

(Perth). 370, Cherwell river, 370,

Edinburgh, 370, Inverbroom (Ross),

370, Leadhurn (Peebles), 370,

Yorkshire, 370 (iron), from Lewes
(Sussex), 29, Witherslack (Westm.),
271

Sword blades with spurious inscrip-
tions, 206

Sword chape (bronze), from Holms
Water (Peebles), 371

Sympson (Dr. M.) on the pulpit urn or

choir screen in Tattershall church

(Line.), 289

Tally (bone), from Strood (Kent), 80
Tattershall (Line.), pulpltum or choir

screen in church of, 289

Taylor (Henry, F.S.A.), on recent

discoveries of Roman remains in

Chester, 91

Taylor (T.), elected Fellow, 202
;

admitted, 204
Tethard Castle (Wexford), stone

mould for celt from, 196

Thame (Oxon.), monumental brass

from, 186
Thames river, antiquities from, 409

;

dagger from, 279

Thames valley, the upper, Romano-
British remains in, 10

Thcbe*, excavations at, 325
Thomas (Venerable Archdeacon,

F.S.A.), note on the seal of Cric-

cieth (Carnarvonshire), (>0

Thorpe (W. G., F.S.A.), exhibits

various antiquities, 18 ; exhibits

bible, 177 ; exhibits lantern from

Mecca, 277

Tiles, encaustic, from Hayles Abbey
(Glouc.), 352

;
Lewes Priory (Sus-

sex), 30 ; Waverley Abbey (Surrey),
201

Tilting helm of the fifteenth century,
174
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Tin, ingot of, from Cornwall, 117

Tin-mining in Cornwall in Roman
times, 117

Toilet-phial (glass), from Canterbury,
279

Torque (bronze), from Hyndford
crannog (Scotland), 376

Treyford (Sussex), church of, 296

Triiig (Herts.), bone bracer from, 257

Triptych (horn), 265
Troutbeck Valley (Westm.), primitive

quadrangular structures in, 266
Truro (Cornwall), Roman ingot of

tin in the museum at, 117
Tubs (wood), from Bank of England,

357
; from Coleman Street, London,

357
Tuer (A. W., F.S.A.), death of, 159

;

obituary notice of, 164
Tumbler (glass), from Wheathampstead

(Herts.), 110

Turin, sword in armoury at, 207
Turner (G. J.), elected Fellow, 18;

admitted, 45
Turton (R. B., M.A.), elected Fellow,

3
; admitted, 114

Tweezers (bronze), from Canterbury,
279

Tylor (J. J., F.S.A.), death of, 335
;

obituary notice of, 342

Udal (J. S.), elected Fellow, 236
Umbo (iron), from Portslade (Sussex),

28

Umfraville, arms of, 107

Urswycke (Christopher), 136

Valence (William de, Earl of Pem-
broke), 411

Valentinian II., gold coin of, 44

Valpy (Rev. Canon A. S., M.A.),
elected Fellow, 203

Vane (Rev. the Hon. G. H. F., M.A.),
elected Fellow, 235

; admitted, 276
Vaughan (H., F.S.A.), death of, 159

;

obituary notice of, 163

Vegetable remains from Silchester

(Hants), 173
Vertue (Rt.Rev. Bishop John, F.S.A.),

death of, 336
; obituary notice of,

342

Verularnium, see St Alban's.

Vesci, arms of, 107

Vespasian, coin of, from Pulborough
(Sussex), 295

Vessel (bronze), from North Elmham
(Suffolk), 185

VOL. XVJIT. 2 F

Victoria (Queen), address of con-

dolence to, 231
;

death of, 240 ;

presidential references to, 241, 333
;

resolution of the Society thereon,
242 : miniature of, 250

Vinon (Rev. F. A. H., F.S.A.), death

of, 336
; obituary notice of, 341

Visitors, rules as to the admission of,

278

Wace (H. T., F.S.A.), death of, 159
;

obituary notice of, 160

Wakefield Historical Society (Mass.),

acknowledgement from, 137

Waller (J. G., F.S.A.), nominated

scrutator, 232
Wall paintings, at Ford (Sussex), 30

;

Hardham (Sussex), 299
Walton-on-Trent (Derby), monu-

mental brass at, 186
Ward (J., F.S.A.), reads paper on
Roman remains at Cardiff Castle,
285

Ware (Herts.), barrow near, 8

Warter Priory (Yorks.), excavations

on the site of, 50 ;
incised slab to

prior of, 57
; inventory of goods of,

52
Watson (C. K., F.S.A.), death of, 242,

336
; obituary notice of, 336

;
reso-

lution of Society, 251
; reply thereto,

285

Waverley Abbey (Surrey), excavations

at, 200
; ring of abbot of, 225

Wayneflete (William of, bishop of

Winchester), arms of, 289

Weaver (Rev. F. W.. M.A.), elected

Fellow, 100
; admitted, 123

Wells (Somerset), library of the Dean
and Chapter of, 226

Wells (wood lined), in Bank of Eng-
land, 357

;
in Coleman Street, Lon-

don, 357

Westbury-upon-Trym (Glouc.), bronze

implements from, 237

Westmorland, report of Local Secre-

tary for, 265

Weston, North (Oxon.), monumental
brass formerly at, 186

Whalley (Lane.), chest from, 273

Whatley (Somerset), effigy in chnrch

of, 389

Wheat (burnt), from Fetcham (Sur-

rey), 256

Wheathampstead (Herts.), Saxon
remains from, 110

Wheel-money from Fetcham (Surrey),
255
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Whetstones from Ardoch (Scotland),
374

White (H., F.S.A.), death of, 336
White (W., F.S.A.), death of, 159;

obituary notice of, 160
Whitechurch Canonicorum (Dorset),

relied of St. Wita from, 190
WhorU (stone), from Hyndford cran-

nog (Scotland), 376
Wilcote (Oxon.), Greek inscription

from, 9

Wilkins (W. H., M.A.), elected

Fellow, 202
Willett (H.), exhibits horn triptych,

265

Williams (S. W., F.S.A.), death of,
159

; obituary notice of, 164

Willingdon (Sussex), palimpsest brass

at, 298 ; pewter font basin at, 31
Wilson (J., F.S.A.), death of, 336;

obituary notice of, 336

Wiltshire, prehistoric remains in, 345

Winchester, ring found near, 225

Winklebury Hill (Wilts.), grain from,
256

Witherslack (Westm.), sword from, 271

Wittenham, Long (Berks ), Romano-
British remains from, 10

Wolsey (Cardinal), sundial of, 265
Wonsheim (Germany), objects from
Frankish cemetery at, 112

Wood (B. H., F.S.A.), exhibits bronze
seal of Criccieth (Carnarvonshire),
69

Wooden objects : box or pyx from St.

Peter's Church, Bristol, 277
;
canoe

from Dumbuck crannog (Scotland),
382 ; chest from Whalley (Lane.),
273

;
dishes from Abernethy (Scot-

land), 375
; ladder from Dumbuck

crannog (Scotland), 382
; painter's

palette from Egypt, 138; piles from
Ambleside (Westm ), 268, 270; read-

ing desks, 3 ;
seal of Peculiar of

Chapel of King Charles in Peak
Forest (Derbyshire), 260

; spade from

Chester, 96
;
tubs from wells in Bank

of England, 357
;
in Coleman Street,

London, 357

Woolwich Kotunda, helmet hi, 174

Worlo Hill, near Weston-super-Mare
(Somerset), grain from, 257

Worms (Germany), bronze vessel in

museum at, 112

Worsley (J. E., F.S.A.), obituary
notice of, 163

Wright (G. U. N., F.S.A.), obituary
notice of, 160 ^

Wycliffe (York*.), slab with lead

letters at, 58

Yarburgh (Line.), inscribed doorway
of church of, 228

York Museum, stone coffins in, 130

Yorkshire, bronze sword from, 370
;

report of Local Secretary for, 125
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